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LETTER TO THE SECRETARY. 

OFFICE U.S. GEOLOGICAL AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES, 

Washington, January, 1878. 

Sim: I have the honor to transmit for publication the tenth annual 

report of the geological and geographical survey under my direction, 

embracing the completion of the work known as the survey of Colorado 

and portions of adjacent Territories. The systematic field investigation 

of the six rectangles which are included in what is called the Atlas of 

Colorado was commenced in the spring of 1873, and closed with the 

season of 1876. These six sheets embrace an area of rugged mountainous 

country of about 70,000 square miles. The field-work of the season of 

of 1876 was therefore entirely confined to the completion of the work in 

Colorado, and thus the area under investigation was located in the 

interior of the country, far remote from settlements, and among hostile 
bands of Ute Indians that attacked three of the parties the previous year. 

The point of departure the past season was Cheyenne, Wyo. Two 

of the parties, with all their outfit, were transported by railroad to 

Rawlins Springs, and proceeded thence southward. The other two 

were sent by railroad from Cheyenne southward, one party to Trinidad 

and the other to Cafion City. 

The primary triangulation party was placed in charge of A. D. Wil- 

son, and took the field from Trinidad, the southern terminus of the 
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, August 18, making the first station 

on Fisher’s Peak. From this point the party marched by the valley of 

the Purgatoire, crossed the Sangre de Cristo range by way of Costiila 

Pass, followed the west base of the range northward as far as Fort Gar- 
land, making a station on Culebra Peak. 

About six miles north of Fort Garland is located one of the highest 

and most ragged mountain-peaks in the West, called Blanca Peak, the 
principal summit of the Sierra Blanca group. On the morning of 

August 28, the party, with a pack-mule to transport the large theod- 

olite, followed up a long spur which juts out to the south. They found 

no difficulty in riding to timber line, which is here about 12,000 feet 

above sea-level. At this point they were compelled to leave the ani- 

mals, and, distributing the instruments among the different members 

of the party, proceeded on foot up the loose, rocky slope to the first 

outstanding point, from which a view could be obtained of the main 
peak of the range. Although this first point is only 600 feet lower than 

the main summit, yet the most arduous portion of the task was to come. 

The main summit is about two miles north of the first point, in a straight 

line, and connected with it by a very sharp-toothed, zigzag ridge, over 

which it is most difficult to travel, on account of the very loose rocks 
TIL 
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and the constant fear of being precipitated down on either side several. 

hundred feet into the amphitheatres below. After some two hours of 

this difficalt climbing, they came to the base of the main point, which, 
though very steep, was soon ascended, and at 11 o’clock a. m. they 
found themselves on the very summit. From this point one of the most 

magnificent views in all Colorado was spread out before them. The 
greater portion of Colorado and New Mexico was embraced in this field 

of vision. This point is the highest in the Sierra Blanca group, and, so 

far as is known at the present time, is the highest in Colorado. The 

elevation of this point was determined by Mr. Wilson in the following 

manner: First, by a mean of eight barometric readings, taken synchro- 

nously with those at Fort Garland, which gave a difference between the 

two points of 6,466 feet; secondly, by fore and back angles of elevation 

and depression, which gave a difference of 6,468 feet. The elevation at 

the fort was determined by a series of barometric readings, which, when 

compared with the Signal Service barometer at Colorado Springs, gave 

it an elevation of 7,997 feet, making the Blanca Peak 14,464 feet above — 

sea-level. This peak may be regarded, therefore, as the highest, or at 

least next to the highest, yet known in the United States. A compari- 

son with some of the first-class peaks in Colorado will show the relative 
height: 

Feet 

Wncompahere Peak, above sea-level wx. 2c 0.5 ee ciccej eee sede wie Sele eee eee eee 14, 235 

Blanca. Peaks above: sSea-leVels..-c..cos we snes eset ee ere renee cee eee eee 14, 464 

Mount) Harvard: above sea-level. =: 2 .oae naccae selon ae eee ee Eeeeooerene 14, 384 

Gray’s Peak, above sea-level ...-.....22.----20- een (aes NORE ne cence eee 14, 341 

Mount lincoln above sea-level .. is. tc\sesoesccte soetle = see ee eee ree tears 14, 296 

Mount) Wilson, above.sea-level 2. ..- 25: s..6 scc0) nies occclemicwlel= = celine ceiseenic 14, 280 

Wong's Peak; above ‘sea-level « . 2at4 scpyek fs dacs oa iininisi wine aipaeidoe aire isis eee 14, 271 

Pike’s Peak, above sea-level......-....-----sse-e- Shain pyeisrctete, Spel epePR nets cp ietereraters 14, 146 

The foregoing table will afford some conception of the difficulty en- 

countered in determining the highest peak where there are so many 

that are nearly of the same elevation. About fifty peaks are found 

within the limits of Colorado that exceed 14,000 feet above the sea-level. 
From this point the party proceeded westward across the San Luis 

Valley and up the Rio Grande to its source, making two primary sta- 

tions on the way, one near the summit district and the other on the Rio 

Grande pyramid. From the head of the Rio Grande the party crossed 

the continental divide, striking the Animas Park, and thence proceeded 

by trail to Parrott City. 
After making a station on La Plata Peak, the party marched north- 

west across the broken mesa country west of the Dolores, making three 
stations on the route to complete a small piece of topography that had 

been omitted the previous year, on account of: the hostility of the Ute 

Indians. After making a primary station on the highest point of the 

Abajo Mountains, the party turned eastward to Lone Cone, where another 

station was made. Thence, crossing the Gunnison and Grand Rivers, 
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they proceeded to the great volcanic plateau at the head of White River, 
The final station was made between the White and Yampah Rivers, in. 
the northwestern corner of Colorado. During this brief season Mr. 

Wilson finished about one thousand square miles of topography, and 
made eleven primary geodetic stations, thus connecting together by a 

system of primary triangles the whole of ee and Western Colo- 

rado. 

In company with the triangulation party, Mr. Holmes made a hurried 

trip through Colorado, touching also portions of New Mexico and Utah. 

He was unable to pay much attention to detailed work, but had an ex- 

cellent opportunity of taking a general view of the two great plain-belts 

that lie, the one along the east, the other along the west base of the 

Rocky Mountains. For nearly two thousand miles travel he had con- 

stantly in view the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations, among which 

are involved some of the most interesting geological questions. He 

observed, among other things, the great persistency of the various 

groups of recks throughout the east, west, and north, and especially in 

the west; that from Northern New Mexico to Southwest Wyoming the 
various members of the Cretaceous lie in almost unbroken belts. 

Between the east and the west there is only one great incongruity. 

Along the east base of the mountains the Upper Cretaceous recks, in- 

cluding Nos. 4 and 5, are almost wanting, consisting at most of a few 
hundred feet of shales and laminated sandstones. Along the west base 

this group becomes a prominent and important topographical as well as 

geological feature. In the southwest, where it forms the ‘‘Mesa Verde” 
and the cap of the Dolores Plateau, it comprises upward of two thou- 

sand feet of coal-bearing strata, chiedy sandstone, while in the north it 

reaches a thickness of 3,500 feet, and forms the gigantic ‘“‘ hog-back ” of 

the Grand River Valley. 

While in the southwest he visited the Sierra Abajo, a small group of 

mountains, which lie in Eastern Utah, and found, as he had previously 

surmised, that the structure was identical with that of the four other 
isolated groups that lie in the same region. A mass of trachyte has 

been forced up through fissures in the sedimentary rocks, and now rests 

chiefly upon the sandstones and shales of the Lower Cretaceous. There 

is a considerable amount of arching of the sedimentary rocks, caused 

probably by the intrusion of wedge-like sheets of trachyte, while the 

broken edges of the beds are frequently, but abruptly, pressed up, as if by 
the upward or lateral pressure of the rising mass. He was able to make 

many additional observations on the geology of the San Juan region, 

and secured much valuable material for the coloring of the final map. 

He states that the northern limit of ancient cliff-builders in Colorado 

aud Eastern Utah is hardly above latitude 37° 45’. 

The Grand River division was directed by Henry Gannett, poate 

pher, with Dr. A. C. Peale as geologist. James Stevenson, executive 

officer of the survey, accompanied this division for the purpose of assist- 
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ing in the management of the Indians, who last year prevented the com- 

pletion of the work in their locality by their hostility. 

The work assigned this division consisted in part of a small area, con- 

taining about 1,000 square miles, lying south of the Sierra la Sal. The 

greater portion of the work of this division lay north of the Grand River, 

limited on the north by the parallel of 39° 30’, and included between the 

meridian of 108° and 109° 30’. 

This division took the field at Cation City, Colo., about the middle of 

August. The party traveled nearly west up the Arkansas River, over 

Marshall’s Pass and down the Tomichi and Gunnison Rivers to the Un- 

compabgre (Ute) Indian agency. Here they secured the services of sev- 

eral Indians as escort in the somewhat dangerous country which they 
were firstto survey. This area, lying south of Sierra la Sal, was worked 

without difficulty. It is a broken plateau country, and presents many 

extremely curious pieces of topography. Kleven days were occupied in 

this work. 

The Grand River, from the mouth of the Gunnison River to that of the 

Dolores, i. ¢e., for nearly 100 miles, fows along the southern edge of a 

broad valley, much of the way being in a low caiion, 100 to 200 feet deep. 
The course of the river is first northwest for 25 miles; then, turning 

abruptly, it flows southwest, and then south, for about 75 miles. This 
valley has an average width of 12 miles. It is limited on the north and 

west by the ‘‘ Roan or Book Cliffs,” and their foot-hills, which follow the 

general course of the river. These cliffs rise from the valley in a suc- 

cession of steps to a height of about 4,000 feet above it, or 8,000 to 8.500 
feet above the sea. 

From its crest this plateau (for the Book Cliffs are but the southern 

escarpment of a plateau) slopes to the north-northeast at an angle of not 

more than five degrees. It extends from the Wahsatch Mountains on 

the west to the foot-hills of the Park range on the east, and presents 

everywhere the same characteristics. The Green River crosses it, flow- 
ipg in a direction exactly the reverse of the dip. It borders the Grand 

on the north for 100 miles, the crest forming the divide between the 
Grand and the White. On the south side of the crest are broken cliffs ; 

on the north side, the branches of the White cafion immediately. This 

leaves the divide in many places very narrow, in some cases not more 

than 30 to 40 feet wide, with a vertical descent on the south toward the 

Grand River, and an extremely steep earth-slope (35° in many cases) at 

the heads of the streams flowing north to the White River. This crest, 

though not over 8,500 feet in height, is the highest land for a long dis- 
tance in every Hasan. 

After leaving the Uncompahgre aeenee. the party followed Gunni- 

son’s Salt Lake road to the Grand and down that river to the mouth of 

the Dolores, in latitude 38° 50’, longitude 109°17’. At this point they 
turned northward, and went up to the crest of the Book plateau. They 

followed the crest to the eastward for upward of 100 miles, or to longi- - 
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tude 108° 15’; then descended to the Grand and followed it up to longi- 
tude 107° 35’, and thence via the White River (Ute) Indian agency to 
Rawlins, where they arrived on October 23. 

The whole area worked is about 3,500 square miles, in surveying which 
about sixty stations were made. 

The geological work of this division, by Dr. Peale, connects directly 
with that done by him in 1874 and 1875. Sedimentary formations pre- 
vail in both districts visited during the past season. 

The country first examined lies between the San Miguel and Dolores 
Rivers, extending northward and northwestward from Lone Cone 

Mountain. The general character of this region is that of a plateau cut 

by deep gorges or caiions, some of which, especially toward the north, 
extend from the sandstones of the Dakota group to the top of the Red 

Beds. The depth of the cation, however, is no indication of its impor- 

tance as a stream-bed, for, excepting the main streams, it is dry the 
greater portion of the year. There are not great disturbances of the 

strata, what folds do occur being broad and comparatively gentle. 

The San Miguel River, on leaving the San Juan Mountains, flows 

toward the northwest, and, with its tributaries, cuts through the sand- 

stones of the Dakota group, exposing the variegated beds lying beneath, 

that have generally been referred to the Jurassic. About 25 or 30 miles 

north of Lone Cone, the river turns abruptly to the west and flows west 

and southwest for about 15 miles, when it again turns and flows gener- 

ally northwest, until it joins the Dolores. Between the San Miguel and 

Lone Cone the sandstones of the Dakota group, or No. 1 Cretaceous, 
are nearly horizontal, forming a plateau which, on approaching the 

mountains, has a cropping of Cretaceous shales. 

Beyond the bend, the San Miguel flows in a monociinal valley, in 

which the canon walls are of the same description as in the upper part 

of its course. As the mouth is approached, the Red Beds appear. 

Between this portion of the course of the San Miguel and the almost 

parallel course of the Dolores, which is in a similar monoclinal rift, there 

are two anticlinal and two synclinal valleys parallel to each other. 

They are all occupied by branches of the Dolores. Lower Cretaceous, 

Jurassic, and Triassic strata outcrop, and present some interesting geo- 

logical details, which will be fully considered in the report on the district. 

The Dolores River comes from a high plateau in a zigzag course, flowing 

sometimes with the strike, and sometimes with the dip of the strata. 

Its general course on the western line is about northwest, from which it 

turns to the northward and westward, finally changing to northwest 

again, to its junction with the Grand. It is in cafion the greater part of 

its course. 

In the region of country north of Grand River, the geological forma- 

tions extend uninterruptedly from the Red Beds exposed on Grand 

River to the white Tertiary cliffs forming the summit of the ‘Roan 

Mountains,” or Book Cliffs. The Grand is generally in a cation in the 

II G 
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-Red Beds; on the north side the No. 1 Cretaceous sandstone forms a 
hogback, sloping toward the cliffs. Between the crest of this hogback 

and the cliffs there is a broad valley formed by the erosion of the soft 

Cretaceous shales which extend to the base of the cliffs, and in some 

places form their lower portion. The cliffs are composed mainly of 

Cretaceous beds, rising one above another in steps until an elevation of 

about 8,000 feet is reached. The summit is the edge of a plateau slop- 

ing to N. N. E. This plateau is cut by the drainage flowing into the 

White River from the south. These streams rarely cut through the 

Tertiary series. 

Coal of poor quality is found in the sandstones of the Dakota group, 

and also in the sandstones above the Middle Cretaceous beds.. Wher- 

ever noticed it was iu their seams, and of little economic importance. 
The White River division was directed by G. B. Chittenden, as topog- 

rapher, accompanied by IF’. M. Endlich, as geologist. 

The district assigned to this party as their field for exploration during 

the season of 1876, commenced on the eastward at longitude 107° 30’, 

joining on to the work previously done, and extended westward 30 miles 

into Utah Territory. Its southern boundary was N. latitude 39° 38’, 

while the White River formed the northern limit. In order to complete 

to the greatest possible advantage in the short time that could be al- 

lowed, it was determined to make the White River agency headquarters, 

and in two trips from there finish the work. About 3,800 square miles 

comprised the area surveyed. 

In working up the topography of this district the party spent 48 days 

of absolute field-work, made 41 main topographical stations and 16 auxil- 

iary ones, and traveled within the district about 1,000 miles. The party 

ascertained the courses of all the main trails, the location and quality of 

almost all the water, which is scanty throughout, and can map with con- 

siderable accuracy the topographical forms and all the water-courses. 

The area is almost entirely devoid of topographical “ points,” and the 

topographer is obliged to depend to a considerable degree on those far 

to the north and south for the triangulation. The country has hereto- 

fore been almost entirely unexplored, and was described by the nearest 

settlers as a broken cafon country, extremely dry. It was marked on 

the maps as a high, undulating plateau, with fresh-water lakes and 

timber. The party saw no lakes of more than 400 yards in diameter, 

and only two or three of these. The country is nearly all inhabitable, 
both winter and summer, and considerable portions of it valuable; and 

though three-quarters of it is within the Ute Indian reservation, the 
advantage of a more accurate knowledge of its character can readily 
be seen. 

While working in the low, broken country of southwestern Colorado, 
last year, Mr. Chittenden made use of a light, portable plane-table, and 

found it of great value. It appeared at that time that its value was 

greatest in that class of country, and that in a low, rolling district, with 
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few prominent points, or ina high mountain country, it would probably 

be of little or no use. Altitudes were determined by the mercurial ba- 

rometer, with a base at the White River Indian agency, and checked by 

a continuous system of vertical angles. The altitude of the agency has 

been determined by a series of barometric observations extending over 
two years and a half, and referred to railroad levels, and can probably 

be depended on to within a few feet. The altitude of the agency being 

about 6,500 feet, and the altitudes in the district ranging from 5,000 to 

8,000 feet, makes its location the best possible in height for a barometric 
survey of the region. 

It is the intention of the survey, during the coming year, to publish 

some tabulated results of the barometric work in Colorado, showing the 

system and its accuracy and reliability. This may be of use in future 

work, since the topography of the whole west must greatly depend on 

barometric determinations of altitude, and Colorado has furnished almost 

every possible phase of western topography. 

The longest dimension of the work lying east and west, and the White 

and Grand Rivers running in approximately parallel courses, the dis- 

trict stretched from the White River up over the divide between the 

Grand and White, and embraced the heads of the lateral drainage of 

the former river. 
The general topography is a gentle rise from the White River toward 

the south, and a sudder breaking off when the divide is reached into 

rugged and often impassable cliffs, known on the maps as the Roan or 

Book Mountains. The gentle plateau slope of the White River side is 

cut by almost numberless and often deep cations, and in many cases the 

surface of the country has been eroded away, leaving broken and most 

picturesque forms, the lower benches generally covered with cedars and 

pinons, and the upper rich in grass. 

There are four main streams draining into the White River within the 

limits of our work—a distance of something over 100 miles. The eastern- 

most is alarge running stream; the second, though tolerably good water 

may be found in pools in its bed, carries in the summer no running 

water for the greater part of its course; the third has for most of its 

length a trickling stream of the bitterest of alkali water, while the fourth 

and westernmost one is perfectly dry for some twenty-five miles from its 

mouth, and then forks, one branch containing pure, sweet water in pools, 

the other a running stream of bitter alkali. All of these streams have 
more or less good water at their heads. The party traveled nearly the 

whole length of all these water-courses, but found good trails only in 

the two middle ones. Trails, which traverse the whole district in every 
possible direction, keep mostly on the summits of the ridges and plateaus, 
and by taking care not to-cross the cafions, the country is very easily 

traveled through. 
The country is almost entirely destitute of timber, and has but little 

good water. Itis, however, abundantly supplied with grass, and, espe- 
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cially in the winter season, must be well stocked with game. It seems 

well adapted to its present use as an Indian reservation, and is likely to 

remain for years to come more valuable for the Indians than it could 

be for settlement. 

In the far western portion, and outside the limits of the reservation, 

one large vein of asphaltum and several small veins were found, and also 

running springs of the same material, all of which, if once reached by 

railroads, will prove of great commercial value. These deposits have 

been spoken of before, but their location has not been accurately de- 

termined, The principal vein seen by this party is at present about one 

hundred miles from railroad communication, but less than half that dis- 

tance from white settlement, and is likely in the present rapid growth 

of that country to be within a few years made available. 

According to the report of F. M. Endlich, the geology of this district is 

very simple, though interesting. Inasmuch as but one divide of impor- 

tance occurred within the district, the work was somewhat simplified. 

This was formed by the Book Cliffs, between the drainages of the Grand — 

on the south and the White on the north. Both these rivers flow, a lit- 

tle south of west, into Green River, which they join in Utah. From the 

junction of the Grand and Green downward the river is called the Great 

Colorado. Orographically, the region surveyed is comparatively sim- 

ple. The Book Cliffs are the summit of a plateau about 8,000 feet above 
sea-level, continuing unbroken over to the Green River. Toward the 

south these cliffs fall off very steeply, forming deep cations that contain 

tributaries of the Grand River. On the north side, with the dip of the 
strata, the slope is more gentle, although, in consequence of erosion, 

numerous precipitous cliffs are found. Descending in that direction, the 

character of the country changes. Instead of an unbroken slope, we 

find that the plateau has been cut parallel by the White River drainage, 

and the long, characteristic mesas of that region testify to the action of 

erosion. Approaching the river, constantly descending with the slight 

dip of the strata, the bluffs become lower and lower. Though the creek- 
valleys are wide, and at certain seasons no doubt well watered, the veg- 

etation is that of an arid country. Dwarf pines, piflons, and sage-brush 

abound, to the aimost entire exclusion of other trees or grass. ‘Travel- 

ing down White River, this character is again found to change. A new 

series of bluffs, occasioned by heavy, superincumbent strata, gives rise 

to the formation of deep cafions. For forty-five miles the party followed 

the cation of the White, that, no doubt, is analogous to that of the Green, 
and probably closely resembles that of the Colorado in its detail features. 

Vertical walls inclose the narrow river-bottoms, and the slopes of the 
higher portions are ornamented by thousands of curiously-eroded rocks. 

‘‘Monuments” of all kinds, and figures that can readily be compared 

to those of animated beings, enliven the scenery, which otherwise would 
be very monotonous; 2,000-3,000 feet may be stated as the height of the 

walls inclosing the White River. 
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Geologically speaking, the district was one of singular uniformity. 

Traveling westward, the older formations reaching back as far as the 
Triassic, were found. This was followed by Cretaceous, which in turn 

was covered by Tertiary. About three-quarters of the region surveyed 

was found to contain beds belonging to this period. Owing to the lith- 

ological character of the strata, water was a rare luxury in this region, 

and men and animals were frequently dependent upon looking for springs. 

Farther west still the Green River group sets in, forming those numer- 

ous cations of which that of the White River is one. 

Having completed their work by October 14, the party marched 

eastward through Middle Park, and after twelve days of rain and snow 

reached Boulder City, Colo. 

The field-work of the Yampah division during the past season was 

principally confined to a district of Northeastern Colorado, lying between 

the Yampah and White Rivers, and between Green River and the sub- 

ordinate range of mountains that lies west of and parallel with the Park 

range. The area is embraced between parallels 39° 30’ and 40° 30’, 
and meridian 107° 30’ and 109° 30’. 

The party consisted of Mr. G. R. Bechler, topographer, directing, ac- 

companied by Dr. C. A. White, the well-known geologist. They pro- 

ceeded southward irom Rawlins Springs, a station on the Union Pacific 

Railroad, August 6, toward their field of labor. From Rawlins Springs 

to Suake River, a distance of eighty miles, table-lands form the chief 

feature of the topography, while from Snake River to the Yampah River 

the surface is more undulating and thickly covered with sage. Between 

the Yampah and White Rivers, a distance of fifty miles, the country is 

mountainous, and on the divide between the Yampah and White Rivers © 

the elevation is 8,000-9,000 feet. Mr. Bechler, after having formed the 

geodetic connection with the work of previous years, concluded to finish 

the more mountainous portion of the area assigned to him, which be- 

gan from a line of meridian with the White River agency, and extended 

westward to about 108° 10’. Here the party found water and grass in 
abundance, with one exception. The plateau country, however, was so 

destitute of water and so cut up with dry gorges or cailons, with scarcely 

any grass or timber of any kind, that traveling was rendered very diffi- 

cult. The party therefore made White River its base of supply for 

water and grass, making side trips into the barren hill-tops or plateaus 

in every direction. 

From the Ute agency, which is located approximately in latitude 38° 

58’ and longitude 107° 48’, the White River takes an almost due west 
course for 15 or 18 miles, most of the way through an open valley, with 

here and there narrow gorges. About 50 miles from the agency the 

river opens into a broad, barren valley, with only here and there scanty 

patches of vegetation. Soon after the river enters a deep caiion, with 

vertical walls 2,000 feet or more in height, and continues to increase in 

depth until the river flows into the Colorado of the West. 
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The Yampah or Bear River deviates from a westerly course only for a 

few miles occasionally. Like White River, it flows through a plateau 

country, which rises gently from the river back for a distance of about 

eight miles. South of the river lie the Williams River Mountains, which 

have a gradual slope to the north. Williams Fork, flowing from a south- 

eastern direction, joins the Yampah River west of the junction. The 

Yampah traverses the country more or less in a caon, occasionally emerg- 

ing into an open, grassy valley, then enters a deep cation, cuts through 

the Yampah Mountains, when it joins with the Snake River. The place 

of junction resembles a fine park, surrounded on all sides with eroded 

terraces and plateau spurs that rise by steps to the divide on either side. 
This park is about eight miles in length from east to west. After leav- 

ing this park the river enters a huge fissure in the mountains, where it 

remains until, completing its zigzag course, it joins the Green River in 

longitude 109° 40’ and latitude 32°. After the junction with the Yam- 

pah, the Green River continues in a caiion for fourteen miles, where it 

passes through the picturesque palisades of Split Mountain into an open, 

broad valley, longitude 109° 15’, latitude 40° 28’, from which point it 

takes a southwest direction through the Wamsitta Valley, where it 

unites with the White River. Into both White and Yampah Rivers nu- 

merous branches extend from either side, forming deep cations the 

greater portion of their length. We may say, in brief, that the sides 
of the valleys expand and contract, at one time forming the beautiful 

grassy valleys which in olden times were celebrated as the favorite win- 

tering places for the trappers, or contracting so as to form narrow 

caiions or gorges with walls of varied height. 

The walls of Yampah Caton average 1,000 feet, while the mountains, 

receding back to the northward, attain an elevation of 4,200 feet, while 

the highest point of the plateau on the south side is 3,400 feet above the 

river-level. 

Of the plateaus between White and Yampah Rivers, Yampah _ pla- 

teau is the largest, and occupies an area of 400 square miles. The sur- 

face of the summit is undulating, and on the south side it presents a 

steep face, several hundred feet in height, covered with débris, render- 

ing it almost inaccessible. This plateau is covered with excellent grass, 

and gives origin to numerous springs, all of which dry up within a short 

distance of their source. 

As a whole, this district is very arid, barren, and almost destitute of 

tree vegetation. 

The total number of stations made by Mr. Bechler in the district as- 

signed to him was 40, and the entire area was about 3,000 square miles. 

Barometric observations were made whenever needed, and about 2,000 

angles of elevation and depression, with fore and back sights, so that 
material for obtaining correct altitudes is abundant. 

The rocks of this district embrace all the sedimentary formations yet 
recognized by the investigators who have studied the region that lies 
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between the Park range and the Great Salt Lake, namely, from the 

Uinta quartzite (which underlies the Carboniferous) to the Brown’s Park 
group, or latest Tertiary, inclusive. Not only has the geographical dis- 

tribution of these formations been mapped, but all the displacements of 

the strata have been traced and delineated. The last-named investiga- 

tions bring out some interesting and important facts in relation to the 
orographic geology of the region, especially as regards the eastern ter- 

mination of the great Uinta uplift and the blending of its vanishing pri- 
mary and accessory displacements with those of the north and south 
range above mentioned. Much information was also obtained concern- 

ing the distribution of the local drift of that region, the extent and geo- 
logical date of outflow of trap, &c. 

The brackish-water beds at the base of the Tertiary series, containing 
the characteristic fossils, were discovered in the valley of the Yampah. 

They are thus shown to be exactly equivalent with those, now so well 

known, in the valley of Bitter Creek, Wyoming Territory. These last- 

named localities were also visited at the close of the season’s work, and 
from the strata of this horizon at Black Buttes station three new species 
of Unio were obtained, making six clearly distinct species in all that 

have been obtained, associated together in one stratum at that locality. 

They are all of either distinctively American types or closely related to 

species now living in American fresh waters. They represent by their 

affinities the following living species: Unio clavus, Lamarck ; U. securis, 

Lea; U. gibbosus, Barnes; U. metaneorus, Rafinesque; and U. complan- 
atus, Solander. They are associated in the same stratum with species 

of the genera Corbulo, Corbicula, Neritina, Viriparus, &c., and which 

stratum alternates with layers containing Ostrea and Anomia. 

The close affinity of these fossil Unios with species now living in the 

‘ Mississippi River and its tributaries seems plainly suggestive of the 

fact that they represent the ancestry of the living ones. An interesting 

series of facts has also been collected, showing that some of the so-called 
American types of Unio were introduced in what is now the great Rocky 

Mountain region as early as the Jurassic period, and that their differen- 

tiation had become great and clearly defined as early as late Cretaceous 

and early Tertiary times. Other observations suggest the probable lines 

of geographical distribution during the late geological periods of their 

evolutional descent, by one or more of which they have probably reached 

the Mississippi River system and culmivated in the numerous and diverse 

forms that now exist there. 
The work of the season of 1876 shows very clearly the harmonious rela- 

tions of the various groups of strata over vast areas, that although there 
may be a thickening or a thinning out of beds at different points, they 

can all be correlated from the Missouri River to the Sierra Nevada ba- 

sin. The fact, also, that there is no physical or paleontological break in 

these groups over large areas from the Cretaceous to the Middle Tertiary 

is fully established. The transition from marine to brackish water forms 
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of life commences at the close of the Cretaceous epoch, and, without any 

line of separation that can yet be detected, continues on upward until 

only purely fresh-water forms are to be found. Dr. White, an eminent 

paleontologist and geologist, says that the line must be drawn some- 

where between the Cretaceous and Tertiary epochs, but that it will be 

strictly arbitrary, as there is no well-marked physical break to the sum- 

mit of the Bridger group. 

If, however, a well defined nonconformity is found to exist it will be 

examined with great care and its proper value given, but up to the pres- 

ent time the views as stated above are sustained by the facts, so far as 

the investigations by this survey have extended. 

Excellent progress has been made in the report on the general geol- 

ogy ofthe country west of the 94th meridian. It is the intention of the 

survey to discuss the geology of the portions of the West which have been 

reported upon either by the parties under my charge or by others. It is 

believed that there is a remarkable unity in the geological structure of the 

entire area; that although formations of the same age have received a 

great variety of local names, they will be so correlated that a single sys- 

tem of classification will include them all. Asan illustration the pliocene 

lake basins which have received a variety of names, as Loup Fork, 

North Park, Uintad Group, Brown’s Park, Humboldt Group, may all 

be brought under one generic term and into one geological horizon. 

The Cretaceous divisious which are so well marked in the Northwest, 

and have already received suitable geographical names, can be extended 

to the Pacific Coast, and all the fragments be brought into one group 

or another. I had intended to publish several chapters on this subject 

in this report, but the pressure of other duties prevented their comple- 

tion in time. 

In order to show the unity more perfectly a map of the country west 

of the 94th meridian has been prepared, dividing the area into twenty- 

two rectangles, each of which on a scale of twelve miles to one inch will 

form a map of the size of the “‘ General Geological Map” in the “ Atlas 

of Colorado.” It is believed that in no other way can a systematic idea 

of the geology as well as the geography be obtained. 

The relation of the topographical surveys to the general system of 

public land surveys is important, and the economic resources have 

always been a leading feature in our plans. The following paragraphs 

from the letter of instructions of the Secretary of the Interior show the 

importance attached by the department to these features: 

In the prosecution of your surveys you will, when necessary, consult such public land 

surveys as have been made under this department, in the field of your work, for the 

purpose of connecting the established lines with your system of triangulation, and of 

accurately designating on your maps the position of mineral claims. You will deter- 

mine as far as possible the boundaries of Territories and Indian reservations, and mark 

the same by suitable monuments. You will also ascertain the position of all agricul- 

tural lands, and of such mineral lands as you may discover, by trigonometrical meas. 

urements, placing suitable monuments thereon for the guidance of the surveyors-gen- 

eral of the several districts which may be explored by you. 
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It will be borne in mind that the ultimate design to be accomplished by these sur- 
veys is the preparation of suitable maps of the country surveyed for the use of the 
government and of the nation, which will wfford full information concerning the agri- 
cultural and mineral resources, and other important characteristics of the unexplored 
regions of our Territorial domain. To this end, a general plan for mapping the area 
of your survey should be followed. Such a plan was adopted by this department last 

year, and accompanied your instructions for that year. You will continue to conform 

to said plan, and will make such scientific observations, touching the geology, geo- 
graphy, mineralogy, and meteorology of the country surveyed by you, as may be neces- 

sary for the preparation of such maps. In addition thereto, you will obtain the neces- 

sary information for the preparation of charts, upon which shall be indicated the areas 

of grass, timber, and mineral lands, and such other portions of the country surveyed 
as may be susceptible of cultivation by means of irrigation; and will ascertain and 
report upon the best methods for accomplishing this result. 

The economic map in the “ Atlas of Colorado” presents an example 
of the minuteness of detail with which the economic features of a coun- 

try may be laid down on achart. This map, covering an area of over 

100,000 square miles, shows with remarkable clearness, by means of 
colors, the agricultural and pastoral lands, the pine and other forests, 

the barren lands, and those above timber-line—all the valuable mineral 

deposits, as coal, silver, and gold. Anexcellent article on the economic 
resources of Colorado, by Mr. Gannett, is embodied in this report. In 

all the annual reports of the survey since 1867 more or less attention 

has been given to this subject. 
Before proceeding to a description of the triangulation in Colorado 

and its relations to the land surveys, it may be well to give a general 

description of the method of locating points by triangulation. 

In this method the only direct measurements made are those of one 

or more base lines; all other measurements are derived from those by 
the measurements of angles. 

For the measurement of a hbase line, a flat extent of country, of a suit- 

able length, is selected. The ground should be as nearly horizontal as 
possible, and the two ends, and, if possible, all points of the proposed 

base, should be intervisible. The length of the line should be measured 

with all the accuracy possible under the circumstances, as any error in 

this measurement is increased manifold in the subsequent triangula- 
tion. 

In the Coast Survey the lines are measured by metal bars, compensated 
for temperature, and the contact between the ends of the bars is made 

by a microscope. In this case the operation of measuring and remeas- 

uring a base five miles long occupies several weeks, and the error does 

not exceed a small fraction of an inch. 
In the work of this survey, which does not admit of the devotion of so 

much time and expense, these measurements have been made with a 
100-foot steel tape. The measurements are, of course, corrected for 
temperature, slope, and error of tape, and are reduced to sea-level. The 

base measured, a distance of perhaps 5 or 6 miles, the next step is to 

“expand” it, that is, to obtain from this known distance of 5 or 6 miles 
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the accurate length of a line 20, 30, or 40 miles in length, the mean dis- 

tance between stations of the triangulation. 

For this purpose, points are selected on the right and left of the base 

line, at such distances from it that the triangles formed by each of these 
points, and the two ends of the base, will be ‘‘ well conditioned”; that is, 

that the angles of the triangles will be as nearly equal as possible. Then 

all of the angles of each of these triangles are measured. 

Now, were these angles measured perfectly, the sum of the three of 

any triangle would be 180° plus the spherical excess. The amount of 
the discrepancy is an indication of the accuracy of the work. Now, in 

each of these triangles there is given a side and the three angles, and 
a simple trigonometrical calculation gives the lengths of the other sides; 
these other sides, thus calculated, furnish bases for further triangles, each 

larger than those used before, and thus the enlargement goes on until the 

normal length of sides of triangles is reached. This completes the expan- 

sion, and thence the triangulation goes on by the simple measurement of 

angles, the sides of the triangles being kept as nearly as possible of the 

same length and the angles as nearly equal as possible. 

A second base is usually measured as a check on the first. From it 

an expansion is made, and the work connected with that from the first. 

To ascertain the direction or azimuth of these lines, it is necessary 
to know only the direction of any one of them, although practically the 

directions of several are measured, as checks on one another. The 

measurement consists in measuring the angle between the line and some 

slow-moving star, usually the pole star, whose distance from the north 

pole is known at the time. Now, this system of triangulation is consist- 

ent in itself, but its position on the earth’s surface is unknown. To de- 
termine this requires the aid of astronomy. Oneor more of the stations 

in this triangulation must be fixed by astronomical means, and the char- 

acter of the work is such as to warrant the employment of the best in- 

struments and the most refined methods for the determination of the 
latitude and longitude of this or these points. For the determination of 

the latitude, we use the zenith telescope, and the method of zenith dis- 

tances of stars. To describe this method would require more space and 

technical language than could be used here. Suffice it to say, that this 

method determines the Jatitude within a few tenths of a second, where 

a second is about 100 feet. . 

The longitude is determined by the comparison of the local time of 

the station with that of some point whose position is known. This com- 

parison is made by telegraph. The beats of the chronometer are trans- 

mitted back and forth by telegraph, and recorded side by side on paper, 

by an ingenious instrument known as the chronograph. 

The difference between the local times of the two stations is the differ- 

ence in longitude. This local time is determined at each station by ob- 

Serving the transits of stars, whose positions are known, with a transit 
instrument. These observations give the error of the chronometer and 
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hence the local time. By this method the longitude of a point can be 

determined within 30, 40, or 50 feet at the worst. 

Now, the latitude and longitude of a point being known, those of all 

other points also are determined, as their distances and directions from 

the first point are given by the triangulation, and the whole system is 

correctly placed on the earth’s surface. 

In the inception of the work in Colorado a base line was measured 

near Denver, mainly on the track of the Kansas Pacific Railroad. Two 

measurements were made of it, with a steel tape 100 feet long, under a 
tension of 16 pounds. The end of each 100 feet was marked by a knife- 
edge on the railroad track, or on a low stool. The profile of the line was 

leveled, and the temperature of the tape was constantly measured. 

The results of two measurements, corrected for temperature and slope, 

are respectively 31,861.304 and 31,863.102 feet, showing a discrepancy 

of about 1.8 feet, or about >=4,; of the length. It was, of course, cor- 
rected for error of tape, and reduced to sea-level. 

From this base, triangulation was extended and carried are the 
mountains. Then a second base was measured in San Luis Valley. 
The methods were the same, and the results better than in the case of 

the Denver base. Six days were occupied in its measurement and re- 

measurement. The corrected results are as follows: 28,522.74 and 

28,522.558 feet, a difference of only 43; of a foot in 54 nflies. 
Connecting ine triangulation from those two bases with one another, 

the error was found to be only 94 inches to the mile. This error is the 

sum of the errors of the measurements of the bases and of the triangu- 

- lation as brought through nearly 200 miles. The angles were measured 

with theodolites whose circles were 8 inches in diameter, receding to 

10” of are. All the stations were marked by monuments 5 to 10 feet 

in height. 

In the whole scheme of triangulation of Colorado, 143 complete tri- 

angles have been measured, with a mean error of closure of 13.3. The 

errors of measurement of the sides of the triangles will not exceed $ 

of a foot per mile, and the error of location of the primary stations is 
not greater than 25 feet. The area covered in Colorado is about 70,000 

square miles. 

For the location of the work in latitude and longitude, it was deemed 

best, on account of the expense of instruments, &c., to ask the Coast 

Survey, which is completely fitted in this respect for the work, to 

determine the latitude and longitude of several points for us. This 

they very kindly consented to do, and established the position of points 

in Denver, Colorado Springs, and Trinidad, Colo., for us with the greatest 

accuracy. 
The next point is, how these locations are to be used for the inception 

of land surveys in isolated mountain valleys, and for the elimination of 

errors in the work of these surveys. 

We may premise that either case requires more knowledge of surveying 
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than usually falls to the lot of a deputy surveyor, and that they will 

not utilize these points unless required so to do by law. 

In the first of the above cases, we may Suppose a valley, surrounded 

by high, rugged mountains, over which it would be very expensive to 
run a line at all,and impossible to do it with any approach to accuracy. 

Suppose that a mountain peak on the edge of this valley has been ac- 

curately located and its latitude and longitude given. The latitude 

and longitude of the point in this valley which should be the nearest 

township corner to this peak can easily be deduced by calculation, 

whence the distance and direction of this supposed township corner 

from the peak can also be computed. All that remains to be done, then, 

is to find the point in the valley at the requisite distance and direction 

from the peak, and this point is the township corner, whence the survey may 

be carried on in the usual manner. Take, as an example, the valley of 
the Uncompahgre, in Western Colorado, a large, fertile valley, which will 

soon require to be surveyed. The nearest surveys are now, I understand, 

on the Gunnison, at the mouth of Cochetopa Creek. To carry a base 

line thence to the Uncompahgre Valley will require the chaining of 

about 50 miles over rugged mountain country. Instead of this, take 

Mount Sneffles, a peak in the San Juan Mountains overlooking this 

valley, as a Starting point. The township corner which will come near- 

est to this peak is, we will say, the 8th township, 7. ¢., 48 miles west of 

“the last one at the mouth of Cochetopa Creel, where the surveys now ex- 

tend. Knowing the latitude and longitude of the latter point, that of the 

supposed corner in the Uncompahgre Valley, being 48 miles farther west, 

can easily be computed, and knowing this, its distance and direction 

from Mount Sneffles can also easily be computed, and the line run from 

the summit of Sneffles to the required point. 

In the second case, that of using these points as checks on the accu- 

racy of the land surveys, I would recommend that the surveyors, when- 

ever, in running lines, they pass near a located point, be obliged to con- 

nect their lines with it by chaining. Then the astronomical position 

of the corner, as determined by their work, and by connection with the 

station of triangulation, should agree. If they do not, the most of the 

error 1S in the land surveys, and they should be corrected accordingly. 

This will not only vastly increase the accuracy of the work, but will 

prevent the manufacture of the notes in camp. 

Moreover, these geodetic stations, which are in all cases mountain 

peaks whereon the station is marked by an indestructible stone cairn, 

would furnish points of reference for all time, in case disputes should 

arise concerning boundaries, &c. 

Monuments are built on all the stations in the primary triangulation, 

and on those of the secondary triangulation, wherever material for their 

construction is available. They are built of stone, simply piled up in 

the form of a pyramid; are of a minimum height of 5 feet, thence up to 

15 feet. 
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Where material is immediately at hand, as is usually the case, a mon- 
ument five to six feet high can be erected in half an hour by two men. 

Our experience has been that the erection of these monuments re- 
quires no additional force, and but a trifling amount of time, and hence 
need involve no extra expense whatever. 

On our final maps, those stations on which monuments have been 

erected will be appropriately marked, and their correct positions, in lati- 
tude and longitude, will be given. 

The public-land surveys, by use of these monuments, will be enabled 

to effect a great Saving in running base-lines and guide-meridians over 

difficult mountain country. Also, the large errors, which such lines are 

almost sure to involve, are avoided. 

A more detailed account of the publications of the survey and the 

office work will be given in the annual report for 1877, which will go to 
press in October. 

With the hope that this report wil! prove of value to the government 

and to science it is respectfully submitted. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, | 

\ F. V. HAYDEN, 

United States Geologist. 
To Hon. CARL SCHURZ, 

Secretary of the Interior. 
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REPORT OF G. A. WHITE, M. D. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., November 1, 1877. 
Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith my report on the geology 

of a portion of Northwestern Colorado, it being the district that was 
assigned to me for examination during the season of 1876. 

The amount of time I was enabled to give to the work during that 
season was comparatively short, and my movements in the field having 
been dependent on those of the topographical party, the results were 
necessarily incomplete; but having been able to devote a part of the 
season of 1877 to the same district, I have succeeded in working out its 
structural geology with a good degree of satisfaction. 
My method of prosecuting the work was, besides the ordinary exam- 

ination of the rocks and the surface of the region as I traversed it, to go 
upon the higher and more prominent points and make my field-notes and 
Sketches there. Besides visiting all the topographic stations in this way, 
I established many note stations of my own, also. Thus the whole dis- 
trict was examined in detail, and every feature of its geological structure 
was seen and traced by my own eyes; which the slight accumulation of 
soil or débris upon the surface and the sparseness of vegetation in that 
arid region rendered entirely practicable. 
On a subsequent page I have correlated the general section of the 

rocks of my own district with those prepared by Powell and King, respect- 
ively, for adjoining districts, as I understand them after a considerable 
personal examination of the geology of those districts. . 

This report is chiefly confined to the structural geology of the district, 
which is found to possess peculiar interest; but many interesting facts 
were also observed concerning its economic and surface geology, drift, 
trap-outflows, &c., which are recorded on following pages. 

Very respectfully, yours, 
C. A. WHITE. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
In charge of the Geological and 

Geographical Survey of the Territories. 





REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF A PORTION OF NORTHWESTERN 
| COLORADO. 

CHAP Hl) i 

INTRODUCTION. 

The district upon which the following report is made, is included 
within the following boundaries: The eastern boundary is approxi- 
mately upon a straight line drawn from a point where the meridian 
of longitude 107° 50’ west from Greenwich crosses White River, to 
where the meridian of 107° 25’ crosses Yampa River. The northern 
boundary is the parallel of north latitude 40° 30'; the southern is the 
channel of White River, and the western the meridian of 109° 30’. The 
area thus inclosed’ contains about 2,400 square miles. The Yampa 
River has its course near, and its general direction approximately coin- 
cident with the northern boundary just mentioned ; bending and mean- 
dering on each side of it, so that, in general terms, the Yampa and White 
Rivers may be said to be respectively the northern and southern bound- 
aries of the district. The meridian which constitutes the western 
boundary is thirty minutes west of the joint boundary-line between 
Colorado and Utah. The eastern boundary is not a distinctly defined 
one, because this district adjoins the one which was surveyed by the 
late Mr. A. R. Marvine, and which was bounded on the west by no 
definite geographical features. It is, however, practically as above 
‘stated. 

The Yampa and White Rivers are both tributaries of Green River, 
which is itself the principal tributary of the great Colorado River of the 
West. This district is thus shown to be upon the Pacifie-drainage slope 
of the continent, the great Rocky Mountain chain lying wholly to the 
east of it, but some of the western foot-hills of which rest upon its 
eastern border. 

Strictly speaking, this district is only in part a mountainous one, 
although it is by no means a plain-country in any considerable part. It 
lies between two separate and important mountain systems, namely 
those of the Uinta and the Park Ranges (the latter being a subordinate 
portion of the great Rocky Mountain Range), each of which, especially 
the former, occupies a portion of its area. The Uinta Mountains have 
an east and west, and the Park Mountains a north and south trend, 
or, in other words, their axes are approximately at right angles with 
each other. Theeastern end of the Uinta Range occupies a large portion 
of the northwestern part of the district, while the eastern portion of 
the district extends up to the western foot-hills of the Park Range. 

The district is an elevated one, aside from its mountains. The lowest 
level within its limits, which is the surface of Green River, is about 
5,000 feet above the level of the sea, while the higher points of land, 
both those of the eastern and northwestern portions of the district, reach 
an altitude of more than 9,000 feet above the level of the sea. In con- 
sequence of this great elevation and of the dryness of the climate, vege- 

5) 
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tation is scant and in large part dwarfed. This scantiness of vegeta- 
tion, and the rapid removal of the débris of disintegrated rock in time 
of rains and melting snows, and consequent flooding of the drainage- 
channels, leaves the surface, especially that of the hill and valley sides, 
so bare that the strata, for the rocks are all stratified, are as distinctly 
seen as the leaves of a book. 

The geologist, therefore, may go to the top of any of the mountains 
or higher hills and see the geological structure of the neighborhood 
spread out below him like a well-drawn picture; and even the geolog- 
ical structure of the more distant parts of the landscape may often be 
accurately determined from these elevated points of observation. 
These conditions of the surface give great advantage to the geologist ; 
not only insuring great accuracy in his work, but they also enable him 
to accomplish it with extraordinary rapidity. This explanation, besides 
setting forth an interesting fact, is also really dae to those who, not 
‘personally acquainted with the peculiarities of that region, may com- 
pare the detailed reports that geologists have made upon various por- 
tions of it with the comparatively short time they are known to have 
been engaged upon the field-work. 

In no humid country, where the débris of disintegrated rock profusely 
and often deeply covers the underlying strata, can the details of geolog- 
ical structure be so accurately ascertained, even by years of careful 
search, as it may be done in a region like this, within a few days. 



CHAPTER ITI.. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

/ MOUNTAINS. 

Although the elevation, above the level of the sea, of the hills of the 
eastern portion of the district is quite as great as that of any other 
portion, the more prominently distinct mountain masses within its lim- 
its are located in the northwestern quarter, and consist of closely ad- 
jacent and inseparable portions of the Uinta system. The Yampa Pla- 
teau constitutes the principal one of these mountain masses, the others 
being appendages or prolougations from it, as itself is an appendage or 
accessory fold of the great Uinta Uplift, lying upon the southern side of 
the eastern end of that chain. Section Ridge and Split Mountain are 
western prolongations or spurs from Yampa Plateau, and Midland 
Ridge is a long accessory fold and eastern prolongation from the same, 
at least as a topographical featuce. The latter is not so high as the 
plateau except at its western end, but yet it forms a very conspicuous 
topographical feature of the region; its bright red strata making it also 

>a very conspicuous geological one. Beyond this group of subordinate 
mountain masses, to the northward and northwestward, lies the main 
fold of the Uinta system; and stretching to the westward ‘its great chain 
of peaks is seen, with their patches of perennial Snow glittering i in the 
midsummer sunlight. 

Junction and Yampa Mountains are remarkable, isolated mountains, 
each about 2,000 feet high above the surface of the lowland of the basin 
out of which they rise; but they both belong to the Uinta system and 
lie upon the vanishing extension of the flexure of the great Uinta Up- 
lift; which extension I have called the axial flexure. The first-named 
mountain lies some three or four miles east of the eastern end of 
the Uinta chain, and the latter, which must not be confounded with 
Yampa Plateau, lies some 15 or 16 miles still further eastward, in line 
with the great Uinta Axis. The structure and relations of all these 
mountains will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. 
Although the elevation of the eastern portion of the district is quite 

as great as that of the mountain masses of the northwestern portion, 
the rise to the eastward is so gradual, and the surface comparatively so 
little broken into separate mountains within the eastern borders of the 
district, that it is not, strictly speaking, mountainous there. Just be- 
yond its limits to the eastward there is a broad elevated district called 
the White River Plateau. This plateau has been largely formed as 
such by a great trap-outflow, the borders of which are now cut by ero- 
sion into deep gorges and ravines, among which White River and Wil- 
liams Fork of the Yampa have their rise. 

There are some other mountain masses in the more central portions 
of the district, left as such by the deepening of the drainage-valleys by 
erosion, that, although they are really important features, have been 
designated by distinctive names only so far as it was found necessary 

7 
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to apply them as aids in descriptive geology. These are the Danforth * 
Hills, Gray Hills, Pinon Ridge, &e., the position of each of which is 
shown upon the accompanying map. 

DRAINAGE. 

The greater part of the drainage of this district is effected by both 
the White and Yampa Rivers, in approximately equal proportion, but 
a large part of the permanent water of both these rivers is derived from 
the mountain region that les beyond the district to the eastward. 
Green River cuts across the northwestern portion of the district, but as 
it traverses deep cations in the Uinta Mountains along a part of that 
portion of its course, it receives very little addition to its waters there 
at any time of the year except what reaches it by the Yampa. Below 
the canons, however, a few minor drainages reach Green River from 
the east side; and Ashley’s aud Brush Creeks empty into it from the 
west side. 

The water-shed which divides the drainage between the White and 
Yampa Livers consists of an irregular and somewhat tortuous line of 
hills, generally recognizable as a water-shed crest when seen from other 
elevations at a distance. The eastern part of this water-shed lies along 
the crest of the Danforth Hills, and is deflected so that it has there an 
almost due southeast and northwest trend, the eastern end of the dis- 
trict being almost wholly drained into the Yampa. The western portion 
of the water-shed, comprising the greater part of its length, has an ap- 
proximately due east and west course. Its western terminus is upon 
the western end of Yampa Plateau, a large, broad mountain mass, which, 
as already explained, lies adjoining and is accessory to the great Uinta 
Uplift. The course of the water-shed upon the plateau is in some places 
within four or five miles of the Yampa River, which in this part of its 
course runs in a deep, narrow caion. The relation of these drainage- 
lines and their water-sheds to the displacements of the strata in this re- 
gion will be discussed under appropriate heads upon subsequent pages. 

That portion of this district which lies between the two great moun- 
tain systems before named is more or less deeply cut by drainage-chan- 
nels, leaving between them many elevations that are quite worthy of 
the name of mountains. The region embracing this district Hes far 
within the limits of that great portion of the United States domain in 
which the annual rain-fall is insufficient for the purposes of agriculture. 
In consequence of this dryness of the climate, the drainage-valleys and 
ravines just referred to, which lead into the rivers, are with few excep- 
tions dry during a great part of the year. These drainage-channels, 
which for convenience of description are called ‘“‘ dry drainage-chan- 
nels,” all show marks of an abundant and strong flow of water and of 
great and rapid denudation of the surface that is drained by them dur- 
ing the wet season of the year. A stranger, not familiar with the meteor- 
ological conditions prevailing in tbis region, travelling through it in 
the summer, would be impressed with the belief that the country was 
formerly a well-watered one, a land of a multitude of flowing streams 
which, tor some cause not now apparent, had suddenly and permanently 
‘ceased to flow, and that in consequence the land had recently changed 
to a dry and barren one. 

The present surface features of the district are almost wholly due to 
itwo principal causes, namely, elevation and consequent flexion and 

*So named in honor of Rev. E. H. Danforth, Indian agent at the White River 
agency. 
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other displacements of the strata; and both simultaneous and sub- 
sequent subaérial denudation of the strata thus elevated. The latter 
process has produced what may with propriety be called the drainage 
features of the region. These are really the most conspicuous features 
of all, for the elevated portions of the great flexures have been mostly 
removed by the erosion just referred to. A part of the drainage of this 
district, like a large part of that of the whole great region within which itis 
located, is antecedent.* That is, it was evidently established before the 
principal displacements, including the great flexures, were produced. 
This view of the subject implies that the flexures were produced very 
slowly, and that before the strata began to bend the streams were already 
established upon the surface, and traversed the future sites of the flexures 
at various angles; and furthermore, that the streams continued to retain 
their original positions by a constant erosion, equivalent in amount with 
the elevation that was in progress. Iam not unaware of the weighty 
objections that may be urged against this theory, but it seems to accord 
with the greatest number and most important of known facts. 

It is a most remarkable fact that during this elevation of the strata 
the streams seem to have been very little influenced in or changed from 
their courses by either the favorable or unfavorable conditions for 
erosion of the strata themselves; mountain masses of quartzite not 
forcing a divergence, nor the softest strata inducing a departure from 
their predetermined courses. So far as my observation has yet ex- 
tended, it is those channels only or mainly which have a greater or less 
flow of perennial water that are referable to the category of antecedent 
drainage. On the otber hand, the present location of the dry drainage- 
channels of the region, as well as the unequal depth and extent to which 
the erosion has reached in them and upon the surface they drain, is 
largely due to the difference in the lithological characteristics of the 
strata out of which the surface features have been carved, but modified 
and controlled by the displacements which the strata have been sub- 
jected to. In other words, this part of the drainage system is mainly 
subsequent to or consequent upon the great movements that have 
resulted in the present displacements of the strata. This “consequent” 
drainage, although consisting mainly of those numerous minor branches 
which are dry during a part of the year, has produced present physical 
features that are scarcely less conspicuous than those which have been 
produced by all other causes; for by its agency almost all the immense 
erosion and degradation which the region has suffered has been accom- 
plished, while the principal streams have served as vehicles for the trans- 
portation of the material thus removed from the surface. 

PARKS AND BASINS. 

The terms “park” and “basin,” as names of geographical features, 
have been variously and somewhat loosely used by different writers. 
Finding it necessary to use them in this report for purposes of descrip- 
into, I shall apply the term ‘‘ park” only to those expansions of the river- 
valleys that contain more or less broad spaces of comparatively level 
land, a part of which is susceptible of cultivation by irrigation, and 

* This explanation of the relation that the river-valleys of the great Rocky Mount- 
ain region generally hold to the displacements that the strata have suffered, by assum- 
jng that the displacements took place after the rivers were established, without mate- 
rial change in the course of the rivers, was first suggested by Dr. Hayden in the 
American Journal of Science and Arts for May, 1862, and afterward in his Report for 
1872, page 85. The subject was afterward well elaborated by Professor Powell in his 
reports. 
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which are surrounded by such hills or high lands as usually border the 
valleys. The term “ basin” I shall use for similarly excavated or hollowed 
spaces in the general surface of the country through which no river or 
perennial stream flows by which its lands may be irrigated. The basin 
has been produced by the erosion of the dry drainage-channels, while 
the park has been excavated mainly through the agency of a perennial 
stream. Parks, then, being really portions of the valleys, will be de- 
seribed in that connection, but the basins of the district will be sepa- 
rately considered, mainly with reference to their relation to the struct- 
ural geology of the district. All the parks of this district are small, and 
their importance lies only in the facts that their relation to the struct- 
ural. geology is similar to that which the basins hold, and that they 
contain far the greater part of the tillable land of the region. 

Midland Basin.—This basin is comparatively small, but a separate de- 
scription of it is given because of the important relation it bears to the 
structural geology of its neighborhood. It lies near the middle of the 
district, and nearer to the southern than to the northern border. Its 
boundaries may be designated in general terms as follows: Pion 
Ridge borders it upon the east; the hogbacks of the Midland Flexure 
upon the south; the eastern end of the Midland Ridge, in part, on the 
west; and its northern boundary is indistinctly defined by the broad 
ridge which forms the water-shed between the Yampa and White Riv- 
ers, Separating Midland Basin from Lily’s Park, and is continuous with 
the western portion of the Danforth Hills. It occupies a part of the 
broad anticlinal axis of the flexure that has brought up the great mass 
of Triassic strata which constitutes Midland Ridge and also the Fox 
Hills, and Laramie strata that constitute Piton Ridge. The same flex- 
ure has, of course, brought up the sandy shales and clays of the Colorado 
Group, out of which the basin has been mostly excavated. Southwest- 
wardly this basin is continuous, with a broad dry valley extending far, 
but gradually narrowing, to the westward, which valley, like the basin, 
is mostly excavated out of the shales of the Colorado Group. The sur- 
face of the basin has considerable irregularity, but is free from hills of 
any considerable height. Its drainage all passes into White River 
through a gap in the hogbacks of Midland Flexure, just west of the east- 
ern end of Pinon Ridge. 

Coyote Basin.—Unlike the other basins of this district, Coyote Basin 
occupies a broad synclinal instead of an anticlinal; also, it is mostly 
excavated out of the bad-land strata of the Wasatch Group instead of 
out of the soft strata of the Colorado Group as the others are. With per- 
haps the exception of the Bridger and Uinta groups, the Wasatch and 
Colorado groups are constituted of softer material than any others in this 
region, although in a portion of the district the Wasatch Group is in part 
a firm sandstone. When the conditions were made favorable by the flex- 
ures that all the strata of the region have suffered, those of the two last- 
named groups have yielded more readily to erosion than those with which 
they are associated. Hence the basins have been excavated out of these 
yielding strata only. Coyote Basin is bounded easterly by the concave 
sweep formed by the Gray Hills and Citadel Plateau; on the north, in 
part by Citadel Plateau and in part by the broad ridge that forms the 
water-shed between the White and Yampa Rivers and separates Coyote 
Basin from Axial Basin; on the west by Pifion Ridge and the high 
land that connects it with the water-shed 1idge before referred to. On 
the south this basin is, in part, continuous with the valley of White 
River, with which it communicates and into which river it is drained. 
Its surface is an irregular, desolate bad-land area, traversed by numer- 
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ous drainage-channels, some of which are quite large; but even these 
are nearly or quite without water in summer. The syneclinal within 
which this basin lies is partially surrounded by the great bend of the 
Midland Flexure which is represented on the geological map, and is also 
described in a following portion of this report. 

Axial Basin.—This basin occupies a great anticlinal axis, which is 
the eastward prolongation of the vanishing axial flexure of the Uinta 
Mountain uplift. Itis solong and narrow that the term “ basin” does not 
apply to it with strict accuracy, but the use of such a term in this con- 
nection is not likely to be misunderstood. It extends from Junction 
Mountain nearly to the eastern border of the district, and is divided 
into two portions by Yampa Mountain, which is a sharp upthrust of 
Paleozoic rocks. Junction Mountain is a precisely similar upthrust of 
Paleozoic rocks, and it also occupies a similar position upon the Uinta 
axis, at the west end of the basin. Indeed it separates that portion of 
the basin which has been called Lily’s Park from the main portion, in 
the same manner as, but less completely than, Yampa Mountain has 
divided that basin into two parts further to the eastward. 

The boundaries of the eastern portion of the basin, that which lies 
east of Yampa Mountain, are more clearly definable than those of the 
western portion are, because they consist mostly of escarpment bluffs. — 
This eastern portion. of Axial Basin is bounded on the west by Yampa 
Mountain; on both the north and the south sides by escarpments of 
Fox Hills strata, and it ends eastwardly by a gradual rise of the whole 
land to the White River Plateau. The whole of this eastern portion of 
the basin was primarily eroded out of the shales of the Colorado Group, 
but for a distance of about four miles east of Yampa Mountain the sur- 
face is covered by the friable strata of the Uinta Group. Upon the top ofa 
hill about three miles east of the eastern border of this deposit of the Uinta 
Group rest some of the strata of the base of the Fox Hills Group, but 
with these exceptions all the surface of the basin is occupied by the 
shales of the Colorado Group, except where these are obscured by soil, 
débris, or scattered drift. The Yampa River passes through only the 
northwestern corner of this part of Axial Basin, but, viewing the region 
topographically, the most natural course for that river to run would 
seem to be through the whole length of the basin, instead of cutting, as 
it has done, through the elevated land that borders the basin on the 
north, and which is composed of the comparatively hard sandstones of 
the Fox Hills and Laramie groups. This eastern portion of the basin 
is drained by the upper branches of Milk Creek, and a few other drain- 
_age-channels, which are mostly dry during a part of the year. 

The boundaries of the western portion of Axial Basin are much less 
clearly definable than those of the eastern portion. In general terms it 
may be said to be bounded as follows: On the east by Yampa Moun- 
tain; on the south by the water-shed ridge between the Yampa and 
White Rivers; on the west by Junction Mountain, in part, and in part 
by Lily’s Park. It is continuous with Snake River Valley to the north- 
westward, and on the north it blends, by a gradual rise, with the high 
lands that lie between the valleys of the Snake and Yampa Rivers. The | 
western portion of the basin is, therefore, much wider than the eastern 
portion, and a very large part of it lies beyond the northern boundary 
of this district. The portion that lies within the district has, like the 
eastern portion, been primarily excavated out of the shales of the Col- 
orado Group, but its surface is now occupied in very large part by the 
friable strata of the Uinta Group, through which, here and there, the 
underlying Colorado shales appear. Resting upon the Uinta deposit 
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is the scattered drift so common in a large part of this region. It 
reaches considerable thickness upon the higher surface of the basin, and 
also constitutes a large proportion of the bulk of the water-shed ridge 
before referred to. Yampa River traverses this part of the basin from 
east to west, and it might, therefore, with some propriety, be designated 
as a large park. But its basin-like character constitutes a greater aud 
more conspicuous feature than any of the other similar excavations in 
the vicinity, especially as it occupies the lowest ground between the 
eastern end of the Uinta chain and the mountains that lie to the east- 
ward of this district. Other features of both portions of Axial Basin 
will be referred to in the description of the valley of Yampa River. 

fed Kock Basin.—This basin is located adjacent to the northwestern 
portion of Yampa Plateau, and near the confluence of Yampa River 
with the Green. Midland and Axial Basins have been eroded out of 
soft strata that rest upon comparatively gentle anticlinal axes; and 
Coyote Basin has been excavated by erosion out of other soft strata 
that rest in an equally gentle synclinal. But Red Rock Basin differs 
materially from those in the character and condition of its foundation, 
for it really consists of a very deep synclinal flexure of the hard strata ° 
of Carboniferous age, from which the somewhat softer, but comparatively 
firm Triassiev strata have been removed by denudation, except at the 
bottom of the flexure, which is the bottom of the basin, where Triassic 
Strata still remain. It is the southern side of this great synclinal that 
I have called the Yampa Flexure, and which synclinal-separates the main 
Uinta, from the Plateau Uplift. This great synclinal flexure reaches its 
maximum depth at the west end of Red Rock Basin, where it ends 
abruptly against a mountain mass that projects northwardly from Yampa 
Plateau, by a north and south fault of about 2,000 feet downthrow; the 
depth of the basin below the northern border of Yampa Plateau being 
also about 2,000 feet. From this fault, the basin proper extends east- 
ward five or six miles, when it becomes immediately narrower and grad- 
ually shallower, and thence extends eastward as a long narrow syncli- 
nal valley until it is lost among the hills at the eastern end of the Pla- 
teau Uplift. This valley and the deep basin with which it is continuous 
would seem to be a much more natural place for Yampa River to flow in 
than the one it has chosen, and which will be presently described, if it 
were not for the theory already explained that the streams are older than 
the flexures of the strata. The breadth of Red Rock Basin is about the 
same as its length. Its depth is so great that from the southern brim, 
the bottom looks: comparatively plain, but it is really traversed by deep 
gorges that are cut in the red Triassic strata there, between which. 
gorges the surface is rough and hilly. 

VALLEYS 

The descriptions immediately following are of the river—valleys as 
surface features. Their relations to the displacements of the strata over 
which the rivers flow will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. The 
parks being only portions of the valleys, the description of each of these 
will be included with that of the valley to which it belongs. 
WHITE RIVER VALLEY.—White River, which in summer is a rapid 

stream of clear, cold water, rises by numerous small branches among the 
gorges and ravines of White River Plateau, all of which have their conflu- 
ence with the main stream before it enters this district on its westward 
course. The bed of the river is almost everywhere strewn with drift- 
pebbles, and its banks are usually easy of approach, except where they 
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are obstructed by athick growth of bushes. The valley varies in breadth, 
widening in some places to form the parks before mentioned, while in 
other places it is narrowed to a cation, especially where the Green River 
Group occupies both sides of the river. 

Agency Park.—Just above White River Indian agency the river cuts 
through the sandstone strata of the Dakota Group, which there dip to 
the northward and norhtwestward at a considerable angle. The dip, how- 
ever, Soon diminishes, so that for a space of several miles below the soft 
strata of the Colorado Group occupy the surface. Out of these strata 
Agency Park has been excavated, a portion of them still occupying its 
surface; the upper layers of the Dakota Group appearing within the 
park only at one locality, which is on the right bank of the river, near 
the middle of the park. This park is bounded on the north by a line of 
escarpment blufts of the Fox Hills Group; on the east and south by hills of 
Cretaceous strata that lie at the western ioot of the White River Plateau ; 
and on the west by the Grand Hogback, which is composed of the 
upturned strata of the Fox Hills and Laramie Groups and separates 
Agency, from Powell’s Park. 

Besides several dry drainage-channels that traverse Ageney Park to 
White River, there is one brook of perennial water. This rises in the 
hills to the eastward, and flows through the park two or three miles and 
empties into the river upon its right bank. Only a small proportion of the 
surface of any of the parks lies within reach of irrigating-water from the 
rivers that run through them, but, in consequence of the somewhat rapid 
fall of White River, a considerable area within the limits of Agency 
Park lies within reach of water that may be conducted in irrigating- 
‘ditches. Besides the water that may be thus taken from the river for 
irrigating purposes, the brook before referred to may also be made to 
furnish a small but, under the circumstances, valuable addition. There 
are some broad level spaces within the limits of the park, the surfaces 
of which are at various heights, a hundred feet or more, above the level 
of the river, that cannot be reached by irrigating-water trom it, although 
they constitute a part of the park surface proper. These have somewhat 
the appearance of morainal benches, especially as they are usually more 
or less thickly strewn with drift-pebbles; but they are composed of the 
undisturbed strata out of which the park has been excavated. They 
doubtless represent periodical base-levels of erosion that were suecces- 
sively reached during the excavation of the valley, for they are of vari- 
ous heights above the level of the river and are common in all the broader 
portions of all the river-valleys of this region. 

Powells Park.—This park lies immediately west of Agency Park, 
with which it is connecied by a gap in the Grand Hogback, through 
which White River flows. Its name is given in commemoration of the 
fact that Professor J. W. Powell and his party spent a winter here during 
his early exploration of this region. It is excavated out of the bad-land 
strata of the Wasatch Group which flank the Grand Hogback, and pass 
by a monoclinal flexure beneath the hills which border it to the west- 
ward, and which are composed of Green River strata. This park is only 
four or five miles wide from east to west; but as it communicates with a 
long dry drainage-valley that extends to the northward, and also a simi- 
lar but smaller one that extends to the southward, its length north and 
south is great compared with its width, although its boundaries are some- 
what indefinite. The greater portion of the irrigable land of the park 
lies on the north side of the river, and consequently within the limits of 
this district. It is Hogback Valley that is continuous with that portion 
of Powell’s Park which lies within this district, the drainage of which 
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rises at the north side of Gray Hills and courses along the flank of the 
hogbacks of Midland Flexure and thence parallel with the Grand Hog- 
back to White River. This drainage carries a large amount of water in 
the wet season, but it becomes entirely dry in summer. 

Below Powell’s Park the bluffs of the Green River Group come near 
to White River almost all the way to its confluence with the Green, so 
that between Powell’s Park and the western side of Raven Park the 
greater portion of the width of the valley is upon the northern side of 
the river. Between Powell’s Park and Coyote Basin the valley has con- 
siderable width on the northern side, and at several places there are 
considerable areas of irrigable land. 

Raven Park.—A comparatively small uplift, which is separate from, 
but accessory to, the Uinta Uplifts, crosses the valley of White River 
at a point southward from Midland Ridge, where it has brought up to the 
surface the shales of the Colorado Group; and out of these shales 
Raven Park has been excavated. The park lies mainly upon the north 
side of the river; and since the Raven Park Uplift has a quaquaversal 
dip, the park is wholly surrounded by an escarpment of Fox Hills: 
strata. The park is a small one; the river traversing its southern por- 
tion, a comparatively large proportion of its surface may be reached by 

- water from irrigating-ditches leading from the river above its upper 
limit. Raven Park, like the others before described, and like many 
other portions of the valley, contains within its limits some of those 
broad benches or table-lands that have been before mentioned. They 
are above the reach of irrigating-waters and occupy a large portion of 
the surface of this park. Aside from the action of White River, the 
excavation of Raven Park has been mainly accomplished by an exten- ° 
sive dry drainage-creek that has its rise many miles to the northward, 
upon the slopes of Midland Ridge. For a distance of several miles 
below Raven Park the river valley is moderately narrow, but still there 
are some level bottom-lands on each side of the stream. Below this,’ 
almost all the way to the western border of the district, the river runs 
in an almost continuous, deep, narrow caiion, which it has excavated 
out of the strata of the Green ‘River Group. The walls of this cation 
are always steep and often perpendicular. In some places they are 
nearly a thousand feet in height above the river, and approach it so 
closely that it is always difficult, and for many miles impracticable to 
traverse it with a mule-train. : 
YAMPA RIVER VALLEY.—The Yampa has its origin by numerous 

mountain-brooks that rise among the granite gorges of the Park Range, 
and also among the Cretaceous rocks that flank that range on the west. 
Like White River, the Yampa is, in its upper portion, a clear, cold trout- 
stream, its bed being paved nearly all the way from its source to its 
mouth with smoothly-worn drift-pebbles. The Yampa has only’ two 
tributaries in this district, worthy of note, that carry perennial water. 
These are Williams Fork and Milk Creek, both of which will have fur- 
ther mention on subsequent pages. 
Yampa Valley, like that of White River, has its parks and narrower 

spaces of low lands, but it is most remarkable for its caflons; not so 
much because it has cafions along its course as because that river 
seems from a superficial or topographical view to run where nature had 
placed especial obstacles in its way, apparently giving no heed to the 
favorable opportunities it seems to have had for pursuing a peaceful and 
easy course. 

Between the eastern border of tbe district and the confluence of Wil- 
liams Fork, the valley of the Yampa is a moderately broad one, the 
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northern side, especially, sloping gently up to the high lands, while the 
southern side is formed by the steeper slope of the long high ridge that 
constitutes the water-shed between the Yampa and Williams Fork. 
The dip of the strata, which are those of the Laramie Group, is to the 
northward, and this portion of the valley is therefore a monoclinal one. 
The widening of the valley here is doubtless due to the softer condition 
of the strata of that group in this vicinity than those of the same form- 
ation have farther southward and westward in this district. Much of 
the bottom-land of this part of the valley is irrigable and the rapid fall 
of the stream renders its irrigation easily practicable. 

Near the confluence of Williams Fork, and for three or four miles 
below that point, the valley is narrowed by the encroachment of the 
bluffs, which are there composed of the strata of the Fox Hills and Lar- 
amie groups, those of the latter group being less soft there than they 
are farther up the valley, as before mentioned. In some places within 
these few miles of the narrowed valley, the sides are so steep as to give » 
it the character of a caton. This is particularly the case just above 
Canon Park, where the river makes avery abrupt bend among the hills. 

Canon Park.—This is a very small park, and is chiefly noticeable be- 
cause of its oceurrence in a portion of the valley that is otherwise very 
narrow, the sides of which are steep and rocky; and also because of its 
relation to the geological structure of the neighborhood. The occur- 
rence of this small park here is evidently due to the crossing of the 
river by a synclinal flexure or sag of the strata that has thrown the 
comparatively soft strata of the Laramie and Wasatch groups across 
the course of the valley, and out of these the park has been excavated, 
while the harder strata of the Fox Hills and lower portion of the Lar- 
amie Group form canon-walls, or high, steep valley-sides above and below. 
Between Cailon Park and the point where the river makes its exit 

through the bluffs into Axial Basin, which point is about six miles east 
of Yampa Mountain, the valley is tortuous and very narrow, being, in 
fact, a cation along the greater part of the distance. The sides of the 
valley in this part of its course are so steep and high that, except at 
a few favorable places, access to the river from the high lands by a mule- 
train is difficult cr impossible. This portion of the valley is excavated 
out of the strata of the Fox Hills and Laramie groups, those of the 
former group constituting, in great part, the south side, and those of 
the latter the north side of the valley. 
Westward from the point where the river makes its exit through the 

bluffs into Axial Basin, it pursues a meandering course through the ba- 
sin @ distance that in a straight line is about six miles to Yampa Moun- 
tain. Here, instead of passing into the western portion of Axial Basin 
through the comparatively low space at the north side of Yampa Moun- 
tain, it cuts through the northern portion of that mountain by a deep 
canon. After thus cutting through the mountain, the river meanders 
through the broad western portion of Axial Basin some 15 or 18 miles 
to Junction Mountain, through which it cuts its way by a still deeper 
and more precipitous caton than the one by which it passes through 
Yampa Mountain. These two mountains are, as before stated, isolated 
upthrusts of Paleozoic rocks through surrounding Cretaceous strata that 
lie exposed in the Axial Basin, and are located directly upon the line of 
the axis of the Uinta Mountain chain. In neither case is there any su- 
perficially apparent reason why the river should not have run around, 
instead of through the mountain, for the surface around the base of 
each of them has only a comparatively slight elevation above the sur- 
face of the river, amounting, indeed, to only a fraction of the height of 
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the caiion-walls. Moreover, the surrounding rocks are among. the soft- 
est that occur in the region, while those which form the mass of the 
mountains, and, conseqently, the canon-walls, are the hardest; and it is 
not probable that these relative conditions have materially changed 
since the canons were cut. 

There is a considerable amount of irrigable land in the immediate 
vicinity of the river, in Axial Basin, both above and below Yampa 
Mountain; but a very large part of the surface of even the lower por- 
tion of the basin is above the reach of irrigating-waters. 

Tily’s Park.—This park lies between Junction Mountain and the east- 
ern end of the Uinta Mountain chain, and is continuous with Axial Ba- 
sin around both the northern and southern sides of Junction Mount- 
ain. It is here that Snake River has its confluence with the Yampa, 
the former river passing between Junction Mountain and the east- 
ern end of the Uinta Uplift proper. After passing through Lily’s 
Park a distance of six or seven miles, and receiving the influx of Snake 
River, Yampa River cuts through a line of hogbacks composed of Tri- 
assic strata, and then almost immediately enters Yampa Cafion, pres- 
ently to be described. Lily’s Park embraces quite a large area of land 
that may be irrigated from both the Yampa and Snake Rivers. Al- 
though small, it is doubtless the finest body of irrigable land within the 
district. 

Yampa Cation.—If it were not for the existence of the much greater 
and grander cafions of the Green and Colorado Rivers, Yampa Cation 
would be worthy of renown for its great length and depth. This canon 
begins at the eastern end of the Uinta Uplitt and ends at Echo Park, 
where the Yampa has its confluence with Green River. The distance 
in a straight line from its eastern to its western end is about 25 miles, but 
its tortuous course makes its actual length much greater. Its general 
course is east and west and near the northern boundary-line of this dis- 
trict, but it passes to the north of that boundary-line a few miles be- 
fore it reaches Green River. Its course is along the southern side of 
the south flexure of the axial portion of the great Uinta Uplift, and 
approximately parallel with the synclinal flexure between the Plateau 
and Uinta Uplifts that I have ealled the Yampa Flexure. Along the 
greater part of its length the cafon-walls are nearly or quite perpen- 
dicular, and often more than a thousand feet in height above the sur- 
face of the river. 

As one stands upon the north side of Yampa Plateau, at the southern 
brink of Red Rock Basin, the bottom of which is about 2,000 feet be- 
neath him, looking northward over and beyond the basin, upon the 
broad mountain slope that forms its high northern side, he gets only 
occasional glimpses of the position of the cafon as it meanders through 
that great rugged surface. So sharply perpendicular are the walls of 
the canon on ‘either side that the observer from the point mentioned not 
only sees it imperfectly, even when itis at all visible, but even when he has 
clambered over the rugged cliffs that rise around the canon, he hardly 
realizes its presence in the neighborhood until he comes upon its verge 
and finds himself at a dizzy height above the rushing, roaring river ‘at 
its bottom—so high that the river looks like a brooklet, and its roaring 
is changed to a faint murmer before it reaches the ear. These are 
among the grander and more impressive scenes which this region 
affords, and once witnessed will never be forgotten. 

Williams Fork.—This stream, although a small one, is the principal 
tributary of the Yampa within this district. It rises among the ravines 
of the western side of White River Plateau and flows across the north- 
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ern corner of the district. Along this portion of its course it runs in a 
very narrow valley bordered by hills, the most of which are composed 
of strata of the Fox Hills Group. From the eastern border of the dis- 
trict to the confluence of a small branch that flows from near the eastern 
end of Axial Basin, its course is nearly parallel with and upon the 
north side of an anticlinal axis which produces upon its southern side a 
short, irregular line of hogbacks. From the confluence of the branch 
just mentioned to its own confluence with the Yampa, the course of 
Williams Fork is northward and through a deep narrow valley or 
cation. This portion of its valley has been carved out of the strata of 
the Fox Hills Group, the river running almost directly upon the axis 
of a comparatively short anticlinal spur that extends northward from 
the place of blending of the Uinta and Park Range flexures. 

Milk Oreek.—This creek rises by several branches, some of them drain- 
ing the northern side of Danforth Hills, but the main one rises near 
the eastern border of the district. It is insignificant in size, but it de- 
rives importance in this dry region from the fact that it contains per- 
ennial water. It is also worthy of especial notice because, although so 
small a stream, it affords a good example of antecedent drainage. The 
principal branch just referred to flows northwestwardly through the 
eastern end of the eastern portion of Axial Basin, but instead of pur- 
suing its course westwardly down the basin to join the Yampa where 
that river enters it, the creek cuts through the bluffs that form the 
northern side of the basin and flows through a cation carved out of the 
sandstones of the Fox Hills Group and joins the Yampa where that - 
river is itself running in a similar canon. 
GREEN RIVER VALLEY.—Green River being the largest of those 

streams that unite to make up the great Colorado River of the West, 
is, properly speaking, the upper portion of that great river itself, and 
ought not to have received a separate name; but having received it, 
custom renders a change impracticable. It is into .Green River that 
the whole drainage of this district passes, either directly or indirectly; 
but the river itself traverses only the northwestern corner of the dis- 
trict, entering it at Island Park and leaving it about midway of the 
western boundary. This portion of the river’s course is quite tortuous, 
and it passes through one remarkable caiion, that of Split Mountain; but 
below this it passes through a broad open valley. 

Island Park lies in the sag or dipping synclinal between Split Moun- 
tain and the main fold of the Uinta Uplitt, and is thus bounded by high 
mountains on all except the western side. The park may be said to 
contain about ten square miles, but the amount of irrigable land within 
its limits is very much less; still, there is sufficient for the purposes of 
a small farming neighborhood, whenever it may be desired by settlers. 
The river here divides into several channels, and, quickly uniting, sev- 
eral small islands are formed, from which the park has received its 
name, and which add a feature of beauty to that small, secluded dis- 
trict. 

Split Mountain Cation —As Green River makes its exit from one of 
its great cafions through the Uinta Mountains immediately upon enter- 
ing Island Park, so it enters another great cafion, that of Split Moun- 
tain, immediately upon leaving the park. Split Mountain, as has already | 
been shown, is a large mountain spur from the western end of Yampa 
Plateau, and it has received this name because it is cleft entirely 
through, and from top to base, by the cafion. The walls of the canon 
are everywhere precipitous and in large part perpendicular, and are 
composed of Carboniferous limestones and sandstones. Its length is 

2G. 
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upward of six miles, and the maximum height of its walls is nearly 
3,000 feet. The view from the top of Split Mountain, upon the western 
verge of the caiion, is impressive in the extreme. The rushing river, 
more than half a mile beneath the observer’s feet, appears like a bab: 
bling brook; and, although securely poised, many minutes elapse before 
he can command his nerves to sufficient composure for a calm survey of - 
the terrible chasm. Immediately to the north of this point of obser- 
vation. lies the main range of Uinta Mountains, and to the east the 
broad Yampa Plateau. A broad expanse of lower lands stretches out 
to the southward and westward, upon the surface of which the struct- 
ural geology of the region is shown with all the distinctness of a well- 
drawn geological map, so slightly are the strata of the formations ob- 
secured by vegetation, soil, or débris, and so vivid are the various colors 
of the rocks which compose them. 
WONSITZ VALLEY.—The broad portion of the valley of Green River, 

which lies adjacent to this district, bas been called Wonsitz Valley by 
Professor Powell, Although, when viewed from the adjacent moun- 
tains, its surface appears to be only slightly elevated above the river, it 
is nevertheless true that comparatively little of its surface is within 
reach of irrigating-waters. The greater part of the surface that is thus 
irrigable lies upon the west side of the river and beyond the limits of 
this district; but still many valuable farms might be e-tablished within 
its limits and irrigated from Green Niver. 
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CHAPTER III. 

CLASSIFICATION, DESCRIPTION, AND DISCUSSION OF THE 
GROUPS OF STRATA. 

The formations of this district present essentially an unbroken series 
from the Weber Quartzite, which lies immediately beneath the Carbon- 
iferous series, but is itself probably of older Paleozoic age, to the Uinta 
Group, which is the latest of the fresh-water Tertiary deposits of that 
region, inclusive. ‘ 

The accompanying illustration, Fig. —, is intended to represent in 
their order a general section of these groups of strata, as they are de- 
veloped or exposed in this district, to which area alone the thickness 
assigned to each is intended to apply. Following this illustration is a 
brief description of each of the groups represented by it, which is in- 
tended for more immediate reference in connection with the figure; but 
more detailed descriptions of the groups will appear where they are 
discussed on following pages. 

EXPLANATION OF THE SECTION. fig. I. 

No. 1. Uinta Group.—Fine and coarse-grained friable sandstones, with intermixed 
gravel in some places, forming a conglomerate ; distinctly or obscurely stratified ; the 
materials composing the strata in some places nearly or quite incoherent. General 
aspect gray or dull brownishred. Unconformable by sequence upon the other Tertiary, 
and several of the older groups in the district. Thickness about 1,200 feet. 

No. 2. Bridger Group.—Variegated ; reddish, grayish, greenish, and purple bad-land 
sandstones. Thickness exposed in this district only about 100 feet. 

No. 3. Green River Group.—Upper division consisting of irregularly-bedded sand- 
stones, often concretionary, with occasional laminated carbonaceous layers. Lower 
division consisting of laminated sandy shales or thin-bedded sandstones. Sometimes 
finely laminated shales which are more or less caicareous, and occasional dark carbona- 
ceous layers are interspersed. Maximum thickness of both divisions about 1,400 feet. 

No. 4. Wasatch Group.—Alternating soft and harder sandstones at top end base, be- 
tween which the greater part of the group is made up of soft variegated bad-land sand- 
stones. These bad-land sandstones are generally somewhat softer in the eastern than 

_in the western part of the district. Thickness aout 2,000 feet. 
No. 5. Laramie Group.—Sandstones ; thinly bedded, or in some places more heavily 

bedded, and forming hogbacks at many of the flexures of that formation in the district. 
Color sometimes reddish-ferruginous, and sometimes of the usual dirty yellowish or 
grayish hue; variegated in places by carbonaceous layers, and beds of coal. Tuick- 
ness about 3,500 feet, but in some places probably less. 

No. 6. Fox Hills Grovp.—Sandstones, heavily or thinly bedded; or sandy shales. 
Often weathering so soft at the base of the group as to obscure any line of demarca- 
tion between it and the next beneath. Thickness about 1,800 feet. 

No. 7. Colorado Group.—Dark-colored shales, clayey or sometimes quite sandy ; with 
occasional thin layers of sandstone. Thickness about 2,000 feet in the eastern part of 
the district and much less in the western part. 

No. 8. Dakota Group.—Yellowish or brownish rough sandstones above; irregularly 
bedded pebble conglomerate below; and between these there is usually a greater or 
less thickness of variegated sandstone. Thickness about 500 feet. 

No. 9. Jurassic.—Variegated, soft, bad-land sandstones with some strata of mere in- 
durated sandstone, and usually from 10 to 15 feet in thickness of shaly, sandy, and 
calcareous, fossiliferous rock near its base. Thickness about 600 feet. 

No. 10. Triassic? Yellowish, obliquely-laminated firm sandstones above; yellowish, 
soit sandstones below, and between them aseries of bright red or brownish red, more or 
less firm sandstones. Thickness about 2,000 feet. 

No. 11. Upper Carboniferous.—Irregularly bedded, light-yellowish sandstones with 
19 
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occasional calcareous layers, the sandstone layers often containing masses and nodules 
of chert. Thickness about 600 feet. 

No. 12. Middle Carboniferous.—Compact, bluish fossiliferous limestone, heavily or 
thinly bedded, alternating in some places with strata that are sandy and ferruginous. 
Thickness about 1,000 feet. 

No. 13. Lower Carboniferous.—Massive layers of limestone alternating with those of 
sandstone and sandy limestone; all more or less ferruginous, generally presenting a 
reddish-brown aspect ; and all usually regularly bedded. Thickness about 1,500 feet. 

No. 14. Uinta sandstone.—Massive or thinly bedded, brick-red or more usually brown- 
ish-red sandstones; usually hard and often quartzitic. Thickness, exposed in this 
district, only about 400 feet ; but the group reaches a thickness of nearly or quite 15,000 
feet in the Uinta Mountains only a few miles from this district. 

The districts surrounding the one here reported upon have, within the 
last few years, been geologically surveyed by different persons. That 
which adjoins it on the west has been reported upon by Professor Powell 
in his ** Geology of the Uinta Mountains.” A geological map of the dis- 
trict which adjoins this one upon the north has been prepared by Mr. 
Clarence King during the progress of the United States Geological Sur- 
vey of the Fortieth Parallel. Reports, to be published simultaneously 
with this, are in course of preparation by the other geologists of the 
United States Geological Survey of the Territories, on the other districts 
which adjoin this one. A few copies of Mr. King’s map have been dis- 
tributed to different persons and institutions in advance of a geological 
report which is no doubt intended to accompany it. An examination of 
this map shows that the author has, in the main, adopted the classifica- 
tion of the strata which he finds exposed in that district, which has long 
been in use by Dr. Hayden in his reports; but with certain modifica- 
tions in some cases. As no text yet accompanies Mr. King’s map, I am, 
in some cases, in doubt as to the intended limits of the respective groups 
of strata that are there named and represented by colors. Having, how- 
ever, made some personal examination of a large part of the region rep- 
resented by that map, I think I do not incorrectly represent its intent 
in the following table of general sections. A large proportion of the 
names of the different groups of strata which are used in this report are, 
by the custom of priority in such cases, adopted from Mr. King’s map, 
which is regarded as having been published in November, 1875. Mr. 
King’s name, “ Laramie Group,” although it is understood to embrace 
Strata that have previously received other names in different parts of 
the great Rocky Mountain region, is retained because of its more com- 
prehensive application as indicating a great period in geological history, 
which is epochally represented by the Fort Union, Judith River, Lig- 
nitic, and other series of beds. i 

Dr. Hayden’s name, ‘* Wasatch Group,” has, however, priority of pub- 
lication over Mr. King’s name, * Vermilion Creek Group,” and also over 
Professor Powell’s name, “ Bitter Creek Group,” and I therefore adopt 
the first-mentioned name. I adopt the name “ Weber Quartzite” of Mr. 
King for the great formation that Professor Powell has called the “ Uinta - 
Sandstone,” but not being in possession of Mr. King’s facts, Lam not yet 
prepared to adopt his reference of it to the Carboniferous age. Al- 
though the typical locality of the Lodore Group, which Professor Powell 
represents as existing at the base of the Carboniferous series and above 
the Uinta Quartzite, is near the northern border of the district here re- 
ported on, it does not occur within its limits. Professor Powell’s sec- 
tion alone, therefore, represents it in the table. 

Although Mr. King has not upon his map recognized the deposit called 
‘¢ Brown’s Park Group” by Professor Powell as separate from the Green 
River Group, north of an east and west line that may be made to pass 
through the southern base of the great Uinta fold, a careful comparison 
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of those deposits on both sides of the Uinta Mountains has left no doubt 
on my mind of theiridentity. I therefore adopt Mr. King’s name “ Uinta 
Group,” instead of Professor Powell’s name * Brown’s Park Group.” 

While adopting the name “ Colorado Group” of Mr. King, I, for pale- 
ontological reasons chiefly, so restrict its application as to include only 
what I understand to be equivalent with Nos. 2 and 3 of Meek and Hay- 
den’s original section, leaving the equivalent of No. 4 to be included 
with the strata of the Fox Hills Group, instead of with the Colorado 
Group, as Mr. King has done. 

The following table of general sections, as may be seen at a glance, 
is designed to show the correlation of the different groups named by the 
several authors, as I understand them. The first column represents the 
section that was many years ago prepared by Messrs. Meek and Hayden 
for the Mesozoic rocks of the Upper Missouri River region; the second 
embraces the names of the Tertiary and Post-Cretaceous Groups of 
Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah that have, from time to time, been proposed 
by Dr. Hayden; the third has been compiled from Mr. King’s map of 
the Green River Basin, that has already been referred to; the fourth 
is the classification proposed by Professor Powell in his Report on the 
Geology of the Uinta Mountains; and the fifth is the classification of the 
rocks of this district which I have adopted in this report. 
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Table of correlated general sections.* 

ee HAYDEN. KING. POWELL. _ WHITE. 

Pliocene. Uinta. Brown’s Paik. Uinta. 

Bridger. Bridger. Bridger. Bridger. =) 

E U. G@ Ri 5 : : . Green River. : 4 3 Green River. Green River. L. Green River. || teen River. 

dH 

Wasatch. Vermilion Creek. Bitter Creek Wasatch. 

| t Lignitic. Lignitic. i i Ignis ignitic Laramie. Pein Rncke: Laramie. RON 

Fox Hills. : 
No. 5. Fox Hills. 

Salt Wells. Fox Hills. 
Fort Pierre. 

No. 4. 

a eS es ae ee o) 

3 Niobrara, g : © H No.3. Colorado. 3 
oO 

5 Sulphur Creek. Colorado. = 
Fort Benton. ; 

No. 2. 

Dakar Dakota. Henry’s Fork. Dakota. 

5 . 4 : : a 4 
ee Jurassic. Jurassic. Jurassic. Flaming Gorge. Jurassic. iS 
a © 

2 3 
= Triassic. Triassic ? Triassic. Triassic? Triassic ? S 

Permo-Carb. U. Aubrey. Upper Carb. 

i) : 5 L. Aubrey. Middle Carb. 
& = 

‘3 Coal-Measures. a A : 
= Red Wall. Lower Carb. 5 

S 
Lodore. g 

az 

Weber Quartzite. Weber Quake: 

Uinta sandstone 

“The right-hand narrow colamn is intended to indicate the higher groups of my own 
classification, while the corresponding left-hand one represents that of the other au- 
thors as I understand them. 

t See discussion of the name “ Post-Cretaceous,” on a subsequent page. 
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The columns of this table are arranged in the order of time of their 
publication, beginning at the left. The horizontal arrangement of the 
spaces within which the names of the groups of strata are placed is in- 
tended to represent their correlation; while the spaces themselves rep- 
resent simply approximate coordination, the relative breadth of each 
space having no reference to the relative thickness of each group. 

THE SILURIAN SYSTEM. 

No other strata than those of the Weber Quartzite in this district are 
referred to Silurian age; and, as has already been shown, this great 
formation has been only provisionally so referred. 

THE WEBER QUARTZITE. 

_ This formation is usually of a dull brick-red or reddish-brown color, 
and has a peculiar sombre aspect, especially as seen in the deep cafions 
that have been eroded through it in the Uinta Mountain region. The 
stratification is always distinct, the strata more or less regularly bedded; 
sometimes massive, sometimes in thin layers, and occasionally in the 
condition of sandy shales. Sometimes it is in the condition of a com- 
mon, but firm, sandstone, the grains being distinctly definable; but 
oftener the grains are socompacted by partial metamorphism as to give 
the rock the character of a true quartzite. In its common sandstone 
condition it is almost always harder than the sandstones of the Carbon- 
iferous and Mesozoic groups of that region usually are. So far as I 
am aware, no fossils of any kind have ever been discovered in any part 
of this great formation; and its true geological age is therefore un- 
known. 

Upon his map, before referred to, Mr. King assigns this group to the 
Carboniferous system. 

_ Dr. Hayden, several years ago, suggested the Silurian age of this 
great group, as did also Professor Marsh, who visited the region after- 
ward. With this judgment, I am disposed to agree; but as before in- 
timated, its geological age cannot be detinitely known without the aid 
of fossils. Professor Powell has suggested the Devonian age of the 
Weber Quartzite, in connection with his statement of the unconform- 
ity of the true Carboniferous strata upon it. With this statement as 
to its unconformity with the Carboniferous, I also agree; but accord- 
ing to my own observation the unconformity is usually so slight that 
it may easily be overlooked. Furthermore, at all observed places in this 
district, as well as within a large area outside of it, the strata of the 
Lower Carboniferous rest directly upon the Uinta sandstone, those of 
the Lodore Group being absent. The Lower Carboniferous strata are 
often so very like those of the Weber Quartzite in general aspect that 
a casual observer would be in danger of confounding one with the other, 
especially if the unconformity should be, as it generally is, slight or 
obscure. 

There are two or three localities, just where some deep dry-drainage 
cafions open into Red Rock Basin at the north side of Yampa Plateau | 
by cutting across the Yampa Flexure there, where some of the upper 
strata of the Weber Quartzite are probably exposed; but for reasons 
already stated I am not entirely satisfied on this point, and therefore 
refer those strata to the Lower Carboniferous. 

Strata of this group are well exposed in the walls of the cafion by 
which the Yampa passes through Junction Mountain, and they are also 
largely exposed in the southern half of Yampa Mountain, which lies 
some fifteen miles to the eastward of Junction Mountain. 
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CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM. 

The peculiar characteristics of those groups of strata which are abun- 
dantly developed in the great Rocky Mountain region, and which have 
been, by all geologists who have examined them, referred to the Car- 
boniferous age, leave no doubt as to the correctness of that reference. 
It is, however, true that the three great divisions of the system, the 
Subcarboniferous, Carboniferous or Coal-Measures, and Permian, which 
are recognized in Europe and also, in part at least, in the interior region 
of North America, are not recognizable as such in the western portion 
of the continent, with the possible exception of the Subcarboniferous 
division, as distinct from the remainder. There seems indeed to be no 
good reason why we should expect to find this to be the case, because | 
the marking-off of a system of rocks into groups and formations, as well 
as the modifications of the then existing forms of life, the remains of 
which are now found to characterize those formations, was due to the 
then prevailing physical conditions, and their periodical changes, the 
former of which we have no reason to suppose could have been universal 
nor the latter simultaneous in different parts of the world. The coal- 
making condition, which was remarkably characteristic of the Carbon- 
iferous age in Europe and Eastern North America, seems not to have 
existed at all, or only in an exceedingly slight degree, in what is now the 
great Rocky Mountain region, during any part of this great geological 
age. During the whole of that age, the deposits there seem to have 
been wholly marine, and to have been largely formed in comparatively 
shallow waters. 

The Carboniferous strata of that western region are, it is true, marked 
off into groups, but they are not marked off in the same manner that 
they are in Hurope and Eastern North America; and there ought to be 
no strained effort made to require those of the latter regions to corre- 
spond with those of the former, for they are not separated from each 
other by similar faunal and floral differences. There seems to be very 
little reason to doubt that the whole of the Carboniferous age is repre- 
sented by the deposits referred to in Western North America, although 
the types of fossils they contain are seldom if ever of such a character 
as to warrant their distinctive reference to either the Subcarboniferous, 
Carboniferous, or Permian periods of the age. On the contrary, the 
types that are relied upon in Europe, and also others that are similarly 
relied upon in the eastern portion of North America, to prove the Sub- 
carboniferous age of the strata containing them, are here found intimately 
associated with an abundance of those forms that are equally charac- 
teristic of the Carboniferous or Coal-Measure period, and even with 
some of Permian type. Furthermore, the uppermost division of the 
Carboniferous strata in this far western region, which probably repre- 
sents in time the Permian Group of Europe, has not, to my knowl- 
edge, been found to contain a single faunal type that is in any proper - 
sense characteristic of the Permian period as distinct from the Middle 
or Coal-Measure period. Therefore, in this report at least, I shall make 
no attempt to refer any of the Carboniferous strata of this great region 
to either of the three divisions originally established for the system ; 
but I shall regard all the groups that have been named in the foregoing 
sections and elsewhere in this report as purely stratigraphical divisions, 
and probably inseparable from each other on paleontological grounds. 
This statement will explain why so little reference is had to paleonto- 
logical characteristics in the following account of the Carboniferous 
groups. Itis proper to mention, however, that from somewhat restricted 
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exposures of strata at a very few points in Nevada, Colorado, and 
Idaho, collections of fossils have been made that are not only specifically 
different from those which are so widely distributed in the Carbon- 
iferous rocks of that great region, but they are in part specifically 
identical with some that are found only in the Subearboniferous strata 
of the States of the Mississippi Valley. The first of the following 
groups mentioned, however, is not to be here regarded as distinctively 
Subecarboniferous, although it may be so in fact, so far as anything is 
knowa to the contrary. 

THE LOWER CARBONIFEROUS GROUP. 

In some parts of the great Rocky Mountain region other observers have 
made out satisfactory lithological distinctions between the Lower and 
Middle Carboniferous Groups; but within the limits of this district the 
line of demarcation is so indefinite that I was not able to do more than 
make out a general separation of the two groups. I nowhere found any 
well-marked line of separation, and there being, as before stated, no 
sufficient paleontological distinction between the two groups, very few 
characteristics can be named as separating them from each other. 

The Lower Carboniferous Group in this district consists of a large pro- 
portion of compact limestone strata that are usually more or less fossil- 
iferous, alternating with layers of sandstone that are also usually some- 
what calcareous. In general aspect this formation is of an indefinite 
reddish-brown or ferruginous color, often like that of the Weber Quartz- 
ite. The strata of this group are well exposed along the northern 
border of the eastern half of the Yampa Plateau, and also in Junction 
Mountain, of which mountain it forms a large proportion. It is there 
scen resting upon the Weber Quartzite, and in turn underlying the Mid- 
dle Carboniferous. In Yampa Mountain, which is largely composed of 
the Weber Quartzite, the Lower Carboniterous is not satisfactorily sep- 
arable from the middle group. 

THE MIDDLE CARBONIFEROUS GROUP. 

In this district, as before stated, the Middle Carboniferous Group is 
separable from the Lower only in aspect, and by some general lithological 
characteristics. The greater proportion of the bluish-gray limestones. 
which it contains gives it a lighter aspect than that of the Lower, and 
distinguishes it also from the sandy strata of the overlying Upper Car- 
boniferous Group. It is more fossiliferous than either of the other two 
divisions of the Carboniferous system in this district; but in consequence 
of the compact and cherty character of the rock, the fossils are seldom 
well preserved. The limestones of this group, besides being cherty, are 
often unevenly bedded. As arule, they lack those marly and carbona- 
ceous or clayey layers of shale that so commonly separate the lime- 
stone layers of the equivalent of this group in the Mississippi Valley 
The Middle Carboniferous Group contains much the greater part of the 
region, and from which softer layers most of the fossils are there obtained. 
calcareous strata found in this district, the prevailing material being 
almost everywhere sandstone and sandy shales. 

THE UPPER CARBONIFEROUS GROUP. 

The Upper Carboniferous Groupis quite clearly distinguishable from the 
lower. In this district it is almost wholly composed of a light, yellowish- 
gray sandstone, often cherty, and containing only a few calcareous layers. 
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Usually, the sandstone is irregularly bedded, sometimes massive, and 
oblique stratification is quite common. Fossils are rare in this group, 
but a few have been found in its upper strata, and those yet known are 
not such as to distinguish it clearly from the other two Carboniferous 
groups. It is this group that Mr. King has designated as Permo-Car- 
boniferous on his map. According to my observations, it is only its 
superior position in relation to the other groups that would suggest such 
a designation, because the Carboniferous groups below it contain fossils 
that are as closely allied with the Permian of Europe as any that have 
yet been discovered in the strata of this upper one. 

The strata of this group are exposed at the surface of much the 
greater part of the area that is occupied by those of Carboniferous age 
in this district. They cover nearly the whole surface of the western half 
of Yampa Plateau, and nearly all the rugged surface through which 
Yampa Cation is cut, along the southeast flank of the Uinta Uplift, be- 
sides a narrow area along the whole Jength of the Fox Creek Flexure. 
Narrow bands of its upturned strata are also exposed around the bases 
of Junction and Yampa Mountains. It will thus be seen that all the 
Carboniferous strata of this district have been brought to view only by 
the Plateau and Uinta Uplifts, and by the two sharp Upthrusts of June- 
tion and Yampa Mountains. The remarkable peculiarities of these 
uplifts and upthrusts will be explained in a subsequent chapter. 

THE MESOZOIC AGE. 

Strata of Mesozoic age cover a large part of the surface of this dis- 
trict, and apparently form an unbroken series, from the base of those 
Strata that have usually been referred to the Triassic period, to the up- 
permost Cretaceous strata, inclusive. The strata that I have, but with 
some doubt, referred to the Triassic period, are everywhere in this dis- 
trict and the surrounding region conformable upon those of undoubted 
Carboniferous age. Therefore there appears tobe no important physi- 
cal break in the series, as found in this district, from the base of the 
Carboniferous to the top of the Cretaceous,* notwithstanding the fact 
that the Lower Cretaceous of Europe seems not to be represented in 
this, if in any, part of North America. Comparatively few fossils were 
collected from any of the Mesozoic strata of this district during its 
geological examination, but the facility for observation, as before ex- 
plained, makes their identification unquestionable, even if no fossils at 
all were obtained from them. : 

TRIASSIC PERIOD. 

_ The strata, widely distributed over a large part of the western portion 
of North America, that have until lately been referred with little or no 
doubt to the Triassie period, have generally been simply so referred with- 
out a distinctive name as to groups or formations, but some geologists 
have subdivided the series and given distinctive names to thedivisions 
thus formed. They have been called by some simply the Red-Beds; 
but Professor Powell recognized three separate divisions of the group 
under the names, in the ascending order, of “‘ Shinarump,” “ Vermilion 
Cliff,” and ‘‘ White Cliff” groups. These three divisions are recognized 
among those strata in this district, but they are not thought to be there 
of sufficient importance to be regarded as separate groups, coordinate 

* See also remarks concerning ‘apparent unbroken continuity of deposition of Meso- 
zoic and Cenozoic strata on a subsquent page. 
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with the other groups that are treated of in this report. Until lately, 
also, these strata have been generally regarded as unfossiliferous, with 
the exception of the existence here and there of considerable quantities 
of silicified exogenous wood; and they were referred to the Triassic 
period mainly in consequence of their position between the recognized 
Carboniferous and Jurassic strata. Serious doubts of the real Triassic 
age of the strata in question have lately been raised because of the dis- 
covery of fossils in the lower portion of the group that seem to be not 
merely similar to some that are found in the group above the one iu 
question, and which ail persons agree in referring to the Jurassic period, 
but they are apparently specifically identical. 

Dr. Hayden, on page 11 of his Report on the Geology of Captain Ray- 
nolds’s Exploration of the Yellowstone and Mississippi Rivers, made in 
1860 and published in 1869, states that he found unmistakable Jurassic 
fossils near the base of this group. 

In 1874, Mr. Edwin BE. Wowell collected for Professor Powel several 
species of invertebrate fossils from the lower portion of the division 
of this group in Southern Utah, some of which, at least, I regard 
as specifically identical with well known-species, until then found only 
in unquestionably Jurassic strata.* These facts seem to indicate, 
with comparatively little doubt, that all the Mesozoic strata of that 
portion of Western North America, below the Cretaceous, belong to 
one period only, and that the Jurassic. This opinion is, of course, 
based upon the invertebrate fossils before referred to alone, no ver- 
tebrates or plants having been found or examined by myself. If the 
specific identification of the invertebrate fossils before referred to should 
be fully verified, there is no sufficient evidence, so far as I am aware, 
of the existence of any Triassic strata, distinguishable as such by its 
invertebrate fossils, in any part of the great region east of the great 
Salt Lake Basin and south of the Union Pacific Railroad. This ques- 
tion, however, is of so important a character that notwithstanding the 
evidence in favor of adopting the view just indicated, I prefer to use the 
provisional classification already given in this chapter, until material 
shall have been collected fora more complete discussion of the question. 
It is especially desirable to collect as much material as possible for this 
discussion, because these strata and their equivalents are distributed 
over so large a portion of the North American continent, where their 
lithological characters are generally so uniform as to render the group 
recognizable at once from them alone. However, in view of the fact 
that the relative position of this great series of strata seems to justify 
its reference to the Triassic period, while all its yet known invertebrate 
fossils show an intimate relation with those of the accepted Jurassic 
strata, I shall adopt for present use the general or collective term, 
Jura-Trias, for these two earlier Mesozoic groups. 
As shown in the description accompanying the figure of the general 

section of the rocks of this district, the divisions of this group are all 
sandstones, the middle one being very conspicuous in consequence of its 
bright-red color. The lower division is sometimes so very much like the 
sandstone of the Upper Carboniferous group that it is difficult to deter- 
mine where the one ends and the other begins, but in this district the 
strata of the former are considerably softer than those of the latter. 
The exposures of the strata of the middle division are often gorgeous in 
appearance as seen in the distance, for they are often exposed in exten- 
sive escarpment faces. Remarkable and extensive exposures of these 
red strata are seen in the southern and eastern faces of the great Mid- 

*See Geology of the Uinta Mountains, pages 80 and 87. 
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land Ridge, extending, indeed, almost continuously from its eastern to 
its western end. 

Besides entering largely into the bulk of the great Midland Ridge, the 
strata of this whole group form an almost continuous line of hogbacks 
around the eastern end of both the Uinta and Plateau Uplifts, the 
whole length of Midland Ridge, and thence continuously around the 
western bases of both Section Ridge and Split Mountain. ‘They also oc- 
cupy the bottom of Red Rock Basin; and small isolated exposures of the 
strata are to be seen near the bases of both Junction and Yampa 
Mountains. 

The fact that the middle and upper divisions of this group are so of- 
ten exposed in the faces of hogback and other escarpments is doubtless 
due to the softer and more yielding character of the lower division, 
which, becoming disintegrated more rapidly than the others, allows the 
superimposed strata to fall down, leaving precipitous escarpment faces 
of the remaining rock. 

THE JURASSIC PERIOD. 

In this district, a group of strata of the Jurassic period is found every- 
where bordering the exposures that are doubtfully referred to the 
Triassic. They consist mainly of soft, greenish, grayish, reddish, and 
purple bad-land sandstones, with a few feet of sandy calcareous layers. 
near the base, which contain the fossils that are characteristic of the 
group. Being soft, the strata of this group are often obscured by the 
débris resulting from their own disintegration, while the associated 
strata, both above and below them, being harder, resist disintegration, 
and are often conspicuously exposed as hogbacks or other escarpments. 
Sometimes, however, they appear in the lower portion of the face of a 
hogback or escarpment, being protected there from furtber disintegra- ~ 
tion by a cap of the harder strata of the lowest group of the Cretaceous 
period. The thickness of the group in this district being only about 
600 feet, and being usually exposed by flexures of the strata, it occupies 
only a small portion of the surface. Its exposures are, indeed, mostly 
confined to narrow bands that appear among the upturned groups of 
strata that flank the principal uplifts in the district. 

It will thus be seen that all the groups hitherto described, occur in 
the northwestern portion of the district alone, all having been upturned 
along the flanks of the Uinta and its accessory uplifts. The whole of 
this large portion of the district is therefore occupied by the rocks of 
older date than the Cretaceous period, largely by those of Carbonifer- 
ousage. This space is, however, bordered by rocks of the Cretaceous 
period, which, together with those of the Tertiary, occupy the remainder 
of the ‘district. 

THE CRETACEOUS PERIOD. 

The whole series of Cretaceous strata as they are known to geologists, 
in the great Rocky Mountain region, is represented in this district, as 
well as another series immediately above them, concerning the proper 
age of which, geologists are divided in opinion, and to which I have 
given the separate but provisional designation of Post-Cretaceous. Un- 
der this head those strata are discussed upon subsequent pages. 

The original grouping of the Cretaceous strata, as they are found de- 
veloped in the Upper Missouri River region, by Meek and Hayden, is 
shown in the table of correlated sections on page —. It is also there 
shown that late authors agree in modifying that original grouping for 
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the Cretaceous rocks of Wyoming, Colorado, and Utab, by uniting the 
equivalents of certain of those groups under one designation, while pre- 
serving essentially the main features of the original classification. There 
is comparatively little difficulty in recognizing among the Cretaceous 
strata of the regions mentioned, the principal features of the classifica- 
tion which was originally made by Meek and Hayden for those of the Up- 
per Missouri River region. That which | have followed consists mainly 
in reducing the number of groups by placing together those that have 
the nearest paleontological affinities. I have thus placed the equivalents 
of the Fort Benton and Niobrara groups together under the name of Col- 
orado Group; and thoseof the Fort Pierre and Fox Hills groups together - 
under the single name of Fox Hills Group, leaving, as all others have 
done, the Dakota, as everywhere, a singie, separate group. Such a, 
grouping of the Cretaceous strata is not only quite sufficient for all re- 
quired purposes within the region to which it is applied, but it is as 
natural as the original grouping is for the Upper Missouri River region. 
The modification I have adopted is, for this district at least, quite as 
natural, stratigraphically, as that proposed by Mr. King (who joins the 
equivalent of the Fort Pierre Group to that of the Niobrara and Fort 
Benton groups to make up the Colorado Group), but I find it more 
natural, paleontologically. 

All the groups of strata that are referred to the Cretaceous period in 
-this report are, within this district, not only strictly conformable with 
each other as regards their stratification, but I have never been able to 
fix upon 2 plane of demarcation between any of them with entire pre- 
cision. The aspect of the strata throughout the vertical range of all 
three of these groups, is that of greta sedimentation. The general 
characteristics by which the groups are separated from each other will 
be given under the head of each. 

\ 

THE DAKOTA GROUP. 

The strata of this group are exposed as a narrow band among the up- 
turned strata that flank the uplifts in the northwestern portion of this 
district, and also as a small but somewhat broader exposure, which is 
found to cap a portion of Midland Ridge, as is shown upon the geologi- 
cal map accompanying this report, and also upon one of the sheets of 
the great atlas of Colorado, soon to be published. 
A very small exposure is also to be seen near the southwestern flank 

of Yampa Mountain, and another small one, of somewhat greater ex- 
tent than the last, in Agency Park, near the right bank of White River. 
The latter exposure is brought up by a slight flexure that is apparently 
the vanishing northern end of the Elk Mountain Uplift, the main eleva- 
tion of which is far to the southward. 

The general lithological characteristics of this group are somewhat 
variable in different portions of the great Recky Mountain region, but 
this variability. is not such as to prevent its ready identification wherever 
it is sufficiently exposed, even in very widely-separated localities. In 
this district the group reaches an aggregate thickness of between 500 | 
and 600 feet, and consists of two divisions, which, in some places, are 
more clearly defined than in others. The lower portion, having a thick- 
ness of some 300 feet, consists of a dark-colored, coarse, silicious peb- 
ble-conglomerate, which is somewhat irregularly bedded and easily dis- 
integrated. The upper portion, having a thickness of from 150 to 200 
feet, consists of a yellowish or brownish, rough, heavy-bedded sand- 
stone, between which and the conglomerate some variegated bad-land 
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sandstones usually exist. These bad-land sandstones are similarin color 
and general character to those of the Jurassic Group; and where the 
conglomerate member of the Dakota Group is not brought up to view 
with the upper portion, as is the case in Agency Park, the bad-land 
strata of this group may be easily mistaken for those of the Jurassic. 

This group seldom furnishes invertebrate fossil remains of any kind, 
especially in this district and the adjoining region; but very important 
floral and vertebrate remains have been obtained from it east of the 
Rocky Mountains. Its lithological characteristics, as well as its strati- 
graphical position in relation to the other groups, leave no doubt, how- | 
ever, of itsidentity. Professor Powell reports the existence of coal in the 
Dakota Group at some localities in Utah, but I observed no indications 
of its existence among the strata of the group in this district. 

THE COLORADO GROUP. 

As already shown, the limits of the Colorado Group are restricted in 
this report so as to intentionally embrace only the equivalents of the Fort 
Benton and Niobrara groups of the Upper Missouri River section, estab- 
lished by Meek and Hayden, and it is also understood to be equivalent 
with the Sulphur Creek Group of Professor Powell, as thus restricted. 

It is doubtless true that in some places the strata which are regarded 
as equivalent with those of the Fort Pierre Group of the Upper Missouri 
River section, accord more nearly in lithological characters with those 
beneath, than with those above them. Mr. Meek, who studied the paleon- 
tology of these groups so carefully, has shown in his works that while the 
paleontological affinities between the Fort Benton and Niobrara groups, 
and the Fort Pierre and Fox Hills groups, respectively, are very close 
they are comparatively very slight between the two former and two 
latter groups respectively. Although the grouping of the strata of all 
geological ages in the western part of North America has been largely 
done by the field geologist, mainly upon stratigraphical grounds, and 
much of it properly so done, no person will justly question the necessity 
of giving preference to paleontological evidence in the proper geological 
grouping of strata. It is for this reason that, while adopting the name 
“Colorado” for the group under discussion, as having priority over 
that of “Sulphur Creek,” I restrict its application to the strata that I 
understand to be the equivalent of the latter, and also the equivalent of 
both the Fort Benton and Niobrara groups, instead of including under 
the name thus adopted, the equivalent of the Fort Pierre Group also, 
as Mr. King has done. 

The Colorado Group is perhaps more persistent in the uniformity of 
its lithological characteristics over a great region than any of the other 
Cretaceous groups, with the possible exception of the Dakota Group. 
It consists largely of that indurated clayey material, more or less dis- 
tinctly laminated, which geologists generally, but somewhat loosely, de- 
nominate “shales”; but occasional layers of sandstone, usually soft, are 
sometimes met with. The strata of this, compared with those of the 
associated groups, are easily eroded. Consequently they seldom appear 
in escarpment exposures ; and the stratification of the group is very 
often much obscured by its own débris. The lower portion of the group 
is more clayey, less sandy, and darker colored than the upper, but both 
being disintegrated and eroded with almost equal facility, a distinct 
line of separation between the two portions is seldom or never observ- 
able. 

The comparative ease with which the strata of this group are disin- 
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tegrated and eroded has produced a marked effect upon the topography 
of the region in which they exist. Where the strata are considerably 
flexed, the space occupied by those of this group is a hollow or valley 
between lines of hogbacks which are composed of the harder strata that 
belong above and beneath this group. But where the flexure is more 
gentle, and especially upon a broad anticlinal axis, the strata of this 
group are often so eroded as to form a basin or park, such as have been 
described in Chapter II. 

Near the base of the Colorado Group there is almost always to be found 
a bed of dark, fissile shales, containing the remains of teliost fishes. This 
bed not only occurs at all’ places in this district where the base of the 
Colorado Group is exposed, but it is equally characteristic of the lower 
part of the group in the adjoining districts. Overlying the bed of shales 
containing the remains of teliost fishes, there is often to be found a 
bed of coal. The only place in this district that I observed this bed of 
coal is a couple of miles south of the west end of Lily’s Park, and south- 
ward from Junction Mountain. -It is there tbree or four feet in thickness. 

In this district the strata of the Colorado Group occupy the surface of 
Agency and Raven Parks; of Midland Basin; of, at least the eastern half 
of, Axial Basin, and also a considerable space bordering the mountain 
uplifts of the northwestern portion of the district, 

THE FOX HILLS GROUP. 

In accordance with the modified classification of the Cretaceous strata 
adopted in this report, the Fox Hills Group includes not only the strata 
that are understood to be exactly equivalent with those of that group, 
as it was originally defined by Meek and Hayden, in the Upper Missouri 
River region, but also those that are equivalent with the Fort Pierre 
Group, as it was originally defined in that region. As already stated, 
Mr. King does not on his geological map include with the Fox Hills 
Group those strata that, he, as well as all other geologists, regards as 
equivalent with the Fort Pierre Group; but he includes the latter in the 
Colorado Group, together with the equivalents of the Niobrara and 
Fort Benton Groups. In the eastern portion of this district, and also to 
a less extent in other portions, the strata that I regard as probably 
equivalent with the Fort Pierre Group are more readily eroded and dis- 
integrated than are those which overlie them, and constitute there 
the upper portion of the Fox Hills Group. In this respect they more 
nearly resemble in general aspect the strata of the group beneath than 
those above them; but for paleontological reasons, as before stated, I 
include the equivalent strata of the Fort Pierre with those of the Fox 
Hills Group, designating the whole by the latter name alone, rather 
than place it with the Colorado Group, as Mr. King has done, appar- 
ently on lithological grounds. 

The fossils obtained from the equivalents of the Fort Pierre and Fox 
Hills Groups are not only so similar as to ally them closely with each 
other, but many of the species range through the whole series of strata 
that are understood to represent both of these groups. It is probable 
that some of the fossils of the Colorado Group range up through the 
remainder of the Cretaceous series; but, so far as the fossils of that 
group are now known, they seem to be so generally restricted to its: 
own limits as to give it quite definite paleontological characteristics, 
and to leave the Fox Hills Group quite as clearly characterized. 

In the western portion of this district the lithological difference be- 
tween the upper and lower portions of the Fox Hills Group is not so 
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clearly shown as it is in the eastern portion, but yet the lowest portion 
of this group is everywhere of such a character lithologically as to be 
not clearly separable from the upper part of the Colorado Group. 

In a general way, the lower division of the Fox Hills Group, which 
is about 800 feet in thickness, may be defined as a series of thin-bedded 
sandstones and sandy shales, which are often so easily disintegrated as 
to become covered with débris resulting from their own disintegration. 
In some places, therefore, the strata of this lower division seldom pre- 
sent escarpment faces; but in other places, especially in the western 
portion of the district, it contains one or two massive strata of firm sand- 
stone, near the top of the division, that form prominent features in all 
the exposures there of this portion of the group. The principal one of 
these massive strata is from 30 to 50 feet, thick, and is especially con- 
spicuous in escarpments, of which it forms the cap. Where this great 
massive stratum exists, those below it gradually pass into the soft strata 
of the Colorado Group, and the strata above it are also soft, and are in 
turn capped by another massive stratum; and upon these comes the 
remainder of the upper division. This description applies particularly 
to the strata in the vicinity of Raven Park. 
Upon the lower division rest about 1,000 feet more or less of regu- 

larly-bedded ordinary sandstones which constitute the upper division, 
and which form hogbacks wherever the strata are considerably flexed, 
and present bold escarpments under other conditions of flexion and 
erosion. These last-named characteristics of the group are particularly 
observable in and around Agency Park and the eastern portion of Axial 
Basin. 

Several carbonaceous horizons were observed in different parts of the 
district among the strata of this group, including both the upper and 
lower divisions, but comparatively little coal was discovered. Near the 
base of the group, however, a bed of coal, probably of workable thick- 
ness and quality, is to be found in some places. 

The strata of this group occupy quite a large part of the surface of 
the district, and the upper strata enter into the composition of a large 
part of the various hogbacks and escarpments within its limits. They 
are exposed in the north and west borders of Agency Park, in all the 
borders of Raven Park, and in both the north and south as well as the 
east borders of the eastern portion of Axial Basin. They occupy that 
portion of the surface between Yampa River and Williams Fork which 
lies adjacent to the latter stream, constitute a large part of Pilon Ridge, 
and are upturned to view in the Midland Flexure trom one end of the 
district to the other. 

THE POST-CRETACEOUS PERIOD. 

Resting conformably upon the Fox Hills Group there is another series 
.of strata which differs materially from any of the preceding groups in 
the character of its invertebrate fossils, although the sedimentation 
which produced it appears to have been continuous and unbroken from 
those groups into and throughout the series under discussion. The 
thickness of this series of strata is greater than that of any of the Cre- 
taceous groups proper that preceded it, reaching a maximum thickness 
ip the district here reported upon of at least 3,500 feet. A few hundred 
feet, constituting the upper portion of this series in the valley of Bitter 
Creek, Wyoming, has been, by Professor Powell* and myself, separated 

*See Geology of the Uinta Mountains, and Article XXV, Vol. III, Bull. U. S. Geol. 
Surv. Ter. 
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from the greater, lower portion of the series, and placed with the Wasatch 
Group above it. This was done because of an unconformity of the two 
portions in that district, and an entire conformity of that upper portion . 
with the strata of the Wasatch Group above it, although the affinities 
of the fossils of that upper portion are with those that are found be- 
neath, rather than with those of the Wasatch Group above. After a 
careful examination of the extensive exposures of this series of strata, 
as well as those of the Wasatch Group above it in this district, I have 
failed to discover any unconformity, such as exists in the valley of Bit- 
ter Creek. Therefore, the greatest unconformity that is now known to 
exist among any of the strata from the base ot the Cretaceous to the 
top of what I here designate as the Post-Cretaceous, is found among the 
strata of the latter group, and not atits top. In this district and the 
region immediately adjoining it, whatever catastrophalor secular changes 
may have meanwhile taken place elsewhere, or even extending within 
its limits, sedimentation was evidently continuous and unbroken, not 
only through this series itself, but also into and through the whole 
Wasatch Group also. 

The fact that this series passes insensibly into the Fox Hills Group 
below, and into the Wasatch Group above, renders it difficult to fix upon 

- a stratigraphical plane of demarcation, either for its base or summit. I 
have therefore decided to regard this group as essentially a brackish- 
water one, referring all strata below, that contain any marine Cretaceous 
invertebrate forms, to the Fox Hills Group, beginning this series with 
those strata that contain brackish- and fresh-water forms, and ending it 
above with those strata in which the brackish-water forms finally cease. 
Thus defined, the whole series seems to form one natural paleontologi- 
cal group, as well as to be a sufficiently distinct stratigraphical one, for 
which I have adopted the name of Laramie Group of King. 
My reasons for separating this group from the Cretaceous series, 

_where it has been placed by Cope, King, and Powell, and for giving it 
the provisional designation of Post-Cretaceous, have been discussed by 
me in Article XXIV, Vol. II, No. 3, Bulletin of the United States Geo- 
logical and Geographical Survey of the Territoiies, but they may be 
briefly repeated bere. The flora of this group is understood to be wholly 
of Tertiary types, according to Professor Lesquereux. None of its in- 
vertebrate fossils are of distinctive Cretaceous types, although fossils of 
similar types are known to occur in Cretaceous as weil as Tertiary strata. 
So far, then, as the flora and invertebrate fauna are concerned, there is 
nothing to indicate the Cretaceous age of the group. In fact, Inverte- 
brate Paleontology is utterly silent upon the subject. On the contrary 
Professor Cope finds reptilian remains, even in the uppermost strata of 
the group, that he regards as of Cretaceous type. I believe that, upon 
the evidence of invertebrate paleontology, the Fox Hills Group is later 
than the latest Cretacecus strata of Europe; and I therefore regard the 
Laramie Group as occupying transitional ground between the well- 
marked Cretaceous and Tertiary groups, but this opinion is only tenta- 
tively held until further facts are obtained. 

THE LARAMIE GROUP. 

The relations of the Laramie Group to those immediately above and 
below it in the geological series, as well as its general characteristics, 
have been pointed out in the last paragraphs, and it now remains to 
speak of its characteristics as they are shown in this district and those 
adjoining it. 

The Laramie Group, in a large part of Southern Wyoming and the 

3G 
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adjacent parts of Colorado and Utah, consists mainly of the ordinary 
indurated sandstones that so largely enter into the composition of the 
Cretaceous groups of that region, together with somewhat frequent beds 
of carbonaceous shales, and several beds of coal of greater or less im- 
portance. This description has also a good general application to the 
group, as it is developed in this district; but in the eastern part it con- 
sists very largely of a series of reddish- colored, usually thin-bedded 
sandstones, together with someshaly and carbonaceous beds. These pecu- 
liarities, however, gradually merge into the more common characteris- 
tics of the group to the westward. Besides many more or less distinet 
carbonaceous horizons, the group contains several beds of coal within 
this district. One of the best is near its base, and another near its top, 
with others between, that may, perhaps, be found to be of workable 
thickness. 

The strata of the Laramie Group occupy a large space between the 
eastern portion of Axial Basin on the one side, and Agency Park and 
Hogback Valley on the other. It is brought to view along the whole 
length of both the Midland and Raven Ridge flexures, besides occupy- 
ing considerable spaces to the northeastward and northwestward of 
Raven Park. It also occupies the larger part of the space between 
Williams Fork and Yampa River, within the district, as well as the. 
most of that portion of it which lies north of the Yampa and between 
the mouth of Williams Fork and Yampa Mountain. For the more pre- 
cise limits of the surface occupied by the strata of the group within the 
limits of this district see the geological map accompanying this report, 
and also that of the large atlas of Colorado, published by the Survey. 

So far as known tome,-the strata of all the Cretaceous groups of 
Western North America, beneath the horizon of the Laramie Group, 
are of marine origin, except a few local deposits in different portions of 
the series, which contain brackish- and fresh-water invertebrate forms. 
On the contrary, no exclusively marine invertebrate forms are known to - 
have been obtained from the strata of the Laramie Group, as I have 
defined its limits in this report. The species of Inoceramus that have 
heretofore been reported from the lower strata of this group, I am now 
satisfied should be referred to the Fox Hills Group, the error of refer- 
ence having been made in consequence of the absence of a distinct 
stratigraphical plane of demarcation between the groups. The com- 
parative abundance of remains of land-plants in all the strata of the 
Laramie Group also indicates its separation from the open-sea deposits. 

THE TERTIARY PERIOD. 

In the great region that is now drained by the Green River there are 
three well-marked groups of strata, all conformable with each other, 
that come in their order above the Laramie Group, and which all agree 
in referring to the Tertiary period. These are the Wasatch, Green River, 
and Bridger ‘Groups, named in the ascending order. 
As already mentioned on a previous page, all the groups of the Cre- 

taceous period, as they are developed in the great Rocky Mountain 
region, so far as I have been able to observe, or to obtain information of 
them, are strictly conformable upon each other. I have also shown that 
the Post- Cretaceous Group is strictly conformable upon the uppermost 
of the Cretaceous groups, although some unconformity is known to 
exist among the strata within the limits of the Post-Cretaceous Group - 
(the Laramie Group), to the northward of this district. 1 have been 
equally unable to discover any unconformity between the strata of the 
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Laramie Group, which I have designated as Post-Cretaceous, and those 
of the Wasatch Group, the earliest of the Tertiary groups proper. 
Neither havel been able to discover any definite, stratigraphical plane 
of demarcation bewteen the two groups. 

THE WASATCH GROUP. 

In his annual report for 1870, Dr. Hayden proposed the name “ Wa- 
satch Group” for a series of strata that are extensively developed in 
Southern Wyoming and adjacent parts of Utah and Colorado. Iregard 
the series of strata to which Mr. King has given the name “ Vermilion 
Creek Group,” and Professor Powell, that of ‘ Bitter Creek Group,” as 
geologically equivalent with the Wasatch Group of Dr. Hayden, and I 
theretore use that name in this report, in accordance with the recognized 
rule in such cases. 

The Wasatch Group is the lowest of a series of three fresh-water Ter- 
tiary groups, all of which are intimately connected, not only by an evi- 
dent continuity of sedimentation throughout, but also by the passage of 
a-portion of the molluscan species from one group up into the next 
above. Not only were these three groups, aggregating more than a mile 
in thickness, evidently produced by uninterrupted sedimentation, but it 
seems equally evident that it was likewise uninterrupted between the 
Laramie and Wasatch epochs, although there was then a change from 
brackish to fresh waters, and a consequent change of all the species of 
invertebrates then inhabiting those waters. 

The Wasatch Group in this district consists very largely of soft, varie- 
gated bad-land sandstones that reach a thickness of about 1,500 feet, 
together with from 100 to 300 feet of the ordinary indurated sand- 
stones, alternating with bad-land material at the base, and a similar 
amount of similar material at top, the estimated aggregate thick- 
ness being about 2,000 feet.. The lithological characteristics vary some- 
what in different parts of the district, the middle portion sometimes 
losing its distinctive bad-land character, and the sandstones becoming 
more indurated, but they seldom become very hard. 

The exposures of the Wasatch Group in this district are mostly con- 
_ fined to that portion of the surface occupied by the principal flexures of 
strata, the surfaces of Coyote Basin and Powell’s Park being the broad- 
est spaces occupied by those strata. They are upturned by the Midland, 
Grand Hogback, and Raven Ridge flexures, and are exposed in the 
valley of White River along a great part of the whole distance from 

. Powell’s Park to a point afew miles below Raven Park. Being com: 
posed of easily eroded maierials, the strata of this group seldom pro- 
duce any conspicuous features of the surface, except the valleys and 
basins that are eroded out of them, such as Powell’s Park, Coyote Basin, 
Hogback Valley, and a part of White River Valley. 

Very few fossils were obtained from the strata of the Wasatch Group 
in this district. Specimens of the genera Viviparus, Goniobasis, and Unio 
were obtained from strata near the top of the group in Raven Ridge, near 
thesouthwestern border of Raven Park. The same genera, and doubtless 
the same species, were found in a similar horizon in the valley of White 
River opposite Pinon Ridge, where also fragments of Physa pleromatis 
White, were obtained. 

THE GREEN RIVER GROUP. 

Resting immediately and conformably upon the Wasatch are the 
strata of the Green River Group. Although intimately connected with 
the former by continuous sedimentation and specific identity of mollus- 
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can species, they differ considerably from those of that group in general 
aspect, and in composition also. The group is, lithologically, at least, 
separable into two divisions, but they are not regarded as severally of 
co-ordinate value wita the other recognized Tertiary groups. The lower 
division consists mainly of silicious and sandy shales, and laminated 
and thin-bedded sandstones, with, in some places, especially in the 
western part of this district, frequent layers of hard, dark-colored car- 
bonaceous shales. In some places the strata are also quite calcareous, 
occasional layers being nearly pure, compact, finely-laminated limestone. 
Others of the calcareous layers are sometimes odlitic in texture. The 
general aspect of the strata as seen exposed at a distance is light 
gray. 

The upper division consists mainly of sandstones that are coarser, as 
weil as less thinly and distinctly bedded, than those of the lower divis- 
ion. In some parts it is shaly, and in others carbonaceous. Much of 
its sandstone is ferruginous in aspect, instead of having the gray tint 
that the lower division has. Sometimes certain beds of its sandstones 
are earthy and easily disintegrated, often leaving, weathered out of the 
mass, spherical concretions of hard sandstone that vary in size from a 
fraction of an inch to two or three feet in diameter. Other beds some- 
times present butiress-like masses in the brow of bluffs, which form . 
conspicuous and somewhat remarkable features in the landscape. Such 
features are very characteristic of this division in the bluffs of Green 
River in the vicinity of Green River City, Wyo., and, to a less extent, 
they also appear in the bluffs which border the cafon and valley of 
White River, in the southwest portion of this district. 

‘The invertebrate fossils which this group affords are similar to those 
that are found in the fresh-water portion of the Wasatch Group, some of 
the species being identical, and indicate a purely fresh-water condition 
throughout. They are almost wholly molluscan, and belong to the 
branehiferous genera Unio, Viviparus, and Goniobasis, beside several 
genera of pulmonate gasteropods, including both the limnophile and 
geophile divisions. The Green River Group has become somewhat 
noted for the fossil fishes that have been discovered in its strata in Wyo- 
ming, and, like the Wasatch Group, it has at various localities also fur- 
nished considerable collections of fossil vertebrates and plants. 

In this district, the Green River Group is well and characteristically 
developed, the lower division reaching a thickness of about nine hun- 
dred teet and the upper division about five hundred feet. The large 
hill-masses that lie between Hogback Valley and Powell’s Park are 
composed of it, as are also those that form the bluffs of the south side 
ot the valley of White River, from Powell’s Park to the western bound- 
ary of the district, except that portion of them which forms the south- 
ern border of Raven Park. It also occupies a considerable space ad- 
jacent to White River, between Raven Park and the western boundary 
of the district, and also a narrower space along the southwestern side 
of Raven Ridge. 

The strata of the lower division cf the Green River Group differ con- 
siderably in lithological characters in different parts of this district. In 
the hills that lie between Hogback Valley and Powell’s Park they are 
more largely composed of ordinary sandstones than is usual in this 
group, some of which constitute thick, heavy-bedded strata. In the 
southwestern part of the district the strata of this division are more | 
finely Jaminated, and contain much more calcareous and carbonaceous 
material than elsewhere. 

The principal flexures and other displacements of the strata of this 
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region doubtless took place after the deposition of the Green River 
Group, but in the district here reported on the strata of the whole group 
are, aS a rule, nearly horizontal, or vary only a few degrees trom the 
horizon. This is evidently due to the fact that they have been eroded 
from the spaces that are now occupied by the more abrupt flexures, 
which they doubtless once covered, but are now found to occupy only 
or mainly the comparatively undisturbed spaces on the dropped side of 
the flexures. 

THE BRIDGER GROUP. 

This is one of the more important of the groups among those that, in 
western North America, are referred to the Tertiary period, especially as 
regards the vertebrate remains that have been obtained from its strata. 
It is most fully and characteristically developed in the region known as 
the Green River Basin, north of the Uinta Mountains, only the south- 
eastern portion of the formation, so far as it is now known, extending 
within the limits of this district. In its typical localities it is found 
resting conformably upon the Green River Group, into which it passes 
without a distinct plane of demarkation among the strata. Its molluscan 
fossil remains correspond closely with those of the Green River Group, 
some of the species being common to both, all indicating a purely fresh 
condition of the waters in which the strata of both groups were de- 
posited. At the typical local.ties the group is composed in great part 
of soft, variegated, bad-land sandstones, a peculiar greenish color often 
predominating over the others, which are reddish, purple, bluish, and 
gray. Limestone strata, marly and clayey beds, and cherty layers are 

~ not uncommon, and grits and gravelly layers sometimes occur. 
Strata of the Bridger Group are found to occupy only a comparatively 

minute portion of the surface in this district, the only locality at which 
they appear being in the valley of Red Bluff Wash, between Raven 
Ridge and White River, in the southwestern part of the district, where 
these strata rest upon those of the upper division of the Green River 
Group, and are covered in turn by those of the UintaGroup. The strata 
of the Bridger Group exposed there reach only about one hundred feet 
in thickness, and probably represent those near the base of the forma- 
tion. The only fossils obtained from these strata were a few fragments 
of chelonian and mammalian bones. 

THE UINTA GROUP. 

Resting directly, but by unconformity of sequence, upon all the Ter- 
tiary and Cretaceous groups in the region surrounding the eastern end 
of the Uinta Mountain Range, is another Tertiary group that has received 
the name of “ Uinta Group” from Mr. King, and “ Brown’s Park Group” 
from Professor Powell. It is possible that this group was deposited 
continuously, at least in part, with the Bridger Group, but at the places 
where the junction between the two groups has been-seen in this region, - 
there is an evident unconformity, both by displacement and erosion. 

The group consists of fine and coarse sandstones, with frequent layers 
of gravel, and occasionally both cherty and calcareous layers occur., 
The sandstones are sometimes firm and regularly bedded, and some: 
times soft and partaking of the character of bad-land material. The 
color varies from gray to dull reddish-brown, the former prevailing north 
of the Uinta Mountains and the latter south of them. 

The only invertebrate fossils that are known to have been discovered 
in the strata of this group are some specimens of a Physa, very like a 
recent species. Therefore, invertebrate paleontology has furnished no 
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evidence of its assumed Tertiary age and lacustrine conditions of its 
deposition. Its fresh-water origin, however, seems unquestionable, be- 
cause of its intra-continental position, its limited extent, and the fact 
that none but fresh-water deposits are known in this part of the conti- 
nent that are of later date than the close of the Laramie period. 

While the known unconformity of this group upon the other Tertiary 
groups, as well as upon the still older rocks, might, in the absence of 
other facts, be suggestive of its post-Tertiary age, the following facts 
seem to show that it cannot be of later date than Pliocene Tertiary, to 
which epoch Dr. Hayden, upon the occasion of his first visié to that 
region, referred it. In many places the strata still remain in a nearly 
horizontal position, but in others they have been considerably displaced, 
as, fur example, by being flexed up against the flanks of the Uinta 
Mountains, and also in a similar manner against the Dry Mountains, 
northeastward from: Brown’s Park. This shows that, although much 
movement of displacement took place before the deposition of the 
Brown’s Park strata, as shown by their unconformity with those of the 
older groups, a considerable amount of movement, even of mountain 
elevation, has taken place since their deposition. Besides this, a large 
proportion of the immense denudation which tbe strata of that region 
have suffered is known to have taken place since the deposition and .~ 
partial displacement of the Brown’s Park Group, because these strata 
are involved with the others in that denudation. Furthermore, a re- 
markably extensive outHow of basaltic trap, covering a large region 
which lies mainly to the eastward, but which formerly extended much 
within the limits of this district, took place after the deposition of the 
Uinta Group, and also after it had suffered displacement and erosion to 
some extent at least. This is known to be the case, because the trap is 
found resting upon the unevenly eroded surface of a portion of the 
Uinta Group at Fortification Butte. That portion occupies a higher 
level than does the principal portion of the group, at least within this 
district; and the trap rests unconformably upon the Laramie and Cre- 
taceous strata in the immediate vicinity, as well as upon the Uinta 
Strata, in such a manner as to show that little, if any, movement has 
taken place since the trap outflow. The denudation of the rocks of that 
region has been so great since the trap outflow that the latter rock has 
been removed from a large part of the surface it once occupied, leaving 
only here and there mere shreds of the once massive and extensive 
sheet upon the higher hills. 

Water-worn fragments of this trap, together with those of other 
rocks, enter into the composition of the scattered drift of that region. 
This drift was probably contemporaneous with the great northern gla- 
cial drift, and is found not only in the valleys of that region, but also 
scattered upon the hills many hundred feet higher than the streams. 
These facts seem to be sufficient to prove that the Uinta Group cannot 
be of later date than Pliccene Tertiary, while its relations to the other 
Tertiary groups seem to show that it cannot be referred to an earlier 
epoch than the Miocene. But further evidence on this point is needed. 

This group occupies that expansion of Green River Valley which is 
known as Brown’s Park. From there it extends eastward and around 
the eastern end of the Uinta Upliit, except a few miles interruption of 
its continuity tliere, and thence extends westward alorg the southern 
base of the Uinta Mountains a large part of the length of the range. 
It extends northward from the eastern portion of the Uinta Mountains 

as far as Dry Mountains and Godiva Ridge. Remaining patches of it 
show that the formation formerly extended eastward as far as the foot- 
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hills of the Park Range. The relation which this group has to similar 
groups in different parts of that great western region remains for future 
investigation to determine. Its relation to those immediately associated 
with it isa matter of great interest, which will be much enhanced by any 
paleontological testimony that its strata may yet furnish. 

In this district the Uinta Group occupies nearly the whole surface of 
the western portion of Axial Basin, comparatively small areas immedi- 
ately east and immediately north of Yampa Mountain, and a consider- 
able portion of the space between Junction Mountain and the eastern 
end of the Uinta Upiift, all of which spaces are in unbroken continuity. 
It also occupies quite a large space in the western part of the district, 
which is bordered, in a general way, by Raven Ridge, Red Bluff Wash, 
and the western boundary-line of the district, beyond which it is con- 
tinued far to the westward. Throughout the whole of this last-men- 
tioned space the strata of the group have that dull rusty-red aspect and 
partial bad-land character before mentioned, while to the eastward of 
the Uinta Range the general aspect of the group is gray. 

ERUPTIVE ROCKS. 

Besides the stratified rocks of this district, which have already been 
described, a few of igneous origin are found in the eastern portion 
These are remaining portions of a most remarkable outflow of dark colored 
vesicular bassaltic trap, which, after the close of the Tertiary period, 
took place in the region bordering upon the eastern portion of this dis- 
trict, extending also to the northward and southward. Much the larger 
part of this great outflow has evidently been removed by erosion so that 
only shreds of it remain where it once occupied the surface as a contin- 
uous sheet. Broken masses of this rock are scattered profusely upon 
nearly all the higher hills in the northeastern portion of the district, 
but upon only one point within its borders was it seen to occupy its 
original undisturbed position. Just beyond the border of the district to 
the eastward, however, especially upon the White River Plateau, it yet 
abundantly overspreads the stratified rocks upon which it was deposited 
at the time of the outflow. This trap-outflow is known to have taken 
place after the deposition of the Uinta Group because the trap is found 
to rest upon the latter at Fortification Butte, some six miles north of 
the northeast corner of this district. It is known to be of older date 

_ than the drift of that region, and also older than other Quaternary 
changes that have taken place there, because it, together with other 
rocks, has suffered such extensive erosion since its deposition, and 
because the drift-pebbles are in part composed of the trap. 

Other outflows of similar rock have occurred at other localities in the 
Park Range, some of which were probably contemporaneous with this 
one, and it is probable also that this one was produced from more than 
one vent. The only vents I was able to observe, however, was one in the 
form of a dike, some eighteen miles north of the northeast corner of 
this district, and another at “Chimney Rock” in Egeria Park, in the 
mountains east of the district. This dike consists of a vertical wallabout 
twenty feet wide and three or four miles long. The rock of the dikes is . 
similar to that of the outspread trap, but is much less vesicular. Indeed, 
it was not often that any vesicles could be detected by the unassisted eye 
in the rock of the first-named dike, and these were flattened in the ver- 
tical plane of the dike itself. It seems to have been only in the hori- 
zontal portion of the outflow, where the pressure was at its minimum, that 
the vesicular character of the rock became most marked; and in some of 
the layers, for it sometimes has an indistinct appearanee of stratification, 
the vesicular character is wanting. 
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DISPLACEMENTS. 

This district possesses unusual geological interest, because it is the 
ground upon which displacements of the strata belonging to two differ- 
ent orographic systems, those of the Uinta and Park Range Mountains, 
meet and blend together. The district is so small, however, that it does 
not embrace within its limits a very considerable portion of either of 
these mountain systems. Some of the minor flexures, or the vanishing 
ends of more important ones, of the Park Range system, reach within 
the eastern border of the district ;- but the greater part of the displace- 
ments which the strata of the district have suffered belong to the Uinta 
system. The relation of these displacements to the Park Range system 
are not clearly perceivable until they are traced beyond the eastern and 
southern limits of the district here especially reported on; therefore ~ 
the accompanying map is made to embrace considerable additional space 
beyond both its eastern and southern borders. The labors of the other 
geologists of the survey have made known the orographic character- 
istics of that portion of the Park Range that lies to the eastward and 
southeastwuard of this district; while those of Mr. King and Professor 
Powell have made us acquainted with the structure of the Uinta Range. 
The main displacements of these two systems being thus known, their 
relation to and connection with each other and with accessory flexures 
within this district may be easily traced upon the accompanying geolog- 
ical map. 

The general plan of structure of the Uinta Uplift has been shown by 
Mr. King and Professor Powell to consist essentially of one great flexure 
of uplift, the axis of which is approximately east and west. The last- 
named geologist has shown that this great Axial Uplift of the Uinta 
Mountain system is distinctively characterized by an abrupt flexure of the 
Sirata, which is in some places a true fault, on each side of the great 
fold, and that between the two abrupt side bendings the antielinal bend- 
ing of the strata is comparatively slight. This peculiar form of folding 
of the flexures seems to be generic, so to speak, to the Uinta system, 
since it is tound to characterize certain of the principai accessory flexures 
as well as the Yampa and Junction Mountain upthrusts, as will be ex- 
plained in connection with their description on following pages. 

The Uinta system ends, as a mountain-range, upon and about mid- 
length of the northern border of this district; but the Axial Flexure, 
abruptly and very greatly diminished in scope, continues eastward from 
the end of the mountain-range through the strata of the eastern portion 
of the district and blends with certain flexures of the Park Range, as 
will be explained on following pages. The accessory or subordinate 
flexures or uplifts pertaining to the Uinta system, that lie within this 
district, are of a peculiar and interesting character. The larger ones 
lie approximately parallel with and closely adjacent to the Axial Uplift, 
and constitute an integral portion of the eastern end of the mountain- 
range; but the outlying smaller flexures are not only separate from the 
first named, but also from each other. The smaller ones diminish in 
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scope with their distance from the main axis, and diverge or sweep 
around to the southeastward as they stretch away from the Uinta Mount- 
ains. Although there is a greater or less degree of divergence of these 
subordinate axes of flexure, they have neither a common origin nor a 
common radial center in either of the two mountain systems; but the 
position of some of them, at least, shows equally intimate relations with 
both. There are within this district three of these subordinate flex- 
ures or uplifts which have intimate relations with the Uinta system, and 
that have received distinctive names, besides two peculiar isolated 
mountain upthrusts, all of which will be described separately on fol- 
lowing pages. These arethe Plateau, Midland, and Raven Park Uplifts, 
and Junction and Yampa Mountain upthrusts, all of which are shown in 
their relative positions in the sections at the bottom of the geological 
map accompanying this report. 

UPLIFTS AND UPTHRUSTS.* 

The Axial Uplift—This term is applied to the main flexure of the 
Uinta system. The general course of the axis of this flexure through the 
northern portion of this district is eastward, with a broad curve, the 
concavity of which is to the southward. Its course is plainly indicated 
on the geological map by the outcrops of the formations that border 
both the eastern and western portions of Axial Basin. 
Upon reaching the eastern borders of this district the Axial Flexure 

bends quite abruptly to the southward, and is lost among the hills that 
lie to the eastward of Agency Park, which are a part of the foot-hills of 
the Park Range of mountains. A short branch of the Axial Flexure sep- 
arates from the main portion at the eastern border of the district, aud 
turns abruptly in a direction a little west of northward, passing uear 
Caton Park, and blends with the general uplift of strata as they rise 
toward the foot-hills of the Park Range, north of Yampa River. 

Judging from the phenomena now presented by the eastern end of 
the Axia] Uplift, it seems probable that at least the portion of it which 
lies within and adjacent to this district was at first a simple, approx- 
imately uniform, upward flexure; and that while a part of it remained 
as originally flexed, those portions that now form the mountains were 
more or less sharply uplifted from the remainder, the added displacement 
amounting to thousands of feet. We find that the axis of the main 
Uinta uplift is prolonged eastward from the eastern end of that mount- 
ain range as a comparatively slight flexure of Cretaceous strata, which 
blends with those of the Park Range foot-hills, as before described, and 
that the mountains of the Uinta system are composed of those strata 
only that have been thus sharply uplifted, although the latter have suf- 
ferred immense erosion since their elevation. Possibly they would have 
suffered still greater erosion if it were not that the uplift has brought up 

_ the comparatively hard Carboniferous strata, and those of the still harder 
Weber quartzite, so high that they now constitute the visible portion 
of the whole mountain range. The amount of displacement embraced 

*TIn using the terms “uplift” and “ upthrust,” I do not thereby intend to express 
any opinion as to the actual direction of movement in the displacement of the strata, 
whether upward or downward. The terms, especially the first, will be readily under- 
stood, and it seems more convenient for the reader and investigator to regard, at least 
tentatively, the lower, which is the larger mass, as the fixed one; and the higher, 
which are relatively the smaller masses, as those that have been uplifted. The term 
“upthrust,” so faras Iam aware, has not been used before. Its applicability will 
plainly appear in the following descriptions of the displacements of Junction and 
Yampa Mountains. 
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by this separate elevation of the Palezoic rocks above the adjacent 
Cretaceous strata which now cover the less uplifted part of the Axial 
Flexure reached from 7,000 to 8,000 feet, and the displacement was 
accomplished partly by faulting this immense thickness of strata and 
partly by very abrupt flexure. 

The eastern end of the mountain portion of the Axial Uplift termi- 
nates by a broad, sweeping, or partiversal* dip of the strata, which dip 
is abrupt, much like that of the sides of the uplift. That part of the 
terminal mountain mass of the main range which lies within and. upon 
the northern boundary of this district consists of Carboniferous strata, 
and is flanked at its base by the upturned edges of the Jura-Trias, Da- 
kota, and Colorado groups successively. The strata of the Colorado 
Group, however, quickly become horizontal, or nearly so, and occupy the 
low ground around the mountain; but they are there partly obscured by 
the strata of the Uinta Group. A very large part of the mass of the 
Uinta Mountain Range consists of the Weber quartzite, which great 
formation is probably about fifteen thousand feet thick. All the visible 
portion of the Axial Uplift, however, that lies within this district, con- 
sists of Carboniferous strata alone, except the Weber quartzite, which 
is exposed in Junction and Yampa Mountains, presently to be described; 
and is also, perhaps, very slightly exposed at the point where Signal 
Shot Creek Cation opens into the eastern portion of Red Rock Basin. 

Junction Mountain Upthrust.—As regards their structure and origin, 
Junction and Yampa Mountains are most remarkable isolated moantain 
masses, both having essentially the same structure, and doubtless a 
simultaneous origin. Both are situated upon the axis of the Axial 
Flexure, eastward of and separate from the main mountain masses of 
the Uinta chain and from each other, and where that flexure is compara- 
tively slight. 

Junction Mountain is situated three or four miles east of the terminal 
mountain mass of the Uinta chain, between which two mountains Snake 
River flows to its confluence with the Yampa. Although this mountain 
is so near the other mountains of the Uinta system, and is so evidently 
a part of that system, it is, nevertheless, entirely isolated in its struc- 
ture and elevation as well as by its position. It consists of a separate 
and distinct upthrust of the Carboniferous and Weber quartzite strata 
through those of Mesozoic and Cenozoic age, which have remained 
almost undisturbed in the immediate neighborhood by that separate 
and remarkable displacement. The manner of this displacement, which 
I have called an upthrust, may be illustrated by the action of a large 
punch, worked by machinery, for perforating heavy iron plates, so 
clearly defined does the separation appear to be between tbe uplifted 
and the surrounding strata. The illustration will doubtless be more ac- 
curate if we imagine the punch and die to have become so worn by use 
that the iron plate is torn in places and nowhere clearly cut in the 
process of punching. This mountain upthrust is oval in form, the long 
diameter being nearly twelve miles and the short one about four miles. 
The strata about midway of both sides are nearly or quite vertical, 
while the dip at the northern and southern ends, although steep, is much 
less than at the sides. 

The direction of the long diameter is northwestward and southeast- 

*All anticlinal axes must necessarily dip more or less in some portion of their ex- 
tent; but in this region there are many examples of very short and rapidly-dipping 
anticlinals around the vanishing end of which the strata dip by asweep of the greater 
or less part of a circle. I apply the term “ partiversal” to such a dip, and use it in a 
sense similar to that in which “ quaquaversal” is used for a dip in all directions. 
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ward, and neither this diameter nor the short one coincide with the di- 
rection of the axis of the main uplift. Its independence of the great 
axis, however, is not without some analogy in that of the Plateau Up- 
lift and the Yampa Mountain Upthrust, for the main axis of the Uinta 
system makes a broad bend to the northward opposite Yampa Plateau, 
which the axis of the Plateau Uplift does not coincide with; and it is 
the short axis of the Yampa Mountain Upthrust, and not the long one, 
that coincides approximately with the general direction of the main 
Uinta axis. These diverse positions of the axes of the accessory uplifts 
aod upthrusts in relation to the main axis, as well as the separateness 
of each of these displacements, seem to be in keeping with the assumed 
superaddition to the primary Axial Uplift, as has been before sug- 
gested. 

The amount of the relative upward displacement of the strata that 
now constitute Junction Mountain is easily computed from the known 
thickness of the intervening groups in that region. For example, the 
top of the Weber -quartzite, as seen in the canon which Yampa River 
has cut through Junction Mountain, has been raised to a height that is 
about equal to that of the top of the Colorado Group, as it now exists 
in immediate proximity, or the plane that its top would now occupy there 
if it had not been removed by erosion. Theretore, the sum of the thick- 
ness of the whole of the Carboniferous, the Jura-Trias, and the Dakota 
and Colorado groups is equal to the entire upward displacement of the 
strata that now constitute Junction Mountain, because all these groups 
of strata intervene between the top of the Uinta sandstone and the top 
of the Colorado group. The amount of tais displacement is, therefore, 
not less than 8,000 feet, as will be seen by referring to the thickness 
that I have assigned to those groups in Chapter Ili. Such an extraor- 
dinary displacement as this, and the no less extraordinarily small limit 
within which it has been confined, seems to justify the use of the term 
‘‘upthrust,” as distinguishing it from ordinary uplifts. 

The illustration of the manner of this upthrust that has been used, 
by comparing it to the action of a dull punch upon a plate of iron, so 
that the sides of the hole would be somewhat torn in places instead of 
being everywhere cleanly cut, is appropriate, from the fact that at three 
or four places upon the borders of the upthrust, and near or at the base 
of the mountain, there are portions of Triassic strata that have been 
separated in the upward moveinent, but have been dragged up and 
thrown over backward, or otherwise tilted, and, as it were, caught in 
the jaws of the fault. The position of some of these dragged portions 
is shown upon the geological map. i 

The illustration of the action of a dull punch that has just been used, 
is still further applicable to the broadly-rounded surfaces of the uplifted 
Strata, producing a gentle quaquaversal dip from the center to near 
the borders of the upthrust, where the dip becomes suddenly greater, 
or a fault. The outline of the upthrust, as before remarked, is oval, and 
the faulting seems to have taken place only, or mainly, at the sides... At 
the ends, the strata appear not to be faulted, but only strongly flexed. 

Yampa Mountain Upthrust.—The general description that has been 
given of Junction Mountain, as to its origin and structure, will apply in 
almost every particular to Yampa Mountain. The amount of displace- 
ment which its strata have suffered in relation to those that immediately 
surround the upthrust, is a little greater than that of Junction Mount- 
ain, although the size of the Yampa Mountain Upthrust is a little 
smaller than the other, and its position is somewhat remote from the 
other mountain uplifts of the Uinta Range. This mountain upthrust lies 
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about sixteen miles eastward from that of Junction Mountain, with its 
long diameter upon and directly across the low, eastward extension of 
the Arial Flexure of the Uinta Range. Its long diameter has a direction 
a few degrees west of southward, and, therefore, it does not correspond 
with the axes of any of the other uplifts of the Uinta system. Upon 
casual view it might be expected that the long diameters of both these 
upthrusts would be found to correspond with the axis of the Uinta 
Range, or at least that they would correspond with each other, since 
the two mountains are so similar, and both occur on the samé axial 
flexure. On the contrary, iflines drawn through the long diameter of each 
of the upthrusts were produced southward, they would meet at an angle of 
about 50°. The relative position of the long diameters of these upthrusts 
is in keeping with the curvature of the Axial Flexure upon which they are 
located, as it sweeps around from the Uinta to join the Park Range 
system; and their transverse instead of longitudinal position upon that 
flexure is probably due to simultaneous impingement of force that was 
exerted from both the adjacent mountain systems while the upthrusts 
were in progress as superadditions upon the original flexure. 

‘The strata of the Colorado Group which surround Junction Mountain 
are much obscured by the overlying drift and the soft strata of the Uinta 
Group. The strata of the Colorado Group also closely surround Yampa 
Mountain, and are also largely obscured by the same deposits as in the 
other case. 

The escarpments of the Fox Hills and Laramie groups that border 
both sides of the long Axial Basin reach within the immediate vicinity 
of Yampa Mountain; but the strata of the escarpment upon the south- 
ern side, while they partake of the general axial flexure, do not seem te 
have been especially flexed or otherwise disturbed by the extraordinary 
movement of this upthrust except at its immediate borders. Those on 
the northern side, however, are found to have been abruptly flexed to 
the northward by the less abrupt elevation of the strata composing the 
northern portion of the upthrust. The character of these two upthrusts 
is partially illustrated in the long section at the bottom of the geological 
map accompanying this report, and still further by the longitudinal 
section of Yampa Mourtain upon the same sheet. 

The Piateau Uplift.—The long, broad mountain mass which has been 
designated as Yampa Plateau upon the accompanying and other maps, 
is not strictly parallel with the axis of the adjacent portion of the main 
uplift of the Uinta Range, yet it is, in an important sense, a parallel 
and accessory flexure. It is not, properly speaking, divergent from the 
inain axis of the range, but by its northern side it lies closely adjacent 
to, really parallel with, a corresponding portion of the southern side of 
the main uplift, with which it in part coalesces; and yet the Plateau 
Uplift is quite independent in its termination at both ends, as well as 
nearly or quite so by a separate synelinal flexure. Ina mere topograph- 
ical sense, Midland Uplift also constitutes a part of Yampa Plateau, but 
for geological purposes that uplift must be separately considered. In 
some degree Plateau Uplift is an epitome of the great Axial Uplift, for 
it also consists of the full series of Carboniferous strata together with 
a central mass of the Weber quartzite. Its manner of uplift is also 
similar, for it rises by an abrupt flexure of the strata upon either side, 
the flexure of the strata between being comparatively slight. This 
character, as well as the relations of the Plateau Uplift toits associated 
displacements, is shown in one of the sections at the bottom of the ac- 
companying map. The flattening of the flexure between its two ab- 
ruptly-bent sides gives the uplift its plateau-like character, which, how- 
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‘ever, is preserved in only a part of it, the remainder being narrowed 
by the erosion of Fox Creek Valley, and in part modified by the spur- 
like termination of both ends, 

The width of Plateau Uplift varies from about five, to ten miles; and 
its extreme length as a mountain elevation is about forty-five miles. It 
is widest at its western end, where it terminates by two great spurs or 

_ mountain ridges, namely, Split Mountain and Section Ridge, each of 
which has a westward-dipping anticlinal axis, and consequently a parti- 
versal* dip of its strata. At its eastern end, however, it terminates by 
only one dipping anticlinal, with its abrupt partiversal dip, the sweep 
of which is broader than that of the two western ones. The eastern 
end of the Plateau Uplift extends so far eastward as to blend with the 
terminal mountain mass of the axial portion of the Uinta Range. The 
intimate connection of the Plateau Uplift with that of the main Uinta 
axis will be understood by the statement that tke two are separated 
only by a sharp synclinal axis, which is in part a fault. The maximum 
amount of this displacement is fully 2,000 feet; but in some places, 
nevertheless, the mountain masses of the two uplifts are blended to- 
gether topographically just as the Midland Uplift, presently to be de- 
scribed, is in part blended with the Plateau Uplift. The mass of the 
latter uplift is, however, in large part separated topographically from 
that of the Axial Uplift by the deep Red Rock Basin, described on a 
previous page, and by the eastward prolongation of that basin in the 
form of a mountain valley.. The two great spurs which project from 
the western end of Yampa Plateau, with their rapidly-dipping auti- 
clinal axes and tbe regular partiversal dip of their strata, are remark- 
able for their magnitude as well as for their inherent peculiarities. They 
are really great mountain masses, their summits being more than 3,000 
feet above the neighboring portion of Green River, which traverses 
Split Mountain by a profound cailon, as has been described on a pre- 
vious page of this report. 

The Midland Uplift.—The amount of displacement which took place 
in the elevation of this uplift is nearly 5,000 feet from the strata of the 
Colorado Group which flank it immediately to the southward, and which 
remain there comparatively undisturbed; and yet this displacement is 
about 3,000 feet less than that of Plateau Uplift,-with which Midland 
Uplift lies parallel and in close contact. The influence of the latter up- 
lift extended still farther eastward; but it is only the mountain portion 
that is specially discussed under this head. This portion constitutes 
the topographical feature I have called Midland Ridge, as well as a 
part of Yampa Plateau, with which itiscontinuous. The strata exposed 
to view by the Midland Uplift are almost wholly those of the Jura-Trias 
groups. Those strata that have been definitely referred to the Jurassic 
period, as well as those of the Dakota Group, flank the uplift all along 
its southern border; and upon the highest portion of the Ridge there is 
also a Small area that is capped by these strata. The red beds of the 
Jura-Trias have been much exposed by erosion in a. very large part of 
the Ridge, their bright colors and great elevation above the surround- 
ing country making very conspicuous and striking features of the land- 
scape. The mountain portion of Midland Uplift, the eastern part of 
which I have called Midland Ridge, does not extend so far eastward 
as the mountain masses of the plateau and great axial uplifts do; but 
as a flexure, Midland Uplift extends much farther eastward. Its’ axis 
also makes a bend to the southward in the course of its eastward exten- 
sion, somewhat like that of the eastward extension of the Axial Uplift; | 

* See foot-note on page 42. 
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and, passing through the southern end of Pifion Ridge, it crosses White 
River and quickly disappears by a partiversal dip of the strata of the 
Laramie and Wasatch groups. The extent of the displacement of 
this eastern portion of Midland Uplift is much less than that of the 
western portion, and has brought to view no strata beneath those of the ~ 
Cretaceous groups. 

Midland Uplift consists essentially of a monoclinal flexure, with the 
rise upon the northern side. The flexure is quite as distinctly monocli- 
nal in the less displaced eastern portion as it is in the western part, where 
the northern side of this uplift is in contact with the southern side of 
Plateau Uplift. The facts observed seem to warrant the conelusion that 
all the flexures of the strata which pertain to the Uinta svstem within 
and adjacent to this district were simultaneous in their origin, and that 
the movement of elevation of these folds proceeded simultaneously up 
to a certain stage and then halted in their common upward movement. 
Also that the specia] elevation of the mountain masses, which occupy 
either the whole or the principal part of each of the original folds, then 
took place as sharply-defined superadditions to their initial elevation, 
which culminated in the Uinta Mountain system. It is also evident 
(assuming for purposes of description the actual uplift of these folds) 
that certain of the specially-elevated accessory uplifts halted in their — 
upward movement, while that of the adjacent larger or principal ones 
continued. This view is supported by the fact that all along the flex- 
ure which divides Midland Uplift from that of Yampa Plateau the 
strata of the former are sharply flexed up against the latter, presenting 
the appearance of having been dragged by the superadded upward 
movement of the Pateau uplift. 

Midland Uplift terminates at its western end by narrowing rapidly to’ 
a point against the southern side of Section Ridge, so that the Creta- 
ceous strata, which are flexed up against its own south side, are con- 
tinued in like manner without interruption or material change in dip 
along the south side of Section Ridge and around its western end, as 
will be further explained under the head of flexures. 

Raven Park Uplift.—The middle of this uplift is some eight or ten miles 
south of the southern border of Midland Uplift. It is thus not only iso- 
lated from all those that have been before considered, but its elevation 
has involved a much less amount of displacement of the strata of the 
region than that of any of the others, the lowest strata that have been 
brought to the surface upon its axis being those of the Colorado Group. 
In this respect it resembles the less elevated eastern portion of both the 
Axial and Midland Uplifts, but it is free from any superadded uplift or 
upthrust, such as has taken place upon those primary uplifts. By this 
characteristic, as well as by its local separation and slight relative ele- 
vation, it is distinet from the Uinta Mountain masses, but it is never- 
theless an outlying fold belonging to that system of uplifts. 
Raven Park Uplift is a very short one, not more than twenty-five or 

thirty miles long, its eastern and western extent being scarcely so great as 
that of Midland Uplift, from which Raven Park Uplift lies immediately 
southward. Its longer axis, however, is not parallel with that of those 
portions of the three uplifts that lie directly north of this uplift, but its 
direction is northwestward and southeastward; inthis respect conforming 
in general direction with the southerly sweep of the eastern end of both 
Axial and Midland Uplifts. The significance of this change in the direc- 
tion of these axes from that of the general trend of the Uinta Chain is 
doubtless to be sought in the fact of their approaching relation to the 
uplifts and flexures of the Park Rangesystem. The flexureof thesoutbern 
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side of this uplift, which I have called the Raven Ridge Flexure, is much 
more abrupt than that of the northern side. This is also a peculiarity 
of the eastern prolongation of the Midland Uplift, the southern flexure 
of which is a part of the Great Midland Flexure, and also of the western 
portion of the Danforth Hills Uplift, presently to bedeseribed. In short, 
it is a common peculiarity of the flexures that are embraced within the 
sweep of the eastward extension of the Axial Uplift, as it extends from 
the Unita system to join with the Park Range system; but it is not a 
peculiarity of the Axial Uplift itself, which has a nearly uniform curva- 
ture or flexure from side to side. The significance of the greater abrupt- 
ness of the dip upon the southern side of these secondary uplifts is, no 
doubt, to be sought in the forces which have acted laterally as well as 
vertically in the elevation of the two great ranges of mountains, at least 
within the angle formed between the two within this district. 

The dip of the strata is in all directions from the middle of Raven 
Park, but it varies much in degree in different directions. It is very 
slight to the northward and westward, not reaching so much as 10 de- 
grees, while in the Raven Ridge Flexure, at the south side of Raven 
Park, the dip is as much as 60 degrees, from which point it diminishes 
both eastward and westward, until the uplift, as such, finally disappears. 

The Danforth Hills Uplift.—Eastward from the eastern end of the 
Plateau and Midland uplitts, and between them and the displacements 
that are more properly referable to the Park Range system, there is a 
broad, irregular synclinal, which is occupied by the strata of the Wa- 
satch and Green River groups, of Tertiary age.. The depth and impor- 
tance of this synclinal is shown in one of the sections at the bottom of 
the accompanying geological map. Its importance still further appears 
by the fact that the difference of displacement between the top of the 
Green River strata which rest upon it and that of the Carboniferous 
strata that are exposed in the uplifts and upthrusts that have been de- 
scribed, the latter of which are less than half a dozen miles from its 
borders, is more than 10,000 feet. This great synclinal is partly sur- 
rounded by an outcrop of the strata of the Fox Hills and Laramie 
groups, which are upturned by the Midland Flexure as it traverses by 
a tortuous course almost the entire length of the district. Adjoining 
the northern side of this broad synelinal is the Danforth Hills Uplift, 
which, although a comparatively slight one, derives peculiar interest 
from the fact that it is so intimately connected with the displacements 
of both the neighboring mountain systems that it cannot be exclu- 
sively referred to either. The displacement of strata involved in this 
uplift upon its northern, or rather northeastern, side is comparatively 
slight, because they connect by a very gentle synclinal with those that 
have been still more elevated by the Axial Uplift, and the general rise 
of all the strata of the district toward the foot-hills of the Park Range. 
The displacement at the southern side of this uplift, however, is very 
great, the drop of the Midland Flexure there being not only very ab- 
rupt, but it amounts to wore than 3,000 feet. 

The Danforth Hills Uplift is bounded on its southeastern side by the 
Midland Flexure, its other boundary being a gentle synclinal that ex- 
tends eastward from the point of junction of the Midland Flexure with 
that of the Great Hogback, in Hogback Valley, and sweeps around, but 
within, the entire eastern end of the Dantorth Hills, and thence north- 
westward along their northern slope, fading out in the vicinity of Yampa 
Mountain, where the uplift as a separate displacement also disappears. 

Sundry uplijts.—Besides the uplifts that have been specially described 
on preceding pages, certain portions of others reach within the boun- 
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daries of this district. Among these is the northern extremity of the 
Great Elk Mountain Uplift, the principal part of which has been so ably 
described and illustrated by Mr. W. H. Holmes in his report for 1874. 
Although the principal mass of that uplift is more than a hundred miles 
distant to the southward, its northern vanishing end is in the bluffs that 
form the northern border of Agency Park, where it is separated from 
the southeastern end of the Danforth Hills Uplift ouly by the gentie 
synclinal that has been before mentioned as a part of the boundary of 
the latter uplift. The connection of Elk Mountain Uplift will be further 
referred to under the head of ‘“ Flexures.” 
Two or three very faint uplifts, or undulations of the strata, cross 

Green River from the southeastern part of this district. These are 
doubtless the result of the same force that elevated the Uinta Mountain 
system, as it diminished in intensity with the distance from the great axis. 

Besides the uplifts the boundaries of which may be defined, there is 
a general uprising of all the strata, to the eastward, against the western 
flank of the Park Range system. It is upon this broad, gently-inclined 
plane of strata that a portion of the minor uplifts already described are 
defined. Hven the eastern termination of the great Axial Uplift of the 
Uinta system extends upon this elevated inclined plane of strata which 
has been lifted as a part of the Park Range system. 

FLEXURES. 

An uplifting, of course, always implies the flexing of the strata up- 
‘lifted; but in this district the conditions of displacement and subsequent 
erosion of thestrata have been such as to make it desirable to give separate 
names and descriptions tocertain flexures. For example, the principal up- 
lifts that pertain to the Uinta system, namely, the mountain portion of the 
great Axial Up‘ift, including the two upthrusts, and the Plateau Uplift, 
do not, like some others, consist of a nearly unitorm convex flexure, but 
of two more or less abrupt lateral flexures, one at each side, with a com- 
paratively slight convexity between them. Others, and this applies to 
all others in this district except the eastern extension of Axial Uplift, 
which consists of a gentle, uniform, upward flexure, have one side very 
much more abruptly flexed than the other. This difference is so great 
in some cases as to give almost a true monoclinal character to the flexure 
of the whole uplift. In all cases of this kind in this district the steeper 
dip is on the southern, southwestern, or western side of the uplift, ac- 
cording to its position ; or, in other words, upon the inner side of the 
great curve which those displacements form as they reach from one 
mountain system toward the other. It is these steeper flexures to which 
I have given distinctive names, and which are briefly described in the 
following paragraphs. 

The Grand Hogback Flexure.—The Fox Hills strata, that flank the west 
side of Elk Mountain, Mr. Holmes has shown, extends northward as a 
continuous hogback, which he has called the Grand Hogback, a hundred 
miles or more, it being the same one that crosses White River and sepa- 
rates Agency, from Powell’s park. The flexure by which that great line 
of hogbacks has been produced I have ealled the Grand Hogback Flexure. 
It belongs, of course, to the Park Range system; but, after crossing 
White River Valley, which it does in an almost due north and south line, 
it becomes continuous with the great Midland Flexure, which extends in 
a tortuous course through this district and blends with the principal 
Uinta displacements. The latter flexure is, then, as much an integral 
part of the Uinta system as the former is of the Park Range system. — 
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Although the Great Hogback and Midland flexures are practically one 
and the same, their separate lines of hogbacks approach each other at 
an obtuse angle about eight miles north of White River, at the east side 
of Hogback Valley. Here the continuity of the two great flexures is 
unbroken, but at the point of meeting of the upturned strata of the hog- 
back lines there branches off the shallow synclinal axis which sweeps 
around the southeastern end of the Danforth Hills Uplift, and thence 
extends along its southern side. 

The Grand Hogback Flexure is nearly a true monoclinal one. The 
strata that lie to the eastward of it dip gently to the westward from 
the foot-hills of the Park Range to the flexure proper, where they have a 
maximum dip of nearly or quite 75 degrees, and then immediately stretch 
out nearly horizontally. The strata originally involved in this flexure, 
as they now appear at the surface, are those of the Colorado Group to 
the Green Group, inclusive, the maximum dip now appearing in the 
comparatively soft strata of the Wasatch Group. Subsequent erosion 
has so far removed portions of these strata that only those of the Green 
River and Wasatch groups now occupy. the surface west of the line of 
maximum flexure. ‘Those of the former group, that now remain, are 
nearly horizontal, and have evidently been little if any affected by that 
great flexure, although it is so near their present escarpments. 

The Midland Flexwre.-—This flexure is, in some respects, the most in- 
teresting displacement of strata within the limits of this district, espe- 
cially as regards its great length and unbroken continuity from one 
mountain system to the other. It is continuous with, and in fact a part 
of the Great Hogback Flexure, which, as before shown, is so intimately 
connected with the Elk Mountain Uplift. From the point of its nominal 
connection with that flexure in Hogback Valley, Midland Flexure ex- 
tends in a tortuous course through the whole remaining length of the dis- 
trict to the flank of the principal uplift of the Uinta Range, with the 
lateral flexure of which it blends and becomes continuous far beyond 
the western boundary of this district. The course of Midland Flexure 
is northwestward about twenty miles up Hogback Valley; thence due 
west nearly ten miles; thence almost directly south nearly fifteen miles 
to the southerr end of Pinon Ridge, around which it bends abruptly ; 
thence in a straight direction, 15° north of west, about fifty miles. At 
a point about midway of the latter distance it coalesces with the flexure 
of the south side of Midland Uplift, with which it is in fact a part, all 
the way westward from the southern end of Pifion Ridge. From the 
flank of Midland Uplift, Midland Flexure is continuous to and along the 
south flank of Section Ridge, where it blends with and becomes a part 
of the Fox Creek Flexure; thence around the western end of Section 
Ridge, into the retreating angle formed by the dipping synclinal between 
Section Ridge and Split Mountain. From here it sweeps around the end. 
of Split Mountain as it did around that of Section Ridge, and into a simi- 
lar but much broader retreating angle or notch,.at the apex of which is. 
Island Park; thence by an abrupt bend to the westward, along the 
flank of the main uplift of the Uinta Range, and far beyond tie limits 
of this district. It is thus shown that this remarkable flexure, regard- 
ing both the Great Hogback and Midland flexures as really one, can be: 
traced continuously from the west flank of Elk Mountain Uplift to the: 
south flank of the main Uinta Uplift, a distance of more than two hun- 
dred miles. Throughout the greater part of this distance a large propor: 
tion of the strata that are involved in this flexure are exposed in long 
lines of hogbacks, which constitute more or less conspicuous topograph- 
ical features. The dip of the strata, in all the long reaches of this flex- 
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ure, is away from the axes of the two mountain-ranges, respectively, 
which the flexure connects; for its position there is upon the distal side 
of each of the uplifts which it successively flanks. In all these places 
the dip is very abrupt, but it is much less in all the partiversal sweeps 
around the end of the dipping anticlinals and in the sag of the dipping 
synelinals than elsewhere. The continuity of the narrow outerop of the 
Strata of the Dakota and Jurassic groups around the end of the mount- 
ain portion of Axial, Plateau and Midland uplifts would, at first sight, 
appear to indicate a separate flexure there; but this apparently continu- 
ous outcrop belongs in fact to the three different displacements just 
named, and portions of it are continuous respectively with the Yampa, 
Fox Creek, and Midland flexures. The character of the latter flexure, 
as well as the strata involved in it at various points, is shown in the 
sections at the bottom of the accompanying geological map. 

The Fox Creek Flexure.—From the point where this flexure blends 
with Midland Flexure at the south side of Section Ridge, it passes east- 
ward in a gently sinuous direction, forming the dividing displacement 
between Midland and Plateau uplifts. Then, sweeping around the east- 
ern end of the latter uplift, it ends against the Yampa Flexure, which 
in turn sweeps around the eastern end of the terminal mountain-mass 
of the Great Axial Uplift. 

Fox Creek Flexure is a very abrupt one, the maximum dip being nearly 
vertical, and it embraces a maximum displacement of abont 3,000 feet. 
The strata involved in it, which appear at the surface, are those of the 
Jura-Trias and Carboniferous. Its general character is shown in the 
sections at the bottom of the accompanying geological map. A marked 
peculiarity of the flexure is the apparent dragging of its strata against 
the side of the Plateau Uplift, which has before been mentioned. 

The Yampa Flexure.—From its sweep around the terminal mountain- 
mass of the Axial Uplift this flexure extends westward, and constitutes 
the dividing displacement between the Plateau and Axial uplifts. Its 
general direction is approximately parallel with that of the Midland 
Flexure, except that toward its western end it bends away to the north- 
westward. It ends abruptly, at least in part, against a great north and 
south fault at the-western end of Red Rock Basin, the western wall of 
which fault also constitutes the end of the basin. 

The flexures that have been herein described are all nearly true 
monoclinal flexures, at least in their more abrupt and characteristic 
portions. But Yampa Flexure is different in this respect, since it forms 
an abrupt synclinal with the almost immediate rise of the strata which 
form the southern side of the great Uinta Uplift. This flexure itself 
has a nearly true monoclinal character, similar to that of the Fox Creek 
Flexure at the other side of the Plateau Uplift. Contrary to the general 
rule, however, in the case of the secondary uplifts, Plateau Uplift has 
its strata sharply flexed upon both sides, instead of one only, the distal 
side. In this respect Plateau Uplift possesses a peculiarity that has been 
shown to characterize the main uplift of the Uinta Mountain system as 
well as some of its accessory uplifts. 

Within the southern border of Red Rock Basin, and some five or six 
miles from its western end, Yampa flexure divides into two branches, 
both of which are monoclinal, the northernmost or lower one having 400 
or 500 feet greater displacement than the other. The aggregate dis- 
placement of strata at the western end of the flexure is not far from 
3,000 feet, which amount gradually lessens to the eastward, where also 
the synclinal becomes narrower and shallower. Circumstances did not 
permit a careful examination of the mountain-mass at the western end 
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of Red Rock Basin; but indications were observed that at least the 
upper or southern branch of the flexure just referred to passes through 
the mass to the northwestward. 

The Raven Ridge Flexure.—This flexure forms the southern and steeper 
side of Raven Park Uplift. It has already been mentioned as having a 
dip of about 60° opposite the middle of Raven Park, which dip rapidly 
diminishes as the Uplift fades out both eastward and westward. Oppo- 
site Raven Park the strata of the Fox Hills, Laramie and Wasatch 
groups are involved, the former constituting that part of Raven Ridge 
and the latter passing under the nearly horizontal strata of the Green 
River Group, by a monoclinal flexure. Although the flexure itself dimin- 
ishes very rapidly to the northwestward, Raven Ridge itself is con- 
tinued much farther in that direction, where it is successively made up 
of the strata of the Fox Hills, Laramie, Wasatch, and Green River 
groups; those of the first two groups leaving the ridge successively as 
they spread out to the northeastward of the ridge. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

The facts observed in, and in the neighborhood of, this district show 
conclusively that, although the Uinta and Park ranges of mountains 
have their axes at right angles, and are also separated by a consider- 
able space of country, the two mountain systems are intimately con- 
nected by continuous and interplicated displacements. These facts, to- 
gether with the further one that there are no displacements between the 
two systems that can in any way be regarded as breaking their connec- 
tion, seem to suggest the approximately simultaneous elevation of both 
systems. This idea is further strengthened by the fact that a mountain 
axis may be traced, at least indistinctly, from the main range of the 
Recky Mountains, northwestwardly through the Park Range, describing 
a curve, which, if produced, would point in the direction of the axis of 
the Uinta Range. 

It has already been suggested that the various movements of dis- 
placement in the Uinta system were not uniform in their rate of prog- 
ress, and only in part simultaneous. It should, therefore, not be ex- 
pected that the details of elevation of the two systems were all simultane- 
ous with each other. It is nevertheless probable that the whole Rocky 
Mountain system, including the Park Range, as we find it developed in 
Colorado, and the Uinta system, have had essentially 2. common phys- 
ical history ; although each system presents some characteristics pecu- 
liarly its own, or at least different from the other. 



CHAPTER V. 

SURFACE GEOLOGY. 

RELATION OF THE VALLEYS TO GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE AND DIS- 

PLACEMENTS OF STRATA. 

Except in such rare instances as that of astream having its course upon 
or near a synclinal axis, nothing is more evident than that, as a rule, all 
streams have been the instrument by which their own valleys were exca- 
vated; and, even in the doubtful cases referred to, it is probable that an 
examination of other portions of the same valley would show a confirm- 
ation of, rather than an exception to, the general rule. This proposition 
accepted, leaves other questions of a remarkable character, which are 
unexplainable upon any except geological grounds. For example, in the 
Rocky Mountain region we not only often see a river traversing an ele- 
vated district, cutting its course by a deep canon in the underlying rock, 
while the land-surface is much lower not many miles distant than that 
which the canon traverses, but we have examples of rivers cutting 
directly through a mountain uplift, and at right angles with its axis. 
Furthermore, cases of this kind occur in which the mountain uplift is not 
only a high one, composed of much harder rock than that of any of the 
surrounding strata, but the softness of the latter and the slight elevation 
of the surface they occupy seem to offer an especially favorable opportu- 
nity for the river to pursue its course around, rather than through, the 
mountain uplift. In fact, nothing is more apparent in the Rocky Mount- 
ain region than that the courses of the rivers are independent of the flex- 
ures which the strata have suffered over which they flow, and that their 
courses are also independent of the present character of the surface. 

The only explanation Iam able to give for this condition of things, 
or the one presenting the fewest objections, is, that the streams were 
established where the conditions of the surface then favored the course 
which they pursued, and before the strata were flexed to any considera- 
ble extent; that all the important displacements of strata, including 
the mountain uplifts, have taken place since the streams began to 
excavate their valleys. Therefore the movements of these displace- 
ments must necessarily have been exceedingly slow; never more rapid 
than was the deepening of the channels of the rivers by the ordinary 
erosive action of their flowing waters, or, if so, the elevation was not 
enough to produce a permanent damming of their waters, or a material 
deflection of the course of the stream. When the streams were first 
established, they must, of course, have found their way to the sea over 
the then less elevated portions of the surface ; but during the ages that 
have since passed, the continent has continued its elevation ; the strata 
have been variously displaced, in some cases producing great mountain 

' flexures. Added to all this, the subaérial denudation has been so great 
that doubtless no trace of the surface upon which the rivers were orig- 
inally formed now remains. Indeed, it is known that, although the 
channels of at least some of the rivers of the Rocky Mountain region 
occupy a somewhat greater actual height above the level of the sea 
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than they did when they were first established, they have cut their way 
through many thousand feet in thickness of strata which were originally 
beneath their beds, and which have been brought up from below against 
the wearing action of the constantly-flowing stream. 

Not only have the valleys been thus carved out by the flow of the 
perennial streams, but their minor or tributary drainage-chanuels ; 
mostly those having only a periodical flow of water, have carried away 
from the surface such an immense bulk of material, that great moun- 
tain masses now remain in many places that are only shreds of the for- 
mations that were once spread continuously over the region. This 
tributary drainage has preduced what are now the most conspicuous 
topographical features of the great Rocky Mountain region, in the 
course of which the channels have been much influenced in their direc- 
tion and position by the varying conditions of the strata with which 
they have been brought in contact. ‘Therefore the drainage of this 
latter kind has been called consequent drainage, while that of the per- 
manent streams has been designated as antecedent drainage. The 
larger streams have of course had their tributaries from the beginning, 
but it is hardly likely that the identity of any, except those which con- 
tain perennial water, have been fully preserved; while not only the 
identity, but the exact position of nearly or quite all the streams that 
contain perennial water have remained unchanged from the beginning. 
This district, together with that which adjoins it on the north, affords 
some remarkable examples of antecedent drainage in connection with 
great and abrupt displacements of the strata that are crossed by the 
drainage-channels. 

Green River.—The cutting of Green River through the Uinta Mount- 
ain chain is probably one of the most extraordinary examples of this 
kind to be found on the continent, but as this has been fully described 
by Professor Powell in his report on the geology of the Uinta Mount- 
ains, and as only a small proportion of the wonderful cafions of that river 
exist within the limits of this district, a full description of even those of 
the Uinta Mountains will be omitted in this report. The portion which 
lies within the limits of this district is most impressive and remarkable, 
cutting, as it does, through Split Mountain from its base to its summit. 
This mountain is a sharply-folded spur, which projects westward from 
the body of Yampa Piateau, the summit of which is 3,000 feet above 
the river; and is composed, like the principal part of the plateau, of 
hard limestones and sandstones of Carboniferous age. The strata sur- 
rounding Split Mountain to the westward are comparatively soft, and 
the surface there has comparatively slight elevation. Viewing the re- 
gion topographically, the most natural course for the river to have pur- 
sued from and below Island Park would seem to be by way of a tribu- 
tary drainage, and the main channel of Brush Creek, around the western 
end of the mountain, instead of cutting entirely through it, as it does, 
Splitting it through its highest portion. Below Split Mountain the 
relation of the river to the underlying strata is not especially re- 
markable. 

Yampa River.—Although the cafions of the Yampa are not so deep 
as many of those of the Green and Colorado Rivers are, its valley is 
remarkable for the extraordinary displacements of strata through which 
they have been excavated. From the eastern boundary of the district, 
nearly to Yampa Mountain, the river runs in a monoclinal valley; that 
is, the general course of the river is to the westward, and the general 
dip of the strata out of which the valley has been excavated is to the 
northward. Moreover, the bendings of the river coincide in some degree 
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with the flexed borders of the outcrop of the different groups of strata 
in the neighborhood of the river. Concerning this portion of the valley, 
upward of forty miles in length, there is nothing especially remarkable 
in the relation of the river to the displacements of the strata over which 
it flows; but in the lower portion of its valley the case is very different. 

The isolated position of Yampa Mountain in the comparatively low 
land of Axial Basin, and its character as a sharply-defined upthrust of 
Paleozic rocks through those of Mesozoic age, has been already explained. 
Yampa River, after entering Axial Basin, which it does four or five miles 
eastward from Yampa Mountain, instead of bending around the mount- 
ain in the lower ground at its base, cuts, by a narrow canon, through 
the northern portion of the mountain. The walls of this cafion are not 
only several hundred feet higher than the low ground at the base of the 
mountain, but the strata through which it has been cut are composed of 
hard limestone, while those underlying the low ground are of soft sand- 
stones and clayey shales. 

Below Yampa Mountain, the river runs for a distance of fifteen or six- 
teen miles, to Junction Mountain, along the low grounds of the western 
portion of Axial Basin, and approximately upon the main axis of the 
Uinta Mountain Uplift. Reaching Junction Mountain, which is another 
isolated mountain upthrust almost identical in character and surround- 
ings with Yampa Mountain, the river cuts through it in the same manner 
as through the latter mountain, but by a deeper and longer canon. The 
length of this canon through Junction Mountain is about three-quarters 
of a mile in a straight line, from which its course varies a little, and its 
greatest depth is about 1,200 feet, the walls being almost perpendicular. 
As in the case of Yampa Mountain, the strata of the low grounds that sur- 
round Junction Mountain are soft and easily eroded; while the cafion 
is cut through not only the hard limestone and other strata of Car- 
boniferous age, but also through several hundred feet in thickness of 
the still harder Weber quartzite beneath them. 

After leaving Junction Mountain, Yampa River flows across Lily’s 
Park directly to the eastern end of the high range of paleozoic rocks 
that have been brought up by the Uinta Mountain Uplift. It then 
flows more than 30 miles through a tortuous and continuous caiion 
which it has cut in the carboniferous strata which form that portion of 
the southern side of the main fold of the great Uinta Uplift, and empties 
into Green River where itself is passing through a deep cation in the 
Uinta Mountains. Thewalls of the Yampa Canon are almost every where 
nearly perpendicular, varying in height above the stream from 1,000 to 
1,500 feet. Along a great part of its course Yampa Cafion lies approxi- 
mately parallel with a valley that lies in the synclinal flexure between 
the main fold of the Uinta Uplift and the accessory one of the Yampa pla- 
teau. Red Rock Basin constitutes the western end of this synclinal 
valley, the bottom of which is 1,600 or 1,800 feet lower than the brink of 
that portion of the cation which lies opposite to it. 

Viewing this region, according to its present topography and the sus- 
ceptibility to erosion of the rocks that occupy the surface, the most 
natural course for Yampa River to have pursued to form a junction with 
the Green would seem to be around the north side of Yampa Mountain, 
thence past the southern end of Junction Mountain through Midland 
Basin, and thence down the dry valley that lies along the southern side 
of Midland and Section Ridges to the valley of Green River. On the 
contrary Yawipa River traverses the most mountainous and difficult por- 
tion of the district after having cut through, instead of around, two 
isolated mountains composed of hard and compact strata. 
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White River.—In no part of that portion of its course which lies ad- 
jacent to this district, does White River Valley afford so striking an 
example of antecedent drainage as the valley of the Yampa does. 
Nevertheless, the course of White River is sufficiently independent of 
the displacements of the strata over which it flows to show that it should 
be properly placed in the same category in this respect, with the Yampa 
and Green Rivers. 
Upon leaving Agency Park, White River cuts through Grand Hog- 

back, which crosses the valley at right angles; and from there west- 
ward to the southern end of Pifton Ridge, a distance of between 25 and 
30 miles, it runs in large part upon the yielding strata of the Wasatch 
Group, and in part upon the lower strata of the Green River Group. It 
then runs for a few miles among the strata of the Fox Hills and Lara- 
mie groups, where they are upturned by the Midland Flexure. It then 
returns to the Wasatch Group again, upon which it runs nearly to Raven 
Park, where it crosses in both the descending and ascending order, the 
Laramie, Fox Hills, and Colorado groups. After passing the Raven 
Ridge Flexure at the western side of Raven Park, the river again flows 
five or six miles upon the strata of the Wasatch Group, and then enters 
a canon which it has carved out of the strata of the Green River Group, 
nearly all the way to its confluence with Green River. This cafion 
is from 600 to 1,000 feet deep, from the adjacent upland surface; and 
although it is narrow, its sides are not usually so precipitous as those 
of Yampa Canon are. 

Throughout a large part of the course of White River, there is appar- 
ently no special condition of the underlying strata that might be sup- 
posed to have governed its direction so far as lateral deflection is con- 
cerned; but its direction seems to have been just as little influenced 
by the abrupt flexures the strata, have suffered over which it flows near 
Pinon Ridge and at Raven Park. 

Milk Oreek.—The upper branches of Milk Creek flow in such a man- 
ner and have such relations to the underlying strata as any kind of 
drainage, either antecedent or consequent, might have. But from the 
point at the north side of Axial Basin, where these branches coalesce, 
the creek, instead of continuing down the low land of the open basin, 
as one might expect it to have done, turns abruptly northward through 
2 calon, or very narrow valley, three miles long and 800 feet maximum 
depth, which it has carved out of the strata of the Fox Hills Group, and 
joins the Yampa which there runs in a similar canon. 

No other theory than that of antecedent drainage. seems at all ade- 
quate to explain the extraordinary course of such a creek. It is, how- 
ever, most remarkable that a creek so small as this could have such a 
history—a history that dates back to a time before the great mountains 
near by were made, and before the grand lineaments which the conti- 
nent now bears were carved. 

SCATTERED DRIFT. 

No considerable portion of the surface of the region adjoining the 
Rocky and Uinta Mountains is free from well-worn scattered drift- 
pebbles. These pebbles are composed of various kinds of rock, but 
they are largely quartzites of various colors, and are usually as smoothly 
rounded as any that are now washed upon a storm-beaten sea-shore. 

To one who is familiar with the great northern glacial drift, these 
pebbles suggest the same or a similar history ; and when we attempt to 
trace their origin by comparing their lithological composition with that 
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of the rocks én situ in that region, it is evident that the original ledges 
from which they have been separated are those of the axes of the 
neighboring mountains. Therefore it is equally evident that they have 
been distributed in radiating lines from those axes; especially so since 
in every case yet observed, the differences in the lithological composition 
of the drift-pebbles at different localities adjacent to the mountain range 
exactly correspond to the changes of lithological characters of the rocks 
comprising different portions of the mountain axis. That these drift- 
pebbles were distributed by glacial action seems, in view of the accepted 
theories in relation to the great northern drilt, to be a natural inference 
upon casual examination; especially as this mountain drift is distributed 
upon the surfaces of the higher foot-hills of the mountain ranges, as well 
as in the valleys between them, and upon the lower lands at a greater 
distance. The true origin and distribution of this drift, however, 
involves the consideration of several questions, for the discussion of 
which the phenomena observable within the limits of this district do not 
furnish sufficient material. Therefore the consideration of the subject 
in this report will be mainly confined to the description, and an account 
of the distribution of the drift within this district. Before doing this, 
however, it is proper to refer briefly to some correlated phenomena. 
The drift-pebbles, as before mentioned, are as smoothly rounded as any: 
that are now washed upon the sea-coast; and it seems difficult to 
understand how this could have been done under any condition of trans- 
portation alone. Indeed, it seems impossible that these pebbles could 
have been so completely rounded in any manner except by attrition in a 
large body of water where the waves could have great power; and this 
view is strengthened by the fact that the pebbles are distributed over so 
broad an area. Whatever their origin as such may have been, it is cer- 
tain that the pebbles have been radiately dispersed from the mountain - 
axes. 

The character of the rocks composing the axial portions of the Uinta 
and Park Range uplifts respectively, is so different that it is quite easy 
to refer any collection of pebbles that may be found in the vicinity of 
both ranges to the one from which they were really derived, and also to 
recognize any mixture of pebbles as such that have been derived from 
both ranges. For example, it is easy to recognize the drift-pebbles of 
the eastern portion of this district as having been derived from rocks of 
those mountains of the Park Range which lie to the eastward; and just 
as easy to recognize those that are found in the western. part of the dis- 
trict as having been derived from the strata of Uinta Mountain uplifts. 
Upon the middle portion of the district, however, the drift of both 

eastern and western origin; or, in other words, that of the Park Range, 
and of the eastern end of the Uinta, Mountains, is found to be mixed. 
The former is mostly quartzites, with admixtures of basalt and granite, 
while the latter are mostly made up of fragments of carboniferous lime- 
stone and Weber quartzite, which latter rock is often, but not always, 
quartzitic. This Uinta drift contains no trap and no granite, for none 
.of those rocks occur in the eastern portion of the Unita Mountains. 

Granite, however, is abundant in the Park Range, and very extensive 
masses of the basalt exist just beyond the eastern borders of the dis- 
trict. The pebbles of eastern drift which have found their way in 
abundance into the beds of the White and Yampa rivers, have been 
‘carried down by the current to points further westward in the valleys 
than any they have reached upon the uplands, -and further than any 
points to which drift from the Uinta Mountains has been transported 
eastward. 
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It is upon the upland borders of Axial Basin, between Yampa and 
Junction Mountains, from 400 to 800 feet above the level of Yampa 
River, and so high that it could never have been reached by its waters, 
that we find the mixture of eastern and western drift-pebbles. No west- 
ern drift-pebbles have been found east of Yampa Mountain, and no peb- 
bles of eastern origin have been found west of Junction Mountain, ex- 
cept that which the currents of the rivers have transported as before 
mentioned. 

Junction and Yampa Mountains seem to have stood respectively as 
barriers, or, at least, as obstacles in the way of the transportation of the 
drift-pebbles in the direction of radiating lines from the two mount- 
ain ranges. For example, in that portion of the valley of the Yampa 
which lies north of an east and west line through the north base of 
Yampa Mountain, I found eastern drift-pebbles plentiful, with only a 
very slight admixture of those of western origin, and even this small 
proportion is not certainly known to be of more western origin than 
Yampa Mountain, because it may have been derived from that mountain 
itself, which has the same lithological composition that the eastern por- 
tion of the Uinta Range has. 

Furthermore, I found very few eastern drift-pebbles upon the surface 
immediately west of Yampa Mountain, and also very little western drift 
upon the surface immediately east of Junction Mountain. Western drift- 
pebbles, however, exist in great abundance upon all the surface east of 
the Uinta Uplift and south of an east and west line through the south 
base of Junction Mountain, and also extending nearly as far eastward 
as Yampa Mountain. 

All these facts are at least suggestive of the glacial distribution of 
this drift from both mountain-ranges, but it is proper to say that no 
glacial strie, either upon the pebbles or upon the rocks @ situ, were 
observed in this district, althouzh it is not certain that they do not 
exist there. Also, that the character of the underlying rocks of all that 
region is seldom such as to have preserved the strie if they had ever 
been made upon them. As to the origin of the pebbles, as such, of 
which the drift is so largely composed, the phenomena observable in 
this district afford no satisfactory information; but their origin as | 
pebbles was probably anterior to, and the result of, other causes than 
that which produced their distribution. 

As to the time when this distribution took place, some important 
data were obtained. The unconformity of the Uinta group upon all 
the other Tertiary groups, as well as upon those of older date, has been 
mentioned, which shows that group to be of much later Tertiary age 
than the Bridger Group. The great outflow of basaltic trap that has 
been before mentioned, is known to have taken place long after the 
deposition of the Uinta Group, because the trap is found resting upon 
a considerably eroded surface of that group at Fortification Butte, five 
or six miles north of the northeast corner of this district. 
A large percentage of the pebbles of the eastern drift of this district 

consists of fragments of this trap, which fact proves both the origin of 
the pebbles and the distribution of the drift to have been subsequent to 
the trap outflow. Nevertheless, this drift is known to be of great age, 
because there is much evidence that extensive erosion has taken place 
since its distribution; but still there is evidence that the great general 
features of the region as they now exist were produced by erosion 
before the distribution of the drift. So far as my observation has 
extended, there appears to be no reason why we may not regard the 
distribution of this drift of the Park range and Uinta Mountains as 
contemporaneous with that of the great northern glacial dritt. 
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MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

With the exception of coal, no mineral substances of practical value 
were discovered in this district, and it is not thought probable that any 
others of importance exist within its limits.* The material resources 
of the district, therefore, both present and prospective, are confined to 
vegetable productions alone, if we except coal, stone, and clays. One 
of the series of maps composing the atlas of Colorado that has been 
prepared by the United States Geological Survey is colored in such a 
manner as to show by area-the natural productions and capabilities of 
the State. By this map it will be seen that a very large part of the sur- 
face is classed as grass-lands, and that only a small fraction of the whole 
surface is designated as tillable. Bearing in mind also that a large part - 
of the surface which is there classed as aspen-lands, as well as some 
portions of the cedar and piion lands, also affords good grazing, it will 
appear that pastoral interests are destined to exceed all others in the 
region of which this district forms a part, while in other districts 
mining interests will doubtless overshadow all others. 

Tillable Lands.—As this district is far within the limits of that portion 
of the national domain upon which the annual rain-fall is insufficient 
for the purposes of agriculture, the only tillable land within the district 
is that which it is practicable to irrigate. Such lands are of course 
found only along the valleys the streams of which produce a considerable 
flow of perennial water. No attempt was made to ascertain the precise 
area of irrigable lands in this district, but the map before referred to 
will show it to be comparatively small. Small as it is, it is quite suffi- 
cient for the needs of a considerable pastoral population along the val- 
leys of White and Yampa Rivers; and the grass-lands of this district 
are not too distant from the irrigable lands to be available for pastoral 
purposes from the homes that may be located in the valleys. The parks 
that have been described in Chapter II contain the largest bodies of 
irrigable land within the aistrict, but at many other points along the 
valleys of all the perennial streams farms of more or less importance 
may be made. 

The amount of irrigable land in any valley of course depends not 
only upon its being within reach of water from the adjacent stream by 
its fall, but it also depends upon the amount of water the stream carries 
during the part of the year that the crops need irrigating. The valley 
of a stream may therefore contain more tillable land within reach of its 
waters than those waters are sufficient to irrigate properly, but this is 
seldom the case with the larger streams. There is probably no portion 
of either White or Yampa River valleys within the limits of this district 
that is accessible to the river water which it is in any case insufficient to 
irrigate if judiciously applied. Under the head of ‘‘ Water,” in a follow- 
ing paragraph, the gauging of those two streams may be found. 

The elevation of this district above the level of the sea limits the va- 

* This statement may be regarded as a reply to the oft- repeated question, “Is gold 
or other precious metals likely to be discovered in that region ?” 
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riety of farm-products that may be grown there successfully, but trials 
already made there show that wheat, barley, oats, rye, pease, beans, po- 
tatoes, and many of the common garden vegetables may be cultivated 
successfully. The tillable lands along the valley of Green River have 
less elevation above the level of the sea than those of any other portion 
of the district, and it is probable that maize, as well as some kinds of 
fruit trees, might be grown there with success. The soil of the irrigable 
lands is almost without exception very fertile, and needs only proper 
irrigation and cultivation to make them very productive. 

Water.—A dweller in a well-watered country is hardly able to realize 
the paramount value of the water that falls upon the land in copious 
and timely showers, and that traverses every valley in the form of rivu- 
lets andstreams. Jtisthe want of the copious supplies of water that bless 
the eastern part of the national domain that renders so large a propor- 
tion of the western part either a desert waste or untillable land. For 
this reason water is classed among the material resources of the dis- 
trict, and all its permanent streams and rivulets are especially noticed 
in this report, although some of them are so small that they would be 
deemed unworthy of notice in more favored regions. 

Except among the Danforth Hills and other hills in the eastern part of 
the district, and also at the bases of Plateau and Midland Uplifts in the 
western part, no springs are found, and they are not numerous in the 
parts designated. Therefore supplies of water must be obtained prin- 
cipally from the Green, Yampa, and White Rivers, and their very few 
tributaries that contain perennial water, and which have already been 
described in Chapter II. The water of these streams is sufficiently | 
pure and good, and the fall is almost everywhere so great in the Yampa 
and White Rivers that abundant water-power may be obtained, as well 
as an abundance of water for irrigating purposes. 

As a general indication of the amount of water carried by White and 
Yampa Rivers, I here insert a record of the gauging of each. Yampa 
River was gauged at a point four miles east of Yampa Mountain, and 
White River six miles below White River Indian Agency. The method 
adopted was to measure a line of 200 feet along the bank of the river, 
and note the time taken by a float to run from the upper to the lower 
end of the line; then to measure the depth at certain points opposite, 
together with the width of the stream. 

Gauging of Yampa River, August 5, 1877. 

Width from brink to brink -.....222. 2.2.22 - 2. eee cone cone een 175 feet. 
Runnin ghime) of floateesse ssc. ases = ese cee ce eek See eee cee 1 minute 57 seconds. 
Depth at north, quarter of the distance across..-.-.--.---.------ 2 feet. 
Mepthvatcemterimsse se eiese Sees aseas Secs dein dace eyemieiice Serserae cc 2 feet 5 inches. 
Depth at south, quarter of the distance across..--.....-...-. ---- 2 feet 9 inches. 

The bottom has, at the place of measurement, quite a uniform curve 
from brink to brink, so that a greater number of measurements of depth 
were deemed unnecessary. 

Gauging of White River, August 11, 1877. 

Widthifrom brink tobrinkseeotces. tk cece sae elec sees cece cels ct we 120 feet. 
Running ime Ob Moabes meres sees soa eeec bees ese ectas cee 31 seconds. 
Depth at south, one-eighth distance across..............------------ 1 foot 9 inches. 
Depth at south, one-quarter distance across.........--.------------- 1 foot: 
Depth at center .----.. Bee bocecesseee-cee I foot)/9 inches 
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The time of gauging of these streams was toward the close of the sea- 
son when irrigation of crops is necessary. Earlier in the season, when 
more water is needed for that purpose, the streams always carry a 
greater quantity. 

If future interests should ever make it desirable to have artesian 
wells in that region, they may, no doubt, be successfully made in sev- 
eral places; as, for example, in Coyote Basin, the valley between Mid- 
land Ridge and the Raven Park Uplift, in the valley of Red Bluff Wash, 
&e. The conditions of the strata of the district upon which this opinion 
is based are shown in the sections at the bottom of the geological map 
accompanying this report. 

Grazing lands.—Although irrigation is necessary for all cultivated 
crops in that region of which this district forms a part, very nutritious 
grasses grow naturally both in the valleys and upon the uplands, those 
of the latter being more nutritious than those of the former. The grass 
upon the uplands is thinly scattered, but the extent of surface upon 
which it grows isso great that it will furnish an abundance of food for all 
the grazing animals that may be required by the limited population 
which the irrigable lands of the valleys are capable of supporting. 

Fuel and building material—Al]though there are no forests, properly 
speaking, in this district, there is, upon the hills and mountains, a seat- 
tered and generally stunted growth of cedar, pifion, and aspen trees, 
which is quite sufficient in amount to meet all requirements fer fuel, 
fences, and such small, rude buildings as may be required for farm pur- 
poses. LHasily dressed sandstone is almost everywhere abundant, from 
which substantial buildings may be constructed. 

Besides the wood fuel, which will doubtless be quite sufficient for all 
the ordinary wants of the greatest population which the district will ever 
support, there are several localities where coal may be obtained in com- 
parative abundance. Among the best exposures of coal that were ob- 
served during the progress of the survey are those of two principal beds, 
one of which is found in and near Caiion Park, and another in the Dan- 
forth Hills, northwestward from White River Indian agency. Both of 
these beds occur among the strata of the Laramie Group, one being 
near the base and the other near the top of the series. Comparatively 
little search will doubtless fully reveal these and other beds of coal 
in those places, from which supplies may be obtained with comparatively 
little labor. The bed that occurs in the Danforth Hills is also seen ex- 
posed in the valley sides of Yampa River below Cafion Park. This bed 
doubtless represents one of those at the well-known mines at Rock Springs 
Station, on the Union Pacific Railroad, Wyoming. The bed that occurs 
in the upper strata of the Laramie Group, and which is exposed in Cafon 
Park, doubtless represents one of those beds which were formerly worked 
at Point of Rocks and Black Buttes stations, on the railroad just named. 
A bed of coalin the lower strata of the Colorado Group, near the south 

side of Lily’s Park, has already been mentioned on a previous page, but it 
seems somewhat doubtful whetherit will provetobe agoodone. Although 
the Laramie Group contains so much coal in the eastern part of the district, 
there seems to be comparatively little among the strata of that group in 
the western part. In the region of which this district forms a part, the 
Fox Hills Group is known to contain some coal, but within the limits of 
this district no good bed of coal was discovered among the strata of 
that group. 



REPORT OF F. M. ENDLICH, S. N. D., GEOLOGIST OF THE WHITE 
RIVER DIVISION. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 9, 1877. 

Sir: I have the honor herewith to submit my report for 1876 as geol- 
ogist of the White River division. In accordance with instructions re- 
ceived, we left Cheyenne, Wyo., August 14, 1876, and started for the 
field August 16 from Rawlins, Wyo. After a march of one hundred and 
eighty-five miles, we arrived at the White River Indian agency, where 
we commenced operations. October 12 we returned to that place, hav- 

ing completed the geological and topographical survey of the area 
assigned to us. During that time we obtained sufficient data for the 
purposes of preparing geological and topographical maps of a section of 
country comprising over 3,800 square miles. 

The subjoined report is divided into three chapters and a conclusion. 
Of these the first treats of the physical character of the country exam- 
ined, the second of its structural and geognostic features, and the third 
contains a short discussion upon the intimate connection between litho- 
logical constitution of rocks, stratigraphy, and special orographic feat- 
ures. In the “conclusion,” the various geological formations I encoun- 
tered in Colorado are briefly reviewed. A comparative table of forma- 
tions throughout the State has been added. 

I wish leave to express my sincere thanks to Mr. G. B. Chittenden, 
topographer directing, and to Mr. H. N. Dickerson, jr., meteorological 
observer, for their uniform kindness and co-operation during the field- 
season. To Mr. W. H. Holmes I am indebted for the preparation of 
illustrations. 

It gives me pleasure here to acknowledge the courtesy and material 
aid extended to us by Mr. Danforth, agent at the White River Indian 
agency, and Mrs. Danforth. To them we owe, in a great measure, the 
friendly footing upon which we were at once placed with the Utes, be- 
sides many favors that are most heartily appreciated by those accus- 
tomed to camp life and camp fare. 
Hoping that this report may meet your requirements, 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant 
FREDERIC M. ENDLICH. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
Geologist-in-charge U. S. Geological and 

Geographical Survey of the Territories. 
Gt 





REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE WHITE RIVER DISTRICT. 

INTRODUCTION. 

During 1876 the geological survey of Colorado was completed by the 
four field-parties sent out for that purpose. A short season only could 
be devoted to the work, but it proved to be of sufficient length to finish 
all that had been assigned to each individual party. 
On August 16 the division to which I was attached as geologist left 

Rawlins for the White River Indian agency, in order to survey a strip 
of country west and southwest from that point. To us had been assigned 
the region lying west of the agency, bordered on the north by the White 
River, on the west by longitude 109° 30’ west, on the south by north 
Latitude 40°, and joining on the east with the district of the late Mr. 
Marvine (1873) along a line of about longitude 107° 45’ west. The 
area enclosed within these limits comprises about 3,800 square miles. In 
order to expedite the work as much as possible, it was decided to estab- 
lish White River agency as a supply-post for provisions, and complete 
the survey in two trips from that point. This plan was carried out, and 
proved to save time in travelling. 

August 27 we left the agency, starting southward, and, after finish- 
ing the area we had expected to, we returned by a different route to our 
starting point September 9. Leaving it again September 11, we sur- 
veyed the remaining portion of the district. Our last station was made 
October 11. On the day following we left the Indian agency and 
marched eastward by way of Middle Park, crossing the continental 
divide over Boulder Pass. Snow and cold weather impeded rapid pro- 
gress somewhat, but on October 22 we reached Boulder City, from where 
we proceeded to Washington. 

In treating of the district completed during that time I have con- 
cluded to divide the discussion into two parts. The first treats of the 
physical character of the region, the second of the structural. Uniform 

_ in every respect, that section of country furnishes but very little of 
interest either to the geologist or paleontologist. It is not a pleasant 
region to travel through, owing to its arid character, and to the fact 
that much of the water which may be found, is little less than a satura- 
ted solution of carbonates and sulphates of the various alkalies. For 
Sanitary purposes it would answer admirably well, but this peculiar 
feature is not particularly acceptable to any one who may be dependent 
upon the water he meets with for his beverage and his cooking. 
In the subjoined pages special mention will be made of the most alka- 
line creeks and springs, and the origin of the alkalies in solution will be 
discussed. 
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CHAPTERL 

DRAINAGE. 

A.—WHITE RIVER DRAINAGE. 4 

Four large streams flow into the White, heading on the Roan Moun- 
tains or Book Cliffs, and following a course of about south to north. Of 
these the first one (going from east to west) enters the White about 50 
miles below the agency buildings. It is called Pi-ce-ance by the In- 
dians, and we have retained the name. This stream has a leugth of 
45 miles, and carries water during the entire year. Most of its tribu- 
taries are dry, except early in spring and during a portion of the rainy 
season. Douglas’s Creek, named after the head-chief of the White- 
River Utes, isthe next stream of good size; it flows into White River, 
about 60 miles below the agency, having a general course west of 
north. Shorter than this is Evacuation Creek, which joins the White 
25 miles below Douglas’s. The courses of the two last named are very 
nearly parallel. Starting with two main forks, which join at Station 
32, is Two Water Creek; while its east fork, Bitterwater Fork, con- 
tains very unpalatable alkali water; the west one, Sweetwater Fork, is 
fresh. Below the junction we found no water whatever. Both of the 
last-named streams enter the White beyond the western border of Col- 
orado, in Utah, 100 miles below the agency. 

Besides these more important streams, there are several smaller ones 
worthy of mention. Between the agency and Pi-ce-ance is Cattle Creek, 
4 miles below the former. It heads near Station 2, and after but a 
short run joins the White. Anether creek is found between Pt-ce-ance 
and Douglas’s, draining the low bluff country between the mouths of. 
the two larger streams. Asphalt Wash is a dry creek east of Two 
Water; it is but short, cutting deeply, however, into the sandstones 
and shales of the region. 

Near the heads of all these streams we found more or less abundant 
springs; many of them were flowing but feebly, during the time of our 
explorations (the dry season), and a short distance only. In the morn- 
ing, not unfrequently, the water was more plentiful, and camp could be 
made at a point from which any flowing water would be removed for 
some distance by evening. Evaporation during the day decreased the 
emitted quantity, which received a fresh supply during the night, by 
the cessation of this evaporation, and by the precipitation of moisture as. 
a copious dew. As has been observed in many arid regions through- 
out the world, so here, too, certain strata of rocks were more abundantly 
supplied with moisture than others. It was imsuch strata, or imme- 
diately below them, that springs had to be looked for. At almost 
every locality where the lithological character of strata shows only 
sandstone and shale, we will find the same occurrence. Requisite, of 
course, are conditions favorable to the emission of water retained by 
such “ water-strata.” 

B.—GRAND RIVER DRAINAGE. 

A small portion only of the drainage belonging to this river falls with- 
in the limits of our district, south of the agency. The divide between _ 
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White and Grand is but 12 miles distant, and there several creeks in our 
district reach the Grand without leaving it. Among them Rifle Creek 
is the most prominent. This heads near station 4, and flows in a gen- 
eral southwestern course until it enters the Grand. Roan, Salt, and Bit- 
ter Creeks merely reach our district with their head-water drainage, 
and, following a course east of south, join the Grand at varying inter- 
vals of space. These southern streams carry more water, 1. ¢., water 
for a greater distance in miles, than the northward-flowing tributaries 
of the White. While treating of the stratigraphy of the entire region 
this will be discussed. 
Summarizing the approximate lengths of water-courses contained in 

our district, and heading within its limits, we arrive at a result which 
shows that the length of the main streams is a comparatively large one, 
as compared with the area. Did all the streams contain water through- 
out the entire distances of their courses the region would be amply sup- 
plied with moisture. As it is, however, it is dry. 

WHITE RIVER DRAINAGE. 
Miles 

Length of White River within district ......--. ..---. -.-- --- 020 see02 oe nce - 120 
Wattle: Cree ke 2a pa cert Se eee eee ane een i tay cre ce ae eee LAS py pepe Ac tan sere 15 
IPECe-ance Creek sceise ee eee eels sisiene'= seperate eae the ere cide se ee 45 
IDYoeIeRYS OR e 5 a5 ocean Caos eneededsse G4 ses cacn So Sace soce sooeds sec 35 | 
Bvacuation Creekiscee eee meses fcc isiets vce oc since Wrap yeminle ine eie siatelal 5 ctalstelene arene eee 30 
Asphalt Wash...-.....-.---------- eo HS aad micio tA en ras Sense oie nettle 2 18 

TO bal ie ere eee ee esate aa. x esbrer eke eis ime) Sra eee ete reve ya ty lt aie cab cteta ucpene nae 263 
Bitterwater Fork....-....- Up ees ape see Dees tA DEAL ee BR eS OO iis) ciecic a) ONS) 
eg DR xe OVA WU VFL od GM Oh Geen Ei sage lek AAR ES SP A es ee 18 
Siweet water Horlas epee Solas cea Nie orceien rereraieraye reve) a ns -taye renege mmistenata 19 
Wickerson’s' Creeley ssaske sas kook cdl oe els seis tle se Se ee Ea ce ea ee ster mie LS 

FTO tage ee ae tea ice ss ae oan) Sy ale ics me rwre nice susis aleneioiste eters ay etsatat Gatere sins en aioe 354 

GRAND RIVER DRAINAGE. . 

INamel ess’ Greeks e wet eee ea wie: wie bbe cree Meets Bree Natale ore erayenay etcrerenrets 92 
Wile: Creek: {ANN Ha Ns ee a Re racers ae ele aioe elope recente Sere eye 17 
Roan Creek.-.---- Beng Sen SAS CH AREER ee ss Prod Se Bana adNHoSanG cGooKS 32 
CSE UR Oo eve) .quseae ee Dh oh) Se ee eee ene nN rR er em ANG acide clea Q7 
IBibbeT water Ore kere seats piste ee o oie dA 5 ais Skans, S Sy eta e me layey a maT Tee tore ee erate 30 
ADYSISCEy mann On eVe bce As Ae TS 5 a eal rake oe eS Eh en Ss 32 

Boy res Fecteau LY SG ae ene er ES) Se AL AES ian oa ao 160 

Along nearly all of these main tributaries of the two rivers we found 
Indian trails, greatly facilitating travel, and frequently leading to 
springs which could scarcely have been found without their guidance. 
It is improbable that much travel should ever occur in that region, but 
for casual travellers the trails will prove to be of invaluable service. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 
e 

The larger portion of the district is, viewed as a whole, simply an ex- 
tensive plateau, which slopes to the north. Topographically it is a con- 
tinuation of the Grand Mesa south of the Grand River. As generally 
is the case, so here, too, the geological formations prove to exhibit cer- 
tain types of orographic features. We find in the eastern portion of 
the district that the mesozoic group is represented, and that there the 
country is more irregularly broken than farther west. A long line 
of heavy hogbacks stretches in a general direction a little east of south 
from the White to the Grand. At several places streams cut through 
this hogback, flowing westward. On its eastern face it is steep, generally 
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almost inaccessible, but the western slope is more gentle. This hog. 
back ridge 52 miles in length, is about 1,400 feet above the valley east 
of it, presenting, as it does, good points for topographical and geologi- 
cal stations. East of the valley the hills rise to considerable elevation, 
for that section of country, so that Stations 3 and 6 are located at alti- 
tudes, respectively, of 9,904 feet and 8,533 feet. Cattle Creek flows north- 
ward through an almost straight, grassy valley into the White; a type 
of valley that is generally formed, of greater or less extent, wherever 
Colorado shales are overlying Dakota sandstones. A low divide con- 
nects this with Rifle Valley. Travelling down this latter we reach the 
Grand. At that locality this river flows in a broad valley, hugging the 
rising region on the south side. Low bluffs of variegated marls are 
found north of it, forming a transition between the steep hogback ridge 
and the valley proper. Looking off westward we see the nearly straight 
line of the Book Cliff. Rising to a relative elevation of 3,000 feet they 
present a bold escarpment to the south, one that is broken by passes at 
a few places only. The regular stratification and the admirable carving 
of the precipitous southern slope give this plateau-edge a characteristic 
appearance. At many places the strata composing it have yielded to 
eroding agents, and great masses have fallen down, producing vertical 

-walls. Their light color and well-defined stratification make them ap- 
pear as successive shelves; hence the name which has long since been 
given to this elevated plateau. 

Immediately west of the hogback the geological formation of the 
plateau and the latter itself commence. Ascending a gradual slope to 
its summit, the divide between White and Grand, we obtain a view of 
the entire structure. Forming a crest which trends about east to west, 
the Book Cliffs retain a very constant absolute elevation of their highest 
points, which, however, vary but slightly from the general altitude of 
the ridge. On average, this may be stated as being 8,700 feet above 
sea-level. An Indian trail runs along the entire length of the crest, as 
this is by far the most convenient place for travelling. A number of 
springs are found on either side of the divide, not far from its summit. 
Riding down any of the northward-flowing streams, we observe that their 
headwaters are generally contained in steep, narrow gulches, which cut 
down deeply into the tertiary strata. Upon reaching a lower level, 
however, the valleys widen, are very flat, and not unfrequently show 
evidence of having at one time contained lakes of considerable extent. 

' These latter have disappeared in consequence of an enormous deposition 
of diluvial and alluvial drift. Inflowing waters have carried with them 
large quantities of sand and silt. Into the lakes where the rapid pro- 
gress of the stream was checked, this “‘removed” material: has been 
deposited; thereby the level of the lake-beds has gradually been 
raised and the water flowed off. We now have, instead of bodies of 
water, an equivalent of alluvial and in part diluvial soil. Through 
this the present streams and creeks cut deep, narrow gorges. Ire- 
quently it is necessary to travel for some distance before a point can be 
found where these gorges may be crossed by animals. During the rainy 
season and early in the spring, water coming from the more elevated 
portions of the pleateau transports large masses of the comparatively 
light material, and renders the streams and White River very muddy. 
On either side the flat valleys are inclosed by more or less steep bluffs, 
showing, generally, the exposed strata on their faces. Between the 
streams the space is occupied by long, narrow, mesa-like ridges. Hast 
and west these show steep slopes, are connected on the south with the 
erest of the Book Cliffs, and northward slope very gently toward the 
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White. On average, this slope may be said to be less than 200 feet to 
the mile. Short grass covers many of the ridges along their flat tops, 
while the sides are grown over in part by juniper and pifion. This gen- 
eral character holds good as far west as Evacuation Creek. Near the 
junction of that with the White it changes, however. A heavy series of 
superincumbent sandstones has produced a change here. Marching 
down the creek, we remain for a long distance in an unbroken cafion, the 
walls of which are about 600 to 800 feet high. Four miles above its 
entrance into the river the trail leaves the creek, and, ascending to the 
summit of the long ridge west of it, strikes across toward a sharp south- 
erly bend of the White. From there downward the river flows in a 
narrow ecajnon.- Walls, averaging 1,000 feet in height, enclose it on 
either side, presenting almost vertical faces. A dark-brown to yellow- 
brown sandstone, regularly bedded, composes them. Erosion has here 
produced numerous fantastic figures that a lively imagination can en- 
dow with life, and readily compare with animate beings. On the isolated 
hills and knolls south of the cafion, which former owe their existence 
to remnants of this sandstone, ‘‘ monuments” of all kinds can be found. 
Cleavage-planes in the sandstone strata have produced innumerable pic- 
turesque forms, and erosion, both by water and sand, has been the 
artist who shaped the original block. 

For about thirty miles this cafion continues. The bed of the river is — 
narrow, covered with shrubs and brush, which greatly impede the progress 
of man and animal, Dry washes coming from the north are cut deeply 
into the yielding sedimentary beds. Throughout the district, west of 
the Great Hogback, the topographical features of the region are remark- 
ably uniform. ‘‘ Like cause produces like effect” finds another applica- 
tion here. We find but very subordinate changes in the lithological 
constitution of the sedimentary beds, and in accordance therewith we 
notice that the general features observed undergo but slight changes. 

As a rule, it may be stated that the shales and marls, whenever suffi- 
ciently compact, have produced steep, inaccessible cliffs, while the sand- 
stones and sandy shales form more gentle slopes. Sandstones, mostly, 
can be found as the capping of Jow bluffs, which they have protected 
from erosive influences, thus giving rise to their formation. 

Many detail features, due partly to erosion, partly to vertical cleavage 
of the strata, were noticed, and will be referred to at the proper place. 
Inasmuch as certain geological formations comprise similar or identical 
strata (lithologically speaking) within circumscribed areas, occurreuces 
of such a nature may, locally, be regarded as characteristic of well-de- 
fined geological groups. Viewing the subject from this standpoint, the 
“monuments” and other minor orographic features become of import- 
ance to the geologist exploring. 

In the subsequent pages space will be devoted to a short discussion 
of the influence that stratigraphy and the lithological character of strata 
have upon the orograpby in general, and upon that observed in Colo- 
rado in particular. ‘To the field- geologist, who is required to accomplish 
his work with as much accuracy as possible i in a very short time, hints 
furnished by exterior physical appearance are of the greatest value. 
Colorado, perhaps more. than many other regions, furnishes excellent 
material fur a consideration of this subject, and at the end of the report 
on that State a brief treatise thereupon may justly find its place. 

VEGETATION. - 

Each special region of the country has its own more or less charac- 
teristic shrubs and trees. In the low valleys and along the plateau-like 
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ridges we fiud sage brush (Artemisia Ludoviciana) covering the ground. 
Greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculutus), growing most luxuriantly in the 
dry valleys, is interspersed throughout. In the moist valleys willows 
(Salix nigra) occur in dense masses ,often very effectually blocking the 
passage of a pack-train. Small trees, bearing the buffalo berry (Shepardia 
argentea) and service-berry bushes (Amelanchier alnifulia) are found 
together with them. These latter may serve as a hypsometric guide, 
occurring in that latitude rarely above 7,000 feet elevation. Another 
tree that may be utilized in the same way is the quaking-asp (Populus 
tremuloides). It was noticed that this tree, as is the case with all 
Salice, is mostly found near moist places, and it is frequently, there- 
fore, regarded as indicating the presence of water. In this we were 
often mistaken, however, but found that where it grew in dry (tempo- 
rarily so) places, it invariably selected the northern or northwestern slope 
of a valley or cahon. Two circumstances combine to render these expo- 
sures more favorable to the reception and retention of moisture, the 
prevailing vapid winds and the absence of sunshine during a considera- 
ble portion of the day. Quaking-asp sets in at an elevation of about 
7,500 feet above sea-Jevel. In the larger river-valley groves of cotton- 
wood (Populus balsamifera) afford excellent camping places. They grow 
to considerable height, and the bottom of the groves is generally free 
from underbrush. All the low bluffs and ridges are covered with pifion 
(Pinus edulis) and juniper (Juniperus communis). The former bears small 
nuts in its cones, which are collected by the Indians, and serve as food, 
either raw or roasted. Neither of these two trees grows to any consid- 
erable height, but remains small, with strong, brittle limbs... At about 
the same elevation yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) occurs in our district, 
though sparingly. Higher the white pine (Abies Engelmanni) is found, 
mostly only in some of the gulches and ravines leading down from the 
summit of the Book Cliffs. 

Very little tall timber occurs in the district, owing, no doubt, to the 
comparatively small supply of water. During the time occupied by our 
work in that region we had very little rain, and in all probability the 
season was, in that respect, not an exceptional one. Snow during the 
winter, beginning early and lasting long, supplies in a great measure 
the moisture for a large portion of the area, which during the summer 
receives noue except that from dew and occasional rain. 

It seems improbable that any section of that region should ever be 
settled, excepting the broad valieys along White River. There, by 
means of irrigation, fair crops may be raised, that will repay the labor 
bestowed upon them. Mr. Danforth, Indian agent at the White River 
Agency, has made some very successful attempts at raising wheat, oats, 
potatoes, and other vegetables. By demonstrating to his Ute Indians 
the benefits derived from a comparatively small amount of labor, he 
has induced a number of them to follow his example. They have ob- 

_ tained very satisfactory results, and were, at the time of our visit, well 
pleased with the experiment. On the ridges leading to the summit of 
the plateau and along the watered valleys there is good grazing, and 
those portions would answer well as a sammer-range. Before the com- 
pletion of the transcontinental railroad a wagon-road was projected and 
partly completed, following down the White and from the Green River 
westward, extending to California. It is known as Berthoud’s wagon- 
road. The building of the railroad, however, made an overland wagon- 
route superfluous, and the werk was dropped. Game seems to be abun- 
dant in the higher portions of the district, but is very shy. 



CHAPTER II. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

In the district examined during 1876 the variety of geological forma- 
tions is very limited. It may be well to state that on the east side con- 
nection is made with the work of the late Mr. Marvine, which he accom- 
plished during 1874, and on the south with Dr. Peale, 1876; on the west 
I nearly join with Major Powell, and on the north my northern border 
was the southern one of Professor White. Fortunately for the peace 
and happiness of the formations involved, these latter are at all points 
very characteristic, so that no misapprehensions exist regarding their 
age. 
“On the east we find the oldest group, that of the ‘‘Red Beds.” They 

are sufficiently well developed, and, as usual, narked in so decided a 
manner that no mistake regarding their identity could occur, in spite of 
an entire absence of fossils. To a certain extent they have been dis- 
turbed by local plications and faults, although their general trend is in 
conformity with that of overlying younger beds. In cafons they appear, 
rarely reaching to the summits of any of the more elevated points, 
although farther east they no doubt can be found higher up. Superin- 
cumbent upon them are the Jurassic and Cretaceous beds. The latter 
formation is represented by three groups, the Dakota, Colorado, and 
Fox Hills groups. Of these the first forms prominent hills south and 
southwest of the agency, showing a considerable thickness. Its distri- 
bution is one following an approximate north to south line, parallel to 
the strike of the strata. Upon this series of sandstones, that retain 
their well-known characteristics, are deposited the Colorado shales. As 
usual, these have afforded an opportunity for the formation of deep, 
narrow valleys, bordered on the east by the Dakota beds and on the 
west by the Fox Hills group. Owing to their peculiarly ‘‘tough” nature, 
the shales do not permit the water to sink down to any considerable 
depth, but as soon as the superficial strata are sufficiently saturated the 
water is forced to flow off, thus producing, in these valleys, streams that 
are not dry even during the hottest season of the year. At some points 
the Colorado shales form the base of the long hogback ridge running 
from the White to the Grand. Above them Fox Hills beds close the 
Cretaceous. Their vertical development is but inconsiderable as com- 
pared to that of Southern Colorado. Throughout the entire formation 
fossils are rare, save the most common species. This is to be regretted 
all the more in the upper members of the Fox Hills, as a liberal supply 
of characteristic fossils would greatly facilitate the accurate definition 
of the boundary-line between the Cretaceous and the succeeding Post- 
Cretaceous. 

Of the Tertiary formation two groups are represented, the Wasatch 
and Green River. They follow each other in the regular succession, and 
are perfectly conformable with each other, as well as with the under- 
lying formations. Although paleontological evidence in these groups 
is sadly wanting, it has still been possible, from correlation partly, 
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to determine their geological position. The first group appears but 
subordinately in the district, but the Green River covers a very large 
area. It composes the entire mass of the Book Cliffs, and extends 
northward beyond White River. <A gentle northerly inclination of its 
strata has produced the long, narrow ridges, separated by more or less 
steep cafions. Readily eroded material composes the beds, and they 
have offered but slight resistance to the action of water, and, in some 
instances, ice combined. 

Gradually,.as our knowledge of the Cenozoic formations of the Rocky 
Mountains and contiguous areas increases, we are enabled to produce 
amore definite, more acceptable classification. It is certainly a great 
temptation to distinguish groups by local names, thus facilitating 
description and geological chronology, but it leads to contusion, and 
consequently to inferior value of the results obtained. It will be my 
endeavor in the subjoined pages to correlate the facts observed with 
others already known, but to avoid, so far as consistent with the recog- 
nition of these facts, the premature acceptance of any local subgroups. 
In this way only can we eventually arrive at a comprehensive view of 
the entire series of Cenozoic groups of the West. After once this series 
has been well established, and its various members have been assigned 
respectively to their proper positions, then, and no sooner, will be the 
time to make subdivisions for the purpose of expressing systematic classi- 
fication—the increased knowledge we have of the subject. Besides Ter- 
tiary we find lake and drift deposits in the district. The former are not to 
be referred to any division of a special period, but merely represent the 
ancient, perhaps not very remote, existence of lakes at certain localities. 
Drift occurs as usually along the streams, and in some instances seems 
to owe its present position to the action of SBT This will be dis- 
cussed at greater length below. 

STRATIGRAPHY. 

In its general features the stratigraphy of our district is very simple. 
We have, mainly, a westerly and then northerly dip of the strata, varied 
only by local folds and flexures. Dr. White, whose district adjoins mine 
on the north, has there found very important folds, forming continua- 
tions of and connections with others far distant. He will treat of them 
fully in his report which is contained in this volume. At no point, ex- 
cepting along the Hogback Ridge between the White and the Grand, 
do any of the folds, observed farther north by him, extend into my dis. 
trict, save for the distance of a few miles only. At the proper place 
they will be discussed, so far as a discussion of mere fragments is possi- 
ble. Here mention shall merely be made thereof as to the character and 
locality of their occurrence. 

Following along the eastern side of -the Hogback Ridge we find that 
a series of local disturbances have taken place; the most distant results, 
probably, of serious and extensive folding and plication farther east. 
They are, however, of but small dimensions, and the vertical dislocations. 
produced have had but little influence in determining the configuration. 
of the region. As arule, it may be stated that the strata dip westward 
generally at an average angle of 8°. With the Hogback, however, we: 
find a change. Along its northern end the dip is not much increased, 
but travelling south we find that it grows steeper. At Station 5, on the. 
drainage of the Grand, the strata stand on end, gradually assuming a 
gentle dip again, farther west. This is one of those instances that have 
so often been observed along the Front Range, where the dip in the imme-. 
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diate vicinity of the foot-hills, or mountains, is a steep one; but soon the 
strata assume a nearly horizontal position again. AS we go westward, 
along the crest of Book Cliffs, we observe nothing but a slight inclina- 
tion a little west of north, averaging, probably, 2° or 3°. This is con- 
stant throughout, from the western slope of the Hogback to the west- 
ern terminus of our district. No variation can be observed from this 
general rule until we approach the White River from the south. Here 
we find the last remnants of those flexures that have been mentioned 
as occurring in Dr. White’s district. About 5 miles below the agency 
the first instance of this kind is observed. A well-expressed anticlinal 
fold is cut by the river, and occurs as such for a short distance farther 
south ; is soon lost, however, by a flattening out and subsidence of the 
disturbed strata. Farther north this is well developed, and forms a 
prominent feature of the district. Still lower down, on the river, at 
Raven’s Park, another remnant of a most interesting uplift reaches 
southward across the river. In that park, a level, approximately oval 
valley, the lower Cretaceous beds are exposed in consequence of having 
been raised to their present position. On all sides of the valley the 
bluffs, composed of younger strata, dip off in every direction. Those 
having an inclination toward the southeast, south, and southwest, fall 
within the limits of my district, and form a series of rather prominent 
hogbacks, grouped in an almost regular curve south of the White. 
From that locality, down the river, no further disturbance was noticed. 
The general dip, a little west of north, sets in again, and remains con- 
stant as far as our explorations extended. 

It will be seen, from these remarks upon the general stratigraphy, 
that the region examined by our party during the season is one which 
was subjected to but few of the disturbing influences that wrought such 

. thorough changes farther east in the Elk Mountains and west in the 
Uintas. Whatever action may have produced the plications observed, 
however extended that may have been, the region south of White River 
is the one where first again we notice normal conditions of the structure. 
South of it this continues for some distance until the great folds found 
by Dr. Peale are encountered. So far as the stratigraphy is concerned, 
therefore, we have but few and not very extensive exceptions to note, 
to the evidence of normal, almost undisturbed deposition. 

JURA-TRIAS. 

Red Beds.—¥F rom Marvine’s district of 1874 the palzozoic formations 
extend westward, just reaching the eastern border of our work. The 
groups forming the area directly east of our section belong mainly to 
the Carboniferous series. As a rule the dip of the strata is toward the 
west, but local plications and small faults have produced some disturb- 
ances that are of small extent, however. Resting conformably upon the 
Carboniferous, which does not enter into consideration in this report, are 
the Mesozoic beds. The series commences with the characteristic group 
of the “ Red Beds,” to which has been assigned a Triassic age. In no man- 
ner were they observed to differ particularly from those observed on the 
eastern slope of the Front Range. Most likely their vertical develop- 
ment is somewhat larger here than there, but in all lithological and 
stratigraphical features they agree closely. Owing to the development 
of superincumbent Jurassic and Cretaceous strata the Red Beds appear 
within our district generally in the cafions, and only in some instances 
do they reach more elevated portions. According to Marvine’s survey, 
the Red Beds cross the White River about 2 miles above the agency, 
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and their western edge follows a southwesterly direction. In 1876 I first 
noticed them from Station 2, which is located at an elevation of 9,283 
feet on Dakota sandstone. There the red sandstones appear in the steep 
cafions immediately adjacent, showing small local faults. They have a 
general dip to the westward of about 6° to 8°, which is sometimes 
varied, however, on account of disturbances. Continuing southward 
they gradually rise to higher elevations until their highest point within 
our district is reached at Station 3, an altitude of 9,904 feet. Ridges 
and caions extending southward are composed of strata belonging to 
the same group. In the deep caiions southeast of the station the Car- 
boniferous beds crop out, but are soon covered by younger beds. Far- 
ther east, in Marvine’s district, Carboniferous strata cover an extensive 
area, but in our section they appear only as small exposures in the deep- 
est canons. 
From that point on, the Red Beds follow a line of exposure about 

southeast, parallel in its general course with the Great Hogback hidge. 
The sandstones eastward run up high on the slopes of the hills, reach- 
ing a thickness there of about 2,000 feet. A section (Section I) taken 
a little north of Station 2, shows the general vertical distribution of 
the strata, and a small fault, about 600 feet in height, one of a num- 
ber occurring in that locality. Massive beds of red sandstone (a) © 
are overlaid by a series of grey shales and marls (b), interstratified with 
thin beds of sandstone. These belong to the series that is generally 
quoted as jurassic and has been so colored on the map. Yellow and 
whitish sandstones (c) of the Dakota Group occur above the light-grey 
marls, and are in turn covered by the Colorado shales (d). Above the 
latter follow the younger members of the Cretaceous, reaching the Fox 
Hills group. In spite of the disturbances produced by faulting, the gen- 
eral westerly dip is noticeable throughout, and is in periect conformity 
with under- and over-lying strata. 
Jura.—Beds that have heretofore, more from their relative position, 

perhaps, than from any direct evidence, been referred to this formation, 
occur throughout the entire length of the Triassic outcrop. The beds, 
composed of light-grey marls, shales, and partly sandstones, overlie the 
red sandstones, and share with them in the disturbances and faults that 
have taken place. Along the western border of the Triassic outcrop 
the Jurassic exposure forms a long narrow strip, extending from the 
White down to Grand River. No fossils whatever were found in the 
marls that could furnish any clew as to the geological age of the series. 
As stated above, their position has been assigned to them long ago, 
partly on account of some fossils found in the same beds east of the 
Front Range, partly on account of their position between the Red Beds 
and the undoubted Cretaceous. It is no more than fair to state thattheir 
being placed into the relative position they at present occupy (Speaking 
of both Trias and Jura), is subject to question. Until decisive pale- 
ontological proof may have been obtained, either confirming or refuting 
the opinion now held and expressed, it is nezessary to leave room for 
doubt as to their true position. Lithologically and geognostically they 
agree very well throughout Colorado, so that they can be readily recog- 
nized. Stratigraphically they are alniost invariably conformable with 
older and younger formations, and adapt themselves to the general 
structure of the region. It is possible that future discoveries may 
change the views we now hold provisionally with reference to the Jura- 
Trias, but inasmuch as classification is but the expression of our pres- 
ent knowledge, it is perfectly justifiable that in geological discussions 
the groups should be separated. It seems surprising that no paleonto- 
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lugical evidence spread over any extensive region has been found within 
the limits of the Jura-Trias, but we may hope that some day a lucky 
‘‘find” will reward patient search and set at rest all doubts regarding 
geological age. 

CRETACEOUS. 

Of this formation we have several groups represented in our district. 
Instead of separating the entire series of beds into five numbers, the 
acceptation of the three groups, Dakota, Colorado, and Fox Hills, is by 
far more applicable. All of these are developed in their regular suc- 
cession, and are found at several localities within the district. AS 
usual, they are perfectly conformable to each other, and show the same 
general characteristics that distinguish them elsewhere. The various 
groups are more favorably developed in Professor White’s district, north 
of the river; and along the latter, only edges of his Cretaceous areas 
reach over into my own section. East of and on the Grand Hogback — 
Ridge the greatest development of Cretaceous strata is found. In 
regular succession the beds follow upon each other, disturbed uniformly 
by the force that produced the westerly dip. This at times is steep, 
but soon, true to the bogback character, becomes gentle, and the strata 
continues in a nearly normal position under the younger Tertiary beds- 
beyond. All the stratigraphical structure is so regular that it will 
require but very little discussion, and wherever features of any particu- 
lar interest may be observed, they will be mentioned when speaking of 
the locality where they were found. 

Dakota Group.—True to the usually observable character of this 
group, it is here also composed of the sandstones and narrow inter- 
strata of dark shales, toward the upper portion of the series. A short 
distance above the agency the Dakota sandstones cross the river, 
coming from amore extensive area to the eastward. It forms the promi- 
nent bill southwest of the agency, upon which Station 1 was located. 
From there the outcrop of the sandstone runs a little east of south, op- 
posite the great Hogback Ridge. Near the divide between the White 

and Grand the Dakota beds form a sharp prominent hill, commanding 
a good view over the surrounding country. The elevation of this point 
is 9,283 feet above sea-level, about 1,800 feet higher than the valley im- 
mediately west. Following along the outcrop we find that the relative 
and absolute elevation of the sandstone decreases, and that the higher 
points are occupied by strata belonging to the Red-Bed series. Cre- 
taceous, then, only flanks the higher hills, dipping steeply toward the 
west. Farther south, opposite Station 4, the trend of the outcrop of Da- 
kota beds is no longer 2 southward one, but veers off to the southeast. 
There too the angle of the dip diminishes, and the area covered by the 
sandstones is, in consequence, larger than farther north. Station 6 
was located on one of the most prominent hills, at an altitude of 8,533 
feet. There the dip, in contormity with the change of the line of out: 
crop, turns slightly toward the south. In the vicinity of the Grand the 
outcrop gradually becomes more narrow until it crosses the river. In » 
general character the sandstones of this group agree closely with the 
parallel ones observed elsewhere. Varying | from a yellowish white to 
vellow and even brownish color, they present no change from the facies 
that may be regarded as characteristic of them. Their thickness may 
be estimated at about 1,000 feet. Among the upper members thin inter- 
strata of dark, partly carbonaceous shales may be observed. They are 
typical of this upper horizon, and may frequently aid in recognizing the 
group. 
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In every respect are the Dakota sandstones conformable with the 
underlying and overlying beds, participating only to a slight extent, 
however, in tie local faulting disturbances of the former. It is highly 
probable that we have but the extreme western traces of the extensive 
disturbances of the Elk Mountain region. In that case we can assume 
that the force was no longer sufficient to produce any serious disloca- 
tions so far removed from the central point of acting force. Although the 
general structural arrangement was no doubt occasioned by the agency 
of this force, it had already been so far spent before reaching the local- 
ities in question, that its manifestation there is not a very decided one, 
regarding local features of structural changes. Along its western edge 
the Dakota Group is everywhere overlaid by Colorado shales in that 
region, which latter dip off conformably with them. 

This line of outcrop is the only one where Dakota sandstones were 
met with in our district, if we except a limited occurrence on the White 
about five miles below the agency. There a slight upward folding of 
the strata has taken place, and the river has cut through to a sufficient 
depth to reach the sandstones. They soon disappear, however, being 
covered by the Colorado shales. To the extreme regularity of strati- 
graphical structure farther west this complete covering of older beds is 
due. There has been no opportunity afforded them to appear on the 
surface within our district either by disturbances or by sufficiently deep 
erosion where the results of stratigraphical changes farther north have 
affected the beds in our district. 

Colorado Growp.—AS indicated above, the shales of this group occupy 
a normal position with reference to the underlying sandstones. | They 
contain, within their area, the valley in which the agency is located, and 
skirt the hill of Station 1, reaching from the sides of the latter down to 
the White, thus forming the grassy, gentle slopes which descend toward 
that river. True to their usual characteristics they here, too, are found 
developed in a valley. Separating the higher easterly hills from the 
Grand Hogback Ridge is a valley trom one to three miles in width. It 
is very uniform, scarcely rising perceptibly even at the divide between 
the White and Grand, near Station 2, and continuing from there down- 
ward with Rifle Creek. This entire depression is formed by Colorado 
shales. It is due mainly to erosion, which must have commenced with 
the initiative upheaval of the Hogbacks. Along the eastern edge of the 
valley the shales form low, rounded hills, varying from a dark grey to 
yellowish and white color. Near the exit of the valley into that of the 
Grand this feature is especially noticeable. Numerous fragments of 
Inocerami and Ostree are scattered oll over the hills. 

On this eastern side the dip of the shales is generally a steep one, con- 
formable with that of the Dakota sandstones; but as we gradually ap- 
proach the base of the Hogback Ridge, we find that it diminishes, and 
the shales dip under the younger beds at an angle of about 6° to 10°. 
That they, mainly, have given rise to the formation of the valley by 
more rapidly yielding to erosion, is shown by the fact that along the 
entire Dogback they reach just about to its eastern base, so that in 
reality the width of the valley is determined primarily by the reiative 
dip-angle of the Dakota sandstones. Wherever this angle diminishes, 
the Colorado shale area widens, and thus affords the possibility of a 
wider valley. It seems highly probable that a number of the low hills 
composed of these shales were covered by sandstones belonging to the 
succeeding group, but the cappings have been eroded away, and now 
only their influence in shaping the horizontal outlines of these blutis 
remains as proof of a former existence there. One small bluff was found 

/ 
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still retainin ¢ its protecting cap, neartheGrand. As isthe case with the 
preceding Dakota Group, the Colorado outcrop follows the same course 
indicated by the upheaval, or rather upturn, of the Hogback Lidge, and 
owing to the stratigraphical structure confines itself to a narrow, long 
strip. 

It was a matter of considerable difficulty to make any satisfactory 
estimate of the thickness of the Colorado shales, owing to the want of 
sufficiently favorable. outcrops. By adding the observations made at a 
number of localities, however, I have estimated it to about 900 to 1,100 
feet, widening, perhaps, end contracting locally. Besides this exposure 
of the shales, there is but one more in our district. This occurs on the 
White River, a little east of Station 40, extending from there up-stream 
about two miles beyond the junction of Douglas’ Creek with the White. 
At that place the shales are exposed in a depression named Raven’s Park 
by Dr. White. They have appeared in consequence of an exceedingly 
interesting flexure of the strata, which has brought to view them as weil 
as the younger beds, elsewhere hidden from sight by the superincum- 
bept strata of the Green River Group. In speaking of the Tertiary beds 
the nature of the flexure involved will be discussed. Here it, may suf- 
fice to say, that the shales are brought to-day and occupy an almost 
perfectly level valley for about ten miles along the river. Its maximum 
width south of the White is two and a half miles. Farther north the 
main depression is found, the one quoted being merely its southern 
edge. Dr. White, in treating of his district, will speak of it at length. 

Fox Hills Group.—Ot the three Cretaceous groups, this one certainly 
occupies the most prominent, topographically speaking, position in our 
district. in the preceding pages the Grand Hogback has freqently béen 
meutioned. It rises abruptly from the valleys formed by the Colorado 
shales, shows a steep face toward the east, and falls off more or less 
steeply westward. Starting along it from the White River southward, 
we find that its relative elevation is about 1,000 feet; but after we have 
crossed the divide between the White and Grand, this is increased to 
1,600 feet. While north of the divide the ridge is more or less broken by 
erosion, it presents an almost impenetrable wall farther south. Passages 
ave afforded only by a few openings that scarcely owe their existence 
entirely to the action of water. Almost the entire Hogback, from the 
White down to the Grand, is formed by members of the Fox Hills Group. 
In its northern half, where it is lower, these beds form both the eastern 
face and a large portion of the western slope, but south of the divide 
they scarcely reach to the summit. We can assume for the Fox Hills 
series an average thickness of about 1,500 feet. It begins with 
dark, soft shales, which are followed by a characteristic white sand- 
stone. This is covered by a succession of grey to yellowish-brown 
shales, underlying a series of similarly colored sandstones and shales. 
In the northern half of the Hogback the strata dip westward at an 
angle of 15° to 18°, but as we proceed south we find that this is greatly 
increased. At the passage of Rifle Creek through an opening in the 
ridge, the strata stand perfectly on edge, but assume a, westerly dip 
again, which, in the overlying Tertiary beds, rapidly becomes very gen- 
tle. Erosion has produced very striking effects on the eastern slope of the 
ridge, carving the soft and yielding strata into singularly regular ridges 
and symmetrical troughs. Cretaceous fossils scattered through the 
strata composing this group, furnish evidence as to its relative position 
and age, were those not already furnished by the position occupied. It 
has been mentioned in speaking of the Colorado Gzoup, that the shales 
of the latter dip under the Fox Hills beds at the eastern base of the ridge. 
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We can claim, therefore, for the highest Cretaceous of the region all 
those strata from the base up to the post-Cretaceous horizon. 
The entire Hogback Ridge is structurally an extraordinarily interesting 

occurrence. Continuing from Dr. White’s district into ours, it extends 
unbroken for a distance of more than 50 miles to the Grand River, and 
crossing that enters Dr. Peale’s district. In its general structure, it is 
entirely uniform. A dip to the westward is prevalent, varying in angle, 
however, and at whatever high angle it may be found, soon returning 
to a lower one. Thus the same beds, that but a short distance from the 
Tertiary strata, stand on edge, underlie the latter conformably six miles 
farther west, dipping at an angle of about 4°. These flexures are 
thoroughly characteristic of the Cretaceous formations of the west ; and 
we have in this instance one, including at the same time post-Cretaceous, 
and in part Tertiary strata. The connection and correlation of this ridge 
with continuations both north and south will furnish a clew to the causes 
for its existence. 

On the White, near Station 40, we find another outcrop of the Fox 
Hills Group, in connection with that of the Colorado shales. It is con- 
formable with the latter, and varies in no particular feature from the 
group elsewhere, neither in litnological character nor in the arrange- 
ment of its strata. With this group the occurrence of Cretaceous beds 
in our district closes. The area occupied by the formation is a very 
much restricted one, and one showing exceedingly regular stratigraph- 
ical arrangement. The total area covered. by Cretaceous beds within 
our district amount approximately 200 square miles. This is a very small 
portion of the entire area only, and in consequence of the comparative 
simplicity of stratigraphical features, the Cretaceous formation there 
presents but few localities of special interest. 

POST-CRETACEOUS. 

Laramie Group.—In our district of 1876 it becomes a matter of con- 
siderable difficulty to draw the boundary-line between the Fox Hills and 
the succeeding Laramie Group. Both the upper members of the former 
and the lower ones of the latter are composed of series of sandstones 
and shales alternating. In both these groups the sandstones and shales 
are very similar, so much so that it is almost impossible to draw the 
line of distinction between the two. The absence of any characteristic 
fossils is to be regretted, but those that were found certainly do not aid 
in arriving at any definite decision. Professor White informs me that 
in his district the circumstances are the same, and that he, as well as 
I myself, is forced to make a more or less arbitrary division be- 
tween the two groups. After deliberation I have decided to begin the 
Laramie with a series of light yellowish to white shales, interstratified 
partly with sandstones of the same color. These are covered by a 
series of heavy sandstone strata, separated from each other by grey and 
brownish shales. These are comparatively constant in their occurrence, 
and are most typically developed in the southern half of the Hogback 
Ridge. 

The distribution of the beds assignable to this group is very limited. 
On White River, about fifteen miles below the agency, they first crop 
out, forming a portion of the bluffs on its south side. From there they 
continue in a narrow line due south, occurring along the western slope 
of the Grand Hogback, and below the divide between White and Grand 
follow the southeasterly bend made by it. The entire horizontal expo- 
sure of the group comprises but a narrow strip, although its single mem- 

¥ 
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bers are more developed and augmented farther south. While the Lar- 
amie beds are found on the west slope of the hogback to the north, 
they gradually reach to the summit of the ridge which they form on 
Station 4, at an elevation of 9,311 feet. From there on they continue on 
the crest of the ridge, participating in the various dips as exhibited by 
the older underlying strata. Near Rifle Creek they stand on edge, but 
soon dip more gently, conformably with the Fox Hills underneath. In- 
dications of coal were observed here in the interstrata of dark shales, but 
at no point were well-developed beds found. North of the agency coal- 
beds have been found in the same formation, reaching a thickness of 
about 4 feet. They are located at the southern entrance of Yellow 
jacket Pass, and have been prospected. 

Within our district Laramie strata occur but once more besides at the 
Hogback, at the same locality where we find the younger Cretaceous 
beds. South of Station 40 they form a series of low bluffs, the strata 
of which dip to the southward. There, too, coal was observed, but its 
quality was not sufficiently good to admit of its tse as fuel. It was 
very “slaty,” having a large admixture of shales and marls within the 
coal-beds. It is quite possible, however, that this is but a local feature, 
and that good coal, answering all requirements, may still be found in 
some region where the Laramie Group is exposed. As is the case with 
the older groups, we find that the steep westerly dip shown along the 
hogback ridge soon allows the strata belonging to this formation to 
drop out of sight. They are hidden from sight under the succeeding 
Tertiary beds, and do notagain appear within our district. Though but 
a comparatively short vertical distance removed from the Tertiary beds 
that compose the remainder of the area, the extreme regularity-of dip 
shown by the latter excludes the probability of their being exposed in 
any other than the quoted regions of our district. 

TERTIARY. 

Groups belonging to this formation extend over by far the greatest 
portion of our district. More than 3,000 square miles are covered by 
them. Resting conformably upon the beds of the Laramie Group, they 
extend westward to the border of the area surveyed in one unbroken 
mass. In previous pages the structure of the Book Cliffs has been re- 
marked upon. The cliffs proper are no more than the steep southern 
face of a high plateau which has a gentle slope to the northward. 
Their eastern border may be said to begin where the slope of the Grand 
Hogback ends. Occupying, as it were, a neutral position, the strata 
composing this plateau have been subjected neither to the disturbances 
emanating from the Uinta Group, nor have those from the Elk Moun- 
tains had any appreciable effect upon them. Thus it occurs that the 
strata are found in a position which is varied from the normal only in 
so far as they have been subjected to a rise in the southern or a sub- 
sidence in the northern portion. They cover all those groups and 
formations that we have seen pass under them west of the Hogback 
Ridge. 

Two divisions only of the Tertiary are found within the borders of 
our district, the Wasatch and the Green River Groups. Of these, the 
latter has been divided into two subgroups by Poweil—into the lower 
and the upper. Iam unable to see the necessity for such division, al- 
though it would be a welcome one, so far as the appearance of a geo- 
logical map of that section of country is concerned. A change takes 
place in the lithological composition of the strata, but I do not re- 
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gard that and the results thereby produced as sufficient ground for sub- 
division. Besides this, I have uot found any other feature or charac- 
teristic upon which to base a separation. 

In speaking of the Tertiary groups below, the older one—Wasatch— 
will first be discussed, and then will follow the Green River, which com- 
prises very nearly the entire district, and even extends beyond its limits 
into the regions examined by Drs. White and Peale. Of more interest 
than the geognostic are the orographic features of this area, inasmuch 
as they afford an excellent example of the enormous influence that long- 
continued erosion can produce where it takes place under favorable con- 
ditions. The general and even slope of the plateau and the seftness of 
the strata form a combination that must be productive of the most com- 
plete results. 

Wasatch Group.—Again we begin with the region of the Grand Hog- 
back, as affording the most typical occurrence of beds belonging to this 
group. <A series of low, bluff-like hills, covered with cedars and scat- 
tering pifons, occurs west of the hogback slope in the vicinity of White 
River. They extend northward into Professor White’s district. Sand- 
stones and generally light-colored shales compose them, and weather 
readily into ever-changing forms that keep fresh the colors exhibited 
by the strata. Continuing in a southerly direction, they gradually get 
narrower, being encroached upon by the Green River beds setting in 
from the west. South of Station 4 the minimum width is reached, 
where the hogback allows the formation of but a narrow valley between 
itself and the eastern edge of the Book Cliffs. These latter swing around 
to the southwest soon however, and a comparatively low area of triangu- 
Jar shape is enclosed between them, the Grand River on the south, and 
the southern end of the hogback. Strata belonging to the Wasatch 
Group form the bluffs and low tables within this area. Viewed from - 
Station 5, on one of the prominent points of the hogback, southeast of 
Rifle Creek Cation, the appearance of the low portion of. country thus 
enclosed is a very characteristic one. Leaning against the steeply-dip- 
ping strata of the Laramie Group are the Wasatch, beds, which very 
rapidly lose their steep dip, however, and spread out in narrow ridges, 
hogbacks, and tables in tbe valley. Upon first sight the general ap- 
pearance strikingly resembles that of the Puerco’ marls in Southern 
Colorado.* Variegated sandy and marly shales, interstratified with 
sandstones, form the hills. Colors varying from white to grey, yellowish, 
greenish, pink, red, brown, and. purple, and exhibiting many shades, 
tend to enliven the monotony of the otherwise dreary scenery at that 
locality. Pifions and cedars cover the hills, representing the only greeu 
vegetation that can flourish in the poorly watered spot. A general dip 
off from the hogback, 7. e. toward the southwest, veers more to the west 
as we approach the edge of the Book Cliffs, and as the Wasatch strata 

_ dip under them, they acquire the gentle northerly dip that is prevalent 
among the Green River beds. All along the base of the cliffs, so far as 
within our district, the variegated beds + may be traced; they cover but 
a very small area, and most frequently appear only in the lower portion 
of the precipitous face shown by the cliffs. Dr. Peale has found Lara- 
mie occurring there also. I did not observe this latter group within my 
area, although it is possible that it may exist some distance down the 
Grand, and there be obscured either by the drift or by the Wasateh beds. 
Laramie no doubt dips under, together with the Wasatch, but does not 
appear clearly. 

*Comp. Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 189. 
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For @ considerable distance along White River, Wasatch beds crop 
out on the south side, being a continuation of the more extensive devel- 
opment farther north in Dr* White's district. Although comparatively 
subordinate in their occurrence, they are represented sufficiently to influ- 
ence the general appearance of the southern banks of the river. Erom 
there they extend upward into the valleys of a number of the White’s 
tributaries, but are soon covered by Green River beds on account of 
their dip. Wherever they do reach over into my district their presence 
is due to some stratigraphical disturbance, the main portion of which is 
uorth of the river. At times these disturbances have been productive 
of very decided changes in the orographical features of the region, 
greatly contusing the regular system of subordinate ridges and valleys 
that is so admirably developed farther south. There the regular dip ~ 
and the average homogeneousness of the strata has produced results 
that might almost be regarded as schematical in their regularity, both 
of form and distribution. As soon, however, as any disturbance of 
this normal condition occurs, this almost ideal arrangement of elevations 
and depressions at once disappears. Thus, while the topography of our 
district—one of minimum disturbance—may serve as a model, that of 
the one adjoining it at the north is by far more complicated. 

On White River, near Station 40, is another extensive outcrop of the 
Wasatch Group. It is the highest of the series that has been brought 
to exposure by the main upheaval occurring in Professor White’s dis- 
trict. In preceding pages the occurrence of Colorado, Fox Hills, and 
Laramie beds, successively, has been mentioned as existing at the same 
locality, and we now have to add the last member thus disturbed from 
its normal position to the list. From a distance already it had been 
noticed that the strata exposed along Douglas Creek differed in general 
appearance, color, and shape of hills from those surrounding them. 
Upon examination it was seen that this was due to the existence of Wa- 
satch beds at that locality. By virtue of the upheaval which has thrown 
the entire lower series up, south of the river, the Wasatch, together with 
the others, acquired a southerly dip. As the Green River strata were 
raised at the same time, subsequent. erosions produced an exposure of. 
the former along the lowest portions of the Douglas drainage. 

The upheaval itself is a curious one. It has produced an approxi- 
mately oval arrangement of hogbacks, composed of Fox Hills beds, 
which dip off from a definite center inevery direction. Enclosed by them 
is a nearly level valley containing Colorado shales. Outside of this inner 
circle of hogbacks are several cthers, each one exhibiting the beds of 
one of the succeeding higher strata. It is owing to this that we find. 
south of the river a concentric arrangement of strata grouped in accord- 
ance with their geological age. Protessor White will treat of this sub- 
ject more fully, and I therefore refer to his report for information thereon. 

Ascending Douglas Creek we find the exposure of Wasatch beds on 
either side. They gradually lose their southerly dip, become horizontal, 
and finally dip northward until they once more disappear under the 
heavy strata of the Green River Group. Here, too, in the bluffs and 
the lower portion of canons, the variations in color, as exhibited by the 
strata, can be observed, although not so strikingly as in the locality 
north of the Grand. More particularly one stratum can serve as a weil- 
defined and easily-recognizable horizon. This is composed of a bed of 
sandstone, about 160 feet in thickness, of a brick-red color. It can be 
traced from a distance for many miles along the creek, and serves as a 
landmark for identification. At other localities, contiguous, however, it 
was also noticed, and then, too, in the same relative position. 
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A section taken along this creek gave a result which places the thick- 
ness of the Wasatch Group of that region at about 1,500 feet. It is pos- 
sible that in this section some beds may be included that ought prop- 
erly be referred to the Laramie; but the line of separation cannot be 
drawn with precision, unless as the result of very careful detail studies. 
Taking the group as I had determined its vertical extent in the field, 
we find the following result (a being the highest stratum) : 

(a) Yellow sandstones, middle-grained, partly shaly, and con- 
taining narrow interstrata of dark shales ......._...... 180 feet. 

(b) Dark greyish-brown shales, containing indistinct remains 
Oi DE USSSE LooGuos ee R eee EUSE OE SHES MB Rese 30 feet. 

(ec) Massive yellow sandstone ..-... 222... 522-22 esses teane- 60 feet. 
(ad) Shales varying from light yellow to brownish, sometimes 

almost white with a pink tinge ........ ....-.-..--.-.-- 210 feet. 
(e) Yellow massive sandstones ........-.-. 0. 22-0 sence sees 130 feet. 
(f) Grey and yellowish shales, sometimes quite dark, sandy, e 

and containing thin interstrata of sandstones. ....- ..- 110 feet. — 
(g) Brick-red sandstone, weathering readily; color constant 

throushouity EM@SGracueiny soe cele aeons che wep ioe, wialehn ese rete 160 feet. 
(hk) Reddish to brown shales .......--....-..---+--+-+------ 24 feet. 
(1) Sandstones, partly massive, partly shaly, containing thin 

INCCESCPACAMOMISITAIOS 25 cle Spc) oe eh grein einae Sune yaiciny delay nenet ovale 250 feet. 
(k) Yellow, grey, and whitish shales and marls.......-....-- 100 feet. 
(l) Heavy beds of yellow to white sandstones.....-.........- 230 feet. 

In the upper members of the Wasatch, beds of coal are found within 
our district. These are not very extensive, however, nor is the quality 
a particularly fine one. Admixtures of shale make it “ slaty,” and upon 
exposure it readily weathers into small fragments. On Douglas Creek, 
below Station 36, a rather interesting case was noticed, illustrative of 
the recession and advance of the water into which some of the sand- 
stone beds were deposited. A sketch there taken, and reproduced as a 
section (Section II), will give an idea of the appearance as shown upon 
the vertical face of a bluff. <A slight fault (a) produces a local disturb- 
ance at the northern end of the section. It is simply a small drop, 
which is due, probably, to a subsidence produced by the erosion of some 
of the underlying strata of shales. Alternating sandstones and shales 
compose the lower portion of the bluff. One of the former (b) underlies 
a thin stratum of dark shales (c), which in turn are covered by a bed 
of white sandstone (d) of varying thickness. Upon this are deposited 
two strata of coal (e) separated by a thin layer of dark grey, carbon- 
aceous shales. From the south the waters again encroached upon the 
land where the coal was being deposited, and we find a stratum of 

_ white sandstone, which gradually thins out northward and finally dis- 
appears entirely, above the coal. A similar thinning out of the upper 
beds can be observed, that no doubt grow much thicker farther south. 
The conrection was broken at the edge of the bluff and the continuation 
of the strata not visible. Either by a gradual subsidence of the then 
existing land or by a rise of the waters from the south this effect was 
produced. 
_An interesting feature of erosive action was observed at several 

points within the Wasatch area. The famous “monuments” of the 
Pike’s Peak region will be remembered by every one, and also the 
causes that led and still lead to their formation. We have in the in- 
stances at present under discussion an analogous case. Instead of sand- 
stones forming the base andcolumn of the ‘“‘ monument,” we here have 
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shales. Noticeable throughout all formations composed of so compres. 
sible a material as shales and marls are the vertical cleavage planes. 
These extend through not only the shales, but implicate the beds and 
interstrata of sandstone or other more compact rocks contiguous thereto. 
In consequence of these already existing fissures, erosion by water and 
frost can rapidly accomplish the work of isolation from the main body. 
Thus we find in the region of Douglas Creek groups of monuments 
composed of shales, with cappings of sandstones. After the columnar 
body has been separated from the main mass, erosion by sand and other 
agents has full sway, and will determine the detail features of the in- 
dividual monument. Although more rapidly formed, perhaps, than the 
monuments of the Garden of the Gods, these also have a shorter exist- 
ence. Atmospheric influences will soon succeed in crumbling down the 
frail support, and the protecting sandstone will no longer be sustained. 

With this, the occurrence of Wasatch beds in my district is exhausted. 
It is, as that of the preceding ones, but limited. In a great measure 
this is owing to the regularity of the stratigraphical conditions. Ab- 
sence of widely-spread erosion from the surface downward causes the 
Wasatch to remain hidden from sight. 

Green River Group.—Perhaps the best exposure of this group within 
the limits of our district may be found on the steep face presented by | 
the Book Cliffs just north of the Grand River. From the crest of the 
cliffs to the precipitous edge facing toward the Grand the fall of ‘the 
summit is about 500 feet, but there it reaches nearly 3,000 feet within a 
horizontal distance of less than two miles. On this face the best sec- 
tion of the members composing the group may be seen. Regarding 
the eastern half of the Green River area from a topographical stand- 
point, we observe a quite curious case. The section lying between 
White River and the Grand is essentially a plateau, ascending gently 
toward the south. For about twenty-five miles the rise south of White 
River is a regular, gentle one. Streams, belonging to the Pi-ce-ance drain- 
age cut through the soft-yielding shales, leaving uniform ridges be- 
tweenthem. At that distance, 2,800teet above White River, the divide 
between this and the Grand is reached. Although no _ perceptible 
change takes place in the stratigraphical arrangement of the strata, we 
find that suddenly the waters flow in an opposite direction into the 
Grand. They flow in deep, narrow canons, that are almost inaccessible. 
As they continue their southward course, the walls of the cations be- 
come higher and higher. More correctly speaking, the tops of the en- 
closing walls retain very nearly the same level, while the stream-bed is 
worn deeper into the strata over which it flows. The southern edge of 
the northward-sloping plateau reaches to within three miles of the 
Grand. Where the tributaries of that stream leave their canons, the 
latter have walls 3,000 feet in height, while the plateau edge is but 400 
feet lower than the divide between the tworivers. We have, therefore, 
in this instance, one of those peculiar cases which could be explained 
by the same assumption that Professor Powell claims for so many of 
his observations in the region of the Colorado River. This explana- 
tion asserts that during the period in which flowing water followed ap- 
proximately the same courses as to-day, the southern edge of this pla- 
teau would have been elevated; that the erosive power of the water 
was more than adequate to the rapidity of the elevation, and that, in 
consequence, the water maintained its own former level, while the canon 
walls grew higher and higher. No doubt this view isa very ingenu- 
ous one, and, if applicable anywhere, it would seem that here in these 
soft shales there was an excellent opportunity for its consummation. 
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I am opposed, however, for many reasons, to an explanation that would, 
if correct, necessarily be corroborated by other facts, the existence of 
which we nowhere observe. I have not had an opportunity to study 
the localities which Professor Powell has examined. It is therefore not 
my place to enter into any discussion upon a question of which I am 
personally acquainted with but one side. 

Proceeding westward from this area we reach the divide between Pte- 
ce-ance and Douglas Creeks. Upon this a number of stations are located, 
some of them being the most prominent within the district. On the 
east side of this divide the narrow ridges, separated by steep canons, 
gently slope toward Pte-ce-ance. Within a horizontal distance of twenty 
wiles these ridges fall approximately 1,800 feet, retaining a very even 
angle of slope, however. West of the divide the slope is decidedly pre- 
cipitous, forming nearly vertical walls from 1,200 to 2,200 feet in height. 
On the top of the divide we find that the elevation is quite uniform. 
Station 11 is 9,035 feet above sea-level, while Station 18, seventeen miles 
farther north, is 8,704 feet high. Continuing along this dividing ridge we 
approach White River, and there find that it breaks up into a series of 
radiating ridges which lead down to the stream. In the valley of Doug- 
las Creek we tind Wasatch beds, but ascending to the divide west of it 
are soon within the Green River area again. From the crest of the Book 
Cliffs northward we pass over the lower portion belonging to this group, 
until, within about fifteen miles of White River, we meet with the up- 
per sandstones. Here the general configuration of the country becomes 
more varied. The ridges are no longer so regular both in shape and 
distribution, and the cafions do not show the same uniform features as 
farther east. Erosion and atmospheric agents violently attack the 
sandstone, and it soon yields to the combined influence, producing very 
unique orographic details. Lithologically the sandstones can readily 
be distinguished from the older shaly beds of the same group, but a 
classiticatory separation of the two seems at present certainly iil ad- 
vised. 

Stratigraphically the Green River Group in our district is remarka- 
dly simple. Its strata partake toa slight extent of the flexures extend- 
ing southward from the northern more disturbed district, but their 
effect is soon lost, and the former resume their normal position. As 
such, a slight dip, varying from 1° to 6° a little west of north may be 
regarded. It is noticeable wherever the strata are exposed, and only 
slight variations of the angle were observed. The most prominent of 
these was found south of the Station-40 Group, where the dip first dimin- 
ished to zero, and as we neared White River became a southeasterly, 
and farther west a southwesterly one. Both upper and lower groups 
are perfectly conformable in this. 

Geognostically and lithologically speaking, we can distinguish the 
two groups of Powell very readily. While the eastern two-thirds of 
the Green River area are composed entirely of the shales, the western 
third contains the younger sandstones. These shales generally show 
very light shades of color upon exposure, which alternate with narrow, 
dark bands, thus producing a laminated appearance of the steep bluffs 
on the faces of which they are visible. Grey, yellowish, and white col- 
ors predominate. Subordinate beds of sandstone occur, distributed 
throughout the shales, but are then so highly argillaceous, that they 
produce no difference in the general facies. Darker bands are usu- 
ally composed of harder shales. All of them weather, eventually, 
into thin, chip-like fragments, coated with a mealy clay, the result of de- 
composition. When freshly broken, the lamination is noticed to be very 
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finely subdivided; a fact which gives the rocks a pleasing appearance. 
Erosion produces some exceedingly picturesque effects. Frequently one 
may ride in a narrow caiion, the walls of which are composed of these 
hard shales and are 1,000 feet high. Erosion has affected these walls 
in such a manner that the suspicion of having been utilized as models 
for architectural ornamentation is almost involuntary. Beautiful ecarv- 
ing, dependent upon the superior hardness of certain strata, has resulted 
in the production of ornamented chancels and long-continued benches, 
which stud the vertical enclosing cliffs. Long excavations have been 
worn into the sides of the walls by the action of flowing water, and not 
unfrequently can the traveller ride in shady coolness for some distance 
under a protecting natural awning. On the summits of ridges and 
hills, from where the slopes fall off very steeply or are vertical, the pe- 
culiar effect of atmospheric erosion can be studied. Prominent points, 
the edges of blufis, or precipitous walls show gracefully-executed carving. 

It can be compared with the tufaceous deposits near some mineral 
springs. The soft thin laminz have been worn away, grooves de- 
note their places, while the innumerable harder ones project like scat- 
tered leaves of a book from the wall. All of the forms observed are 
rounded, so that the total effect produced is that of a deposit formed by 
overflowing springs. Oxydation of a slight percentage of iron pro- 
duces changes of color varying from the palest yellow to pink, pale 
orange, and a light brown, while the remaining strata and lamine are 
white and grey. Looking at such a wall frem a distance, all these minor 
details are, of course, lost, and only the main features will be recog- 
nized. This character is especially applicable to the highest members 
of the shale series. Although it certainly exists in the lower portion, 
it is not so prominent, owing to the occasional admixture and intersper- 
sion of arenaceous strata. One of the best localities within the district 
for the study of these features is along the steep western edge of the 
dividing ridge between the Pi-ce-ance and Douglas Creeks. In the 
lower cation of Evacuation Creek the higher members of the shales 
reach down to the level of the stream, and there exhibit in the most 
beautiful manner the effects of erosion as produced by flowing water. 

- Near the base of these shales we frequently find heavy beds of sand- 
stone, separated from each other by interstrata of shale. The former 
are generally white or light yellow, while the latter are of a yellow to 
yellow-brown color. So far as I could observe, the sandstones grow 
thicker as we proceed westward; it may be, however, that at the 
points of my observation we had merely a local thickening of the beds. 

' A large portion of the springs issuing from the shales are alkaline, 
and almost all the water which flows over them, for even a short dis- 
tance, partakes of the same character. This is due to decomposition of 
the constituents of both shales and marls (the latter in the lower por- 
tion), which form new compounds, soluble in water. Numerous “alkali- 
flats” were observed, where carbonates of soda and potash colored the 
surface as freshly-fallen snow would. Our examinations were made 
there during the driest season of the year, the most favorable to evapo- 
ration, and, therefore, concentration of the alkalies in solution. Several 
Springs were found emitting carbonic-acid gas and sulphuretted hydro- 
gen. They contained ferric compounds and a very liberal supply of 
alkali in solution. Allof them were cold. This feature—alkali-water— 
is certainly a drawback to many otherwise pleasant regions. 

As a total thickness for these shales, including their lower, arenaceous 
members, about 2,400 feet may be given. This was obtained mainly 
from the southern bold escarpment of the plateau, and corroborated by 
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observation made throughout the entire group. Fortlteupper laminated 
shales we may claim of this total thickness 1,000 to 1,200 feet, an esti- 
mate which is subject to some local variations. 
Abovetheshales follows a series ofsandstone beds, the existence of which 

can be recognized from a long distance by the peculiar shape which the 
hills and mountains they composeexhibit. We first met with itou White 
River, about four miles below the junction of Evacuvation Creek. In 
color it differs very decidedly from the underlying beds, being yellow 
and brown with thin interstrata of dark shales.- At the locality where 
we first reached it, it forms the caflon of White River. Higii walls en- 
close on either side the narrow valley through which the river winds its 
way. Erosion attacks the sandstones very rapidly, and produces some 
of the most singularly picturesque forms. Vertical cleavages, running 
through the sandstones, aid the destructive power of water and help to 
form the vertical walls and bluffs that enclose the valley on either side. 

This latter is densely covered with a thick growth of willows and other 
brush. Marching through thevalley is greatly impeded thereby. Added 
to the difficulties offered by the density of the brush is the circumstance 
that avalanchial drift along the bases of the cafion walls forms almost 
impassable barriers. The canon continues, locally widening a little at 
some places, for about twenty-five miles down the river, to the entrance 
of Two Water Creek, where it opens a ttle more. But one creek of 
any size, Asphalt Wask, dry at the time of our visit, enters the river 
from the south. On either side of the caiion, the walls of which are 
1,009 to 1,200 feet in height, the sandstones have been productive of 
many fantastic groups, due to erosion and general weathering. Thanksto 
the vertical cleavages they show, large portions have often been carried 
away, leaving, perhaps, but a single monument on the summit of a low 
hill or the brow of a narrow ridge. These out-posts, the forerunners of 
extensive areas, have a height varying from 50 to 300 feet, and have 
assumed shapes that a lively imagination can often compare with well- 
known models of antique statuary. The most frequent torm exhibited, 
perhaps, is one closely imitating ruins of some ancient building or city. 
Seen by the slanting rays of a setting sun the hills seem fortified each 
by a castle of enormous dimensions that throws a long-drawn shadow 
to the eastward. Turrets and battlements are supplied by the skilful 
hand of nature, that teach by their form the source whence human in- 
genuity copied them. Cathedrals and spires rise for several hundreds 
of feet above their gently sloping surroundings, monuments erected to 
the enormous mass of strata that have fallen beneath the active work 
of time. Many isolated groups the traveller cannot avoid comparing 
with domestic scenes, so natural is the pose and distribution of their 
members. One in particular, within the White River Valley, near 
Asphalt Wash, showed so affectionate a family picture, that we named 
it the “Happy Family.” Itis illustrated by the annexed cut and repre- 
sented by three isolated columns of sandstone, the largest of which is 
80 feet high. It is left to the imagination of the reader to discover the 
sentiment that prompted a party of explorers to bestow so unscientific a 
name upon a group belonging to the Upper Green River series. 

At Two Water Creek we have arrived nearly at the western border of 
our district. We traveled up the valley of this stream leaving, for 
some time, the White. On this river, above the junction of Two-Water, 
we first found indications of asphalt. Upon examination it was discov- 
ered that this mineral occurred in vertical or approximately vertical 
veins in the yellow sandstones and shales of the Upper Green River 
beds. The veins vary in width from a quarter of an inch to several 
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feet. At that locality no springs were found, but the asphalt was hard, 
brittle, had its characteristic fracture, and upon subsequent chemical 
examination proved to be very pure. Springs of this mineral were dis- 
covered by Mr. Chittenden near the head of Sweetwater Creek, where 
the asphalt slowly oozed out of the sandstones similar to petroleum in 
certain regions. This, besides a few beds of limonite, was the only 
deposit of economic value discovered during the season. 
A close estimate assigns to the upper sandstones a thickness of 1,100 

to 1,200 feet. They are very uniform in their lithological character, and 
show but slight local disturbances. South of the White they reach up 
to the highest points, forming the summits of peaks and the crests of 
ridges. As we approach toward the divide between the White and 
Grand we graduatly pass upward through the series until about 20 miles 
south of the river we once more reach the light-colored shales. These 
continue eastward along the entire divide, and here as there show a sur- 
prising constancy of dip as well as of lithological character. Although 
125 miles distant from the most easterly exposure, where they were first 
met with, they in no way show any appreciable change in general char- 
acteristics. 

Throughout the district, the Green River Group has been a very un- 
satisfactory one, paleontologically considered. The few fossils that: 
were found were plants and very poorly preserved. Silicified wood was 
more abundant than any other petrifaction, but of no chronological 
service. With fossils, the region would certainly have been one of very 
great interest, although the stratigraphical relations are very simple, but 
without fossils, without any structural features inviting study, and with 
the ever-repeated occurrence of the same formations and groups, that 
extensive Green River area afforded but poor results in return for the 
work of a geologist. Itis essential, of course, that its existence and 
character in every respect should be determined, as it forms but a link 
to the great chain which is gradually being completed. Thanks to cor- 
relation with other determined horizons and typical lithological charac- 
ter, the Green River Group is readily recognized wherever met with, so 
that the weight of uncertainty is not added to the disappointment 
paleontologically. 

With this group we close the Tertiary formation of our district, as 
none of its higher members are developed within its borders. Neither 
are volcanic rocks occurring there, so that there remains for considera- 
tion nothing but the recent deposits. 

ANCIENT GLACIERS. 

On the White River drainage I have observed no evidence pointing 
to the former existence of glaciers. The numerous cations that we find 
cut through the soft shales, marls, and sandstones, are formed so regu- 
larly and agree so thoroughly with the pronounced stratigraphical con- 
ditions, that we can scarcely admit of any other agency having shaped 
them than water. Ascending any one of them toward the main divide, 
we find that its upward slope is very even, its valley widening wherever 
other creeks or streams enter, and its entire character in conformity 
with the view regarding it as the result of the action of flowing water. 
Primary conditions indicated partly by the present stratigraphical sys- 
tem, have shaped the courses of the streams, but beyond that the results 
we observe are mainly those produced by flowing water, together with 
the never wanting atmospheric influences. 

In speaking of the Green River Group, mention has been made of the 
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curious hydrological conditions we observe after crossing the divide 
between the White and the Grand. It has been stated that even be- 
yond the divide for a considerable distance the plateau continued as 
such, sloping only very little toward the Grand. In the same distance 
that the plateau falls about 400 feet the streams cutting through it in 
that region accomplish a fall of more than 2,000 feet. Had the eleva- 
tion of the former been the same as now, at the time when the southerly- 
flowing drainage was formed, this would not have followed the general 
course it now does, but would have trended off to the east and west- 
ward. If we wish to assume, therefore, that we still have the original 
courses, or an approximation thereof, we must grant to the southern 
extension of the plateau a considerable dip in that direction. In ease, 
then, that edge had risen, and the streams had cut through each suc- 
cessive stratum as it rose, we would most likely find traces of perhaps 
even only slight changes in the direction of the flowing water. This 
we do not. It is difficult to imagine how any stream that is capable of 
cutting down one stratum after the other in succession, as that stratum 
attempts a blockage of its downward course, should not, in a thickness 
of nearly 3,000 feet of beds, meet one that it cannot treat in the same 
manner. The elevation, probably, was an exceedingly slow one, lasting 
during a long period of time, but the “ accidents” to which the streams 
would be subject under such circumstances seem to me so numerous, 
and even formidable, that the absence of any trace thereof is, to me, 
evidence against this explanation. All the caiions at present under 
discussion are exceedingly narrow, and they, as well.as their smallest 
branches, show very steep, precipitous sides. From the characteristic 
detail forms, and from the general character as well, I have come to the 
conclusion that they owe their present form, in part, to glacial action. No 
doubt the depressions had been iudicated, probably even partly existed, 
before the moving ice could shape them as we now find them. It is 
evident that in the soft, readily decomposing material of which the strata 
consist, no direct evidences of glaciers could have been transmitted 
for any length of time. Although it is not to be asserted that by glacial 
action alone the deep gorges were carved out, I regard it as a sate con- 
clusion to assume that in the soft beds of that formation moving ice 
would have had more direct eroding power than can usually be ac- 
corded to it. The minor details and the formation of accessory canons 
and ravines may be due entirely to the action of water, but I am of the 
opinion that its work was greatly facilitated by that already performed 
by glaciers. 

In these cations the only localities where glaciers may have existed in 
our district are exhausted. The entire region is neither high enough nor 
were the conditions of atmospheric precipitation sufficiently favorable in 
that region for the formation and perpetuation of glaciers. 

It is a noticeable fact that at the present time the Grand River drain- 
age within our district is more abundantly supplied with water than 
that of White River. This, no doubt, is due to the more rapid fall of 
the streams. Incident thereto is the smaller loss by evaporation and 
the gradual infiltration into beds composing the sides and bottom of a 
stream. While we not unfrequently had difficulty in finding water on 
the White River side of the Book Cliffs, the Grand River slope was well 
supplied. This in itself would argue in favor of the assumption of gla- 
ciers there during former periods. 

ANCIENT LAKES. 

It seems scarcely appropriate to use the term above given for former 
lakes witkin our district, as the impression might be conveyed that they 
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were in intimate connection with the glaciers. By the term, I merely 
wish to designate such localities that now are perfectly or nearly dry, 
while in former times they contained more or less extensive bodies of 
water. Onthe maps heretofore published of that section of country the 
region is generally described as an * elevated plateau with fresh-water 
lakes and timber.” This view argues against the recent dates usually 
given on the maps, for no lakes have existed there for a long time, 
geologically speaking. . i 
On the higher portions of the plateau none were noticed as having 

formerly existed. In a number of the stream-valleys, however, there is 
proof that at one time quite considerable areas were covered with water 
that to-day show nothiog but drift and soil. Near the junction of the 
two main branches of the Pi-ce-ance there was formerly a lake of about 
two to three miles in length, filling the level portion of the valley. 
Smaller ones were located tar ther down stream, and are indicated now 
by the existence of “ alkali-flats.”. On Douglas’s Creek, within the area 
covered by the Wasatch Group, a few small lakes were along the pres- 
ént course of the stream. West of it, on Evacuation Creek, about fifteen 
miles south of White River, there are beds deposited into a lake of 
about four miles in length and a mile in width, while lower down simi- 
lar places are found. At the junction of Bitterwater and Sweetwater: 
Creeks another lake originally existed, but has long since dwindled 
down to a shallow, highly alkaline pond. 

The existence of these former lakes is indicated by several features 
of unmistakable character. Sometimes (Pi-ce-ance) low benches are 
formed along the bases of the bluffs inclosing the valley. Generally 
they are removed, however, being composed of very light material. An 
exceedingly even distribution of fine sand and silt over a level place, 
which is surrounded, perhaps, on all sides by abrupt bluffs, furnishes 
another indication. Not unfrequently will it be found that in such an 
instance the exit of the stream from the valley taxes place through a 
very narrow opening in the rocks composing the adjoining hills. 
Swamps, in perfectly level places, where often the stream itself ceases 
to be definable as such, and small ponds, sometimes remain to mark the 
spot where at one time water existed in greater abundance. Alkali, 
deposited by evaporating water, which accumulates in these places 
during the wet season, occurs regularly at all favorable localities. 

It seems possible that most of the lakes were formed merely by an 
accidental stoppage of the river, either through an accumulation of 
drift-material or a blocking of some narrow passage. They probably re- 
mained for a considerable period of time, which is shown by the enor- 
mous amount of silt and sand that has been deposited at those locali- 
ties, and by the perfect levelling of the niveau they once occupied. As 
a cause tor their disappearance I regard the gradual raising of the lake- 
bed by the constant transportation of sand and silt into the still water. 
Thus, of course, the level of the water was raised, the horizontal ex- 

tent of the lake became greater, while its depth diminished, until at 
last the sheet of water disappeared entirely, either by flowing off or by 
evaporation. Though occurring quite frequently, the former lakes have 
water now at but few places. These spots are chosen as favorite resorts 
by wild water-fowl, and hunting them there is frequently gee | 
by great success. 

DRIFT. 

That species of drift which has been designated as “ avalanchial” is 
found mainly in White River Cafion.. We have, in our district, no 
mountains of any great height, or occurring in isolated groups, where 
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debris from the slopes could accumulate and form drift. In the cation 
above named, however, erosion and weathering has loosened many 
bowlders and fragments on the faces of the walls, and they have fallen 
down; forming a sort of talus at the bases of the cliffs. Continuing dis- 
integration would soon reduce them to sand and silt, and their removal 
would follow were it not for the fact that constantly reinforcements ar- 
rive from the same source, which enable the talus to retain its character 
of avalanchial drift. Along the bases of high Green River cliffs a 
similar drift may be observed, but its rapid weathering soon destroys it 
altogether. 

River-drifts, consisting of the water-worn bowlders, and sand-bars, 
-we have both in the Grand and in the White. While the latter more fre- 
quently contains smaller pebbles and much sand (so far as flowing in 
the western portion of the district is concerned), the Grand carries large 
bowlders. Of the White the same can be said for the vicinity of the 
agency. When it reaches that point, it has just passed through imeta- 
morphic, palzeozoic, and partly mesozoic rocks, and carries with it the 
proofs ot its course. In some of the broader valleys bordering on the 
White, we find that this drift has been more or less distributed. This is 
due to the river’s gradually shifting parallel to its own course. The drift 
carried and deposited by the streams flowing both into White and 
Grand partakes greatly of the character of alluvial soil. It is mainly 
‘a fine-grained soil, containing more or less sand, either uniformly dis- 
tributed or in single layers and banks. In the valleys of the White 
River drainage the accumulation of this material is simply enormous. 
It traverses the valleys from one side to the other, and is sometimes 40 
to 60 feet in thickness. Deep gullies are cut into it by every stream 
coming from either side, a fact which makes travelling very slow. Wher- 
ever indian trails are found they lead over more easily-crossed ravines. 
The Indians have recognized the difficulty of travelling over so broken 
a country also, and their trails, therefore, are found on ridges cad on the 
on the divides between main streams. 
It is owing mainly to the lithological character of the surrounding 
rocks that the drift is formed in such enormous masses. All of them 
disintegrate quite readily, and because of their ‘‘ tough” character do 
not so soon lose the argillaceous portions, otherwise we would find but 
accumulations of sand. Sandstones, shales, and.marls, all of these are 
rapidly eroded, rapidly yield to atmospheric influences, aud are easily 
transported. During the rainy season the creeks and streams, that later 
are perfectly dry, carry large quantities of water, and carry with them 
tons of the drift-material. This is deposited in part as soon as the rapid- 
ity of the flowing stream is diminished, and in the course of time forms 
the enormous banks that we observed along the streams. Even in the 
dry season the White is constantly muddy, owing to the character of the 
strata through which it and its tributaries find their way. Should water 
ever be sufficiently plentiful in these localities, the drift just mentioned 
will furnish excellent arable land. It wili naturally be liable to encroach- 
ments from the main stream, but arrangements could be made to avoid 
any serious damage. The question of an adequate supply of water for 
agricultural purposes along the main tributaries of the White is one, 
however, that can probably, even now, be answered nagatively. 

For the white settler, the region surveyed during 1876 offers but lim- 
ited inducements. The quantity of water, above all things, is too small 
to permit of any even approximately dense population, because most 
likely the country could not sustain it. Good, large timber is rare in 
the low lands, and the higher regions are too distant to admit of trans- 
portation, even could it there be found in satisfactory quantities. 



CHAPTER III. 

CORRELATIONS OF STRATIGRAPHY, LITHOLOGICAL CON. 
STITUTION OF STRATA, AND OROGRAPHY. 

For a number of years I have paid special attention to the subject, 
to what extent do the physical constitution of strata and their struc- 
tural condition influence the orographic features of any given region? 

Both in Europe and in the United States I have collected data with 
a view to presenting at some time a synopsis of the observations made, 
and to induce from such synopsis the probable results that would be 
derived from given lithological and structural character. Upon examina- 
tion, I find that to a great measure the effects from similar or identical 
causes correspond very well. A recognition of this fact has direct bear- 
ing upon the recognition of minor details in mountain ranges and groups. 
It “will facilitate the study of physical geography and frequently afford 
a clew to the explanation of orographic forms that otherwise might be 
difficult. 

It does not Jie within the province of this paper to discuss either the 
causes by which abnormal positions of strata are produced, or the in- 
fluence that the action of any plutonic or voleanic activity may have had 
upon strata or groups. We begin with a comparison of the result pro- 
duced upon strata or lithological groups by atmospheric and other 
eroding agents, after they have assumed a rigid stability. Noticing 
the varying forms, the resultants of similar or identical influences to 
which each and every one of them has been or is being subjected, we 
will perceive at a glance the value of a system of reasoning based upon 
inductive principles. We have analogous, if not absolutely the same, 
agents producing a multiplicity of results, and by the study of these 
results can arrive at some conclusion regarding the physical structure 
and constitution of the media exhibiting them. Indirectly, again, we 
can, by combining empirical knowledge with the results presented, 
argue an inference as to the mineralogical and chemical aggregates and 
constituents composing the forms under consideration. 
An application of the knowledge we may derive from the study of 

cause and effect, the former being almost constant in this instance, will 
enable us to draw comparatively correct conclusions as regards. the 
general character of the material in which such effect is observed. This 
is of importance in geological and geognostical work. When in the 
field, the first intimation of the age or relative position of a stratum 
may frequently be furnished by some peculiar feature of weathering. 
If we have for examination before us a circumscribed area, in a portion 
of which the age and character of the various geognostic horizons have 
been definitely determined, a study of the exterior physical appearance 
may often greatly facilitate the recognition of any one of the determined 
horizons at an even distant locality. No doubt this method is employed 
almost instinctively by most or all geologists who have occasion to ex- 
amine regions comparatively or entirely unknown. It is not my pur- 
pose, however, to write a “ guide for field geologists ;” so this instznce 
of direct practical application may suffice. 

During four years I have had the opportunity of studying geology in 
Colorado and a portion of its contiguous Territories. Tbe survey of this 
State is now completed, and I send forth the subjoined notes with espe- 
cial reference to what I have observed in that State. Tew regions, per- 
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haps, will prove to be so favorable to the study of ‘‘form,” both massive 
and in detail, as Colorado. The former, the massive features, are not 
considered here, but only the result of atmospheric and other erosive 
influences upon strata or rocks of different physical constitution and 
different structural conditions. 

All rocks and stratoid deposits can appropriately be divided into four 
groups, taking their physical characters and their genesis as a basis. 
(a.) Crystalline aggregates, comprising all those consisting entirely of 

several crystallized or crystalline minerals, the nature of which 
determines the species of the rock. 

(b.) Sedimentary rocks. 
(1.) Deposited without the aid of any chemical separation or 

action whatever. Purely mechanical deposits. 
(2.) Deposited with the aid of chemical action. Crystalline at 

times, consisting of but one mineral. 
(c.) Eruptive rocks, containing segregated minerals in a paste which may 

be amorphous or crystalline. 
(d.) Redeposited, recent material. 

This general division with but slight exceptions corresponds in the 
main to a chronological separation. Instances occur where eruptive 
rocks, younger than a portion at least of the sedimentaries, consist en- 
tirely of a crystalline aggregate. Eruptive granite, which is known to 
have intruded into Post-Cretaceous strata, is an example of this kind. 
With such and similar exceptions, however, which at best occur but 
rarely, the arrangement is essentially one that corresponds with the suc- 
cessive genesis of geological divisions. 

CRYSTALLINE AGGREGATES. 

As belonging to this group we count Granites, Syenites, Diorites, Gab- 
bro, and Schists. Hach one of these is represented by a large number of 
varieties, determined by the absence or substitution of one or the other 
constituent mineral. The three first of these are, physically, closelv 
related to each other, while the two last form a correspondingly paraliel 
subgroup. Three varieties can be distinguished of the first subgroup, 
varieties that are based not upon mineralogical or chemical, but purely 
physical distinctions, coarse, middle, and fine-grained. 

Coarse-grained rocks belonging to this series are by far less able to 
withstand erosion and degradation than the other two. Frequently 
either the feldspar or mica may be found to be so arranged as to 
present its cleavage-plane in one direction mainly. Both of these min- 
erals show large crystals, and it will be a comparatively easy matter 
for either flowing water, frost, or any similarly acting agent, to destroy 
in a sbort time the original shape of the exposed mass. Should even 
the cleavage-planes not be so arranged as to fall mainly in one direction, 
the same causes will produce an abrasion which stands in direct pro- 
portion to the average size of the crystalline masses, as compared to 
others. It is evident, therefore, without going into details as regards 
the process by which the removal of material is effected, that a coarse- 
grained granite, for instance, will have a tendency to form rounded. 
hills, blunt summits, and rounded edges. In case the crystals lie in one 
cleavage-plane, frequently small verticai or sloping smooth walls will 
be formed, which more effectually resist disintegration than the remain- 
ing portions. One of the most powertul agents in shaping the minor 
orographic details is the growing vegetation. Through the growth of 
roots, the enormous wedging-power of which is well known, particles of 
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minerals are forced off or loosened, and thus the more rapid erosion by 
other agents is facilitated. 

Diminishing with the size of the constituent minerals are the charac- 
teristics above given for coarse-grained rocks of this group. As the 
former become smaller, the aggregate forms a more compact mass, less 
assailable by atmospheric influences, water, and sand. Instead of 
rounded hills we will find steeper mountains, showing sharp ridges 
leading toward the summit. Abrupt changes of the angles of slope 
and precipitous edges will denote the more thoroughly resisting ma- 
terial. While here we find higher mountains generally, coarse-grained 
masses will rarely occupy any very elevated position, being too readily 
reduced by disintegration. These features, however, can change if we 
have before us a stratified or stratoid mass of rocks. In this case the 
features of mountains and ranges no louger conform to the synopsis 
above given, but are subject to the same variations that, are character- 
istic of the next following group. 

While the avalanchial drift from coarse-grained granite or kindred 
rocks generally occurs in more or less rounded bowlders, that of the 
finer-grained varieties is angular, with sharp edges, and flat instead of 
rounded sides. If worn by water, the latter will, as a rule, show more 
regular forms, owing to its greater degree of homogeneousness. 

The second subgroup: Gabbro and schists appear as totally distinct 
from the preceding, if we except the possible bedded condition of the 
latter. It is a very rare occurrence to find schists lying horizontally. 
Generally they are tipped up, more or less steeply inciined, and we have 
in their exterior character the combined influence of a crystalline agere- 
gate and stratified structure. Very rarely are coarse-grained varieties be- 
longing tothisseries met with. Usually thecomponent minerals are small 
and distributed evenly throughout the masses. Acicular crystals lying 
in one direction tend often to increase and subdivide the distinguishable 
strata or layers. A predominance either of quartz or hornblende en- 
ables rocks of this group to resist very successfully the attempted dis- 
integration. For the same reason growing vegetation will not. pro- 
duce so extensive a loosening or removal of fragments as it does in a 
coarse-grained rock. Flowing water selects for destruction the most 
readily yielding beds, and leaves others either as partially rounded nar- 
row benches, or broken fragments, denoting the course of the former 
continuous hard stratum. 

Whenever we find the strata inclining or standing on edge we will 
observe that they form steep, sharp ridges, and very often high peaks. 
(This latter is due, however, not entirely to the resistance of the rock 
composing them, but to the fact that this group belongs, as a rule, to 
the metamorphic series, and its members lave acquired their elevated 
position by virtue of directly active forces.) In that case the slope of 
the mountains parallel with the dip of the strata is smooth, while the 
one exposing their edges is generally exceedingly ragged. Dependent 
upon the angle of the dip and that of the latter slope.is the formation of 
precipices and overhanging walls. 

Vegetation has more influence in removing portions of these rocks 
than it exercises with middle or fine-grained rocks of the first subgroup. 
This is accomplished inasmuch as the growing roots can more readily 
enter the narrow crevices between single layers or strata (the former 
of which are frequently exceedingly thin), and can thereby produce a 
dismemberment of numerous particles. Avalanchial drift of this sub- 
group shows characteristics that indicate the bedding of the entire mass, 
and the more or less frequent occurrence of narrow cracks and fissures. 
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In accordance with their resistance to decomposing and disintegrating 
influences, the bowlders show sharp, jagged edges, and abrupt, trans. 
verse fractures, besides those parallel to the stratoid arrangement. 

As an incidental agent of erosion, moving ice may be mentioned. Its 
success, as such, is commensurate with the homogeneousness of the rocks 
over which it passes, and dependent greatly upon the circumstance 
whether it takes its course over massive or stratified portions. In the 
former instance, it will produce a planing, a rounding of the rocks sub- 
jected to its action, the result obtained being forms that have received 
the appellation of ce roches moutonnées.”” In a Similar manner, though 
not so decidedly, is the movement of glaciers upon other members ‘of. 
these groups demonstrated. Should they pass over the upturned edges 
of schistose rocks, they will remove more material from the softer strata 
than from otheis, and produce “troughs” in case their course be par- 
allel to the strike of the strata. In this respect, as well as in the first, 
the action of ice and flowing water with its accompanying bowlders 
is very similar. Where, however, not only the base but the walls of a 
ravine or canon are attacked by glaciers, the result is too character- 
istic to admit of comparison. 

SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 

The sedimentary rocks have been divided into two groups, those repre- 
senting merely mechanical deposit, and others necessitating chemical 
action. Of these the former is susceptible of subdivision into 

(1.) Conglomerate, 
(2.) Sandstone, 
(3.) Shale, and 
(4.) Marl. 

It depends, in conglomerates, upon their physical properties what 
result atmospheric and other abrading influences will have. Mainly 
two varieties may be distinguished, soft and hard conglomerates. Of 
these the former yield very readily, while the latter resist more success- 
fully. Conglomerates are originally a mechanical deposit of erratic 
bowlders, of various size, pebbles and sand, cemented either by the lat- 
ter, by clay, or in rare instances by carbonate of lime or quartz. If 
sand forms the cement, flowing water, rains, frost, &c., will easily remove 
it, aud the bowlders, at one time held together, will be loosened and 
carried off. Unless a protecting cap of some kind may prolong the 
existence of soft conglomeritic masses, they yield in time entirely to 
destructive agents. Should the conglomerate be a hard one, we will 
generally find that it contains softer parts, the distribution and shape 
of which is either irregular or stratoid. These will weather out more 
rapidly than theremaining portions, and form cavities or gulches, ravines, 
&c. In that case the hard, remaining rocks will form crags, or irregu- 
Jar masses. Asa rule, conglomerates of this character weather in steep 
slopes. Gradual erosion will carry away more and more of the matrix, 
until the bowlders contained within it project on the wall or cliff and the 
latter appear studded with them. Whenever they form creek-beds, we 
observe that the water rapidly cuts them away, unless, indeed, they be 
cemented by quartzitic rock or quartz. Itis avery rare occurrence 
that conglomerates are found otherwise than in a subordinate position 
as regards the structure of a mountain. An exception of this kind may 
be noted in the Sawatch Range, where a series of conglomeritic beds, 
600 to 1,500 feet in thickness, stretches over a very large area of country. 
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At some localities it occupies the summits of peaks. When found in 
this position, exposed to the force of atmospheric erosive agents, it 
weathers in exceedingly rugged and often picturesque forms. Rents 
and cracks traverse the strata vertically, widening locally into caves 
and almost complete arches. Allowing the widening of such rents, 
parallel to each other, to continue, we find that the result is a series of 
sharp pinnacles, ornamenting ridges and slopes of the mountain. Ver- 
tical precipices denote the cleavage, and readily accomplished disinte- 
gration of many portions. Frequently, underlying soft strata are 
removed by the action of flowing water, glaciers or frost, and the super- 
incumbent ones “drop” down, causing the formation of vertical cliffs 
that have a general resemblance to an amphitheatre. 

Should the conglomerate be stratified, its constitution be sufficiently 
hard to admit of distinguishing the strata, and they have assumed an 
inclined position, we will find that the results produced by erosion agree 
closely with those that may be observed in a coarse-grained sandstone 
under similar conditions. 

Sandstones can be appropriately divided into two main groups, heav- 
ily bedded and thinly bedded, each of which may consist of three vari- 
eties, quartzitic, calcareous, and argillaceous. Of these, the first and 
third are by far more numerous than thesecond. When in their normal 
position, ¢. ¢., horizontally stratified, all sandstones show similar general 
results produced by weathering and erosion. Massive beds in that case 
present comparatively steep slopes, if quartzitic, rounded and more gen- 
tle if argillaceous. This is evident from the physical character of the 
rock. Sandstone is essentially a conglomerate, or vice versa, only that 
the bowlders, &c., it contains are of very diminutive size. Quartz, car- 
bonate of lime, and clay form the cements that bind the small grains of 
sand together. The more loosely they are combined, theretore, the 
more readily will the rock yield to disintegrating agents. Ifa series 
of sandstone strata is not homogeneous, 7. ¢., most of the strata hard, 
others soft, and the reverse, we will find, provided we have normal strat- 
ification, that ** benches” are formed. With the decreasing thickness of 
ihe sandstone beds the outlines of hills or valleys formed change from 
comparatively abrupt to gentle ones, the summits of hills, rarely mount- 
ains, are rounded, their ridges obtuse or obliterated, and their slopes 
curved. With an increase of clay in the rock we observe the same 
effect. 

Into horizontal beds of this group flowing water cuts valleys or canons 
of regular shape. Dependent upon the hardness, &c., these may have 
steep or gentle slopes, both of which will be very similar to each other. 
Vegetation is, in this instance, a very destructive agent, changing rap- 
idly the minor details of any exposed surface. By disintegrating the 
sandstone it produces, mechanically, soil, which in turn is frequently 
removed, showing the rocks to which it owes its present existence in 
changed and modified forms. Avalanchial and water-worn drift assume 
Shapes that correspond to the physical nature of the strata from which 
itis derived. Angular bowlders or round cobble-stones denote a hard, 
Strongly resisting rock. If these former are rounded, the latter flat and 
of oval or round form, we have a soft sandstone. 

At many localities the vertical or approximately vertical cleavages in 
sandstone strata can be observed. These give rise to vertical or very 
Steep blufis, by the separation of some portions from the main body of 
the beds. 

Wherever the strata are not in their normal position, either inclined 
or standing on edge, the character they exhibit differs somewhat from 
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that above given. Again,it is of importance whether the sandstone is 
a hard or soft one, massively or thinly bedded. As a rule, all sand- 
stones, if their strata are inclined, form hills that show a gentle slope 
with the dip, 2 steeper one opposite. Rounded forms prevail, unless, 
indeed, we have one of those cases where sandstone merely forms the 
capping of a bluff, overlying more readily-disintegrated rocks. Should 
the strata stand on end, then they will generally project prominently in 
narrow ledges, represented sometimes only by isolated “sentinels” that 
indicate the strike of the stratum. The harder portions, in such acase. 
will resist eroding influences and remain, while the softer ones gradu- 
ally disappear, adding, by their absence, to the prominence of the 
former. 

Attrition by sand which is carried with considerable velocity and 
force by the wind is a well-known agent of erosion that can demon- 
Strate its influence in a region containing sandstones. The results pro- 
duced by this species of erosion are manifested in the minor details 
mainly, in rare instances only having much influence upon the general 
configuration of a mountain or hill. 

Argillaceous sandstone gradually merges into shales and marls, so 
imperceptibly, sometimes, that it is often a matter of doubt whether we 
should term certain beds shaly sandstones or arenaceous shales. So, 
too, do the products of atmospheric and aqueous erosion blend into 
each other. 

Shales and marls, interstratified with sandstones, are productive of 
forms that depend in a great measure upon the character of the latter. 
If they are hard, weathering but slowly, we will generally find that 
more or less gently rounded hills are the result, which contain nume- 
rous “ steps” or benches, each one the result of the greater resistance 
shown by the sandstone. If this latter is argillaceous, however, and 
its beds not too thick, the slopes of hills and bluffs will usually be 
steep, showing an evenly: sloping angle. In that case, a stratum of 
sandstone most frequently acts as a protecting cap, preserving the 
underlying shales from further erosion. Vertical cleavage - planes 
throughout the series of strata produce local precipitous slopes. 

Water cuts deeply into the members of this group, producing nar- 
row, steep gullies and ravines. As a rule, their sides are very even, 
affording a symmetrical profile on a transverse section. Banks of sand- 
stone or dolomitic beds form benches, running along with great regu- 
larity, broken where the facility for so doing was afforded by already- 
existing cleavage fractures or faulted displacements. 
Homogeneous shales and marls, i. e., without interstrata of either 

sandstones or dolomites, assume very characteristic shapes. They erode 
in regular forms, representing, en miniature, the slopes of mountain 
ranges and ridges. Wherever no protecting cap of sandstone occurs, 
or where it has gradually been carried off, we can observe in the carving 
of the shales steep slopes, regular sides, and a disposition of spurs and 
ravines that would admirably correspond toa modelrange. Differences 
of color in that case produce very beautiful effects. Never-ceasing 
denudation slowly but surely levels these small ridges in the course of 
time. Wherever the shale-beds have been changed from their normal 
horizontal position they give rise to the formation of valleys. This is 
more particularly the case if they are over and under laid by harder series 
of strata. The lesser resistance of the shales to erosive agents allows 
them to be removed more rapidly than the neighboring groups, and par- 
ticularly flowing water shows its activity. Lateral valleys with steep 
sides, little more, often, than ravines and gorges, enter the main one, and 
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the waters they contain aid in shaping and enlarging the latter. Unless 
the strata are inclined this feature is not so noticeable, because then the 
valleys are cut in more regularly, and: do not follow the strata of the 
shales, but in preference the dip, which, though scarcely perceptible, 
generally exists. Vegetation partly preserves, partly destroys, the detail- 
teatures of regions where shales predominate. In the former instance 
it is the small plants that, by their matted roots, protect the easily-dis- 
integrating material from erosion; in the latter it is the large plants that, 
loosening the shales, render them more readily transportable. Asarule, 
however, shalesare eroded altogether too rapidly toadmit of any consider- 
able accumulation of small vegetation on the steep slopes they present, 
so that they are unprotected against atmospheric and other eroding 
agents. Owing to the steepness of these slopes, but a small amount of 
the detritus remains upon them, but rolls or slides down and forms 
a yielding talus at the base of the bluff or cliff which has furnished 
the material requisite. 

Land-slides, mostly of small extent, occur quite frequently in shales 
and in shales interstratified with sandstones. They are due mainly to 
the existence of ‘‘ water-strata.” As such I designatestrata or layersof a 
very tough, impenetrable shale. Water precipitated upon the surface 
percolates through the fissures, &c., of the various beds, until it reaches 
a water-stratum. Owing to the physical constitution of the latter, it 
is prevented from descending farther, excepting at such places where a 
break may occur in the stratum. The result is that smail rivulets of 
water are formed between the water-stratum and the succeeding bed 
above it. An inclination of the beds will direct the course of the water. 
Wherever opportunity way be afforded, the latter will continue its 
downward course, and wherever the conditions are favorable it will 
emerge from the side of a bluff or in a valley, in the form of springs. 
Should the inclination be sufficiently steep, the comparative separation 
of two strata, by this accumulation of water, will often result in a down- 
ward movement of the superincumbent beds, facilitated by the smooth 
surface which the water produces. It is thus that land-slides are so 
frequently formed in regions where shales are abundant. 

Although the water-strata themselves consist, almost invariably, of 
shales, they are not confined to any special formation, but are found in 
all or nearly all sedimentary groups. In sandstone and limestone strata 
they occur, producing the same results as elsewhere. In a region that 
is but sparingly supplied with flowing water the recognition of their 
existence is of great importance, furnishing, as it does, a clew to the 
localities in which springs may be found. On the faces of bluffs the 
water-strata are generally indicated by moist horizons, by efflorescence 
of epigene minerals or by stains produced by hydrated oxygen com- 
pounds of iron and manganese. Where the relative position of a 
stratum of this kind has been established, it will materially aid in the 
discovery of existing springs, or in the selection of the most favorable 
localities for wells. Its horizontal extension, of course, is not without 
breaks and dry portions; but, as a rule, the existence of water may 
be depended upon at such places, which would afford the greatest facil- 
ity for the egress of water at the relative niveau of the water-stratum. 

Deposited with the aid of chemical action.—To this group belong essen- 
tially the limestones and dolomites. They differ in general surface-fea- 
tures from the preceding series. Instead of a purely mechanical erosion, 
we have here mainly a decomposition, or chemical alteration, and a subse- 
quent removal of such altered portions. General atmospheric agents, 
more particularly water, have the greatest effect, chemically, upon the 
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rocks belonging to this group. Flowing water takes advantage of existing 
cracks and ‘fissures, cuts its way along the most favorable route, and re-: 
moves large quantitiesof both kindsof rock. This is the case more partic- 
ularly when the water contains an appreciable percentage of carbonic 
acid gas. If horizontally, or nearly so, stratified, the limestone beds will 
show aqueous erosion commensurate with the greater or lesser density of 
their structure. Cleavage-planes and cracks produced by undermining 
result in vertical walls, that not unfrequently are found in limestone- 
areas. Should the strata be inclined, they will present very much the 
same features we would find in a calcareous sandstone. Instead of 
sharp ridges we will then see more gentle slopes, worn away gradually. 
The crest itself will generally be steep, as will also the slopes exposing 
the edges of strata. . 

Vegetation is a powerful agent of decomposition. Not only does it 
employ the directly-acting mechanical force, which manifests itself dur- 
ing the period of growth, but it also acts as a chemical agent. Experj- 
ments have shown that even the most delicate root-fibres of a plant- 
will attack the polished surface of marble, of limestone in general. Thus. 
certain portions—those containing the purest calcium carbonate—will 
be exposed to more vigorous attacks from vegetation than others con- 
taining admixtures of clay and silica, for instance. Thus an inequality 
of the surface is eventually produced, which will be corrected at the: 
cost of additional transportation of material from the original stratum 
or Strata. 
Dependent upon the chemical constitution of limestones and upon. 

their structure is their character as drift. Avalanchial drift can be: 
found showing both the angular and the rounded bowlders. River and. 
other water-worn drift is scarcely characteristic enough to admit of any 
distinction, if we except the peculiar, sometimes indistinct, grooving: 
upon the pebbles, which is due either to admixture of harder material. 
or to the action of ‘plant-roots. Marble is but a homogeneous crystal- 
line limestone, and its behavior both under direct mechanical and chem- 
ical action is entirely in conformity with its physical character. 

ERUPTIVE ROCKS. 

These can appropriately be separated intv four groups: 

(a.) Massive volcanic eruptions, extending in flows over large areas. 
(b.) Local massive voleanie eruptions, extending but a short distance. 
(c.) Voleanie eruptions, in contradistinction to those termed ‘ mas- 

Sive.” 
(d.) Voleanic dikes and dike-systems. 

Massive volcanic eruptions are especially well represented in Colorado. 
Owing to the regularity and extent of the flows we can appropriately 
speak of volcanic strata. Wherever rocks belonging to this group have: 
been observed they were found to retain the same general character, 
varied, of course, by local changes in their physical constitution. 
Serious disturbances of the strata are comparatively rare, confining: 
themselves mostly to local faults. Viewed as a whole, we may say that: 
the rocks of this group resemble sandstones more than any others. 
Several physical varieties exist, hard, slowly eroding and resisting at- 
mospheric influences for a long time, comparable to quartzitic sandstone; 
softer, of irregular physical structure, including tuffs, are analogous in 
behavior to argillaceous and partly calcareous sandstones. Conglom- 
erates are not wanting. 

1G 
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The primary tendency of strata belonging to this group is, to form 
table-lands. Extending in long-continued flows over softer, less homo- 
geneous rocks underneath, they present a solid, unbroken sheet, which 
is less readily attacked by erosive agents than other formations would 
be. Slight variations in dip direct the water-courses, or they are deter- 
mined by favorable contact-lines with older groups, or follow fissures and 
subsidences produced by subsequent seismic activity. A more or less 
homogeneous paste contains several species of segregated minerals in the 
rocks of this group, and it is the decomposition of these latter that ini- 
tiates disintegration of the entire mass. Generally the action of atmos- 
pheric agents in changing the surface of such areas is an exceedingly slow 
one,and would be still more so,did not existing fracture lines accelerate the 
same. The eventual result, as produced by the combined influence of 
already-formed fissures and by erosion of all kinds, is a double one, de- 
pendent, in a great measure, upon the thickness of the volcanic beds. 
Wherever they are thin, overlying either crystalline or sedimentary 
rocks, they form more or less evenly sloping plateaus or high lands. In 
that case they occupy the highest portions of the region, rising at times 
to isolated hills or mountains which denote the locality of the original 
outflow. This is entirely changed, however, when we have a thickness 
of volcanic beds amounting to 4,000 to 7,000 feet. Then we find that. 
erosion has produced narrow valleys, bordered on either side by moun- 
tains. Gentle or steep slopes occur in the latter according to the physi- 
cal character of the material composing them. As in the sandstone 
areas, we here find that certain strata are harder than others, probably 
by having been reheated, and they then give rise to the formation of 
+¢benches” on the mountain or hill side. 
A homogeneous series of flows will produce a regular, pyramid-shaped 

-mountain, the slopes of which show horizontal stratification. Between 
such mountains the valleys cut down at even inclinations of their sides, 
unless canons of separation should set in and produce the characteristic 
vertical walls. One feature, occurring quite frequently on a grand 
scale, changes all these results, however. It is columnar structure of the 
volcanic beds. In that case the easy separation of columns, produced 
by the action of gradual disintegration and, more particularly, frost, 
causes them to fall from the face of the mountain and leave vertical 
precipices, which, by a continuation of this action, slowly recede toward 
the summit of the peak. Although regularly-formed, well-defined col- 
umns are of comparatively rare occurrence, an attempt at such structure 
may frequently be noticed, and its existence aids greatly the modifica- 
tion of orographic features. 

Alternating at some places with these hard strata are other of less 
durable texture. In certain horizons (speaking of Colorado) flows are 
found that contain a paste resisting atmospheric influences less success- 
fully. Itis more readily attacked, and instead of the minerals it incloses 
being the first to decompose, the paste disintegrates and the minerals 
are contained as such in the detritus, from which often good crystals _ 
can be obtained. Should a stratum of this description occur on the 
Summit of a mountain or ridge, we will not find the sharp, angular 
forms of the preceding group, but will observe that they are more 
rounded, and that the summit itself presents a more or less plateau-like 
appearance. This is due to the erosion and transportation of the softer 
Stratum to such a depth where a harder one may again be reached, and 
offer more energetic resistance. Within strata belonging to this group, 
too, we find caves and tunnels. They are formed partly by a widening 
of existing fissures, partly by graduai disintegration of loosely cemented 
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portions. In most instances of these kinds the openings were found to 
be larger than any portion of the interior. 

Erosion by flowing water is productive of approximately the same re- 
sults in these two groups, having 2 greater effect in the latter. Valleys 
of erosion, occurring in a series of “soft” flows, are wider and slope 
more gently at the sides than the others. In consequence of the un- 
broken flows, which often extend over many square miles, water collects 
in slight depressions, which are incident to the gentle dip or due to 
other causes. In this way numerous lakelets are sometimes scattered - 
over plateaus, which latter are the favorite localities for such occur- 
rences. Where either the shallow basins existing are not of sufficient 
depth to contain a body of water, or the quantity of the latter is too 
small to fill them, extensive swamps are formed on the summits of pla- 
teaus. Vegetation, wherever the conditions may be favorable to its ex- 
istence, has a great influence in shaping minor details of orographic 
features. Many of the varieties of volcanic rocks decompose very slowly, 
and furnish but little soil for vegetation. This is particularly true of arid 
regions. Vegetation and moisture combined, however, rapidly break 
down the first barrier of impenetrability, and then the process of disin- 
tegration proceeds steadily. Besides the lack of water, the numerous 
avalanches along the slopes of mountains prevent, to a great extent, the 
growth of vegetation. Avalanches—composed mainly of bowlders and 
detritus, less of snow—form a very prominent feature in all those dis- 
tricts where the voleanic strata exhibit a columnar structure, and where 
hard, brittle beds are overlying softer ones, more readily eroded. The 
steeper the mountain-slope is, the farther can the avalanche descend. 
It destroys, in its course, what vegetation may exist, and by being devoid 
of soil prevents the springing up of a new growth. 

Erosion by glaciers is in proportion to the harder or softer nature of 
the strata over which they pass. In the one instance they produce but 
slight modifications of the surface; in the other the effect produced by 
them aids more decidedly in changing the detail-orographic features. 
Sand, driven by wind, has considerable influence upon the minor details 
of mountain-slopes and isolated groups, carving its peculiar rounded 
indentations into such portions of the strata as may be found to be 
sufficiently yielding. 

Besides these two groups of the massive flow volcanics, we have the 
tufis. In their behavior they closely resemble marls. Loosely cemented, 
they offer scarcely any resistance to erosive agents, and are cut into 
every variety of picturesque forms. COappings of solid volcanic material 
may protect them in places, but wherever they are exposed they exhibit 
the most grotesque groups imaginable. Creeks and rivers cut deeply 
into banks that are composed of this material, and by thus undermin- 
ing superincumbent strata, cause a vertical or approximately vertical 
dropping of the latter. Tuffs are of local occurrence, but may be counted 
upon as being met with in the same horizon within a circumscribed area. 
Conglomerates are not wanting in volcanic areas; show the same char- 
acteristics, however, as any others. Conglomerates of sedimentary 
formations have been discussed above, and what has been said of those 
is also applicable here. 

Local massive eruptions. —These differ from the preceding group in 
several respects. They do not extend over very large areas, and are 

‘ not so regularly stratified. As arule, isolated mountain-groups are thus 
formed that have no direct connection or relation to any of the existing 
chains or ranges. Volcanic material has been ejected through one or 
more fissures or tubes, and for certain mechanical reasons has not spread 
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in widely-extended flows, but built up a small range or group of mount- 
ains. Physically the rocks of this series resemble the unstratified crys- 
talline aggregates more than the volcanics of the first group. In the 
paste there is contained a by far larger quantity of segregated, crystallized 
minerals, which causes the lithological character of the rock to resemble 
that of fine-grained granite more nearly than that of a trachyte. Con- 
sequently we find, too, that so far as erosion and the influence of atmos- 
pheric agents are concerned, the volcanics of this group closely resemble 
granite. By their isolated position, however, aud in their relations toe 
the topography and orography of the neighboring regions, they are 
readily distinguished. 

Volcanic eruptions—Volcanie eruptions are so termed in contradis- 
tinction to the massive outflows. Within Colorado none were positively 
determined, and I very much doubt whether there ever will be. The 
existence or indication of a ‘‘ crater” built up by the outflowing lava is 
essential. Cone-shaped mountains are thereby produced, from the cen- 
tre of which the liquid lava is poured through the main crater and lat- 
eral fissures, over a Sometimes considerable extent. of country. Many 
of the eruptions observed in Colorado approach these in general char- 
acter, but are not sufficie::tly typical to receive even the name. They 
belong to a different class throughout, and cannot justly be compared to 
the former. 

Dikes and dike-systems.—Among the volcanic formations these are 
some of the most interesting, both as regards their distribution and the 
features they exhibit upon being exposed to eroding influences. Dikes 
show themselves on the surface generally as more or less regular walls, 
or form narrow, sharp ridges. One occurrence that must be elassed 
among them is that where the material composing them has reached the 
surface, and, gradually overflowing, has formed coffin-shaped or cone- 
shaped hills and mountains. 

Simple dikes penetrate mainly sedimentary beds, and, upon the grad- 
ual removal, by erosion and transportation, of the contiguous beds, 
they stand out prominently. Disintegration of the hard volcanic rock 
composing the dike, widening of originally narrow fissures, or removal 
of certain portions by water, produce breaks in these walls. In that 
case they may frequently be represented by isolated, columnar masses, 
the general distribution of which indicates the course of the unbroken 
dike lower down. Orographically they impart to a region where they 
are found a peculiar character. Although, as a rule, they stand out 
prominently, not disturbing the general level of the adjoining beds, they 
sometimes give rise to the formation of narrow ridges and hogback- 
shaped hills. This is accomplished either by their protecting from ero- 
sion these beds, or by having rendered them more resisting through par- 
tial or complete metamorphosis. Isolated knolls and buttes are fre- 
quently formed by the remnants of once continuous dikes, of which 
portions have been worn away to the present level of the region in which 
they occur. ; 

- Dike-systems have by far more influence in determining surface features 
than simple dikes, and are not unfrequently the original cause of pro- 
ducing prominent hills and mountains. It will generally be observed 
that a dike-system has either one central starting-point, or one line from 
which the single dikes emanate. If these are sufficiently near together, 
or have hardened, by alteration, the media through which they have 
passed, they will afford ample protection from erosion to the strata they 
have traversed. Thus every dike will form the crest of a narrow ridge 
leading toward the central point or line of outflow. In case the dikes 
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are sufficiently numerous, they may readily form in this manner a moun- 
tain or mountain group of considerable height and extent. Added to 
the “ power of preservation” that these dikes have, with reference to the 
neighboring, more readily disintegrating strata, is the fact that often 
the formatien of the dike-system itself was accompanied by a local ver- 
tical upheaval, thus increasing the relative height of the beds which 
afterward owe the position they retain directly to the influence of the 
intrusive volcanic material. 

Various conditions under which the dike-rock must have cooled, have 
produced different physical characters. While some of them withstand, 
most successfully, the atmospheric and other erosive agents, others 
readily disintegrate by breaking into more or less angular fragments, 
which are not long sustained at the points of their original occurrence, 
but, rolling down, form a talus along the base of the dike. The influ- 
ence of dike-occurrences upon local orographic features is one not to be 
underestimated. Although apparently unimportant, when seen only in 
a single representative, they develop the ability of totally changing the 

' face of a region wherever they may be found in sufficient numbers and 
in the proper arrangement for that purpose. 

SPECIAL FEATURES. 

As special features the various curious results of erosive agents may 
‘be briefly alluded to. Among these we may count— 

Caves and tunnels. 
Arches and 
‘“¢ Monuments. ” 
Caves may owe their formation to various causes. Prominent among 

these are subsidences, excavation by chemico-physical agency, and ero- 
sion in its widest sense. Only the last-named enters into consideration 
here. Most frequently such caves are met with in sandstones, volcanic 
beds, and hard conglomerates. They are due, mainly, to the existence 
either of strata or locally circumscribed spots that are composed of ma- 
terial disintegrating more readily than its surroundings. Percolating 
waters penetrate to any depth that has ever been examined, and should 
they reach such a stratum or portion of stratum which, for instance, 
was exposed, the action of the water alone, more particularly, however, 
that of the frozen water, would produce a gradual, successive scaling 
off of certain parts, until an opening in proportion to the extent of the 
yielding rock is formed. Adjoining strata will also be attacked, but 
suffer less than the soft inclosure. 

Arches are, in case they are produced by erosion, the most complete 
form of caves formed by the same agents. It is natural that they can- 
not occur unless the conditions are very favorable. It is again a softer 
stratum or portion of the stratum that is attacked. Instead of having 
the face of a bluff, however, we must have either an isolated group or 
narrow wall of the rock. Then the susceptible parts are subjected to 
erosive agents from both sides. Gradually losing more and more ma- 
terial, the wall becomes thinner, until finally the aperture is cut en- | 
tirely through, and the arch is completed. Subsequent erosion will 
give it outlines that are in conformity with the original extent of the 
soft spot. Another method of formation was observed in an isolated 
block of sandstone, in the centre of which there was an opening large 
enough to permit the passage of two men abreast. It was there no- 
ticed that a vertical narrow fissure traversed the entire height of the 
huge block. Water accumulating in this fissure had saturated a soft 
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interstratum, and the succeeding frosts and thaws had eventually pro- 
duced the arch. 

Four kinds of “‘monuments” may be distinguished. More frequently 
met with than any others are those composed entirely of sandstone. 
Then follows the form having a pedestal of shale and a sandstone cap. — 
Monuments eroded from compact conglomerate are frequent in certain 
localities. One class of occurrences might be termed “ accidental” mon- 
uments. This last one is composed of some eroded material, capped by 
a single erratic bowlder, which has its origin sometimes far distant. 
Aqueous erosion may be considered as the primary impulse toward the 
formation of such monuments. Detail features are subsequently pro- 
duced by atmospheric agents, and by sand driven before the wind. All 
of these forms depend upon having a hard, protecting cap, which will, 
at least for some time, prevent a disintegration and eventual removal 
of the more or less regular column supporting it. A great deal has 
been said and written about the famous groups of Colorado, belonging 
to this category, so that this brief allusion to their existence must suf- 
fice. By their peculiar and picturesque appearance they attract the 
eye of even a passing traveller, and have, therefore, become justly re- 
nowned. 

DRIFT. 

Water, flowing, has the most pronounced action upon drift. In dis- 
cussing the latter, avalanchial drift will not be considered, but only that 
deposited directly by ice or water. So far as the result of erosion is 
concerned the effect upon the two is essentially the same. Both preeipi- 
tated and flowing water have a tendency to remove from the drift the 
smaller portions of detritus and the slight accumulations of clay and 
sand and silt. Thus the final result would be an accumulation of erratic 
bowlders, without any sand or clay connecting the single pebbles. As 
a rule this final result is not achieved, however, because the same water 
that removes sand and silt from one locality deposits it within the drift- 
area at another. An accumulation of the smaller drift-particles forms 
alluvial soil. Here, too, the endeavor is constantly noticeable to remove 
finer, lighter particles and leave only the heavier ones. Were it not for 
the unceasing supply from other sources, our alluvial soil would even- 
tually disappear as such. Deep ravines and gorges are cut into the 
drift by flowing water, and large quantities of it are thereby trans- 
ported to other localities. 

All rocks, upon disintegration and decomposition, partial or complete, 
form soil, and, dependent upon the lithological constitution of the origi- 
nal rock, this soil may be classified. 

CONCLUSION. 

With the above report the discussion of my field-work in Colorado is 
completed. From 1873 to 1876, inclusive, I was engaged in studying 
the geological features of that State at various localities. During that 
time about 27,000 square miles were surveyed by the parties to which I 
was attached. By an excellent arrangement of the field-parties, I was 
enabled to explore contiguous areas during the three first years. Their 
extent amounted to about 23,200 square miles. It is evident that thus 
the work was greatly facilitated. By being able to trace the same forma- 
tions over so large an area many points in question were cleared up 
that otherwise must have remained doubtful. Correlations of forma- 
tions and groups appeared in a more definite light, and were more 
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readily recognized. Were it possible that the geologist could enter the 
field with completed maps in his hand, his work might be more thor- 
oughly done, his time could be devoted more satisfactorily to points re- 
quiring special investigation, and his results presented would necessa- 
rily have a greater value. Wherever topographer and geologist can 
work in perfect unison, however, this feature of comparative incomplete- 
ness can, in a great measure, be obviated. | 

At this place, at the close of my field-work in Colorado, it may be 
justifiable to present a brief synopsis of the observations made and de- 
ductions drawn therefrom. Much will be but a repetition of what has 
been stated in the “ conclusions” of preceding years. By presenting, 
however, the sum of the results in a concise manner, a more con- 
nected view of the entire subject may be obtained. It is evident that, 
in spite of the large area covered, many omissions of characteristic 
features of each formation will occur. In such cases references will be 
made to the work of others where the wanting members are supplied. 

_ A formidable array of formations presents itself for discussion. Some 
of them are entirely unique in their character, others offer much difii- 
culty as to ultimate position in classification. Siowly are we gaining 
definite, applicable knowledge of our Western groups. Instead of being 
studied as such, their relations to over- and under-lying formations are 
now a matter of serious consideration. Viewed thus, from a more 
objective stand-point, there is every promise of a comparatively speedy 
settlement of questions that have heretofore agitated geologists and 
others. In the subsequent pages a chronological succession of the for- 
mations will be observed. An exception is made in the case of the 
metalliferous deposits, which certainly have not all been formed at the 
same geological period. 

PROZOIC. 

In preference to the word “azoic,” I use the term “ prozoic.” It pre- 
sents a more ready definition than the former of the idea Lhat it is in- 
tended to convey. Many groups of geological epochs are “azoic,” but 
by no means was their gevesis, as such, prior to the appearance of life 
upon the earth. : 

Belonging to this group we have, in Southern Colorado, quite an ex- 
tensive series. It comprises gneisses, granites, various schists, and 
diorites. Of these the first-named appear to be the oldest. Their 
position as such may be inferred from their relations to the granites, 
more particularly. Associated with them are micaceous, chloritic, and 
hornblendic schists; all of these, however, in subordinate quantities, 
owing their existence, essentially, to the seemingly accidental predomi- 
nance of the one or other constituent mineral. It often becomes a 
matter of considerable difficulty to discriminate between prozoic and 
metamorphic rocks. But few points can be used in evidence for one or 

- the other view, owing to peculiar relative associations. Petrographic 
characters avail very little, excepting in case we find diorites. By far 
more varied and of enormous development are the members of the suc- 
ceeding group. 

METAMORPHICS. 

Large areas of the districts surveyed are covered by rocks of this 
group. They represent an almost endless variety. In the reports of each 
year they have been discussed and their 8pecial features have been noted. 
It is a difficult matter to draw the line of distinction between the pre- 
ceding and this group. Although, asarule, the physical characteristics. 
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furnish strong evidence in favor of the one or other assumption, the 
number of variations, lithologically and structurally, are sufficiently 
great to produce a certain amount of confusion. Asdefinite and usually 
well-determined features of metamorphic rocks, we may regard petro- 
graphic character in general, recurrence of certain lithological charac- 
teristics in the same horizon, partial or complete stratification, and the 
occurrence of certain minerals within definitely located vertical limits. 
In several instances localities may be observed where the transition 
from undoubted sedimentary into metamorphic beds was evident. This, 
however, must be considered as an exception rather than the rule. 
Within the districts I have examined; a few cases of this kind were 
found, and aided materially in interpreting analogous, though not such 
unmistakable occurrences. 

Gneiss may be regarded as the oldest metamorphic rock in the dis- 
tricts examined. Its relative normal position to granite was estab- 
lished at several points. A number of varieties occur, due in part to 
the texture of the rock, due in part to inclosed accessory minerals. 
Among these garnets, hornblende, and erystals of feldspar are the most 
prominent. A diminution or total absence of this latter mineral, which 
is part of the typical gneiss, causes it to change into micaceous schist. 
Accessions of hornblende, or chlorite, frequently entirely supplanting | 
the mica, transform the rocks into hornblendic and chloritic schists. 
Similar toan arrangement observable in the granites, such changes often 
remain very constant in the same horizon, in proof of the metamorphic 
character of the lithological group. The older sedimentary formatious 

_ have, in many instances, furnished material for the formation of gneisses 
and allied rocks. From the chemical composition of these we can draw, 
to a certain extent, inferences as to the former unchanged condition of 
the beds to which they owe their present existence. An incomplete 
knowledge of the exact powers of the metamorphosing agents, as well 
as of the manner in which such powers manifest themselves, precludes 
any argument destined to establish, with certainty, the nature of the 
rocks before their metamorphosis. 

Schists.—Micaceous, hornblendic, and chloritic schists occur, as such, 
associated with other metamorphic rocks. Frequently they are due to 
substitution of minerals within the gneiss, but they also are found 
totally independent thereof. As metamorphics they are the result of 
changed rocks that in their original condition showed a different chemi- 
cal composition and physical structure from those furnishing the gran- 
ites. If a suggestion may be offered, which, however, cannot at pres- 
ent be proved, I would say that argillaceous sandstones form granite. 
With the decrease or increase of argillaceous matter in the sandstone, 
the quantity of feldspar in the granite stands in direct proportion. 
Silicious sandstones form quartzites. Shales, arenaceous in part, are 
changed into gneisses, and if the quartz in them is predominant they 
turn into schists. Admixtures of ferric oxygen compounds may result 
in the formation of hornblendic and chloritic minerals, provided, in the 
latter case, that magnesia be present. These deductions suggest them- 
selves from the observations made in the Quartzite Mountains, more 
particularly. 

Quartzite—Although generally quartzite cannot be classed with the 
metamorphic, but metamorphosed rocks, we have found an instance 
where it undoubtedly belongs to the former group. In the Quartzite 
Mountains, enormous quantities of this material form high mountains. 
A very complete alteration of the original sandstone has taken place, so 
that now the single fragments resemble very closely pure quartz. 
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Stratification has been retained in a measure, and were it not for the 
fact the quartzites there appear to be even older than the contiguous 
gneisses, schists, and granites, they could readily be regarded as merely 
changed by some locally-acting force, and not by that which is desig- 
nated at catogeneous. In all its relations this quartzite agrees closely 
-with the groups above enumerated. It shows varieties, dependent upon 
admixtures of accessory minerals, and has preserved, though in a changed 
-form, the characteristic of a sedimentary group. 

Granite may be regarded as the best represented species of this group. 
It is both the most widely extended and the one showing the greatest 
number of variations. Its usual composition, feldspar, quartz, and 
mica, is changed proportionally by predominance of one or the’ other 
‘mnineral, and thus are distinct varieties produced. Accessory minerals, 
such as hornblende, tremolite, tourmaline, zircon, magnetite, and others 
impart to it local characteristics that will be found to be constant 
within certain limits. Bands or zones, almost strata, of specifically 
different granite may be seen in definite horizons within the heavy, 
bulky masses composing a range or chain system. These, more par- 
ticularly, furnish acceptable evidence of the metamorphic character of 
the rocks under observation. Interbedded, if the term can be used, are 
not unfrequently gneisses and schists, the latter showing a number of 
varieties. In the districts which I examined, the metamorphic granites 
form « very prominent feature. Younger, generally, than the schistose 
rocks occurring near or with them, they form high, steep ranges or 
series of smaller ones connected by the same material. In the Quartz- 
ite Mountains their genesis could most favorably be studied. There 
the direct transition from sedimentary beds into typical granite 
was observed. In case a detail survey could be made of that locality, 
I am persuaded that the very beds, unchanged and metamorphosed, 
could be identified. So far as my observations extend, I am inclined 
to regard a very great portion of granites in Southern Colorado as meta- 
morphosed Silurian, Devonian, and, in rare instances, even Carboniferous 
strata. These formations have furnished the material which, by plu- 

‘tonic activity, has been transformed into the condition in which we now 
find it. No doubt much of the pre-Silurian material has been subjected 
to a treatment attaining the same end, but we have direct evidence 
pointing to the fact that younger formations also have been utilized. 
It is not the purport of this paper to enter into details regarding min- 
eralogical constitution of the various granites observed. References 
thereto will be found in the Annual Reports of the Survey. Gradual 
or more rapid cooling of the metamorphosed masses has resulted in the 
production of many varieties. All of these, however, can be recognized 
as belonging to one great system. 
Metamorphics generally form prominent topographical features, easily 

recognizable, and, as a rule, determining the character of the country. 
Their behavior with reference to erosive agents has been discussed in 
Chapter III of this report. 

SILURIAN. 

In various parts of Colorado, Silurian beds have been observed. 
They crop out, at lengthy intervals, along the Front Range. In the 
interior of the State the Silurian formatiqn reaches a greater develop- 
ment. Within the districts I have examined, I found it in 1873 and 1874. 
The first observed was in the vicinity of the Arkansas River, both north 
and south of it. Again, it was seen near the Animas River, in Southern 
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Colorado. In both instances the beds belonged to the Potsdam Group, 
consisting of Potsdam sandstone and the calciferous series, or portion 
thereof. Dr. Hayden and Dr. Peale have observed the same formations* 
in the regions examined by them. They, too, refer the beds to the same 
groups. Dr. Pealet suggests the existence of the Trenton or perhaps 
even Niagara Group. He places the total thickness of Silurian strata, 
as observed by himself, at- about 820 feet. 

At best, the Silurian of Colorado is of but subordinate importance, 
as such, in the scale of sedimentary formations. So far as I could de- 
termine, it has furnished, in a number of instances, the material for 
metamorphic rocks. Plutonic activity has so thoroughly changed the 
original character of the beds, that little more than a guess dare be 
ventured regarding the former condition of what now we find to be 
granites, schists, and other kindred rocks. The groups above men- 
tioned have been determined by fossil remains, and their paralleliza- 
tion with beds occurring in the eastern portion of the North Ameri. 
can continent is, therefore, well established. Their occurrence farther 
north of Colorado and their identification within Dakota, Idaho, Wyom- 
ing, and Montana, point to a considerable invasion of the western con- 
tineat during the earliest sedimentary times. It is the Silurian forma- 
tion, mainly, that can furnish indications as to the distribution of land 
and water during the period immediately preceding the first well-au- 
thenticated appearance of life. 

DEVONIAN. 

At a number of localities this formation occurs. It becomes a difficult 
matter to draw closely the lines of separation between both the older 
Silurian and the younger Carboniferous. Hssentially we have in South- 
ern Colorado a very extensive series of limestones, representing the De- 
vonian formation. Interstrata of shales aad sandstones occur near the 

‘base and near the top. On the Animas the most complete development 
was observed. At that locality a considerable portion of the Devonian 
beds had been subjected to metamorphosing agents, together with the 
Silurian. I am inclined to the opinion that this has taken place in a 
large number of instances, comparatively speaking, but at present the 
original beds have so completely lost their identity that they can no 
longer be recognized. From the imperfect data that could only be ob- 
tained with reference tod this formation, it is almost impossible to make 
any comparison of our Western (Colorado) Devonian with Eastern groups. 
Should any one be suggested, we may find that the large portion will be 
parallel to the Lower Devonian groups of the Kast. A prominent feature 
in the Western Devonian is the intermingling of Devonian with Lower 
Carboniferous types. This, too, can be observed in those beds usually 
assigned to the Carboniferous proper. 

CARBONIFEROUS. 

Into three main groups has this formation been divided. The lowest 
or oldest one consists of massive beds of limestones. It is followed by 
a series of sandstones and shales, containing heavy strata of limestone 
occasionally. A very characteristic red sandstone of great thickness 
concludes the formation. Within this latter group interstrata of lime- 
stones occur. They are fossiliferous and have determined the age of the 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, pp. 41, 111, and Rep. 1873, p. 202. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1871, p. 113. 
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former. Dr. Peale* has recognized a Permian or Permo-Carboniferous 
division. In my districts I have not observed this. Throughout the 
State the Carboniferous formation is well characterized by fossils, suffi- 
ciently to set at rest all doubt regarding the identity of the groups. It 
may be noticed that Carboniferous beds have in Southern Colorado been, 
subjected to considerable contortions. Plications of a complex nature, 
faulting, and overturns denote the exercise of an enormous force. So 
far as can be determined, these disturbances must have taken place 
during a period of time subsequent to the deposition of the older Creta- 
ceous beds. Unless it is possible to extend observations over a large 
area it will be no easy matter to recognize this fact. Carboniferous. 
waters seem to have covered almost, if not entirely, the area occupied 
before then by Silurian and Devonian deposits. From this it may be in- 
ferred that, within the regions under discussion, no appreciable disturb- 
ances can have taken place before the advent of the Carboniferous period. 
Although a large mass of sediment had been deposited before the Meso- 
zoic era, yet plutonic activity seems to have remained almost dormant 
up to that period. We find very little evidence of any old eruptions 
which in other continents are not wanting. 
A number of ranges are composed largely of Carboniferous strata. 

Among them the upper group—Arkansas sandstone—forms a very 
prominent feature. The Sangre de Cristo Range is flanked on either 
side by beds belonging to this series, and elsewhere similar cases may 
be observed. Any attempt at parallelizing the Carboniferous forma- 
tion of Colorado with foreign standards is a thankless task. We have 
our own peculiar arrangement and cannot readily compare it with any 
other known. 

; TRIAS. 

Usually the Jura and Trias of Colorado are combined in any descrip- 
tion given thereof. After reviewing all available material I have come 
to the conclusion that it is perfectly justifiable to separate them. A 
total absence of palzontological remains within the limits ascribed to 
the Trias is very much to be regretted. Could any characteristic fossils 
be found, it would set at rest the question of age. Jurassic beds exist 
in the western portion of our continent, and the only doubt remaining 
is whether or not the ‘‘ Red Beds” should be added to the Jura. The 
total absence of fossils in the Red Beds argues primarily against the 
fusion. Lithologically, of course, the differences between the two are 
very great. TFirst of all, this very characteristic led to the identifica- 
tion as Trias. 

In case any comparison -between the beds of our Western Trias with 
that of Europe were attempted, we would find that it agrees remarkably 
weil with the youngest member of the same European formation. The 
‘6 Keuper” of Germany—‘ Marnes irisées” of France—show the same 
detail features that we observe in the West. Arrangement of strata, 
retrographic and chemical constitution thereof are almost identical. It 
is certainly not admissible to identify formations by their physical 
characteristics alone. Taking into consideration, however, the super- 
position of Jurassic beds in connection with such features, the division, 
once made, may be sustained. 

All along the Front Range the Triassic beds occupy prominent, simi- 
lar positions, until towards the south they no longer appear; west of 
the Front Range they also occur, but not so continuous as at the locality 
first mentioned. It appears that at but very few places the Triassic 

* Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 117. 
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waters could extend westward of the main axis of the Front Range, but 
they found ingress at other points. In their lithological character, the 
strata of the Triassic formation are very constant. So thoroughly com- 
plete is this constancy that it is no exaggeration to say that the forma- 
tion can readily be recognized at a glance. 

JURA. 

Wherever I observed this formation within my districts, it was invari- 
ably associated with Triassic beds. The two are inseparable in South- 
ern and Western Colorado. Were it not for the marked difference in 
color between Trias and Jura, it would not be easy to distinguish the two 
from each other. Neither in general configuration of the surface where 
the Jurassic beds are exposed, nor in the general lithological character, do 
they present any markedly distinctive features. Instead of dolomitic 
interstrata, as in the Triassic group, we here have calcareous ones. 
These at many localities carry fossils in great numbers. 

North of Colorado the Jura is by far better developed; its appearance 
there is more typical, as compared with older and younger formations. 
No identification with European horizons seems possible. If the com- 
parison may be used, it might be said that the Western Jurassic appears 
very much as if the remnants, incomplete, of the European standard suc- 
cession had been utilized in making it up. Within a very limited verti- 
cal space our Western Jura contains fossils, the representatives of which 
in Kurope are many hundred feet apart. 

CRETACEOUS. 

For this formation we acceptin Colorado three groups. Experience has 
shown that over the vast area of that State they can readily be distin- 
guished and remain constant in their relations. So far as paleontological 
remains are concerned, Colorado has not furnished an exceptionally rich 
yield. The fossils that do occur, however, are sufficiently characteristic 
and varied in form to admit of definite classification of the beds con- 
taining them. It is not to be denied that generally the horizons in ques- 
tion have been recognized mainly by the aid of lithological features. 
Acceptable as this may be with regard to any given formation within a 
restricted area, it is a method liable to lead to erroneous interpretations. 
It becomes a matter of vital importance, therefore, to determine, as 
speedily as possible, in how far we are justified in relying upon petro- 
graphic characteristics, taking into consideration horizontal and verti- 
eal distribution. Although certain shales or sandstones may be found, 
apparently identical with others well determined, they may and fre- 
quently do contain fossils of a totally different geological age. This 
fact must be remembered and taken into consideration when the groups 
of the Cretaceous formation are treated of. 

Dakota Group.—Usually the members of this group rest directly upon 
the Jurassic beds. In that case, they are invariably perfectly conform- 
able, partake of the same stratigraphical features, but are set ‘off, if 
more or less steeply inclined, in the form of hogbacks. In Southern 
Colorado, however, we find that the Triassic and Jurassic beds are fre- 
quently wanting, and then the Dakota sandstones immediately overlie 
the Upper Carboniferous Group. In such cases stratigraphical con- 
ditions occur that closely resemble unconformabilities. Throughout 
the districts examined, the character of the Dakota Group was a 
very uniform one. Massive sandstones near its base gradually change 
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into thinner beds, separated from each other by bands of shale. Near 
the top of the group thin seams of coal set in. Ata number of local- 
ities this coal resembles a semi-anthracite. This is due in part to its 
greater age, in part to the influence of volcanic material that has trav- 
ersed the beds. Asa rule, the Dakota sandstones, if displaced from 
their normal horizontal position, form prominent features of the land- 
scape. Hard as the strata are, they can successfully resist disintegra- 
tion, and present an appearance in the hogbacks at once striking and 
characteristic. 

Colorado Group.—This middle group of the Cretaceous is thoroughly 
characteristic in every respect. Lithologically it is detinitely distin- 
guished from all underlying formations, and its fossils are such as to 
readily admit of identification. It is a noticeable fact that as we pro- 
ceed southward in Colorado the vertical dimensions of the Colorado 
Group are subject to changc. We there find that the thickness of the 
beds is by far increased, that the nature of shales is somewhat different, 
and that altogether the group is a more prominent one than farther 
north. A striking peculiarity of these shales is the increased dip they 
show along the edges of any mountain range or chain. It is evident 
that the gradual rise of the mountains, requiring more surface-area than 
before the elevation, must have had a very great effect upon the adjoin- 
ing sedimentary groups. Incident upon this rise is the tilting of the 
beds. The physical constitution of the shales appears to have been 
such that they were more susceptible to such influences than the under- 
and over-lying strata. It may be that a process of mechanical or chem- 
ical hydration caused the shales to expand in a vertical dimension, thus 
producing an effect more than commensurate with the elevation initiat- 
ing the change of position. On the other hand it cannot be denied that 
the general appearance of such localities is one that at first glance sug- 
gests a depression subsequent to the main elevation. Both causes, per- 
haps, have combined to produce the result observed. 

Near the highest strata of the Colorado Group we again find seams 
and beds of coal. They are mostly valueless, being too small to be 
worked. 

Fox Hills Group.—With this division the Cretaceous, formation is 
closed. As belonging to it we count the extensive series of shales and 
sandstones reaching from the Colorado.Group to the “ lignitic” beds. 
Coal is tound at several horizons in the Fox Hills Group within Colorado. 
Good workable beds occur on the Animas and at other places. The group 
is a characteristic one, retaining what may be termed a “Cretaceous 
habitat.” It is in harmony with the preceding ones lithologically and 
palzontologically. _ All of these three Cretaceous groups occupy exten- 
sive areas in Colorado, more particularly in the southern and south- 
western portions of the State. : , 

POST-CRETACEOUS. 

This formation, which may be regarded as the coal-bearing series: 
proper of the Rocky Mountains, has long since been designated as the 
Laramie Group. For reasons based upon palzontological and other 
grounds, it is no longer referred either to the Cretaceous or Tertiary 
formation by some of the geologists who have examined it. It is more 
in conformity with the progress of geological science thus to regard the 
Laramie Group as a separate formation than to assign it either to an 
older or a younger one, with neither of which it sufficiently agrees. 
Classification in science is but the expression of the summarized know]- 
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edge we have of any given subject at a given time. In case, therefore, 
if we have come to definite conclusions regarding the existing or want- 
ing affinities of a particular group, we can most readily express our con- 
victions by applying to the group the conventional systematic term 
equivalent thereto. Such I deemed necessary in this instance. Instead 
of regarding the ‘‘ Laramie Beds” as simply a group of one or the other 
formation, I treat it as an independent formation. It possesses its own 
peculiar characteristics, it brings to its highest development and essen- 
tially closes a chapter in the book of geological history. 

Within my districts the largest development of the Laramie forma- 
tion is found in the Raton Hills.* Near Cafion City another outcrop 
of it occurs, and again I found it on the west-slope of the Great Hogback 
in the White River district. The exposures in Southern Colorado show a 
far greater vertical as well as horizontal development. There the forma- 
tion reaches a thickness of about 2,700 feet, and expands over a large 
area of country. Special features have been described in the various 
reports. The coal obtained from banks belonging to the Laramie is the 
“lignite” of the West. In the strict acceptation it is not a lignite, but 
a bituminous coal, some of which is coking, while other portions or veins 
are non-coking. For ordinary economic purposes the coal answers very 
well, and its present employment in this way is satisfactory. Hnormous 
quantities of it are hidden away awaiting but the active hand of the 
miner, which shall bring it forth and render it subservient to the uses 
of man. 

TERTIARY. 

In the districts I have examined in Colorado I have observed two 
groups of the Tertiary tormation. Local deposits of small extent belong- 
ing to the Miocene period occur at a few isolated localities. They are in 
no direct connection with the widely-extended areas elsewhere. At the 
same time, it becomes a matter of some difficulty to identify them. with any 
particular portion of the synchronous groups. This characteristic will be 
found to hold good for a large number of the Western Tertiary localized 
groups. Whenever or wherever the connection between such groups and 
the extended series of contemporaneous formations can be established 
they fall into their places very naturally. It is necessary, therefore, to 
examine, first of all, the correlations of isolated groups, and not at once 
distinguish them by specific names that only add to subsequent confu- 
sion in classification. Those small groups mentioned above as existing 
in Colorado are altogether too unimportant to be distinguished in any 
marked manner. The largely extended series of Tertiary beds are suffi- 
ciently characteristic in Colorado to admit of regularly taking their 
systematic position. 

Wahsatch Group (Hocene).—The largest development of this group 
occurs in Southern Colorado. In the district of 1875 the Laramie 
formation is wanting near the Animas drainage, and we here find that 
the Wahsatch beds rest directly upon the Fox Hills Group. Their lowest 
strata compose that series which Cope has named the Puerco marls. 
Above that the alternating beds of sandstone and shale set in. Again, 
we find Wahsatch in the White River district. It there overlies the 
Laramie, and is succeeded by the Green River Group. Wherever ero- 
sion has carried away the superincumbent beds of younger age, there 
the Wahsatch protrudes. A remarkable regularity of stratigraphical 
condition characterizes the beds belonging to this group wherever I 
have observed it in Colorado. Coal occurs in several members of. the 

* Compare Rep. U. S. Geo. Survey, 1875, pg. 192. 
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group. Nowhere have I seen it, however, giving promise of remunera- 
tion in case it were worked. No doubt beds may be found within the 
districts explored that would eventually furnish an acceptable yield, in 
case the demand for coal should justify their development. So long as 
not even the coal of the Laramie age is utilized to its full capacity, there 
will probably be no occasion to seek in the Wahsatch Group for fuel. 

Green River Group (Miocene).—This group of the Tertiary i have met 
with in Colorado only along the White River. There it is very typically 
developed. Great thicknesses of hard shales, of white, yellowish, and 
greyish color, denoting fresh-water deposits, characterize the group. 
It has been fully discussed in the preceding pages of this report, and 
but little remains to be said. During my examinations I have not found 
the Green River beds so interesting paleontologically as it is in many 

’ other regions. There the large number of fossil species found invest 
the formation with great interest. Asis the case with nearly all groups 
of similar or analogous genesis, certain regions were by far better sup- 
plied than others with vegetable and animal life during the period of 
deposition. Thus we may find that the flora or fauna, as preserved 
in the shales, may be one of exceedingly great interest at one locality, 
while but a short distance off, comparatively speaking, there is scarcely 
a plant or an animal remaining whereby to identify the strata. 

With the Green River Group the list of sedimentary formations that 
I found in Colorado is exhausted. The local deposits termed “ lake- 
beds” more properly belong to the category of drift than of sediment- 
ary tormations. 

VOLCANIC FORMATIONS.* 

In Colorado we find several distinct types of volcanic formations. 
Through advantageous grouping, their correlation and relative ages 
can readily be determined. During tke first three years of my work 
I encountered large masses of volcanic rocks of various types. Their 
recognition was a comparatively easy matter, after a classification had 
been decided upon. Four main divisions may be distinguished : 

Trachorheites, 
Porphyritic Trachytes, 
Basaltoids, and 
Dikes. 

_ Of these the last named is but a varying form of occurrence of any of 
the preceding divisions. It has, for that reason, been placed at the end 
of tbe enumeration, which is in chronological order, with this exception. 
Each of the divisions will be discussed briefly,'and any one wishing 
additional information upon the subject may be referred to the annual 
reports and to the shortly forthcoming paper. 
_ Trachorheites.—This division comprises the four groups of Richthofen : 
Propylite, andesite, trachyte, and rhyolite. Though each one of these 
is well defined and characteristic in itself, it is impossible to distinguish 
them at all times during the work in the field. Therefore they have been 
designated collectively by the above-given name. 
_ Propylite, which is the oldest of the series, I have not recognized in 
Colorado. It may. be that it blends too closely into the andesite, or 
even trachyte, or it may be wanting altogetber. It must be stated 
that all the outpourings of lava in Colorado belong to the type that has 
been designated as “‘ massive” in contradistinction to ‘ voleanic” erup- 

*I am at present engaged upon a paper on the “ Voleanics of Colorado.” Therein 
a mh aca a and special features shall be set forth at greater length than 
ere.—E. : 

/ 
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tion. This will, of necessity, result in producing large areas covered by 
the same material, and whereas classification of isolated groups might 
more readily be accomplished, it becomes difficult when the various 
members under consideration have been able to commingle. 

Andesite occurs at various localit’es, in rather a subordinate position. 
Its relative position to trachyte is maintained, but its appearance is only 
local. 

Trachyte is the group that claims our attention more particularly. 
In 1874 I subdivided it into four numbers, mainly for the purpose of 
facilitating description. Subsequent examinations have shown that 
the divisions hold good over a very large extent of country, and I have 
retained them. A very interesting conglomerate occurs in No. 3, which 
shows that a temporary cessation of volcanic activity took place at 
that period. As perhaps the most typical development of this group, 
may be regarded the Uncompahgre Mountains. There the trachytes 

_ occur in a thickness amounting to 7,000 feet. The four subdivisions 
can be readily distinguished, not only by their position, but also by 
their lithological and orographic features. From the Uncompahgre 
region this series of trachytes extends southward until upward of 8,000 
square miles are covered by it. Occurring, as it does, over so large 
an area, the regularity of its members is necessarily a surprise. Local 
features are certainly not wanting that produce slight variations from 
the “standard,” but they are of little consequence. In the highest © 
member of the trachytes (No. 4) the metalliferous veins of the San 
Juan region occur. They show the same characteristics and same be- 
havior that lodes of other formations exhibit. An analogous case, com- 
paring more particularly the lodes of the lake district, is found in 
Transylvania. 

Rhyolite, the youngest member of the division, occurs quite frequently 
in Colorado. It may be found superimposed upon the trachyte, or it 
may occur as some independent outflow. In the great group of tracho- 
rheites, in Southern Colorado, it is almost invariably superimposed. 
Its mineralogical constitution does not vary from that observed in 
rhyolites elsewhere. Some doubt has been felt as to its age relative to 
basalt. From what I have observed I should unhesitatingly pronounce 
it to be older. In Colorado the two are rarely found in contact, and 
then generally in more or less abnormal positions. 

Beside the extended area mentioned above, this division covers many 
miles as more or less isolated groups, generally deposited upon meta- 
morphic rocks, less frequently on sedimentary. 

Porphyritic Trachytes.—Distinet in their main features, though allied 
in many respects, from the preceding division, are the porphyritic 
trachytes. Dr. Peale has published a very excellent. article upon this 
subject,* which presents views that I fully indorse. 

While the trachytes usually form extended flows, and, in conse- 
quence, long unbroken benches and plateaus, the rocks of this division 
are characterized: by their isolated position and by their bold, abrupt 
appearance. Mineralogically, too, they differ, and chronologically are 
younger than the trachorheites. It is possible that the period of their 
eruption may have been very near that of the rhyolite, inasmuch as the 
lithological constitution is analogous; and they not unfrequently have 
found their way through beds of the same age as those usually penetrated 
by rhyolite. Be this as it may, they are totally distinct, nevertheless. 
Many of the prominent isolated mountains or mountain- “groups of Colo- 
rado and adjacent regions owe their’ formation to this rock. Spanish 

* Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 3, vol. iii. 
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Peaks, Sierra La Sal, Sierra Abajo, La Plata Mountains, and others - 
are composed of it: In connection with porphyritic trachytes, dikes are 
very often found that are more typically represented by no other vol- 
canic rock. 

Basaltoids.—In these I count dolerites and basalts, each with their 
respective tuffs and conglomerates. Of the former but very little can 
be found in the districts I examined, but the latter are well represented. 
Almost-endless varieties present themselves, each one of which might 
readily furnish an occasion for the creation of a new rock-species, were 
they not unmistakably bound together when found in positu. Fre- 
quently basalts are found covering the trachorheites. They unchang- 
ingly preserve the same relative position—that of the younger groups. 
As. capping to plateaus and peaks they occur, ocenpying the most 
elevated points. The most extensive basalt-series that I have noticed 
in Colorado cecurred on the eastern slope of the southern extension of 
the Sawatch Range. All along this slope, far into San Luis Valley, 

_ the basalt extends in one uninterrupted flow. There, too, it covers 
trachorheites. 

In addition to the occurrence as long-continued flows, which may, 
however, at present be separated into isolated patches, are the local 
small eruptions of basalt. Cone-shaped or rounded hills, sometimes 
far from any mountains, protrude through the surrounding sedimentary 
beds. Basalt, of several varieties, composes them. Again, it is found 
as dike-material, second in importance to porphyritie trachyte. Most 
frequently these occur in the younger sedimentary formations, rarely. 
older than the Cretaceous. No doubt they penetrate the older ones, 
but the causes resulting in their formation did not exist until com. 
paratively recent geological ages. 

Dikes.—Dikes are simply fissures in the “‘ country-rock,” injected with 
some material that at one time must have been in a viscous or highly 
plastic state. Generally, they are filled from below, but they may also 
receive the material laterally. As a rule, the material filling the fissure 
resists effectually the influence of atmospheric agents. Gradual dis- 
integration of the adjoining rock causes the volcanic inclosure to stand 
out prominently, representing essentially a cast for which the fissure 
was the mould. 

Not infrequently the edges of strata forming the sides nearest the 
dike may still be distinguished on the wall-like projection. Trachyte, 
rhyolite, porphyritic trachyte, and basalt form the dikes of Colorado. 
So far as can be judged, many of them were injected during a time 
when the lava exhibited a very high degree of heat. This isapparent 
from the metamorphosis which often the adjoining sedimentary beds 
have been subjected to. Dependent upon the character of the meta- 
morphosed rock this process may render it less liable to disintegration 
and decomposition. Obviously the eventual result will be that the sides 
of the dike remain hidden upon removal of the softer adjoining por- 
tions, and thaé a hill, shaped like a hogback will be formed. Not all 
rocks, however, are rendered more resisting by metamorphosis; on the 
contrary, many are led to a more speedy destruction thereby. 
We do not find only single, isolated dikes, but entire dike-systems, 

Either radiating from one point, or running parallel with each other 
or forming a net-work, or combining several of these forms, they are 
capable ot producing elaborate erographicresults. Taking, for instance, 
a case in which the passage of the highly fused lava has sufficiently 
hardened the material through which it passed, we will readily perceive 
that a radiating arrangement of such dikes must be productive event- 

8G 
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ually of a conical elevation. Thus, too, with all the other forms. Each 
one will present a characteristic result, incident upon the nature of its 
surrounding rocks and of the dike: rock itself. 

Sometimes the dikes are found to be in direct connection with the 
main body of volcanics. In that case they simply represent the filling 
with volcanic material of fissures formed by volcano-seismic action, 
What the causes may have been that have given rise to the formation 
of apparently independent fissures must be determined for every indi- 
vidual instance, as neither the formation in which they occur nor the 
constitution of the dike-rock affords the slightest clew.. 

The importance of these dikes in shaping many of the minor oro- 
graphic features is not to be underestimated. Comparatively insignifi- 
cant, if isolated, a group of them can produce a very marked effect. 

METAMORPHOSED ROCKS. 

In contradistinction to metamorphic rocks we may class those that 
have been changed from their original condition by the direct applica- 
tion of volcanic heat. 

Remelted granites I have not observed in Colorado. According to Dr. 
Loew they occur in New Mexico contiguous to or enclosed in rhyolite. 
Conglomerates, sandstones, limestones, shales, and volcanic rocks are 
the ones most frequently subjected to such action. 

Conglomerates are hardened, so that the cement and enclosed bowl- 
' ders appear as if being of ‘one cast.” Commensurate with the petro- 
graphic character of the enclosures is the change they undergo. Pro- 
portionate with the heat of the injected lava, and with the conductive 
power of the rocks penetrated, do we find the extent of the metamor- 
phosis. 

Sandstones are most frequently changed into quartzites, limestones 
into marble, and shales areaitered into what mineralogists know as por- 
celain-jasper. The first and last of these are by far harder, far better 
able to resist attacks of atmospheric agents than the original rock. 
Reheated voleanicerocks are often vitrified, become brittle, and some- 
times emit a semimetallic sound upon being struck. 

MONUMENTS.” 

As a special feature of much interest the different kinds of “ monu- 
ments” in Colorado may herebementioned. They may be distinguished 
according to their method of formation. Four kinds there are, so far as 
my observations extend. 

Every one is familiar with the picturesque forms of Monument Park. 
Upon a light-colored (white, grey, or yellowish) pedestal rests the dark 
protecting cap. Theentire monument is composed of sandstone. More 
readily disintegrating and eroded is the supporting column, hard and 
firm the stratum which furnishes the caps. Rain, frost, wind, driving 
sand, and other eroding agents are the artists that produce forms strik- 
ing for their unique beauty. Throughout the region of Monument Park 
and the Garden of the Gods they occur, visited and admired by the num- 
erous travellers passing that well-favored spot. 

Similar to the preceding are those found on Douglas’s Creek in 1876. 
Instead of a sandstone pedestal, hdwever, we here have shale. 
Weathered away from the edge of the steep bluff it composes, the shale 
has been carved into isolated columns. To the superimposed cap of 
hard sandstone they owe their existence. Reared in a comparatively 

~ 
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short space of time, they soon succumb under the combined attacks of 
their assailants. The frail support of shales ere long grows too weak to 
sustain the weight of the capping sandstone, and when this has fallen 
off nothing remains save a small mound of decomposed shale to mark 
the former existence. Both this “species” and the one above mentioned 
might be termed normal monuments, in contradistinction to the succeed- 
ing ones, which are accidental. 

Near Antelope Park, on a small tributary of the Rio Grande, lies hid- 
_ den aspot of unequalled grandeur and beauty. Instead of small monu- 
ments, at best 12 to 14 feet in height, we here have them rising to 300 
and 400 feet. Towering far above the surrounding spruce timber, they 
lift their weather-beaten heads toward the sky. Thousands of others, 
that appear as pigmies by the side of giants, stud the entire locality. 
Precipitous walls, 600 feet in height, enclose, as though guarding them, 
the wonderful groups here displayed. Arches and gateways of ample 
dimensions, carved by the skillful hand of nature into projecting walls, 

_ permit a distant view that is closed only by the sharp summits of the 
continental divide. Similar to the spires of ancient gothic architecture 
do the monuments at places rise in isolated glory, seeming larger even 
than they really are from their very position. A trachytic conglomer- 
ate furnishes the material for these admirable forms. Erosion and abra- 
sion along the steep walls cause some huge bowlder to project. On 
either side downward the softer portions of the conglomerate are worn 
away, until finally, as if growing out of the wall, we find the completed 
monument. 

In 1874 still another kind was observed. From an adjoining bluff 
large bowlders of basalt had rolled down upon a gentle grass-slope. 
They rested accidentally upon the surface of a very soft trachytic tuff. 

- Rain and temporary streams cut away the easily-yielding material until 
nothing remained of it but slender columns, 20 feet in height, that bore 
upon their tops the erratic bowlders which had protected them from 
total destruction. These two last species I term “ accidental,” as the 
physical composition of the conglomerate is certainly an accidental one, 
and as the last owe their existence purely to the stopping of the erratic 
bowlders at that particular locality. 

GLACIATION. 

In the report of 1875 I have given a synopsis of the glacial evidences 
observed within my districts during the past years. ‘The presence of 
ancient glaciers in Colorado is made apparent by the existence of mo- 
raines, by the grooving, striation, and polish of rocks in positu, and by 
the formation of numerous lakelets. In previous papers I have asso- 
ciated the existence of glaciers in Colorado with that of large lakes and 
inland seas farther west. Dependent upon the disappearance of these, 
I have regarded the extinction of the glaciers. Wherever the condi- 
tions were favorable, 7. e., a good locality for the accumulation of snow 
and ice offered itself, there we find the traces of former glacial activity. 
Not unfrequently the arrangement of moraines is perfectly typical, and 
the rocks, polished and grooved, appear to be fresh as the glacier has 
left them. Vegetation has not yet sprung up in many of the places 
where the soil was all carried away by the moving ice. Streams flowing 
through and from the glaciers (Gletscherbach of the Germans) have worn 
deep channels into yielding rocks, and, often being dammed, have formed 
glacial Jakes. ; 

So far as can be determined, glacial activity existed in Colorado before 
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the close of the latest volcanic eruptions. It is possible, therefore, that 
it may have reached into the historical period. According to Major 
Powell some of the Pai-ute tribes have legends indicating velcanic out- 
flows, and, as has often been suggested, many of our western basalts 
have a very “fresh” appearance. 

Glaciers have not wrought any radical changes in the general config- 
uration of the country. They have modified certain features, have deep- 
ened certain portions, levelled others, but they have not, alone, carved 
deep caiions, or carried away hills and ridges, leaving in their stead | 
level valleys. Much of the drift that to-day we regard as “river-drift” 
was undoubtedly first removed from the original place of deposition by 
glacial action.. Silt and soil both can be formed by.the never-ceasing 
action of moving ice and water upon rocky material. Carried on by the 
water these were deposited near the moraines, until eventually once 
more they were washed away to form soil for arable lands. 

DRIFT. 

A number of drift-varieties will always be found in a region so diver- 
sified as the State of Colorado. We can distinguish, mainly, glacial 
drift, lake-beds, river-drifts, and avalanchial drift. Of these the first is 
simply themorainal accumulations. Assoonas these have been removed 
they lose their identity. Lake-beds are the accumulations of finely sepa- 
rated drift in a body of still water. Frequently such drift may be ob- 
served occurring in broad valleys, where eventually either the gradual 
rise of the lake-bottom or changes of niveau have permitted the water 
to flow off. River-drift is the species most frequently met with. That 
tendency of flowing water, ever to straighten its course, causes it to 
cover, in time, often a valley of considerableextent. Icall this “parallel 
shifting of rivers.” Thus, frequently, an entire valley may be covered by 
river-drift. Hrroneously, this fact has often been explained by the 
assumption that at some former period the stream was one of far greater 
breadth than at the present time. Though this is certainly true in some 
instances, it is a very rare case. Accumulations of drift on one or the 
other bank of the stream will, locally, change its course. More material 
will be deposited on that same side; theriver will be shifting away from 
it. Gradually it may have traversed the entire width of the valley in 
this manner, leaving evidence of its former presence in the drift it has 
deposited. This feature can admirably be studied near the junctions’ of 
large streams. 
By the term “avalanchial drift” we designate the ever-moving recent 

deposits of rock-fragments on the sides or at the base of mountains. 
Constantly the rocks composing mountains and peaks are disintegrating 
and rolling down from a more or less loosely joined talus of enormous 
dimensions. With the character of the rocks composing it changes the 
nature of the talus. The harder and more angular the fragments the 
less stable the slope. Decomposition attacks several kinds of rocks very 
readily, and then a stratum of soil is formed on the taius that permits the 
growth of vegetation. 

SOIL. 

The eventual result of disintegration and partial decomposition of 
rocks is the formation of soil. A very large portion of Colorado is too 
high for agricultural purposes, so that a majority of the best, most pro- 
ductive soil must necessarily always remain idle. In other localities, 
where altitudinal conditions are more favorable, the want of an adequate 
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supply of water prevents success in agricultural pursuits. Were it pos- 
sible to organize an exhaustive collection of rocks and the soils they 
produce, make analyses of both, and apply the knowledge gained to 
chemical agriculture, much of importance and value might be Jearned. 
For such purposes a region not yet civilized offers the “best field. As 
soon as any crops have been put in and harvested the original compo- 
sition of the soil is changed, and examination of such character would 
no longer furnish the same applicable results. liven within the altitude 
where crops may be raised, soils from many different rocks can be found 
in Colorado. By paying some attention to the requirements of plants 
and the capability of the soils, satisfactory results may in most cases 
be obtained. 

METALLIFEROUS DEPOSITS. 

During the progress of my work in Colorado I have had occasion to 
visit and examinea number of the mining districts of that State. Themin- 
‘eral resources are of an enormous quantity, and constitute, to-day, the 
main wealth of Colorado. Gold, silver, copper, zinc, lead, coal, and iron 
are mined. Mineral deposits are scattered throughout the entire State, 
and new discoveries are annually being made. Th 1857 and 1858 the 
Pike’s Peak excitement caused a large influx of prospectors, miners, and 
adventurers. As usual a large number of them left the Territory in dis- 
gust, but others, more reasonable, set to work to gain gold out of the 
gulches and placers that in those days yielded very good pay. Most 
of these, then already worked, are now exhausted, and the miners are 
obliged to seek the precious metals in veins. The districts which I ex- 
amined are Gilpin County, Clear Creek County, Boulder County, Cari- 
bou district, Sunshine district, Gold Hill district, Summit district, the 
San Juan mines, and the coal mines of Trinidad and Canyon. It is to 
be regretted that not more time could be spared for each one of these 
localities, but 1 hope that at some future date more extensive examina- 
tion may be made. . 

GOLD AND SILVER. 

Gilpin County.—Nearly all the lodes of this region are auriferous. Cen- 
tral Nevada and Black Hawk are located in the centre of the metai- 
liferous region. Thousands of lodes have been located, but there are 
comparatively few only worked at present. Pyrite, chalcopyrite, and 
sphalerite are the chief gold-bearing minerals. Of these the last named 
generally contains a small percentage of silver. By this time the mines 
have reached an appreciable depth, and the yield therefrom is satisfac- 
tory. Some of them even furnish an unusually large percentage of gold. 
Amalgamation and smelting are the means employed in separating the 
precious metals from the ore. In connection with the auriferous lodes 
Gilpin County has also some that are worked for silver. In that case 
the metal is contained mainly in galenite and narrow seams or small 
particles of fahlerz. ‘These lodes are of secondary importance only, as 
gold is the main mineral product of the county. 

Since 1858 the gulches and mines have been worked more or less 
steadily. Much speculation and Inismanagement by incompetent men 
had temporarily injured the reputation of the mines, but gradually the 
deeply-rooted mistrust is removed ‘by the proof of their undoubted 
resources apd value. 

Clear Creek County.—In contradistinction to the preceding, this county 
contains mainly argentifterous deposits. At and near Georgetown the 
most remunerative mines are located. Some of them produce an enor- 
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mous yield, and many of them may be classed as “‘ very good.” Galenite, 
sphalerite, several varieties of fahlerz and pyrargyrite are the silver- 
bearing minerals. Quantitatively they occur as enumerated. In the 
direction of Gray’s Peak the ore-bearing “belt” extends, and there we 
find mines located above timber-line, at an altitude of about 12,000 feet. 
I may here mention a curious occurrence that has excited considerable 
comment. In the report of 1873 I alluded to the frozen condition of the 
ore in the international mine on Mount McClellan, nine miles west of 
Georgetown. <A tunnel has been driven into the side of the mountain 
for the distance of 140 feet. There it is reached by a vertical air-shatt. 
it was found that the ore was all frozen from the very entrance of the 
tunnel to the depth reached at the time of my visit (June 18, 1873). 
I have learned that the same characteristic holds good to the present 
day, although much work has since been done. While there I satistied 
myself that the frozen condition of the ore was not owing to any draught 
of very low temperature that might be created by the air-shaft. Va- 
rious views have been promulgated tending to explain the presence of 
solidly-frozen masses to a depth of more than 200 feet, but none of them 
appear to be satisfactory. 1 presume that we have, in this instance, a 
case analogous to that of the “ frozen caves” of other parts of the world. 
It may be that some chemical change at present going on in the sur- 
rounding rocks causes a diminution of heat. This occurrence is one of 
very great interest, but it is my opinion that the proper solution of the 
question cannot be reached except by a series of observations extending 
over a long period of time. Meteorological conditions, hygroscopic va- - 
riations at different seasons, as pertaining to the humidity of the rocks, 
chemical and physical activity of the minerals constituting the rocks 
and the ore, besides other factors involved, must be taken into consid- 
eration before any acceptable theory can be established. Within the 
tunnel the sight is one of the most beautiful imaginable. Thousands of 
thin, transparent ice-crystals line walls and roof, reflecting with myriads 
of sparkling flashes the light of the miner’s lamp. It is truly a magical 
scene, transporting the visitor to the fairy palaces of the “ Arabian 
Nights.” 

At Idaho a number of silver lodes are worked. They are well devel- 
oped, and furnish a good yield. Near Empire, in the same county, gold 
mines are worked to some extent. Throughout both Gilpin and Clear 
Creek Counties there are scattering locations of lodes at many localities. 
Many of the gulches are “ worked out,” but others still afford sufficient 
pay totempt the miner. Gulch-work, though physically, perhaps, more 
severe, has the popular advantage over mining proper that every day or 
every week the workman can perceive the reward for his labors in tan- 
gible gold, without the interference of a mill or smelting-works. 

Caribou District—Mining in this district is comparatively young, as 
yet. Almost all the ores are typical silver ores, consisting of galenite, 
sphalerite, fahlerz, argentite, and pyrargyrite, mainly. From the sur- 
face down the indications have been favorable, and, as far as developed, 
the mines show good results. Many lodes have been located, and the 
mining-camp that at the time of my visit (June, 1873) was in its incipi- 
ency is to-day an activeone. Further development of the mines already 
started will no doubt result in very satisfactory returns of the precious 
metal. 

Sunshine District—In 1874 the first discovery was made by D. C. 
Patterson. At first the nature of the ore was not fully recognized, but, 
as numerous other discoveries soon followed the first, that of the Sun- 
shine lode, the great value of the rich ores was soon established. Prof. 
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J. Alden Smith did much to bring the district to public notice, and 
showed, by his management of the American mine, the nature and ca- 
pability of the ores. This region, together with that of Gold Hill, 
constitutes one of the most interesting and mineralogically important 
features of Colorado. Instead of finding the precious metals contained 
in such minerals, classed as “ores” that generally carry them in that 
State, they are in combination with tellurium, and sometimes iodine. 
Tellurids of gold or silver, or both, constitute the ores that have become 
justly famous on account of their remarkably high yield of both these 
metals. Mineralogically, the occurrences in these districts are not 
equalled in any other part of the world. In the Sunshine district the 
ores Showed very high pay from the surface down. Decomposition has 
removed, to a great extent, the tellurium, and we now find either native 
gold or silver, or an alloy of the two, in the rock. Firty-five feet was 
the greatest depth reached (Fair View mine) at the time (October 22, 
1875) I visited the Sunshine camp. At that depth the decomposed ores 
were beginuing to turn into solid, fresh ones. : 

_ A greater depth has been reached by the Red Cloud and Cold Spring 
mines at Gold Hill. It may there be observed that the surface-ores soon 
give way to the undecomposed. Furthermore it is noticeable that with 
increasing depth other ores, galenite, sphalerite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite 
set in. These, too, carry very appreciable quantities of the precious 
metals. Regarding this in connection with the genesis of an ore- 
bearing vein, we may be led to some definite inferences. All fissures 
that now we find to be metalliferous lodes were filtered by infiltration— 
infiltration taken in its widest sense. The constituents, from their char- 
acter classed as ‘‘ores” may have been in hydrothermal or any other liquid 
solution, or they may have been in a volatile state, gradually condensing 
as they receded from the source producing their volatilization. In case 
we follow up this latter view, we will find that it is borne out by evi- 
dence. Less volatile minerals, pyrite, chalcopyrite, galenite, and sphal- 
erite, are found only as we reach greater depth in the vein, while the 
highly volatile tellurium compounds occur in the greatest quantities 
higher up. This would place the cause of volatilization at an indefinite 
depth, but not at the sides of the veins. If we, in addition, take into 
consideration the fact that the Red Cloud and Cold Springs lodes are 
contact veins on either side of a porphyry-dike, this matter is still fur- 
ther elucidated. Granite is the country-rock, and it is traversed at that 
point by a porphyry-dike 40 to 50 feet in width. Between this and the 

_ granite on either side: we find the two veins. It may be observed that 
whereas small spurs of the veins enter the porphyry from either side, 
none are found within the granite. Itis impossible, therefore, to separate 
the formation of the lodes from that of the dike. Inasmuch as the 
material composing the dike was certainly at one time subjected to the 
action of intense heat, there is no reason why the ores should not have 
consolidated in the fissures which they reached as vapor. 

All of the metalliferous veins occurring in the regions above men- 
tioned are found to be within the metamorphic area. Typically, as 
veins, they show scarcely any differences. They are at times contact- 
veins, between, for instance, gneiss and granite; and again they run 
entirely in the one or other rock. As a rule they may be said to be 
what are popularly termed “true fissure-veins.” Presumably this ap- 
pellation is supposed to convey the idea that they are “ persistent” as 
to downward extension. In some localities veins occur that cannot be 
classed among them. In this ease we find the orebearing body is but 
a member of the gneissoid or schistose rock, is conformable with it in 
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dip and strike. These cases, however, may be regarded as the excep- 
tion rather than the rule. So far as practical work is concerned, there 
is no doubt that the ore-veins of these regions are inexhaustible ; ara a 
they will reach to depths beyond which the miner of the present day 
cannot penetrate. Improved machinery for supplying deep mines with 
cool air and controlling the waters may at some future time permit of 
still deeper workings. 

Summit District—Southwest of Del Norte a number of mines are 
located in what is called Summit district. The ‘Little Annie” first 
drew attention to the place, and soon other mines were opened. Gold 
is the metal found there. In 1875 I visited the locality and examined 
it. So far as could be determined, no regularly-defined veins exist 
there. The entire hill upon which the ore-bearing rock is found seems 
to be impregnated with mineral matter. This latter is essentially 
pyrite, occurring in very minute erystals or particles. It is highly au- 
_riferous within certain zones, and upon decomposition the gold becomes 
free. Thus a very satisfactory yield can be obtained by milling the 
‘ore. It remains to be established whether the impregnation will con- 
tinue to be gold-bearing throughout the entire mass. In other regions 
I have observed similar impregnations of the same mineral, but as no 
mining was going on there it became impossible to decide as to their 
merits: Nearly all the mines in Summit district were but in their 
infancy, and it therefore cannot be stated what their ultimate pros- 
pects or probable fate may be. 

San Juan region.—During the year 1874 I had oceasion to visit the 
entire San Juan region while accompanying the party in charge of Mr. 
A.D. Wilson. At “that time not all the’ lodes or even their ‘localities 
had been discovered. Since we were there the districts on Lake Fork, — 
near Handie’s Peak, and others have been organized. Howardsville . © 
and Silverton were the centres of all mining operations. 

_ Early iv 1860 and 1861 the metalliferous character of the local had 
been recognized by Baker, and he led into the country a large party of 
prospectors and miners. Hardships and Indians, however, succeeded 
in disbanding them, and many perished. Since that time until a few 
vears ago the region was either forgotten or dreaded. In 1873 the treaty 
‘with the Utes, ceding the land, was concluded, and miners flocked from 
everywhere to the spot of which such exaggerated reports had reached 
them. Many were disappointed and returned with discouraging reports, 
but more remained and may ultimately reap the reward of their perse- 
verance. Instead of only Baker’s Park, which'was the first known, 
other localities were discovered, and the country was comparatively 
rapidly settled. 

Onthe Animas Forks, at Wowardsvilleand at Silverton, the greater por- 
tion of the locations may be found. When I visited the ‘places (August, 
1874), over 2,000 lodes had been claimed, although but few were steadily 
worked. Galenite, sphalerite, fahlerz, argentite, and pyrargyrite com- 
pose the ores chiefly. Silver is almost exclusively the metal obtained, 
aud occurs in large quantities in some of the veins. An exception to 
this rule occurs in Arrastra Gulch, near Silverton, where the Little Giant - 
mine is worked for gold. Chloride of silver is reported as occurring in 

some of the Devonian limestones near the Animas River. I did not 
have time to verify this report. As is¢he case with by far the majority 
of ore-veins in Colorado, so these, too, have a dip almost or entirely 
vertical. This may certainly be regarded the normal for the lodes of 
the State. Within the last three years lodes have been found and 
‘opened in the vicinity of Lake Fork. Besides the usual silver ores, 
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tellurides of gold and silver occur there that greatly increase the value 
of the ore. Settlements have sprung up with the rapidity usually ob- 
served in new mining countries, and a region that, but a few years ago, 
was a wilderness, to-day shows ample evidence of the enterprise and 
‘industry of the pioneer miner. 

All the ore-bearing veins of the San Juan region, as well as those of 
the Summit district, lie within the trachorheitic area. We have in this 
instance veins that, in their physical and mineralogical character, can- 
not be distinguished from those of the older formations, occurring in 
volcanic rocks of Tertiary age. The unusually rugged and broken con- 
figuration of the country facilitates mining operations. Not unfre- 
quently metalliferous veins may be traced for several hundred feet of ver- 
tical distance on the steep, rocky slope of some mountains, or in the walls 
of a cafion. Obviously such conditions must be favorable to the miner, 
assuring him at once of the presence of his ore for a certain distance, and 
pointing out to him a ready method of extraction. Up to the present. 
time the development of the San Juan mines has been retarded by the 
want of available capital. The individual miner, however industrious 
he may be, cannot by his own physical labor properly develop a mine. 
A word may be said with reference to the treatment of Colorado ores. 

Naturally, the first method employed was that of crushing the ore and 
‘saving the gold by raw amalgamation. This process is the one requiring 
the minimum of preparation, one that every man of average intelli- 
gence can readily become familiar with, and furnishes to the miner his 
weekly or monthly product in the shape of bullion. So long as surface- 
ores—i. e., of gold—were the only ones treated in this way, it answered 
very well. As soon as the uhdecomposed ore was reached, the results 
were no longer found to be satisfactory. In that case the only reasona- 

_ ble method is smelting. Thereby the gold, that otherwise will often go 
into the tailings and perhaps be lost altogether, can be saved. The 
sooner this fact is fully appreciated, and the more the smelting processes 
are brought into harmony with established laws of chemistry (which is 
not always done), the better will the miner find himself repaid for his 
hard and dangerous work. A number of good smelting-works have been 
established in Colorado, and they are fully able to take charge of the 
ore that may be furnished them, with advantage to the smelter and 
profit to the miner. 

Small placers occur at several places in the districts I have examined. 
Some of them are worked at present; others have lain idle for years, 
and still others areexhausted. In and near Taylor River Park, in Grey- 
back Gulch, on the North Fork of Rio Alamosa, and elsewhere, a little 
work is carried on. 

COPPER, ZINC, AND LEAD. 

These metals are gained in the extraction of gold and silver ores. 
They are so abundant, associating with the more precious, that they can 
be regarded only as a secondary consideration. Some of the smelting- 
works devote either a portion or their entire force to their extraction. 
In that case the metals are mostly obtained from low-grade gold and 
silver ores. Uranium, occurring in pitchblende, was mined in the Wood 
mnine, near Nevada. The yield was satisfactory. At present the mine 
lies idle, but it is to be hoped, if only for the sake of mineralogists, that 
work may ere long be resumed. With mineralogical ‘‘treasures” of such 
a nature Colorado is well supplied; less, perhaps, as regards number of 
species than so far as size and beauty of those occurring are concerned. 
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COAL AND IRON. 

Coal occurs in Colorado at a number of localities ; it is found, with 
interruptions, along the eastern base of the Front Kange, and in the 
interior of the State in valleys of many of the larger streams or their 
drainage. In 1873 and 1875 I visited the coal mines of Canyon and 
Trinidad, which lay within the borders of my districts. At both places 
I found an ample supply, and found mining-operations going on. About 
the quality cf the coal much has been said and written. It is useless to 
repeat anything here; the object of this paper cannot permit it. Suffice 
to say, that for ordinary economic purposes the coal will answer very 
well. An almost unlimited source of coal may be developed in Colo- 
rado if all of its available beds are developed. Many years must nec- 
essarily pass, however, before this will be required. A brief reference 
may be made to the “anthracite,” which has often been reported from 
this State. So far as the observations of geologists of this survey 80, 
the anthracites are either older (lowest Cretaceous) coal than the “ lig- 
nites,” or they owe their anthracitic composition to the passage of vol- 
canic material through the beds or seams. In this latter case the heat 
of the volcanic rocks has caused a partial volatilization of the gases, 
thus greatly increasing the percentage of fixed carbon. It is evident, 
therefore, that although we may have an anthracite in the strict miner. 
alogical application of the term, we have not an anthracite in the same 
sense of the word as it is applied, for instance, to the Pennsylvania 
coal. 
Tron is found and mined in Colorado on Grape Creek, near Canyon 

City. The ore is magnetite, yielding a high percentage of the metal. 
But little demand for iron exists in the State at the present time. 
Should the demand arise, however, numerous deposits, now undisturbed, 
will furnish ample material to meet it. Limonites occur as kidney ore 
within the same beds that contain the coal, and if undecomposed, they 
are siderites. At Golden, Canyon, and Trinidad they are found, and 
can readily be utilized if required. In the interior of the State certain 
formations usually carry lower-grade iron ores, which may, at some 
future day, perhaps, be tarned to account. 

In order to present a brief synopsis of all the formations found in 
Colorado, I have prepared a table. In it is recorded not only my own 
work. but extracts have been made from the reports of Dr. Hayden, 
Dr. Peale, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Marvine, and Professor Lesquereux. It is 
at all times a matter of considerable difficulty to attempt parallelization 
of formations or groups. A certain amount of latitude must be admitted 
for all comparison of such nature. Though but a comparatively small 
proportion of the formations and groups can be found in any one partic- 
ular district, the total exhibit is one showing a sufficient diversity. 

Thicknesses of beds and groups have been given, showing the limits 
that were therein observed. It is evident that over an area of nearly 
70,000 square miles great variatious of the vertical dimensions must 
occur, and therefore they have been indicated so far as feasible. 

Enumerations of locality are eee beginning with the more westerly 
ones and going eastward. 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Colorado. 

Locality. Fossils. Character of strata. 

Thickness of strata 

in feet. 

7 

White River....| Leaves on divide be- | Massive, dark brown sand- | 1100 
tween White and stones. Slight interstrata 
Grand. (See Dr.| ofdark shales. Sandstones 
Peale’s Report tol- weather in very grotesque 
lowing.) groups. 

Upper Green River 

Group. 

WihiteyRiversen:|3tecederescets cocce. Extensiveshale-series. Near | 2000 
the bottom somesandstones 
occur. Throughout the re- 
mainder of the group the 
strata are composed of 
thinly laminated, white, 
gray, and yellow shales. 
Some of the strata are 
much harder than others 
and form prominent ledges. 
The group continues south- 
ward across Grand River, 
andis therefore not quoted 
from that locality. 

MIOCENE 

Green, River Group. 

Lower Green River Group. 

CENOZOIC. 
TERTIARY, 

Rio San Juan region...|....-.....------- ..--.| Heavy beds of yellow and | 1200 
brownish sandstones near | to 
base. Alternating sand- | 1400 
stones and arenaceous 
shales higher up and to 
op. 

Animas River......--.|.--0-ece¢ aN crs ates Manive beds of yellow | 1000 
sandstones. Interstrati- | to 
fied with shales and con- | 1200 
fainig some Coal through- 
out. 

White River and Grand| Leaves and indis- | Massive yellow sandstones | 1300 
tinct remains of below. Shales, gray and 
plants. A few ver- brown higher up. Yellow 
tebrate remains} aud pink sandstones near 
on Plateau Creek. middle. White and yel- 

low sandstones and shales 
near top. Coal near top. 

EOCENE. 

Wahsatch Group. Mesa Verde...-..|.......--.------------| Variegated shalesand marls. | 600 
Pink, red, maroon, yellow, | to 
greenish, grav. Inter-| 850 
strata of sandstones and 

2 : : dolomites. 
& | Animas River ..|.........---.--------- Variegated shales and marls. | 1000 

| Same colors as above.| to 

=) Thin beds of sandstone | 1200 

a throughout. Capped by 
3 : heavy sandstone. 
f | Grand River....|........- Ns eet ee ere Variegated shales and marls. | £00 

Theentire series is charac- 
teristicilly a ‘bad land” 
formation. 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Colorado—Continued. 

Laramie Group. 

Locality. 

Mesa Verde ..... 

Trinidad region. 
ton Hills. 

Near Canton City 

Near Golden City 

Fossils. 

ecocce|sse eee coeess pecscae cas 

Ra- | Spheria lapidea, 
Ohondrites. subsim- 
plex, C. bulbosus, 
Delesseria fulva, D. 
lingulata, Haly- 
menites striatus, H. 
major. Abtetiteés 
dubius, Arundo 
Goepperti, Phragmi- 
tes oeningensis, Sa- 
bal Campbelli, Fla- 
bellaria longirachis, 
Populus monodon, 
P. mutabilis, Ulmus 
trregularis, Ficus 
ulmifolia, Platanus 
Haydeni, Laurus 
pedata, Andromeda 
Grayana, ~ Dombe- 
topis obtusa, Rham- 
nus obovatus, R. del- 
etus, R. Fisheri, Ju- 
glans Smithsoniana, 
Carpolitus palmer- 
um. Pteris erosa. 

Sclerotium rubellum, 
Delesseria fulva, 
Halymenites stria- 
tus, H. major, H. 
minor, Woodwardia 
latiloba, Pteris pen- 
neeformis, P.anceps, 
BP. afinis P. erosa, 
P. subsimplex, Di- 
plazium Muelleri, 
Aspidium Goldian- 
um,  Sphenopteris 
eocinica, S. membra- 
nacea, Hymenophyl- 
lum confusuwm, Se- 
laginella Berthoudi, 
Abietites 
Phragmites cnin- 
gensis, Carax berth- 
oudi, Smilax gran- 
difolia, Sabal Camp- 
belli, S. Goldiana S. 
major, Flabellaria 
zinkeni, F. latania, 
F. fructifera Zingi- 
berites undulatus, 
Populus attenuata, 
P. heliadum, Sa- 
liz integra, Betula 
gracilis, Ulmus 
urregularis, Quer- 
cus angustiloba, 
Q. chlorophylla, Q. 
triangularrs, 
stramineus, Q. fur- 
civervis, Q. Goldian- 
us, Fagus peronie, 
Ficus tiliefolia, F. 

dubius, . 

Character of strata. 

Yellow and brownish sand- 
stones, mostly argillace- 
ous. Sandy shales. Coal 
near base. Shales chavg- 
ing into marls. 

Yellow sandstonesand shales 
Some white 

sandstone. Coal on top of 
the latter. Then follows 
a heavy series of gray and 
yellow sandstones and 
shales, with thin seams of 
coal near top. 

near base. 

Series of shales with inter- 
strata of sandstones, some- 
times massive. Coal at 
several horizons. 

Sandstones and clays near 
base. Alternating sand- 
stones. clays, sbales, and 
bed of coal. Higher up 
white and yellow sand- 
stones, sometimes con- 
glomeritic. 

Thickness of strata 

in feet. 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Colorado—Continued. 

Locality. Fossils. Character of strata. 

Thickness of strata 

in teet. 

Near Golden City— | planicostata,F. asar- 
Continued. ifolia, F. zizyphoides, 

F. spectabilis, F. au- 
riculata, F. trun- 
cata, Platanis Hay- 
deni. P. rhomboidea, 
Artocarpedium  ol- 
medie foluum, 
Benzoin antiquum, 
Cinnamomum Ross- 
maessleri, Vibur- 
num Lakesti, Cor- 
nus Studer, O. orbi- 
fera, Cissus levi- 
gata,  Nelumbium 
Lakesianum, Mag- 
nolia. Lesleyana, 
Dombeiopsis trivi- 
alis, D. grandifolia, 
Sapindus candatus, 
Zizyphus distortus, 
Ceanotum  fibrillo- 
sus, Berchensia par- 
vifolia, Rhamnus 
obovatus, It. saiici- 
folius, R. vrectine- 
rous, R. acuminati- 
folius, R. Goldianus, 
B. Uleburni, R. ine- 
qualis, R.  alater- 
noides, Juglans ru- 
gosa, J. Schimperi, 
J. rhamnoides, Car- 
polithes palmarum. 

Laramie Group. CENOZOIC. 

POST-CRETACEOUS. 

Mesa Verde....... dachllaachoceHasoseemoaccacs Massive sandstones at base, | 1900 
followed by sandstones, 

© shales, and marls with 
coal. Above these mass- 
ive sandstones, then shales 
and clays with sandstones 
at top. 

AMIMASPHAVODsctelenice asi esis siececisanciccsics estes Sandstonesinterbedded with | 1700 
some shales and coal near 
base. Heavy strataof yel- 
lowand gray shales. Sand- 
stones near top. 

-5 | 2 Sy || AWilitepyer nce oe sec||ancelaseuceisisscaciecscen Sandstones, yellowand gray, | 1500 
=m {Pe = } below. Above them a se- 
S15 & ries of sandstones and 
NO = shales alternating. Near 
@/4 S top massive sandstones. 
sal fy || Rio Nutria............ Inoceramus, Ostrea,| Yellow sandstonesnear base. | 1400 
| 8 R Baculites. Plants Higher up yellow and gray 
= Es near top. arenaceous shales. Yel- 

low and brownish sand- 
: stones near top. 

Uncompahgre agency .|..-.....-.0..sccceeee- Black shales at base. Yel- | 1600 
low and light gray shales 
higher up, passing into 
arenaceous shales and 

; sandstones near top. 
O Be Joyful Creek ....|....-..sceccccnacecess Sandstones changing into | &50 

shales near base. Mostly 
sandstone, with thinner 
shale-strata higherup and 
near top. ; 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Colorado—Continued. 

Locality. 

Gunnison River 

Bear Cation 

Fox Hills Group. 

Rio San Juan 

"9 

Junction of 

Pagosa Springs 

Colorado Group. 

Little Thompson 

Animas River.. 

Canyon City ... 

Little Thompson 

Rios 
Blanco and San Juan. 

Bear Caiion ......-.-.- 

Fossils. Character of strata. 

Inoceramus, Ostrea 
lugubris, Prionocy- 
clas Wyomingensis, 
Scaphites Warren- 

ana. I. problemati- 
cus. 

Tnoceramus 

Ostrea, Grypheea .-.. 

White River ..... ocdelons IIS baOnceeeeSaosnce Dark gray shales. 

Inoceramus, Ostrea. . 

Inoceramus 

Inoceramus 

Inoceramus, Ostrea.. 

Yellow, shaly sandstones, 
changing higher up into 
yellow and gray shales. 
Farther up black shales, al- 
ternating with brown ar- 
gillaceous sandstones. 
Shales near top. 

Thin, shaly limestones near 
base. Higher up lime- 
stone and shales with gyp- 
sum. Partly arenaceous. 
Three hundred feet of 
dark gray, partly calcare- 
ous shales. Rusty yellow 
and brown sandstone on 
top. 

(Section not complete.) 
Light gray, compact lime- 
stones near base. Blue- 
gray shady limestones 
higher up, followed by 
shaly, yellow limestones. 

Diminution of thickness from west to east is noticeable. 

Gray and yellow shales with 
brown sandstones toward 
middle. Shales argilla- 
ceous, arenaceous, and cal- 
careous toward top. 

Sand- 
stones, brown, argillaceous 
near base and top. 

Dark gray, almost black 
shales. Toward top, thin 
strataof yellow sandstones 
and brown shales with coal- 
beds. : 

Dark gray, fossiliferous 
shales at base. Yellow 
sandstone interbedded 
with thin strata of shale. 
Grayish-brown and yel- 
lowish shales. Yellow and 
white sandstones. This 
extraordinary widening is 
probably local. 

Dark gray shales. Near the 
middle thin laminated 
sandstones. Sandstones 
with carbonaceous shales 
at top. 

Light yellow and gray shales. 
Calcareous near top, with 
white and yellow sand- 
stones. 

Dark argillaceous shales, 
growing lighter toward the 
top. 

Fine black shales near the 
base, followed by thin beds 
of crumbling sandstones. 
Higher uy, black shales 
again. Thin, dark shales 
and slates, with some beds 
of limestone near top. 

A gradual thinning out of the strata can be observed as we proceed eastward. 

Thickness of strata 

in feet. 

i=) ize) (=) 

150 

SL OE TEES 

1000 

900 

800. 

2500 

1100 

400 

400 

err re eee ee ge A A ET a A! 
ELE 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Colorado—Continued. 

Thickness of strata 

Locality. Fossils. Character of strata. 

in feet. 

| 
Rio San Miguél........ Inoceramus, Gry- | White and light yellow mas- | 1000 

phe. sive sandstones near base. 
Higher up heavy beds of 
yellow sandstones. Trin 
sandstones and carbona- 
ceous shales near top. 

Uncompahgre Cafion ..|....-.......------.--. Yellow and white sandstones. 
Some shales near the mid- 
dle with anthracitic coal. 

Animas River......... Gryphea.......---.. Heavy white and yellow | 900 
sandstones at base. Thin- 
ly bedded with shales hich- 
er up. White near top, 
with some coal. 

Rio Piedra ...........- Indistinct plants | Yellow and white sandstones. | 1100 
near top. Partly quartzitic. Some 

shales near top. 
Gunnison River ....-.. Sassafras like S. mir-| Yellowand pink sandstones | 900 

abile. Scaphites. near base. Series of shales 
and sandstonesfollowed by 
heavy white and yellow 
sandstones near top. 

South Platte River....| Protecides like P.| Massive yellow sandstones | 385 
acuta. below. Shales and shaly 

sandstones with carbona 
ceous matter near top. 

Grand River ..........|..... Senbone sounds soos Light green sandstones near | 200 
base. Massive gray and 
white sandstones with 
shales near top. 

Bear Cafion .........-. Indistinct plants | Hard,white,yellowand gray- | 240 | 
near the middle. ish sandstones. Thinly 

bedded sandstones with 
shales near top. 

CRETACEOUS. Dakota Group 

MESOZOIC. 

A decrease in thickness is very noticeable going from west to east. 

Gunnison#hiver)/}.- 5-02 |)scc6 66.200 e sea c et Gray sandstones, gray and | 250 
greenish shales and marls 
near base. Dark blue 
limestones, shales and 
sandstones near top. 

PROBATION ORK ajelcein clo Seisce fon ssc a abe eoses Sandstones, shales, and| 440 
marls near base, shales 
with some blue limestone 
near top. 

Maplowhiverticcees soc :locdaecocucca scat ecwes Gray, shaly sandstones, with | 960 
limestones higher _ up. 
Shales, marls, and lime- 
stones near top. 

South Platte River....|.....0..2c-cscceee--s Red limestones near base. | 150 
Arenaceouslimestonesand 
calcareous shales higher 

JURA. up. 
Pleasant Park.........|...6 CiPHOOUSRRBEOoSboS Pink and white limestones | 460 

near base. Shales, sand- 
stones, and limestones 
near top. 

Near Canyon City..2..)........2ce0-.ceeeeeee Gray and greenish marls | 330 
i ‘ and shales, with inter- 

strata of sandstones and 
‘ d limestones. 

Bear Cafion..........+.|..c006 sodadtoedodaéacs Soft red sandstones at base. | 870 
Alternating sandstones 
and limestones, with some 
shales near top. 

Ralston Creek .......--|.-002 eeeeiniosieciae eetlees Red arenaceous shales and | 650 
argillaceous sandstones 
near base. Variegated 
shales, with thin strata of 
limestones. 

Variegated Beds. 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Colorado—Continued. 

s 
S 
aa 
Q 

Sete 

Saal 
Locality. Fossils, Character of strata. aed 

BA 
4 

eg iS 

5 A 
<{ cS 
c4 = || Big Thompson ........ Dr. Hayden, Report | Reddish- grey — sandstone | 260 
p = 1869, p. 119, f und below, thin beds of lime- 
i = on Box Elder | stone and variezated clays 

3 Creek, north of higher up. 
> Big Thompson, a 

species of Ostrea 
and  Pentacrinus 
asteriscus. 

Saint Vrain’s Creek ...|..-....---.-.---0+--- Red shaly sandstones near | 450 
, ele base, alternating beds of 

soft sandstones and shales, 
with limestones near top. 

RE I SE LL ST OEE LL ES 

Average thickness of strata. ...-....--.2.--0s0---0eeeene ee enn eee ee 490 

Unaweep Caiion......-|....- sib lateice ssa s bee Massive red sandstones and | 600 
; shales. 

RiosDoloress-¢ gsieecces| aaceeer a ceeeioe sb asics Red sandstones and shales. | 1000 
HaclesRiverer esses asec peeeeeereeeeeoaeticetee= Red, massive sandstones, | 1000 

; Peleg with some white near 
base. Lightercolored and 

5 shaly toward top. 
=) Near Greenhorn Mts..|.-.--..-.-.-....------ | Heavy sandstones. becoming | 1200 
= : os Say __...| . shaly toward the middle, 
S i | changing with white sand- 
N 5 | . Stones near top. 
) Near Canyon City..-...|.....- soadsadedg bosons , Massive red sandstones with | 1200 

| @ : ; | white and red sandstones 
fa : | and shales near top. 
= South Platte River ....|....- 2 NE ee ne | White and red mottled sand- | 2100 

H stones, red and white, with 
red bands near top. 

Pleasant Park.........|------- Scododosd papas White and red sandstones | 1500 | 
near base. Massive red 

a near top. : 
7) S || Glen Eyrie ..---..-20-|..--.- ene jonon sa sne Massive red sandstones, | 1100 
sl Ag pink and white higher 

re up. 
| S Garden of the Gods ..-!....-..-------cse0e-e- Red and white sandstones, | 1500 

| with brilliant red shales. to 
. | 2000 
South of Golden.......|...--.----20ses-20-0-- Red massive sandstones, | 1600 

with shales. White and 
pink near top. 

INeariG olden. a. ssccico\| eee enisinei == elcle nlermlale= Here the group has shrunk | 400 
: considerably. Mainly red 

: : sandstone. : 
Little Thompson ......|.---20sscse+sc00------ Soft, red sandstones below. | 750 

Abovethem 250 to 300 feet, 
shaly sandstones, capped 
by about 250 feet massive 
red sandstones. 

| RO 8 ES nd 

Average thickness-of strata ......-...-.20..-20----2+-----+-----e eee 1200 

TT EE TE I 
ES 

2 3 Eagle River ..-..-..... | Oalamites Suckovii, | Sandsteres and shales with | 800 
= 8 Stigmaria fucoides, limest nes toward tae top. 

, 5 Calamites gigas. o\4 AY 
Nig aT 
Sis z 

aS i 
8 = $5|| Eagle River ---.......- Indistinct remains | Extensive series of sand- | 1500 
mia => of plants. stones, shales, and lime- 
< as d stones. 
oa | = 

3 
=) 5: 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Colorado—Continued. 

iS 

iow] 

ic| 
Nn 

So 
Locality. Fossils. Character of strata. De 

38 
3 
| 
Sl 

#8 Head of Salt Creek... -}...2..---. 20.22.2022 -- Pink and red sandstones and | 1700 
=) shales with gypsum. 
2 Dolores region ........|...---.--------..-----| Pink, conglomeritic sand- | 1000 
s stones, and red shales. 
= Animas River ......:..| Athyris  subtilita, | Red sandstones with inter- | 1400 
° Productus. strata of shales. 
| Minera @reele ene |nacicinceeescsania-iss oes Red sandstones, partly con- | 1800 
< glomeritic. 
. IEA TENTED) oe sou aeoode| lecooDaesobboURaae neers Red, pink, and maroon sand- | 2000 
eB stones with thin beds of | to 
al } limestone. 2500 
IS) Veta Pass............. Sigillaria, Oalamites,| Red sandstones and shales | 2200 

Productun, Spirifer, with bands of limestone. 
Athyris. 

Sangre de Cristo Range.| Crinoids, Productus, | Red sandstones with inter- | 2400 
Spirifer, Orthis. strata of shales and bands 

of limestone. 
Arkansas River ....-.. Crinoids, corals. Massive red sandstones with | 4000 

Arkansas Sandstone. 

Head of Salt Creek.... 

limestones. 

| 

Ke) 

cS = Head of Salt Creek....|.---..---------------- Sandstones, shales, and prob- | 3500 
Nig ably limestones. 
@ 4 Animas near Cascade | Indistinct plants..../ Yellow and gray sandstones | 1200 
fa a Creek. and shales. 
a | Animas near Junction | Productus semistria- | Occurring in limestones be- | 1300 
@ | & Creek. tus, Athyris subti- longing to top of sandstone 

<a |] lita, Spirifer. and shale series. 
Blo |S Eagle River ........... Avicula, Aviculopec- | Variegated sandstones and | 2500 

2 ten, Pleurophorus. shales, with limestones 
a near base. 
= Elk Mountains........ Productus, Athyris, | Yellow, gray, and reddish | 1300 
fe) Rhynchonetla, sandstones and shales with | to 
B Hemipronites, Ret- limestones. 2000 
= za. - 
ie Park Range .-....---.- Productus, Athyris, | Greenish and gray sand- | 2000 
| Spirifer. stones and shales. Lime- 
= stones. 
= GrandGRivermtesccssclccsseresseecscsscscice Yellow and gray sandstones | 640 
a and shales. 

Badger Creek -........ Orthis, Productus, | Gray and brown sandstones | 800 
Orthoceras. and shales. Limestones. 

Productus, Orinoids, | Shaly sandstones and blue | 300 
2 Corals. ; limestones. 
Z Near Animas River ...| Productus, Spirifer, | Massive blue limestones. ..-. 400 
9 | 2 ; Crinoids. 
Se Sail ead oir meaner yee nel mM ie oes hc Massive limestones.-...----. 500 
Stl ol JHR Gai Coe ee Sa ee Limestones and calcareous | 600 
2 > shales. 
9 Ss Park Range...........|..006 Fe ee Blue limestones are pre-'| 300 
BS dominating. Arenaceous | to 
o|8 shales. 400 
|S || Pleasant Park ........ Terebratula, Spirife- | Cherty blue and gray lime- | 114 
5 R rind. stones. 
3 
=| 
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Synopsis of the geological formations found in Cuolorado—Continued. 

Locality. Fossils. 

Lime Creek Rhynchonella, Spiri- 
Jer, Crinoids. 

South of Mount O30 ...| Productus subacu- 
leatus, Orthoceras, 
Athyris, Betlero- 
phon, Euompha- 
lus, Rhynchonella 
Endlich. 

Massive blue 

Character of strata. 

Massive blue limestones..... 

limestones, 
with sandstones and shales 
near top. 

Thickness of strata 

in feet. 

<s — 

TAN IIbyGEonacaqaeos sadaoonsposcqcaseanns Light blue limestones, most- | 220 
ly magnes:an. ‘ 

Halesuinekeessere aes beeeeeeeeeraree eeeee= Quartzites, sandstones, and | 200 
blue limestones. 

Four-mile Creek. .-.---. Orthis desmopleura, | Blue and gray limestones, | 299 
> EHuomphalus. partly magnesian. 
S$ || North of Mount Ouray.|....-....-.---.--.---- Light gray and blue lime- | 299 
3 stones. 
S North of Arkansas | Heterocrinus, Ortho- | Dark gray quartzitic lime- | 150 
L River. ceras. stones. 

, || Trout Creek. ..---...-- Lingulepis, Obolus, | Red calcareous sandstones | 100 
S Orthis desmopleu- and pink limestones. to 
iS ra, Huomphalus. 150 
& || Along the border of |.......---..--.------- Hard gray limestones,quartz-| 180 
oy Front Range, be- itic in part. 
= tween Colorado 
5 Springs and canon. 
SS ||] Clin) pete ss s6o5ksensp Bucanella nana..---. Red shaly limestone.....-.-.| 70 
3 Williams’ Cafion ...... Ophileta complanata.| Reddish arenaceous lime- |.....- 
iS) stones. 

PAversge bhickness ofstrabaeeeaassb ere sce sane eer aee eee ee eee 160 

bh ORES soscedsascallesaads sosonocaasnosbace Whitesandstone and quartz- | 250 
ite. 

IPPYEIE) JRYOP. cosccs aon] anoobeoadesonoep os0005 White quartzites........... 300 
to 

& 400 
= || Four-mile Creek.......|...-..-------e-------- Red and pinksandstonesand | 160 |. 
& quartzites. 
= MroutiCneokeessewrer ce | tecciccies cccicecc emcees Yellow and pink sandstones 80 
S || North of Mount Ouray.|.-...-.-.-.----.------ White and pink quartzites -.| 200 
rs || Near Canyon City ...-|...-.---.--.-.-.-.---. Variegated micaceous and |....-. 
2 calcareous sandstones 
Ryn Glen eiiy rl ese seem iat ememtetetetsteteieiemnele ieee Red sandstones and quattz- 40 

ites. 
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THICKNESSES OF FORMATIONS AT CERTAIN LOCALITIES. 

Locality. Groups. | Thickness. 

White River and Grand .-..---.--- ®haaain ERGGP on Le age aes Ue A 5300 

Animas River ..-..--.-----2------ ; AV AING RIO) Oy Beaconnaoononuedooeedodeon 2200 to 2600 
BVViet AS ALC I hee Woomera ana Semmene siya esiseecie scalar 

rind a dees secre saree ee eater Post-Cretaceous. 2700 
Golders ae ee ee ara eae caiarataincve sina ssc eielaraicetates ie Sieleteieslafevere eisleistatajeietereisie 3200 

Cretaceous. 
Mesa Verde ......--.-----------=- PROKOP ET si yee eee ecte ate Saha tate ac Repertoire meeetens 3500 to 4800 

Wolornd ones eases eae ec asine seeleererae claret cleteverete , 
IDRIROUR A Sse ooo sooeobCnEBadocReaborececHmooacas 

PAMIMAS RVD ace soe eee THO x celal Sie eeeeee tice ho anlotels eerste crelee ies setererers 3400 
; Goloradoe esa se eae usec oe ew serase seers ; 

; : Dakota .-.....------- aQoodscousnssaess sagesoese 
White River: -2- 2.22.5 scccese==-=- 1Qti>- <8 s BUD eco Se ee S OSC n A Ee EE en rCnbE ee a aoD acon 3600 

Color adore oceeineeismie we coiaeiae eneyeecisleiats ; 
: ieee DalkOtiay cece aclsea = owle encima am ee nal =1~ =) lel=l=i== 

Region of Rio Piedra .......-..--. § TORS Ad ST ie CPE NRE RR er Se UN ats 3600 to 5000 
Colorado... 

l Dakota ...- 
Bear Cafion..... soda Gaeereeaa oss ei Sta ee psa o sean ee 750 

} WolOrad One eee eb a se ces ce aatae eee ecto 
JORGE, Bap Kodbodsoo bboboe boboce basecacoudobeaadE 

Hagle River ...-.....---------.--- 960 
Pleasant, Pare se yee ert eae yess oe NS ld Ns ce ee id Say 460 
MOAT CATH OT co cee re ea eae ercie Oe ciate Scifi a oie Gane elon ore Mian a orelare ersea' ale 870 
Saint Vrain’s| Creeke sect nee ene erste cc ee bat ee Seen coeineeoe tes 450 

Unaweep Cafion ........-.----.--- Trias 600 
Eagle River .---- EBB Sa0 SoS COO | eee SR II Ne aie alta alta erate oie hha a eel 1000 
Canyon Citys: 52ers ne = siriccleicicieincSisnic/Si cs er iesise teres aye Soi 1200 
IEE ENA A BEA Soceno oe sacoe conadod| | Tete eT Ses OB SCO 007 DECOOR ESR CCOGOO SO COCHOO SR COCOCAaG 1500 
Glen Hy ries secje Sac se eee a ae at ies ee ne eee Sin See ci sislaisisicinic sierra a 1100 
Little Lhompsonesess eee sess leae ee eee ee ee eae ee Pa ee gee 750 

e f Permian. 
le River. cccca. eee eae CLMMAM . 22-2 - 22. ene cece eee wee = nee ne Q 

wagle River ; Permo-carboniferous a 

Carboniferous. 

Upper Carboniferous ...-...------------------- 
Head of Salt Creek............-.. j atid Carboniferous see neeeee eee ee eee eee neeees 5500 

Lower Poeniionius Be Bre eye tithe opel ste aj Spate rami aharetS 
: nm Upper Carboniferous ... 

Animas Region..-......-..------- S Middle Carboniferous. 3100 
Lower Carboulteyous ea 
Upper Carboniferous .....--.-----.-------- : 

Park Range ....--.-.------------- } Mid Carbonitero ust eee een 4300 to 4900 
Lower Carvontiorous SECC OIC OCORAC DOS ACOE 

a U E ILCLOUS 22 es ee aeeee ee eeies rae al 
Mic Mountains peseeeeeeeneecera: } wide GaRGatrarous NALS ere ere Ne a Re tae 0 4500 to 5000 

Lower Carboniferous .-.--..-----....---------- ,) 

: Devonian. 
Time: Creek ie Se seeep etc ee ese eee ae oN a a uaa Ie ck Ds 1200 to 1500 

: Silurian. 

Hnglo River’... 2 ee § Galeeroug 0200 TI 770 
Potsdam BB eR HOS CIRCE OB oEEES aAccceSodasooonae 

Hour ile! @recks asses ss seeeeeeeee § calcitetons SoH opU OER ouoHoE scomas utgane seHconet 360 
otsdam ...- 

North of Mount Ouray ........--- ; Caleetous soe 400 
OLS Al se etica cence eles 

Gon Byrio .---2e.-ecne-sensseeen Tec ce MEd eat 110 

Adding the thickness of all the sedimentary formations occurring in 
Colorado, we arrive at the maximum result, giving a thickness of 24,500 
feet. 





MINERALOGICAL REPORT OF F. M. ENDLICH, S. N. D. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 2, 1878. 

Siz: I have the honor herewith to transmit the “ Catalogue of Min- 
erals found in Colorado.” It has been made as complete as possible, up 
to date. 
A plan differing from that previously followed has been adopted. 

So tar as practicable, analyses of Colorado minerals have been given. 
They will aid examination and show the interest taken by specialists in 
the minerals from this State. All available material has been utilized 
in the preparation of the catalogue. A systematic enumeration of the 
Colorado mineral species and references to the publications thereon have 
been added. 

I desire here to thank those gentlemen to whom I am indebted for 
verbal and written information. 

Hoping that the subjoined pages may meet your requirements, 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

FREDERIC M. ENDLICH. 
Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 

Geologist in-charge United States 
Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories. 
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CATALOGUE OF MINERALS FOUND IN COLORADO. 

By F. M. EnDuIcg, 8. N. D. 

The continuous development of mineral resources of Colorado is pro- 
ductive of a more complete knowledge, not only of their distribution, 
but of their specific character. In 1873, I published my first catalogue 
of minerals of that Territory. An enlarged list was printed in the 
United States Geological Report for 1875. Now, the survey of Colorado 
is completed, many additions of species new to the State and of new 
localities for known ones have been obtained. With a view, therefore, 
of presenting, as complete as possible, a catalogue of Colorado minerals 
I have undertaken its preparation a third time. In so doing, I have 
availed myself of all accessible material. Publications and private 
communications by the following gentlemen have furnished very material 
aid in the completion of the work: Dr. F. V. Hayden, United States 
Geologist; Capt. E. L. Berthoud, Golden, Colo.; Prof. J. D. Dana, New 
Haven, Conn.; Prof. P. Frazer, E. M., Philadelphia; Prof. F. A. Genth, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; E. Goldsmith, Philadelphia ; 
J. D. Hague, BH. M., Survey of the Fortieth Parallel; Prof. N. P. Hill, 
Black Hawk, Colo.; W. H. Holmes, United States Geological Survey ; 
Dr. G. A. Koenig, Philadelphia; Dr. O. Loew, Survey West of the One 
Hundredth Meridian; Prof. J. EK. Mallett, jr., Canyon City, Colo.; W. 
McCree, EB. M., Del Norte, Colo.; Dr. A. C. Peale, United States Geolog- 
ical Survey; Mr. Richard Pearce, Black Hawk, Colo.; Mr. Peters, E. M., 
Fairplay, Colo.; R. J. Raymond, United States Mining and Mineral 
Commissioner; Prof. J. F. L. Schirmer, Denver, Colo.; A. von Schulz, 
ii. M., Black Hawk, Colo.; Prof. B. Silliman, New Haven, Conn.; J. 
Alden Smith, State Geologist, Boulder City, Col. 
An arrangement has been followed differing somewhat from that 

adopted in previouscatalogues. So far as was possible, only well-accepted 
mineral species have been enumerated, without according specific posi- 
tions to the varieties. The most popular names for certain species have 
been inserted, and references have been made leading to the name 
accepted by mineralogists. It is intended that every available analysis 
of Colorado minerals shouldbe given. Necessarily many that have been 
made and might prove valuable cannot be obtained. So far as possible 
this intention has been carried out. Analyses of ores or metal-assays 
are not given, as they would be of no mineralogical value, however inter- 
esting to the miner and smelter. 
A systematic enumeration of the species occurring has been given at 

the end of the catalogue. It is arranged in accordance with Dana’s sys- 
tem of mineralogy. In addition thereto, reference is made to publica- 
tious bearing upon the mineralogy of the State of Colorado. 

Undoubtedly the most interesting mineral occurrence in Colorado is 
that of the tellurides. Gold, silver, lead, iron, mercury, and oxygen are 

combined with the tellurium, forming compounds that have either been 
considered heretofore as among the rarest, or were totally unknown to 
science. At no place have tellurides occurred in such large quantities 
and in such admirable form. As ores they are greatly sought after on 
account of the high percentages of gold and silver they contain. Another 
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rare occurrence is that of the pitchblende. It is to be regretted that 
the mine is not worked at present, and has not been for several years. 
Thus much that might be learned as to its distribution in the vein is 
lost. - 
Among those minerals classed as “ores,” the argentiferous species are 

prominent in Colorado. Compounds of sulphur, antimony, tellurium, 
bismuth, arsenic, and other metals and metalloids with silver, are found in 
varying ratio. Galenite may be regarded as invariably silver-bearing. I 
have made wore than a hundred assays of western galenites and have 
never failed to find the precious metal. It remains to be said that the per- 
centage is highly variable, and that, as arule, it is small unless argentite 
be present in the mineral. This is not unfrequently the case. It may 
be noticed that many very coarse-grained galenites show, upon break- 
ing, dark gray, or black, dull, cleavage-planes. This is, in many in- 
stances, produced by a very thin coating of argentite. 

It is not to be supposed that the number of minerals occurring at any 
particular locality could be fully ascertained by members of the survey 
while examining the region. During the regular field-work only such 
mineral localities will be obtained that happen to be found more or less 
accidentally. It may be hoped, therefore, that in future years more 
knowledge will be gained regarding the non-metalliferous minerals. Oo 
these the enumeration at the present time is rather meagre. 

Thus far but comparatively few epigene minerals have been found in 
Colorado, considering the large number of mines worked. With increas- 
ing depth of the mines, and time, no doubt the mineralogist will event- 
ually be rewarded, and will find many a secondary mineral-product that 
now he looks for in vain. Upon undisturbed dumps a few such species 
have been collected. 

Should further discoveries, or more complete examination of the min- 
eral regions already known warrant it, I propose to prepare another 
edition of the catalogue whenever such preparation may seem advisable. 

ACTINOLITE.—In radiated form, of light-green and bluish green color, on 
Mount Ouray ; on Buffalo and Sopris Peaks; crystallized at Bergen’s 
Ranch, Jefferson County; on Boulder Peak. 

AGATE.—See QUARTZ. 
ALABANDITE.—At Quartzville. 
ALABASTER.—See GYPSUM. 
ALBITH.—Quartz Hill, Central City ; Gold Hill, Boulder County. 
ALMANDITE.—See GARNET. 
ALLOPHANITE.—Franklin Mine, in Gilson Gulch; Fowler and Wells’s 

Branch, Sugar-Loaf district. 
ALTatrE.—Red Cloud and Cold Spring Mines, Gold Hill. It occurs in 

various mines of the Sunshine district; minute crystals were obtained 
from the Red Cloud. Analyses, published by Genth,* show the follow- 

ing result. The specimen was from the Red Cloud Mine: 
(1) (2) 

Per cent. Per cent. 

Quartz) tio cick cee eee ses eke) OL TD 0. 32 
Gol ees ora yarlerere nimi crea oce 0.19 0. 16 
Silvie esa hes ears eke UTS 0. 62 0.76 
Copper se eee eee eo -- 0.06 0. 06 
Mendig scab Lewes eeeewaa eas 60. 22 60. 53 
ANI G spe Saat) 20 Sra Paes Behl ecaicis V2 0.15 0. 04 
1 Be oy Ra I A i 0. 48 0.33 
Tela SS ae ee Sane ee ey Re 37.99 37. 51 

99. 90 99. 74 

* Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., Philadelphia. Vol. XIV., p. 226, 1876. 
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Atum.—Mount Vernon. 
ALUMINITE.—Monunt Vernon. 
AMALGAMITE.—Occurring in connection with coloradoite in the Key- 

stone Mine, Boulder County. 
AMBER.—(One specimen found near the head of Cherry Creek. This 

may, however, be one of the numerous resins occurring in the lignitic 
coal. They resemble amber, but differ in composition. See WIEEL- 
ERITE.) 

AMETHYST.—See QUARTZ. 
AMIANTHITE.—North Boulder Creek. 
AMPHIBOLITE.—Occurs at numerous localities in the dikes traversing 

granite. Small acicular crystals can be obtained from the porphyritic 
and sanidinitic trachytes. Good crystals arerare. Found on Buffalo 
Peaks; Montgomery; Head of Ohio Creek in voleanic breccia; on 
the Gunnison in trachytes. 

ANALCITE.—In minute crystals in basalt, near Uncompahgre Peak. 
ANDESITE.— Minute crystals in the trachytes near Black Mountain. 
ANGLESITE —Freeland Mine, on Trail Creek. In crystals at the Horse- 

shoe lead mine, in South Park. Clifton lode, at Central City. Pros- 
pector lode, in Arastra Gulch, near Silverton. 

ANHYDRITE.—On Elk Creek. Crystallized at the salt-works in South 
Park. 

ANTHOPHYLLITE.—N orth Boulder Creek. 
ANTHRACITE.—Anthracite Creek ; ““O Be Joyful” Creek; in the Elk 

Mountains; in Uncompahgre Cafion. ‘This anthracitic coal is of 
Lower and Upper Cretaceous age. Partly its greater age, partly 
other causes, have given to it the anthracitic character. Nearly all of 
it was originally simply bituminous coal. Dr. Peale, with reference 
thereto, says:* “The eruption of the trachyte found bear the coal 
first mentioned, probably so heated it as to deprive it of the bitu- 
minous matter.” An analysis made by Dr. Peale of coal from An- 
thracite Creek furnished the following result : 

AWG? GLA Cbs AS SHES Noes Se ESP pn ersers pias = Sie tye) 1. 60 
HMixedkCaTbomtsces soceoowes .sese esas. 88. 20 
Volatile combustible matter........----..--- 3. 40 
UNS Nyce 2 te rh BPS Serpe tiaras eS el 6. 80. 

An average taken from seven analyses of Elk Mountain anthracite 
furnishes : 

A\WVEIIGIE SS oCe Cle eS = aes ue Bese SIA OL TST 
UXCCUCARVOM Eee ee Soe wale ar boe sewer ss 77. 360 
Volatile combustible matter ...........----. 13. 620 
ATS nes arpa tirm ee tnepee tc a eRe LN EAU Me None Olea 6. 291 

SOSCIIG PANINI Goad acou cooonoseUdobosaT 1,740 

ANTIMONY.—Gold Hill; found there in minute crystals. 
ANTRIMOLITE.—See MESOLITE. . 
APATITE.—At Fairplay. 
APOPHYLLITE.—Hunt’s Peak. Reported from some of the basalts near 

San Luis Valley. 
ARAGONITE.—Occurring in the form usually termed flos ferri, very 

beautifully in Marshal’s Tunnel, Georgetown, Golden. Table Moun- 
tain. In the trachytes near Del Norte; on the Rio Grande, above 
Fir Creek; at Idaho Springs. 

* Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 176. 
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ARFVEDSONITE.—Occurs in quartz in El Paso County. An analysis 
furnished Dr. G. A. Koenig the following result :* 

Per cent. 

PO pe sig SOC CEO GCE Eee EO Pe her embatr gmt ss 49. 83 
Dien eess sce ee Ss Hees Se caseee «ese be sec Meetesee 1. 43 
LG) Ose ahaa Soe eae een Saeed Sobers ce eee 0.75 
AIO) Mennepmatcls ee oR CEU ded ce ode ee ee euler trace 
le HO see ee Neos eos wae cee Ree aae eee emcee 15. 83 
A CIO acinate ns sis B tic Skim, c Se cies. cise einleraye oie eee eee 17. 95 
Mimi @ ese te Soe e.c ie! Gaus sdinete aeeaeere me sae eres 1.75 
Nag O a on Tn Eh Ree ne da 8.33 
ROWER ces otic cisne s cetig neice spn amie eeeaeecesererecy, Baa 
Mao: 2o os. se csaceccee ceet eceee eeomeeae are 0.41 
TGpaNOMy ooo So5néaocs cose coed cheo ocoseo sn SeoS 0.21 

97.97 

ARGENTITE.—Colorado Central Mine, Terrible, and other mines near 
Georgetown; in the No-Name, Caribou, and others at Caribou; in 
some of the silver lodes near Nevada; in the Senator lode of the 
Hardscrabble district ; in many of the lodes of the San Juan mining 
region associated with fahlerz and pyrargyrite. At the Silver Star, 
Moose, and other mines near Fairplay. Usually it is found in small, 
irregular particles or seams, rarely crystallized. Decomposition re- 
sults in the formation of native silver. 

ARSENOPYRITE.—Crystallized and massive in the Bobtail and Gunnell 
mines. Intimately associated with pyrite and chalcopyrite there. 
Generally auriferous. Together with silver and copper at the Park 
lode, Bergens ranch. Occurs also in the Priest Mine near Fairplay. 
With franklinite on Rio Dolores, Nevada district, Gilpin County. 

ASBESTOS.—Occurs in small quantities, partly radiated, near Caribou. 
ASPHALT.—Found inthe White Riverregion. It occurs in veins, is very 

compact and brittle. Occurs in springs near the summit of the Book 
Cliffs; Canyon City. (Loew.) Several of the petroleoid products of 
Colorado have been termed asphalt. 

ASTROPHYLLITE.—Occurs in quartz on Cheyenne Mountain. Imbedded 
in quartz in E] Paso County. An analysis furnished Dr. G. A. Koe- 
nig the following result :* 

Per cent. 

STO a) Bo ete is se Se ia Ree ee ee eee ro aa 34. 68 
"EL Og tete seats coors eae erent enae sree eae ye ere Oe eee 13. 58 
Zit Og oI Ma, ae nee Ra eee ee 2. 50 
Fe, O3 PORE yr eM rae ei SRM de eure Beal (OH \0) 

Ai 51 Og seth eh ee Sr es eee area aia ohee ms ereeree rs 0. 70 
WE Oe. ose ee emee Bee eee Sanne ee ee oe eee 26. 10 
1 G0 @ msn te ee 8 eT a A he a 3. 48 
5.) oo ok So ee ee ee eics Gee eee eae 5. O1 
Nae On oe et ine ee cece eee 2°51 
Mag Ovid. 1: Eee, ee feel Grete 0. 30 
CaO less ue a aes ars Resa cokers 0. 42 
Ta Oz 6090006000000 DOD oOo DHOO SoGDe5 4006060 S906 0. 80 

Hg O) wwe sos we made cee ese De aOe ae eee DEE 3. 54 

99. 91 

ATACAMITE.—On Kendall Mountain in some of the argentiferous lodes 
near Howardsville. 

AVENTURINE FELDSPAR.—See ORTHOCLASE. 
AVENTURINE QUARTZ.—See QUARTZ. 

* Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phil., Part i, 1877, p. 9. 
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AZURITE.—In the No-Name, together with malachite, the result of de- 
composition of fahlerz, Caribou; in the Rosita mines in Hardscrab- 
ble district; in the mines around Fairplay and Idaho; on Trail Creek ; 
Crater Mountain; in the mines of the Elk Mountain district, Mala- 
chite lode, Bear Creek, Gendhemas lode, Tucker’s Gulch. Generally 
the azurite is regarded as “ blossom-rock” by the miners. If result- 
ing from the decomposition of fahlerz it usually indicates silver-bear- 
ing ore. No ecrysta!s of any size were observed, the largest scarcely 
measuring 0.5 millimeter. Small, very brilliant crystals were found 
on Kendall Mountain, near Howardsville. 

BARITE.—In clear, yellow, tabular crystals in the Tenth Legion Mine, 
at Empire; colorless crystals in the Terrible, at Georgetown; near 
Canyon City, transparent crystals are found in the arenaceous shales of 
that region. Crystals occur in the limestones near Fairplay ; on the 
Apishpa River, crystals with fine terminations are found. Barite 
oceurs also in Gilson Gulch, Georgetown; Montezuma; white, red, 
and brown in Clear Creek Cafion; on station 17 of 1873, and on sta- 
tion 46 of 1873. At the Rosita mines. - 

BASANITE.—See QUARTZ. 
BERYL.—On Bear Creek, Tiffany’s Ranch; Stone Dam, Jefferson County. 
BIoTitE.—On Buffalo Peak and station 64 of 1873. Several of the 

trachytes, more particularly the porphyritic, contain small crystals 
of biotite. It is also found in some of the basalt. When decomposed 
it becomes splendent brown, otherwise it is very dark green, brown, 
or black. 

BisMUTH.—French Gulch. 
BISMUTHINITE.—In the Las Animas Mine, pseudomorphous. Dr. O. 

Loew* mentions copper and iron as occurring in the bismuthinite of the 
Ward district. Occurs in the Pittsburgh Mine, Clear Creek County. 

BIsMUTITE.—From the Las Animas Mine, incrusting the preceding min- 
eral. 

BITUMINOUS CoOAL.—See COAL. 
BorniITr.—Found on Rio Dolores; San Juan region; at Copperville, 

near Canon City. 
BovURNONITE.—Terrible Mine, near Georgetown, in small crystals. 
BRvUcITE.—On James Creek. 
CALAMINE.—Park County. 
CALAVERITE.—Associated with other tellurides in the Red Cloud. Good 

crystals have been obtained from Sunshine district. Found in the 
Keystone and Mountain Lion Mine, Boulder County. Genth pub- 
lishes an analysis of calaverite,t and obtains the following result: 

Per cent. 

AN ie fee ee te aracy Snare ahs uliimcins BRIS sels ciate 38. 73 
IAS Oona een eR a ay alee aay nc a te bie aijelaieisbie arsiieie 3. 05 
BENGE Sec a On A Rare ee = 57. 32 
NEO eres sshd Sale deta cae eas 0. 05 
Ble Y Oye eee ee aera taccisi ow bens welarapeeeisinns 0. 30 
AS Oso NOM SEC re seeeacc alslsa/cisclcccinalcecicee 0. 55 

100. 00 

CALCITE.—In small erystals, scalenohedra, at the Monte Cristo Mine, 
Central; Mount Vernon; Bergen’s ranch ; rhombohedral crystals on 
Cheyenne Mountain; in the limestones of South Park; in the car- 
boniferous limestones near the Arkansas River, lining cavities; sca- 

* Explorations and Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, vol. ili, p. 636. _ 
t Zeitschr. fiir Kryst. uod Min., P. Groth, vol. ii, No. 1, p. 6, 1877. 
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lenohedra in the Elk Mountain district ; “fpeneed in Trout Creek Park; 
on Frying-pan Creek. Brown, rose. colored, yellow, and white on 
Table Mountain at Golden ; scalenohedra and combinations of rhom- 
bohedra in quartz geodes near Ouray. 
Marble.—Marble occurs at several localities in Colorado. North of 

the Gunnison near Taylor River Park is perhaps the most ex- 
tensive deposit. 

CALEDONITE.—Freeland Mine, Trail Creek. 
CAOLINITE.—Camp near Mount Princeton. The white, chalk-like bluffs 

on Chalk Creek near Mount Princeton owe their appearance to the 
presence of caolinite. There it is the product of decomposed oligo- 
clase. 

CARNALLITE.—Salt-works, South Park. 
CARNELIAN.—See QUARTZ. 
CERARGYRITE.—Gilpin County lode, Black Hawk. Small compact 

quantities in the Wade Hampton Mine, Argentine, Caribou. Small 
specimens were obtained from the Red Cloud Mine, Gold Hill. At 
the Rosita mines. Reported from Upper Animas region. 

CERUSSITE.—J. P. Whitney Mine; in very small crystals, Central; No- 
Name, Caribou; Caribou mine; Silver Hills mines and Rosita mines, 
in the Hardscrabble district. Freeland Mine, Trail Creek. In the 
Horseshoe Mine it occurs earthy, and is found throughout the mines 
of Elk Mountain district. Cation City. Found also in the Prospector 
lode, Arastra Gulch, near Silverton. 

CHABAZITE.—Golden, ’Colo., Table Mountain. In basaltic geodes near 
Uncompahgre Peak. 

CHALCANTHITE.—On Clear Creek, below Black Hawk, in a deposit, and 
on several dumps near Central, in this case an epigene species of 
chalcopyrite. 

CHALCEDONY.—See QUARTZ. 
CHALCOCITE.—Bergen district, near Idaho City. Liberty lode, Bear 

Creek, Canon City. At the Rosita mines. 
CHALCOPYRITE.—Malachite and Pocahontas lodes, Bear Creek. <Aurif- 

erous in the Bobtail, Winnebago, Dallas, Gunnell, Running, Kansas, 
Alps, California, and other mines at or near Central; mostly it occurs 
compact, intimately associated with pyrite. Itis found in every pay- 
ing gold mine of Gilpin County, and the miners seem to think a great 
portion of the ‘ pay” dependent upon its presence. It also occurs in 
the Terrible, Pelican, Cold Stream, and other mines of Georgetown, 
as well as in those of Caribou and Hardscrabble. In the Trinidad 
gold-mining district, near Culebra Peak; in the gold and silver mines 
of Fair Play and the Elk Mountain district; on the Dolores River 
near Mount Wilson. 

CHLOANTHITE.—Arkansas River. 
CHLORITE.—On Mount Princeton; on Trail Creek; on Sopris Peak. At 

some localities chlorite replaces ‘the mica either in granite or schists. 
Mostly, the mineral occurs only in very thin flakes without crystalline 
faces. 

CHLOROPHANITE.—Bergen district. 
-CHROMITE.—Massive, Silver Hills and Fair Play. 
‘CHRYSOCOLLA.—Champion lode, Trail Creek, Cation City; Allen’s cop- 

per mine, head of San Luis Valley. 
CHRYSOLITE.—So far as can be determined, the chrysolite associated 

with the Fort Defiance garnets extends into Colorado. (Compare 
Lieutenant Wheeler’s Annual Report 1875, Vol. ili., p. 105.) 

CHRYSOPRASE.—See QUARTZ. 
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CoAaL.—(Compare ANTHRACITE.) Coal occurs and is worked at a num- 
ber of localities in Colorado. Two horizons, mainly of coal-beds, can 
be distinguished—the Cretaceous and the Post-cretaceous. With the 
exception of the anthracoid coal of the Elk Mountains and adjacent 
regions, the Colorado coal is mostly a coking or binding bituminous coal. 
Some of the banks, however, furnish coal that cannot be utilized for 
coking purposes. All of this is the coal to which the term ‘ lignite” 
has been applied. Cretaceous coal is found on the divide between the 
Uncompahgre and Cebolla, Elk Mountains, on’ the Lower Animas, the 
Florida, and on the La Plata. Post-cretaceous coal occurs along the 
Front Range: near Boulder, at Golden, at Colorado Springs, at 
Cafion, near Pueblo and Trinidad, and westward from that town. On 
Trout Creek Pass. In the region of the White River a number of 
coal veins are found, belonging to this group. 

Four analyses of coal from the Animas region furnished the follow-- 
ing average result: 

Wiad tereetecies cc selvaice cate st vic, ocd eaeielestcmiee 3. 730 
Hixedieanpomeescces sa sce eke os oe Belen saeeiae 61. 126 
Volatile combustible matter................. 30. 677 
Als ean = otis Say com sreichev ete wid eies caarcig Somers 4. 472 

SPeeciieworawvabyitetteyeti-ci-i<i ec Sere =l ciel 1.346 

Two analyses of coal from Boulder furnished the following average: 
result : 

NV tC DAE tears oale ceca cle barddaweiiseee ote 13. 305 
Mime d(canboneecwnc coas coe anes coe dee 50. 340 
Volatile combustible matter......-.......... 32. 950 
INGO. SB GES Ce AOD ROOT EE EEE ene 3. 405 

Specific RAWAL) s[tac ee wccicrcla cine = sSecsecnas 1. 270 

Eleven analyses of coal from Golden gave the following average: 
result : 

NENA S/S Say! aS Ee PD 12. 165 
XC CEC ATOM re ese aetaehersdnre Se sities creuneren oe 51. 989 
Volatile combustible matter........-.... 31.776 
FNS D SG SE SSSA See ee ARATE sD LA fa a 3. 900 

SSCS MIENAUN, oacoeG Gone ees nen Soeaes 1, 341 

Four analyses of coal from Colorado Sprin gs presented the follow- 
ing average result: 

AAV EREOSE GGUS SS ee ees ae Pima IC tn ee EU 9.205 
Miirxedkcarbomeren inst yates 2 ea E ie tea 48. 305 
Volatile combustible matter..........--..... 35.357 

SO es nes lees ey Aneel UO ad lie aa se tas Mali Gels?) 
Specific OPA Wa ye Serene omy Selah ware leioeyelcrete 1. 325 

Three analyses of coal from Canyon City furnished the following. 
average result: 

AWLEHCIE AES Gees co RE SR ee een i peas mE 5. 090 
HERE CEC ATG Ihe sey ee ernst Mh RE er ee 56. 053 
Volatile combustible matter ........-.....-. 35. 226 
Asha ues. PN OPCs ea ae ete Wee ea) (0) 

Specific gravity... JS apyetheiseilavaciberaciemtees see Cd 280 

Five analyses of coal from Trinidad gave the following average 
result: 

ASV Rit Pt he CH ESA EG LN ESR LO ig 0. 792 
Bixedicarbony scr eer ee ee aac wis ae sets ta cone aesa tc ake 55. 768 
Volatile combustible matter ....-...-....--..--.--------- 32. 483 
PANTS GIGS SE Hye OS SECS ee Ru AEA it tl AA 11. 133 
Specie oravltyme seasons ele seals cso ecto eeioee cea sacs 1. 363 
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A total average prepared from thirty-four analyses of Colorado bitu- 
minous coal will furnish an idea as to its position in mineralogical classi- 
fication. zs 

IWidibORice crateiesim cele tbe cic bles ose ure Slot deletes Bee et aeteoree 6. 436 
Mie CICARDONS a) S:cacon w siclae meee Sep Uae Ree eee See eee 52. 617 
Volatile combustible matter .............-..-..----.----- 34. 096 

Gases Sb Si ds 2 eibie eate at aves chobee le oe  eeeet eee eras 6, 835 
SOSCUTG MIB NAlINSoasoo soso 955369 dag540 645609 noao HaSc on. 1. 325 

CoLORADOITE.—Occurs in Boulder County, in the Keystone Mine; in 
the Smuggler Mine, Ballerat district, Professor Genth furnishes sev- 
eral analyses.* 1, Keystone Mine; 2 and 3, Smuggler Mine. 

a) (2) (3) 
Per cent. Percent. Per cent. 

n@soten sade dseeqnedsoogcee Hea zs! QUETWA Sooaereagoo gogusecacs Eb all 3. 05 
RO aise tee Gina cdg etels Sain OD TART EE eee we SSeS ate eee OTL. 7. 67 
Ale O3 Feo Og .-------------- 2.44 Ag ee cee es ee ees een ece = co cece 2. 42 7.18 

Wa Obese aC CNRS eee Rees aero 0.70 Hg se cece vee ees co eee = reece 55. 80 48.74 

WIG? Qe BAe ee eee teaH ones ae0 0.11 OW sosocoscoeand sosons nonce NOG 0. 16 
(CHO) SS eae renee Oe iC 0. 84 ASAD ES Str oR SPE eet eee trace. 0. 50 

——_—_ eG seat ease ei bod eee 5 fs 35) 0. 92 
99. 32 Tee ccc ipbidea SSE UE See 36. 24 34, 49 

99. 27 99. 66 

CoLUMBITE.—Found occurring in prismatic needles piercing the Zir- 
kon of Pike’s Peak. . 

CoPpPpER.—Native; arborescent in the Gregory lode. Ward district, 
Boulder County; Bergen’s ranch. Arborescent on Jones’s Moun- 
tain; in almond-shaped nuggets in placiers of Rio San Miguel. 

CoPPERASITE.—See J AROSITE. 
CovVELLITE.— Mosquito, Central City, Cation City. (Loew.) 
CuPritE.—In crystals, from Sacramento Gulch and from the Sweet 
Home Mine, Malachite lode, Bear Creek, Gendhemas lode, Tucker’s 
Gulch ; massive on the Rio Dolores. 

DoLomiItE.—From the Four-Mile Creek. Occurs as rock in a number 
of the formations of the State. Very rarely crystalized. Small geodes 
in Middle Cretaceous shales are sometimes lined with dolorite crys- 
tals. 

DYSCRASITE.—Reported from the head of the Uncompahgre. 
EMBOLITE.—Peru district ; Snake River; Gold Hill. 
ENARGITE.—Near Black Hawk. IT ound in the Powers Mine, Russell 

district, Gilpin County. 
EpimpoTE.—Crystals associated with garnet on Gunnell Hill, Central. 

Throughout the metamorphics of the Front Range in minute crystals ; 
crystals in the Sangre de Cristo Range; a large number of the horn- 
blendic dikes contain massive epidote together with quartz. On the 
summit of Mount Bross; Lake Creek Canon; Elk Mountain Range ; 
on Trail Creek. 

FAHLERZ.—Terrible, Colorado Central, Pelican, and other mines of 
Georgetown; No-Name, Caribou, and others at Caribou; Mount 
Princeton. Argentiferous, mostly antimonial, sometimes arsenical in 
the silver mines of the San Juan region. Crystals are very rare. 

FELDSPAR.—See ANDESITE, LABRADORITE, OLIGOCLASE, ORTHOCLASE, 
and SANIDITE. 

Fink cLay.—Golden, Ralston, Boulder, &c. Good fire-clay is obtained 
from the Animas coal-bearing Leds. 

F'LOAT-STONE.—See PUMICE. 
FLos FeErRi.—See ARAGONITE. 
FLuORITE.—Terrible mine, Georgetown, in light-green cubes; in small 

crystals and massive, of violet color, on Mount McClellan and Gray’s 

(*Z eitschr, ftir Kryst. und Min. P. Groth, vol. Il, No. 1, 1877.) 
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Peak. On Bear Creek; massive, pink and violet in the Sweet Home 
Home Mine, Clear Creek, and James Creek. Massive on Kendali 
Mountain, Howardsville. 

FRANKLINITE.—Occurs in Mispickel (arsenopyrite), on Rio Dolores. 
FREIESLEBENITE.—At the head of Cement Creek, near Baker’s Park. 
GALENITE.—In narrow seams, fine-grained in the Winnebago lode; 

feathery in the Dallas Mine; coarse-grained in the J. P. Whitney, 
Running, Monte Cristo, Forks, and other mines of Gilpin County. In 
the Colorado Central, Equator, Star, Pelican, Terrible, and others near 
Georgetown, it occurs in very large quantities. At the Cold Stream 
very fine crystals are found, combinations of cube and octahedron, 
rarely rhombic dodecahedron. The International, on Mount McClel- 
lan, at an elevation of 12,800 feet, has a heavy vein of galenite. The 
No-Name, Fourth of July, Caribou, and others in Boulder County 
cootain the mineral. Silver Hill mines (fine-grained) and the Rosita 
mines in Hardscrabble district. Hamilton, the mines around Fair 
Play show crystals; the mines of Elk Mountain district, the head of 
Iowa and Empire Gulch, contain galenite. In small, scattering quan- 
tities it is found almost throughout the State. Bear Creek, Grey 
Gulch. The Highland Mary, the mines of Cunningham and Arastra 
Gulches, on the forks of the Animas, in the Sneffels and Uncompahgre 
districts. Throughout the San Juan mines galenite is one of the prin- 
cipal ores. Invariably it is argentiferous, although the quantity of 
silver it contains changes greatly. ° 

GARNET.—Crystallized in rhombic dodecahedra and sometimes icosite- 
trahedra, associated with epidote on Gunnell Hill, Central. This 
occurrence (spessartite) closely resembles the garnets from Auerbach, 
in Germany. Occurs frequently in micaceous schists, Ouray group, 
northern end of Sangre de Cristo Range. On Trail Creek, Bergen, 
&c. Montgomery, Bear Creek, Tucker’s Gulch. Near the southwest 
corner of Colorado, found in drift (almandite). 

GLAUBER SALT.—Bear Oreek, Smoky Creek. At & number of hot 
springs in Colorado. 

GLOCKERITE.—Central City, Idaho Springs. 
GOETHITE.—Occurs with hematite on Topaz Buttes. 
GoLp.—Native gold in very small and in distinct crystals in the Bob- 

tail, Gunnell, Kansas, and on Quartz Hill, near Central. In the gold 
gulches of Gilpin County. Many of these are worked out, others 
still yield nuggets and fine-gold. On Clear Creek. Tarryall Creek ; 
Placer-diggings, near Fairplay, in imperfect crystals and lamin. In 
Washington and California Gulches; in the placers of Union Park, 
and many other localities. In the Elk Mountains. Placers on San 
Miguel, on the Mancos and La Plata. Near Parrott City; in the Lit- 
tle Giant Mine, near Silverton, associated with ripidolite. Occurring 
as the result of decomposition of the tellurids in the Red Cloud, Cold 
Spring, and other lodes near Gold Hill. In the Ward and Sugar 
Loaf districts. In the American, Grand View, Silver Dale, and other 
mines in the Sunshine district. Impregnated in volcanic rock in the 
Summit district. It is very finely distributed there, and contained 
in pyrite. Upon the decomposition of pyrite, gold becomes free. In 
the Little Annie it was first discovered in this district. At Oro City, 
in rhyolite. In some of the South Park mines, in Potsdam sandstone. 
At the Nevadalode,in azurite. Very fine although small crystals have 
been lately obtained from the Gunnell, near Central. They are bright, 
en black sphalerite, and show combinations of cube, octahedron, and 
rhombic dodecahedron. Mixtures of gold and silver are found as the 
result of decomposition of tellurids containing both metals. 
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GOSLARITE.—On the dumps of the Wood lode, Leavenworth Gulch, 
near Central. 

GRAPHIC GRANITE.—See PEGMATITE. 
GRAPHITE.—Trinidad Mine, Las Animas County. Brad lode, San Juan 

district. 
GREENOCKITE.—On sphalerite of the Dallas Mine, Black Hawk, Run- 

ning Lode, Quartz Hill, Nevada. In mine of galena, on South Boulder. 
GyPsuM.—Cceurs at numerous localities. 

Gypsum.—Compact in the Triassic and Cretaceous, sometimes Car- 
boniterous formations. 

Selenite.—Good crystals are rare. This form is more frequently 
found than the compact. Occurs in the Upper Carboniferous beds of 
Western and the Tertiary beds of Southern Colorado. In the Juras- 
sic formation along the Front Range. On Eagle River, along the 
Lower White and Grand. Table Mountain, Golden. 

Alabaster.—Occurs at Mount Vernon. 
HALITE.—Salt-works of South Park, along some parts of the Platte 

River, in springs. Found at salt- licks in various parts of the Terri- 
tory. Caton City, Sinbad’s Valley, Greenhorn Mountains. 

HEMATITE.— 
Specular.—Rhombs on quartz crystals, Topaz Buttes ; Procer Hill, 

near Central; Phillip’s Mine, Silver Hills ; in the mines of Elk Mount: 
ain district, Bear Creek, Jefferson County, Unaweep Canon. Fine 
crystals, iridescent, Saf Juan. 

Micaceous.—Caribou, Ralston Creek, Unaweep C aion, Sopris Peak. 
single crystals on quartz and some inclosed in amethyst at the Lit- 
tle Giant mines, near Silverton. 

Fibrous.—Phillips Mine, Silver Hills. 
HENRYITE.—F ound first at the Red Cloud and Cold Spring mines; later 

in all the telluride mines of Gold Hill, Ward, Sugar Loaf, and Sun- 
shine districts. , Fine erystals are very rare; minute ones are found, 
but rather imperfect. An analysis* furnished the following result : 

Se) a GET TOS SS AML re 53.19 
eee wis Sa akisieyact ele Reece terete einer et cies 5. 05 
DN aetna oe nes BNR, et LS os BEER aS | ee 0.31 
FES ea Se SE EEO ey i Ono OST ee per se more trace 
TRG scat ce Mint sete MOAN Cle clea Neical ei Ma Sk 41.45 
Specilicoravityiccse ses ceoe see eee see ce eee 8. 5253 

(Compare altaite.) 
HeEssITE.—Gold Hill, Boulder County; a telluride that may be hessite - 

has been found in the Hodgkiss lode, on the divide between Uncom- 
pahgre and Animas Rivers. A similar one is reported from the vicin- 
ity of Parrott City, on the La Plata. Prof. B. Silliman examined a 
specimen from the Red Cloud Mine,t and found: Au, 7.131 per cent. ; 
Ag., 51.061 per cent. A specimen of hessite from the Red Cloud 
Mine, analyzed by Genth,t showed the following composition: 

Per cent. 

Goldy 25 OS Ese SOROS LIA Dy i RRB eg mee 0. 22 
ORV OTS EAN AIS EAE SUES A CP A 59. 91 
Copper: k sits 34) sere Bee eae) Se cy rac ee 0.17 
(8 UR PR ve ESC Sear Y SE REN 0. 45 
ZG Ge ee SUES ea ER ER ae an Ue LOC A Se trace. 
ARO I ess os tS LBA DREN oa yid OREN EAA 1.35 
OKO h et raed BER ame eG TE eK ENTS Me ae al eh Bol) 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 353. 
t Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 689. 
¢ Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., Phila., vol. xiv., p. 227, 1876. 
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HEssITE, AURIFEROUS.—Genth has published * three analyses. One 
of these gives the following results: 

Per cent. 

(ORT Boacsto coocas choods 6eo600 Senco oosas5 0. 70 
CO een eee iic sca aa siosisineoe scare eeecics 13. 09 
Silerrreeee ee eeioss sieceicacaceities «costes ss 50. 56 
(QOyUOER 2-5 ceo o9o606 Sooo oSosos Goce ooooNE Se 0. 07 
CAG eee ese lead wc nome ethsiousem toon aes 0, 17 
DANG oe ee eale SIR aia lomeioiels ntaia'sisiale Sereiiaveasets 0.15 
Iron ...--. Feo rasaia Sarees a ralSigl iin em aISISIS S eatS 0. 36 
Pe llianuMae occ cise sass sec once pelemcie nsittane 34. 91 

100. OL 

HEULANDITE.—Small erystals in basalt near Uncompahgre Park. 
HITCHCOCKITE.—See PLUMBOGUMMITE. 
HORNBLENDE.—See AMPHIBOLITE. 
HYALITE.—See OPAL. 
HYPERSTHENE.—In some of the dikes of the Front Range. 
IDOCRASE.—See VESUVIANITE. 
IODYRITE.—A small fragment was found in some surface ore from the 

Red Cloud Mine, Gold Hill. 
Iron.—Native in the Colorado meteorite found in 1866. 
IsERITE.—Chug Water. 
JAMESONITE.—Sweet Home Mine, San Juan. Summit district, near 

Del Norte. 
JAROSITE.—On the dumps of the Wood Mine, Leavenworth Gulch, near 

Nevada. 
J ASPER.—See QUARTZ. 
JET.—Wet Mountain Valley, Trinchera Mesa, Southeast Colorado. Oc- 

curs in narrow seams in most of the coal-bearing beds. 
KALINITE.—See ALUM. 
LABRADORITE.—Near Golden, in the dolerites. Near Fair Play, in the 

trap-rock. In the dolerites of Colorado, generally. No good crys- 
tals. 

LANARKITE.—(Mine unknown, but probably in South Park.) 
LEAD.—Native in Hall Gulch, Summit County. At Breckenridge. An 

announcement of native lead must always be received with necessary. 
caution. The small specimen owned by Professor Schirmer I have 
seen, but although it had avery ‘‘ natural” appearanee, I was.unable- 
to decide. 

LEPIDOLITE.—Rito Alto Peak, in a form resembling the Saxon zinn- 
waldite. 

LEUCITE.—Table Mountain, Golden City. 
LEUCOPYRITE.—Spanish Bar. 
LigNITE.—Mouth of Gunnison. There it retains its wood structure. 
LIMoniIrvEeE.—In the Tertiary sandstone, west of Plum Creek, near Col- 

orado City; in several localitiesof South Park. At the head of South 
Fork of Anthracite Creek, west slope of Sangre de Cristo Range, 
above Mosco Pass. Numerous localities in White River region. The 
“kidney-ores” of lignitic group. Pseudomorphous after pyrite erys- 
tals at Central, Gilpin County. 

Lion1tE.—From the Mountain Lion Mine, Magnolia district. Professor 
Genth furnishes two analyses of the mineral.* 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 689. 
t Zeitschr. fiir Kryst. und Min., P. Groth, vol. II, No.1, 1877. It is essentially a 

modification of tellurium (q. v.), and is intimately associated with quartz. 

10 G 
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Analyses : ig 
‘ ON 

nie ‘Per cent. Percent. - 

PAR a Ss a cies adlae seme oe etlew eee 1.38 1.53 
Ag 5ooos5 66 s0o4s 666555 SSS so5 tassos ess 0. 25 0. 25 

UPR ape nn yea mis cha leism Seer STE O OO Oa gO DMA 

Sit@etee corres cUeise oaldieioialemmmmeeerne 34.72 35.91 

ANE OR esi Oay scicianinmecrecmrcee fe eNeialeciwis -6.15- © 6.14 
Mg O seo geo 0656 6456 05 Boss oS=50S5s 55> 0.17. - 0. 19 

Cai@ < coseicwcbe cote worsoseSeereseeeee 0. 48 0. 26. 

MROt alesse ere eine Gere stele tslatore velelbemiave mieiaielseisiDiene -99.01 99.82 

MAGNESITE.—In small quantities in the Running lode at Black Hawk. 
MAGNETIC IRoN.—Bear Creek, Ralston Creek, Grape Creek. 
MAGNETITE. —In loose nodules on C-unnell and Procer Hills, at Central; 

in small octahedric crystals in the gneissic rock on station 1. Occur: 
ring in the granites of various localities, Silver Hills, White House, 
Capitol ; in the dolerite rocks generally. At Idaho and Caribou. — Oc- 
curs near Golden. Octahedral crystals on Quartz Hill, near Central. 
On Grape Creek, near Cation City, is an extensive deposit of magne- 
tite, which is mined as iron ore. 

MAGNOLITE.—F rom the Keystone Mine. It occurs, according to Genth,* 
in capilloid and acicular crystals. It is the result of decomposition 
of coloradoite, and has the formula Hg, TeQ,. 

MALACHITE.—Is found as the result of decomposition of fahlerz and other 
minerals at the Dallas, Leavenworth, and other mines near Central; 
at the No-Name, Caribou, Seven- Thirty, Fourth of July, and others; 
at Caribou; at some of the Georgetown mines; at the Hardscrabble 
mines, on Mount Princeton, and other localities ; at Crater Mountain, 
jin the mines of Fair Play and Elk Mouptain district. Malachite lode, 
Bear Creek, Gendhemas lode, Tucker’s Gulch, Oro City, Cafion City, 
Pollock, Montezuma. Allen’s copper mine, head of San Luis Valley. 

MARCASITE E.—Philipps Mine, Fair Play. 
MELACONITE.—Occurring at the Gunnell, ‘Briggs, Leavitt, Leaven- 

worth, and other mines near Central; at the Unknown Mine, i in Mont- 
gomery, Tucker’s Gulch, Jefferson County, Colorado. Pollock, Mos- 

~ quito. 
MELANTERITE.—On the dumps of the Wood, Dallas, and Kansas mines, 
_and others, near Central; in the Sweet Home Mine. 
MeErcury.—Native; associated with mercury-telluride in the Sunshine 

district, Boulder Gounty. 
MursitrrE.—Black Prince lode, Lump Gulch. 
MESOLITE.—Golden, Colo., South Table Mountain. 
MISPICKEL.—See ARSENOPYRITE. i 
Minrum.—Freeland Mine, Trail Creek, Georgetown, Central City. 
Dutchman lode, San Juan district. 

METEORIC IRoN.—See IRON. 
MOLYBDENITE.—Leavitt mine, at Central; occurring in thread- like 

veins in Silver Hills, near Fair Play, Boulder County. Douglass 
‘Tunnell, Georgetown; Alice Cary lode, San Juan district. 

MOLYBDITE. —Alice Carey lode, San Juan district. 
MuscovitTE.—In good crystals on Mount Ouray, and in the coarse- 
‘grained granite near Cafion City; throughout the granite and partly 
in the schist rocks. Fine crystals from Topaz Buttes. 

NAGYAGITE.—Gold Hill. This mineral is rare, and its identity is 
scarcely fully established. 

*Zeitschr. fir Kryst. und Min., P.‘Groth, vol. II, No. 1, 1877. 

i ae oe es ee 
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NATROLITE.—Golden, Colo. Table Mountain. In cavities in the 
Basalt near Uncompahgre Peak. 

OBSIDIAN.—Porphyritic, in a dike, at station 27 of 1873; Buffalo Peak, 
Arkansas Valley, and Union Park. Under the trachyte, on Gunni- 
son River (porphyritic and spherulitic). A heavy vein of porphyritic 
obsidian occurs near the Rio Grande Pyramid, and continues from 
there southward in the trachytic beds.’ Nodules occur in the lower 
members of the trachytic series. A dike of obsidian, light-gray, clear 
sets across the Colorado Central lode near Georgetown. North of 
Saguache Creek with concexrtric structure. 

OLIGOCLASE.—Occurs in many of the granites and in the volcanic 
rocks of Colorado. Good erystals are rare. 

OLIVINE.—Transparent, green in the basalts of San Luis Valley. 
Onyx.—See QUARTZ. 
OPAL.—Aguas Calientes, Gilson Gulch; Idaho Springs, here the Opal 

occurs in narrow seams in the granite ; mostly it is brownish; milk- 
white at Colorado Springs. 

Semi-opal.— Found together with the Chalcedonies at the Los 
Pidos agency. North of Saguache Creek in trachyte. 

Wood opal.—On Cherry Creek, near Florissant, Soath Park. 
Hyalite—In the trachytes, near the Los Pilos agency. At the 

Hot Sulphur Springs, Middle Park. Basalt of North Mam. 
Sometimes occurring in very fine specimens in the trachorheites 
of the Uncompahgre groups. 

ORTHOCLASE.—Occurs in very fine, though small crystals, on Bobtail 
and Gregory Hills at Central. Crystals there are either simple or 
Carlsbad twins. It is found in very large pieces in some of the 
coarse-grained granites. Near Mount Ouray this is particularly the 
case. Large tablets of flesh-colored orthoclase can there be found. 
Crystals of large size, simple and twins, occur in the porphyritic 
dikes at Gold Hill, Boulder County, at the head of Chalk Creek, 
interlaminated with oligoclase in the porphyritic protoginyte. 
Crystallized in Jefferson County; greenish in South Park, west of 
Pike’s Peak; reddish on Hlk Creek; brown and gray at various 
localities near Central City. Beautiful, green crystals of orthoclase 
are found on Bear Creek, near Pike’s Peak, associated with smoky 
quartz. An analysis by Dr. Oscar Loew* of this orthoclase furnishes 
the following result: 

(1) (2) 
Sultcievacideeesc sie cise asec cues wines 63.1 
PMI any NG), 4 Sere A REN Re BORER eee a 19. 94. 19.78 
Protoxide of iron...-....---0..c-ce5 0. 89 1.51 

OBIE a cies eco eae St Es eR Be REN 3. 15 2.11 
IROLASSAES EPs ees ciaisisie sisi ones ee mere 8. 84 12. 57 
ION GTO 5S Sol SSSR ee ee a pans trace 0. 66 
Macitesideen concen ceo eke we woes trace 0. 13 

99. 83 99, 88 

' The coloring of this orthoclase, therefore, is due toa small percentage 
of protoxide of iron. 
Dr. G. A. Koenigt regards the coloring-matter of this green 
orthoclase as dependent upon a ferric compound, probably an 
“ organic salt.” 

OZOCERITE ?—From head Cherry Creek. 

*Aun. Rep. Expl. and Surv. West 100th Mer, App. L. L., 1875, p. 111. 
tProc. Ac. Nat. Sci., Phil., Part II, 1876, p.1 5D. 
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PARGASITE.—Small particles in quartz. In a dike north of Centre- 
ville. 

PEGMATITE.—At_ several localities in the vicinity of Georgetown. 
Bear Creek and Gold Hill, in Boulder County. Mount Ouray. 

PETROLEUM.—From the oil-wells in Oil Creek Catiion, to the east of 
Canyon City. Smoky Creek, 10 miles south of Golden. 

PETZITE.—In the gold mines of Gold Hill, occurring in narrow seams 
and veins. This mineral occurs also in the other telluride districts. 
Reported from Lake district. An anlaysis published by Genth* fur- 

nishes the subjoined result : 
Per cent. 

Quartz »..20,. sas Beencicteeclacein ecco dine 0. 62 
Goldicce.ce: Desa eS a ole tai a 24.10 
SiILVerccee se eee eres Bee Bae eee Bee 40.73 
Copper: hee sae eee Sees Sanieic cise eget trace 
Bisminth5. oe See Seen ean oe eres 0. 41 
BASEN 0 ames ety mS ya reteed, oO UG ee 0. 26 
ZANG ice cers Sere ee ee One ie eee Ss cede ORO: 
TRON Seca ee ee eee ic sae Soe wee oee 0.78 
Tellurium sg. eee eee ee heats Sean 33. 49 

100. 44 

PHLOGOPITE.—Mount Princeton; probably a number of the small, splen- 
dent brown erystals in granites are phlogopite. 

PICKERINGITE.—This mineral was found by Dr. John Le Conte near 
Monument Park. It is crystallized in thin needles. An analysis fur- 
nished BE. Goldsmith the following result :t 

Per cent. 

Si, Og icieie Ea eee pe ae eR ea k F 38. 69 
oe Og aah tN PE ile aR oe tee ca Se 11.90 
FO ar Roe eee ete man ear ette Crate dor ere paiva. Ss cei aterais 4.89 

(Ks O Nag O) oo ne Scdo S600 Snod O50H DeD0 500005 0. 68 

TOUS Wee ae eh Get Gers ty I so ies le male ee core er en eS 1. 90 
By: dit: Ho'OS: See ee eet bee ee Oates 41.94 

100. 00 

PITCHBLENDE.—See URANINITE. 
PLUMBOGUMMITE.—On lead and copper minerals of the Dallas lode near 

Black Hawk. 
POLYBASITE.—In tabular crystals at the Terrible mine, near George- 

town, Clear Creek County. 
PRASE. —See QUARTZ. 
PREHNITE.—} air Play, in some of the mines. 
PROUSTITE.—Occurring in the Brown lode, intermixed with galenite. 
PSEUDOMALACHITE.—Little Platte River, south of Fair Play. 
PsILOMELANE.—Seaton Mine, Idaho; occurs in small quantities. 
PYRARGYRITE.—In the Colorado Central, Terrible, International, Cold 

Stream mines, at Georgetown, associated with galenite, fahlerz, ands 
sphalerite. Inthe Brown lode with galenite; Argentine, Georgetown ; 
in many of the Georgetown silver mines ; in the mines near Fair Play ; 
in the mines of the San Juan district. Fine crystals occur in the 
Wheel of Fortune lode, Mount Sneffels district, San Juan. 

PYRITE.— Pyrite is one of the most widely-distributed minerals of the 
State. It is found in all the mines of Gilpin County. It occurs in 
the Empire mining district, in the Gold Hill mines; in the Trinidad 
gold mining district; in the Summit district; in the San Juan and 
Lake districts; in Summit district; in the mining districts of South 

* Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., Phil., Vol. XIV, p. 227, 1876. 
t Proc. Am. Nat. Sci., Phil., Part III, 1876, p. 333. 
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and North Parks. Mostly it is auriferous and associated with chalco- 
pyrite. J’ound both massive and crystallized. Massivein the Leavitt, 
Briggs, Kansas, Bobtail, and other mines near Central. Large bodies 
of it occur in the Mammoth, Gunnell, Grand Army, and other lodes 
near Central. Cubes in combination with the pentagonal dodecahe- 
dron are found in the Winnebago, Mack, Dallas, Kansas, Grand Army, 
Gunnell, and other minesat Central. Crystallized and massive in the 
mines of Silver Hills, Buckskin, Idaho; in the Tenth Legion mine at 
Empire; in the Elk Mountain district. Cubes are found in the Gran- 
ite of the Mount Princeton group, on Eagle River in the mines of 
Summit district. Cubes of four to five inches edge in the Phillips 
mine. Cubes and octahedra, simple and in combination in the San 
Juan district. _Pentagonal dodecahedra in the Bobtail and Briggs at 
Central. Octahedra at the head of the Uncompahgre. Octahedra on 
Anthracite Creek. j 

Radiated pyrite (possibly Markasite)—Smoky Hill River; Purgatory, 
Apishpa Creek. 

PYROLUSITE.—Massive at Buckskin and in Silver Hills. Eureka Gulch 
near Howardsville, San Juan. 

PYROMORPHITE.—Freeland lode, Trail Creek. 
PYROXENE.—Near Fair Play. In a number of locates in younger 

volcanic and metamorphic rocks. Crystals in the basalts of Southern 
San Luis Valley. 

PYRRHOTITE.—Malachite lode, Jefferson County. Nevada district, 
Gilpin County. 

QUARTZ.—Occurs massive in some of the very coarse-grained granites. 
Many of the quartz-veins are almost or totally devoid of ore, in which 
case the quartz is generally milk-white and pure. 

Crystals, very pretty quartz crystals, small; occur on Quartz Hill 
near Central. The Bobtail, Gunnell, Briggs, and other mines near 
Central furnish good, small crystals. In the Rosita lodes and in some 
of the mines of Georgetown. On East River; in the mines of the Elk 
mountain district; Iowa Gulch; Sopris Peak; head of Anthracite 
Creek. Good crystals with many combinations of the pyramidal faces 
are found on Topaz Butte. Dihexahedral crystals occur in the por- 
phyry of the Sangre de Cristo range and in the rhyolite near Uncom- 
pahgre Peak. At Spanish Peaks. 

Smoky quartz —The locality on Bear Creek near Pike’s Peak has 
become well known on account of its smoky quartz crystals associated 
with green orthoclase. Large crystals, reaching over a foot in length, 
are there found, in cavities of the granite. Crystals are also found 
on Elk Creek and on the Upper Platte. 

Rosy quartz.— Occurs at many localities in Colorado, in the granites. 
Good specimens can be obtained from the head of Roaring Fork. 
Found, also, near Clear Creek, and on Bear Creek. 

Ameth, yst-—Small erystals at Nevada and neighboring localities ; 
on Rock Creek; Clear Creek County; on the summit of the range 
east of the Animas. 

Agate.—Fine specimens, lined with amethyst, on the summit of the 
range east of the Animas. Cloudy, of white and gray color, in 
the lower trachytic formations of the Uncompahgre group; in 
various forms, cloudy, banded, laminated, and variegated, at the 
Los Pinos agency. In South Park, in the drift; in the Lower 
Arkansas Valley; on the Frying Pan; throu ehout Middle Park; 
on the Lower Gunnison and adjacent regions. 

Moss-agate.-—Below the Uncompahgre, near Grand River. 
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Chalcedony.—Chalk Hills, eight miles south of Cheyenne Mountain ; 
at the Los Pinos agency; on the bluffs near Wagon-Wheel Gap; 
along the Upper Rio Grande Valley ; in Middle and South Parks; 
Buffalo Park; Fair Play; Frying Pan; Front Creek; Gunnison 
River. Found frequently in drift accumulations. 

Flint.—Occurs together with chalcedony. Found very frequently 
in the lower members of the trachytic series. 

Aventurine quartz.—On Elk Creek. 
Chrysopase.—Rare in Middle Park. 
Carnelian.—Middle and South Parks; Los Pinos agency. 
Onyx.—Middle Park. 
Sardonyx.—Middle Park. 
Basanite.—East of the salt-works in South Parl, It is found, to- 

gether with flint, in some of the trachytes. 
Prase.—Middle Park. 
Jasper.—Green and red, station 33 of 1873. Yellow, red, brown, 

' and gray at the Los Pinos agency. Throughout Middle and South 
Parks; along the Gunnison, Dakota group, Arkansas, Grand, 
White, Animas, and other rivers in the drift. Occurs also in 
some of the trachytes, mostly red, brown, and green. The best 
locality for this horizon is at the junction of Lost Trail Creek and 
the Rio Grande. 

Siliceous sinter.—South Park. 
QUICKSILVER.—See MERCURY. 
RHODOCHROSITE.—Sweet Home Mine, Park County, in very beautiful 

specimens; in the Diadem Mine. 
RHODONITE.—Eureka Gulch, near Howardsville; San Juan. 
RIPIDOLITE.—Trail Creek, Clear Creek County, Colorado. In the Little 

Giant lode, Arastra Gulch, and in the Crystal Lode, Silverton. 
ROScOLITE.—A greenish mineral, intimately associated with quartz, 

found at the Keystone and Mountain Lion Mines, in Boulder County. 
Genth publishes an analysis,* with the following result: 

Per cent. 

Ta Oa a Be ie ire Bia aR a SRS are ea) Sea 57. 15 
TG Ogee sclcvsls ate Sie pete oe Se kee bine arajeit dette Fe 19. 94 
VO ceghic cis saps cee eee ncinie wisars ers ose ayae 8. 44 
VA ral @) 26S 2 SERA rc ee nae ee eet ae a eae ee Yao etal trace 
FeO) esos he oe a ee ee ee oes See ee 3. 51 
IW Q) sasage sacode sbocos 065559 nob 500 HoaGSu0d 2. 87 
SDE Ors eae ee Uy RR a es Whats Ly oy ale eyimavete trace 
IN cou Os 2 aya ae pe eerie ees ci eke es cta tla 0. 94 
TRG CANES NEA kl occa ch a 8.11 
EEO ME Seas 2 Re NS cere a te not determined 

“100. 96 

RUTILE.—On the Ute pass, occurring in quartz. 
‘SANIDITE.—Occurs throughout the trachorheites, sometimes in very 

handsome crystals. Wherever the trachytes have been reheated the 
sanidite is adularizing. 

SARDONYX.—See QUARTZ. 
SCHAPBACHITE.—Occurs near Georgetown. 
SCHEELITE.—Crystals are reported from some of the mines near Baker’s 

Park. 
SCHIRMERITE (Endlich).—Red Cloud and Cold Spring Mine, Gold Hill. 

Occurs also in the other telluride districts. A specimen from the Red 
Cloud furnished,} gold, 18.82; silver, 28.60 percent. (See PETZITE.) 

pes tee ee 

* Zeitschr. fiir Kryst. und Min. P. Groth, vol. ii, No. 1, p. 11, 1877. 
tRep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 354 
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SCHIRMERITE (Genth).—With tellurides at the Red Cloud Mine, Gold 
Hill. An analysis by Professor Genth furnished :* 

(1) (2) 
Percent. Per cent, 

Te DAS CbS CH ECD ORC O CEE AEA Mere 12. 69 12.76 
Oreo ic cee sce Tar eee 22.82 24.75 
Bi Se ees galas bee 46. 91 47, 27 
EM er eetepaeicie) cininss es aeiatainiacisicen's Soe 0. 08 0.13 
le ee iosaiae ac nicin wei alte aieinysic/eis xt eeiase 0. 03 0. 07 
See C- SS CRED BOER CES eae pe aaa 14. 41 15. 02 

96. 94 100. 00 

SCUREIBERSITE.—In the Colorado meteorite. 
SELENITE.—See GYPSUM. ; 
SEMIOPAL.—See OPAL. : . 
SERPENTINE.—Small specimens of serpentine occur in the metamorphic 

rocks of Mosco Pass. - 
SIDERITE.—Crystallized in South Park, Gold Hill, Colo.; Veto lode, 

Gibson Gulch; Rob Roy lode, Central City. At the Rosita mines. 
SILVER.—Native, as wire-silver, at the Terrible, Georgetown; at the 
International, on Mount McClellan; as wire-silver in the No-Name 
and Caribou mines, at Caribou. In small nuggets and thin scales 
_ near Fair Play in Washington Gulch, Homestake lode; Sunshine; 
Gold Hill; Blue River, Montezama; Jones Mountain and Mount 
Sneffels, San Juan. 

SINTER: CALCAREOUS.—See TUFA. 
SINTER-SILIGEOUS.—See QUARTZ. 
SMITHSONITE.—Jones’s Mine on sphalerite, near Central, Running lode, 

_ Black Hawk. v 
SopAa.—Carbonate, from the Hot Springs. 
SODIUM-CHLORIDE.—See HALITE. 
SoDA-SULPHATE.—See GLAUBER-SALT. 
SPESSARTITE.—See GARNET. 
SPHALERITE.—Occurs in almost every mine; only few exceptions take 

place. In the lead-silver mines it is more abundant than in the gold 
mines. Itis found in the Winnebago, dark brown, Dallas, Gunnell, 
J. P. Whitney, Kansas, Wood, California, Running, Bobtail, Briggs 
(small quantities in these two), Monte Cristo, and numerous other 
mines in the vicinity of Central. The mines of Georgetown invari- 
ably contain it. The Caribou mines show at times large quantities of 
themineral. Mount Princeton: sphalerite, containing cadmium, found 
in several mines near Fair Play. Occurs in nearly all the mines of 
the San Juan region. Varies in color from greenish yellow to brown 
and black. Brilliant crystals are found in the Terrible lode at George- 
town. 

SPINEL.—Crystal Mine, Virginia Cafion. | . 
STAUROLITE.—Simple and twin crystals in the micaceous schists near 

’ Mount Oso, Quartzite Mountains. 
STERNBERGITE (iron and silver sulphide).—Georgetown. (Loew.) 
STEPHANITE.—Colorado Central, Georgetown, Moose Mine, near Fair 

Play, Montezuma, and other localities. 
STIBNITE.—Terrible Mine, near Georgetown, Boulder County. 
STILBITE.—-Very fine:crystals in cavities of basalt, near Uncompahgre 

Peak. 

* Proc. Phi!. Soc. Phila., xiv, p. 230. 
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SULPHUR.—In small crystals on galenite from the Clifton Mine, near 
Central; found in Middle Park, Pagosa Springs. Sometimes found 
in narrow seams in galenite, the result of decomposition of the latter. 

SYLVANITE.—In the Red Cloud Mine, of Gold Hill, occurring in foliated 
masses and thread-like veins. In erystals and crystalline masses in 
the Sunshine district. According to Professor Silliman* the ratio of 
gold and silver for a specimen from the Red Cloud, is, gold 1.7 to 
silver 1.0. Professor Genth publishes an analysis of sylvanite ob- 
tained from the Red Cloud Mine,t showing the following composi- 
tion : 

Per cent. 

(QUE s coa6 Sonoma codons os5000 ca0509 00086 0. 32 
Golds cleats see ee ee eee c ohoiciere 24, 83 
Silver22 ceo Soeee ee erence cele sae 13. 05 
Coppers tease ae ee ee ee eee eee eer eater er 0. 23 
TANG seek ete Be ele See te ee aoa che lsicleicre 0.45 
i Sift) see EA Pe aM menor aici to os a) ae aera 3. 28 
Tellurium ies 2scs See aerec eee eee wi sisiociers 56. 31 
Selemiim.2 sce 2s Sec ee ee a ee Micioce trace. 
SHH MUNG S sa dee ooeesa GeG4 a5546 poder dadaeo 1. 82 

100. 29 

TaLc.—In fine scales among the gangue-rock of the Bobtail and Kan- 
sas, near Central. In light pink scales in the Silver Hillsand Barton 
mines, Hardscrabble district. In Mosco Pass. 

TELLURITE.—A new species described by Dr. Genth.¢ It is the result 
of decomposition of tellurium and sellurides. Its formulais Te Q;. 
Found in the Keystone, Smuggler, and John Jay mines in small 
erystals. 

TELLURIUM, NATIVE.—At the Red Cloud Mine, of Gold Hill, in erys- 
talline masses, belonging to the hexagonalsystem. The largest speci- 
men known was obtained by Professor Schirmer from the Red Cloud 
Mine. It weighed about five pounds, and consisted in a mixture of 
quartz an@ tellurium. Upon examinations it was found to contain 
90.85 per cent. of tellurium, small quantities of selenium, iron, and 
bismuth, and traces of gold and silver. Professor Silliman|| did not 
find any selenium. 

Genth publishes an analysis of tellurium from the Magnolia dis- 
trict, Boulder County. 

DERE ae CORE Graco DAO CCO COC OODDEOOEUESOn 0. 60 
Nee et So ee io eis 0. 07 
EO ee oe we oie ee REE icles a'eiais siovsiniain 96. 91 
NG OR Sein teloseanicciae Gace: cadcueMdauemaauode 0. 49 
BO ns Be eect e oe eee eee ails cceecoacee 0.78 
Hg Ale O; Mg O K2 O, &...-.....- = 2-2-2 1.15 

100. 00 

TENNANTITE.—Crystals in Buckskin Gulch; Geneva district; Park 
County. Freeland Mine, Clear Creek County. 

TETRAHEDRITE.—Crystals in Buckskin Gulch. Fine crystals in the 
Clifton lode, Central City. Crystals in the Colorado Chieftain lode, 
San Juan district. Massive in a number of the San Juan silver- 
mines. 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 690. 
tProc. Am. Phil. Soe., Philadelphia, vol. xiv, p. 288, 1876. 
{ Zeitschr. fiir Kryst. und Min. P. Groth, vol. ii, No. 1, p. 7, 1877. 
§ Compare Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 355. 
|| Ibid., p. 685, and Am. Jour. Sci. xlii, p. 571. 
{| Zeitschr. fiir Kryst. und Min. P. Groth, vol. ii, No. 1, 1877. 

> 
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TORBERNITE.—(URANITE.) Found by Captain Berthoud on Lyden 
Creek.* Probably mostly decomposed. Found on Griffith Mountain, 
Clear Creek County. 

TOURMALINE.—In the quartz of Gunnell Hill, near Central; on Run- 
ning Hill, at Black Hawk; on Guy Hill, and at Nevada; in quartz 
north of the Arkansas River. Crystals with both terminations at 
Montgomery ; on Ralston Creek. All tourmaline of Colorado is either 
black or dark brown. 

TREMOLITE.—Smith’s Fork of the Gunnison River. 
TuFA.—Calcareous. On Currant Creek; Roaring Fork; Frying Pan. 

_ At the mineral springs of White Earth, Wagon-Wheel Gap, Pagosa, 
Animas, and in Uncompahgre Park. 

TURQUOISE.—Southern Colorado. (Doubtfui.) 
URACONITE.—Wood lode, Leavenworth Gulch, near Nevada. 
URANINITE.—Occurs in large quantities, massive in the Wood lode, 
Leavenworth Gulch, near Nevada. An analysis by Dr. O. Loew? fur- 
nishes the following result : 

Uranoso-uranic acid.....----...-...-.-.--.-- 11.37 
Sulphides of iron and copper..--............- 45.81 
Gangue (quartz by difference) ............... 42.82 

URANOCHALCITE.—Wo0d lode, Leavenworth Gulch, near Nevada. 
VESUVIANITE.—In large crystals of simple combinations on Mount 

Italia. North of Arkansas River, in the granite. 
WAVELLITE.—South Table Mountain, at Golden. 
WHEELERITE.—Described by Dr. Oscar Loew.t This mineral, which 

is quoted from New Mexico, probably also occurs in the coal of Col- 
orado. It is a resin, related toamber. Its existence in each particu- 
lar instance, however, can only be determined by analysis, on account 
of its physical resemblance to other resins occurring in the same man- 
ner. The analysis of Wheelerite by Loew furnishes : 

(1) (2) 
Per cent. Per cent. 

@arbonieesenasces ceciessees cece seed 73. 07 72.87 
iy dro Genesee Ga cic ce ascians ece ese 7. 95 7.88 
Oy elena maine sicie(cseinie Scniniclclo sal 18. 98 19. 25 

WILLEMITE.—Jones’s Mine, Central City. 
WOLFRAMITE.—Reported from Southern Colorado. 
W OLLASTONITE.—Occurs in small quantities in some of the limestones 

near Fair Play. 
~WULFENITE.—Is found in Park County; at Gold Hill, Boulder County. 
XENOTIMITE.—Reported from Cheyenne Mountain. 
ZINCITE.—Jones’s Mine, Central City. 
ZIRCON.—Bear River; Middle Park. In small crystals. Crystals of 

zircon are found in the feldspar of Pike’s Peak. Dr. G. A. Koenig§ 
has furnished the following analysis: 

Per cent. 

Sil OR So55 SCO SOBER SOS Se epee ene ares eae 28.00 

Mic Oe oie i teen FBS 
(Her On Zi Oona soins oclscice es cecseeaces | 00200 
IETS, © espe sioiaich cine ae aio cinseis acerdic omnes ciate 3. 47 

100. 40 

* Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phil., Part II, 1875, p. 363. 
t Rep. Expl. and Surv. West 100th Mer., vol. iii, p. 636. 
{ Rep. Hal and Surv. West 100th Merid., vol. iii, p. 630, and Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 

xlii, p. 571. 
§ Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phil., Part II, 1876, p. 156. 
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Zircon has also been found in quartz in El] Paso County. An analy- 
sis furnished Dr. Koenig the.following result :* 

Per cent. 

Ra QE daisy 31 as ae ISR dA SE) TT ee aa An 29. '70 
VSM Oar) eee ees Seer cies len ois 60.98 
TSA On ae Cees se oocd Sec coe Goceaotacreos 9, 20 
MoO hess ane coe eres toscccae 0.30 

100. 18 

ZINKENITE.—S weet Home Mine, small crystals. 
ZIPPEITE.—W 00d lode, Leavenworth Gulch, near Nevada. 

*Ibid., Part I, 1877, p. 9. 
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SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF COLORADO MIN- 
ERALS.* 

: I. NATIVE ELEMENTS. 

Gold (1). Lead (15). 
Silver (2). Antimony (18). 
Quicksilver (8). Bismuth (20). 
Amalgam (9). Tellurium (21). 
Copper (12). i Sulphur (22). 
Iron (13). Graphite (25). 

II. SULPHIDS, TELLURIDS, SELENIDS, ARSENIDS, ANTI- 
MONIDS, BISMUTHIDS. 

A. SIMPLE SULPHIDS, &c. 

Stibnite (29). Pyrrhotite (68). 
Bismuthinite (30). Greenockite (69.) 
Molybdenite (34). Schreibersite (74). 
Dyscrasite (35). Pyrite (75). 
Schapbachite (36 A). Chalcopyrite (78). 
Argentite (40). Chloanthite (83.) 
Galenite (44). Mareasite (90). 
Altaite (48). Leucopyrite (91). 
Boruite (49). Arsenopyrite (94). 
Alabandite (52). Sylvanite (98). 
Sphalerite (56). Calaverite. 
Hessite (58). Nagyagite (99). 
Chalcocite (61). Covellite (100). 
Sternbergite (63). 

B. DOUBLE SULPHIDS, &C. 

Zinkenite (106). Bournonite (119). 
Jamesonite (112). 
Schirmerite (112 A). 
Freieslebenite (114). 
Pyrargyrite (117). 
Proustite (118). 

Tetrahedrite (124). 
Tennantite (127). 
Stephanite (130). 
Polybasite (131). 
KEnargite (132). 

Ill. COMPOUNDS OF CHLORINE, BROMINE, IODINE. 

Halite (138). 
Cerargyrite (140). 
Embolite (141). 

Iodyrite (143). 
Carnallite (147). 
Atacamite (153). 

* The classification herein adopted is that given by Dana in his “ System of Miner- 
alogy.” The numbers placed in parentheses after the mineral-names, correspond to 
the numbers given by Dana. 
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IV. FLUORINE COMPOUNDS. 

Fluorite (159). (Chlorophanite). 

V. OXYGEN COMPOUNDS. 

A. OXYDS. 

1. Oxyds of elements of series I. 

Cuprite (172). 
Zincite (176). 
Melaconite (178). 
Hematite (186). 
Iserite (181 A). 
Spinel (183). 
Magnetite (186). 

Goethite (204). 
Limonite (206). 

A. Anhydrous. 

Franklinite (188). 
a Chromite (189). 

Uraninite (190). 
Rutile (193). 
Minium (197). 
Pyrolusite (199). 

B. Hydrous. 

Brucite (210). 
Psilomelane (217). 

2. Oxyds of elements of series II. 
Molybdite (224). 

3. Oxyds of carbon-silicon group. 
Quartz (231). 

A. 

Hypersthene (235). 
Wollastonite (237). 
Pyroxene (238). 
Rhodonite (241). 
Anthophyllite (246). 
Amphibolite (247). 
Arfvedsonite (248). 
Beryl] (254). 
Chrysolite (259). 
Willemite (266.) 
Garnet (271). 
Zircon (272). 
Vesuvianite (273). 
Epidote (276). 

Chrysocolla (346). 
Calamine (361). 
Prehnite (363). 

| Opal (232). 

TERNARY OXYGEN COMPOUNDS. 

1. SILICATES. 

A. Anhydrous. 

Phlogopite (288). 
Biotite (289). 
Astrophyllite (292). 
Muscovite (293). 
Lepidolite (294). 
Leucite (309). 
Labradorite (311). 
Andesite (312). 
Oligoclase (314). 
Albite (315). 
Orthoclase (316). 
Tourmaline (320). 
Staurolite (333). 

B. Hydrous. 

Apophyllite (370). 
Allophanite (374). 
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Zeolite section. 

Chabazite (386). 
Stilbite (392). 
Heulandite (394). 

Margarophyllite section. 

Tale (399). Caolinite (419). 
Serpentine (411). Ripidolite (450). 

2. COLUMBATES. 

Natrolite (378). 
Mesolite (381). 
Analcite (383). 

Columbite (474.) 

3. PHOSPHATES. 

: A. Anhydrous. « 

Xenotimite (490). | Pyromorphite (493). 
Apatite (492). 

B. Hydrous. 

Turquoise (563). Pseudomalachite (543). 
Torbernite (572). Wavellite (554). 

Plumbogummite (556). 

4. TUNGSTATES AND MOLYBDATES. 

Wolframite (610). Wulfenite (617). 
Scheelite (614). 

5. SULPHATES. 

A. Anhydrous. 

Caledonite (636). 
Glauberite (640). 
Lanarkite (641). 

Barite (630). 
Anhydrite (632). 
Aunglesite (633), 

B. Hydrous. 

Gypsum (654). Aluminite (688). 
Melanterite (664). Jarosite (691). 
Goslarite (666). Glockerite (696). 
Chalcanthite (669). -| Uranochalcite (706). 
Kalinite (674). Zippeite (708). 
Pickeringite (678). Uraconite (710). 

6. CARBONATES. 

A. Anhydrous. 

Calcite (715). Rhodochrosite (722). 
Dolomite (716). Smithsonite (723). 
Magnesite (718). Aragonite (724). 
Mesitite (719). Cerussite (729). 
Siderite (721). 6 

B. Hydrous. 

Trona (738). Azurite (752). 
Malachite (751). Bismutite (753). 

VI HYDROCARBON COMPOUNDS. 

Ozocerite ¢780). Asphaltum (830). 
Succinite (799). Mineral coal (831). 
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REPORT OF A. C. PEALE, M. D., GEOLOGIST OF THE GRAND 
RIVER DIVISION, 1876. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., December 28, 1877. 

Sir: I have the honor herewith to hand you my report as geologist 
of the Grand River division for the season of 1876. 

The division was in the field just two months, of which thirty-two 
days were occupied in the work. During this time the area actually ex- 
amined so that its general geology can be mapped is about 4,000 square 
miles. 

The district assigned us consists of two widely separated areas, par- 
tially reported on in previous reports. Both are remote from settle- 
ments, and hence almost half the time the civision was in the field was 
necessarily occupied in marching to and from the areas. 

In the geological investigation of these detached areas (which in the ~ 
report are designated as areas A and B) difficulty was experienced from 
the limited amount of time, owing to the lateness of the season. Owing 
to this cause also another difficulty was met with, the lack of water. 
Both areas are desert-like, even at the best, and it is utterly impossible 
to study them in detail unless the work be undertaken in the spring and 
early summer, when the streams contain water. 

Fortunately, however, the geological structure was found to be com- 
paratively simple, as the sketches accompanying the report show. Had 
it been otherwise, the character of the country, and the rapidity with 
which we were obliged to travel over it would have precluded the pos- 
sibility of coloring the map. 
‘In the report I have followed my usual plan, considering first the 
general features, and afterward the special geological facts relating to 
the district. The geological map and general sections for the Atlas of 
Colorado have been prepared. 

For the illustrations accompanying the report I am indebted to Mr. 
W. H. Holmes and Mr. F. D. Owen. The profiles of the sections are 
based on the topographical work of Mr. Henry Gannett, to whom also 
I am indebted for the accompanying maps. 

With great respect, I have the honor to remain your obedient servant, 
A. C. PEALE. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist, in charge. 
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GEOLOGICAL REPORT ON THE GRAND RiVER DISTRICT. 

CH ASP Ry? i. 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

The area assigned to the Grand River Division for 1876 was divided 
into two parts. First was a district of about 1,000 square miles south 
of the Sierra la Sal, between the Dolores and San Miguel Rivers, and 
extending south as far as the parallel of 38°. The larger portion of the 
area, consisting of about 3,000 square miles, lies north of Grand River, 
extending from the river as a southern line, northward to the parallel of 
39° 30’, bounded on the east by the meridian of 105°, and on the west 
by 109° 30’. 

Sedimentary formations prevail in both districts. The area (area A) 
south of the Sierra la Sal is the portion not completed in 1575, on ac- 
count of the difficulty with the Indians, and it is the area first worked in 
1876, nine days being devoted to it. A general view (Fig.1, Plate X), 
obtained from the summit of Lone Cone, shows it to be plateau-like in 
general, cut by deep gorges or cafions toward the east, and rendered 
somewhat irregular toward the west by several broad folds. Near 
Lone Cone Mountain the country is somewhat hilly, and in places mesa- 
like. Here the Cretaveous shales (Middle Cretaceous) are seen resting 
on the Dakota group, which in general forms the floor of the plateau. 
The streams cut through the Dakota group exposing the Jurassic shales, 
especially toward the north, and as we follow the streams we find them 
cutting deeper and deeper, until the Red Beds (Trias?) appear beneath 
the Jurassic. West of the San Miguel Plateau, beyond Naturita Creek, 
the Dakota sandstones rise in a fold, the axis of which is northwest 
and southeast. Toward the northwest this fold is marked by the Par- 
adox Valley, which appears to occupy its axis. Beyond Paradox Val- 
ley is the Basin Plateau. This is a gentle synclinal basin; for the 
strata on the west side of Paradox Valley dip gently to the southwest 
and, beyond the centre of the basin, rise again gently to the edge of 
the bluffs forming the eastern or northeastern wall of Gypsum Valley, 
which is similar to Paradox Valley. Between Gypsum Valley and the 
Dolores River is another synclinal basin, the sides of which dip south- 
west and northeast. At the northwestern end there is a dip to the 
southeast, which gives a saucer-like shape to the valley. From this 
fact we called it Saucer Valley. Around the northwestern end or rim 
of this valley the Dolores flows in a canon, emerging from it into Gyp- 
sum Valley. Southwest of the Dolores the country rises into the north- 
ern border of the Sage Plain. In working up this area we took the 
following routes: From the crossing of the 8:n Miguel we travelled 
northwestwardly along Naturita Creek, reachii the San Miguel again 
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below the great bend, and just above the point where it turns again to 
the northwest. From this bend we crossed to the head of Paradox 
Valley, down which we followed a few miles; thence we travelled south- 
ward across the Basin Plateau, and a little southwest across Gypsum 
Valle, and Saucer Valley to the Dolores. Returning, we crossed the 
head of Gypsum Valley, and, skirting the country near the northern 
slopes of Lone Cone, turned north to the crossing of the San Miguel, 
having completed the circuit of the area. 

Four days’ travel from the Uncompahgre Indian agency, on the Un- 
compahgre River, brought us into our northern district (area B). The 
southern line of this area is Grand River, which, after it is joined by the 
Gunnison, curves around the northern end of the Uncompahgre Plateau, 
flowing at first northwest and afterward southwest. In this area the 
geological formations extend uninterruptedly from the Red Beds (‘Trias ?) 
exposed on the Grand, to the Tertiary strata outcropping at the summit 
of the ‘‘ Roan” or ‘ Book Cliffs.” 

Grand River is, for the most part, in a low cafion in the Red Beds. 
On the north side, the Dakota sandstones, with the underlying shales form 
low hogbacks, dipping away from the river toward the cliffs. Between 
the crest of the hogbacks and the foot of the cliffs is a broad valley, 
formed by the erosion of the soft shales of the Middle Cretaceous. These - 
shales extend to the base of the cliffs, and in some places form their 
lower portion. The cliffs rise in steps to the summit, which has an ele- 
vaticn of 8,900 to 9,000, rising about 4,000 feet above the level of Grand 
River. The summit of the cliffs is the southern edge of a plateau, slop- 
ing northward to White River (Dr. Endlich’s district). The strata in 
the cliffs are Tertiary sandstones and shales, through which the streams 
flowing to White River rarely cut deep enough to expose the Cretaceous. 

Our line of travel through this district was as follows: 
Crossing the Grand on the wagon-ford above the mouth of the Gun- 

nison, we ‘followed the road (which keeps on the north side of the river) 
nearly to the mouth of the Dolores. We then crossed the Grand River 
Valley to where Desert Creek emerges from the cliffs. From this point 
we followed the Indian trail, which leads up the western branch, to the 
summit of the cliffs. We then turned eastward on the trail, which fol- 
lows the crest of the divide between the Grand River and White River 
drainage, leaving it at the head of Roan Creek. ‘This latter stream was 
followed to the Grand, up which we travelled to Cactus Valley. 

With this our work ended, the northern portion having taken twenty- 
three days to complete. The area included is about 3,000 square miles, 
while area A included only about 1,000 square miles. 
From Cactus Valley we proceeded to Rawlins Springs, on the Union 

Pacific Railroad, via the White River Indian agency. 
We reached Rawlins on October 23, having been in the field just two 

months, nearly half the time being occupied in marching to and from 
and between our districts, on account of their remoteness from settle- 
ments. 
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CHAPTER II. 

AREA A—SAN MIGUEL AND DOLORES RIVERS—SAUCER 
VALLEY—GYPSUM VALLEY—BASIN PLATEAU—PARA- 
DOX VALLEY—SAN MIGUEL PLATEAU. 

Area A includes about 1,000 square miles, lying between the San 
Miguel and Dolores Rivers, and bounded on the south by the parallel 
of 38°. (See map, Bite) VIII.) 

DRAINAGE. 

The drainage of the area is by branches of the San Miguel and Dolores. 
The larger streams head in the Lone Cone group of mountains. The 
general direction is toward the northwest, and the changes in course are 
usually abrupt, many of the streams changing at right angles to their 
former courses. This gives a zigzag appearance to the drainage. The 
two general courses followed are northwest and northeast. 

RIO SAN MIGUEL. 

The Rio San Miguel was partially described in the Report for 1875, 
and little need be added here, except what is necessary to make the de- 
scription of the area complete. The river forms the eastern and a por- 
tion of the northern boundary of the area. Where the Indian trail from 
Muache Creek crosses the river, the cation is 800 feet in depth. The 
massive sandstones of the Upper Dakota group (Cretaceous) form the 
top of the cafion wall. The more shaly beds of the Lower Dakota group 
are exposed in places below, but are generally concealed by the débris, 
which is overgrown with pines and cedars. Whether there are any 
Jurassic layers outcropping it is impossible to say positively. Lower 
down on the river they undoubtedly occur. The river-bottom is very 
narrow, and in some places must disappear. There are cottonwoods 
(Populus bolsamifera) and the growth of shrubbery common along the 
Western streams. The river is rapid, flowing over a rocky bottom. 
From the crossing it keeps an almost northerly course to the mouth 

of Muache Creek, which comes in from the east. It then flows north- 
west for three or four miles, when it turns to westward, keeping this course 
for about seven miles. The next direction assumed is parallel to that of 
the streams rising in the crest of the Uncompahgre Plateau, viz., south- 
west. In this portion of its course the river emerges from its narrow 
caflon and flows through alluvial bottoms of considerable width—the 
walls on either side not being over 400 feet in height—composed of the 
Dakota sandstones, with cappings of the shales of the Middle Creta- 
ceous. 

About a mile and a half below the mouth of Naturita Creek the San 
Miguel turns to the northwest and flows in cation to its mouth. The 
callon at the head is 400 feet deep, and at the mouth 1,000 feet or more. 
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The rocks at first are the Dakota sandstones, which are rapidly cut 
through, Jura and Trias showing a short distance below Naturita 
Creek. 

Naturita Creek rises on the northern and northwestern slopes of Lone 
Cone. The various small streams unite to form two branches, which 
soon join, and the stream thus formed flows nearly due north for about 
eight miles , when it turns nearly west, gradually turning to a north- 
west course. 

The sources are in a beautiful park-like country underlaid with the 
Middle Cretaceous shales, which are soon cut through, exposing the Da- 
kota group, the sandstones of which form the cafion walls to the mouth. 
The cafion becomes shallower as we go down the stream. Southwest of 
Station 4 it is about 500 feet deep, and at the mouth only some 200 
to 300 feet. There is a narrow valley bordering the stream in this 
lower portion of its course. There is running water in it, probably, 
throughout the entire year. Below the bend are two unimportans 
branches that rise in the low divide separating Naturita Creek from Basin 
Creek. The creek was named trom the abundance of the Spanish 
bayonet-plants (Yucca angustifolia), which the Indians call Natuwrita (the 
Spanish name). When we were in this region the plant was in fruit, 
and the Utes were gathering and drying it. 

Basin Creek joins the San Miguel a few miles below the bend below 
Naturita Creek. It rises in the rolling mesa country northwest of Lone 
Cone, and flows northwestward across the Basin Piateau to within six 
miles of its mouth, when it turns abruptly at right angles and flows 
northeast to the Miguel, cutting across an anticlinal fold and a synclinal 
depression, with a fault on the east side. In the Basin Plateau the 
stream keeps near the eastern side of a synclinal depression, which is 
occupied by the Cretaceous shales. In this part of its course the stream 
is dry during the summer. Near the head, pools of alkali-water were 
found in September. From the Basin Plateau it turns at right angles 
and plunges into a canon cutting across an anticlinal fold, in the centre 
of which the Red Beds (Trias?) are exposed. In this cation the stream 
has running water, which sinks again when it emerges into the synclinal 
valley east of the fold. On the east side of this synelinal depression of 
Cretaceous shales, there is a fault with the down-throw on the west. 
This fault will be described under the head of Paradox Valley. Basin 
Creek cuts across this fault, and joins the San Miguel a short distance 
beyond. 

Southwest of Basin Creek, the first creek of any importance is Disap- 
pointment Oreek. In midsummer, water is found in it only in holes. It 
joins the Dolores on the southwest side of Saucer Valley. 

RIO DOLORES. 

The reports for 1875 describe the upper and lower parts of the Dolores. 
There was left undescribed, however, a gap of unexplored country 
through which the Dolores flows. 

On ‘the eastern side of the Great Sage Plain the general course of the 
Dolores is a few degrees west of north. It zigzags somewhat, flowing 
sometimes with the dip of the rocks and at others with the strike. It isin 
deep cafion for the most part in the Red Beds. On both sides of the 
river the beds dip to the eastward or northeast, and are capped with 
Jurassic (?) shales and Dakota sandstones and shales. On the west the 
country rises to the Great Sage Plain, which stretches away to the 
westward and southwestward. This region was visited by Mr. Holmes, 
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and will be described in his report. Below the mouth of Disappoint- 
ment Creek the river is flowing toward the northwest, but it soon curves 
toward the north and east around the northwestern rim of Saucer Val- 
led, and a short distance east of Island Mesa emerges into the lower 
part of Gypsum Valley. Island Mesa is capped with Dakota sandstones, 
a remnant of the strata forming most of the surface in Saucer Valley 
(see map of area A, Plate VIII). 

North of the Mesa the river is seen flowing toward the west. It 
however soon turns to the north, and farther on curves again to the 
eastward, to the western side of Paradox Valley. In the portion of its 
course just referred to, the Dolores is bordered by red sandstones and 
shales, a portion of which ought probably be referred to the Upper 
Carboniferous. The cafion walls on both sides are bluffy, the upper beds 
of the bluffs being of Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous rocks. The adjacent 
country is mesa-like, gashed by streams tributary to the main river. 
But few of these gashes or cafions carry water during the summer 
months. 

The Dolores cuts across Paradox Valley at right angles to its direc- 
tion, and immediately plunges into the canon that continues to its 
mouth. This portion of its course is described in the report for 1875. 

The folds across which the river cuts its way are those of Gypsum 
Valley and Paradox Valley. Its course was therefore probably outlined 
before the folding took place, and the cutting of the caton appears to 
have progressed gradually with the formation of the present folds. 

SAUCER VALLEY. 

At the lower end of the valley of Disappointment Creek is a saucer- 
like basin which gives name to the valley. 

Through the western rim of this basin Disappointment Creek cuts its 
way to join the Dolores. The latter is in a monoclinal valley in Jura- 
Trias and flows around the northern rim of the basin. 

The surface of Saucer Valley is composed mainly of Upper Dakota 
sandstones. In the centre are remnants of the Colorado shales which 
prevail so extensively farther up stream in the neighborhood of Lone 
Cone. Disappointment Creek cuts a deep gully in the soft.shales. In 
September we found water only in pools in this gully. The drainage 
from the rim bordering the Dolores unites in a stream that cuts across 
the western rim about three miles north of Disappointment Creek. 
Near the sources of these streams or gullies, where the dip is greatest, 
beds of Lower Dakota age are exposed. The eastern, or rather north- 
eastern rim (for the strike is northwest and southeast), is the south- 
western border of Gypsum Valley. 

GYPSUM VALLEY. 

Gypsum Valley is named from the prevalence of gypsum in it, espe- 
cially at its head. When first seen, the valley seemed to be a simple 
anticlinal, of which the centre had been eroded away. On the south- 
west is a hogback-like ridge 400 to 500 feet high. The Dakota sand- 
stone forms the summit and southwestern slope of this hogback, dip- 
ping about 15° to the southwest. Beneath this, and presenting the 
edges of the strata to the northeast, are the shales of the Lower Dakota 
group, which pass below into the Jurassic. The soft character of the 
strata has caused the valley to become filled with débris which conceals 
the greater portion of the underlying strata. 
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On the northeast side of the valley is another bluff, which faces 
the southwest. This also is capped with Dakota sandstones, which dip 
10°-15° to the northeast. The angle soon decreases and the beds 
form the floor of the Basin Plateau. 

At Station 10 the sandstones are nearly 1,400 feet above the valley, 
and below them the Jurassic shales and Triassic red sandstones outerop. 
It is probable that a portion of the Upper Carboniferous also shows. 
Following the ridge to the northwest it is noticed that the dip toward 
the northeast becomes less, and the country is more mesa-like. At a 
point a little east of north from Island Mesa, at the westward bend of 
the Dolores, on the north side (see a in Fig. 1, Plate IX), there are evi- 
dences of an anticlinal fold, the axis of which is on a line with the edge 
of the bluffs on which Station 10 is located. At the station there is no 
fold. At several points on the opposite ridge, however, there are ob- 
secure evidences of a fold, but the beds in the centre of the valley have 
been completely eroded away. Northeast of Island Mesa the Jurassic 
rocks show the folding as indicated at b in the section. (Tig. 1, Plate 
IX.) Whether the lower part of the valley is a synclinal or not is diffi- 
cult to determine. I am inclined, however, to think not, but that the 
condition is folding and faulting, as represented in the section. The 
eastern fold dies out to the southeast, although the fault continues. This 
also dies out, or rather changes to a fold, for at the head of the valley 
the sandstones of the Dakota group are seen curving around to con- 
nect with those of the southwestern ridge. There is considerable ob- 
security here, resulting from the soft character of the strata, owing 
largely to the presence of gypsum. 

BASIN PLATEAU. 

From the northeastern edge of Gypsum Valley the Dakota sand- 
stones dip gently to the northeast, and become almost horizontal in the 
centre of Basin Plateau, and beyond rise in a low ridge through which 
Basin Creek cuts a deep cafion. The centre of Basin Plateau is floored 
with the lower portion of the Colorado Cretaceous, remnants of the 
strata that form mesas farther south. Toward the northwest the Da- 
kota sandstones form the surface, extending eastward to the southwest 
edge of Paradox Valley. The ridge through which Basin Creek cuts its 
way out of the plateau begins in the southeast as avery gentle fold. Its 
culmination appears to be at the cafion of Basin Creek. (See sections, 
plate No. [X.) The red beds are exposed in the centre. The western 
side of the anticlinal diminishes in inclination as we trace it toward the 
northwest, where it forms the wall of Paradox Valley. The eastern 
side of the fold, as we trace it, is. seen curving to the eastward, forming 
the rim of a dish-like depression. On the east side of this is a line of 
faulting which fades out into a fold to the southeast. The axis of this 
fold is parallel to that next west, but the fold is much gentler, and soon 
dies out in San Miguel Plateau. The sections in Plate No. IX will give 
a clearer idea of this folding. 

PARADOX VALLEY. 

About four miles above the mouth of the San Miguel River the Rio 
Dolores is seen cutting its way from a broad valley through a bluff wall 
some 1,600 feet in height. The valley is about three miles in width, and 
the river comes into it from a cafion on the west which is almost as deep 
as the one by which it makes its escape. This valley, which stretches 
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to the northwest and southeast at right angles to the course of the 
river, has been named Paradox Valley. The beds on both sides of the 
valley present their basset edges toward the axis of the valley and dip 
gently away from it to the southwest and to the northeast. It would 
appear, therefore, to be a simple anticlinal axis with the centre removed. 
The erosion of the strata has greatly obscured the relations of the dif- 
ferent beds. The bluffs on the southwest are lower than those on the 
northeast, and show no beds lower than the Jurassic variegated shales, 
while the ‘opposite ones show a considerable thickness of the underlying 
red sandstones and shales that we have been accustomed to refer to the 
Trias. If, therefore, this valley be a simple anticlinal, it must occupy 
a position west of the axis. Iam inclined to believe that it—the fold—is 
not simple, but analogous to that of Gypsum Valley, 7. ¢., there is a fold 
with a fault to the eastward, along the foot of the bluffs on that side. 
Crossing to the southeast to the synclinal basin on Basin Creek, we tind 
evidences of faulting on a direct line with the bluffs. The fault of the 
west side of Sindbad’s Valley (see p. 63, Report U.S. Geol. Survey for 
1875) is also on the same line. The prevailing formation in the valley 
is the Trias? covered in most places with drift. The latter increases 
toward the north. The bluffs on the northeast, as we go north, are in two 
steps, the upper being of Dakota sandstone, which slopes to the San 
Miguel River. The lower step has Jurassic shales cappin g the red sand- 
stone. North of the Dolores, the Red Beds prevail and Upper Carbonif- 
erous beds outcrop at the base of the cliffs. Owing to the limited time, 
this portion of the valley was not visited. 

SAN MIGUEL PLATEAU. 

The San Miguel Plateau calls simply for a mention here, as the re- 
ports for 1875 refer to it so frequently. We crossed it on the trail that 
leads from the Uncompahgre agency to the Navajo Indian country. 

The elevation of the plateau near the mountains is about 8,000 feet, 
and here pines are found. Near the mouth of the San Miguel! the ele- 
vation is about 6,000 feet, and the surface covered generally with sage- 
brush. All the streams ‘are in canons from 800 to 1,000 feet below the 
surface, with but little bottom-land. The Dakota sandstones form the 
surface. rock, but that higher beds once prevailed over the entire area 
is evident from the remnants of Colorado shales that are now found at 
several localities. The largest area of shales is found between the San 
Miguel River and Tabeguache Creek, occupying a synclinal depression. 
The areas of shales are indicated on the map (Plate VIII). 



CHAPTER 7111. 

AREA B—GRAND RIVER VALLEY—ROAN OR BOOK CLIFFS— 
LITTLE BOOK CLIFFS. 

As indicated in a previous chapter, Area B includes about 3,000 
square miles. Of this, 1,100 represent Grand River Valley. The en- 
tire drainage of the area is tributary to Grand River, which forms the 
southern boundary. The northern boundary is the crest of the Roan or 
Book Cliffs. Almost all the area is a desert, and can be worked in detail 
only in the spring or early summer months. It was visited by us in 
the last week of September and the early part cof October, when the 
streams were dry. Salt Creek was the only one carrying water, and it 
was a trickling stream of strongly alkaline water. The region between 
the crest and the foot of the cliffs is also destitute of water except at a 
few places. To be worked in detail it will have to be visited in the 
spring; and the crest, along which an Indian trail takes its way, will © 
have to be the line from which it is worked. The cliffs are rugged and 
precipitous, and considerable time will have to be spent in finding good 
places to descend. Fortunately the geological structure is so simple 
that a good idea of the areas occupied by the various formations was 
obtained during our hasty trip aloug the crest, and no difficulty was ex- 
perienced in coloring the geological map. The formations represented 
are mainly Cretaceous and Tertiary, the outcrops of Jurassic and Tri- 
assic being limited to a narrow belt along the course of Grand River. 

GRAND RIVER VALLEY. 

Following the Uncompahgre River northward, we find the broad val- 
ley in which it is located extending northwestward along the Gunnison 
and becoming the Grand River Valley below the mouth of the Gunni- 
son. It keeps a northwesterly course as far as Salt Creek. It then 
curves around to the southwest, following the course of Grand River, 
which curves around the northern end of the Uncompahgre Plateau. 
Beyond Muddy Creek the valley extends westward toward Green River. 
The total length of the valley following the general course of the river 
is about 75 miles. Its width opposite the mouth of the Gunnison is 9 
miles. On Salt Creek it is 15 miles, and on Muddy Creek about 20 miles. 
The valley is nearly flat, there being a slight slope from the foot of the 
cliffs toward the river, and a still smaller slope toward the cliffs from 
the edge of the low hogback ridge bordering the river. A line of sta- * 
tions was made on this ridge. The valley is for the most part a desert, 
covered with a sparse growth of stunted sage-brush, which grows in a 
stiff alkaline soil made from the débris that is washed from the Book 
Cliffs. Along Grand River in the bottcm-land there are groves of cot- 
tonwood. A portion of the valley between the Little Book Cliffs and Salt 
Creek may be reclaimed by irrigation from Grand River. Beyond Salt 
Creek the level is too high above that of the river, which is in cation, 
to be available for agricultural purposes by irrigation. West of Muddy 
Creek the country rises into the divide between Grand and Green Riv- 
ers. The streams flowing from the cliffs to Grand River have cut deep 
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arroyas or gullies in the soft soil. Salt Creek was the only one that car- 
ried any water when we crossed them. Desert Creek had asmall stream 
at the edge of the valley close to the foot of the cliffs, but the water, 
which was alkaline, soon disappeared. The formation forming the floor 
of the valley is the Middle Cretaceous or Colorado group, the dip of the 
beds being away from the river. 

Between the mouth of the Gunnison and Station 4 a wide alkali flat ex- 
tends from the foot of the Little Book Cliffs to Grand River. The latter 
stream comes from a deep cation (named Hogback Caiion) cut through 
the Little Book Cliffs, and flows almost directly west across Grand River 
Valley nearly at right angles to its course. On the south side of the 
river, the shales of the Colorado group are seen dipping 2° or 3° in the 
bluff, which is about 200 feet high. 

Atter the Gunnison joins the Grand the latter takes the course fol- 
lowed by the former above its mouth, and hugs the lower or southern 
side of the valley. South of the river is a low. hogback ridge of Dakota 
sandstones, dipping toward the northeast. On these sandstones rest 
remnants of the shales. The Dakota group crosses to the north side 
southwest of Station 4, at the point where the wagon-road leaves the 
river, and soon rises into a ridge of about 300 feet, on which Station 5 
was located. 

- Station 4 was on a remnant of a former level of the valley, a yellow- 
topped butte underlaid by black argillaceous shales (probably Creta- 
ceous No. 2). 

Station No. 5 was on ihe edge of the cafion of the Grand. The river 
is in the upper part of the Red Beds, above which is the following sec- 
tion: ° 

Base. Feet. 

1. White sandstones with thin bands of limestone 80 
Par Greenish isiileswees << 2-6 secs eee cece melee a8 pe et we 
ey WV Hite SAMOSUOMESH ee ce cs + eltja.c ie a4. -Telomegue wjf ec oie eae Beers cx lel dee 71 
4, Variegated shales and marls reddish and ereenish.. ; .Aeeiee-.. a 70 
5. Yellowish white sandstone, rather massive...... Shperacasébecs 88 

309 
The thicknesses were measured by angles, taken with the gradienter. 
Layers Nos. 4 and 5, and perhaps No. 3, belong to the Dakota group, 

while the remainder of the section is referable to the Jurassic, the de- 
crease in thickness from that in the southern area being probably due 
to the presence in this region of limestones. 

Station 6 was located on a mesa of Dakota sandstones. The dip here 
is not great, although it increases a little as we go north from the 
Station, and the sandstones disappear beneath the Colorado shales. 
Salt Creek flows into the Grand at the head of the bend. From this 
bend to Station 8 the river is in a narrow cafion cut in the Red Beds. 
These are seen on the south side of the river rising to the south in the 
Uncompahgre Plateau. Opposite Station 7 several buttes are seen 
which have cappings of Jurassic shales. On the north side of the river 
the Jurassic forms most of the surface, although there is one area be- 
tween Stations 7 and 8 where it has been removed. The following sec- 
tion was obtained here: 

Top. . Feet. 
1. Massive sandstone, general paler light red, white on top....-... 150 
2. Red laminated sandstones and shales... .......22---0 22+ sees: 100 
3. Massive sandstone, deep red in places and light red in others... 200 
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On the south side of the river the upper layers appear to have been 
eroded away, not showing until the mesas, five or six miles south of 
the river, are reached. 

The cation of the Grand appears to be impassable, and the road makes 
a detour around it. It is thirty miles from where the road leaves the 
river, above Station 5, to the point where it touches it again, below Sta- 
tion 8. The gullies crossed in this distance are all dry, with the excep- 
tion of Salt Creek, the water of which is alkaline. Although dry, these 
gullies are deep, especially between Stations 7 and 8. 

The following is the section at Station 8: 

Top. 

1. Massive yellowish sandstones with faint impressions of 
pees Ba 5 Se ER RARE 3, CAMS Bese Be TANS OF 3 200 feet. 

. White marls and reddish sandstones............--.- 
3, Dark-colored hard sandstones, with a layer at the t eel 

containing modules of jasper see-5).-. -- = 2. 22a eee 
4, Variegated marls..... Mes 3 6 iC RET See lo aco 6 360 feet. 
5. Greenish marls and sandstones with thin bands of lime- | 

SONG, Aho WS WHR hie Seas eae tcs-o csdaeeeda adoccoassous \ 
6. Massive red sandstones (top of Trias?)......... gs heise 

MING tet c's. Loves ilevateve CRMEREP ISI Cs sc -ccls  cuocateretaneterelsiene neat 510 feet. 

-It is difficult here, as at the other localities, to draw the line between 
the base of the Dakota group and the top of the Jurassic. 

Between Station 7 and Station 8 is a kind of basin of Jurassic 
shales, the stations being located on two points or tongues of the Da- 
kota sandstone. North of the hogback ridge of Dakota sandstone the 
shales form low bluffs, and between these and the foot of the Book 
Cliffs the surface is diversified by buttes and mesas eroded from the 
shales. The Dakota sandstones dip toward the northwest 3°-5°. 

Bitter Water Creek joins the Grand below Station 8; and just below 
the mouth of the creek, the river enters a cafion in the Red Beds. This 
canon is 500 or 600 feet in depth at its head, and this probably increases 
as the river is followed. 
From the head of the cafion to the Horse-shoe Bend, the Red Beds 

outcrop on both sides of the river. Station 9 was located on a Jurassic- 
capped butte on the north, or rather west side of the river, for the Grand 
here is flowing but a few degrees west of south. On the east side its 
tributaries cut profound cafions in the Red Beds, and at their sources 
may even expose the underlying granitic rocks. 

At Horse-shoe Bend the valley becomes more open, and below the 
bend the river flows from the Red Beds into the Jurassic shales. Beiow 
the mouth of Granite Creek the Grand makes a right-angled bend and 
flows to the southwest, cutting across the hogback ridge into a syncli- 
nal basin of Cretaceous shales. The strike of the Dakota group is at 
right angles to the course of the river, and just above the mouth of the 
Rio Dolores we find the Grand again cutting across the Dakota group 
at right angles to its strike. The synclinal depression between the 
Dolores, Granite Creek, and Grand River is the result of two folds 
meeting, viz: that of the northern end of the Uncompahgre Plateau, and 
the fold that marks the western edge of the same plateau farther south. 
This latter fold, with its axis slightly changed (%. ¢., more to the west- 
ward), continues from the Grand to Green River. A line of hogbacks, 
capped with the Dakota sandstones, is seen stretching to the westward 
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from the Grand at the mouth of Muddy Creek. South of this is the 
Dome Plateau, named from the domed shape of the country. 

From the foot of the hogbacks there is a gradual swell, covered for 
some distance with a portion of the Jurassic. This, however, soon dis- 
appears, and the upper part of the Trias (?) forms the surface, reaching to 
the edge of the cliffs overlooking the Valle Colorado of Grand River. A 
section of the beds in these clifts at station 12 was given in the Report 
for 1875, p. 83. 
~In the western part of Grand River Valley there are three streams, 
Muddy, Alkali, and Desert Creeks, rising in the Book Cliffs. The names 
were given as an indication of the kind of country through which they 
flow. 
Muddy Creek rises in the cliffs outside of the district. Like the others 

in Grand River Valley, the course of this stream can be traced by the 
line of sage-brush along its gulley. In the cliffs it probably has running 
water, and near its mouth we saw several pools of alkaline water. 

Alkali Creek we found entirely destitute of water, and it is probably 
only in the spring that it is a running stream, The bed of Desert Creek 
contained a trickling stream at the entrance to the cliffs, but it soon dis- 
appeared in the clayey deposits of the valley. On the way across the 
valley to the exit of Desert Creek, we crossed a low mesa about half way 
from the Grand to the cliffs. This mesa, not a hundred feet high, is 
capped with a sandstone which had a dip of 1° or 2° toward the cliffs. 

Grand River Valley is a valley of erosion determined first, perhaps, by 
the fold resulting from the upheaval of the Uncompahgre Plateau. An 
immense amount of material must have been removed to form the trough 
that we now see extending along the Uncompahgre, Gunnison, and 
Grand Rivers to the Green. We leave the Grand just as it enters the 
great callon-country so characteristic of the great Colorado River of the 
West. 

As has already been stated, the valley is not adapted for agricultural 
purposes, and much less for grazing, unless there should be a change 
of climate. Traces of -a poor quality of coal are found at several places 
in the sandstones at the summit-of the hogbacks along the Grand, but 
it is of no economic importance. Gypsum is found in the Jurassic 
shales, and also in the Boloved Cretaceous, but as far as = Beet not in 
beds, nor as large deposits. 

ROAN OR BOOK CLIFFS. 

The cliffs that overlook the Grand River Valley are divided into two 
portions, the Roan or Book Cliffs, overlooking the western part, and the 
Little Book Cliffs, overlooking the eastern part, extending from Hog- 
back Cation of Grand River to Salt Creek. The name Roan is given on 
account of the color, and the name Book Cliffs from the resemblance of 
their edges to those of a bound book. The summit of the cliffs forms 
the southern edge of the Roan or Book Plateau, which extends north- 
ward, forming the district investigated by Dr. Endlich. In this direc. 
Lion the Streams flow in the direction of the dip of the rocks, and the 
country is not so rugged as that on the south. North of the bend of 
Grand River is the basin drained by Salt Creek, which has its sources 
about 16 or 18 miles north of the northern edge of Grand River Valley, 
while the other streams have a much shorter course in the cliffs. The 

_ edge of the cliffs is the divide between the drainage of Grand River and 
that which flows to White River. From Bitter-water Creek this divide 
has a nearly due east and west direction until the head of the first 
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branch of West Salt Creek is reached, when an abrupt turn to the’ 
northeast is made. At the head of West Salt Creek the course is some 
what winding between the branches of that creek and those of the 
White River streams. The plateau character so noticeable farther west: 
is lost here. The general direction of the divide is east and west to the 
head of Roan Creek. East of Roan Creek the plateau character again 
prevails, especially along Grand River, as shown in Fig. 2, Plate X (a 
sketch of the cliffs and plateau on the north side of the Grand from Roa — 
Creek to Cactus Valley, made by Mr. Holmes). Thedip of the strata here 
is to the northward. Between Salt Creek, Roan Creek, and the Littl 
Book Cliffs the country is considerably broken up. The drainage is 
generally to the east, and remnants of the plateau are left as long tongue- - 
like mesas between the branches of Roan Creek. 

The surface rocks on the plateaus everywhere throughout this region 
are the white shales of the Green River group of Tertiary. Between 
Desert Creek and Bitter-water Creek, the summit of the cliffs is about 
12 miles from the edge of Green River Valley. The intervening country 
is very rugged. Spurs extend southward from the cliffs between the 
streams. These spurs are composed mainly of Wahsatch beds, which, 
toward the west, are composed of sandstones, generally white in color, 
but with layers of a pink color. : 
We reached the summit of the cliffs by following an old and rough 

Indian trail that led up Desert Creek. This part of the cliffs was out- 
side of the district, but it presented the only means of access to the pla- 
teau, which here is 3,787 feet above the valley. At the entrance of the 
creek to the valley there are low hogbacks, in which the beds dip about 
6° toward the cliffs. The general dip appears to be a little east of narth, 
and this becomes more easterly as we follow the cliffs to the westward. 

The following section was made at the exit of Desert Creek, the thiek- 
ness being estimated : 

shales and sandstones .......-..--...---. 4, 000 
11. Greenish laminated shales and white sand- 

Green River 
stones and shales. 

Section. 
Base. Feet. 

Colorado .. 1. Colorado shales about....... beyeisteleror pee aysicas 200 
Di SANS UOTIG pe rae i! di cii0'e < ia.cpa vars ai vies Hida Suave ie eialate (ae 75 
3. Shales with lignite band ....... .-.......... 300 
Al ‘Sands tome aie ois e's, - oheiej =< ihc abbeys ey eae 50 

oxenEL MS) 2 Aa: Ales yc 50 Ns tei ler talai > o'sie es hare ee ee ana ee 
| 1G DS andstones see tis ws eces alow tien se eee 25 
| 7. Shales with lignite band...... Be ae, 15 
(48a) SandistOmes): pis sei. ss. iu). este epee en 25 

Laramie?... 9. Massive sandstones with thin bands of shales. 600 
( 10. Heavy bands of white and yellowish sand- 

Wabhsatch ? . { stones with interlaminated red and reddish 

l 

Bed 1 represents only a portion of the Colorado group. 
The sandstones 2 and 4 form escarpments facing the valley, As 

No. 4is traced up the creek, it is seen to thin out as it sinks Into the 
hills beneath the upper beds. Instead of one band of sandstone there 
are several, and the line between 4 and 5 becomes very indefinite. This 
we find to be the case very frequently in this region. A band of Sand 
stone may be very persistent for a long distance, and then split into 
several layers and perhaps disappear. The line between the Laramie 
group and the Fox Hills is especially indistinct. The time at our dis 
posal did not permit of careful search for fossils. 

} 
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is marked No. 11 are undoubtedly the Green River group of 
“ary, as fossils were obtained from the beds farther east. The 

‘veca them and the Wahsatch (No. 10 of the section) cannot be 
*\) Cvawn in the western part of the cliffs, as the variegated charac- 

' \7ahsatch group noticed farther east is here almost lost. 
‘on 19 the summit is 3,400 feet above the valley. Between 

» \9 and 21, the plateau character is well preserved. The streams 
»*). do not cafion very rapidly and the angle of dip in the strata 
104°, Grass and sage-brush grow everywhere on the plateau. 
verlooking Grand River Valley are composed of sandstones 
‘minated greenish shales with spurs projecting southward 

iD like faces on the west side, while the eastern slopes are more 
snd grassed over. 
»© head of the creek, flowing northwest from Station 21, a num- 
»altum springs were found. They are really in the district 

) Dr. Endlich’s party, but as they were visited by us, I insert 
“o}ption: These springs are found in two cafions, marked a and 

o° area B (Plate XI). On the north side of canon a a space 
ot square is covered with the hardened asphaltum, and a line 

material leads to the crevice above, from which it came. 
‘eit early on a cool morning and no flow was noticed. Near 

», however, the tar was soft. On the opposite side of the caton 
spot was noticed, and farther down the canon four or five more. 
um appeared to come from‘under a steel-gray sandstone, 

‘ich is an oolitic limestone. In some places the latter ap- 
clude irregular masses of limestone. Cation 0 was tributary 

| on the east side contained an area of about 50 square feet on 
‘i.e hardened asphaltum formed the surface. Several points were 

‘bere it oozed from the side of the cafion, but the rocks were 
-exposed. It, however, is at about the same level as those in 
in Ganon. 
_saipbur springs were noted in connection with the asphaltum. 

first detected by their odor. The water flowing over the 
ied it with sulphur. An oily substance was noted on the 

{ the water. The temperatures were 45° F. and 47° F., while 
at 55° F. The time was 9 a.m. The discovery of these 

« due to Mr. J. E. Mushback, of our party. Others of the 
_ the same region probably have similar springs, and Dr. 
sotes the occurrence of asphaltum farther north, which is prob- 

onneeted in some way with this locality. The subject will be dis- 
is report. 
Stations 21 and 23 the divide is narrow, in some places 

ely room enough for the trail. The cafions on both sides are 
| j6is often difficult to find a way of descent. An oolitic lime- 
uad all along the divide, and also fine green shales, that are 
‘gillaceous. 

water Fork appears to occupy a slight synclinal depression 
+ of Station 23. On the west side of the stream there is a dip 

« north, and on the east side the beds dip a few degrees north 

-ion lying between Stations 25 and 26 and the edge of Grand 
ailey was not visited, but simply seen from the stations. The 

er shales continue to form the surface-rocks on the highest 
)) the variegated Wahsatch beds showing in the canons. 

coaching Grand River Valley, we find the sandstones of the 
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Laramie group appearing, and below them the shales and 
of the Fox Hills Cretaceous. 
We left the plateau at the head of Roan Creek, and fc.) > 

stream to Grand River. Where we descended, the cliffs ». 
1,400 feet high. This is just east of Station 27. The strata © 
horizontal, and belong to the Green River group. A sho” 
down the stream we reached the Wahsatch beds, which c, 
outcrop along the creek almost to its mouth. The variegatc 
of these beds is very marked in this region. 

There are slight evidences of an anticlinal fold in the Wa 
in the bottom of the valley. In the cliffs the Green Rivi 
‘pears to be horizontal, and there must therefore be either an © 
ability between the two groups or erosion has removed tha 
the Green River group which was affected by the fold. Ere: o 
obscured the beds in the valley that it is difficult to determi - 
conditions. That there was a fold I think is evident, and » © | 
hills bordering the creek on the upper part of its course, for: 
anticlinal, the creek occupying the axis of the fold. This fe 
determined the course of the creek. As we go down the str 
appears to die out. 

AS we approach Grand River a series of massive and lam ») °: 
stones appears beneath the Wahsatch group. South of W 
ain these sandstones form bluffs of 400 to 500 feet faein: 
They probably represent the upper part of the Laramie grou: 
ing up the river these sandstones soon disappear, and tl. 
Wahsatch beds also sink for a short distance, but soon rise 
continue almost horizontal. What dip there is appears 1 
the north. The white and yellow beds of the Green Rive1 
cliffs at the summit of the bluff, while the underlying soft 
beds weather in their characteristic slopes. This is well sh 
2, Plate X (a sketch of the Roan Cliffs on Grand River, 1 
Holmes}, 

Between Parachute Creek and Cactus Valley the Wahsate) be 
the characteristic weathering of Bad Lands into columns 
Along the river there are well-marked terraces cut in the so 
the south side these terraces are covered with bowlders o/ 
have been washed from the Battlement mesa. I did not n: 
the north side. The steepness of the cliffs on the north sid: 
deep gullies to be cut by the small branches of the Grant 
on the south side are more rounded, and the stream-beds mic |: 
depth. 

In Cactus Valley we found the variegated beds formin; 
facing the river, and low hogbacks inclining from the Gran’ 
Range. This, however, lies in Dr. Endlich’s district, | 
described by him. The only portion of the district rema.» «2 
deseribed is the Little Book Cliffs, through which Grane |.» 
its hogback canon from the mouth of Plateau Creek to Gi) 
Valley. 

LITTLE BOOK CLIFFS. 

The Little Book Cliffs extend from Grand River north® °<')) 3: 
Hast Salt Creek, a distance of some thirty miles. Fig. 
gives a view of the cliffs as seen from the south side of the € +21 
cliffs are about 1,800 feet in average height. Near the Grind || 
lowing is the section (point ¢ ? in Fig. 3, Plate X). The thi 
measured by angles taken with the gradienter from a ste’. 
south side of the Grand. 
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Section. 
Base. 

eet. 
Upper part of 1. Black and yellow shales, with lime- S00 

_ Colcrado Cretaceous. { SOMOS 2 ak he ee pees CMe wes reek a aes 
i ( 2. Yellow sandstone, forming an indis- ) 

tInctyescarpment 42) 221s 22) 5 
3. Yellow shales and sandstones, with + 710 

fox Hills Cretaceous. { a band of wom near the upper | 
Pathe Meee ss SA VRE aga entae 

AGH SS ATL OSU OMEN ne ci sue sors ee age eye aka, 
Forfa bel tel OYE IS ey ee ci Nala Ce Leen a 380 

Laramie ? 6. Pinkish sandstones ..-...-.--..... 

NGG AMPA coo A 16 SSR Pc? ee I Naki ah i a 1, 890 

These beds dip to the northeast at an angle of about 8°. As we trace 
layer No. 2 toward the northwest along the cliffs it becomes somewhat 
indistinet. The beds also, as seen from Station 4, appear to sink, and 
the Laramie sandstones undoubtedly form the escarpment at the sum- 
mit of the cliffs. Still farther along, the beds rise again. 

Kast of Station 4 and back of the first line of cliffs a second Lie. is 
voted, in which the beds are the variegated shales and sandstones of 

the Wahsatch Group. The sketch in Vig. 3, Plate X, is taken from too 
_ low a point to show this line of cliffs. As we approach Hast Salt Creek 
the Wahsatch beds come to the front, continuing westward from a low 

_ tange of hil!s which represent a portion of the Roan Cliffs. They do 
_ hot remain in front long, but retreat and form the base of a line of cliffs . 
_ which extend southwest from Station 28. The latter marks the angle of 
ou 4 bend, a line of cliffs extending southeast from the station. Station 

_ 30 is located on the same line. ‘These cliffs are capped with Green River 
( Tertiary, and are about a thousand feet higher than the outer cliffs, 
_ irom which they are distant about six miles. 

_ The map of Area B will enable the reader to obtain a clearer idea of 
he extent of the cliffs and the areas occupied by the various formations 
epresented in them. 
There is room through all this region for much detailed work which 

he lateness of the season and small amount of time at our disposal 
orevented us from accomplishing. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Pearce FORMATIONS OF THE GRAND RIVER 
DISTRICT. 

In this chapter I shall endeavor to present in as concise a manner as 
possible the various facts observed in regard to each formation. 

The following list represents those coming under observation during 
the season: 
Upper Carboniferous. 
Triassic ? 
Jurassic. 

( Lower Dakota group 
} Upper Dakota group. 

Cretaceousacee.. fs. 6 5 2.e2 4 Colorado group. 

{ Fox Hills group. 
Post-Cretaceous........... i 

: Wahsatch group. 
Tertiary .----.--.-.-----.. Green River group. b 
Post-Tertiary and recent. fh 
On the south side of Grand River (in Area B) there are a few isolated fy) 

exposures of granitic rock. These were not visited this season, but were 
referred to in the report for 1875 (p. 66). Neither Silurian nor Devonian a 
was recognized in either district. 

Area A is composed almost entirely of Cretaceous strata, while Area 
B is about equally divided between the Cretaceous and the Tertiary. 

Area A.—A reference to the accompanying map (Plate VIII) will show 
the areas in which rocks of the Upper Carboniferous formation are ex- 
posed. The line separating them from the Trias has been arbitrarily fixed, 
as the soft sandstones and gypsiferous shales are much like the beds 
forming the base of the Trias. This is what would naturally be expected 
when it is remembered that the deposition of the sediments in this region 
was probably continuous, and the materials entering into their compo- 
sition derived from the same sources. Both the localities (in Paradox 
Valley and in the Canon of the Dolores) noted on the map were seen 
from a distance, and therefore no details respecting them can be pre- 
sented. They are probably similar to the rocks of the same age showing 
farther north and west, which were described in the Report for 1875 
({p. 71). 

Area B.—The map of this area shows a small outcrop of Upper Car- 
boniferous on Grand River below the mouth of the Rio Dolores. It is 
unimportant, and was referred to in the Report for 1875. 

} 

UPPER CARBONIFEROUS. | 

JURA-TRIAS. 

The line separating the Triassic from the Jurassic is almost as obscure 
as that separating the Carboniferous from the Triassic. The line has 
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been drawn lithologically, the massive red sandstone being consid- 
ered the top of the Triassic. The confiicting evidence presented by the 
organic remains found in the Jurassic and Triassic beds of the West has 
been referred to in previous reports (1874 and 1875). 

Area A.—Hardly more than 60 square miles of the area are covered 
with the red sandstones of the Trias. A massive red sandstone, becom- 
ing lighter colored toward the top, cross stratified at many places, is the 
prevailing characteristic rock. Its thickness is from 500 to 1,000 feet. 
The beds become lanimated below, and gypsiferous, passing gradually 
into the Upper Carboniferous. The variegated sandstone shales that 
lie above, have been colored on the map to represent the Jurassic. The 
general character is the same as previously described—soft greenish and 
gray argillaceous and arenaceous shales and marls near the top, passing 
into the Lower Dakota sandstone, and dull, reddish laminated sandstones 
and shales at the base. The limestones that occur farther north near 
the base appear to be absent here. The area occupied is about 80 square 
miles. The Rio San Miguel has an outcrop of Jurassic at the bottom 
of its cafion walls almost its entire length. A few of its tributaries also 
cut deep enough to expose the Jura. The mesa northeast of Paradox 
Valley is capped with the reddish shales that lie at the base of the for- 
mation. This is also the case with the region included in the bend of 
the Dolores north of Island Mesa. The streams tributary to the Do- 
lores here cut into the Red Beds beneath. Ali about Island Mesa, Ju- 
rassic rocks are exposed, and the débris filling Gypsum Valley is from 
rocks of the same age. The structure of this region was described in 
Chapter II, and a study of the map and sections will make the descrip- 
tion more intelligible. 

Area B.—In Area B the Trias and Jura are found only along Grand 
River, the former principally on the south side, and the latter on the 
north. The lithological line separating them is much better defined 
than it isin Area A. The sandstones forming the upper part of the Red 
Beds are very massive, and the shaly beds just above contain thin layers 
of limestone. Below the massive sandstones come blood-red shales, fol- 
lowed by massive sandstones, generally of a deep-red color, although 
in many places the color fades to almost white. The thickness exposed 
is nearly 500 feet, which represents only a portion of the formation. 

In the Red and Variegated Beds the Grand cuts a caiion of varying 
height, but at no place does it exceed 1,000 feet. 
: The general section of the beds referred to the Jurassic is about as 
ollows: 

Base. | Feet. 

1. White bands of sandstone with greenish marls and a few thin 
layers of cherty limestone at the base........-.-........--- 80 

2. Variegated green and red sandstone shales and marls ...... 120 
SOMO LEC SAMOS UOMO netomat era Riri ois opens caicscisareiaveye a/'s\g eunln aParehuies os } ¥ 

TO Galera esate gee loaner ilk ou Na cc. oS 200 

The variegated character of the shales and marlsis much more marked 
at some localities than at others. At Station 10, near Horseshoe Bend 
of the Grand, they are rather brilliant in color, and gypsum seems to enter 
largely into their composition. From Alkali Creek to the Bend the Ju- 
rassic beds are seen as remnants capping isolated areas, and on tie 
Dome Plateau the lower portion of the same formation covers a consid- 
erable area south of the hogbacks that border the Grand River Vailey 
at this place. A reference to the map of Area B will give the best idea 
of the extent of the formation. 
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The line separating the Jurassic from the overlying Dakota is indef- 
inite. The discussion in regard to it will be found in the reports for 
1875. 

CRETACEOUS. 

Area A.—Of the 1,000 square miles included in the area, about 850 
are covered with rocks of Cretaceous age. Of this 850 square miles, 
about 70 have the Colorado group as the surface formation, the rest 
being mainly Dakota Group. 

The Dakota group for the most part is horizontal, and the conditions 
of the strata are very uniform. It forms the tops of the bluffs on all the 
cafons. It is a moderately compact, yellowish, silicious sandstone. 
Beneath are greenish shales and bands of sandstone. The latter have 
been referred to the Lower Dakota. The total thickness is about 600 
or 100 feet, about 200 feet being referable to the upper Dakota. 

The massive sandstone at the top in most places appears to have 
formed a barrier to erosion, the overlying shales having been swept 
away. Remnants are stiil seen in Basin Plateau, and in the angle of 
the San Miguel opposite the mouth of Naturita Creek. Farther south, 
however, near the slopes of Lone Cone, the shales are more persistent, 
forming mesas extending northward. The eruption of the trachytic 
masses seems to have had some influence in protecting them in this 
locality. These remarks are merely intended to supplement the Re- 
port for 1875. 

Area B.—As already stated, the whole of Grand River Valley, and a 
considerable portion of the cliffs bordering it, are occupied by beds of 
Cretaceous age. Of this, the Colorado shales occupy over 1,000 square 
miles in the space between the cliffs and the hogbacks on Grand River. 
They are so eroded and covered by débris that ‘but little can be predi- 
cated of them. They form low bluffs back of the hogbacks. The total 
thickness of the group is about 1,500 feet. The beds consist of calea- 
reous and argillaceous shales with sandstone and limestone bands. 

The sandstone of the Dakota group here, as at so many other locali- 
ties, seems to have presented a decided resistance to erosion, and as a 
result we find it forming the summit of the hogbacks. 
It is somewhat difficult to determine the exact thickness of the Dakota 

group, as we do not know exactly what its lower limit is. We find the 
same difficulty in dividing the Dakota Cretaceous from the Jurassic that 
is always found where the deposition of sediments has been continuous 
from age to age. 

The following is the average section of the Dakota group in the hog- 
backs on Grand River: 

Top. Thickness in feet. 

1. Massive yellow, siliceous sandstone, with faint impressions 
vat dicotyledonous stems, at some localities.-..-.. aes ae { 90-200 

. Variegated marls, with bands of reddish sandstones. These . 
Gea ave the characteristic weathering of Bad Lands .... 
3. Dark-colored sandstones, with bands of marls and shales. 

Near the base is a layer containing nodules in which there 50-100 
AROMAS POMS) (2S oPhe este yeta|aials didiel eaeeahe alee Aare eraeaeee Ie cares 

Total thickness ..... TPE ee aD ae ea See Rg sah 140-300 

The greatest thickness is noted as we go to the southwest, beyond the 
bend of the Grand. 
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Bed No. 3, and a portion of No. 2, I have called the Lower Dakota, 
the name suggested by Mr. Holmes. (Report 1875, p. 261; see also p. 
88 of same report.) 
Above the Colorado shales, in the Book Cliffs, is a bed of sandstone 

that forms a well marked escarpment. This bed probably represents the 
base of the Fox Hills group. Above it are shales and sandstones as 
follows: 

Feet. 

ie Sandstonessamed shales! 20 hci. as sp bees ercriers 2. Sa cle eee > eos GOOD 
2. Massive sandstones, with a few bands of shaly sandstones..... 600 

I am inclined to consider a part, if not the whole, of layer No. 2 as 
belonging to the Laramie group; but, as already stated, the line between 
the two formations cannot be definitely drawn in the absence of fossils. 
‘In the Little Book Cliffs the sandstones and shales referable to the 

Fox Hills group are about 1,000 feet in thickness. (See section p. 177, 
Chap. III.) 

Professor White had good exposures of the Fox Hills group farther 
north, and to his reports the reader is referred for details, especially 
those of a paleontological nature. At no point in the district did I ob- 
tain any fossils from its strata. 

POST-CRETACEOUS. 

Dr. Hayden first pointed out the transitional character of the sand- 
stones that lie between the marine beds of the Cretaceous and the fresh- 
water beds of the Tertiary.* The paleontological evidence has been 
conflicting, those studying the fossil flora differing from vertebrate 
paleontologists. As Dr. White has ably shown in his comparison of the 
Cenozoic and Mesozoic groups, the testimony of invertebrate paleon- 
tology but confirms the position of Dr. Hayden.} For these transitional 
beds Dr. White has proposed the name Post-Cretaceous. The beds of 
the Laramie group are the ones so designated. They consist mainly of 
sandstones. 

In Area A no beds of Post-Cretaceous age were noted; sol pass to 
Area B.—In the western part of this district there is no distinet litho- 

logical line separating the Laramie group from the Fox Hills below 
nor from the Wahsatch beds above. In passing up through the sand- 
stones, it is noticed that they have a tendency to separate into massive 
bands, between which reddish shales or laminated sandstones appear. 
As we ascend still higher, they pass insensibly into the shales of the 
Green River Group. 

On Grand River, near the mouth of Roan Creek, there are bluffs in 
which about 500 feet. of sandstones outcrop. These sandstones are 
probably the upper part of the Laramie group, the variegated beds just 
above representing the Wahsatch group. 

In the Grand Hogback Range, just east of Cactus Valley, the follow- 
_ing fossil plants were obtained, the identification being by Professor 
Lesquereux: 

Ficus auriculata, Lesqx. 
Ficus planicostata, Lesqx. 
Ficus planicostata var. Goldiana, Lesqx. 
Diospiros crassinervis, Lesqx. 
Salix ——? 
Cinnamomum, fragment. 

* Report U.S. Geol. Survey, 1870, pp. 165-166. 
tBulletin No. 3, vol. iii, pp. 624-629. 
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In a letter, Professor Lesquereux says ‘‘all” these leaves “are char- 
acteristic of the Lower Lignitic or of the Lower Hocene, and have been 
found at Point of Rocks, Black Butte, and Golden, especially, the most 
abundant fragment being of Ficus planicostata, and its variety Goldiana. 
These plants were obtained from a sandstone at the very top of the 
group which I have referred to, the Laramie group; and this bed may 
perhaps be referred in the future to the Wahsatch group. 

TERTIARY. 

The Tertiary strata cover larger proportionate areas in the northern 
district (Area B) than any other. The accompanying map (Plate’X1) 
will give the best idea of their extent. In Area A there are no beds 
referable to the Tertiary. 

The Tertiary strata capping the Book Cliffs extend northward into 
Dr. Endlich and Dr. White’s districts, dipping gently away from the 
edge of the cliffs. The Green River group forms the summit as an 
escarpment, in which the beds weather of a white color, from which the 
variegated beds beneath are distinctly separable in the eastern portion 
of the area. Toward the west, however, the distinction is not well 
marked, as the Wahsatch beds consist of harder sandstones and the 
variegated character is almost entirely lost. i 

The following table will show at a glance the differences at the different 
points. The third section was made in 1874, but is in the same neigh- 
borhood : 
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WAHSATCH GROUP. 

In the western part of Area B the Wahsatch group cannot be definitely 
separated from the overlying Green River nor from the underlying 
Laramie. I therefore pass to the eastern portion of the district. 
A belt of Wahsatch beds extends from Grand River up Roan Creek a 

little above the bend, southeast of Station 27. The creek appears to 
occupy the axis of an anticlinal fold in the variegated beds. The out- 
crop becomes thicker as we descend until the entire thickness is exposed. 
At the top are laminated sandstones and greenish shales. These may 
be the lower portion of the Green River group. Below are the variegated 
greenish, yellow, and red marls and shales, separated by bands of lami- 
nated sandstone. The latter are not persistent, but often entirely fade 
out. On Grand River I counted five separate bands, which varied in 
thickness. At one place they were 50 to 75 feet thick, and a short dis- 
tance beyond only 5 or 10 feet. Some of these sandstones are pink, 
others yellow or greenish, in tint. In most places the variegated beds 
weather into the columns, spires, and other forms so characteristic of 
Bad Lands. These beds are the same that in 1874 were referred to the 
Green River group, in which was ineluded the Wahsatch group (Report 
1874, p. 156). From the beds on Plateau Creek the following vertebrate 
remains were obtained: Crocodilus, Emys, Trionyx, Pappichthys. 

In the Cactus Valley, a low mesa extends southward from the Grand 
Hogback Range east of Rifle Creek. In the bluff, ou the east side of 
this mesa, the following fossil plants were found: RAhamnus, species new, 
Aralia gracilis. Of these Professor Lesquereux says: ‘‘ No. 5 (the num- 
ber of the specimens) has two species only, a new species of Khamnus 
like R. Goldianus, Lesqx. (Lower Lignite), but with a somewhat different 
nervation, more like species of the Lower Miocene of Europe. Aralia 
(Araliopsis) gracilis, Lesqx., is a very fine species, as yet represented by 
one specimen only trom Bridger Pass. Again he says: ‘“‘Specimens No. 
5 are Upper Eocene?” Similar beds, holding the same stratigraphical 
relation to the Green River Group as these, outcrop in Dr. White’s dis- 
trict. He will discuss the question of their-age more at length in con- 
nection with the evidence furnished by paleontology. 

GREEN RIVER GROUP. 

The white shales mark the beds of the Green River group all along 
the Book Cliffs. They consist of indurated, argillaceous, calcareous, 
and arenaceous shales. When broken, they are generally dark-colored 
inside. Toward the west therearelayersot green and white fissile shales. 
At Station 20 the summit of the cliffs is a yellow sandstone, and all 
along the divide in this neighborhood there is an oolitic limestone that 
comes in near the summit. 

At the Cliff Spring the shales contain fossils in at least two different 
layers. 

The following is the general section : 
Top. Feet. 

1. Sandstones, limestones, and shales ........----. ---.------- + 40 
2. Argillaceous shales, dark colored, containing fossils No. 1.. 
3. Thin white shales, probably calcareous and argillaceous.. - 133 
4. Dark argillaceous shales, containing fossils No. 2.......--. 
5. White arenaceous and argillaceous shales to base of cliff. 

The angle of dip is about 4°, and the inclination is a little east of 
north. 

The fossils from layer 2 are—- 
Planera Ungeri, Heer. 
Planera longifolia, Lesqx. 
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Myrica latiloba, Heer. 
Fraxinus predicta, Heer. 
Myrica acuminata, Ung. 
Sapindus angustifolia, Lesqx. 
Myrica Copeana, Lesqx. 
Spicifer buds of Equisetum. 
From layer No. 4 the following were obtained : 
Planera longifolia. 
Spicifer buds of Hquisetum. 
At camp 37, near Station 27, the cliffs were again found to be fossil- 

iferous. 
The following is the section : 

Top. 

1. Limestone, white and crystalline shales. 
2. Greenish-gray sandstone with fossils No. 4. 
3. Dark argillaceous shales with fossils No. 3. These fossils are about 

10 feet below No. 1. 
4, White shales to base of cliffs. 

Fossils No. 3 are the following : 
Myrica latiloba, Heer. 
Myrica acuminata, Ung. 
Sapindus CAIUS NIE Lesqx. 
Sapindus 
flex affinis, ids 
Stem of Hquwisetum. 
Crushed feathers? or hairs. 
Fossils No. 4 are— 
Myrica latiloba, Heer. 
Myrica acuminata, Ung. 
Sapindus angustifolia. 
Myrica undulata, Lesqx. 
For these identitications I am indebted to the kindness of Professor 

Lesquereux, to whom the specimens were submitted. Professor Les- 
quereux says: ‘“‘All the specimens represented from No.1 to No. 4 show 
evidently the same formation, that of the Green River group, or Mio- 
cene, as it is represented at Elko Station, Middle, and especially South 
Park, &c. Ihave specimens of most of the species indicated in your 
table from the localities here named, Florissant, Castello Ranch, &c. 
The small cones, spicifer buds of Hquisetum, are very fine and new.” 

The following is a general section of the Green River group in the 
cliffs east of Station 27. It does not include the entire thickness, as a 
portion of the upper beds has been removed by erosion. 

Section. 
Top. Feet. 

1. Indurated argillaceous, arenaceous, and calcareous shales, ; 
with thin bands of limestone near the top. These shales 
weather white, but when broken are generally dark inside. | 

2. Rusty colored sandstones with interlaminated shales ....... + 1,600 
3. Thin greenish argillaceous shales, with bands of laminated | 

BE SAMMSCOMC panne et ae nie 6/eis, siacie are et choices Sic Sie ehela Cray cla) sls e. | 
4, Rusty laminated sandstones..............---. -.--s5se0e2- ) 

This thickness was measured with an aneroid barometer. The section 
at White Mountain is given in the table on p. 183. 

It is in bed No. 1, of the section just given, that fossils Nos. 3 and 4 
were obtained. 
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Sir: I have the honor herewith to transmit my report on the geology 

of the small area examined by me during the season of 18/76. 
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WM. H. HOLMES. 
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REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE SIERRA ABAJO AND WEST 
SAN MIGUEL MOUNTAINS. 

By W. H. HOLMES. 

In the summer of 1876 I accompanied Mr. Wilson, director of the 
primary triangulation, to the Sierra Abajo or Low Mountains of South- 
east Utah. We approached them from the east, by way of the old 
Spanish trail, which led us around the south base of the La Plata Moun- 
tains and across the Great Sage Plain. It was not difficult to recognize 
the various features of the country west of the south bend of the Rio 
Dolores by the descriptions of Dr. Newberry, recently published. Leav- 
ing the Dolores at the-point touched by the trail, we passed up to the 
south over the bluffs of the Dakota sandstones, and found smooth, 
monotonous traveling over the almost unbroken plain. Considerable 
areas of the fossil-bearing shales of the Middle Cretaceous were observed 
in localities subject to the least amount of drainage, but the main floor 
of the plain is composed of the Dakota sandstones. 

Ten miles out we came upon a shallow wash in which was a spring. 
A small band of Utes was encamped here, and on the west bank of the 
ravine extensive ruins were noticed. This is probably the Surouara of 
Dr. Newberry. At night we made camp in a pretty little valley about 
midway between the Dolores and the Sierra Abajo. At this place a 
small spring issues from the lower slope of the Cretaceous bluff, and 
affords water enough for a small party. On the following day we left 
the tortuous trail, which seemed to be leading northward toward the 
Sierra la Sal, and rode directly westward. Atter some 40 miles travel 
we struck the caiion of the Montezuma near its head, and, crossing this, 
encamped in the evening close under the east slope of the Sierra Abajo. 

In traveling 85 miles we had not changed altitude more than 500 feet, 
and had not varied 200 feet above or bélow the geologic horizon that 
separates the Middle and Lower Cretaceous strata. The floor of the 
plain is everywhere of the Lower Cretaceous sandstones, which have 
generally a gentle southern dip. Small areas of the shales remain on 
the less eroded districts. In no case do the stream-courses penetrate to 
the Red Beds. At the point of crossing, the Montezuma Caton is only 
150 feet in depth, and the walls are composed at the top of about 40 feet 
of massive, yellowish sandstones, beneath which are soft sandstones and 
shales, mostly covered with débris. - The altitude at the crossing is 6,200 
feet above sea-level. From the caiion, which runs north and south, a 
gentle slope of 9 or 10 miles leads up to the base of the steeper faces of 
the mountains. Thesketch (Plate XIII,) taken from theeast bank of the 
Montezuma Cation, will give a good idea of the general appearance of 
the eastern face of the group. There is nothing striking in the outlines 
of the mountains, and there is a total absence of the bold forms and 
naked rock-masses that characterize the larger groups to the east. 
We encamped at the base of the principal eastern spur, where we 

were unfortunately detained for three days by a rain and snow storm. 
On the fourth day, the 19th of September, we succeeded in making 

189 
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the ascent of the main summit. A steep ridge, with steep, smooth 
sides, projects 4 or 5 miles to the east from.the main crest, up which 
we were able to ride to the highest point. This point is only slightly 
higher than a number of other summits to the west and north, and is 
by no means a marked peak; it is simply the highest point of a long 
east and west ridge. Here Mr. Wilson made the desired primary tri- - 
angulation station. We were unable, however, to build a monument, 
as a foot or more of snow obscured the trachytic shingle that abounds 
near the summit. The latitude of our station was determined to be 
37° 50’, the longitude 109° 27’. It is therefore about 23 miles west of 
the Colorado line, and 58 miles north of the line of Arizona. 

The view from the summit is one of more than ordinary interest, since 
within the circle of vision there is much that has never passed beneath 
the explorer’s eye. To the eastward the view is only interrupted by 
the La Plata and San Juan Mountains, 100 miles away. In the south 
are the Sierra Carriso, in the west the Henry Mountains, and to the 
north the Sierra La Sal, all in plain view, yet outlining a circle nearly 
150 miles in diameter, and including an area of 20,000 square miles. 
This vast area lies beneath us a silent desert, a plateau land cut by 
innumerable waterless caflons, and dotted with a thousand fancifully 
carved and brilliantly colored rocks. 

To the south lies the broad valley of the Rio San Juan, the delicate 
thread of green that lines its bank being barely visible through the 
notches eut by the deep side cafions.. Beneath us on the west, yet 
many miles away, is the Rio Colorado, its general course scarcely trace- 
able through the labarynth of cliffs and cafions. These two streams 
join in Utah, about 100 miles to the southwest. The lower course of 
the San Juan can be followed by the eye until it passes the north base 
of Navajo Mountain, a massive dome-shaped butte that lies a little to 
the southeast of the junction. In the angle between these streams 
there is a high red table-land, the Bear’s Ears Plateau, which seems to 
be pretty nearly separated from the surrounding table-lands. It seems 
to extend to the San Juan on the south, and far out toward the Colorado 
on the west, while the deep drainage courses that extend north and 
south from the Sierra Abajo sever it from the Great Sage Plain. It is 
also severed from the Abajo by a low depression produced by the meet- 
ing of the northern and southern drainage along the west base of the 
Abajo group. As far as the eye can reach, the strata, excepting on the 
eastern border, are nearly horizontal, and there are only a few low 
buttes that rise above the general level of the plateau. Of these buttes 
the two known by the Mexicans as Orejos Oso, and two or three inferior 
ones a few miles further north are distinctly visible. From the interior 
of the plateau deep cafons open out to the San Juan on the south and 
the Colorado on the west, which show in their steep faces the brilliant 
colors of the lower Mesozoic formations. It is probable that the sur- 
face strata at least are of this age, but the Paleozoic rocks are doubt- 
less exposed in the cafions of the San Juan and Colorado, as well as in 
the deeper side canons. This triangular area comprises nearly 2,000 
square miles, and is probably one of the most thoroughly barren districts 
ot the great Colorado basin. 

On the east the Bear’s Ears Plateau ends in a great monoclinal. fold, 
with the down-throw on the east. The Cretaceous floor of the Sage 
Plain extends westward to the line of this fold, and occupies about the 
same absolute horizon as the middle portion of the Triassic formations 
to the west. The throw of the fold would therefore be approximately 
1,000 feet. Although the amount of displacement is so slight the fold is 
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easily traced by a number of monoclinal valleys that follow its axis — 
from the base of the Abaio group to the San Juan. The ridges that 
separate these valleys have smooth, sloping faces to the east, and one 
of them, which presents a continuous line of white or pinkish faces, can 
be traced south to the San Juan, and far beyond into Arizona. Macomb 
and Epsom Creeks on the north, and the Rio de Chelly on the south, 
occupy the more prominent of these valleys. 
Beyond the San Juan, to the southwest, the wonderful forms of 

Monumental Valley can be seen; beyond this the outlines of a broad 
table-land can be made out, which extends eastward from Navajo 
Mountain. toward the Rio de Chelly, and southward toward the Moqui 
country, probably connecting there with the ‘‘ Great White Mesa.” 
West of our station, which is near the eastern border of the Abajo 

group, are a number of small partially isolated groups of mountains, 
which obscure portions of the plateau country beyond. The formations 
near the west base of the mountains are certainly of the Jura-Trias Red 
Beds; beyond these we have glimpses of the canoned region of the 
Rio Colorado, with its almost infinite series of red, gray, and whitish 
cliffs. Rising out of this broken plateau region are the Henry Mount- 
ains. Their outlines, as well as much of the detail of form, could be made 
out by aid of the field-glass. They appeared to resemble very closely the 
vorious groups of trachytic mountains that lie along the eastern border 
of the Colorado Plateau. The nearest peak of this group is distant 
about 70 miles from this station. 

The Sierra’ La Sal is a large group of mountains that lies directly 
north of the Abajo at a distance to the central peaks of some 44) miles. 
There are a number of finely-shaped summits, somewhat conical in 
shape, that fall off to the level of the surrounding plateau in long, steep 
slopes. This group stands quite alone, and is surrounded for the most 
part by red rocks, but a series of shelving-spurs on the east and west 
probably retain a capping of the Lower Cretaceous rocks. 

Between the Abajo and Sierra La Sal is a broad valley of rather ex- 
traordinary configuration. It is drained by the Caiion Colorado of Dr. 
Newberry, but from this point no particular caflon can be traced. We 
see only a broad, depressed area, which falls off in a succession of 
irregular cliffs from the western border of the Sage Plain to the Rio 
Colorado, over the whole surface of which are a multitude of masses of 
naked rock, white, red, and gray ridges, hillocks, and monuments 
smoothed and rounded by the winds and water, the whole being as 
monotonous, except for the occasional lines of cliffs, as a chopped sea. 

The eastern rim of this valley extends considerably to the east of a 
line drawn between the two groups of mountains, and in the middle 
part two or more cafioned valleys penetrate the plateau-face of the 
Sage Plain, and extend many miles eastward toward the Rio Dolores. 
A glance at the panorama will make the topographic features of this 
region clear. 

The Abajo group, as will be readily seen, lies on the western border 
of the Great Sage Plain. The western limit of the Lower Cretaceous 
formation is uniform with that of the plain; south of the Abajo it 
terminates against the eastern base of the Bear’s Ears Plateau, while 
north of the Abajo it breaks off in the high escarped cliffs that overlook 
the valley of Cafion Colorado. The dip of the strata of the plain is 
almost uniformly to the south and southeast, so that the drainage is 
turned back in those directions from the western and northern borders, 
leaving but little surface tributary to the Colorado and Dolores Rivers. 

The Sierra Abajo consist of a number of small groups of volcanic 
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summits. The trachyte of which they are formed seems to have reached 
its present place through a number of channels, although probably 
from the same nucleus. The masses now exposed were doubiless forced 
up through narrow crevices or apertures until the yielding formations 
of the Middle Cretaceous were reached, where the melted material 
spread out to the right and left in great masses and sheets. The shales 
are still found in all parts of the group, caught up in a manner identical 
with that observed inthe Lateand Carriso Mountains, and the lowsaddles 
between the various groups of summits are invariably of these shales. 

All along the east and south bases of the mountains the sandstones 
of the Dakota group are turned up at high angles. Near camp, at the 
base of the primary triangulation station, a double row of hogbacks 
composed of these sandstones skirt the flanks of the hills. They are 
somewhat metamorphosed and have a dip of 45°. The slopes above these 
outcrops are for the most part covered with grass and bushes or with 
loose slides of finely broken trachyte. In a number of places, however, 
there are outcrops of variegated shales and slates, and toward the sum- 
mits considerable masses of trachyte protrude. 

The tendency in all parts of the mountains is to weather into smooth, 
rounded forms, owing, perhaps, to the homogeneous and rather slightly 
compacted character of the trachyte. Itemarkable uniformity is notice- 
able in the height of the various summits, and some are nearly flat- 
topped. As their general height above the surrounding floor of the Da- 
kota sandstones represents so nearly the thickness of the Cretaceous 
shales, the idea is suggested that possibly the great mass of tracbyte 
did not penetrate the very massive sandstones of the Upper Cretaceous, 
which at that time must have covered the whole region. 

There are four principal groups of mountains which, together, cover 
an area of some 150 square miles. Their arrangement is such that the 
total extent is a little greater northwest and southeast, but the trend is 
not sufficiently marked to make a well-defined range. The southeastern 
section is the only one that comes within the limits of the Colorado sur- 
vey. This is the group usually seen from the east, and its character will 
be understood by reference to Plate XIII. Our station was made on the 
central summit. At the south end is a prominent point almost as high 
as our station, which presents a sharper summit and more abrupt faces 
than any other of the entire Sierra. 

The drainage of the north and east faces of this group belongs to 
West Montezuma Creek, while that of the south and west is appar- 
ently tributary to western branches of the same stream. The extreme 
head of the Montezuma seems to be northwest of our station, between the 
second and third groups of mountains. From this point it circles around 
to the northeast and south, passing near the north edge of the Sage 
Plain opposite the head of Cold Spring Cafion. The canon begins at a 
point near the east base of the mountains and rapidly deepens toward 
the San Juan. In the middle part it is upward of 1,000 feet in depth, 
and the red rocks of the Jura-Trias are exposed. Between the base 
of the mountains and the Montezuma Cafion there is a considerable 
area occupied by the Cretaceous shales. East of the caiion the shales 
only occur on the higher and more protected spots. 
Although the country which surrounds this group of mountains is 

desert-like in the extreme, there is a narrow belt about the flanks and 
lower slopes that abounds in vegetation. Considerable forests of pifion 
pines occur about the cafioned region to the east and south. Large 
groups of these trees are also scattered at intervals over the greater 
parts of the Sage Plain. Groves of large yellow pines skirt the imme- 
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diate bases of the mountains and many dense clumps of spruces grow 
in the more sheltered spots about the summits. Considerable areas are 
covered by quaking-aspens and scrub-oaks, and on the rich alluvial de- 
posits at the base of the steeper slopes there is a dense growth of wild 
cherry, service-berry, and other bushes. There is also much good grass, 
but the omnipresent sage-brush is the chief product of the surrounding 
plain. There was running-water in a few of the stream-courses, but not 
in any case a sufficient quantity to be utilized for irrigation. 

DOLORES CANON. 

On leaving the Abajo Peak our party marched eastward toward Lone 
Cone, the most westerly point of the San Miguel Mountains. Although 
the two points are distant from each other about 80 miles, both are 
in plain view throughout the greater part of the distance. Midway be- 
tween the two points the plain is cut by the cafion of the Rio Dolores. 
We were led to hope, from the fact that a dim trail extended eastward 
from the base of the Abajo, that we should be able to find a passage 
across the river without varying much from a direct course, but were 
much amazed to find ourselves brought suddenly to a standstill on the 
brink of a deep and impassable cation. I made no attempt to descend 
the walls or to make detailed examinations, as we were still 60 miles 
from the main camp and entirely out of provisions. We estimated the 
depth of the cafion to be at least 1,800 feet, and subsequent calculations 
placed it at upwards of 2,000. The Dakota sandstones form the upper 
line of cliffs. These are followed by about 800 feet of Lower Dakota 
and Jurassic strata which form a steep, cliff-broken slope; beneath 
these were the precipitous water-polished faces of the massive red sand- 
stones. The opposing walls in the lower part of the gorge were so 
steep and so close together that we were unable to get even a glimpse 
of the stream. The accompanying sketch will convey a clear idea of 
the appearance of this interesting cafion. 

Turning to the south along the brink of the cation, a march of 20 miles 
brought us to a point where I had crossed in 1875. On the second day 
following, Mr. Wilson reached and made a station on Lone Cone, and on 
the same evening reached the main camp, which had been made on a 
branch of the Rio San Miguel. Meantime I had gone on in advance of 
Mr. Wilson and made some hasty examinations in the Central or Dolores 
group of the San Miguel Mountains. Thus completing within a period 
of 84 hours the examination of two important mountain groups, distant 
from each other fully 100 miles. This great haste was necessitated by 
circumstances over which we had no coutrol. 

SAN MIGUEL MOUNTAINS. 

The San Miguel Mountains lie in the extreme northeastern corner of 
the district assigned to me in 1875, and on the divide between the waters 
of the Animas and Upper Dolores on the south, and the Rio San Miguel 
on the north. They constitute a pretty distinct group, the most westerly 
of the San Juan system of mountains, and form the extreme western 
angle of the great Colorado highland. There are three distinct groups, 
the eastern one being the principal; of this, Mount Wilson is the chief 
summit, and “ Lizard’s Head” the most easterly summit. This group is 
separated from the Middle or Dolores group by a low saddle which has 
been produced by the meeting of the headwaters of the Dolores and a 
branch of the San Miguel from opposite sides. Dr. Endlich visited the 
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eastern group in 1875, and has described its structure in the report for 
that year. This is one of the finest groups of summits in the Rocky 
Mountains, and viewed from the north presents a magnificent panorama. 
The geologic structure of the western half is quite simple. All of that 
portion of the summits that rises above 1,200 teet is of trachyte. This 
is underlaid by Cretaceous shales, in a horizontal position. Interbedded 
with the shales are a great number of sheets of trachyte. These are 
somewhat variable in thickness and manner of occurrence, and seem 
to decrease in number and importance in descending from the main 
trachyte mass. 

The divide between the eastern and middle groups kas an altitude of 
11,500 feet, and seems only to be preserved at its present height by a 
heavy bridge-like mass of trachyte, which connects across from group 
to group and prevents the degradation of the soft shales beneath. In 
the heads of the valieys north and south of this divide there is a sue- 
cession of irregular shelves or steps produced by outcropping edges of 
sheets and masses of trachyte. 

The Dolores group is a small, compact cluster of summits, a number 
of which rise to the height of 13,000 feet. From the central peak three 
narrow crests radiate, one to the north, one to the east, and the other 
to the southwest. Dolores Peak is the outer point of the eastern ray, 
and is directly connected by the saddle mentioned above with the Wil- 
son group. The geological structure is identical with that group. The 
northern arm falls off abruptly to the north and terminates in a sharp 
trachytic butte which overlooks the cafion of the Rio San Miguel. The 
southwest arm connects with the low masses of the Lone Cone group. 
The conical peak called Lone Cone is a very prominent landmark, over- 
looking, as it does, all the great plateau region to the south and west. 
The summit rises to the height of 12,500 feet, and in shape resembles a 
triangular pyramid. The pyramidal part is a bare mass of grayish tra- 
chyte, which rests on a base of horizontal shales. On the southeast and 
northeast sides; the shales have fallen away from beneath the trachyte 
so that vertical faces, from 100 to 200 feet in height, have been formed 
by the breaking down of the trachyte. On the west tbe long slides 
of trachytic débris make the summit easily accessible. The shales 
about the base of the pyramid seem to be somewhat metamorphosed, 
and there is doubtless considerable interbedded trachyte, but a dense 
growth of pine timber completely covers the middle slopes and makes 
investigation very difficult. 
From the southeast angle of the pyramid a high, timbered ridge ex- 

tends out to the most southerly summit of the group. This peak is 
conical in shape, but is inferior in height to Lone Cone. The summit 
is of trachyte, but the timber reaches so high that the shales, which 
very probably lie beneath, are not visible... In the ridges or saddles 
which connect this point with the Dolores group and Lone Cone there 
are occasional outcrops of shales and trachytes, as in the saddle be- 
tween the Dolores and Eastern groups. South of this point there is 
another large mass of trachyte, the relations of which to the surround- 
ing rocks I could not clearly make out. The trachyte caps two low, 
massive, partially severed ridges, that extend down toward the Dolores. 
From the south, as seen in 1875, it seems to rest upon the Lower Cre- 
taceous sandstones, and probably at the southeast upon the Red Beds. 

Thus it appears that the San Miguel Mountains comprise at least five 
nearly distinct masses of trachyte, tour, at least, of which rest upon 
horizontal Cretaceous shells, and at a uniform level above the sea. It 
seems probable, therefore, that they all belong to the same flow, which 
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flow may have had its source far to the east. There seems at least to 
be no evidence of vertical flow or intrusions in the western portions of 
these mountains. The trachyte is uniformly gray and compact, and, 
where rising above timber-line, weathers into the usual gothic forms. 

The streams which head about the summits descend in all cases 
through the Cretaceous shales, and at the immediate bases of the mount- 
ains reach and penetrate the hard sandstones of the Lower Cretaceous, 
and thus the canons, which can be traced by the eye far out into the 
surrounding plains and plateaus, have their beginning. To the eye, a 
more lovely region than that about these mountains cannot be found. 
The steeper slopes are covered by a dense growth of pine forest, aud 
the gentler slopes below by fine aspen forests, interspersed with many 
park-like openings in which grass and flowers grow luxuriantly. 

BEAR RIVER MOUNTAINS. 

South of the San Miguel Mountains, and on the divide between the . 
east and west branches of the Dolores, there is a group of low mount- 
ains or hills in which there has been considerable disturbance of the 
strata. A number of the higher points are capped by trachyte and 
penetrated by dikes. Strictly speaking, this little range is but a frag- 
ment of the great mountain system to the east, from which it has been 
severed by the great valley of the South Dolores or Bear River. In 
1875 Dr. Endlich examined the high region to the east and found it to 
be chiefly Carboniferous. He failed to recognize the Jurassic and Trias- 
sic formations, and therefore makes the Lower Cretaceous strata rest 
upon the Carboniferous. Although I cannot be positive on this point, 
I feel confident that strata representing these ages occur all along the 
canon of Bear River, and extend to the summits of the Bear River 
Mountains, although they are certainly neither equal in thickness to 
nor so characteristically marked as in the catons farther south and 
west. 

On the south, west, and north the Mesozoic rocks rise to the summits 
of the Bear River Mountains ; on the south and west they soon sink 
beneath the floor of the great ‘plain, and to the north pass by a gentle 
dip beneath the San Miguel Mountains. 

The eastern portions of the group seem to be composed of Carbonif. 
erous rocks, at least 2,000 feet of which are exposed between the sum. 
mits and the bed of Bear River. 
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ON THE ERUPTED ROCKS OF COLORADO. 

By F. M. Enpuicu, D. N. S. 

CAPT Reh: 

INTRODUCTION. 

Since the earliest times the attention of observers has been directed 
to those peculiar mountains which, in the language of Pliny, ‘send 
forth fire, smoke, and rocks.” Active volcanoes first led to speculations 
as to the interior of the earth, as to the conditions existing beneath the 
solid exterior crust. Study, developing gradually from amid the mytho- 
logical and fabulous legends of medizeval times, began to compare the 
various occurrences known to those who were considered the masters of 
science and the magic arts. With the great era that dawned in the 
time of Linnzeus, the recognition and application commenced of such 
features as seemed more or less correlated. Hypotheses were formed 
upon various subjects, theories expounded, and life was infused into 
what heretofore had merely been regarded as meaningless forms or the 
accidents of a direct creation. j 

In the course of time, after the famous and severe struggle between 
Neptunists and Plutonists had commenced, the rocks composing mount- 
ains and ranges were subjected to more critical. examination. The an- 
alogous results were pointed out, as demonstrated by groups of varied 
occurrence, and from these results were drawn conclusions based upon 
the observations of existing phenomena. It was recognized that where 
now nothing but rigid rocks were found, there had been at one time the 
most violent demonstrations of force. Where rivers flowed and lakes 
placidly reflected surrounding hills, fire and accompanying heat had 
once reigned supreme. Then the path was indicated that in future 
scientific research should follow, a definite direction was given to the 
investigating mind, and reasoning from the known to the unknown was 
slowly developed. 

In Europe, the cradle of our present sciences, the first important re- 
sults were obtained, and to men like Buch, Werner, Beudant, Herschel, 
and others are we indebted for the initiation of many ideas with regard 
to the earth’s former history that they obtained from the study of what 
before their time had been but a sealed book of mystery. 

In every portion of the world, so far as hitherto explored, the evi- 
dences of volcanic activity have been found. Our limited knowledge 
permits, as yet, of no systematizing of their horizontal distribution. 
Even of the existing volcanoes we can say but little, save that they oc- 
cur in the vicinity of present shore lines. Inferring from this, we can 
assume that the same conditions existed at the times when the enor- 
mous masses of volcanic material were ejected in regions that now are 
far inland. 

Hrupted material is by no means confined to any one geological epoch. | 
The appearance of liquid or plastic masses upon the surface of the earth 
has occurred since the earliest times, since the formation of a rigid 
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crust. Evidence shows that during every one of the accepted geological 
periods rocks have been ejected through the solid strata, and having 
found their way to the surface, have beeu productive of changes charac- 
teristic in every respect. Geognostically and lithologically such forma- 
tions can readily be distinguished. Their mode of occurrence, the dis- 
tinctive features of their form and distribution are unmistakable, should 
even the lithological or mineralogical constitution afford no direct proof 
of their origin. In intimate connection with the genesis and structural 
peculiarities of volcanic masses is the effect they produce upon the 
topography or orography of any given region. Their presence may be 
surmised from the configuration of the country, from the detail features 
of mountains, and other exterior forms. Three groups, mainly, may be 
distinguished from the stand-point of a topographer: those forming 
isolated peaks or groups of peaks; those forming mountain chains aud 
ranges; and the most complete, those forming extensive highland 
plateaus. Hach of these is referable, within certain limits, to certain 
classes of eruptive rocks, and thus the exterior appearance will furnish 
a suggestion as to the material composing any one of the groups men- 
tioned. Great variations naturally occur from any one rule that might 
be laid down, and a systematic arrangement based upon distinctions of 
this kind must necessarily, therefore, be but imperfect. 

Not only for the geologist and topographer are these erupted masses 
of direct importance, but also for the miner and agriculturist. Discov- 
eries and observations have developed a knowledge of certain facts in 
connection with the occurrence of masses belonging to this group, that 
demonstrate the value of acquaintance with them for one interested in 
economic features. Mines cf great magnitude and wealth have been 
found within their limits, both in Europe and on this continent.  Al- 
though geological science is but young as yet, the knowledge gained 
has been aptly applied, aud we have learned to utilize even the small 
amount we posess to the greatest possible advantage. It is evident, 
therefore, that the more thorough recognition of every feature connected 
with such a class of rocks will furnish additional intormation that may 
directly be applied in the process of supplying our wants. Thus the 
agriculturist has learned that—condit:ons of climate and elevation be- 
ing not unfavorable—he can successfully draw revenue from soil result- 
ing from certain rocks, while others will claim by far more of his atten- 
tion and labor. : 

In the subjoined pages all questions pertaining to the origin, dis- 
tribution, general and special features of the volcanic formations of 
Colorado shall be considered. Wherever requisite, for the purpose of 
clearer understanding, comparisons have been instituted with the anal- 
ogous or identical formations of other regions, which in part, at least, 
have been more thoroughly studied than those to which this paper is 
devoted. Colorado offers more favorable points of discussion, perhaps, 
than any other region of the United States, and as four years’ work 
there has brought me into constant contact with the consideration of 
voleanic groups of that State, I shall endeavor to present as complete 
a synopsis of their entire character as my investigations enable me to 
prepare. The survey of the State is finished, the distribution of geo- 
logical formations throughout its entire area is known, and this treatise 
is, therefore, presented as a review of one of its most interesting classes 
of rocks. 

Using the more comprehensive term, erupted masses, it becomes a 
matter of some difficulty to draw the line of distinction. Where origi- 
nal metamorphic rocks end and those brought to the surface by eruption 
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begin, is frequently almost impossible to determine. Taking the view 
which presents metamorphic rocks as the resultants of the action of heat 
upon originally sedimentary deposits, an action often accompanied by 
disturbances of position, the definite line between them and truly erupt- 
ive rocks cannot so readily be recognized. Asa rule, it may be stated 
that all those rocks are to be considered as eruptive which break through 
or are ejected through fissures in rigid strata or masses, and either reach 
the surface or remain hidden beneath it. The latter case includes the 
phenomenon of intrusion, which, however, occurs more particularly in 
sedimentary formations. Within them the difference of regularly de- 
posited and eruptive material is by far more evident than in the former 
instance. Although the strata of sedimentary beds may have assumed 
any position, any angle of inclination, the intrusion or ejection of erupted 
rock is always sufficiently characteristic to be recognized, both by the 
different constitution of the rock and by the result of the forms produced. 

Here, too, as in the preceding case, the erupted rocks may reach the 
surface or may only reach within a certain distance of it. Erosion, in 
the latter instance, not unfrequently discloses them. If they have 
reached beyond the exterior limits of the sedimentary beds, their pres- 
ence is generally indicated by the formation of isolated hills, mount-. 
ains, mountain groups, or plateaus. Thus a ready recognition, sepa- 
rating them from their surroundings, is established. 

It lies in the nature of the subject that we should find almost innu- 
merable varieties representing this class of rocks, and investigations have 
thus far supplied us with an ample listof names. In mode of occurrence, 
in age, and in lithological character the erupted rocks differ greatly among 
themselves, and to these features is due the large number of specific dis- 

_ tinctions that have been made. As a rule, it may be stated that the 
older eruptives differ more from the metamorphies in their chemical na- 
ture than some of the younger ones. A metamorphic series is merely the 
altered representative of some distinct group of beds, while an eruptive 
one, although it may be but the same group, is so thoroughly changed by 
fusion and subsequent cooling, that every vestige of its former physical 
condition is obliterated. Ip metamorphic groups stratification may in 
part be preserved, the differences indicating origin from mineralogically 
separable beds may be noticeable, but an ernpted rock is usually so 
thoroughly and uniformly remodelled, that no clue to its original condi- 
tion can be obtained from a study of its physical character only. It is 
impossible to draw any line of distinction which would divide the entire 
series of eruptives into appropriate, well-defined groups. Bunsen has 
attempted a primary classification (to be alluded to below), but it is 
certainly insufficient. At best, they can be said to belong to one grand 
division of the geological history of our earth, supplying one important 
factor in the formation of its crust, and fulfilling a definite mission as 
regards its exterior surface. For systematic purposes it is requisite, 
however, to adopt some basis of separation, even if artificial, and for that 
purpose we can scarcely find one answering as well as the chemical. 

Without drawing the lines too closely, a chemical primary classifi- 
cation has a more or less direct bearing upon one very important ques- 
tion, viz, that touching the genesis of the erupted masses. Although 
by no means sufficiently indicative of any one method of operation, the 
results as furnished us by chemical examination afford indirect hints 
at least as to the character of the agents employed in the generation of 
ervptives. So far as our observations extend, their present existence 
is attributable to one main cause. This cause is heat. Not only do we 
infer this from the demonstrations accompanying eruptions of the pres- 
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ent day, but the knowledge of the chemical changes effected in various 
compounds by heat justifies the assertion. In spite of the common origin, 
as to this one factor, the differing character of the original unfused ma- 
terial, and more particularly the results produced by various methods 
of cooling, have supplied us with so many specifically distinct occur- 
rences. 

Iu speaking of the origin of eruptives these features will be more thor 
oughly discussed and instances referred to where they directly apply 

CLASSIFICATION. 

At all times it is a matter of difficulty to arrange any satisfactory 
lithological classification. This is more particularly the case when we 
deal with eruptive rocks. The means at our disposal whereupon to base 
any definite system are limited, and in several instances unsatisfactory. 
At first sight a chemical basis appears very acceptable, not only for the 
primary, but also for minor divisions. It is, however, open to the 
objection that in many cases it would be requisite to make analyses be- 
fore being able to decide as to the species of rock under consideration. 
Among the best systems offered is that used by Cotta.* He accepts 
Bunsen’s primary division into basic and acidic rocks, and determines 
the species of each group in accordance with its mineralogical constitu- 
tion. This method furnishes the means, first, of a definite ultimate 
arrangement, and, secondly, of determining at once the precise position 
occupied by the specimen under examination. 

It would seem that a classitication based upon the geological age of 
the rocks might prove serviceable. One main and decided objection, 
however, asserts itself in the difficulty of determining this age in 
many instances. Were we in the possession of all the necessary data 
a system could, no doubt, be constructed that would answer admirably 
well. It would necessitate the distinction into species utterly irrespect- 
ive of genetic or mineralogical affinities, however, and probably create 
more confusion than benefit. Of late years the microscope has been of 
great service in determining lithological species, more particularly those 
belonging to the eruptive class. Under the skiilful management otf 
Zirkel this method has achieved a reputation justly earned by its excel- 
lent results. In spite of its correct interpretation and by far more accu- 
rate discrimination than any other means will supply, its very general 
application for classificatory purposes will remain limited. The prepa- 
ration of the rocks before the examination can take place, the transpor- 
tation of instruments, and the comparatively large mount of practice 
required for the successful completion of work will prevent this method 
from becoming the basis for a universally accepted classification of 
rocks. 

Of all the means at hand, therefore, the one adopted by Cotta an- 
swers best for our purposes, and it is with special reference to his gen- 
eral system of classifying (without adhering strictly to his arrangement) 
that the rocks in question shall be treated of below. 
Europe exhibits a number of typical localities where voleanic—in 

contradistinction to plutonic—rocks occur. It is a few only of them 
that enter into consideration here. The generally-adopted application 
of names to European lithological groups is conformable with our own, 
with the exception that our groups are by far more varied; hence di- 
vision and subdivision more thoroughly carried out. There, as here 
(speaking of Colorado more especially), the trachytie and basaltic 

* Geologie der Gegenwart, Leipzig, 1872, p. 20. 
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groups are the most important. In France the mountains of the Au- 
vergne region are composed of trachyte; in Central Germany the 
Drachentels group, formed by the same rock, has become famous; and 
the basalts along the Rhine and scme of its tributaries are well known. 
Toward the eastern portion of Germany, trachytic series again occur, 
denoting their presence by the formation of isolated hills or mount- 
ain groups. The “ Vogelgebirge” of Hessia and the isolated outcrops 
throughout Southern Germany belong to the Basaltic era. To the lat- 
ter, also, we count the volcanics of the British islands and of Sweden 
and Norway. 

Showing closer affinities, DEnIApS: than the voleanic groups of any 
other region, with those of Colorado and the Rocky Mountains gener- 
ally, are those of Transylvania. Richthofen, whose study of our west- 
ern country has been productive of such excellent results, has given his 
attention to the volcanics of that country, and to him, besides in a great 
measure to Beudant, we owe the knowledge of an existing similarity 
between the two. 

In a general way, it is possible to correlate the volcanics of the two 
continents. In North America, however, we find all the features repre- 
sented on so grand a scale that direct comparison will furnish but un- 
satisfactory results. In variety of forms produced, and variations of 
constitutions exhibited by volcanics, our North American are unique, 
though not entirely distinct from the European. We deal with broader 
areas, with phenomena produced on a very large scale, and the differ- 
ence, first, between foreign occurrences, and, secondly, among the North 
American volcanics themselves, is proportionate thereto. 
From the comparatively incomplete observations that are at our 

command at the present time, respecting the volcanic formations of the 
western portion of our continent, we are enabled to say that our series, 
speaking from an evolutionary stand-point, is by far more complete than 
the European. It is in the West but a step from the prehistoric to the 
active volcanoes, while east of the Atlantic the difference is strongly 
marked. While we are often in doubt whether an occurrence of scoria 
or lava may be even more than a few hundred years old, the former 
volcanoes in the interior of Europe present a more ancient type, remind- 
ing less of the characteristic material that composes and issues from 
voleanoes of to-day. It is this comparative completeness of our series 
that produces the difficulty in devising any thoroughly satisfactory sys- 
tem, which will not only define the numerous lithological varieties, but 
-at the same time bear distinct and definable relations both to genesis 
and age of the rocks thus classified. 

As proposed by Richthofen,* the classification Bie the volcanic rocks 
of our western mountain-ranges is one based essentially upon their age. 

- Within certain limits they all belong to a comparatively restricted geo- 
logical period, and by determining their relative positions, very appli- 
cable data can be obtained. Bothin Europeand America certain groups 
have been recognized as bearing definite relations to each other, and the 
determinations made on both continents agree very well. For all prac- 
tical purposes the system as introduced by Richthofen certainly an- 
swers, and, as it is one designating minor divisions, it can be utilized in 
conjunction with any more or less artificial classification that furnishes 
the characteristics for primary groups. In the subjoined pages, there- 
fore, this classification shall be adopted in the main, with such addi- 
tions as may seem to be required, and in connection with a primary 
division based upon simple chemical constitutions. 

*Mem. Cal. Ac.. Sci, 1868. Vol. i, part ii. 
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OCCURRENCE OF VOLCANIC ROCKS ON THE NORTH AMERICAN CON- 

TINENT. 

The North American continent can appropriately be separated into 
three sections for our purposes—into the eastern, middle, and western 
divisions. In the first the voleanic occurrences are sporadic, limited as 
to extent, and all or nearly all belonging to one period of relatively 
recent age. In the second, the development of volcanic activity was 
at its minimum. Very few occurrences belonging to that group of 
geological history have taken place in that section, and wherever found 
are but local, and of no importance either in the geological series or to- 
pographical features of the region exhibiting them. Differing from both 
of these, and presenting groups of the utmost interest and decided varia- 
tion, is the western section. Beginning with the Alaskan peninsula, 
we observe volcanics composing portions of the continent* and many of 
the outlying islands. Throughout the mountainous chain, extending 
through British Columbia southward toward the United States, volcanic 
occurrenves have been observed. Explorations of that mountain system 
are wanting which would furnish us with sufficient data to make any gen- 
eralizations whatever, or even to prevent those meager data obtainable 
in a connected form. Within the area of the United States we are more 
thoroughly acquainted with the occurrences of volcanic rock, and it is 
to the writings of explorers like Hayden, King, Newberry, Richthofen, 
and Whitney that we are indebted for our knowledge of their existence 
and characteristics. 

Through the Western States and Territories the number of varieties 
exhibited by volcanic eruptions not only, but also the enormous hori- 
zontal extent of the groups, invite study and investigation. Owing to 
the comparative completeness of the series, reaching from the Plutonic 
eruptives to active or nearly active volcanoes of the present day, they 
furnish a more complete record of the history of volcanic rocks than 
any other region thus far known. In the heart of the Rocky Mountains 
we meet with innumerable exposures of the older groups, which are re- 
placed by younger ones as we proceed west and south toward the pres- 
ent shore-lines. In California there are basaltic groups, which, accord- 
ing to Whitney, may almost be regarded as still active. In Utah and 
Nevada, Gilbert has found regions that looked remarkably “fresh,” and 
Powell has discovered legends among the Indians referring to volcanic 
eruptions during historical times. 

Southward, beyond the boundary of the United States, the volcanic 
areas continue into Mexico and Central America. As we approach 
their shores, we find that the formations (volcanic) are younger, until 
still active volcanoes are found. This state of things continues on 
through the Cordilleras to the southern end of South America. We 
have, therefore, in the Rocky Mountains of the United States an area 
of exhausted volcanic activity. Upon observation, it will be found that 
the former volcanic outflows and eruptions took place along a line ap- 
proximately corresponding with the present shore-line of the Pacific 
Ocean. The arrangement of our mountain ranges is essentially a north 
to south one, and associated therewith we see that the arrangement of 
sedimentary formations is parallel. It is to be expected, therefore, that 
we.should find the demonstration of volcanic force along a line nearly 
parallel to that of maximum sedimentation. ‘his is in reality the case. 
Where the process of sedimentary deposition is still going on, we ob- 

* Dall, Alaska and its Resources, 1870. 
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serve the existence of the youngest volcanic activity, reaching to the 
present day. The Western section of the North American continent 
may consequently be subdivided into two groups, into the ancient and 
recent volcanic. Of these, the former may be regarded as existing in 
the Rocky Mountains proper, while the second comprises those portions 
contained in the ranges near the Pacific Coast. ‘This latter series is the 
one that extends directly southward, and finds its first great develop- 
ment in the volcanoes of Mexico and Central America. 

It is not the object of this paper to discuss extensively any of the 
eruptives besides those of Colorado; therefore these brief indications as 
to distribution must suffice. We have in Colorado erupted rocks that 
belong to the first group. Perhaps no section of the Western country 
is so well adapted to the study of volcanics as Colorado. This is owing 
to the great variety of rocks exhibited and the large expanses they 
cover. During the four years occupied by the survey of this State, all 
occurrences there have been thoroughly studied, and we are enabled 
now to present a more complete synopsis than probably can be furnished 
of any other Territory or State. In the subjoined pages, therefore, the 
erupted rocks of Colorado are the main subject of discussion, and only 
such cases as are necessary for comparison will be introduced. 

OCCURRENCE OF ERUPTED ROCKS IN COLORADO. 

Throughout the State we find volcanic rocks distributed. In part 
they are continued into adjacent Territories. Taking a comprehensive 
view of all the groups, both lithologically and topographically, it ap- 
pears that Colorado contains occurrences which, all taken together, form 
a closed, a compact series. Whichever volcanic area may extend be- 
yond the limits of the State, or whichever group of characteristic forma- 
tions may be continued into either New Mexico or Utah, we neverthe- 
less find its most important portion in Colorado. Very justly, therefore, 
the volcanic groups of the State may be treated as one, representing 
typically an important era in geological history. They may be regarded 
as chapters of the book which is commenced and finished within the 
area assigned to the State. 

Distribution.—During the progress of the survey, volcanic rocks were 
almost everywhere encountered. Hxtensive areas were found, where all 
other formations, were successfully hidden beveath the superimposed 
masses of volcanic material, Again, the latter had formerly covered 
much that erosion gradually brought to light once more, and we now 
see it in isolated particles. Groups, whose isolation and small hori- 
zontal extent is a leading characteristic, occupy prominent positions in 
the landscape of Colorado. 
We find the volcanic exposures along the various mountain- “ranges of 

the State more connected than elsewhere. In the Front Range, in the 
vicinity of Pike’s Peak,* we first meet with extensive volcanic areas. 
Occupying & position which imposes them upon the granite of that 
range, they form for some distance its most elevated points. Proceed- 
ing westward, we are accompanied by volcanics into the southern end 
of South Park.t Although not so continuous as southwest of Pike’s 
Peak, the areas are well defined and sufficiently prominent to be of im- 
portance orographically. 

Farther north, in Middle Park, we again find isolated groups of vol- 
canic rocks.¢ In the vicinity of the Hot .Springs basaltic outcrops oc- 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 318. t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 18738, p. 219. 
} Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 162. 
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cur, also, a breccia, referred to Dolerite. From Middle Park southwest 
but few volcanics are met with, until we reach the region of the Grand 
Mesa.* In the Elk Mountains, volcanic rocks of the greatest interest 
occur. Their unique character, as regards both constitution and asso- 
ciation, claims for them the utmost attention. By far the largest area 
is that of the Uncompahgre and the San Juan Mountains.+ Stretching 
for miles and miles, they there present a perfectly unbroken surface. 
In the interminable varieties that have there been produced, and in the 
harmony of detail arrangements, we have a series that may justly be 
compared to a succession of sedimentary beds. 

In the Sawatch Range, in the Sangre de Cristo, and in the Wet 
Mountains, we have areas that, although isolated now, tend to show a 
former connection over a large expanse of country. 

As typically isolated groups, isolated by virtue of their genesis, we 
may regard the Spanish Peaks, La Plata Mountains, Mount Wilson, 
Sierra Carriso, El Late Mountains, Sierra La Sal, and Sierra Abajo. 
Although the latter two are not within the boundaries of Colorado, they 
are very near, and are possessed of the same characteristics that else- 
where must be regarded as typical for certain groups of Colorado. 
A large area of voleanic formations may be found in the southwestern 

and southern portion of San Luis Valley. Though directly a continua- 
tion of the same formations in the Southern San Juan Mountains, their 
appearance in so great a mass in a valley is noticeable. 

Local outerops of various volcanic formations, occurring in the form 
of dikes and buttes, are frequently found throughout the State. Sev- 
eral of the species of voleanic rocks participate in their formation, and 
greatly dependent upon their composition will be the exterior appear- 
ance they present. 
From this distribution it will be seen that the bulk of volcanic forma- 

tions falls into Southwestern Colorado. Whereas the outlying groups 
may be regarded as of but inferior importance, qualitatively, we there 
have an enormous mass of the material. 

As might be expected, the distribution of volcanic formations within 
certain areas is productive of definite orographic effects. Dependent, 
to some extent, upon the lithological character of the rocks is the result 
observed. Differences of Such constitution must be sought for in the 
physical rather than the chemical nature, and proportionate thereto are 
the distinctive features presented. Wherever volcanic rocks cap either 
prozoici or sedimentary formations, their vertical limits can generally be 
readily distinguished. As arule, if superincumbent upon sedimentary 
beds, they are a protection to them from erosive agents. When in- 
trusive, either conformable with the strata or across them, their action 
is frequently a preserving one, although not in so marked a manner as 
in the former instance. In connection with the topographical features 
as modified by the occurrence of volcanic rocks, we find those pertain- 
ing to the drainage. Non-sedimentary and sedimentary formations are, 
at all localities, fcund to have been subjected to by far more powerfully- 
acting disturbing agents than the volcanics. While, therefore, we find ~ 
the latter more frequently in an undisturbed position, the former have 
been removed in various directions from their original places of depo- 
sition. This must, of necessity, produce a more schematical arrangement 
of the drainage within volcanic areas. So far as observation goes, it 
shows that in Colorado the volcanic drainage exhibits a more radial and 
spiral type than can be found within the area of any other class of rocks. 

* Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1874. t Reps. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873; 1874; 1875, 
t See p. 104. 
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Great homogeneousness of the component material, and its more regular 
arrangement with reference to under and over lying beds, facilitate the 
retention of original distribution of drainage. Within the San Juan 
and Uncompahgre Mountains such features can, perhaps, be best ob- 
served. There the great horizontal extent as well as the vertical dimen- 
sions of the voleanic rocks have afforded the most satisfactory oppor- 
tunities for a typical development of such features. Generally, too, a 
volcanic region is well watered, owing to the comparative impenetra- 
bility of the beds. Incident thereupon are promotion of vegetation and 
formation of soil. Exceptions to this rule are certainly not wanting, 
least of allin groups of high, abrupt mountains, and in plains where 
the absenve of water has not permitted vegetation to flourish. 

CLASSIFICATION OF ERUPTED ROCKS IN COLORADO. 

In Colorado by far the greater mass of volcanic material must be as. 
signed to one geological epoch. ‘This epoch is divisible into two periods. 
Making, primarily, this distinction, we have made the first step to- 
ward a classification. Very few cases only were found where erupted 
material was evidently in no connection whatever with that of the ac- 
cepted epoch. Isolated occurrences of porphyritic rocks, older, geo- 
logically speaking, than the remaining eruptives, represent these cases. 
Enumerating the erupted rocks of Colorado, beginning with the old-» 

est, we have granite, porphyry, andesite, trachyte, rhyolite, porphyri- 
tie trachyte, dolerite, and basalt. Separating these primarily into Bun- 
sen’s divisions, basic and acidic, the result is as follows: . 

Basie. Acidic. 

Diorite. Granite. 
Euphotide. Protoginyte. 
Porphyry. Andesite. 
Dolerite. Trachyte. 
Basalt. Porphyritic trachyte, 

Rhyolite. 

Of these the diorite, euphotide, porphyry, and granite must be classed, 
according to Cotta, as plutonic, while the remainder are volcanic. These 
two primary divisions furnish us with the foundation whereon to build. 
For the western acidic voleanics we have Richthofen’s admirable elassi- 
fication. He separates them into propylite, andesite, trachyte, and - 
rhyolite. Four years ago* I comprised all of these under the term 
Trachorheites. Subsequent explorations proved the existence of a group 
totally distinct from the trachorheites. It is separated from them by 
its mode of occurrence, the lithological character of its rocks, and by 
its relative position. Dr. Pealet has distinguished it under the name 
of porphyritic trachyte. Trachyte-porphyry of European geologists, 
their liparitet has acertain resemblance to it, but differs in many essen- 
tial features. 

So far as could be determined, we have in Colorado no propylite. It 
is possible that it exists there, or rather its representative, but either 
its intimate association with younger volcanics or a change in its com- 
position has rendered it undistinguishable. Andesite, trachyte, and 

*Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873. t Bulletin U. 8. Geol. Sury., Vol. iii, No. 3. 
{ Cotta, Geologie der Gegenwart, p. 54. 
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rhyolite are all readily recognized wherever met with. In 1874 I subdi- 
vided trachyte into four groups.* Of the basic volcanic products we find 
only dolerite and basati, the latter represented by numerous varieties. 
A synopsis of the erupted rocks found in Colorado, classified primarily 
upon chemical, secondarily a genetic, and thirdly upon a chronological 
basis, beginning with the oldest, will furnish the following result: 

BASIC. ACIDIC. 

Plutonic. 
Diorite. Granite. 
Eaphotide. , Protoginyte. 
Porphyry. 

Volcanic. 
Andesite, 
Trachyte. 

Trachyte, 1. 
Trachyte, 2 
Trachyte, 3. 
Trachyte, 4. 

Dolerite. Porphyritic trachyte. 
Basalt. Rbyolite. 

It seems difficult to determine the relative age of porphyritic trachyte 
as compared with rhyolite. At many localities the one seems to grade 
into the other. Lam not aware that any point was found where the 
two, each typically represented, were in contact. From all analogies I 
should judge them to have been erupted at very nearly the same time. 
At one locality, perhaps, a rhyolitic eruption may have been completed 
before the nearest one of porphyritic trachyte took place, and vice versa. 
I place the latter immediately after trachyte, for the reason that it is 
less acidic than rhyolite, and regard its definite age witb reference to this 
class of rocks as not fully established. Genetically it should be removed 
from the trachyte and cede its position to rhyolite. 

The classification as above given will represent all the erupted mate- 
rial found in Colorado. Itis difficult to find an acceptable basis for 
division, but, it seems to me, that for this State, and perhaps others, 
the arrangement is the most satisfactory. Occurring in connection with 
these groups are rocks that have frequently been regarded as indepen- 
dent representatives either of definite kinds of eruptive activity or of 
characteristic genesis. I allude to such instances where obsidian, per- 
lite, pumice, &c., have not *been regarded as minerals merely, but 
have been designated as rock-species. Their presence or absence 
certainly is of importance considering the circumstances attendant 
upon the genesis of the rocks they are associated with. 

CHAPTER IL. 

PLUTONIC ERUPTIVES. 

BASIC PLUTONIC ERUPTIVES. 

Diorite.—Within the metamorphic areas, more particularly of the 
Front Range, a number of dikes occur. Traversing the granite in vari- 
ous directions, we find a hornblendic dike-rock, closely resembling di- 
orite. ‘‘It is composed of small crystalline particles of hornblende and 

*Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1874. 
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oligoclase, joined together rather loosely, without the slightest intimation 
of a magma.”* No definite relation, as borne by these dikes to the 
surrounding metamorphic or prozoic rocks, could be observed. Without 
rule they are distributed, striking in a definite direction within very cir- 
cumscribed areas, but in no further connection with each other. Proba- 
bly they are dikes that were formed catogeneously at the time of meta- 
morphosis. Their mineralogical composition is identical with that 
usually accepted for diorite, and I therefore cite them as such. Similar 
in many characteristics to this is the following species: 

Huphotide.—In the vicinity of Mount Ouray this rock occurs. It is 
composed} of a dark-green diallage and white oligoclase. Chlorite and 
magnetite are accessories. More important than the diorite, this rock 
builds up a considerable portion of the Ouray group. It is intimately 
associated with the granite, which there appears to be the younger of 
the two. Jn determining the specific position of any of the hornblendic 
rocks within a metamorphic area the greatest caution is requisite. There 
is but little doubt that the same hornblendic rocks that we now can 
claim to be metamorphic, may have been, from one or the other cause, 
eruptive. In that case they will not necessarily present any distinguish- 
able mineralogical features, but the method of their association, the mode 
of occurrence, must furnish the decisive evidence. Whenever this cannot 
be obtained from such characteristics, the identification remains ques- 
tionable. We may have before us instead of an erupted rock, simply 
the metamorphosed product of one of the earliest sedimentaries. Un- 
less, therefore, much labor and time should be spent upon this class of 
rocks in Colorado, I cannot conceive that any satisfactory results will 
be obtained. At best their horizontal distribution is but limited; in 
their detail features they show so many variations, however, that the 
most elaborate work will be required before they can all be assigned to 
their proper places. I have chosen the examples of diorite and eupho- 
tide as the best determined out of a number. Among it such rocks 
as gabbro, hypersthene, and others might be mentioned. 
Porphyry.—Very few occurrences of porphyry in Colorado have been 

noted. The most important and best known porphyry dike of the 
State is that at Gold Hill On either side of this dike, which traverses _ 
granite, is located a remunerative gold mine. Several smaller dikes are 
found within a short distance of this one, but are of minor importance. 
Great interest attaches itself to this occurrence from the presence of 
tellurium compounds in the metalliferous veins adjoining the porphyry. 
A purplish-gray paste, varying to greenish, incloses very fine crystals of 
feldspar. Orthoclase, with lamin of oligoclase, and small crystals, 
apparently of microclinite, are the inclosed minerals. Another por- 
phyry dike was observed in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains.§ This has 
broken through Carboniferous strata, and now appears near the semmit 
of a high peak near the Crestones. A dense, pink matrix incloses small 
crystals of feldspar and dihexahedral quartz. 

Near Central City a number of porphyry dikes occur.|| The largest 
one of these is located on Quartz Hill. Several of the others, Bobtail, 
Gregory, and Mammoth Hills, show similar dikes near their highest 
points. Essentially, the rock is a quartzose porphyry. Its paste is very 
compact, light green to yellow, gray, and brown. On Gregory Hill very 
file crystals of orthoclase are contained in the porphyry. They occar 
simple and as Carlsbad twins. Owing to the composition of the paste, 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 325. yaee U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 328. 
Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 338. || U. S. Rep. Geol. Sarv., 1873, p. 281. 
t Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873, pp. 144, 686, and 688, 

144 
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the crystals weather out very readily. Some portions of the porphyry 
contain minute crystals of hornblende. All of these dikes are in con- 
tact with either granitic or gneissic rock. No marked regularity of 
course can be observed. . 

Taking a general view of all these basic plutonic dikes, they are found 
to have a number of features in common. Usually they oceur without 
any apparent provocation, several of them form a small group, and each 
member of this group agrees, in its characteristics, with the others. As 
a general thing their strike may be said to be approximately north and 
south. Their width is variable, from a few feet to several hundred. 
Accessory minerals, such as feldspar, garnets, small erystals of mag- 
netite, pargasite, and others are contained within the dike-rock. With 
the exception of the one instance, all these dikes are associated with 
presedimentary rocks. Their age, therefore, may be regarded as an 
open question. My impression is that the diorites are oldest, the por- 
phyries youngest. 

ACIDIC PLUTONIC ERUPTIVES. 

Granite.—In the northern part of the Sangre de Cristo Range an erapt- 
ive granite occurs.* It is readily distinguished from the older, meta- 
morphic. Orthoclase is light gray, white, and yellowish ; small crystals 
of oligoclase are dispersed throughout; quartz is colorless or milky 
white; the mica black, sometimes in small six-sided crystals. The ap- 
pearance of this granite upon the surface was accompanied and proba- 
bly produced by the demonstration ef powerfully-acting vertical force. 
Carboniferous beds of great thickness were thrown upward so as to 
form a@ steep, anticlinal range. In the centre of this we tind the granite. 
Its relative position to the sedimentary beds is constant throughout. 
No cases of intrusion were observed, or even the formation of dikes 
within the unchanged sedimentaries. A considerable amount of meta- 
morphism has taken place, totally changing some of the oldest strata. 
North of Hunt’s Peak aud south of Mosco Pass the eruptive granite 
again is lost, and only metamorphie granites are fonnd in other portions 
of the range. From the entire character of the range it would appear 
that the disturbances there were not owing, directly, to the eruption of 
the granite, but that the latter thereby found room to escape upward. 

The most important and typical occurrence of eruptive granite in 
Colorado was observed in the Eik Mountains. Along the line of a defi-; 
nite axis this range has been elevated, appearing ‘‘ to be an example of 
a sudden, violent, or catastrophic action.”+ Granite forms the central 
mass, the underlying bulk of the range, while the sedimentary beds, 
many thousand feet in thickness, have been contorted, overturned, and 
broken. Mr. Holmes has published a very excellent diagram, repre- 
senting the exposure of eruptive granite along the main axis of the 
range. From this it appears that the main exposures of eruptive granite 
occur in the Snow Mass and in the White-Rock groups. Between these 
two the granites are hidden from sight by the contorted sedimentary 
beds. These form an S-shaped fold here, overlapping from the east- 
ward. Probably the large masses of sedimentary strata were thoroughly 
broken, and finally removed from the localities where now the granite 
is exposed. Dr. Hayden says,§ “ This is a grand illustration of an erup- 
tive range.” In spite of the violent disturbances to which the sedi- 
mentary strata have here been subjeeted, the range presents essentially 
the type of an anticlinal.. Acting along a definite axis, the trend of 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1273, p. 324. t Ibid., p. 70. 
tRep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. oo. § Rep. U.S. Geol.Surv., 1874, p. 55. 
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which is about northwest to southeast, the granites have been forced 
upward, carrying before them the enormous mass of sedimentaries su- 
perimposed. By studying Mr. Holmes’s admirable sections (Report, 
1874) we will find that the eruptive granite reached the surface in great- 
est quantities at such points where the vertical dimensions of the sedi- 
mentary beds showed their smallest development. In other words, 
at the points or along the line of least resistance. A large number of 
dikes traverse the sedimentary beds adjoining the trachytic areas. Many 
of them are undoubtedly granitic; others appear to be trachytie. Of 
these latter Dr. Peale says,* ‘¢‘ Some of them would probably be proved 
to be trachytic, but I am of the opinion that if they could be traced to 
the granite they would be seen to grade imperceptibly into it.” 

In mineralogical character the granites of the Elk Mountains approach 
those of the Sangre de Cristo. The general appearance shows a white 
or gray color. Orthoclase, oligoclase, quartz, and muscovite, with some 
biotite, compose the rocks. Associated with the granites of the range 
are some porphyries and diorites. Iam inclined, however, to attach but 
little importance to their presence, as they probably belong to the same 
eruption that produced the elevation of the range. 
We have, in the Elk Mountains, an example of an eruptive range that 

offers the most favorable opportunities for study. Not only do we find 
the granites and sedimentary beds in direct contact, but we find younger 
eruptive rocks in the region immediately adjacent. Although perhaps 
not in absolute local connection with the granitic masses, these younger 
eruptives stand in the most intimate causal relation. They belong to 
the series of trachorbeites and will be discussed below. 

From Mr. Holmes’s sections it appears that the Middle Cretaceous 
shales have actively participated in the folding and plication of sedi- 
mentary strata. From the Silurian up the regular succession of forma- 
tions—as characteristic for Colorado—is represented in the Elk Mount- 
ains. All these have been subjected, uniformly, to the most severe 
disturbances. We can, therefore, from this evidence, place the elevation 
of the range into a period very near the close of the Cretaceous forma- 
tion. This, at the same time, agrees with the usual experience, which 
claims for the greatest eruptive activity in Colorado a time near the 
close of the Cretaceous, mostly, however, approaching rather the Tertiary 
epoch. 

On Station 38 of 1873, south of the Gunnison, an occurrence was ob- 
served that I am inclined to bring into connection with the eruptives 
of the Elk Mountains. Geologically considered, station 38 may be re- 
garded as the extreme southern extension of the Elk Mountain Range. 
The granite there is associated with the same sedimentary beds as in 
the Elk Mountains.t We have, in that instance, an eruptive granite, 
which has broken out through a great thickness of sedimentary strata, 
has formed a high, prominent peak, and was succeeded by an eruption 
of trachytic lava. The force which permitted the protrusion of this 
granite succeeded in forming a quaquaversal arrangement in the sedi- 
mentary strata. In lithological characteristics this granite agrees 
closely with that of the Elk Mountains and of the Sangre de Cristo. 
Its relative position to older formations admits of no doubt as to its 
method of appearing. So far as could be determined, the time of this 

, granitic eruption fell into the same period that is accepted for the eleva- 
tion of the Elk Mountain Range proper. Isolated occurrences of such 
granites may be found, but they are of no considerable extent. 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 261. 
tRep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, pp. 337 and 340. 
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Protoginyte.—In addition to the granites proper, a variety very nearly 
related to it was observed in Colorado. At the head of Chalk Creek a 
very interesting rock was found to compose several high peaks of the 
Sawatch Range.* In my report upon that section I have regarded it 
as porphyritic protoginyte. It occupies a circumscribed area with the 
granitic region, and may, perhaps, be regarded as a granite with the 
substitution of mica by chlorite. In ali its general features it closely 
resembles the granite. I consider it expedient, however, to mention it 
here, as one of those rocks presenting typically the character of an erup- 
tive. In age I consider it synchronous, or very nearly so, with the 
granite of the Sangre de Cristo. <A crystalline aggregate of orthoclase, 
oligoclase, quartz, chlorite, and hornblende constitutes the rock. Ortho- 
clase occurs in Carlsbad twins, inclosing laminz of white, transparent 
oligoclase. Crystals of the latter are dispersed throughout the rock. 
Quartz is gray and transparent; it is found, partly, in fragmentary 
pieces, partly in grains. Chlorite substitutes the mica of granites, is 
green to black, and occurs in fragments and small crystals. 

* Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 337. 
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VOLCANIC ERUPTIVES. 

ACIDIC VOLCANIC ERUPTIVES. 

The class of acidic voleanic eruptives is the one by far most fully 
represented in Colorado. To it belong the trachorheites and the 
porphyritictrachytes. Inusing the comprehensive term of trachorheites, 
I include therein all that uniform series of massive eruptives older than 
the porphyritic trachytes and add to it the rhyolite. For the sake of 
classificatory convenience the rhyolite will be enumerated directly 
after trachyte No. 4, thus leaving the question open of its relative age, 
as compared with porphyritic trachyte. 

It has been mentioned above that propylite was not positively recog- 
nized. This rock is the timazite of Transylvania, and, according to 
Cotta, should be placed among the plutonic acidics. In case its exist- 
ence should hereafter be established in Colorado, and it be found in 
connection with the younger portions of the trachorheitic series, it 
should be classed among the volcanic acidics. The development of 
volcanic rocks in Transylvania is not so complete nor so typical as it is 
in our Western Territories, and, therefore, as the oldest member of the 
group, it could readily be regarded as a plutonic eruptive. In Colorado 
more particularly, however, the correlation of groups is so well defined, 
that if propylite should occur in connection therewith it could not be 
separated from the acidic volcanic eruptives. 

TRACHORHEITES. 

ANDESITE. 

As can readily be understood, the andesites, the pldect group, have 
been subjected to many changes. Their position, with reference to 
subsequent eruptions, and their lithological constitution have rendered 
them liable to alteration. Thus we find, at many places, a very com- 
plete transition from typical andesite to typical trachyte. During 
1873, while in the field, | was inclined to refer many of the eruptive 
rocks to this group ; but Subsequent examinations showed me that its 
occurrence, or rather its appearance upon the surface, i 1S comparatively 
limited. 

Perhaps the best exposures of andesite in Colorado may be found in 
the Front Range, west of Pike’s Peak.* There the voleanics have found 
their way to the surface directly through gneissic and granitic rocks. 
Spreading from the central point, or along the lines of eruption, they 
have produced plateau-like elevations, characteristic in every respect. 

e 

Richthofen says:+ ‘Andesitic mountains are characterized by monot- | 
ony in scenery. They form continuous ranges, which are often of con- 
siderable elevation and extent, but exhibit gentle outlines on their sum- 
mits as well as on their slopes.” This definition agrees closely with the 
region above indicated. It remains to be stated that the ranges are not 
formed by the andesite, strictly speaking, but summits and slopes of 
certain ridges have obtained their character from that rock. Relative 

*Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 319. 
tMem. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1868, tom. i, part ii, p. 25. 
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to the overlying volcanics, the position of andesite, wherever it was 
recognized as such, remains constant. Frequently later flows of hot 
lava have passed over the already rigid andesitic mass, and have baked 
it very thoroughly. In this case the slabs of rock are often phonoli- 
tic, and show innumerable changes of color, produced by a compara- 
tively large admixture of ferric oxygen compounds. As a type of the 
andesite of that region, we may regard that from Black Mountain. A 
dark-gray, almost black, micro-crystalline paste contains minute crystals 
of oligoclase. Rarely is the paste vesicular. Crystals of sanidite and 
a black mica (probably biotite) are distributed throughout the mass. 
Acicular crystals of hornblende are rare. Upon weathering, the thin 
slabs of rocks turn a reddish-brown, owing to farther oxidation of the 
magnetite contained therein. 

In the eastern portion of main volcanic mass, which includes the Un- 
compahgre group, a number of andesitic outcrops were noticed. As 
might be expectel, the phonolitic character of andesite is restricted to 
mainly the upper horizon. It is owing, as can readily here be observed, 
to a reheating by the subsequently-arriving trachytes. On the north 
side of Saguache Creek this feature is especially noticeable. Long-con- 
tinned, regular bluffs of trachyte overlie the andesites, and near the 
junction of the two the fragments of the latter produce a submetailic 
sound when struck. Here, too, as at many other localities, the ande- 
sites are accompanied by a series of tuffs. 

All eruptions of andesite are purely massive. No truly voleanie erup- 
tion has been observed in Colorado, but others, less massive than those 
of andesite, of a peculiar type, occur frequently. In speaking of the 
trachytes, more particular mention will be made of the types of erup- 
tion and of the various ways in which they manifest themselves. 

TRACHYTE. 

It is the group of trachytes, above all others, that claims our atten- 
tion. Not only are the varieties presented very numerous, but also the 
modes of appearance. Independent of the chronological successions, 
we can appropriately divide volcanic eruptives in accordance with their 
methods of protrusion. Such a division will not only furnish a clue as 
to the general appearance of the volcanic rocks, but also—atfter ox 
character has once been recognized—to their geological age. 

The distinction between massive and volcanic eruptions has long since 
been made, but it is inadequate to express all the most typical forms 
that will be observed. Five types of volcanic eruptions may be dis- 
tinguished: 

Massive, denoting the fact that the lava was poured out through one 
or more great fissures or openings, and upon reaching the surface im- 
mediately spread in every available direction. 

Volcanic eruptions are such where the lava was propelled outward 
through a cylindrical tube or narrow fissure. Incident upon this method 
of eruption is the gradual formation of a crater and its accessories. 

Isolated eruptions may be characterized as such where the lava issued 
from one or more openings, flowed slowly, and succeeded in building up 
a mountain or group of mountains. No indication of craters or other 
features of the volcanoes of the present day are noticeable. 

Anarhactic* eruptions are those comprising one or more dikes or a 
dike-system. Narrow, sometimes long, fissures are formed in various 

“I have coined this word in lieu of one expressing the main characteristics of the 
group it designates.—E. 
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rocks and strata by plutonic or volcanic seismic action. Lava is in- 
jected into these fissures presenting, eventually, the most typical ap- 
pearance. Belonging to this group are the— 

Intrusive eruptions. These latter are distinguished from the former 
by their relative position to the rocks adjoining. An anarhactie erup- 
tive will usually be so located as to stand at approximately right angles 
to the stratification or structural planes of the formations it traverses. 
In case it becomes intrusive, however, which only can occur in sedimen- 
tary or in stratified beds, the foreign material will appear as one of the 
members, will be in part conformable with them, and partake of their 
various inclinations and deviations. 

Scattering eruptives comprehend groups of small, isolated volcanics. 
They are intimately related as regards genesis and ‘age, but appear as 
studding, mostly, one of the younger sedimentary formations. 

These divisions will not be found to apply to all the sub-groups of 
trachytic rocks. Some of them show one or the other feature only. 
The subjoined groups of the entire trachyte series are based mainly 
upon the observations made in the San Juan Mountains. I first pro- 
posed it two years ago* and have since found the classification corrob- 
orated wherever I have met with the group. In case we have before 
us an anarhactic occurrence, it becomes a matter of difficulty to decide 
to which subgroup of trachyte it should be referred. unless it is in direct 
connection. Lithological characteristics alone will not always suf- 
fice to admit of final discrimination. it seems highly probable that 
many of the dikes and dike-systems we observe, though but a short 
distance removed from the trachorheites would most probably correctly 
be regarded as much younger. 

Trachyte No. 1.|—The rocks belonging to this group may be regarded as 
accessories. Inthe southern edge of South Park they were first noticed, 
in connection with the andesites. t I have characterized the oceur- 
rence there as andesitic tuff. But tew localities were found before 1874 
which furnished satisfactory opportunities for comparison and study of 
this group. As soon as they were found, however, it became apparent 
that the tuff belongedy most properly, to the trachytic series. I ai in- 
clined to the opinion that the tuffs were ejected after the cessation of 
andesitic eruptions, and immediately preceded those of the trachytes. 
In its generic character the trachyte No. 1 forms a peculiar group. A1- 
though not fully answering the requirement of what has been de- 
scribed as an isolated group, it possesses many of them. 

Essentially the members of this group are composed of what the 
Italian calls lapilli, of finely separated volcanic ash and fragmentary 
portions. Almost every volcanic eruption of the present day is either 
preceded or followed by an ejection of ‘‘ ashy” material from the crater. 
The fate of Pompeii and Herculaneum show to what an enormous ex- 
tent these ash-eruptions can increase even within the historical period. 
1 regard, therefore, the ash-accumulations observed in the same hori- 
zon, at so many localities, as the beginning of the trachytic series. 
Inasmuch as the ejections of ash and tuff takes place sporadically, 

and as the material has not that nature which allows it to spread over 
any considerable area, it will be found that the trachyte No. 1 is found 
only in isolated patches. Its horizon in the vertical scale is well estab- 
lished and constant, but its horizontal distribution is more or less acci- 
dental. A number of typical localities were observed both in 1873 and 

* Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 3, second series, May 15, 1875, p. lol. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 195. 
¢ Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 320. 
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1874. Among the most prominent are the deposits south of Black 
Mountains, east of the junction of Coochetopa and Tomichi Creeks, on 
White Earth Creek, and along the Rio Grande. Perhaps the most ex- 
tensive mass of this material occurs on White Earth, and as the name 
is at the same time a descriptive one, I shall term the trachyte No. 1 
the White Harth group. 
An average thickness of about 800 feet may be accepted for this 

group throughout the San Juan country. It is readily recognized by 
the striking colors it exhibits. Most frequently white, gray, and yel- 
lowish colors predominate, but pink, green, brown, and even black are 
notwanting. Upon first elance the tuffs composing ‘this group represent 
variegated 1 inarls. More or less frequently hard interstrata are contained 
therein, in that case producing terraces upon weathering. Generally, 
the material composing trachyte No. 1, is a light-colored feldspathic ag- 
gregate, loosely cemented. At some localities bowlders and fragments 
are found inclosed, giving the beds the appearance of a breccia. Min- 
ute crystals of sanidite, hornblende, magnetite, obsidian, and some- 
times oligoclase are found in the tuffs. On account of their readily- 
yielding physical constitution they are rapidly attacked and worn away 
by erosive agents. Water-courses, wind, and other causes carve out 
most peculiar shapes from the gradually disappearing soft bluffs. Hard 
interstrata may give rise to the formation of “ monuments.” Toward 
the top of the series not infrequently thin beds of a hard, brown tra- 
chyte are interbedded into the tuffs. .Succeeding flows of lava have 
thoroughly baked them and they now are hard, brittle, almost jaspery 
in their appearance. Here, too, we may often find concretions and 
nodules of various-colored jasper and of semi-opal. ’ These two minerals 
cannot be regarded as characteristic of the White Earth group only, as 
they occur frequently higher up. 
About three miles south of Black Mountain these tuffs were fanned 

resting upon the andesite of that region. The tuff here shows a thick- 
ness of about 200 feet, is white, yellow to pink, greenish, and even 
brown. Several ravines have been washed into the loosely-cemented 
material, and their sides are studded with a variety of grotesque forms, 
the result of erosion. Toward the base the tuff becomes more compact, 
is gray, and closely resembles a very coarse-grained sandstone. ‘Trae 
to the rule, this is only a local deposit. Soon the tuffs thin out toward 
the edges, and either disappear altogether, or are covered by younger 
rhyolitic eruptions. From a section taken in the course of north 80° 
east,* the relative position of the tuffs may be seen. No doubt the 
eruption which gave rise to the formation of Black Mountain occurred 
not from it, if not the main point of outflow was direcily there. From 
there the lava flowed in a southerly direction. This same course was 
also taken by the tuffs. Outside of the main volcanic group the tufts of 
this period do not often appear. They seem to be replaced at some 
points by breccias, but these do not bear the same relations to older and 
younger volcanics as the tuffs. In Wet Mountain Valley a few occar- 
rences of tuffs were noticed, but they are of no importance. 

Near the junction of the Cochetopa and Tomichi Creeks a compara- 
tively large mass of andesitic tuffs belonging to this group are found.t 
White and yellow tufts cover Middle Cretaceous shales and are in turn 
covered by sanidinitic trachytes. Erosion has dealt with the tufts in 
the usual manner. Here, too, the horizontal extent of the tuffs is not 
very great. They have, no doubt, succeeded the eruptions farther east, 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 311. t Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 345. 
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and have, in turn, been covered by the enormous masses of lava coming 
from the south west. 

One of the most typical occurrences is found on White Earth Creek.* 
The tuffs are of white, gray, and yellowish colors, disintegrating very 
readily. Itis, perhaps, softer here than at most other localities, and 
for this reason does not exhibit the usual picturesque products of ero- 
sion. Farther northward, in Dr. Peale’s district, the tuffs either do not 
continue or they are covered by younger members of the trachorheitic 
division. Inasmuch as granite is exposed along the Gunnison, north of 
White Earth Creek, the former view is probably the correct one. The 
extent of the tuffs on the White Earth could not be determined, as the 
trachytes above them obscured everything. 
Two localities along the Rio Grande show a good development of the 

White Earth group. At the junction of Lost Trail Creek with the Rio 
Grande, we find a highly typical exposure.t Bluffs fearly 900 feet 
high show the outward characteristics of variegated marls. Upon ex- 
amination they prove to consist of trachytic tuff. A striking feature is 
the marked, apparent stratification. This, however, is not due to con- 
secutive strata in the proper sense of the word, but is owing to accu- 
mulations of coloring material within certain horizontal zones. Mag- 
netite is dispersed throughout the entire mass of the tuffs, and it is, 
primarily, this that produces a number of colors. Different stages of 
oxidation manifest themselves by different colors. Thus are produced 
various shades of yeliow, orange, brown, and green. Westward the 
tuffs extend beyond Pole Creek, but are mostly hidden from sight by 
trachyte. On Pole Creek they once more crop out, and it may be ob- 
served that they are harder, more compact, than farther east. 

Another locality where the tuffs appear is near Crooked Creek, at the 
head of Antelope Park. They differ in nothing from the others, and 
are of but small horizontal extent. Although the characteristics and 
appearance of this group within restricted areas are very constant, 
their occurrence is practically an accidental one, and they are not 
posessed of the same value in systematic classification as the younger 
members of the Trachorheite group. 

An interesting occurrence was found north of Saguache Creek, near 
Rock Chiff Dairy. Between two andesitic hills a valley was in part 
filled with tufts.¢ Only a slight accumulation was found, resting upon 
the andesites directly; the remainder seemed to overlie portions of a 
local Tertiary fresh-water deposit. Through this tuff a dike of por- 
phyritic obsidian had found its way to the surface. The black obsidian, 
15 teet in thickness, contrasts admirably with the bright yellow, green- 
ish, and pink colors of the tuff. Numerous small fragments of the 
tuff are inclosed by the obsidian, and they are in this case thoroughly 
baked. In appearance they closely resemble jasper. Tor several feet 
on either side of the dike has this baking influence extended itself, 
until the heat of the molten obsidian was no longer able to melt and 
change the feldspathic tuffs. Small concretions of cloudy agate and 
semiopal occur at the borders of the dike. ‘ It seems unealled for that 
siliceous concretions should occur so frequently near the junctions of 
two different volcanic rocks, neither of which contains free quartz else- 
where. From the constant form in which the quartz occurs—that of 
jasper and semiopals mostly, less frequently of chalcedony and agate— 
[am led to the inference that the silica may have been brought forth 
in a hydrated condition, together with the younger erupted material. 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 202. t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 344. 
ent U.S. Geol. Surv., ”1874, p. 201. § Ibidem, p. 345. Y 
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In\that case rapid cooling would probably prevent its entering into 
any composition which otherwise might have been effected. Thus, too, 
does it seem easily explained why. so often semiopal (quartz containing 
water) should be found in such relative position. As will be seen far- 
ther on, the question of hydration is a very important one in discussing 
the origin and primary condition of volcanics. Therefore, any occur- 

_ rence typical and frequently repeated, will add its share to the solution 
of an otherwise comparatively intangible question. The obsidian, too, 
of this locality shows special features of interest. The mineral is black 
and contains small crystals of sanidite, thus becoming porphyritic. 
Its structure is concentric at several places. Within the dike we find a 
spherulitic, concentric arrangement of the obsidian. From small 
spheroids they are found to the size of 10 feet in diameter. Similar 
concretions have been noticed elsewhere in volcanic rocks. One of the 
best known is the occurrence near Teplitz, in Bobemia. There a con- 
centric arrangement is observed in the porpbyries.* 

Trachyte No. 2.t—Less varied in its lithological features than the 
former group, this one presents a very uniform appearance. Compared 
with No. 1 and the succeeding No. 3, this group does not present such 
marked characteristics as the other two. The rocks are by far harder 
and more compact than those of the preceding group, and they are 
better uble to withstand erosive agents. Weathering into compara- 
tively small fragments of a light-brown color, this trachyte generally 
presents gently rounded slopes near the base of bluffs or mountains. 
Easily decomposed, it furnishes soil, and an ample, unbroken vege- 
tation not untrequently denotes its presence. Exceptions from this 
rule are not wanting, however. Trachyte No. 2 is found chiefly along 
the main drainage of the San Juan Mountains. Taken as a whole, 
the vertical as well as borizontal arrangement of the volcanics in that 
region is extremely regular. We find, therefore, that in its greatest 
depressions the lower beds and groups are mostly exposed. Great 
uniformity of petrographic character will be found to exist in the 
members of this group. Asarule the paste is microcrystalline, slightly 
vesicular or compact. Numerous small crystals of sanidite are dis- 
persed throughout, associated with diminutive erystals of black mica. 
Prisms of hornblende, dark-green to black, occur sparingly.. When 
freshly broken the color of the rock is bright-pink, with a blueish tinge, 
or reddish-brown. Upon exposure it soon becomes dull. Toward 
the top of the group nodules and bands of porphyritic pitch-stone and 
obsidian set in. They are characteristic of this group, and almost en- 
tirely confined to it. A total thickness of about 1,200 feet may be 
accepted as the average for this group. On account of its topographical 
position, I shall distinguish trachyte No. 2 as the *“‘ River group.” Its 
position along the borders of the main streams of the San Juan region 
justifies the name. 

Although in no direct connection whatever, I am inclined to regard 
the trachytes of the eastern portion of Colorado as belonging to this 
group. Certainly their relative position to tbe andesites and tuffs 
assigns to them this place. Lithologically, also, they agree very well 
with the characteristics exhibited by the group elsewhere. It is natural 
that an intervening space, devoid of voleanics, so large as the one in 
this particular instance, should lead us to expect considerable changes 
in the groups that must be regarded as belonging together. In its phy- 
sical character, No. 2 belongs to ‘hat type which has been designated 
as massive eruptive. 

* Cotta, Geologische Bilder, Leipzig, 1871,p.1. +tRep. U. S. Gecl. Surv., 1874, p. 196. 
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On the higher portions of the mountainous region lying to the west- 
ward of Pike’s Peak we find trachytes that are referable to this group. 
They are generally found superincumbent upon the andesites or tufts. 
Regular stratification is shown, indicative of the regularity of the 
flows. It may be observed that the upper portions of each flow or 
stratum have been remelted or baked by succeeding flows of hot lava. 
In color, mineralogical composition, and physical features, these occur- 
rences agree very well with the characteristic of the western rocks be- 
longing to the same group. Not only do we find them in the formerly 
continuous series of volcanics of this region, but they may also be ob- 
served in connection with smaller local massive outflows. East of Wet 
Mountain Valley, toward the Greenhorn Range, a large portion of the 
metamorphiecs are covered by such trachyte. Local outcrops oceur at 
various points along the Arkansas River, along the southern and 
southwestern edge of South Park, and in the southern portions of the 
Sawatch Range. 

In the region of the San Juan Mountains the River group is admira- 
bly well-developed. It is in sight at all those points at which the 
tuffs have been mentioned, and overlies them uniformly. Along the Rio 
Grande we have occasion to study the River group most effectually. 
Disruption of the voleanic strata has there produced a number of ver- 
tical or very steep bluffs. On their faces we notice a very uniform ap- 
pearance of the rock and the characteristic obsidianitic inclosures near 
the top. Throughout the entire district No. 2 can be traced, always oc- 
cupying the same relative position. An astonishing regularity of the 
flows can be observed, and it is possible to follow the same unbroken 
stratum sometimes for nearly 50 miles. This feature indicates the 
grand scale upon which the volcanic eruptions of the region occurred. 
Southward, throughout the extension of the San Juan Mountains the 
River group appears near the base of the mountains. It there totally 
obscures any of the tuffs that may occur. Few of the streams within 
the main mountain-mass cut down low enough to expose this trachyte, 
and we therefore find it almost exclusively along the edge. Owing 
to a constant, though gentle, easterly dip of the stratoid flows, No. 2 
no longer can be found on the eastern border of the range, but is con- 
fined to the western. Its character is uniform throughout. 

Following the course of the Rio Grande, we find a full development 
of the River group at Wagon-Wheel Gap. The total thickness there is 
about 1,200 feet.* In the lower portions of No. 2 numerous inclosures 
of jasper, chalcedony, and agate occur. Many fragments of these may 
be found on the south side of the gap. Toward the northeastern and 
northern border of the volcanic area these trachytes continue. They 
form some of the low rounded bluffs along Saguache Creek, and, extend- 
ing beyond the Los Pinos agency, are found fully developed again on 
White Earth Creek. Wherever favorable opportunities were afforded, 
plateaus are formed, in receding terraces, by the members of this and 
the next higher group. North and west of my district Dr. Peale has 
found the continuation of the River group in his district.t 

Although evidences of forcible disturbances are not wanting in this 
group, they are not so numerous nor so characteristic as higher up. 
Wagon-Wheel Gap affords one of the most striking examples of this 
kind. There a hill, located transversely to the course of the hio Grande, 
has been rent asunder, and the river has found its way through it. 
Columnoid structure of the upper portions of the trachyte may have 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 154. ‘ t Ibidem, p. 93. 
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facilitated the disruption, which seems rather difficult of explanation. 
Seismic action, in preference to any other, may be regarded as the cause. 
It will be noticed that mineralized springs not unfrequently occur in 
this number of the trachyte. Its comparatively ready decomposition 
and its usual orographic position explain this feature. The most promi- 
nent among them are the hot springs of Wagon- Wheel Gap.* 

As occupying a position between trachytes No. 2 and No. 3, we may 
regard the trachytic breccia or conglomerates. It is evident that the 
horizontal distribution of this conglomerate must necessarily be, to a 
certain extent, commensurate with the distribution of the volcanics. In 
1874 I found but few localities where the conglomerate was exposed. 
Altogether our explorations were carried on too much within the mount- 
ains to show us the former shores of the voleanic land. Dr. Pealet 
found the conglomerates covering an extensive area north of the Gunni- 
son River. This is the northerly continuation from the main San Juan 
group of volcanics. He found the conglomerates overlying Cretaceous 
beds, and covered, in turn, by rhyolite. Inasmuch as the inner limits 
of the conglomerates must be regarded as the shore-lines of the ancient 
volcanic land, its distribution becomes a matter of importance. Cer- 
tainly large quantities of the readily-disintegrated material have been 
removed from their original places of deposition, and, in consequence, 
the exact limits cannot be accurately drawn. Essentially, as is seen 
from the occurrence of the conglomerates, the volcanic land had at one 
time the same general shape that the entire area shows at present. 
Kastward of the conglomeritic beds found by Dr. Peale, they seem to 
disappear. No connection was observed between the group north of 
the Gunnison and the one appearing a short distance north of Del 
Norte.t Along the eastern edge of the San Juan Mountains the con- 
glomerates appear in the deep cafions of the Rio Grande drainage. On 
the Conejos particularly the walls have been carved into fantastical shapes 
out of the soft material. It wil] be remembered that the volcanic mount- 
ain area becomes narrow as we reach a locality as far south as Rio San 
Antonio. West of the headwaters of this stream the connection of the 
conglomerates of the two sides is almost accomplished. Along the en- 
tire western border of the mountains we find the conglomerate again. 
It occupies an absolutely higher position than farther east, owing to the 
easterly dip of the volcanic strata. Near the Rio Grande Pyramid it is 
lost. Again it appears on the drainage of the San Miguel and of the 
Uncompahgre.§ 

In thickness this conglomerate shows considerable variation when 
distant points are compared. Near the Rio Grande Pyramid the thick- 
ness is about 200 feet. As we proceed southward along the western 
base of the mountains, it increases considerably. At Pagosa Peak we 
find it to be 1,200 feet, and on the headwaters of Rio Navajo about 1,500. 
Crossing over to the eastern slope of the range, and examining as we 
proceed northward, the same conditions are apparent. On the Conejos 
the thickness of the conglomerates is about 1,200 feet, on the Alamosa 
700, and north of Del Norte about 300. North of the Gunnison River 
Dr. Peale has found the thickness of the breccia to be 400 feet. At no 
other locality in Colorado, except ‘in connection with the main San 
Juan volcanic group, was this breccia observed. Its existence is owing 

*Rep. U. 8. Geol. Sury., 1875, p. 154; Rep. Expl. and Surv. west 100th Mer., vol. iii, 
1875, p. 623. 
tRep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 170. 
f Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 1853. 
§ Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 94. 
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to what may be regarded as an incidental cause, and its accompaniment 
of trachyte No. 2 is not an invariable occurrence. Dependent upon 
favorable orographic and hypsometric conditions, it has been deposited 
in varying masses along the border of the former volcanie peninsula. 
There is scarcely any doubt that the waters into which the conglomerate 
was deposited occupied but a restricted area as compared to that 
eovered by immediately preceding formations. After the ejection of 
the lava which composes the flows of the River group, a peripherical 
subsidence probably took place, permitting the accumulation of water 
along the borders of the voleanics. I have not enumerated the con- 
glomerates as an independent group in the list of volcanics of Colorado. 
This omission has been made, because I regard its presence and its de- 
velopment as essentially accidental. Very few extensive groups, indeed, 
of volcanics occur anywhere without being accompanied, more or less, 
by tuffs and breccias or conglomerates. 

Structurally the conglomerates present the usual type. At some lo- 
calities a separation of the coarse from the fine material was observed. 
Not unfrequently ‘“* bands” seem to occur in the conglomeritic walls, 
often continuing and visible for a long distance. Upon examination, 
these bands prove to be of different physical composition. Mostly they 
are composed of more uniform (in size) finely-separated material, which 
is either cemented together more loosely or more firmly than the sur- 
rounding masses. 
An examination of the lithological character of the bowlders con- 

tained in the conglomerates shows that we have before us the larger 
quantity as resembling the trachytes of No. 2. Higher up, near: the 
upper termination of the breccia, different rocks set in, however. Some 
of them closely resemble the porphyritic trachytes, others can scarcely 
be found to differ from types that we find in the younger groups of the 
trachorheitic series. Iam inclined to the opinion that local eruptions 
teok place during that period of time when the main volcanic group 
was nearly surrounded by water, and that they furnisned the material 
for this rare species of conglomerate. At a number of localities evi- 
dence remains of the deposition of the breccia into water. Dr. Peale 
has noticed* its ‘ stratified appearance,” and along the western border 
of the mountains such evidence was frequently observed.t Near Station 
36 of 1875 a layer, irregular in its vertical dimensions, of pumice was 
noticed near the topof the conglomerates. Upon investigation it proved 
to have been, originally, obsidian, which flowed into the water receiving 
the breccia. 

Characteristics not only of physical composition, but also of physical 
appearanee, are exhibited bythe conglomerates. As arule, they are soft, 
easily eroded, readily cut by flowing water. This, in connection with 
the irregular distribution of bowlders and softer portions, is productive 
of very marked results. Water, wind, and frost carve the most fantas- 
tic figures out of the yielding material. Steep, frequently vertical, bluffs 
are ornamented by many varieties of forms. Caves and arches are 
formed, the former not seldom affording shelter to some of the wild ani- 
mals infesting the region. In case the breccia be firmly cemented, these 
detail-features will, in a great measure, be lost. Steep walls, either as 
bluffs or in cafons, with but scattering monumental ornamentation, 
characterize the harder varieties of the rock. Throughout the volcanic 
area, wherever the conglomerates were observed, these characteristics 
were found to hold good. By their aid this group can readily be dis- 

’ *Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 94. 
t Compare Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 213. 
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tinguished, even from long distances. Adding the more or less hori- 
zontal arrangement of its beds, we find the conglomerates to be one 
of the most conspicuous groups of the entire volcanic series. 

Trachyte No. 3.*—TYhis subdivision I have separated into two groups, 
No. 3 lower and upper. The distinction was made not only on account of 
lithological, but also for orographic reasons. No.3 may be regarded | 
as the most widely extended of the trachytic series. Wherever the River 
group, by virtue of the dip of the flows, has disappeared from sight, 
there we find No. 3 in the lower portions of the region. Forming promi- 
nent, characteristic bluffs, with steep faces, it may at once be distin- 
guished from the preceding number by its darker color. Offset by the 
conglomerates, wherever they appear, it sharply marks its own horizon. 
In the interior of the main volcanic area it is generally found high up, 
as the lower positions are monopolized by the older groups. 

No. 3 lower is recognizable by its physical appearance. Almost al- 
ways it forms steep slopes. When found in the valleys it incloses them 
with precipitous walls. A tendency to columnar structure adds greatly 
to this feature. Lithologically it is also distinct. When freshly broken 
the specimens show a reddish-brown color, but are dark-brown upon 
weathering. Toward the top of No. 3 lower some lilac-colored beds set 
in, but they are of inferior thickness. Numerous small crystals of sani- 
dite occur in the brown paste. This is sometimes compact, sometimes 
slightly vesicular. Mica (biotite) is found sparingly. Itis black when 
fresh, splendent bronze-color after exposure. When forming the slopes 
of mountains the rocks of this group generally weather iu slabs or an- 
gular fragments. Cases of reheating and baking may be observed com- 
paratively rarely only. For this lower group a thickness of 800 to 1,000 
feet was accepted, wherever fully developed. 

No. 3 upper is lighter colored throughout. The paste is a grayish-red 
or brown and lilac or pink. Less sanidite is found in this group than in 
the lower one, but more mica. Hornblende crystals occur as accessory 
mineral. Toward the top of the group a series of beds occur that I 
have characterized as ‘‘a feldspathic matrix without any segregated 
minerals.”t In color they contrast strongly with the underlying group. 
They are either white, light yellow, gray, greenish, or pink. About 
400 feet may be regarded as the maximum thickness of this series. 
Although found at a number of places, their occurrence is not constant 
throughout. It may be that they owe their existence to local outflows, 
or perhaps they were primarily distributed over but a small area. The 
connection has been obliterated by erosion and other causes. Within 
these beds pitch-stones, mostly porphyritic, sometimes occur. <A local 
conglomerate occurs near the top of No. 3 in the vicinity of the Rio 
Grande Pyramid, both west and north of it. It stands in no connection 
with the main conglomerate, but closely resembles it in its essential 
features. Two hundred feet may be regarded as its maximum thickness. 
For No. 3 upper we can assume a total thickness of 1,000 to 1,500 feet. 
Variations in thickness frequently take place, rarely involving more, 
however, than a few hundreds of feet. More disturbances of the orig- 
inal position of the beds have affected this group than either of the 
preceding. From the characteristic position occupied by the members 
of this group near the edges of the main volcanic area, and from the 
Striking appearance the strata there presents, I term it the “ Bluff 
group.” 

In case the voleanic beds are alternately hard and soft, we will ob- 

*Report U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1874, p 196. tRep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 200.. 
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serve the hills to be terraced. Near Saguache this is very well illus- 
trated.* 

For the appearance of the members belonging to trachyte No. 3 we © 
must look mainly along the northern and eastern border of the mount- 
alns, in the interior and in their southern extension. Regarding the 
San Juan Mountains from the stand-point of a geographer, we must 
separate them essentially into two divisions; the Uncompahgre group 
and the San Juan Mountains proper. These latter I have regarded, in 
the Annual Report for 1875, as the southern extension of the Sawatech 
Range. Strictly speaking, they may be considered so. The term “San 
Juan Mountains” is one, however, so well known, and so indiscrimi- 
nately applied, that it may be well to retain the name, but restrict its 
application. While the Uncompahgre group is certainly a very typical 
arrangement of the most rugged mountains, without order or system, 
the southern continuation of the entire mountain-mass is definable as 
arange. It is to this that Lapply the name of San Juan Range. Tak- 
ing a comprehensive view of it, we find it to be a narrow, elevated 
plateau. Streams and other agents have deeply furrowed it, but the 
main summits retain a uniform elevation. In harmonious relation with 
the rocks and beds composing this range do its orographic features 
show themselves to stand. 

While the most rugged group of mountains is composed mainly of 
trachyte No. 4, the San Juan Range owes its existence to the Bluff group. 
A short distance west and northwest we first find the members of No. 
3 participating in the structures of small plateaus, hills, and bluffs. 
Reaching to elevation of 13,000 feet above sea-level, we find deposited 
the highest members of the group. Conformable with the underlying 
beds, in perfect accordance with the total arrangement of the volcanic 
flows, they frequently form the summits of some of the high peaks of 
that region. As we proceed westward, we find the absolute position of 
the beds of No. 3 to be higher. Partly an amplification of the strata 
accounts for this, partly the general easterly dip of all the volcanics of 
that section. The highest point is reached on the summit of Uncom- 
pahgre Peak, 14,235 feet. None of the flows belonging to this group 
appear to extend northward beyond the Gunnison River. There the 
conglomerates are covered by rbyolites.t 
By far the greatest development of trachyte No. 3 is found in the San 

Juan Range. From the Rio Grande Pyramid we can trace the members 
of this group along the range to the southern border of Colorado. 
Forming frequently extensive plateaus that are bat little lower than the 
highest peaks of the range, the flows present one unbroken series 
throughout. The gentle southeasterly dip is always noticeable. It is 
owing to this that no prominent peaks are found on the eastern slope of 
the range, while the western is amply supplied therewith. Strictly 
speaking, the western slope is but the abrupt termination of the plateau, 
while the eastern is essentially its sloping summit. Erosion and abra- 
sion have necessarily had a degrading influence, so that now the slope 
is more than commensvrate with the dip-angle of the volcanic beds. 
Whether the isolated peak on the summit of the range should be re- 
garded as evidence of local eruptions or as the remaining portions of 
once continuous beds, seems difficult to determine. I accept the former 
view. Although I find searcely any variation in the lithological char- 
acter of the rocks, the flows of No. 3 are so uniform and continuous in 
their character, that I cannot regard them as having been ejected from 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 345. t Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 170. | 
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but very few places. Had large masses of lava, such as we now find 
in the range, issued from the numerous prominent peaks, we would 
scarcely observe the same uniformity that we now find. At the same 
time, the peaks in question do not at all exhibit the petrographic char- 
acteristics that we should expect them to show did they belong to a 
younger group of volcanics; ¢. ¢e., were they remnants of flows subse- 
quent to those of No. 3. 

At some of the highest localities of the range we meet with the hard 
variegated beds belonging to, and sometimes forming the top of, the 
Bloff group. On Banded Peak,* and farther south, they were noticed. 
Here their thickness reaches about 800 feet. Jam inclined to think that 
a number of the upper beds of No. 3 occur in very much lighter colors, 
and have therefore been added in the variegated beds. Porphyritic 
pitch-stones and obsidians occur here also. A large bed of pitch-stone, 
varying from 4 to 15 feet in thickness, was found near the Rio Grande 
Pyramid in these strata and traced for the distance of about six miles. 

North and west of the Quartzite Mountains No. 3 is gradually super- 
seded by No. 4. It again appears, however, on the western and north- 
western border of the volcanic area. Underlying the younger beds, it is 
mostly found at the base, hiding from sight the two older groups. In 
several instances caiions are cut down sufficiently deep to expose them, 
however. All of these older groups appear to thin out in that region, 
while the younger ones reach a very considerable vertical development. 

Displacements of strata are comparatively frequent in this group. 
Two of the most prominent are those at Mount Sneffels and at Bristol 
Head. The former we have named, from its form, the Great Amphithe- 
atre.t For the distance of 2,000 feet the strata have dropped down 
vertically, causing an oval depression about four miles in length and 
nearly a mile wide. On nearly all sides the walls are perfectly perpen- 
dicular. It seems probable that this “drop” and one near the Rio 
Grande Pyramid were caused by enormous caves. To all appearance 
they have occurred but recently, comparatively speaking. At the Great 
Amphitheater the strata, removed a distance of nearly half a mile from 
their original position, have retained a certain continuity to the present 
day. Although cracked and broken into’innumerable fragments, the 
pieces, often weighing hundreds of tons, lie side by side, separated, not 
rarely, by only a narrow fissure. At Bristol Headit the cause of the 
displacement is more apparent. A small ridge, north of Antelope Park, 
rans parallel with the edge of the Bristol Head Plateau. Upon exami- 
nation, it was found that the Rio Grande had probably undermined this 
portion by washing away a deposit of trachyte No.1. Thus the weight 
could no longer be sustained, and the unsupported portion dropped 
down a Vertical distance of more than 1,000 feet. The “drop” is not 
purely vertical; it was accompanied by a movement toward the south, 
away from the plateau with which the detached portion was originally 
in connection. <A very pretty little valley, containing Lake Santa Maria, 
has thus been formed between the two steep, enclosing walls. Local 
‘‘drops” of small dimensions occur quite frequently in the strata of the 
Bluff group. In its physical character this group belongs, as well as 
the preceding, to the massive volcanic eruptions. 

Trachyte No. 4.,—Only during the summer of 1874 did I have occa- 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, page 167. 
- tRep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, page 206. 

t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, page 199. 
§ Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. “196 Bulletin U.S. Geol. Surv. No. 3, second series, 

May 15, 1875, p. 152. 
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sion to study this series. So far as I am aware, no publication has 
been made with reference thereto since that time. The group is, hori- 
zontally, a restricted one, but fraught with the occurrences of the high- 
est interest. Not only are the rocks themselves of very peculiar type 
for the position they occupy, but the presence of mary metalliferous 
veins lends additional importance to the group. It occurs in the heart 
of the Uncompahgre group and extends to its western edge. Some of 
the highest mountains of that region are partly or wholly composed of 
it. The latest discoveries of ore-bearing veins seem to have been made 
at localities where this group occurs merely as capping the older ones. 
With other words, instead of the veins being confined to No. 4, they 
extend through it and can be reached in older formations. 

On the point of petrographic character this group presents more vari- 
ations than any one of the volcanics. Many brilliant colors, of the 
most delicate shades, are shown by the mountains and ridges. They 
are due to admixtures of certain mineral substances. Dark colors may 
be said to be characteristic of the main bulk of this group, but a very 
prominent exception is made by what I have termed the ‘red stratum.”* 
Originally white, the presence of ferric oxygen compounds gradually 
changes this color to yellow, orange, red, and brown. The rock is a 
micro crystalline feldspathic paste of white color, containing very mi- 
nute transparent crystals of sanidite and small crystals of pyrite. 
Throughout the district, wherever this stratum could be traced, the 
crystals of pyrite were contained in it as an ‘“‘impregnation.” Some of 
the largest cubes seen will hardly measure 0.5 millimetre on the edge. 
Decomposition of pyrite releases the sulphur and changes the iron from 
a bisulphide to hydrated sesquioxide. This, in varying percentages, 
produces the colors and shades above enumerated. 

Stating the general mineralogical character of the rocks of this 
group, we may say that the paste is compact (rarely vesicular) and 
micro-erystalline. Oligoclase is the most prominent of the enclosed 
minerals. Another feldspar—triclinic, probably andesite—occurs with 
it. Sanidite may be regarded as an exception, and occurs only in the 
lower embers of the group. Pyrite, magnetite, hornblende, mica, and 
chlorite are accessory minerals, of which the first-named occurs in the 
shape of an impregnation. 

For trachyte No. 4 we can aczept a thickness of 3,000 to 3,500 feet. 
In its lower members it retains the stratoid character very well, but 
higher up this is greatly obliterated. From the fact that this series 
forms the most rugged and typical mountains of the Uncompahgre 
group, I term it the ‘* Mountain group.” 

Taking into consideration the general mineralogical constitution of 
the rocks and the existence of ore-bearing lodes, we are tempted to paral- 
lelize this group with propylite. This temptation has become all the 
greater since the discovery of tellurides of gold and silver in the Hodg- 
kiss Lode of Lake district. 

tichthofen places propylite at the base of the volcanic series in our 
Western Territories, and that position is accepted for it by all who have 
acquaintance with the regions involved. It is merely for the purpose 
of anticipating any comparisons that might be made, and to justify the 
position I have assigned this group, that I enter into a brief discussion. 

It is well known that the lodes of Transylvania are found in a “ green- 
stone trachyte.” This rock has been referred to the “ trachytic series ” 

*Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 3, second series, 1875, p. 154; Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 
1874, p. 230. 
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by most European geologists. The term “ trachyte” was there by no 
means so limited as might have been desired, but comprised a number 
of distinct rock-species, or even genera. Bielz proposed for this rock 
the name of timazite. Cotta* states that where he saw it it was decom- 
posed, *‘ frequently bleached almost white, commonly containing pyrite 
disseminated through it.” At Nagyag and Offenbanya the ore-bearing 
rock is the timazite. This is synonymous with Richthofen’s propylite. 
Were it not for the fact that we have a direct contact between the older 
trachytie rocks and the ore-bearing group of the San Juan region, the 
mineralogical and petrographic similarities of the two would probably 
lead to its identification as propylite. One of the most favorable local- 
ities to study the relations of the Mountain group to those underlying, is 
found near the headwaters of the Rio Grande. Distinct stratification 
of the lower members of No. 4 is noticeable. There they rest directly 
and conformably upon the upper strata of No. 3. This feature may 
distinctly be traced all along the line of junction. At the time the tra- 
chytes of No. 4 were ejected the region where now the mines are located 
was already considerably corrugated. A ridge extended northward 
from the Quartzite Mountains, which barred the progress of No. 3. The 
succeeding flows, however, utilized the equalization of niveau, and, pass- 
ing over this ridge, penetrated beyond it. Evidence of this ancient 
ridge may be found in Arrastra and Cunningham Guiches and on the ele- 
vated plateau east of them. This fact accounts for the absence of the 
three lower trachytic groups along that entire border of the volcanic 
area containing the headwaters of the Animas and San Miguel Rivers. 
Although, consequently, the ore-bearing rocks of the San Juan region 
appear as almost an isolated group, they are in reality in direct and har- 
movious connection with the older groups of the trachytic division. In 
the direction of Mount Snefiels and Uncompahgre Peak this connection 
can more readily be found, and will be clearly understood. 

At the time of my visit the region had not even been thoroughly 
prospected. Subsequent discoveries made since those in and near 
Baker’s Park, mostly occur within the limits assigned to the Mountain 
group. As significant I regard the presence of the “ red stratum.” I 
do not mean to insinuate that such localities that do not exhibit it will be 
found barren of ore, but I am of the opinion that the bountiful mineral 
impregnation with which this group is supplied, indicates the former ex- 
istence of such causes as led to the formation of minerals that are 
classed as “ ores.” 
Wherever any definite structure can be observed in the Spies of No. 

4,it will be feund to correspond with that of underlying voleanic rocks. 
As it is the last one of the series showing such character, I have in- 
cluded it under trachyte, and have closed the trachytie division with it. 

No members of the Mountain group were found in the San Juan 
Range. Their southern border is immediately south of Sultan Mountain, 
where they unconformably overlie Carboniferous sedimentary beds.t 
I'rom there it swings around to the headwaters of the San Miguel and 
follows the edge of the mountains northward beyond Mount Sneffels. 
Between Mount Sneffels and Uncompahgre Peak the limits of the Mount- 
ain group turn eastward. They include within their area the Station 
12 group, and, after having crossed the Rio Grande, disappear a 
short distance south and east of Silverton. At this latter locality they 
become thin, overlying metamorphic, Devonian, and, in part, Carvonit- 
erous rocks. In Cunningham Gulch the metamorphics, chloritic schists, 

* Ore-deposits, p. 277 tRep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 217, section II. 
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crop out, and in Arrastra Gulch they have been reached by the Little 
Giant Mine. Within the Station 12 group we find a very excellent de- 
velopment of the red stratum. Again it is observed at Mount Canby, 
near the junction of Pole Creek with the Rio Grande. On Bear Creek, 
west of Baker’s Park and along Mineral Creek we find it well represented. 
Near Mount Sneffels the evident stratification of the volcanic rocks can 
be most satisfactorily observed, and a connection can from there be es- 
tablished of trachyte No. 3 eastward to the Rio Grande. At Handie’s 
Peak and other localities we noticed a large number of very regular quartz 
veins. Since our visit many of them have been “located,” and some are 
worked. 

In Bulletin No. 3, second series, and in United States Geological Re- 
port for 1874, a discussion of the San Juan mines may be found. It is 
needless, therefore, to repeat any information there contained. Nearly 
all of the lodes located near Baker’s Park were found in trachyte No. 4. 
Subsequent investigation has shown that they penetrate beyond the 
lower limits of this group, and, without any appreciable change of 
course or character, enter the metamorphics, which are covered by the 
trachyte. All the veins that I had oceasion to visit, located within the 
trachyte, were argentiferous. The only one which wasatthat time worked 
in the underlying schists, the Litile Giant, is auriferous. I am not 
aware whether this feature has since been established as the rule. 
Mining is not unfrequently carried on in a very desultory manner in our 
western country, and it is very difficult to obtain any reliable data, ex- 
cept by personalinspection. A surprising regularity of the metalliferous 
veins may be observed. I know of no place where the veins appear so 
undisguised on the surface. A photograph taken at Howardsville has 
been reproduced.* For a vertical distance of about 1,400 feet we can 
trace the veins of this hill-side. 

As to the cause which produced the formation of the fissures which 
we now find filled with metalliferous matter, several suggestions may 
be offered. 

First. They may have been produced by the contraction of the vol- 
canic masses upon cooling. 

Second. Subsidences of certain portions may bere given rise to the 
formation of fissure-systems. 

Third. They may owe their existence to plutonic or volcanic seismic 
action. 
We notice that nearly all the veins have a strike lying between north . 

45° west, and north 45° east. This indicates a common cause for their 
formation. Generally the fissures will be found nearly at right angles 
with the beds or flows of trachyte. 

The fact that the veins enter the underlying metamorphic rocks, and 
do so without changing their character, excludes the first proposition. 
No doubt the irresistible force of contraction would probably have suc- 
ceeded in carrying the fissure downward into the harder, metamorphic 
rocks. In case this had occurred, however, the fissures would have 
changed their character. Slides would either have occurred, or the veins 
must grow narrower with increasing depth. Neitherof these instances 
was observed. 

If subsidences had occurred after the established rigidity of the vol- 
canic rocks, it would be shown in their stratification. Declinations of 
some extent, or faulting, must have taken place. 

In preference, I accept the third explanation, not only for these but 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Suzv., 1874, p. 232. 
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for nearly all vein systems. If we have, so near the place of lode-oc- 
currences, the agents which can and undoubtedly have produced vio- 
lent seismic action, we will rarely go amiss in assigning to them the 
cause of producing such fissures. Not far distant from the lode-bearing 
locality we have evidence that younger, more recent eruptions must 
have taken place. I allude to such instances as the Mount Wilson 
group, the isolated volcanic groups near the headwaters of the Dolores, 
and to the enormous quantities of basaltic lava that have been ejected 
northeast and east of the mining districts. Accompanying the erup- 
tions, the usual phenomena are fully adequate to have produced the 
effects we now observe. 

In previous pages the impregnation of the red stratum by pyrite has 
been mentioned. This mineral was probably segregated during the 
period of the cooling of the rock. Its presence denotes nothing save 
the existence and ejection of a large amount of iron and sulphur at the 
time of eruption. Such conditions, also, must have prevailed, as were 
favorable to the combination of this metal and metalloid. In case, 
therefore, if this mineral, or rather its component parts were drawn 
from the same source that furnished the trachytes, it may justly be pre- 
sumed, that the resources were not thereby exhausted. Inasmuch as 
the red stratum is one of the oder members of the mountain group, it 
may be inferred that its source lay nearer the surface of the earth than 
that of the succeeding flows. Assuming that the fissures, either as 
such, or in ramifications and other forms reach downward to this source, 
or approximately to it, we may explain the filling of the fissures with 
metalliferous and other matter. Infiltration, in its widest sense, has no 
doubt produced the ores as we now find them in veins. Whether such 
infiltration occurred by the means of mineral substances in solution or 
in a state of volatilization cannot always be determined. In this in- 
stance we have a case where, perhaps, both methods were employed. 
From the vertical distribution of minerals in the vein much cau be 
learned, and, uo doubt, future developments of the San Juan mines will 
furnish many data of the highest interest and value. 

Special features of trachytic rocks.—Some very peculiar effects of ero- 
sion were observed in the trachytic rocks. The fantastic forms generally 
exhibited by members of the White Earth group and the conglomerates 
have been mentioned above. A very striking instance of the former 
was found on a small creek flowing into Henssen’s Creek.* On the 
steep slope of a hill an accumulation of tufts had taken place. Basaltic 
bowlders have rolled down upon the hillside from tbe edge of a plateau 
and have lodged there. Temporary streams and other aqueous erosion 
carved out columnar “ monuments,” each one surmounted by an erratic 
bowlder of basalt. Their height is 20 to 30 feet. 

On South River, which joins the Rio Grande a short distance below 
Antelope Park, a unique group of similar monuments was discovered.t 
They have been carved directly out of the conglomerate which reaches 
a thickness of about 600 feet at that locality. Some of the large bowld- 
ers of the conglomerate act as protecting caps and have preserved the 
slender columns supporting them from destruction. Thousands of these 
monuments are crowded into a small space, that for its unique beauty 
surpasses any other spot in Colorado. While we are accustomed to see 
these monuments—at best—30 feet high, they here rise to the towering 
dimensions of 400 feet. Archest and caves are found at the same 
locality, remarkable for their regularity and symmetry of form. 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Sury., 1874, p. 195. t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 156. 
+ Ibid., p. 158. 
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Near Mount Wilson a slender, trachytic monolith attracted our atten- 
tion.* Upon a steep base we find an obelisk-shaped rock, 290 feet in 
height. The tendency to columnar structure of the rocks composing 
trachyte No. 3 has been noted above. It is owing to this that the rock 
‘¢ Lizard’s Head ” has been able to form itself. Itis but the remnant of 
an extended flow, all other portions of which have disappeared under 
the destructive hands of erosion and decomposition. 

RHYOLITE. 

With rhyolite I close the main group of trachorheites. Although 
lithologically readily distinguished from the preceding members, it does 
not offer points sufficiently characteristic generally to admit of separa- 
tion in hurried field-work. It may be stated that, as a rule, rhyolite 
is intimately associated with the older trachorheites. Exceptions, how- 
ever, are not wanting. Dependent upon its associations, the character 
of the rock is such as to be classed among either massive, intrusive, or 
anarhactic eruptives. In the first instance we find it together with 
trachyte; in the second it usually accompanies oider volcanic rocks, and 
in the third it may be observed at many points, without being in any 
direct connection with other formations of similar genesis. 

At no point in Colorado were very extensive masses of rhyolite ob- 
served. It occurs together with the trachorheites of the Front range, 
in the Elk Mountains, in South Park, and in the Uncompahgre Mount- 
ains. Frequently the connection with trachyte, both as regards posi- 
tion and petrographic character, is so intimate that the question may 
arise, whether or not we have before us simpiy a changed trachyte in- 
stead of a specifically distinct rock species. 

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of rhyolite, as compared 
with other volcanics, may be found in the presence of free silica. This 
occurs, when visible, in the shape of small fragments, grains, or crys- 
tals. Not unfrequently, however, it appears in none of these forms, and 
then only the microscope or analysis can reveal the species of the rock. 
In general habitat the resemblance of rhyolite to the various trachytes 
is So great that unless free, visible silica be present, mistakes can readily 
occur. 3 : 

Throughout Colorado we find rhyolite. At no place does it show 
itself in large masses, but appears usually of subordinate importance 
in connection with other eruptives. In order to present a general idea 
as to the form in which it is most frequently met with, I shall discuss, 
first, the massive, then intrusive, and finally anarhactic eruptions of 
this rock. All of these are of great interest, and are important at the 
regions where they occur. Intimately associated with other groups and 
formations, the rhyolites comprise a prominent chapter in the geologi- 
cal history of the State. 

Massive-—Flows of rhyolite, rather limited in extent, may be noticed 
near the Front range. south of Black Mountains.t It there forms low 
blufis, skirting the base of the mountain. These are superimposed, in 
part, on trachyte and tuffs; in part, on Carboniferous strata. South 
of the Arkansas River, west of Wet Mountain Valley, is the Rosita 
mining district. There again we find rhyolite. Its horizontal extent 
is not considerable. At that locality the rhyolite rests directly on 
granite. Ore-bearing veins traverse both these rocks.t No change can 
be noticed in the characteristics of the lodes upon leaving the granite 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 207. tRep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 3:0. ? o) 

t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 331. 
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and entering the younger volcanic rocks. An analogous case occurs in 
South Park, where gold is found in some of the rhyolites. Mr. Marvine 
found a number of rhyolite outcrops in his district for 1874. They are 
all of small extent only, but typical. 

In the Uncompahgre group this rock occurs. It occupies, usually, a 
position superimposed upon the trachytes. Bluffs and small hills are 
tormed by it near the edges of the main mass of volcanics. More ex- 
posures are found on the northern side of the Gunnison River than 
south of it. At that locality the rhyolite overlies trachytic breccia.* 
Within the main mass of the Uncompahgre Mountains a very interest- 
ing occurrence of rhyolite was observed.t <A very typical rhyolite was 
found on a tributary of Henssen’s Creek, near Station 10. At the base 
of a deep, narrow valley heavy masses of basalt protruded through the 
surrounding trachorheites. Numerous caves and tunnels, the proofs 
of gaseous expansion, were tound in the basalt. Overlying it was rhyo- 
lite. This latter rock was thinly bedded; the stratification-lines were 
well marked. At first sight it appeared probable that the rhyolite had 
been ejected subsequent to the protrusion of the basalt. This would 
not be in accordance with the adopted and usually verified succession 
of the groups. Examination, however, showed that the rhyolitic strata 
dipped toward the valley at an angle of 60° to 70°, and we had before 
us but a detached fragment of a more extensive rhyolitic flow farther 
west. By the basalt this fragment had been carried up to its present 
position, being too small to offer sufficient resistance to disruption. 
At various times the relative age of rhyolite and basalt have been called 
into question. Perhaps the most important observation leading thereto 
was made by Mr. Marvine.t He found, at Truxton Springs, Ariz., rhyo- 
lite overlying and interbedded with basalt. It is to be regretted that it 
was impossible for him to find the sources whence these lavas came. 
Probably a rhyolitic eruption may have taken place at some locality 
long after the activity ejecting that rock had generally ceased, or an 
eruption of basalt may have occurred before the main masses made 
their appearance. In view of the large amount of testimony which 
favors the greater age of rhyolite, an isolated or even several isolated 
cases of such a kind can have no influence upon the classificatory ar- 
rangement. Basaltic rocks speak for a new era of voleanie activity from 
their very lithological and chemical character, from their mode of occur- 
rence, and from the intimate relations they bear to erupted material of 
the present day. In contradistinetion thereto, the trachorheites com- 
prise a series that is well defined within its own limits, characteristically 
separated from others, and one that brings to its close a period of the 
most enormous voleanic action. 

Intrusive-—At two localities, mainly, were intrusions of rhyolitic 
material observed, in the mountains of South Park and in the Elk 
Mountains. At Horseshoe Mountains Dr. Peale has found§ volcanic 
rocks ‘interstratified” with sedimentary strata. The volcanics ap- 
pear to be a rbyolitic trachyte. By their passage between the separated 
sedimentary beds they have very thoroughly metamorphosed the latter. 
Sandstones are changed into quartzites, and limestones partly into 
marble. Some of the volcanic interstrata show very excellent columnar 
structure there, which is due to the rate of cooling and partly to the 
pressure exercised by superincumbent beds. At the Silver Heels 

* Rep; U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 170. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 197. 
¢{ Expl. and Surv. West 100th Mer., vol. iii, p. 202. 
§ Rep. U.S. Geol. Suarv., 1873, p. 234. 
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Mountains, and several adjacent localities, Dr. Peale has observed the 
same phenomena. Dr. Hayden* speaks of the same occurrences, and 
refers to them as intrusions. 

One of the most striking examples is that shown at Gothic Mountain. 
Dr. Hayden} gives an elaborate account of it. Mhyolitic rocks intrude 
into the Cretaceous shales, forming prominent, steep bluffs in the ordi- 

_narily gentle slopes near the base of the peak. Several beds of this 
rhyolite may be traced, one above the other, following the direction of 
the sedimentary strata. On Rock Creek Mr. Holmes noticed a very 
excellent illustration of intrusion.¢ A prominent mountain is there 
formed by a “rhyolitic” rock. Upon investigation it was found that 
the Cretaceous shales at the base were in normal position while they 
were dipping from the hill on one of its slopes. Further examination 
proved “that this upturned portion had been separated from the rest 
and forced upward by a wedge-like mass of intrusive rock, which be- 
longed to the central mass of the group.” 

From these few examples it will be seen that true cases of intrusion 
may be found more frequently in rhyolitic areas than in those occupied 
by older trachorheites. It seems that some of the rocks at the local- 
ities just quoted more closely resemble trachyte than rhyolite, but the 
majority appear to belong to the latter. Intrusion occurs also in con- 
nection with the smaller dikes, but in that case is usually of but limited 
extent. 
Anarhactic.—Perhaps the most prominent form in which rhyolite occurs 

in Colorado is in the character of dikes. . In connection, generally, with 
one of the main centres of eruption, the dikes oceupy definite positions 
relative thereto. As arule they are found near the edges of the main 
mass, at places that were most favorably situated for disruption. Some- 
times the general arrangement of the dikes is a radial one, and, again, 
they may be more or less parallel. Itis evident that any upheaval, such 
as may have accompanied at least a portion of the volcanic eruption, 
will mostly result in local rupture of the upheaved masses. Fissures 
and cracks thus formed.will be injected with the liquid or plastic vol- 
canic material, thus forming dikes. Any grouping of fissures in definite 
order will be productive of dike-systems. Among all the erupted rocks 
of Colorado none offer so much material for study of this class of ejected 
material as the porphyritic trachytes. A more extended discussion, 
therefore, upon the various features exhibited and the factors involved 
will be deferred until treating of these rocks. . 

At the head of “Oh Be Joyful” Creek Dr. Peale§ mentions a dike as 
setting through the sandstones. He describes the rock composing it as 
having a “ very compact, fine-textured, dark greenish matrix, in which are 
a few small erystals of feldspar.” Particles of free quartz also occur in it. 
In the vicinity of the Elk Mountains and in the Horseshoe group these 
dikes most frequently occur. Near Horseshoe Mountain Mr. Holmes 
sketched several of the intrusive volcanics,|| which Dr. Peale describes 
as being very highly siliceous. I class them among the rhyolites, 
mainly on account of their association, and agree with Dr. Peale in 
his assumption that the high percentage of silica may be due to the fact 
of their intrusion among the sandstones. 

Besides these two regions, rhyolitic dikes are of rare occurrence. 
Rbyolite, at best, occupies but a subordinate position in Colorado, if 
compared with other volcanics, and the comparative paucity of its 
various occurrences is therefore readily understood. 

* Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 44. § Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 165. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 55. || Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 233. 
¢ Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 64. ' 
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PORPHYRITIC TRACHYTE. 

By far greater interest than in any of the preceding groups of erup- 
tive rocks is centred in the group of porphyritic trachytes. This term 
has been applied by the geologists of this survey since 1873. As the 
kuowledge of the special character and of the general correlations ac- 
cumulated, the appellation was restricted somewhat. At present we 
comprise under the name of porphyritice trachytes eruptions that (1) are 
isolated as to their topographical character and geognostic position ; 
(2) show all the typical characteristics of trachyte, with such additional 
details as may specifically separate them therefrom. The separation 
that has been made from the beginning has been fully sustained by 
evidence subsequently collected. Such evidence is furnished not only 
within Colorado, but also in adjacent Territories. Inavery ablepaper* 
Dr. A. C. Peale has set forth and discussed the leading features of this 
group. His personal examinations of a number of the localities involved 
admirably fitted him to complete the task. 

MIDDLE PARK. 

Mr. Marvinet mentions the occurrence of porphyritic trachyte at 
Park View Mountain. It occurs there in the form of dikes, analogous 
to other localities. It appears that the dikes are not confined to Park 
View alone, but spread out from it and assert their influence wherever 
they go A small map accompanying the report of Mr. Marvine shows 
a quadricircular radial arrangement of the dikes. He says: ‘*‘ These 
dikes vary from 5 to 30 feet in thickness, some being apparently over 
five miles in length, and extending across the country like huge, 
broken walls. Where several intersect or occur near one another, their 
combined resistance to erosion has formed a hill, every spur of which 
contains a dike.” These latter are well defined, and are composed of 
very characteristic rock. A greenish, micro-crystaliine paste contains 
numerous opaque white crystals of oligoclase. Large simple and twin 
crystals of orthoclase occur throughout the mass, associated with thin 
transparent laminee of oligoclase. Small six sided crystals of chlorite 
are found in the paste. 

In speaking of dikes found on Williams River, Mr. Marvinet bas cor- 
rectly interpreted the method of action and the importance of the por- 
phyrite trachytes from a geological point of view. He says: “ The in- 
trusive masses,....... instead of breaking across the strata here, 
followed along their planes of bedding, and forcing apart and upward 
the strata between which they wedged themselves, caused them to in- 
cline.” ....... We have here, therefore, the same action that has 
taken place in the Spanish Peaks, La Plata and Henry Mountains, 
though not carried ont to its fullest extent. The result has been, as ob- 
served by Mr. Marvine, the intrusion or interleaving of sedimentary 
beds with eruptive material. Evidently the force exerted was not suf- 
ficiently great to cause an extensive rupture, and the trachytes remained 
hidden from sight to a great extent. The recognition of this fact and 
of the ultimate result, in spite of difficult surroundings, is one that re- 
flects great credit upon the work of our former co-laboring geologist. 

MOUNT RICHARD OWEN. 

Station 32, of 1874, made by Dr. Peale and Mr. Gannett, is known as 

* Bull. Us S. Geol. Surv., No. %, vol. ili, 1877. t Rep. U.S. Geol. Sury., 1873, p. 174, 
Rep. U _ 8. Geol. Sury., 1873, p. 186. 
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Mount Richard Owen.* Dr. Peale examined the region and has pub- 
lished a diagram thereof.t From this it appears that a series of radially 
arranged dikes traverse Cretaceous shales, and by metamorphosing these 
have given rise to the formation of a mountain. He does not regard 
the rock composing the dikes as typically porphyritic. It is more com- 
pact and of finer texture. Taking into consideration the large number 
of varieties presented by the trachyte and the comparatively intimate 
association with other undisputable occurrences, I think that the occur- 
rence may safely be regarded as belonging to this class. 

North and southwest of this mountain are extensive groups of por- 
phyritic trachyte. They are more massive than is usually the case, and 
comprise the region containing Mount Marcellina. Dikes traverse the 
entire country there, connecting, in part, the detached areas of porphy- 
ritic trachyte. Inasmuch as the mountains are not so completely iso- 
lated here as is usually the case, these groups present a slight deviation 

- from the type accepted. 

SPANISH PHAKS. 

In 1869 Dr. Hayden first examined the Spanish Peaks. They are 
located at the eastern entrance of La Veta Pass across the Sangre de 
Cristo Mountains. Although within a short distance of this high moun- 
tain range, the isolation of the Spanish Peaks is complete. ‘They rise 
from the adjoining low country to an elevation of 13,623 feet. Sur- 
rounded on all sides by sedimentary beds, they have preserved the prin- 
cipal feature distinguishing porphyritic trachyte eruptions—isolation. 
Dr. Hayden characterizes them as “‘a gigantic dike.”t This expresses 
essentially their structure. During 1875 I visited them, and, in spite of 
the advanced season, was able to collect some highly interesting data.§ 
Structurally the two peaks differ. The eastern one may be regarded as 
the main point of outflow for the volcanic material. While there the 
main mass of the mountain is composed of porphyritic trachyte, the 
western peak is chiefly built up of sedimentary rocks. There is a con- 
nection between the central masses of the two, which appears in the 
saddle dividing them. Through a main fissure, striking, probably, about 
east 20° north, the trachyte ascended in a viscous or plastic condition. 
Whatever may have produced the upheaval of the Carboniferous beds 
through which the lava passed, resulted in parting many of them parallel 
to their stratification. Into the wedge-shaped openings thus produced 
the lava entered, forcing the strata to retain their distended position. 
Simultaneous with or immediately following the initiatory upheaval 
was a disruption of the rigid beds. This took place primarily in the 
direction of east 20° north, the strike of the most extended line of erup- 
tion. Issuing from that, and more particularly from its western termi- 
nation, are a very large number of radial dikes. Someof these evidently 
did not reach to the surface at first, but gradual denudation has brought 
to light the material inclosed in the fissures. Standing on the summit 
of West Spanish Peak the radiating dikes can readily be traced. They 
form prominent, high walls, leading down from the mountain and some- 
times extending into the plain below for a number of miles. Their dis- 
tribution is a singularly regular one, and the constancy of each indi- 
vidual dike, as regards its course, is surprising. Irom the present 

* Report of Reconnaissance in the Ute country, p. 40. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Snrv., 1874, p. 165. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., reprint, 1867 to 1869, p. 153. 
§ Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 128. 
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position of the dike-walls it is apparent that an enormous amount of 
sedimentary material must have been removed since the eruption took 
place. Furcation and crossing of the dikes is also noticeable in this 
locality. Wherever an additional strain was exerted on the strata they 
broke in some other direction, thus causing the effects now observed. 

As might be expected, the passage of hot material in a viscous or 
plastic state has seriously affected the sedimentary rocks with which it 
came in contact. It has been stated above that the lava passed through 
Carboniferous strata. These are composed of sandstone, with thin beds 
of shale. In examining the contact between these rocks, it will be found 
that the sandstones are thoroughly baked, altered into quartzites, and, 
in rarer instances, into an aggregate closely resembling granite. Shales 
are metamorphosed into hard, brittle argillites. It may be observed 
that a short distance off from the dikes or intruded masses the meta- 
morphosis becomes less pronounced, and the normal constitution of the 
rock again appears. ‘So far as could be seen, no complete fusion of 
inclosing and inclosed rocks took place. This demonstrates that either 
the degree of heat which the lava showed was not a very high one, or 
that it lasted but a short time. 

It is a very difficult matter to arrive at any conclusions regarding the 
degree of heat which lava contained at the time of its being injected 
into fissures. So much we can say in the present instance, that the ma- 
terial must at least have been in a plastic condition. Not only does the 
complete filling of fissures and interstratal openings point to such a con- 
clusion, but more direct evidence is also not wanting. On the sides of 
a number of dikes we find the impression produced by the edges of strata 
formerly in contact therewith. In other words, the fissure or “ gash” 
in the sedimentary rocks may be termed the mould, while the dike itself 
is the cast thereof. Frequently such marks are so well preserved that 
it can be determined whether the rock inclosing the volcanic material 
was, for instance, sandstone or shale. 

Some of the dikes evidently flowed over upon the surface at the time 
of eruption, forming small, regular hills or buttes. More frequently can 
this be observed in connection with those filling the largest fissures. 
Upon the sedimentary beds and their absolute position this eruption 

has had a very definite effect. It has raised the entire mass, a priori, 
has produced vertical distention by entering interstratal fissures, and 
has resulted in horizontal expansion. Had not the fissures been filled, 
many or most of them would have closedagain. As the separated edges 
of strata were kept apart, however, by the lava, which soon assumed 
rigidity, the primary lateral and vertical displacement was retained. 

It is apparent that so singular a mountain-structure must manifest 
itself in a marked manner on the exterior. Viewing Spanish Peaks from 
a short distance, the first striking feature noticed is the regularity and 
Sharpness of their ridges. Added to this, we observe the symmetry of 
the entire structure and the striking singularity of minor details. Ex- 
amination develops the fact that nearly every one of the ridges leading 
to the summit is surmounted by a dike. This dike, together with the 
hardening of the contiguous strata it has caused, has resulted in the 
formation of the ridge itself. Due to the regularity of the radial ar- 
rangement of the dikes, therefore, is the symmetrical distribution of the 
ridges. Between the ridges the sedimentary material has not been 
reached by the power of metamorphosing agents, hence has readily suc- 
cumbed to eroding influence. As the result, we find deep gorges, grow- 
ing very narrow toward the bottom, separating the individual ridges. 

Among all the mountains that have come under my observation, none 
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has been fraught with the absorbing interest presented by the Spanish 
Peaks. Not only have we before us a volcanic rock of most peculiar 
type, but we have an opportunity, rarely afforded, to study directly the 
multiplicity of effects produced by volcanic action. 

Petrographieally, the tracbytes of the Spanish Peaks belong to the 
great class that is so well characterized. A microcrystalline paste con- 
tains minute crystals of black mica. The color of the paste varies, but 
gray and greenish tints predominate. Opaque crystals of white oligo- 
clase are ‘dispersed thronghout the entire mass. In sharp contrast to 
them are black or dark-green acicular crystals of hornblende. Minute 
grains of quartz occur sparingly, and probably have their origin in the 
sandstones through which the lava passed. It remains to establish the 
relations of all these rocks by the aid of the microscope more definitely, 
but Iam persuaded that the correlations thus far made will be correct 
in the main. 

HUERFANO REGION. 

The Huerfano region stands in close relation to the Spanish Peaks. 
As belonging to one group, I regard the Sheep Mountains and Muralla 
Peak, south of Huerfano River.* They are composed of porphyritic 
trachyte. Veta Peak isthe most southerly one. Drawing a line along 
its crest, it will strike the two hills farther north in a direction of north 
21° west. Although there is no apparent connection between them 
above ground, they are so completely alike in every respect, that I as- 
sume a continuity of the voleanic material lower down. Muralla Peak 
shows a number of dikes radiating from its centre. They have given 
rise to the formation of sharp ridges and are prominent features in the 
landscape. While the trachyte of Veta Peak is one of a typical char- 
acter, that of Muralla Peak verges closely upon basalt. But few segre- 
gated minerals are found in it, and those only of very small size. From 
the intimate association, however, and the relative position and appear- 
ance of this rock, I refer it to the same group. 

Badito Peak, at the southern end of the Greenhorn Mountains, be- 
longs to the same class. In every particular is it conformable with the 
typical occurrences. A number of dikes, one of them reaching a 
length of 13 miles, occur independently in the same region. Porphyri- 
tic trachyte composes them, and some of them bear evidence of not 
having reached the surface at the time of eruption. 

That entire section of country along the Huerfano and Cucharas Riv- » 
ers has been one of maximum disturbance during the Post-Cretaceous 
period. Itis highly probable that the time of eruption will fall within 
the Tertiary period. Enormous forces must have been brought to bear 
in order to produce the extensive rents that we observe to-day. Un- 
coubtedly many of the flexures of sedimentary strata in that region are 
due to volcanic activity, the evidences of which are not brought to the 
surface by denudation. It seems as if a large portion of the strata 
lying far below must be completely reticulated by the action of anarhac- 
tic force. That but a small portion, comparatively speaking, of the 
power employed could make itself felt upon the surface, may safely 
be assumed. 

LA PLATA MOUNTAINS. 

The La Plata Mountains are located in the southwestern portion of 
Colorado, at the headwaters of Rio Mancos and Rio La Plata. Mount 
Hesperus is the highest peak of the group, rising to an elevation of 

*Rep. U.S. Geol. Sury., 1875, p. 133. 
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13,135 feet. Mr. Holmes has studied this group very carefully, and has 
farnished a valuable report thereon.* To the eastward of Mount Hes- 
perus is Mount Moss. This latter is composed entirely of porphyritic 
trachyte, while the former is formed essentially by a succession of vol- 
canie and sedimentary beds. Cretaceous shales, more especially, form 
the main bulk of sedimentary material. After careful study, Mr. 
Holmes prepared an ideal section,t which presents his view of the 
action that produced the formation of this mountain. Hither the force 
of the rising volcanic mass, or that initiating the eruption, has forced 
the sedimentary strata upward, until they assumed the shape of a 
dome. Vertical disruption and parting of the strata has resulted there- 
from. Wherever the breakage was greatest, there the largest quantity 
of volcanic material was ejected. It was forced’ vertically into the 
fissures formed, and laterally into the interstratal spaces. Dikes and 
interleaving volcanic rock show the evidence thereot. Eventually the 
dome burst, and, through gradual denudation, the result, as observed 
to-day, was ‘achieved. Much of the sedimentary material must have 
been broken, and could offer but slight resistance to decomposing and 
eroding agents. 

This very complete intrusion of trachytic rock among sedimentary 
beds has been productive of thorough metamorphosis. The network of 
voicanic sheets envelops so large a proportion of sedimentary beds, 
that these are altered to a high degree. Mr. Holmes cites one instance 
where the Cretaceous shales are in contact with the trachyte of mount- 
ains south of Mount Hesperus; he says: ‘* The exact point of contact 
cannot be determined, as the metamorphism has been so complete that 
the shales seem to change gradually into trachyte.” Instances of this 
kind are not rare in the La Plata Mountains. They argue forcibly for 
the acceptation of a very high degree of heat which the trachyte must 
have possessed at the time of its ejection. As elsewhere, under similar 
circumstances, the shales are changed into argillites; have become hard 
and brittle. Toward the exterior portions of the mountain-group there 
are numerous dikes; metamorphosis in their vicinity is thorough, but 
as we recede from them we gradually find the unchanged shales 
again. 

Regarding the trachyte, which composes the entire mass, it may be 
stated that many varieties are found. As atype we may accept a gray 
to greenish microcrystalline paste, with numerous opaque, white 
crystals of oligoclase, minute crystals of black mica which occur spar- 
ingly, and acicular crystals of black or dark-green hornblende. At 
some localities the trachyte changes into a crystalline aggregate. Tais 
is owing, so far as can be determined, to the tact that the volcanic 
material bas “ absorbed” a large quantity of the rock through which it 
passes. Although the same feature may be noticed elsewhere, it is 
rarely so fully developed as here. I will have occasion to discuss this 
more fully below. 

One of the most striking occurrences in the La Plata Mountains is 
the existence of metalliferous veins. They occur with in the metamor- 
phosed area, near the central portion of the mountains. Probably the 
fissures containing them were formed at the same time with those now 
filled by dikes and by the same force. Mr. Holmes observed no regu- 
larity in their arrangement, however. Hestates that the veins frequently 
leave the metamorphic and enter the unchanged sedimentary areas, 
without any appreciable alteration of course or other characteristics. 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 268. ’ tibid., p.2 70. 
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SIERRA EL LATE. 

The El Late Mountains are located in the extreme southern corner of 
Colorado. Mr. Holmes visited and examined them during 1875. His 
report thereon is thorough and replete with interest.* issentially the 
genesis and present structure of the group is the same as that of the 
La Platas. Ute Peak is the highest mountain of the El Late. Mr. 
Holmes furnishes a very lucid explanation of the primary distribution of 
the porphyritic trachyte. He assumes an ejection through a narrow 
fissure or tube in the hard, underlying sedimentary beds. Upon reach. 
ing the softer, more easily yielding Cretaceous shales, the volcanic ma- 
terial found an opportunity to expand laterally. An arching of the 
Shale strata was formed, and during the passage of the lava these were 
broken into innumerable fragments. Being inclosed in the hot, viscous 
trachyte, they were, in part assimilated thereby, in part very thoroughly 
metamorphosed. A notable fact is, that fragments of no other rock 
than of shales is found in the trachyte. This tends to show that the 
underlying strata were either very little broken, or, if broken, the frag- 
ments have been so thoroughly altered as to enter into the composition 
of the trachyte. This latter view seems probable from the fact, that 
Mr. Holmes observed smail erystals of quartz in the rock from Hermano 
Peaks. At that point the rock is composed of a bluish-gray micro- 
crystalline paste, with large crystals of white oligoclase. Crystals of 
sanidite occur sparingly and are very minute. Acicular crystals of a 
green amphibolite are dispersed throughout the entire mass. 
A number of dikes are in connection with the group, some of them 

extending for considerable distance. Viewed as a whole, the mountain 
group does not appear so much as the result of one massive outpouring 
of voleanic material, but as a distention, on a large scale, of sedimentary 
beds by the intrusion of trachytic masses. The type is expressed in this 
mountain group as wellasin the La Platas, andis one that may beregarded 
as a Standard for eruptions of porphyritic trachyte. Distinct in all 
minor details from other ejections of volcanics, they present a class that 
cannot be mistaken if once the genesis and structure is recognized. It 
seems probable that eventually groups of mountains that now are not 
fully understood will be referred to this class. 

SAN MIGUEL GROUPS. 

Mount Wilson Group.—The highest of all isolated trachytic groups is 
that containing Mount Wilson. Rising from a base of about 8,000 feet, 
this peak reaches an altitude of 14,280 feet.t During the season of 
1874 I visited the locality, after having seen the enormous outflows of 
volcanic material to the east and northeast. This group stands per- 
fectly isolated at present, but I am inclined to assume a former connec- 
tion to the eastward. So far as could be determined, a portion of the 
base of the mountains is formed by trachyte No. 3. Porpbyritic tra- 
chyte has broken through this, however, and occupies the most central 
positions. We have in this instance a more complete type of eruption 
than is generally observed among the rocks of thisclass. This fact may 
account for the superior height of the main peak. Dikes occur in con- 
nection with the main mass, and the characteristic dome-shaped curv- 
ing may be noticed. It seems, however, as if the force projecting the 
voleanic material upward had been one so severe that ruptures imme- 
diately took place sufficiently large to allow the passage of enormous 
amounts of the lava. 

* Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 272. t Rep. S. U. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 207. 
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Dolores Peak and Lone Cone.—Mr. Holmes furnishes a section extend- 
ing from Mount Wilson to Dolores Peak and thence to Lone Cone.* 

From this it would appear that both are essentially but a continua- 
tion of the Mount Wilson upheaval. The trachytic mass has penetrated 
the older mesozoic beds, has broken through the massive Dakota sand- 
stones, and finds an opportunity for lateral expansion in the Middle Cre- 
taceous shales. Dikes and intrusive sheets of volcanic material are 
not wanting. The latter appear either as interbedded or in the form of 
wedges. 
Viewed as a whole, the three eruptions undoubtedly belong together. 

They occur in approximately a straight line, and their genera! as well 
as detail character is perfectly conformable. It is a significant fact 
that mainly the Middle Cretaceous shales are made the ‘recipients of 
lateralintrusion. Evidently the lower sandstones did not offer the same 
facilities. Whether this may be the result of pressure produced by the 
superincumbent strata, or whether the uplifting force was not sufficient 
to produce a parting of the beds, is a question for investigation. It 
seems a very difficult matter to measure the relative power of the force 
employed, but phenomena of this character may eventually furnish some 
tangible clue. 

Bear River Mountains.—A portion of the Bear River Mountains may 
be said to belong to the porphyritic trachyte group. During 1874 I vis- 
ited the eastern part and found rocks that must be referred thereto.t 
A mountain, upon which Station 36 was made, rises to an altitude of 
12,554 feet, and may be considered as the main point of outflow. From 
there the trachyte has spread over Carboniferous sandstones to the west- 
ward, over Middle Cretacious shales tothe east. Instances of intrusion 
were observed at several points. One was noticed in particular where 
the trachyte appeared as directly interstratified with red Carboniferous 
sandstones.t Near the top the intrusive sheets are wedge-shaped, but 
lower down they closely resemble interstrata. I am inclined to the 
opinion that we there have one of those instances that shows only a 
small portion of the voleanic rock on the surface, while the main mass 
remains buried. Considerable disturbances from the normal position 
have been produced by this series of intrusions, although no striking 
forms have resulted therefrom. So far as seen, there was but little dis- 
turbance of the Cretaceous shales, owing, perhaps, to the fact that they 
are a short distance removed from the centre of ejection. Much de- 
nudation and erosion has taken place at that locality, and at some 
points has brought to light portions of formerly hidden voleanies. 

At Station 36 the rock is very characteristic. A grayish-green micro- 
crystalline paste contains innumerable crystals of opaque, white oligo- 
clase, giving the trachyte the appearance of a very uniform pudding- 
stone. Small acicular crystals of green and black hornblende are dis- 
persed throughout the paste. A short distance from the station the 
rock represents a type that isfrequently found in connection with porphy- 
ritic trachyte. An almost white micro-crystalline, feldspathic paste 
contains minute crystalsof transparent oligoclase, and very small crystals 
of a brown mica. It is highly probable that, were we able to go to any 
considerable depth, we would find the oligoclase to be transparent 
throughout. The opacity, which it shows near the surface is most likely 
due to a partial alteration into caolinite. Oligoclase readily changes 
upon exposure, particularly in regions of varying temperature. 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 244. t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 207. 
¢ Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 219. 

a 
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SIERRA LA SAL. 

The Sierra La Sal, or Salt Mountains, is properly composed of three 
groups, with, as Dr. Peale says*, ‘sedimentary saddles separating three 
eruptive centres.”’ During 1875 he visited that region and examined 
carefully the structure of the mountains.t Rising to a relative elevation 
of 8,000 to 8,500 feet above the adjoining river-valleys, these mountains 
are located just west of the western boundary of Colorado, at about 
north latitude 38° 30’. 

The entire structure of the mountains is a simple one, being mainly 
a vertical eruption along a line trending approximately north and south. 
Newberry in 1859 already noticed the probable eruptive character of the 
group and compared it to that of the Sierra Abajo.t From Dr. Peale’s 
sections, it appears that the La Sal Mountains owe their formation to the 
same process that caused the elevation of the La Platas and other 
closely-related groups. Instead of having but one fissure for the ejec- 
tion of the main mass of volcanic material, we find two, running paral- 
lel, in the middle and northern groups. This is accompanied by a varia- 
tion from the simple, dome-shaped flexure of the sedimentary strata. 
Most strikingly is this demonstrated in the middle group. There we 
find two mountains, both of them of nearly 13,000 feet altitude. While 
the Lower Cretaceous strata dip away both to eastward and westward of 
the entire group, they have been raised to a considerable elevation be- 
tween these two mountains. At present they form a saddle between 
them, and are curved in the form of a synclinal fold. Evidently the 
force exerted in either mass of volcanics was not sufficiently great to 
carry it high enough to obliterate this remnant of sedimentary strata. 
Triassic and Jurassic beds have heen severely affected by the trachytes 
and their eruption. Metamorphosed fragments testify to the heat, 
while broken and disrupted strata indicate the enormous force employed. 

Interleaving of voleanic material with sedimentary beds may be ob- 
served near the junctions of the main fissures with the edgesof strata torn 
apart. Apparently the Paleozoic groups take part in the general flexure 
of strata, indicating the deep-seated source whence the trachytes were 
derived. 

The rocks, so far as observed, agree closely with those from other 
localities belonging to the same class. Unfortunately the specimens 
were lost, but sufficiently detailed examinations had been made in the 
field to establish their character. 

SIERRA ABAJO. 

The Sierra Abajo was visited by Mr. Holmes during 1876, and his re- 
port thereon is published in this volume, pp. 189, 193. Dr. Peale gives a 
short synopsis of its character,§ which shows it to be perfectly contorma- 
ble in itsfeatures with the other groups composed of porphyritictrachyte. 
The range, if it may be so called, is situated due west of the San Miguel 
Mountains, at about north latitude 37° 50’, west longitude 109° 30’... A 
number of prominent points compose the group. Evidently, as in other 
regions of similar construction, the lava has been ejected through one or 
more fissures, and, upon reaching the yielding Cretaceous shales, has 
spread laterally. Thus intrusive masses are formed, similar to those 

*Bull. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1877, No. 3, vol. iil, p. 558. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 59. 
¢{ Expl. Exp., by J. N. Macomb, 1859, 1876, p. 93. 
§ Bull. U. 8. Geol. Surv., vol. iii, No. 3, p. 558, 
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observed elsewhere. Dikes have been formed, traversing the sediment- 
ary Strata, and composed of the same material that is shown in the main 
mass. Newberry, in 1859, recognized the local eruptive character of the 
group.* Although the Sierra Abajo is not within the limits of Colorado, 
its relations with Colorado groups are so striking that a brief mention 
has here been made. 

SIERRA CARRISO. 

This, like the preceding, is not situated in Colorado, but in the ex- 
treme northeastern corner of Arizona. It is similar, in every respect, to 
the El Late Mountains. Mr. Holmes visited it during 1875, and pub- 
lished an interesting account.+ The highest points of this group rise to 
an altitude of 9,000 feet, the most elevated of which has been named 
Mount Pastora. Here, as in the other groups, porphyritic trachyte has 
found its way through the superincumbent sedimentary strata, and has 
spread out laterally, upon reaching such strata as would permit its ex- 
pansion. Itis highly probable that but a limited quantity of the lava 
originally reached the surface, but that subsequent erosion removed the 
Cretaceous beds, thus exposing the trachytes. Mr. Holmes hasobserved 
a very curious occurrence in connection with the Carriso group. He 
finds that the Cretaceous sandstones show a flexure which indicates the 
primary formation of either an arch or a dome. Covering these strata 
are layers or flows of trachyte that * are also flexed with the sandstones, 
and appear as if they might at one time have formed part of the arch.” 
Two explanations present themselves for this phenomenon: 

(1.) The eruption of voleanic material may have been spasmodic. 
Long periods of time may have elapsed between the successive ejections 
of lava. 

(2.) The overlying trachytes may form an, originally, intrusive sheet. 
In this case the higher beds of sedimentary strata have been removed 
by erosion. 
_I am inclined to this latter view, from the fact that at most localities 

the eruption of porphyritic trachyte appears to have progressed without 
any appreciable intermission, and because there is ample evidence of 
extensive erosion. 
Huge fragments of the sedimentary material have been carried upward, 

together with the lava, and now present the characteristic metamor- 
phoses observed at somany-points. Portions thereof have undoubtedly 
entered the trachyte, thus changing, to a certain degree, its composition. 

With the Sierra Carriso ends the discussion of such groups as have 
been referred directly to the porphyritic trachytes. Jt remains to sum- 
marize the results, and treat, more connectedly, of the various unique 
features belonging to these groups. — 

RESUME OF PORPHYRITIC TRACHYTE. 

I.—LOCATION. 

From the preceding pages it will be observed that the most noticeable 
feature of the location of groups referable to porphyritic trachyte is 
that of isolation. None of them are in direct connection with any mount- 
ain range or groups. They stand in no intimate superficial relation with 
other eruptions, whatever might be their associations near their sources. 
Without exception, almost, they are surrounded by sedimentary beds. 

*Rep. Expl. Exp. J. N. Macomb, 1859, 1876, p. 100. 
tRep. U. 8S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 274. 

— 
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It may be noticed that, in a general way, the various groups have a 
combined strike parallel to the main strike of the great volcanic mass 
of the Uncompahgre and San Juan Mountains. The trend of those 
groups not far distant from the main volcanic area may be regarded as 
being at angles approximating 90° thereto. In contradistinction, those 
that are located far off have a trend nearly north and south. This ar- 
rangement, though the connection may not appear perfectly clear, seems 
constant, and must therefore have some bearing upon the correlations of 
the two Classes of eruptives. 

Il.—PHYSICAL APPEARANCE. 

Dependent, in 2 measure, upon their location is the exterior appear- 
ance presented by these groups. They rise to considerable absolute 
altitudes from the comparatively low country surrounding them. Mount 
Wilson reaches the highest elevation among them, and is followed by 
the Spanish Peaks. In conformity with their structure, the mountains 
composed of porphyritic trachyte show unique exterior feature. Taking 
a general view, they may be described as isolated groups rising abruptly 
from the level of the surrounding country. Sharp summits character- 
ize the peaks. Erosion has been productive of severe corrugation. 
Ridges and spurs leading up to the highest points are sharply defined, 
very often falling off precipitously on either side. Steep slopes are no- 
ticeable, especially near the tops of the high peaks. A linear arrange- 
ment of the most prominent points may be observed, due to the strike 
of the points or fissures of outflow. Within a certain distance from the 
groups, and within their limits, the dikes have produced characteristic 
forms. Walls, or isolated masses of rock, and steep, hogback-shaped 
hills denote their presence. 

Usually the colors exhibited by the rocks are dark. Bright shades of 
red and green are not wanting, however, owing to the presence of ferric 
oxygen-compounds. 

The entire habitat of the porpbyritic trachyte groups is so striking 
that, if once seen, it will rarely be forgotten. All the special features 
mentioned above combine to produce an effect that is unlike any other 
observable in the same region. 

IlI.—STRUCTURE. 

Two types of structure may be distinguished : 
(1.) Mountains, or groups of mountains, are formed by the agency of 

a definite arrangement of numerous dikes. 
(2.) Large masses of volcanic material have been ejected through one 

or more apertures, have been accompanied by a stratigraphical disturb- 
ance, producing arched or dome-shaped flexures of sedimeatary beds, 
and have formed, aided by erosion, mountains and mountain-groups. 

To the first series belong such occurrences as have been observed at 
West Spanisb Peak, Park View Mountain, and Mount Richard Owen. 
A radial arrangement of fissures was subsequently filled by hot volcanic 
material. While breaking up, in part, the sedimentary beds through 
which the lava passed, it has, at other points, enabled it more success- 
fully to withstand erosive influences. 

Although it cannot be, and is not, claimed that solely erosion has pro- 
duced the present relative elevation of such mountains, it has been a 
very important factor in their genesis. Furcation, crossing or reticula- 
tion of the dikes has resulted. in the formation of points or series of 

16 G 
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points especially capable of resisting disintegration. Sharp points on 
ridges or even isolated hills in the adjoining valleys indicate their po- 
sition. 

This system of mountain structure is one that has not heretofore been 
observed, so far as lam aware. Until it was pointed out in the por- 
phyritie trachyte groups it had not appeared elsewhere. Perhaps the 
best locality, one where it may be studied together with its most suc- 
cessful results, is that of the Spanish Peaks. 
Ona more extensive scale than the preceding series is the second 

one. Although here, too, the dikes enter very largely into considera- 
tion, they are of but secondary importance. Regarding the structure 
schematically, we may state t! at in this instance the volcanic material 
is contained mainly at or near the surface. 

Having passed upward through fissures or tubes formed in compara- 
tively hard strata, the lava finds such that will yield to lateral compres- 
sion and to vertical separation caused thereby. This permits a horizontal 
expansion of the lava. As compared with the preceding group, this form 
may be considered the more complete. In the one case all the volcanic 
material is still confined within the limits of the original apertures of 
emission, while in the other secondary openings are formed permitting 
the entrance of foreign matter. 

In many instances it may remain a question in doubt whether any 
but avery small portion of the lava originally reached the surface. 
Primarily it would appear as if this question might readily be decided 
by the shape of the mountain or mountain-group. Upon examination, 
however, this involves many considerations. Wherever flows have ex- 
tended from the central regions of outflows, covering such strata as 
were exposed at the time of eruption, there is no difficulty in making a 
determination. Denudation may produce an effect easily mistaken for 
surface-flows. Erosion and disintegration subsequent to exposure will 
produce results that may defy the recognition of the original condition 
of the portions involved. From this it may be seen that very few ap- 
plicable data can be obtained whereupon to base any opinion per- 
tinent to the question. While we have evidence that the sedimentary 
beds have been arched to a very considerable elevation (Sierra La Sal) 
and have sustained but few ruptures, it seems, a priori, improbable that 
such should be the case in all instances. Gradual denudation can re- 
move enormous quantities of material. It is not to be supposed, how- 
ever, that it would remove a sufficient thickness of strata to permit the 
assumption that most of the groups were formerly covered by sedimen- 
tary deposits. The flexure of strata in the cases of the eruptions under 
consideration is established. It seems probable, therefore, from the 
very magnitude of the arches, that they broke at the points or along 
the lines of weakest resistance, thus permitting an emission of large 
quantities of the lava. Asarule, I think we may state that the cen- 
tral portions of the groups reached the surface, but that much of the 
lateral material now exposed was formerly hidden under a mass of sedi- 
mentary rocks. This will apply equally to nearly all of the groups ob- 
served. 

IV.— RELATIONS TO SEDIMENTARY FORMATIONS. 

Groups of mountains composed of porphyritic trachyte are found 
mainly in regions exhibiting Cretaceous beds. Among such we count 
all the more westerly ones. <A partial exception is made by West Span- 
ish Peak. There the trachyte has mainly broken through, and is con- 
tained in fissures formed in Carboniferous strata. At a few localities it 
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was observed that the Paleozoic beds were disturbed. ‘Triassic and 
Jurassic strata are more frequently affected. Lower Cretaceous sand- 
stones are broken through, and are at many places altered into quartz- 
ites. The largest amount of disturbance the Middle Cretaceous shales 
have suffered. They have been distorted; their normal position has 
been infringed upon by the trachytic lavas until both horizontal and 
vertical displacements have occurred. Within the limits of the Middle 
Cretaceous shales we find the greatest development of the trachytic 
masses. Offering less resistance than underlying beds, partly from 
their position, partly from their texture, they have been penetrated 
largely by the lava. Mainly in an approximately horizontal direction 
has this penetration taken place. To-day we find its evidence in the 
huge sheets and wedges of porphyritic trachyte that interleave the 
shales. : 

At several localities Post-Cretaceous strata are traversed by dikes be- 
longing to this group. They are not separable therefrom, either in the 
character of their occurrence nor in their petrographic constitution. 

V.—INFLUENCE UPON SEDIMENTARY STRATA. 

The influence of the porphyritic trachytes upon sedimentary rocks is 
dependent upon the primary effect produced thereupon. The question 
referring to the great displacements of strata does not enter into con- 

_ sideration at this place. We here consider only that produced by the 
contact with each other. This may be: 

(1) Preserving, or 
(2) Destroying. 
From numerous observations it has been learned that the effect of the 

hot lavas upon sedimentary rocks has been such as to metamorphose 
them. This is accomplished in a very direct, uniform manner, but its 
results differ somewhat. We find that by the action of heat sandstones 
have been changed into hard quartzites, and even into aggregates 
closely resembling granites. We find argillaceous, partly dolomitic 
shales transformed into rocks that the experts would term micaceous 
schists. Shales and marls are altered into argillites and porcelain jas- 
per. In case the cohesion of the entire mass is not destroyed, this pro- 
cess has been a preserving one. Instances do occur, however, where 
the unity of the mass has been broken up, where the result of heat upon 
the strata was such as to render them more effectually attacked by erod- 
ing agents. This, in one sense, may be characterized as destruction of 
the strata. 

I have in view, however, still another process by which the destruc- 
tion of originally unchanged sedimentary rocks is accomplished. This 
is due to the action of fusion. The products thereof I name 

-SYMMORPHIC* ROCKS. 

In passing through the fissures in sedimentary strata, the lavas of this 
trachytic group have frequently enveloped fragments thereof of more or 
less weight, and have.carried them along. Such fragments can often 
be found in a metamorphosed condition. Taking the case that they 
were small, though numerous perhaps, it is easy to see that they might 
be entirely assimilated by the hot lava inclosing them. This would 

*Notr.—I have coined this word to express what is described in the subjoined page. 
It seems essential, and is certainly more convenient for descriptive purposes, to sepa- 
rate so interesting a group by a definite, expressive term.—E 
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produce a change in the chemical composition of the rocks. Upon ex- 
amination it will be found that such a change can be observed in many 
of the dikes. It stands in direct proportion, so far as known, with the 
chemical composition of the strata traversed. Dr. Peale and Mr. Holmes 
have collected specimens from the Western groujss of porphyritic tra- 
chytes that defy identification by a lithologist. It was found in such 
instances, upon partial examination only, that the rock contained con- 
siderable quantities of the main constituents shown by such strata 
as it had passed through. Thus, for instance, one specimen from a 
dike contained carbonate of lime. Investigations being made, it was 
found to penetrate a series of calcareous shales. It is evident that the 
calcium could not at first have been assimilated as a carbonate. It was 
taken up as a carbonate, turned by heat into calcium oxide, and remained 
as such until percolating waters and exposure to atmosphere enabled 
it to acquire a sufficient amount of carbonic-acid gas again to form 
carbonate of lime. Many similar instances have beén observed, show- 
ing how widely spread this assimilation is. It remains to be stated that 
no ultimate chemical examinations have been made of these cases as yet, 
or more definite results would be presented. 

Clearly the opportunity for assimilating such foreign material is 
greatest in a narrow fissure. In proportion the volcanic lava has ex- 
posed to its action a far greater surface of unchanged rock. Its narrow 
width will more readily permit a thorough permeation of the entire mass, 
and its peculiar methods of cooling may be productive of more striking 
results. In dikes, therefore, rather than in the large masses of vol- 
canies, must we look for the variations produced by the foreign matter 
entering into the composition of the erupted material. 

As the result of additional quantities of silica, alumnia, lime, mag- 
nesia, and other constituents, from the source above described, totally 
changes the original character of the lava, I comprise the series under 
the name of “ symmorphic” rocks. 

VI.—CORRELATION WITH OTHER ERUPTIVES. 

Viewed in their character as eruptives, the porphyritic trachytes may 
be compared to the granites of the Elk Mountain region. Both are 
isolated, both have broken through sedimentary strata—probably at or 
after the close of the Cretaceous period. Both classes of occurrences are 
accompanied by disturbances of the sedimentary beds. Dr. Peale* has 
described them both in the same paper, and points out their analogies 
and dissimilarities. He has seen the most typical points of either class, 
and is competent to judge. 

So far as I can determine, there is no direct correlation between the 
eruptions of the group under consideration and the great, massive 
eruptions of the Uncompahgre, San Juan, or other regions. I consider 
it highly probable that there is a chronological and dynamical con- 
nection, but none that appears as such at the present time. From all 
that can be learned the eruptions of porphyritie trachytes occurred very 
near the time that we must assume for those of rhyolite, prior to basalt. 
I am unable to state which of the two, rhyolite or porphyritic trachyte, 
should be regarded as the older. In mineralogical constitution the 
rocks of the latter group have a general resemblance to trachyte proper ; 
less so to rhyolite. The lower percentage of silica, and its usual 
absence as such, constitute a considerable portion of the similarity. 

* Bull. U.S. Geol. Sury., vol. iii, No. 3, 1877. 
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Free silica has not very often been cbserved in the porphyritic trachytes, 
and, whenever found, the suspicion lay near at hand that it might have 
been received during the passage of the lava through some highly 
siliceous stratum. In consequence of their greater direct affinities to 
trachyte, I have placed them so as to precede, in age, the rbyolite in the 
first table, but have reversed this succession in the discussion, in order 
to give expression to my doubts. Nowhere were rocks of this group 
found in sufficiently intimate contact with the younger trachorheites to 
admit of any definite interpretations of their relations. One feature 
may be regarded as distinctive, however. While the trachorheites are 
usually found to have their origin in regions occupied by metamorphic 
rocks, the porphyritic trachytes are found in sedimentary areas. This 
argues an inference that enters into consideration in the study of their 
original sources. 

VII.L—AGE. 

A eertain amount of definite information has been collected with ref- 
erence to the age of the porphyritic trachytes. It has been mentioned 
above that they are found mainly in Cretaceous areas. At Park View 
Mountain and south of Spanish Peaks dikes formed of it cut through 
Post-Cretaceous strata (lignitie series). Iam not aware that any strata, 
younger than these have been traversed by them. As these occurrences 
are thoroughly characteristic at both localities, and as their connection 
with the entire group has been satisfactorily established, we may regard 
the period of eruption as falling very near the beginning of the Tertiary 
epoch. Iam inclined toregard it as rather belonging to an era after the 
beginning of Tertiary sedimentation. As each of these formations re- 
quired enormously long periods of time for its deposition, we are not 
enabled to make an assertion that would confine the eruptions within 
narrow chronological limits. Large masses of Tertiary beds may have 
elsewhere been deposited while the region exhibiting volcanic activity 
had not yet been invaded by water or sediment. 

BASIC VOLCANIC ERUPTIVES. 

DOLERITE. 

Among all the volcanic rocks in Colorado dolerite occupies the least 
prominent position. Most likely many of the rocks that are classed 
with the basalts should properly be referred to dolerites. It is a matter 
of some difficulty to separate the two in the field, however, owing to 
their mode of occurrence and to the similarity of lithological constitu- 
tion. Perhaps the best criterion for separation of the two may be the 
presence of olivine in the basalts, and this has been made the basis for 
discrimination in the subjoined pages. Although, at first glance, the 
occurrence of olivine might seem to afford a positive element of recog- 
nition, the decomposition and eventual disappearance of this mineral 
greatly increases the difficulty. Wereit possible to employ microscopic 
tests in every instance, but little doubt could remain as to the true 
character of the rock. It is evident, however, that this means can be 
employed in isolated cases only, and we are forced to base opinions upon 
less reliable bases. 

Dolerite occurs in the Uncompahgre group in small quantities, associ- 
ated with basalt. The connection of the two is so intimate, and the 
former occurring in so subordinate a position, that they could not 
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well be separated. By far the largest masses found were observed by 
Mr. Marvine in doleritic breccia.* In the region of the Hot Springs, 
Middle Park, Marvine observed heavy beds of doleritic breccia under- 
lying strata belonging to the Post-Cretaceous lignitic series. Their 
maximum thickness is 800 to 900 feet. So far as could be determined, 
this conglomerate must have been derived from former extensive de- 
posits of dolerite and, in part, basalt. The rocks are characteristic, are 
water-worn, and deposited analogous to true sedimentary beds. Their 
relative position changes somewhat at different localities, but usually 
they occupy a definite horizon. Most likely the material was ejected 
prior to the eruption of the main mass of basalts, and an extensive 
action of erosion has early produced the effects we now observe. Tbis 
is the chief occurrence of dolerite in Colorado, though I do not doubt 
that upon careful investigation certain groups heretofore referred to 
basalt will be resolved into dolerite and diabase. 

BASALT. 

Basalt occurs at many localities throughout the State. It is found in 
varying quantities and of different methods of occurrence. Similar to 
tracbyte, it takes a prominent part in shaping the exterior features of 
the country. Analogous, also, to trachyte, we find its associations to 
be constant within certain limits. 

Three types of eruption may be distinguished : 

Massive, 
Anarhactie, and 
Isolated. 

To the first we must count those basaltic areas that are 1n intimate 
connection with the trachorheitic group, and those where enormous 
masses of the lava have been poured out over sedimentary beds. 

The second group comprises occurrences that we observe most fre- 
quently in the younger sedimentary formations. Fissures, mainly formed 
in the strata, have been filled by basalt, and now are found as dikes. 

Isolated groups occur most frequently in the lower country, both 
south and east of the main mountain-masses. They are thoroughly 
characteristic in their features, as well as in the relations to surround- 
ing rocks. 

I.—MASSIVE. 

San Luis Valley—In the southwestern portion of San Luis Valley, 
and extending from there westward, we find a very large area covered 
by basaltic rocks. This area commences on the eastern slope of the San 
Juan Mountains, reaching far down into the valley. Prominent in the 
southern portion are two high peaks, Mount San Antonio and Ute Peak. 
We find, by examining the western edge of the basalt area, that these rocks 
rest directly and conformably upon the trachorheites composing the mount- 
ains. From there the basaltic beds slope eastward, dipping toward the 
valley. At all points the successive flows of lava can be readily traced. 
They are perfectly distinct, and greatly aid in the recognition of the struct- 
ure of the entire region. During 1875 I visited the region,t and made 
an attempt at determining the points of outflow for the entire area. So 
far as any definite opinion can be held, I incline to the view that Mount 
San Antonio and Ute Peak indicate the former points of outflow. A 
study of these (topographically) isolated mountains, and the rocks com- 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 156, &c. t Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 143. 
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posing them, leads to this conclusion. Neither of them can be compared 
to a voleano, although, at first glance, their position might suggest such 
an idea. They are essentially an accumulation of volcanic material at 
the points of the original vents. Undoubtedly long periods of time 
elapsed between the various flows of basaltic lava. Many of the erup- 
tions producing them may not have brought forth a quantity of lava 
sufficient to cover much ground. In this case it would have become 
rigid near the point or line of ejection, thus gradually building up a 
mountain. 

While the basalts of the entire area show remarkable uniformity of 
constitution, those from Mount San Antonio, for instance, present many 
variations. This argues in favor of the view which regards the moun- 
tain as one of the points of original outflow. 

For the sake of comparison, a number of descriptions are here repro- 
duced from the annual report of 1875. Those specimens described from 
the various stations represent the character of the basalt of the entire 
area. It will be seen how many varieties were observed on San Antonio, 
more, perhaps, than could be collected over the whole extent of the ba- 
salt, excluding points of outflow. 

1. Station 91. Basalt. 
Paste, microcrystalline; color, middle to dark gray; weathers dark- 

brown. Contains small spherical cavities, which appear glazed. Brown 
- decomposed inclosures of olivine have a splendent lustre. Magnetite is 
segregated in small, octahedral crystals. Is altogether very homogene- 
ous, heavy, and hard. 

2. Station 96. Basalt. 
a. Paste, microcrystalline; color, dark-gray, weathering brown. Oli- 

vine in exceedingly minute particles. Spherical vesicles, containing 
small crystals of zeolites; magnetite not visible. 

b. Paste, crystalline ; color, reddish-brown, weathering lighter. Crys- 
tals of black biotite occur sparingly. Olivine, decomposed, dark, splend- 
ent brown. Irregular vesicles distributed throughout the entire mass, 
some of them containing zeolites. Decomposition of magnetite pro- 
duces the brown color. 

3. Mount San Antonio. Basalt. 
a. Paste, cryptocrystalline ; color, dark-gray to black. Slightly vesicu- 

lar; vesicles either spheroid or drawn out; in some of them deposits of 
zeolites. Olivine the only segregated mineral distinguishable. 

b. Essentially the same as above, but highly vesicular. Vesicles 
frequently rouud, while on the same bowlder iu another zone they are 
drawn out. No mineral distinguishable but olivine, which is partly 
decomposed. 

c. Paste microcrystalline. Color pitch-black, with fatty lustre. Very 
compact. Vesicles too minute to be visible. No segregated minerals. 
Resembles the typical melaphyrs of Europe. Large percentage of 
magnetite. This variety is subject to, mainly, three modifications. 

d. Physical character as above, excepting the presence of vesicles ; 
these are very flat, drawn out to the length of half an inch. Between 
the larger ones are very minute ones. The rocks break into shaly 
fragments, owing to the fact that the vesicles have been compressed in 
one direction. This latter feature is still more modified in— 

e. Where the compression goes so far as to produce a decided lami- 
nation. On the surface of fracture, which latter occurs only in the 
direction of the longitudinal axes of the vesicles, it has an appearance 
Similar to that of the surface of a palm-leaf. The vesicles no longer 
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remain as such, and are only indicated by the quasi cleavage-planes of 
the rock. 
f. Shows no segregated minerals whatever, and is as porous as 2 

sponge. The vesicles are small, averaging 1 millimetre in diameter. 
g. Paste micro-erystalline ; its structure much obscured by decomposi- 

tion. Compact; no vesicles. Color mottled red-brown and black. 
Small particles of olivine are distinguishable, although decomposed. 
This is essentially the variety c, without vesicles and a changed color, 
the result of higher oxidation of the magnetite. 

h. Same as gin paste. Color reddish-drab. Minute irregular cav- 
ities, produced by decomposition of certain mineral constituents. 
Olivine inclosures reaching a diameter of 2 millimetres. ‘This is a still 
further progressed product of decomposition. 

i. Very much like f. Color grayish-brown, thoroughly vesicular. 
Not only are the small vesicles found as in f, but large ones occur, show- 
ing a glazed surface. All of them have been more or less drawn out. 
In its texture it closely resembles pumice. 

Station 104. Basalt. ‘ 
a. Paste micro-crystalline; color black. Minute crystals of feldspar 

and finely distributed olivine give the rock a glassy lustre. Innumer- 
able small vesicles. Some larger ones are scattered throughout. The 
latter are filled with either crystalline or amorphous carbonate of lime. 

Station 99. Basalt. 
a. Paste grayish-black when fresh, reddish-brown when decomposed ; 

crystalline. Black biotite in minute crystals. Olivine brown. Minute 
vesicles and scattering larger ones, both irregular. . 

It appears that after the outpouring of this basaltic lava there was 
an elevation of the region directly west involving a portion of the ba- 
salt. Judging from the eastern limits of the area, it seems probable 
that the rise westward did not exert its influence for any long distance 
into San Luis Valley. 

As one of the characteristics of this region we may regard the “fresh” 
appearance of the basaltic rocks exhibited at many places. Very little 
decomposition and disintegration have taken place, thus preserving, in 
a great measure, the surface intact. This naturally results in a lack 
of vegetation, which, in turn, augments the appearance of freshness. 
In this connection reference may be made to an important fact, which 
is not unfrequently overlooked. Owing to the fact that decomposition 
has but slightly affected the rocks, only a scant growth of vegetation 
can subsist. From this circumstance the inference is usually drawn 
that the lava assumed rigidity but a comparatively short time ago. On 
the other hand, a rich growth of plants is regarded as an argument for 
greater age. It remains to be remembered, however, that if once grow- 
ing vegetation can gain a hold in the soil, disintegration and decompo- 
sition of the rock will progress at a far more rapid ratio than before. It 
is the formation and retention of the first soil that requires a long period 
of time, hence exposures that look very “fresh” are not necessarily of 
relatively recent date. 

Besides the two mountains above mentioned, there are several other 
prominent points that I regard as owing their existence to the fact of 
being points of eruption. No definite arrangement can be made out in 
their horizontal distribution. It may be said, however, that they occur 
at such points or along such lines, where the underlying trachorheites 
probably offered the least resistance to vertically-acting forces. 
As the main characteristic of this very large area, we may regard the 

surprising uniformity shown by the basalt, except at the points of ejec- 
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tion. Evidently large masses of the lava were poured out at once, to 
be followed by similar eruptions at later periods. Those ejections that 
have built up the mountains were very limited in quantity as com- 
pared to the others, and owe to this fact, probably, their inability to 
cover any considerable area. The entire region is one of great interest, 
showing, as it does, the relations between previous aud basaltic voleanic 
periods, besides illustrating the magnitude of the scale upon which such 
eruptions took place. 4s 

Uncompahgre Mountains.—Basalt occurs in the Uncompabgre Mount- 
ains at considerable elevations. It was found on several high plateaus. 
Upon one of them several stations were located,* and from there former 
connections could be traced that indicate a rather extensive basaltic 
area. The basalt is poured out over the older trachorheites, and occu- 
pies a perfectly conformable position. An absolute elevation of over 
12,000 feet can be observed on the summit of such plateaus. Another 
one is found near the junction of Lost Trail Creek and the Rio Grande. 
Several of the high peaks show caps of basalt. From the detached 
fragments that we now observe, and their relative position, we can infer 
that at one time the larger portion of all of them were at one time con- 
nected. So far as observed the lithological character of the basalts 
there is perfectly uniform, which argues for former connection. 

In speaking of rhyolite a locality was mentioned not far from Un- 
compahgre Peaks where basalt was found under the former. This I re- 
gard as one of the points of eruption, if not the only one. It is the only 
place where basalt is found at a low elevation. As a rule the thickness 
for the basalt of this region may be stated as 600 to 800 feet. 

Grand Mesa.—Northwest of the localities just described we find an- 
other extensive basaltic area.t South of the junction of the Gunnison 
and the Grand a high prominent mesa is formed by Tertiary beds. A 
layer of basalt caps it throughout its entire extent, affording protection 
to the easily-eroded underlying strata. Dr. Peale has described this 
region. He gives the thickness of the’ basalt as about 250 feet, but 
expresses the opinion that this does not: represent its original vertical 
extent. It is probable that erosion has removed a large portion of the 
basalts, and that we now have before us but the remnants of areas that 
at one time must have been very extensive. 

On Eagle River and a portion of its drainage basaltic areas occur 
that at one time were probably connected. In South Park, and associ- 
ated with the trachorheites of the Front Range, we find basalt expos- 
ures that must be referred to massive eruptions. 

So tar as observed, all of these bear the same relations to either sedi- 
mentary or older voleanic rocks. With these latter they are generally 
conformable when found in contact. Although so distinctly offset in 
almost every respect from other eruptives, the basaltoid group undoubt- 
edly has been governed by the same laws that have determined the 
points or lines of eruption for other voleanics. They occur in the same 
manner, though evidently of later date, they show the same methods of 
protrusion, and they are analogous, in the results produced, to the less 
prominent members of preceding groups. JF'rom their scheme of bori- 
zontal and vertical distribution, it may be inferred that the basaltic 
lava reached the surface in a very high state of viscidity. This cannot 
always be said of the older volcanics. Taking advantage of the con- 
figuration of the country at the time of ejection, the basalt has found 
its way in the largest quantities to the points most readily accessible. 

*Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 202. tRep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874, p. 174. 
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Il.—ANARHACTIC. 

Two regions, mainly, may be distinguished where anarhactic erup- 
tions of basalt occur. Of these the first is in Northern Colorado, north 
of White River. Numerous dikes of basalt there traverse Cretaceous 
and Tertiary strata. They frequently extend in straight lines for a 
number of miles. Analogous to the occurrences of porphyritic tra- 

- ehyte, the formerly inclosed basaltic rock has been exposed by the abra- 
sion of the surrounding sedimentary beds. Vertical black walls now 
stand out prominently, imparting to the landscape a unique character 
that has found its appreciation in some of the local names given. Es- 
sentially these dikes are parallel among themselves, often separated by 
considerable intervening spaces. 

On the northern tributaries of the San Juan River a large number of 
basaltic dikes occur in the Tertiary beds of that region. Along the San 
Juan itself such dikes may be found. Frequently they extend for many 
mniles, exhibiting the same characteristics above given. 
A marked feature in connection of these dikes is the fact that no dis- 

turbance of the strata seems to have accompanied the ejection of the vol- 
canic material. No distortion or extensive displacement of the beds 
will be noticed. Evidently the fissures were formed by the action of 
some force that confined itself to this manifestation. Through the open- 
ings produced the lava protruded, without causing any appreciable fur- 
ther disturbances. Rising into the tissures, and sometimes overflowing, 
the lava obeyed the laws governing its eruption without any accompa- 
nying demonstration of additional force. 

This. characteristic brings the anarhactic into close relation with the 
massive eruptions. The two stand as the representatives of definite 
types, while the ejections of porpbyritie trachyte were preceded and 
accompanied by more violent demonstrations. It is true that a certain 
amount of disturbance must have been coincident with the opening of 
the fissures; but it is equally true that, whatever the acting force was, 
it did not exert any considerable influence upon the rocks adjoining. It 
is evident that this feature is one of great importance in discussing the 
origin of eruptives and their mode of ejection. It is necessary, there- 
fore, to note the conditions pertaining to the surroundings of erupted 
masses, as well as those relating directly to the latter. 

ITI.—ISOLATED. 

A number of isolated basaltic eruptions occur in Colorado. Promi- 
nent among them is that of Golden City.* Table Mountains there are 
composed of lignitic beds and covered by basalt. Mr. Marvine says 
(loc. cit.) with regard thereto: ‘The source of this lava is from beneath 
North Table Mountain, on the summit of which, and near the northwest 
corner, the remnants of a group of small voleanic cones may still be 
seen; weather-beaten and nearly worn away, they still suffice to show 
from whence the lava came.” This explains, in a few words, both the 
source of the basalt and the character of such eruption. Not far from 
Golden, at Valmont, a heavy dike of the same material may be oserved. 
Inasmuch as we may safely regard isolated eruption as the results of 
local dikes that have overflowed, that of Valmont deserves mention 
here. 

*Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., reprint, 1867 to 1869, p. 133, and Rep. 1873, p. 129. 
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Near Cafion City* two small basaltic hills occur. Farther south, to- 
ward Pueblo, another may be noticed. Along the Huerfano Rivert a 
number of them may be noticed, occurring together with some dikes 
composed of the same material. It is a noticeablefact that all of these 
last-mentioned eruptions have broken through and are exposed in Cre- 
taceous or lignitic beds. Some form low, prominent hills, others merely 
act as protecting covers to the penetrated strata. An interesting case 
of this kind is the bluff upon which a station was located near Badito. . 
Rising rather abruptly from the surrounding country, the bluff reaches 
an elevation of 6,952 feet above sea-level. Three prominent cones of 
basalt, standing in a line on the summit of the bluff, denote the original 
points of outflow. Sharply defined, they are distinguishable from along 
distance, and betore being visited their appearance awakened the hope of 
seeing small, well-detined craters. Although the basaltic eruptions have 
been productive of forms resembling crater-cones more closely than any 
of the other eruptives, not one occurrence has been observed in Colo- 
rado that could directly be compared to the cone and crater of an active 
or typical voleano. This fact has been recognized some time since, and 
no exception to this rule has been discovered as yet. Instances do 
occur which a lively imagination could transform into a crater-cone, but 
upon examination they prove not to be such. 

* Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 331. tRep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1875, p. 131: 
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AGE, COMPARISON, AND ORIGIN OF ERUPTIVES. 

AGE OF THE ERUPTIVES OF COLORADO. 

Taking a general view of the subject, it is a comparatively easy mat- 
ter to arrive at conclusions regarding the age of eruptives in Colorado. 
The more narrowly we attempt to draw the lines, however, the less ma- 
terial for accurate definition do we find. Though it is not difficult to 
assign to eruptives a period embracing the same amount of time that 
is allotted to some particular formation, it is less easy to state within 
precisely what portion of the period the greatest eruptive activity fell. 

Arranging the plutonic eruptives chronologically, we have— 

Diorite, oldest. 
Euphotide. ‘ 
Porphyry. 
Granite. 
Protoginyte. 
Granite. | 

Granite is mentioned twice, as we find two distinct granite groups in 
Colorado. 
With reference to diorite, euphotide, and porphyry we may say that, 

essentially, they stand in no direct relation with sedimentary forma- 
tions. In the case of porphyry we have one instance in the Sangre 
de Cristo Mountains, where it has broken through Carboniferous strata. 
With this exception we may consider these rocks as pertaining more 
particularly to the metamorphic series. We find dikes and large erup- 
tions of them within the metamorphic areas. Fortunately they are 
usually so placed that no mistake can be made as to their identity, which 
otherwise might become a matter of serious difficulty. It may be stated 
‘that granites, probably of plutonic eruptive character, are associated at 
times with euphotides. 

It seems very difficult to assign any definite age to the rocks of these 
groups. So far as can be determined from association with sedimentary 
groups, their age may be regarded as Post-Carboniferous. All evidence 
in Colorado points to the tact that only unimportant stratigraphical 
changes took place before the close of the Carboniferous or even Tri- 
assic period. From this it may be inferred that the anarhactic and 
other eruptives, that we must regard as the oldest in Colorado, were 
synchronous with the first main disturbances. In view of these facts 
we can, perhaps, most correctly state that they must be considered as 
Post-Carboniferous and Pre-Cretaceous. 

The older granites and protoginytes occupy prominent positions, and 
from their associations afford some indications as to their absolute age. 
We have observed that mainly Carboniferous and older beds were af- 
fected by the upheaval of the northern Sangre de Cristo Range. Tvi- 
dently the rise then effected was sufficiently great to exclude the trans- 

. mission of Cretaceous waters directly westward. A possibility presents 
itself that at the period of Cretaceous invasion the more easterly por- 

252 
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tions, now covered by beds of that formation, were too low to admit of 
greater extension of the waters. In this case the subsequent rise of the 
entire region elevated such strata to their present position. We have, 
however, in the Sangre de Cristo Range tangible evidence in the severe 
disturbances to which the Carboniferous beds have been subjected. Ev- 
idence is adduced from various points there observed, that the up- 
heaval of the granite was in the most intimate connection with the, 
dislocation of Carboniferous strata. From the nature of these disloca- — 
tions it must be inferred that the strata had already assumed a rigid 
stability. It can be said, therefore, that the eruption of members of this 
group must have been subsequent to the last deposition of Carbonifer- 
ous beds. 

More applicable results can be obtained from the study of the younger 
eruptive granites. Throughout the Elk Mountains, where they mainly 
occur, their associations with sedimentary beds are thoroughly constant. 
They have there been sufficiently well studied to arrive at satisfactory 
conclusions regarding the period of time when the granitic masses were 
erupted. In previous pages the contortion, plication, and upturning of 
Cretaceous strata in and near the Elk Mountains have been alluded to. 
We have, therefore, in this instance, phenomena whereby to measure the 
time of eruption. This falls, as nearly as can be determined, after the 
end of the Cretaceous period, reaching a time either in the Tertiary or 
after the close of the Cretaceous formation. Such is the accepted view of 

_ those who have studied the groups most carefully. There seems to be 
some connection, not only as to time, but also in composition and certain 
modes of appearance, between this series of granites and the next group, 
the trachorheites. Certain connections can be traced in a number of 
points between these two classes that bring them very closely together 
as regards genesis. Different conditions of cooling may produce such 
results that necessarily the rocks must at present be.separated, although 
their former relations may be very apparent. 

Of greater variety are the volcanic eruptive rocks of Colorado, an 
enumeration of which will give the following result, beginning with the 
oldest : 

! Andesite. 
Trachorheites : Trachyte. 

Fhyolite. 
Porphyritic trachyte. 
Dolertte. 
Basalt. 

This series ‘can appropriately be divided into three groups. Of these 
the first—trachorheites—is the most extensive. In discussing this im- 
portant group the direct relations to sedimentary strata have been 
given. Or the eastern side of the trachorheitic area no favorable out- 
crops were observed. Along the western and southwestern edges, how- 
ever, satisfactory evidence was obtained. We there find the tracho- 
rheites resting upon Middle Cretaceous shales. These latter have been 
removed from their original places of deposition, and the volcanic layers 
have been spread out over them. This assigns to the entire series an 
age falling near the close of the Cretaceous epoch. Isclated occurrences 
show rocks belonging to this group superincumbent upou Post-Creta- 
ceous lignitic beds. Such relations decrease the age of trachorheites, 
brivging them essentially within the scope of the Tertiary period. This, 
too, is the accepted age for the analogous rocks of other countries. 

So far as can be determined the various members of the trachorheitie 
Series form one continuous chronological succession. We can, therefore, 
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accept the geological age above given for the entire group. Inasmuch 
as the ejection of the entire mass must have occupied a very long period 
of time, it is eminently probable that it commenced within—for in- 
stance—the Cretaceous und ended during the Tertiary period. We can 
safely place the age at that period, therefore, synchronous with which 
we observe the most recent volcanic effects. 

Undoubtedly we must exercise considerable latitude for the chrono- 
logical limits within which to confine any period of volcanic activity. It 
is evident that while the eruptions were going on, there was a continued 
deposition of sediment, which, by its organic remains, may now be re- 
ferred to either one or the other conventional formation. We cannot, 
therefore, say definitely at which time the volcanic activity commenced, 
and we can only say approximately when it ceased. 

The second group, that of the porphyritic trachytes, has been dis- 
cussed at some length above, and its age has been regarded as having 
the same most recent limits as the trachorheites. 

The youngest group, that of the basaltoids, is one that forcibly re- 
minds the observer of lavas of the present day. From all the associa- 
tions, of both dolerite and basalt, their absolute age can unequivocally 
be placed within the Tertiary epoch. Within the large areas less can be 
learned, as a rule, but the anarhactic and some of the isolated eruptives 
afford definite information. It has been stated in previous pages that 
the doleritic breccia of Middle Park is associated with beds belonging 
to the lignitic series, while a number of basaltic outcrops were observed 
in Tertiary strata belonging to the Eocene group. Frequently the 
‘‘ fresh” appearance of the basalts has been remarked upon. Dr. Peale 
says,* in speaking of the basalts occurring near Eagle River: “The 
basaltic rock is destitute of vegetation and comparatively free from soil. 
It has the appearance of having just been poured out. The period dur- 
ing which it was poured out is probably to be measured by hundreds of 
years, and perhaps less, rather than by longer periods.” 

From our present knowledge of the basalts of the West, we may say 
that they effect a transition from the prehistoric to the eruptives of the 
present day.t Evidences of this fact, far more striking than in Cclorado, 
are observed in adjacent States and Territories. In subsequent pages 
allusion will be made to such instances. 
With reference to the ages of these eruptive groups, as compared among 

themselves, we may say that the chronological succession is a well- 
established one. We are enabled, from the extended series of observa- 
tions that have been made, to correlate the various members and arrive 
at definite conclusions as to their proper relative positions. An excep- 
tion to this rule is made by the porphyritic trachytes. Their position in 
the chronological scale has been discussed previously, and a mere men- 
tion of the fact may here suffice. 
A classified arrangement of the Colorado eruptives, so far as known 

and explored at the present time, is here presented. Classification is 
based upon the principles given in the introduction of this paper, and 
their grouping is made with especial reference to the results obtained in 
Colorado. ; 

Plutonic: 
BASIC : ACIDIC : 

Diorite. Granite. + On, 
Euphotide. > Post-Carboniferous. Protoginyte. } He ont Can ona Tada: 
Porphyry. 

Granite.  Post-Cretaccous. 

* Rep. U. 8. Geol. Surv , 1874, p. 172. tCompare Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., p. 222. 
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Volcanic: 
BASIC: ACIDIC: 

( Andesite. 
Trachyte. 

Trachyte No. 1. 
TRACHORHEITES : Trachyte No. 2. { Post-Creiaceous. 

| Trachyte No. 3. 
[ Trachyte No. 4. 
Rhyolite. 
Porphyritic trachyte Tertiary? 

Symmorphic trachyte. 

Bente. ; Tertiary and Post-Tertiary. 

COMPARISON OF ERUPTIVES OF COLORADO WITH THOSE 
OF OTHER REGIONS. 

Although, generally speaking, the occurrences of eruptive rocks in 
Colorado may lay claim to being unique, they have many points in com- 
mon with those of other localities. Any comparison destined to es- 
tablish similarity of the groups must necessarily fall somewhat short. 
This is due in part to the fact that technical nomenclature upon this 
subject is one that will bear very thorough revision and correction. 
Richthofen has succeeded in establishing definite terms for certain 
groups of our Western country. In the preceding pages the primary 
classification as proposed by Bunsen has been used, and subdivisions 
based upon, primarily, genesis, secondarily chronological succession have 
been applied. J-am of the opinion that a classification of this charac- 
ter is certainly the most acceptable that could be utilized in the present 
instance. Though the chronological succession is a method of separa- 
tion that can lay no direct claim to being one of strictly scientific char- 
acter, it is the most convenient manner of distinguishing certain groups. 
Wherever the evidences of geological age are so perspicuous as in Colo- 
rado, a system of this kind will answer admirably well. 
We find, upon examination, analogies to nearly all of the erupted rocks 

observed in Colorado. Far moreprominent than in this State are the plu- 
tonic eruptions of Europe. There the series is well developed, and its 
members enter very largely into the geological structure of various regions. 
Diorite, euphotides, and that class of rocks that is comprised under the 
general name of gabbro, build up high mountains and even mountain- 
systems. In Colorado their appearance as well as their importance is 
generally subordinate. Eruptive granites, widely ranging in age, form 
a prominent feature of study for European geologists. Not only have 
they broken through sedimentary beds, but they have intruded into the 
older metamorphic rocks. Famous among many cases of this kind is 
that of Heidelberg,* where a fine-grained granite occurs, intrusive in a 
coarse-grained one. By the force of its intrusion the latter has been 
thoroughly brecciated and shows the altering influences of the younger 
‘mass. ‘ 

Successively we find in Europe granites that range in age from Silu- 
rian to Tertiary. It is highly probable that the eruptions of the Elk 
Mountains vary but little in geological age from those observed in the 
Tyrol,t where granite has penetrated undoubted Tertiary strata. It may 
be well to devote here a few words to a subject that, in this connection, 
becomes one of great importance. We are accustomed to term that 
rock a granite, for instance, which proves to be a crystalline aggregate 

* Cotta, Geologische Bilder, Leipzig, 1871, p. 196. 
+Compare Cotta, Geologie der Gegenwart. 
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of feldspar, quartz, and mica. This definition is totally independent of 
any varying form of genesis or method of appearance. [rom the in- 
formation that we have gained through the study of erupted rocks it 
seems eminently probable that varying results may be derived from the 
same original magma by different methods of cooling. To present an 
extreme case, we may assume that the same magma can, in one instance, » 
be productive of the formation of high silicates. mainly, while if cooling 
under different circumstances the silicates may be lower and free silica 
from the complement. If we speak, therefore, of eruptive granite, we 
mean to denote a rock that to-day has the mineralogical constitution of 
granite, totally irrespective as to what its previous condition may have 
been. What effects are in reality produced by the different methods of 
cooling we are unable to say. Certain experiments point to one view, 
others to another. It becomes a matter of great difficulty to arrive at 
definite conclusions from investigations that must necessarily be carried 
on on a small scale, when we desire to apply the knowledge thereby 
gained to masses of enormous proportions. 

Proceeding to the remaining eruptives of Colorado we find that the 
adopted scale is more completely filled than by the preceding groups. 
An important member of the series—propylite—has not been recognized 
in Colorado. Richthofen has found it well developed farther west, and 
in Transylvania it plays a very prominent part. The propylite of Offen- 
banya was originally named ‘‘timazite” by Bielz. Itis the rock contain- 
ing the telluride ores of Transylvania. Cotta* states that he regards 
‘its age as younger than Eocene. His evidence for this assertion is de- 
rived from the fact that the same ore-bearing veins traverse the tima- ~ 
zite and Kocene sandstones. In Nevada and adjacent regions the rock 
has been found, and is regarded by Richthofent as older than andesite. 
With reference to this latter term there is some confusion, unless it be 
limited, as has most recently been done. The name was originally ap- 
plied to all the volcanic rocks of the Cordilliera system, and not until a 
short time ago has its application been clearly defined. Andesites occur 
in the volcanic regions near Colorado, occupying a definite geognostic 
position. They are younger than propylite, older than the trachytes. 

Trachyte is a name that has been very indiscriminately applied tomany 
light-colored volcanic eruptives. Within its scope have been placed the 
volcanics of Transylvania, of Germany, Trance, and, to a large ex- 
tent, of our western continent. Varieties have been based upon the pre- 
domination of one or the other inclosed mineral. ‘Thus oligoclase, sani- 
dine, and amphibole trachytes have been distinguished. Although the 
presence or absence of one or the other of these minerals is undoubtedly 
ot systematic value within the circumscribed areas, no rule can be es- 
tablished that would answer’ in all cases. 

Iiauy first gave this name to the volcanic rocks of the Auvergne. 
Trapp-porphyry was adopted for the same rocks. L. von Buch gave that 
group of trachytes occurring near Puy-de Dome the name domite. Beu- 
dant; who made the first extensive examinations of the volcanic regions 
of Transylvania and Hungary, separated the eruptives into four groups :¢ 

Trachyte, 
Porphyre trachytique, 
Perlite, and 
Porphyre trachytique molaire. 

* Treatise on Ore Deposits, Prime. New York, 1870, p. 277. 
+ Mem. Cal. Ac. Sci., 1868, vol. i, part ii. 
t Beudant, Voyage Minéralogique et Géologique en Hongrie, 1822, Tom. iii, p. 310. 
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From his descriptions the first agrees with our present trachyte, and 
the second with rhyolite. Perlite is of subordinate importance, and the 
fourth probably indicates a variety of rhyolite. Timazite he has evi- 
dently included in his trachyte. 

In Germany the volcanic rocks of the Drachenfels and other regions 
allied to it have passed under the names of trachyte and trachyte-tuffs. 
A variety of trachyte occurring in Silesia has been named teschenite by 
Hohenegger.* It is composed of amphibolite, augite, nephelite, and 
triclinic anorthite. Its age is regarded as being Kocene. 
Throughout the Western country the application of the name trachyte 

is becoming more and more restricted. For the case that it may be | 
impossible or inexpedient to separate the most closely allied rock-spe- . 
cies, I have introduced the more comprehensive term of ‘ trachorheite.” 

Trachyte occurs in large masses not only in Colorado, but also in other 
States and Territories of the West. Numerous varieties might be dis- 
tinguished by special names, bat there would be no end to the treasures 
of nomenclature were such separations attempted at the present time. 
A characteristic of trachyte is the constitutional change it may undergo 
within a very limited space. King describes an instance of this kind 
from the vicinity of the Comstock ‘Lode.t He says, ‘It is of the sanidin 
variety,” ...... ‘partly a pinkish breccia, very loose in texture, 
and partly of a grayish, shaly sandstone mass, which is unlike any of 
the trachyte forms observed in the Great Basin,” ....... ‘but, as 
it approaches the main trachyte, becomes more and more crystalline, and 
passes imperceptibly into the ordinary variety, without any apparent 
junction line. Certain specimens cannot be separated from metamor- 
phic sandstones.” Such occurrences are not rare within the trachyte 
areas, and their explanation may most properly be sought in the differ- 
ent methods of cooling. It remains to be observed whether the char- 
acter of the rock is such as has, in previous pages, been designated as 
symmorphic. 

It has been an impossibility for me to find any definite analogy for 
what I distinguish as trachyte No. 4. Its similarity to timazite, both 
as a rock and in its associations, has been pointed out, but its geolog- 
ical position precludes the assumption of any identity. 

Important as a portion of the entire series are the inclosures of the 
trachyte. No applicable rule governing their distribution can be given. 
In Colorado and elsewhere obsidian, pumice, and pitch-stone are charac- 
teristic of the trachyte group. Occurring in nodules or bands, they 
impart a peculiar habitat to the rocks containing them. Varying in 
composition from their immediate surroundings, they vary also in stract- 
ure. Allusion has above been made to the concentric structure of a 
dike of obsidian observed in 1873.4 An analogous case occurs in Bo- 
hemia, near Teplitz,§ where porphyry shows concentric arrangement, 
and weathers so as to simulate a half-opened rose. Whitney has ob- 
served similar conditions near Old Carson Pass.|| There basaltic lava 
has been poured out over metamorphic granite. Through the action of 
heat, and. probably pressure, the latter ‘“ has a concentric structure de- 
veloped in it.” 

Porphyritic trachyte is a term which has first been applied by Mr. Mar- 
vine to a definite type of eruptives in Colorado. In speaking of Park 

*F. Roemer, Geologie von Ober-chlesien. Breslau, 1870, p. 363. 
t Geolog. Exp]. 40th Parallel, vol. iii, 1870, p. 36. 
t Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 345. 
§ Cotta, Geologische Bilder. Leipzig, 1871, p. 187. 
| Geol. Surv. Cal., 1865, vol. i, p. 447. 

17 G 
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View Mountain,* he applies that name to the rocks composing a num- 
ber of dikes. Since that time it has been used when speaking of that 
peculiar type of eruptives whose existence was first demonstrated in 
Colorado. The term is by no means a new one, but the “ porphyritic 
trachyte” of former geologists has been superseded by liparite.t This 
name, therefore, may be applied to the group under consideration, and, 
inasmuch as it is inverted from the usual trachyte-porphyry, may be 
claimed as a good, specific term. 

In Europe no erupted mountains have been found, so far as I am 
aware, analogous to those formed by the group of porphyritice trachytes 
in our own country. They have been studied very carefully and sue- 
cessfully in Colorado by various members of the United States Geolog- 
ical and Geographical Survey. Since 1873 their structure and import- 
ance in the geological history of the regions has been recognized. As 
the survey progressed, one mountain-group after the other was visited, 
until to-day we are enabled to present a thorough analysis of distribu- 
tion and structure. There is scarcely any one group within the limits 
of Colorado that affords so inviting and remunerative a subject of study. 
It has been found that the same class of mountains—referable to this 
group—that occurs in Colorado extends west and south. The Sierra La 
Sal and Sierra Abajo in Utah and the Sierra Carriso in Arizona furnish 
evidence of this. Mr. Gilbert has studied, within the past few years, 
the Henry Mountains. From his brief account{ it appears that the 
occurrences there are in strict conformity with those we have observed 
in Colorado. He says: ‘‘The strata arch over the crest in a complete 
OME 754s cal ai teiie ‘the top of the dome has cracked open, and tapering 
fissures have run out to the flank, and tiey have been filled with molten 
rock, which has congealed and formed dikes.” ..... . “So the mount: | 
ain (Mount Ellsworth) is a dome or bubble of sedimentary rocks with an 
eruptive core, with a system of radial dikes, and with a system of dikes 
interlaced with the strata. Itis a mountain of uplifted strata, distended 
and permeated by eruptive rock.” 
From a description of the Chisos Mountains, given by C. C. Parry,§ 

it may be inferred that they belong to the same class of eruptives. 
Wherever they have been observed their character is so definite that, 
once recognized, they can never be mistaken for any others. No doubt 
subsequent explorations of New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah will develop 
the fact that the horizontal distribution of this interesting group is not 
so circumscribed as it now appears to be. 

Khyolite is the remaining member of this classof rocks. Among all 
of them this one has, perhaps, most frequently been the recipient of 
misappellations. Its mineralogical constitution brings it into close con- 
nection with the older porphyries. What bas been described as quartz- 
porphyr from Transylvania is mostly rhyolite. Beudant has termed it 
porhyre trachytique. Daciteis another name applied to the Hungarian 
occurrences. Rbyolite is the name proposed by Richthofen ; nevadite 
is one of his rhyolitic varieties. Although sufficiently well represented in 
Colorado, it finds its greatest development farther west and south. Re- 
garding its age there is no serious disagreement in the observations 
made. Itis younger than trachyte, older than basalt. The case pro- 
duced by Mr. Marvine, where, at Truxton Springs, Arizona, basalt was 

* Rep. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1873, p. 174. 
tCompare Cotta, Geologie der Gegenwart. Leipzig, 1872, p. 54. 
¢ Rep. on Geol. of the eastern portion of the Uinta Mountains, by J. W. Powell, 1876, 

p- 20. 
§ Rep. U. S. and Mex. Bound. Surv., W. H. Emory, 1857, vol. i, part ii, p. 56. 
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found overlying rhyolite, is one that certainly invites attention, but 
cannot seriously affect the position which is generally assigned to rhy- 
olite. 

This rock presents many varieties. At times it resembles a typical 
porphyry, showing a solid paste with numerous crystals imbedded 
therein, and again it will assume the form of a crystalline aggregate. 
Whitney* cites an instance of this kind. Near Lassen’s Peak there is an 
occurrence of nevadite. ‘It has a resemblance to granite, so that, at 
a distance and without close examination, it would be taken for that 
rock.” 
An important feature of rhyolite was discovered by Dr. Loew.| He 

found that nearly all the rhyolites he examined contained either traces 
or small quantities of nickel and cobalt. He determined it as being in 
the form of oxide. The largest quantities he obtained were out of speci- 
mens from 

Gila River. Sierra Caliuro. 

INTCKel oxidewy SEO ee. FL eel trace. 
Cobalt oxide...... GE TELPENAED Se Me RT ; UNS Pay Cee { 0.02 per cent. 

Usually it’ is found only in traces, however. This fact established a 
curious connection between the rhyolites and meteorites. Nickel and 
cobalt may be classed among the metals of comparatively rare occur- 
rence. J. Lawrence Smith statest that he has made over one hundred 
different analyses of meteoric iron, and never failed to find cobalt. It 
is evident that in the ordinary course of a rock-analysis both cobalt and 
nickel would most likely be lost, so that we may safely infer that the 
rhyolites examined by Dr. Loew were not exceptional cases, but may 
rather be regarded as expressing a usual ingredient. 

One of the most widely-distributed voleanic rocks is basalt. Fre- 
quently we find dolerite associated with diabase. This latter is of very 
little importance in Colorado. Both south and west, however, it has 
been found. Mr. Gilbert mentions a sanidin-dolerite from the San Fran- 
cisco Mountains, which evidently occurs in considerable quantities. 

All the world over rocks have been found that are referred to basalt. 
A number of varieties have been distinguished, dependent mostly upon 
the presence or absence of some characteristic mineral. In the most 
ancient times basalt was evidently mistaken for the highly-prized lydite 
or basanite. According to Ouenstedt,§ the present name is the result 
of an error committed by a copyist during the fifteenth or sixteenth 
century. The transition from basanites to basaltites, the old name, is 
not a difficult one. 

In every respect is the position and character of basalt so thoroughly 
recognized that no reference need be made thereto. We have seen that 
in Colorado large areas are covered by it, and we know of its existence 
almost throughout the entire Western country. Its age, so far as Col- 
orado is concerned, is readily established. In other regions, however, 
basalt sometimes bears totally different relations to surrounding sedi- 
mentary beds. Geike|| claims that the melaphyrs in Scotland are of 

_ Carboniferous age. The basaltic dikes in the granite of the Sweetwater 
region{] are evidently not of Tertiary age, but older. Other instances 

* Geol. Surv. Calif., 1865, vol. i, p. 315. 
tExpl. and Surv. west 100th Mer., 1875, vol. iii, p. 646. 
¢Am. Jour Sci. and Arts, 1870, No. cxlvii, p. 331. 
§ Compare Ouenstedt, Handbuch der Mineralogie. 
|| Geolog. Magazine, London, 1870, p. 136. 
4] Compare Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., 1870. 
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might be cited, simply showing that the conditions necessary for the 
formation of that product which we call basalt existed long before the 
advent of the Tertiary epoch. 

For Colorado we can accept, as a rule, a Tertiary age for basalt. 
Several exceptions seem to occur, however. We have in basalt the vol- 
canic eruptive which connects the prehistoric eruptions of our continent 
with those of the present day. In previous pages reference has been 
made to a statement by Dr. Peale, suggesting that the time of the erup- 
tions might rather be measured by several hundred years than by long 
periods of time. All geologists who have explored the Western States 
and Territories speak of the remarkably fresh appearance of a large 
quantity of the ejected material. In speaking of Utah voleanics Dr. 
Engelmann* says: ‘The mineralogical character of the rocks seems to 
indicate that their formation began prior to the Tertiary period and 
continued to the present era.” Mr. Gilbert gives a description of some 
very ‘‘ fresh ” specimens of lava and scoria from the Lower Sevier Valley 
in Utah.t 

In New Mexico a number of localities occur where the lava is simi- 
larly fresh. Dr. Newberry in discussing Mount Taylort says: “ The 
lava-streams of its latest eruptions present precisely the same appear- 
ance as those of Vesavius when but just cooled.” His examinations of 
the San Francisco Mountains revealed to him the same state of affairs. 
If possible the condition here is even more striking. Newberry states:§ 
“ Some of the currents of lava which have flowed down the sides of the 
San Francisco Mountains belong so entirely to the present epoch that 
they have dispossessed still running streams from their beds, and now 
occupy their places in a congealed flood which seems but just arrested 
in its flow.” 

As we advance from what may be considered as interior land toward 
the Pacific Ocean, or, with other words, as we leave the Rocky Mount- 
tains and reach the coast-ranges, we find still more positive evidence ot 
the recency of volcanic eruptions. Coincident with the increasing quan- 
tity of points of eruption and with the younger age, we find that the 
characteristic of “massive” eruption is gradually disappearing, and 
‘¢ voleanic ” eruptions take their place. This necessarily results in the 
formation of crater-cones. Mr. Gilbert|| has found three perfectly dis- 
tinct craters at Ice Spring, near Fillmore, in Utah.{] 
Among the mountains of Washington Territory and Oregon, as well 

as in California, we find more than one still showing signs of volcanic 
action. Prominent among these is Mount Shasta. Professor Whitney 
finds** near the summit of this peak ‘‘the remains of the edge of the 
crater,” where “‘there are several orifices from which steam and _ sul- 
phurous gases are constantly escaping, and around which is a con- 
siderable deposit of sulphur, some of it being handsomely crystallized.” 
It may, in truth, be called a small solfatara. Similar conditions occur 
near Mono Lake, about which Whitney says:tt ‘‘To the north lies a 
group of islets;” .... ‘there is every indication that the voleanic 
action has ceased at a very recent period, or, rather, that it has not yet 
fully died out.” .... ‘This portion of the island is of hard, black 

* Rep. Expl. across the Great Basin, by Capt. J. H. Simpson, in 1859, Wash., 1876, 
p- 307. 

tExpl. and Surv. west 100th Mer., 1875, vol. iii, p. 566. » 
¢ Rep. Expl. Exp., 1859, J. N. Macomb, 1876, p. 61. 
§ Rep. upon the Colorado River of the West, J. C. Ives, 1861, part iii, p. 66. 
|| Expl. and Surv. West 100th Mer. 1875, vol. iii, p. 138. 
{| Compare: Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., Hartford, 1874, p. 29. 
** Geol. Surv. Calif., vol. i, 1865, p. 340. 
tt Ibid., p. 453. 
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basalt, with some scorie and cinders.” .... ‘The steam and hot gases 
escape from hundreds of vents, and often with considerable noise.” 

Another very prominent mountain of the northwestern corner of the 
United States has been found to show similar conditions. An ascent of 
Mount Rainier, which is nearly 14,500 feet above sea-level, was accom- 
plished by A. D. Wilson and S. F. Emmons in 1870. In a paper read 
by Mr. Emmons, in Tebruary, 1877, he describes the ascent.* It was 
found that the summit of this peak was formed by an ancient crater- 
rim, and that on the interior rim there were numerous hot jets of steam 
issuing from under the snow. 
Many other instances of this kind might be mentioned, but these will 

suffice to show the almost imperceptible connection between the rigid 
basalts and others, indicating dormant volcanic activity. These latter 
are gradually dying out, and within, perhaps, a few centuries no hot 
jets or gases will any longer mark the spots where now we find the last 
lingering remnants of a former volcanic activity. 

Following northward, parallel with the extensions of the coast-ranges, 
not within the Rocky Mountains, we reach still active volcanoes. Inthe 
Alaskan Range a number of them are located.t 

It is almost an impossibility to draw the line between what might 
properly be termed basalt, and what must be regarded as still partly 
active volcanic material. I am not prepared to restrict the occurrence 
of basalt to a period not prior to the Tertiary, and have no objection to 
leave the younger line of boundary equally ample. Cotta contends¢ that 
no bowlders of true basalt or trachyte have ever been found in Europe 
in Pre-Tertiary conglomeritic deposits. This would argue an inference 
directly in opposition to the view of Gieke, which has been given above. 
From the observations made on the Sweetwater River, in Wyoming, I 
cannot arrive at any other conclusion than that basalt existed as such 
before the advent of the Tertiary period. 

In connection with the basalts, I wish to mention the occurrence of a 
rock discovered in the Green River Basin. In want of a better name, I 
shall apply that of “leucitophyrite.” The leucitophyrs of Italy differ 
somewhat from that observed in the Green River Basin. [Emmons states§ 
that the rock is composed of alight gray to greenish porous paste, with 
some mica. Under the microscope the entire rock is resolved into leu- 
cite. With reference to its age, Emmons says it has beep poured out 
“not only since the deposition of the later Tertiaries (Green River 
and Vermillion Creek Groups), but since their partial removal by erosion.” 
We have, therefore, in this instance a voleanie rock, the eruption of 
which must have fallen into a period of time during which a portion of 
the basalts were ejected. 

In order to present a synopsis of the systematic arrangement of the 
volcanic eruptives of the Western portion of the United States, I have 
prepared a table showing their relative positions and giving synonyms 
as applied to the same rocks in other countries. 

* Bulletin No. 3, American Geogr. Soc. New York, 1877. 
t Alaska and its Resources, W. H. Dall., 1870, p. 286. 
¢ Geologie der Gegenwart, Leipzig, 1872, p. 133. 
§ U. 8. Geol. Expl. 40th Parallel, vol. ii, 1877, p. 236. 
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' Table showing the classification of volcanic eruptives for the Rocky Mount- 
ains and adjacent regions. 

NoTE.—Those occurring in Colorado are printed in SMALL CAPs, and the synonyms for other countries 
in italics. The arrangement begins with the oldest group. 

VOLCANIC ERUPTIVES. 

BAsIc: AcIDIC: 
Propylite. 

Syn.: Timazttie, Hungary. 
Griinstein-trachyt of German geologists. 

ANDESITE. 
Syn.: Andesite of the Cordilliera system. 

TRACHYTE: 
TRACHYTE No. 1. 

Syn.: Trachytic tuffa, trachyt-tuff of Ger- 
many. 

TRACHYTE No. 2, and 
TRACHY7E No. 3. 

Syn.: Sanidine and oligoclase trachyte. 
Domite of the Auvergne. Trachyt of 
Germany. Trapp-porphyr by Buch. 
Trachyte by Beudant, of Hungary. In-° 
closures of these trachytes are: Per- 
lite obsidian, pitch-stone, and porphyritic 
pitch-stone. 

TRACHYTE No. 4. 
RHYOLITE. 

Syn.: Nevadite of Western regions. Rhyo- 
lite and dacite of Transylvania. Quartz- 
porphyr of older German geologists. 
Porphyre trachytique of Hungary, by 
Beudant. 

PoRPHYRITIC TRACHYTE. 
In the present acceptation this has no 

synonym. Liparite expresses what for- 
merly was termed porphyritic trachyte. 

Diabase. 
Syn.: Trapp of Germany and Eastern 

States. 
DOLERITE. 

Syn.: Trapp. Varieties are termed nephe- 
lindolerite of Germany, and sanidine-dole- 
rite of New Mexico. 

Leucitophyrite. 
Syn.: Leucitophyr of Germany and France; 

leucite-rock of Green River Basin. 
BASALT. 

Syn.: Trapp of Germany and Eastern 
States. Varieties of basalt are mela- 
phyr, &c. Inclosures: Olivinyte, &c. 

ORIGIN OF ERUPTED ROCKS. 

At the close of the description of the erupted rocks of Colorado, a 
brief discussion of the origin of such material may here find its place. 
It is natural that the study of the products of plutonic and volcanic 
activity will create in the mind of every student some conception as 
to the forces to which such products owe their existence and present 
position. It is equally natural that every individual mind may grasp 
more particularly one point observed that might have escaped the at- 
tention of others. Thus the result evidently will be that each writer 
on the subject will show a personal coloring illustrative of the predomi- 
nant direction towards which his views incline. It is not my intention 
to present, at the close of this paper, an exhaustive review of the vari- 
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ous hypotheses and theories tending to explain the phenomena of dy- 
namical geology. An outline will be given of the suggestions that have 
offered themselves from the examination of the eruptive rocks of Colo- 
rado. In case subsequent investigations may prove the inductions here 
derived from observation to be correct they can readily be applied to 
other localities. 

In any discussion upon the probable source of volcanic activity, we 
must take for granted the high temperatures existing within the interior 
of the earth. These are universally conceded, and amply demonstrated 
by facts. It is essentially immaterial whether we assume that the in- 
terior of the earth is in a truly liquid state, or whether we regard its 
condition as merely plastic. Of these the former hypothesis is incon- 
Sistent, however, with the absence of internal tides, in case we assume 
the earth’s crust to be a thin one as compared to its entire diameter. 
No observations tend to show that such tides exist. 

Formerly the central liquid or plastic state of the earth’s interior was re- 
garded as furnishing the material for volcanic eruptions. More compre- 
hensive observations and a more thorough knowledge of the character- 
istics of volcanoes have led to the abandonment of this theory. It is now 
assumed and the assumption is accepted by most geologists, that certain 
circumscribed portions beneath the earth’s surface that must still be re- 
garded as integral parts of its crust, are in a condition either approaching 
or actually exhibiting liquidity. From such portions which may aptly 
be designated as “reservoirs,” is derived the material ejected during 
volcanic eruptions. No means are at hand to establish, definitely, any 
depth at which they should occur. From phenomena attending vol- 
canic eruptions, however, it may be inferred that they are located at 
a depth that must be regarded as shallow when compared with the en- 
tire diameter of the earth. Seismic action is one of the most charac- 
teristic results of disturbances of equilibrium occurring within certain 
regions or zones of the earth’s crust. The prevalence of earthquakes 
at any given locality furnishes a criterion as to the relative condition of 
underlying portions of the crust. Most frequently they may be ob- 
served in regions that are the scene of volcanic activity, but they ex- 
tend far inland from any present point of volcanic eruption. A defi- 
nite relation may frequently be traced between seismic occurrences of 
one section and eruptions of the nearest active volcanoes. A rather 
striking example is afforded by a comparison of the slight earthquakes 
felt in Switzerland and the eruptive activity of Vesuvius. 

From the act of eruption and from the products thereof we can gather 
only rather general views as to the origin of and the causes producing 
it. The ejection of lava is usually accompanied by the discharge of 
watery vapor, of carbonic and hydrochloric acid gases, and hydrogen, 
both free and in combination with sulphur and carbon. These elements 
or compounds have not all entered into the composition of the lava ‘o 
any extent, but occur independently thereof. Reducing all of them to 
their original elements, we find: 

Hydrogen, 
Oxygen, 
Nitrogen, 
Chlorine, 
Carbon, and 
Sulphur. 

Of these, oxygen, carbon, and sulphur are most frequently observed 
in the lava itself. Direct oxygen compounds and silicates make up the 
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largest portion of the lava. Carbonates, sulphurets, and other combined 
forms occur comparatively sparingly, and must be regarded, in many 
instances, as epigene products. 
‘From the evidence adduced by erupted material, therefore, we can 

infer that those portions of the earth’s crust which furnish the ejected 
masses are composed of direct oxygen compounds and silicates mainly. 
These two classes make up by far the largest proportion of the crust, so far 
as it has heen possible to study it. Several of the elements must, there- 
fore, be accounted for: hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, earben, and sul- 
phur. In attempting to explain the presence of these elements at very 
considerable depths, we touch upon a subject which, in this connection, 
becomes one of the utmost importance. This is the subject of infiltra- 
tion. 

- The emission of water during volcanic eruptions has been a subject of 
careful study. From the fact that active voleanoes are found almost 
exclusively in the vicinity of large bodies of water, the hypothesis has 
been derived that they are in direct connection with such bodies. A 
number of theories have been advanced explanatory of the method 
whereby the water could find access to the regions of high temperature. 
Others have assumed that the aqueous vapors emitted were merely the 
equivalent of precipitated moisture or of direct leakage. Either one of 
the views undoubtedly expresses a portion of the truth. Itiseminently - 
probable that water precipitated in the immediate vicinity of voleanic 
vents may find its way, as drainage, to such depths, from which it will 
be ejected by force. On the other hand, fissures, in connection, perhaps, 
with standing bodies of water, may conduct a certain amount of it to 
the upper portions of the liquefied rock. Besides these sources, how- 
ever, we have that of the perpetual percolation of water to great depths. 
It is an accepted theory that water penetrates the rocks composing the 
earth’s crust to a far greater depth than has been reached by man. We 
have here, then, a prolific source of oxygen and hydrogen. Carbonic- 
acid gas is equaily assumed to penetrate to very great depths. Asa 
eoncomitant of water it is well known. Sulphates and chlorides can be 
found in aqueous solutions, and chlorides are the main mineral constitu- 
ents of sea-water, readily held in solution. Sir H. Davy and others have 
assumed the presence of atmospheric air in volcanoes, occurring at depths 
sufficiently great for the purpose of decomposition. We have, there- 
fore, in the afflux of water and the compounds it usually holds, either in 
solution or mechanical retention, the means of explaining the presence 
of all gaseous elements or compounds observed in connection with vol- 
eanic eruptions. 

Having thus briefly alluded to the evidence furnished by volcanic 
eruptions referable to admixtures that can be regarded as accidental, 
when compared with the lava itself, we proceed to the consideration of 
the causes producing such eruptions. 

‘ In the presence of water at depths where the temperature must show 
a very high degree, we have a factor that is capable of very great ex- 
pansive power. Analogous to eruptions of geysers, the eruptions of 
volcanoes have frequently been regarded as being due to the change of 
water into steam. No more powerful agent, perhaps, could be imagined 
than steam for propelling through existing fissures the liquefied rock— 
the lava. Accepting the theory which seeks the origin of lava not in 
the central fluid or plastic masses of the earth, but in “reservoirs,” more 
or less localized, it becomes incumbent to account for the liquefaction of 
those portions of rigid rock which have filled the reservoirs. 
Numerous views, intended to explain the formation of such reservoirs 
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have been advanced. They have been regarded as portions that were, 
by some means, separated from the central fluid or plastic mass. Pro- 
cesses of chemical decomposition and formation of new compounds have 
been quoted as causing a sufficiently high degree of temperature to pro- 
duce viscidity of the rocks. Pressure unequally distributed has been 
adduced as a factor capable of producing the same result. 

’ So far as my investigations have led me, I have arrived at the con- 
clusion that the formation of reservoirs containing liquefied rocks or, 
using the general term, lava is the result of primarily irregularly dis- 
tributed pressure and chemical action. In order to present this view 
more clearly, I shall present a synopsis of the methods employed in pro- 
ducing the obvious result of volcanic eruption. First, I shall endeavor 
to point out those facts connected with pressure, and then the character _ 
of the chemical changes which the rocks undergo. 

Charles Babbage conceived, in 1834,* that, in consequence of the 
changes going on at the earth’s surface, changes produced by the re- 
moval and redeposition of portions of the solid rocks, the surfaces of 
‘‘equal temperature” within its crust must be continually changing. As 
the result of such changes he concludes that “rents may be formed, 
mountain-chains raised, and even continents elevated.” Recognizing 
very clearly the direct influence of such a change of equilibrium, Bab- 
bage has probably overestimated the extent of the results which might 
be produced. ‘Two years later Sir Joba Herschell expressed similar 
views more fully in a letter to Charles Lyell.t He says: “Supposing 
the whole (earth’s crust) to float on a sea of lava, the effect (of accumu: 
lated sediment) would merely be an almost infinitely minute flexure of 
the strata; but supposing the layer next below the crust to be partly 
solid and partly fluid, and composed of a mixture of fixed rock, liquid 
lava, and other masses in various degrees of viscidity and mobility, 
great inequalities may subsist in the distribution of pressure, and the 
consequence may be local disruption of the crust where weakest, and 
escape to the surface of lava.” Lssentially the same idea as expressed 
by Babbage, the view of Herschell presumes conditions which may par- 
tially be granted, and the results he deduces therefrom are in propor- 
tion to the original force employed. He states further that in case the 
process of sedimentation be continued to that point until “some support 
gives way,” a portion of the solid crust breaks down, thus forming one 
or more vents for the ejection of liquid lava. Into the opening thus 
formed the liquid will rise by simple hydrostatic pressure. With in- 
creasing height of the column or sheet the pressure diminishes until a 
point is reached where the “ignited water” can become steam. Then 
the joint specific gravity suddenly diminishes, and there is violently 
forced upward a mixture of lava and steam. 

In this way Herschell explains the production of voleanic eruptions as 
directly the result of pressure caused by accumulations of sediment. 
One of the main conditions essential to this explanation is the breaking 
of ‘some support.” Though undeniably this may be supposed to occur, 
it is an occurrence that would probably result in a violent, short erup- 
tion, and not in one continuing for ages. Acceptable as this expla- 
nation of the origin of volcanic eruptions is, it has a bearing most di- 
rectly upon a short, destructive series of ejections, rather than a long, 
continued one. 

T. Sterry Hunt has, for a number of years, paid much attention to 
this question, and has furnished many valuable contributions thereupon : 

* Proc. Geol. Soc. of London, 1834, vol. ii, p. 75. 
t Proc. Geol. Soc. of London, 1836, vol. ii, p. 548. 
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* ‘We conceive that the earth’s solid crust of anhydrous and prim- 
itive ingneous rock is everywhere deeply concealed beneath its own 
ruins, which form a great mass of sedimentary strata, permeated by 
water. These rocks, at a sufficient depth, are necessarily in a state of 
igneo-aqueous fusion, and in the event of fracture in the overlying 
strata, may rise among them, taking the form of eruptive rocks.” 
Lyell+ says: “The permanent elevation and subsidence of land now 
observed, and which has been going on throughout past geological ages, 
may be connected with the expansion and contraction of parts of the 
solid crust, some of which have been cooling from time to time, while 
others have been gaining fresh accessions of heat.” 

Such and similar views have been advanced to explain the sources 
from which the volcanic material might be derived. ‘Taking a totally 
different ground are those explanations of the source of heat which are 
founded upon purely chemical bases. 

Keferstein, in 1834,¢ contends that voleanic phenomena have their 
origin in sedimentary strata, and that they are the result of chemical 
changes there going on. As Hunt correctly remarks, § Keferstein has 
placed his hypothesis upon an untenable basis by “‘iguoring the incan- 
descent nucleus as a source of heat.” Bischoff, who made numeroas 
experiments relative to the fusion of rocks, came to the conclusion that 
the presence of carbonic-acid gas at great depths would produce decom- 
position of the silicates. Carbonates would be formed in consequence, 
and the increase of bulk might readily produce mechanical uplifting of 
strata and other phenomena. 
My friend, Capt. C. E. Dutton, has published a series of highly inter- 

esting speculations as to the earth’s physical evolution.|| He takes the 
hydrothermal theory of metamorphism for granted, and assumes that the 
process is an intensified solvent power over silica, alumina, and other 
minerals. By this means the original combinations are broken up. He 
regards the results obtained with reference to the minerals as essentially 
the same as the soluble hydrates obtained in the laboratory. This pro- 
duction or change is accompanied by a large diminution of the specifie 
gravity. Although the assumptions cannot be proved, as the entire 
nature of the process is not understood, we are enabled, judging from 
analogies, to conceive the possibility and even probability of such con- 
ditions as Dutton supposes to take place. 
Making a careful survey of the most prominent hypotheses proposed, 

and eliminating such features as seem to me irreconcilable with facts 
observed, I have arrived at a series of results that are set forth in the 
subjoined pages. It will be necessary to revert to some questions already 
touched, for the purpose of a complete understanding of the views held. 

Within the interior of the earth’s crust we have certain definite zones 
of heat. To what degree the temperature may rise is immaterial. The 
distance of these zones from the centre of the earth will vary propor- 
tionately to the amount of pressure at any given point. In accordance 
with Herschell, we assume that the deposition of enormous quantities 
of sediment at any point, or along any line, will eventually produce a 
flexure or fracture of the underlying masses of rigid rock. This flexure 
or fracture will be expressed by a movement of the disturbed portions 

* Canad. Jour., May, 1858, vol. iii, p. 207. 
t Principles of Geology, 1868, vol. ii, p. 242. 
t Naturgeschichte des Erdk6rpers, vol. i, p. 109. 
§ Am. Jour. Sci., July, 1860. 
|| Penn. Monthly, May, 1876, Philada. 
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towards the centre of the earth. Thereby the isothermal zones within 
the earth’s crust will be changed. 

For the purpose of illustration, we will take the zone of liquefaction. 
In case certain portions of the earth’s crust are forced nearer towards 
the centre of the earth, there will be a tendency towards re-establish- 
ment of the disturbed equilibrium. Rocks and portions of rocks that 
have heretofore been in a rigid condition have passed the zone of lique- 
faction. Necessarily, this inflax of heat-absorbing material will change 
the absolute limits of this zone. A portion of the intrudiug material 
will be liquefied ; another portion will assume a higher degree of tem- 
perature ; a portion may or may not retain ‘its former conditions. 

Primarily, additional pressure is exercised within this group by the 
rocks changing from rigidity to plasticity, and to viscidity. According 
to experiments by Bischoff, granite, for instanee, loses more than 10 per 
cent. of its volume in passing from a melted or plastic condition to rigid- 
ity.* Reversing the proposition, we find that a rock representing the 
type that we might expect to find within the interior of the earth’s crust 
gains more than 10 per cent. by being melted. This pressure, again, 
will exercise its influence in still further increasing the degree of heat, 
and will thus produce a viscous condition of some portions that other- 
wise would have remained plastic or perhaps even rigid. This influence 
will make itself felt within certain limits, defined by the quantity of 
originally remelted material. 

In this manner we may assume that what have been designated as 
“reservoirs” are formed. In speaking of the condition of the earth’s 
interior, the term “liquid or plastic” has been used in previous pages. 
Inasmuch as the questions involved did not directly affect this point, 
the term was thus used. It seems to me that the hypothesis, supposing 
the existence of a solid, anhydrous nucleus, and a liquid zone between 
it and the rigid crust, is not sufficiently well sustained to demand accep- 
tation. More in conformity with phenomena observed, and better 
adapted for the support of many most important hypotheses and theo- 
ries, is the assumption which regards the interior of the earth as being 
ina plastic, anhydrous condition. Betweenthisanhydrous, central mass 
and the exterior crust lies a thermal zone containing disconnected areas 
of liquefied rocks. These are the reservoirs. Their extent is directly 
proportionate to the amount of accumulated sedimentation, and to the 
solvent powers of such agents as may be employed. 

As solvent agents we may regard primarily the directly acting pres- 
sure, and, secondarily, the presence of water and other compounds. It 
seems eminently probable, and, so far as experimental knowledge goes, 
the supposition is supported, that water under great pressure and | at high 
temperatures will act as a most powerful agent in breaking up the com- 
position of minerals constituting the rocks ‘at such depths. In tnis con- 
dition of hydrothermal solution we may assume that a hydration of some 
of the compounds, so far as they may still be individualized, will take 
place. Such hydration necessitates a decrease of specific gravity, an 
increase of volume. It is impossible to measure the quantities to which 
this would amount, because we are not able to reproduce, artificially,» 
the conuitions existing at the depths we are speaking of. Hunt says :t 
“The mechanical pressure of great accumulations of sediment is to be 
regarded as co-operating with heat to augment the solvent action of the 

' * Bulletin de la Soc. Geol., 2d series, vol. iv, p. 1312. 
tAm. Jour. Sci. and Arts, vol. iv, p. 26 
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water, and as being thus one of the efficient causes of the liquefaction 
of deeply-buried sedimentary rocks.” 

Conceding these views, we have a double action producing a decrease 
of specific gravity. We have the mechanical action produced by pres- 
sure, and we have the result of chemical changes of hydration. The 
pressure produced within the limits of the reservoir will tend to increase 
its size. As fresh, undisturbed zones are reached by the spreading ac- 
tion, pew acquisitions of chemical solvent agents will be encountered. 
Heat will be lost in the conversion of this fresh supply from a rigid to 
a plastic or liquid condition. It is evident, therefore, that the enlarge- 
ment of the reservoir will eventually reach a point beyond which it will 
progress but very slowly. Should the effects of superimposed sedimen- 
tation, which have gradually wrought this condition, cease, then, too, 
will the process of liquefaction progress no further. 

In case the reservoir thus formed is sufficiently near the surface of 
the earth, the strain incident upon its generation will be entirely suffi- 
cient to produce seismic phenomena. These may be manifested simply 
by vibrations and concussions, or they may result in the formation of 
fissures. In addition to this method of forming fissures we are ac- 
quainted with many other modes. Perhaps one of the most striking is 
that suggested by Sir John Herschel, which has been given above. 

At the time of the opening of a fissure or series of fissures we have, 
within the reservoir, certain definite conditions; a more or less homo- 
geneous magma has been formed by the liquefaction of the original 
rocks; the mass is in the condition of maximum tension; water is held 
there at very high temperatures and under great pressure; gaseous 
vapors which have been reduced, even at such great heat, to liquidity 
may be retained within the limits of the reservoir. 
Upon the opening of the fissure the viscous mass will rise into it by 

hydrostatic pressure. Should the lava then reach points where the con- 
ditions are no longer such as to retain water and liquefied gases in the 
same state as within the reservoir, these will suddenly expand, and, 
under favorable circumstances, produce the phenomenon of catastrophic 
volcanic eruptions. Where either the configuration of the fissure or 
the tension of the material within the reservoir are such as to preclude 
an occurrence of this character, we will have different results. Hither 
the lava will ascend into the fissure until it flows over, with the demon- 
stration of violent force, at the surface, or the lava will rise within the 
fissure until hydrostatic pressure and expansion of gases can no longer 
propel it upward. By the agency of heat, decomposition of water may . 
take place, and the additional quantities that may be encountered on 
the way upward will be utilized to a certain extent. This feature seems 
to account for the presence of hydrogen and chlorine during volcanic 
eruptions of the present day, while nitrogen would be derived from the 
decomposition of atmospheric¢ air which was enclosed within the fused 
masses. 

Should the eruption be essentially a slow one, it may easily occur 
that the liquid masses will be cooled down sufficiently, and the conditions 
of pressure may be favorable to the sudden conversion of superheated 
water to steam, and liquefied gases to vapors at very considerable depths. 
This in turn would tend to restore the original conditions of equilibrium, 
which now would be abnormal. Continued deposition of sediment, the 
everchanging absolute position of the zone of liquefaction, and the at- 
tempted restoration of static conditions would eventually result in a 
repetition of the same occurrences. Fissures would again be formed at 
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the points and along the lines of least resistance, and fused rocks would 
be ejected within the same region successively for a long period of time. 

All the phenomena which must be the inevitable resultants of such 
conditions and occurrences as are assumed above to take place, have 
been observed within the range of the study of vulcanicity._ 

As, perhaps, the primary conditions, we must regard the accumula- 
tion of sediment at any one point, or along a certain Jine. This will be 
most readily effected along the edges of large bodies of water. There 
we find to-day the best development of volcanic activity. Eruptions 
that belong to past geological periods may be found to have taken 
place in regions which were similarly situated. Near the borders of 
large bodies of water this liquid has the best opportunity of penetrating 
through rocks to the greatest depths. Hence it is there that we will 
find the best supply of so powerful a solvent agent. According to 
Scheerer* the “‘ presence of 5 or 10 per cent. of water may suffice, at 
temperatures approaching redness, to give to a granitic mass a liquid- 
ity partaking at once of the character of an igneous and aqueous fusion.” 

Eruptions have been observed, showing the action of some suddenly- 
developed force, and islands have thus been formed, some of which have 
remained to the present day, while others, again, have disappeared. 

As a rule, the rocks forming lavas do not consist of hydrated miner- 
als. Exceptions are formed by many occurrences of quartz, however. 
Nearly always the matrix of semi-opal or opal has proved to be of un- 
doubted eruptive origin. Here, then, we have an instance in which the 
water was retained as a component part of the primarily anhydrous 
mineral. Itis highly probable that minerals—if retaining any individu- 
ality in the fused magma—and the magma itself have lost their water 
at that point when it was rapidly converted into steam. Generally, 
lavas show more or less porosity. This characteristic feature is evi- 
dently the result of gaseous enclosures. A large percentage of the en- 
closed gases must be referable to atmospheric air. But the vesicular- | 
ity is often observed at such points where air could scarcely have had 
any access to the lava. Without assuming too much, then, the vapor 
producing this porosity may, in many instances, be referred to steam. 
Any gas of specific character would probably have produced such alter- 
ations of the immediate surroundings of its enclosing mass that its for- 
mer presence could even now be detected. 

The views above given were suggested by a study of the eruptive 
rocks in Colorado, and to my mind they offer perfect agreement with 
the observations that led to their present form. 

ORIGIN OF THE ERUPTED ROCKS OF *COLORADO. 

In the year 1873, I was struck with the ultimate similarity of some of 
the metamorphic rocks and the trachorheitic eruptions observed in Col- 
orado. I then published, without further elaboration, the opinion that 
I regarded the latter simply as the result of the fusion of granites}. At 
the same time, Dr. Peale came to similar conclusions. He suggests, 
whether the eruptive granites of the Elk Mountains might not prop- 
erly be regarded as a remelted metamorphic granite, and points out the 
possible establishment of a direct connection between the trachytes and 
the granites of that region. 

The more I had an opportunity to study the eruptives of Colorado, 

*Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts, T. 8S. Hunt, vol. 4, p. 26. 
tRep. U.S. Geol. Sury., 1873, p. 350 
tIbid., p. 261. 
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the more firmly I became convinced of the correctness of the hypothesis. 
We have in Colorado mainly the two great groups of volcanic eruptives, 
the trachorheitic and the basaltoid. Of these, I regard the former, to- 
gether with the Elk Mountain eruptives, as remelted metamorphic gran- 
ite, and the latter as the product of a series of hydrothermal fusions. 
-In speaking of the trachytes of the Auvergne, Quenstedt says,* ‘The 
trachytes of the Auvergne, protruding from the granites, appear to be 
simply a granite altered by heat and devoid of its tree quartz.” Leopold 
von Buch, who made many careful examinations of that region, says: t 
“ Granite is the original mass from which this lava has been formed.” 

The reasons for assuming such an origin for the trachorheites are: 
(1.) They occur mainly within granitic areas. Although spreading 

in many directions over sedimentary beds, they start from | metamorphic 
regions. 

(2.) The similarity of composition of trachorheites and of granite upon 
ultimate analysis. 

(3.) The enclosures of foreign granitic masses within trachorheites in 
various stages of fusion. 

(4.) The definite ratio exhibited by trachorheites; the older ones pre- 
senting types that admit of ready fusion, the younger ones less so. 

Taking into consideration the main area of trachorheites, we have 
been able to discover but one single point of outflow. This is located 
not far from Uncompahgre Peak.{ Thisis located so that, although no 
metamorphies are exposed within the immediate vicinity, their existence 
there, unincumbered by sedimentary strata, is undoubted. 
An interesting feature is that of foreign enclosures. They are of such 

a character that they cannot always be regarded as having existed on the 
surface at the time of the eruption, and having been enveloped by thelava, 
but as having been carried-upwards along with it, from a point perhaps 
but very little removed from their sources. Dr. Loew has observed 

similar conditions in New Mexico. He says:§ ‘ Here the rock (rhyolite) 
exhibits a close relation to the granite which it overlies, inasmuch as it 
encloses semi-fased fragments of the latter. Moreover, we can trace 
quite distinctly the effects of various degrees of heat upon masses of 
feldsparey (heh) . . It would appear that we here have a granite 
with partial transformation into arhyolite. . . . . . On the 
San Irancisco, seven miles above its mouth, masses of rhyolite occur 
that contain through the whole particles of kaolin.” Emmons mentions 
an analogous occurrence.|| In the rhyolites of Washoe Mountains a 
specimen was found showing quartz which contained “a number of 
liquid-inclusions with mobile bubbles.” Zirkel mentions that near this 
fragment of quartz he found a piece of decomposed feldspar, and comes 
to the conclusion that both minerals are “bodies foreign to the rhyolite.” 

An examination of about two hundred specimens of metamorphic 
granite from Colorado showed that none of them was without magnetite. 
Some contained considerable quantities. 

Averages taken from, respectively, ten and thirteen analyses show 
the EGRESS of silica and ferrous oxide to be as follows, viz: 

_ Trachyte. Rhyolite. 

UNC R lcet aieyee e cehelale se a eterna ayia AI io ahs Hiaes 60.87 74.90 per cent. 
Herrous) OXIGeR. vo. cis. ee es tats ole 3.16 1.75 per cent. 

* Epochen der aan 1861, p. 162. 
+ Mineralogische Briefe aus Auvergne, 1802. 
¢ Compare Reps. U.S. Geol. Surv., 1874 and 1875. 
§ Rep. Expl. and Surv. West 100th Mer., vol. iii, 1875, p. 641. 
|| Geol. Expl. 40th Parallel, vol. ii, 1877, p. 482. 
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It is to be regretted that not more analyses of other volcanic rocks 
were available, or we would probably be able to see the result; the 
trachyte does not contain the lowest average of silica of the trachorheitic 
group. 

It we assume that the normal composition of a given metamorphic 
granite were identical with that of the trachyte, containing 60.87 per 
cent. of silica and 3.76 of ferrous oxide, and we subject that granite to a 
process of fusion and recrystallization, what would be the result? If 
we could produce such conditions that only a portion of the mass were 
to be fused at a time, and the entire quantity to be used up successively, 
we would probably find that those portions requiring the smaller 
amount of heat or the least powerful solvent agents would be separated 
first. This result would furnish us with the mostreadily-melting product, 
with the one containing the least silica and most iron. Repeating the 
process upon the same block with or without the admixture of new 
material of identical composition, we would obtain higher percent- 
ages of silica, smaller ones of ferric compounds. Such a process could 
be continued until silica no longer found sufficient quantities of other 
oxides to form silicates, and would make its appearance in the product 
of fusion as free quartz. Conditions analogous to this I assume to have 
occurred at the time of the genesis of the trachorheites. 
From all evidence, the eruptions of the Elk Mountain granites were 

attended with greater demonstrations of violence than those of the 
trachorheitic areas. In that instance we may have a more complete, 
more rapid fusion of the original mass, and, in consequence, a crystalline 
aggregate upon cooling. How much effect the various methods of cool- 
ing must have had upon the lithological and mineralogical character of 
the molten material has been suggested in previous pages. 
From the uniform character of the trachorheites it may be inferred 

that they have had their origin at comparatively shallow depths, within 
zones of similar rocks. Little or no violence attended their ejection, in 
conformity with the rule as pronounced by Cotta,* that the erupted 
masses rarely produce extensive mechanical or chemical changes. The 
ejection of lava has taken place through fissures. Although evidently 
in a highly viscous state, as a rule,it flowed for long distances, quietly 
leaving the opening through which it was brought to the surface. 

Dissimilar in certain respects are the eruptions of: porphyritic tra- 
chytes. Greater demonstrations of force are noticeable within their 
range. Hither one or more reservoirs furnished the material for a group 
or cluster of groups. Their singular coincidence of*structure argues 
for a common origin, and for identical. mode of ejection. Breaking 
through the same beds at different localities, the lavas have met with 
the same obstacles, and, obeying the same forces, have produced the 
same results. 

The basaltoid group represents types that I regard as having under- 
gone more than one fusion. They contain a low percentage of silica 
and a high one of ferrous oxide. Although occurring isolated, the 
largest massive eruptions observed were in cornection with other erup- 
tions. I am aware that this is not always the case; but where it is not, 
I should regard the basaltoids as generally relatively younger. Excep- 
tions to this rule are not wanting, however. Inasmuch as these rocks 
essentially form a transition to the lavas of the present day, their per- 
sistence as frequently fused masses receives additional proof. We can 
scarcely assume that the periodical ejections of lava, which we now 
observe, should always indicate the alteration of fresh material. We 

* Geologie der Gegenwart. Leipzig, 1872, p. 128. 
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may ratber suppose that certain portions are gradually cooled off, are 
again reheated to sufficiently high temperatures only to form compara- 
tively low silicates, and are ejected as such. 

This view bears directly upon the point of extinction of volcanic 
activity within certain circumscribed areas. Should the percentage of 
silica in the material of any one reservoir become so high, that the tem- 
perature and other solvent agents there existing are no longer suffi- 
ciently great to produce fusion, then a cessation of eruptions must ensue. 
In case no additional material is introduced within the range of the 
reservoir, this cessation will remain permanent. As the result we will 
find that all volcanoes or voleanic vents supplied therefrom must become 
inactive. 

RECAPITULATION. 

So as to present in concise shape the main conclusions drawn from 
the study of the eruptive rocks of Colorado, a short recapitulation is 
here presented. 

I. The eruptive granites and trachorheites of Colorado are the direct 
products of remelting of metamorphic rocks, mainly granites. 

If. With decreasing geological age of the trachorheites the percent- 
age of silica increases. 

Ill. The basaltoids are the products of repeated fusion and cooling of 
what originally were metamorphic rocks. 

IV. The age of the oldest eruptives in Colorado, recognizable as such, 
falls into the Post-Carboniferous era. . 

V. The age of the Elk Mountain granites, trachorheites and porphyri- 
tic trachytes falls into a period subsequent to the close of the Cretaceous 
formation. Eruptions probably continued throughout the first half of 
the HKocene. 

' VI. The age of the basaltoids in Colorado falls into the Tertiary 
period, and in adjacent States and Territories it may be connected to 
eruptions of the present epoch. 

VII. The main portion of the eruptions in Colorado was determined, 
as to horizontal distribution, by the arrangement of maximum Creta- 
ceous and, in part, Tertiary sedimentation. 

VIIL. The period of greatest voleanic activity was prior to the main 
elevation of the Rocky Mountains and the depression of adjoining re- 
gions. 

IX. Volcanic eruptions, elevations, and depressions of these regions 
stand in intimate, though inverted, connection to each other. 

X. The reservoirs, forming sources for Colorado, were of comparatively 
shallow depth.* 

* NoTE.—I may here state that Iam at present preparing a more exhaustive paper 
on the origin of eruptives. This will discuss not only the erupted rocks of Colorado, 
but of the entire West.—E. 
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REPORT OF A. D. WILSON, CHIEF TOPOGRAPHER. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGIGAL AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES, 

Washington, D. C., January 25, 1878. 
Srr: I have the honor to transmit herewith my report on the primary 

triangulation of Colorado; also, a description of methods of topograph- 
ical, field, and office work. 

The primary triangulation was in charge of Mr. James T. Gardner 
until the fall of 1875, when, on his resignation, the continuation of the 
work devolved upon me. 

I completed the field-work during the summer of 1876, and have fin- 
ished the computations, giving the results in the appended report. 
Owing to the unfinished condition of the work when placed in my 

hands, and the difficulties met with in going over an immense amount 
of material with which I was not familiar, it is possible that some unim- 
portant errors may occur, but I endeavored to make it as perfect as pos- 
sible. 

I have attempted to give a general idea of the geographical work in 
as concise a form as possible, designing only to convey some idea how 
the geographical work of the survey has been carried on, and to show 
upon what evidence our final maps rest. 
Appended to this report I give some observations on the magnetic 

needle, illustrating the great range of the magnetic variation over the 
State. Hoping that this report may prove of interest and meet with 
your approval, 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
A. D. WILSON, 

Chief Topographer. 
Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 

‘United States Geologist in-charge. 
; : 275 
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REPORT ON THE PRIMARY TRIANGULATION OF COLORADO. 

By A. D. WILSON. 

CHAPTER I. 

PRIMARY TRIANGULATION. 

The primary triangulation party for the season of 1876 was com- 
posed, besides myself, of William H. Holmes, geologist ; W. hk. Atkinson 
and A. L. Redin, general assistants; Harry Yount and John Stewart, 
packers, and Spencer Butler as cook. Dr. Hayden accompanied the 
party for a short time himself. 

The party, outfitting at Cheyenne, marched to Denver; thence by 
rail to El Moro, the southern terminus of the Denver and Rio Grande 
Railroad. Leaving El Moro on August 18, we made a station the fol- 
lowing day on Fisher’s Peak, a point just south of Trinidad. From 
this point we marched by way of the valley of the Purgatoire, crossed 
the Sangre de Cristo Range by Costilla Pass; then, skirting the west 
foot of the range toward the north, to the foot of Culebra Peak. On 
the 24th of August we ascended this point, and, having a clear day, 
I succeeded in taking a good set of observations on the surrounding 
peaks. Resuming our march the following day, we camped under 
Blanca Peak ; but owing to a heavy rain-storm we were compelled to 
remain in camp until the morning of the 28th. As I had climbed this 
peak before, in the prosecution of my topographical work, I knew only 
too well what was before us; so we took as early a start as possible. 
Following up one of the spurs that jut oat to the south we were able to 
ride with but little difficulty to the timber-line, where we were com- 
pelled to leave our mules. Dividing the instruments, &c., between the 
different members of the party, we scrambled our way up the débris 
slope, about 1,800 feet, with but little difficulty, to the first outstanding 
point. From "this point a very narrow, saw-toothed ridge leads to the 
main peak, which was only about 800 feet above us, but 14 miles away in 
a straight line. Taking this ridge, we scrambled along as best we 
could, and after two and a half hours of hard work we reached the sum- 
mit of Blanca Peak. (See report of Franklin Rhoda, for 1875, for a 
more detailed Uescription of this mountain and its surroundings.) 

This peak is one of the finest geodetic points in all Colorado, owing 
to its height, position, and sharp, conical form. After spending some four 
hours on the top taking the numerous angles that were necessary, we 
began the descent, which we found less laborious, but, if possible, more © 
dangerous than the ascent. The height of this pomt was determined 
by myself, in the following manner : 

Visiting this point, as I did, first in 1875, then in 1876, it gave me an 
opportunity to take several barometric observations. Each time having 
two barometers, I compared them before starting up the mountain 5 
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then left one at Fort Garland, to be observed every half-hour during 
the middle of the day, the fort being only 104 miles in a straight line 
from the peak. A mean of the eight barometrical results for the differ- 
ence between the peak and Fort Garland gave 6,466 feet, while, by fore 
and back angles of elevation and depression, the difference was 6,468. 

Fort Garland was first determined by a series of readings extending 
over some three or four moaths, taken three times daily, compared with 
those taken at Colorado Springs by the signal service. A mean of all 
these results gave for Fort Garland a height of 7,997. 

Later I procured the preliminary profile of the Denver and Rio Grande 
Railroad, which gave to the fort an elevation of 7,946feet. Assuming this 
to be correct, it gives for Blanca Peak an elevation of 14,413 feet above 
sea-level, making it the highest point in Colorado, according to our ob- 
servations. But owing to the fact that a number of points so nearly ap- 
proach this figure, and to the imperfections in the barometer as an 
instrument for the measurement of heights in a mountainous region, 
where local storms and sudden atmospheric changes occur so frequently 
as in Colorado, it is a very difficult matter to determine with certainty 
which is the highest peak. Another cause for uncertainty in the ab- 
solute heights of ail points in the far West is, the poor quality and the 
want of proper connection between the railroad levels run from the Gulf 
and the Atlantic seaboard by many different roads, and by many differ- 
ent persons. But as these levels afford the best determination which we 
have for the interior, we were compelled to base all our heights on them, 
Until some continuous line is carried through from tide-water, this un- 
certainty cannot be removed; consequently the absolute heights of all 
points in the interior must remain to some extent unsettled for the 
present. 

From Fort Garland we marched westward across the San Luis Val- 
ley, by way of Del Norte, to the Summit district, where another station 
was made on Summit Peak ; thence, following up the Rio Grande we 
made our next station on Rio Grande Pyramid, a fine pyramidal peak 
situated a few miles south of the river, on the continental divide. 

Our next point being the highest peak in the La Plata group, we 
marched by way of Silvertoa, thence by trail down the Animas River to 
Animas Parkand ParrottCity. From thelatter place we skirted the west- 
ern slope of the mountains to the foot of our objective point, and on 
September 12 we ascended Hesperis Peak. Arriving at the summit we 
found the day to be one of those magnificently clear days which are 
only found in these high regions, and which can only be fully appreci- 
ated by one doing such work as ours, where it is so necessary to see 
points at such great distances. After spending some four or five hours 
busily taking notes, we returned to camp well pleased with the results, 
and on the following morning resumed our march toward the northwest, 
camping the first night at the Big Bend of the Dolores. 

Our next point being the Abajo Peak, which was some eighty miles 
to the west, consequently out of our direct line of march, I determined 
to divide my little party, sending the main train on to await me under 

- Lone Cone, while Mr. Holmes and myself took a small outfit and started 
across the mesa country for the Abajo Mountains, making a few topo- 
graphical stations on the way to fill in a small area which had been left 
the previous year owing to the hostilities of the Ute Indians. 

The second day’s march brought us to the foot of the mountains, but 
at the same time a storm which had been accumulating for some time 
broke upon us, and as we were not prepared for such an event, were 
compelled to hover around a sage-brush fire for three days, while the 
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snow and rain came down alternately until the mountains were covered. 
to a depth of a foot and a half with snow while the plains were converted 
into vast mud-holes. Finally, on the morning of the 19th, the storm 
broke and we were soon on our way up the mountain. Breaking our 
way through the fresh snow we succeeded in reaching the summit, where 
we found the snow nearly two feet deep. Completing our observations 
and sketches as soon as possible, nearly freezing in the mean time, we 
soon descended to our camp, glad. to be ready once more to resume our 
march, for this delay had nearly entirely exhausted our supply of pro- 
visions; in fact, we had but one day’s supply left and were about 100 
miles from our main camp. 

Late at night on the second day we reached the foot of Lone Cone, 
- but not finding our main camp, were compelled to camp, notwithstanding 
the fact, which weighed heavily on our minds, that we had eaten our 
last morsel of provisions at five o’clock the previous morning. 

Arousing ourselves at break of day the following morning and finding 
the weather looking unsettled, I determined to ascend the peak before 
spending any more time in search of camp, fearing that a storm might 
again delay us. After some three hours of hard climbing we reached 
the summit, and I succeeded in getting a good set of observations. 
After completing my work I scanned the horizon with my field-glasses 
for our main camp, which I finally discovered about seven mileseastward. 
Returning to where I had left the animals we soon packed up, and 
wending our way through down timber, bog-holes, and snow, we ar- 
rived at our camp about 4 p. m., pretty well worn and ready for a 
“square” meal, which we had not enjoyed for two days. 

The next morning found us on our way to Uncompahgre agency, 
where we found some fresh supplies and mail awaiting our arrival. 
From Uncompahgre agency we followed down the river nearly to its 

junction with the Gunnison, then turning slightly to the east crossed 
the Gunnison, taking an old Indian trail which we had been informed 
by the Indians would lead us to White River, making a station on > 
North Mam Peak on our way; we arrived at the agency on White River 
September 30. 

After making two stations in this vicinity, which completed our sea- 
son’s work, we started for Rawlin’s Springs, where we arrived on the 
11th of October, having occupied eleven geodetic stations, which com- 
pleted the triangulation of Colorado. 
From Rawlins the mules and outfit were all shipped by rail to Chey- 

enne, where they were quartered for the winter, and the party imme- 
diately proceeded directly to Washington. 

PRIMARY TRIANGULATION. 

\ 

When the survey of Colorado was commenced, in the spring of 1873, 
by the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Terri- 
tories, it was found necessary to inaugurate a system of primary tri- 
angulation, in order to locate a number of points with a considerable 
degree of accuracy, upon which the topographical work might be based. 

The first important step was to find a suitable location for the accu- 
rate measurement of a base-line. This first step is all-important, as the 
hae work depends entirely upon the accurate measurement of the 
ase. 
After reconnoitering the country in the vicinity of Denver, Mr. Gard- 

ner selected a spot just east of the city, where a “tangent” of the Kan- 
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sas Pacific Railroad could be used to considerable advantage, as the 
greater portion of the base could be measured upon it. Mr. Gardner 
has kindly furnished me with the following details of the measurement: 

MEASUREMENT OF THE DENVER BASE. 

The base is @ little over 6 miles long, and half of it is on a “tangent” 
of the railroad. The west end of the base is 4,811.566 feet from the end 
of the “tangent” and on its western prolongation. 

Three and a half days were occupied in twice measuring this base. 
The measurement was made with a Chesterman steel tape 100 feet long, 
having a spring-balance attached, by which the tape was stretched,with 
a tension of 16 pounds. The end of each 100 feet was marked with a 
knife-edge on the track or on a low stool. The profile of the line was 
ascertained by level so that all inclined measurements might be reduced 
to horizontal distances. The temperature of a mercurial thermometer 
exposed to the sun was read every five minutes, and this was assumed 
to be the temperature of the tape. After two measurements of the base, 
the steel tape, without being used for further work, was taken to Wash- 
ington and compared with the United States Coast-Survey standard for 
chains. 

The following were the results of the two measurements of the Den- 
ver base: 

First measurement. 
Feet. 

Measured length corrected for temperature and slope.... . 31861. 304 

Second measurement. 

Measured length corrected for temperature and slope. -.... 31863. 102 
Total correction applied for slope..-.........-..-..-- Epis — 1.924 
Total correction applied for temperature— 

TO ATSC MeCASUPENTEMD «1. ce cr) cite ee eet ae tects + 2, 542 
To second measurement. 2-52-95 2c2- eee: coe eee en : + 4, 67 

Adopted measured length corrected for temperature and i 
SIOPO Gas seas chee airs c, svar tee eee te Vibe sieie tele i atcte poraycvetena elena = arene 31862. 203 

Correction for error in length of tape............. .-...-. + 5,416 
Correction for reduction to sea-level ..:....... Bose yopeietas Getege — 7.825 
Memeth Of base-lM@s soe. ee acinia ss ec eer eels alet te eee ee 31859. 794 

The uncertainty of this measurement cannot probably exceed one ten- 
thousandth. Much of this error is doubtless due to the incorrect as- 
sumption of the relations of the temperature of the tape to that of an 
exposed thermometer. 
From this base the work was expanded by gradually increasing tri- 

angles, with great care, to the high mountain peaks lying to the west of 
Denver. 

The plan adopted in this work was to use the highest and more promi- 
nent peaks as stations, taking great care to select such points as would 
give a good system of well-conditioned triangles, and at the same time, 
where possible, selecting the sharper and most definite points, as they 
could be sighted more accurately, especially at long distances, when the 
monuments were not visible. Where the points were not sharp or well 
defined it was generally found best to sight some object, such as large 
rocks, or, on low points, trees, whose distance from the point where the 
station was afterward made could be measured. Always on occupy- 
ing a point there was built a large stone monument, which could be 
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sighted afterward with ease at a distance of from 30 to 40 miles. In 
nearly all cases these monuments are the points given as the stations ; 
in many cases the monuments were built before the point was occupied, 
and in such case the observations were reduced to center of the monu- 
ment. 

THE SAN LUIS BASE. 

When the triangulation had been extended into Southwestern Colo- 
rado, a second base or base of verification was measured in the San Luis 
Valley and connected with the large triangles of the principal system 
by a smaller scheme. 

The base is about 54 miles in length. It begins on the eastern ex- 
tremity of a low gravelly ridge on the north side of Kerber Creek, near 
the stage-road crossing, and stretches northward diagonally across the 
valley. 

The position was selected by James T. Gardner, and the measure- 
ment conducted by him with the assistance of Robert Adams, jr., Pro- 
fessor Atkinson, and Clarence Kelsey. 

The total time occupied in measuring the base twice was six days, 
commencing August 24,1874. TVlags were placed along the line at such 
short intervals that three were always in sight, from which the tape 
could be aligned by the eye. Lowstools were used tor marking the dis- 
tances. Their tops were of 2-inch plank and were 1 foot square. Hach 
was supported by four iron spikes 6 inches long. Three of these stools 
were placed on the line 100 feet apart. The Chesterman tape was then 
stretched from the initial point on the first to the second stool, being 
pulled straight by a strain of 16 pounds, applied with a spring-baiance. 
The 100 feet was then marked on the top of the stool with a pencil-edge. 
The tape was then stretched from this mark to the third stool. When 
this 100 feet had been marked as before, the first stool was brought 
forward. Hach time that the tape was stretched, the bulb of a sensi- 
tive thermometer was placed against the under side of the tape and its 
temperature recorded. The ditterence of level between the stools was 
ascertained with a leveling-instrument aud rod. 

The temperature of the tape in the sun, when the breeze was light, 
was found to be 5° to 6° higher than that of a thermometer exposed to 
we sun. The results of the two measurements of the base are as fol- 

_lows: | 
First measurement. 

Feet. 

Uncorrected measurement .......-.. Rio elon ses = wee. 28534. 87 
Cornectionsitor slope: {-):442uhse soe aera ere ay cisstes Yes ited ay | LOL OF 
Corrections for temperature <2 22. .<-. {2 hisjsdnese sine ou: + 1.40 
Corrections for error of tape from United States standard 

AtO20% . oA EAA AAS eas Ee IES DETER ave — 2.86 
Worcected len oti Of nase eye elise eas 2 wives aye als ate 28522. 74 

Second measurement. 
Uncorrected measurements. S54 65: 22:14.45/ 2) stais) ols ie 28533. 895 
Correction tomslope ie seis, 2i4 2 tatsess ies sere digsan dive ely ee LO gOd 
Correction for temperature.... 22.2.2... jee bee eee ee ees + 2.193 
Correction for error of tape from United States standard 
Bb? et 15 2133 oasis ces Sees sess dewlae es fe Ne ete id Arbigin, Aeob Aiea lgoB 

Corrected, lenig th of bases ies #12) pei aie a fed Hele wiae 28522. 558 
Ditference of two MCEASUNEMMENUS) a2) riajalays ye atd wet ais ta ais al 85) 20s o 18 
PMO MUCC RINE QIN terts ce. spear ashes sr tines) crysal Posh. feite 3 bo ay sah w 5 Lie} 28522. 65 
Wurcecihiomstowsea-level,.. sao cle seiaya ne loo) oye na e\a'5 9/5 heal ate ae — 10.89 
HTM OPM NEU Sue a acccorel ers et aleteNve oy aici at cele e cie « <2 ctanvere, «siete 28511. 76 
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These two measurements of this line, 54 miles long, differ only about 
2 inches, which is a much more accurate result than that obtained at 
the Denver base, where the tape was laid on the railroad track and the 
temperature of a thermometer exposed to the sun was assumed to be 
the same as that of the tape. San Luis base is, of course, entitled to 
much more weight than the Derver base in the final adjustment of the 
triangulation. 

AZIMUTH OF SAN LUIS BASE. 

For determining the azimuth of the base, six observations were made 
on Polaris at the north end of the base, September 5, and tour observa- 
tions, September 6, at the south end of the base; six observations had 
been taken August 30, and ten in the evening of August 31. The mean 
of the observations at the south end of the base, being reduced to the 
north end, gave at the north end— 

The azimuth of base by south-end observations..... . 340° 49 29”, 32 
The azimuth of base by north-end observations...... 340° 49/ 24’’, 62 

In connecting the triangulation brought down from the Denver base 
with the expansion from the San Luis base, it was found that there was 
a difference of 94 inches to the mile in length between the two systems, 
that from Denver being the greater. This difference is due, no doubt, 
partly to the errors in measurements of the two bases, and partly to the 
accumulating errors of the work as’brought from Denver. In this scheme 
Pike’s Peak euters as one of the principal points, and owing to its very 
flat top, it was difficult to locate with a great degree of accuracy. 

The accuracy of the triangulation may be judged by the closure of 
triangles; the observed angles of each triangle should sum up to 180° 
plus the spherical excess. 

The first sixteen complete triangles used in expanding from the Den- 
ver base to the high mountain-peaks, summed up with a mean error of 
closure of six and four-tenths seconds (6.4), and the forty-seven triangles 
used in carrying the work as far south as the San Luis base and west 
to the Holy Cross, had a mean error of closure of ten and three-tenths 
seconds (10.3). 

In the whole scheme of triangulation of Colorado, there has been used 
in the determination of the occupied stations one hundred and forty- 
three complete triangles, with a mean error of closure of thirteen and 
three-tenths seconds (13/’.3). 

These errors may be considered small when we consider that natural 
points were used as stations, and that the angles were taken with an 
8-inch theodolite, whose vernier was graduated only to ten seconds of 
are and reading to five seconds. 

METHOD OF ADJUSTING THE TRIANGULATION. 

I present below a general description of the methods used in the ad- 
justment of the work, omitting the minor details. In expanding the 
work from the measured bases, signals were established, forming as 
nearly equilateral triangles as possible, and the observations on these 
were repeated several times on different parts of the circle. The errors 
of closure in this way were reduced to a minimum, and this small error 
in the first triangles was distributed equally among the three angles. 
After locating some two or three points in this manner, they were then 
connected with the mountain stations, on which monuments had been 
previously built, in order that they might be more accurately sighted, in 
the following manner: 
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Having established these outside points, we then had as many differ- 
ent bases from which to compute the next point; so we proceeded by 
simply computing all the triangles we have on Mount Ouray, throwing 
all the errors of closure at the point sought; that is, simply using the 
foresights uncorrected, except for spherical excess; after calculating 
all the triangles in this manner, we made a plot of the intersections of | 
these lines as calculated, say on a scale of two feet to one inch (that being 
the scale used in plotting those at Ouray); see Figure 1, Plate XVII. 

Now, it will be seen that these lines do not meet at a given point, as 
they should if the work was perfect. All other things being equal, the 
most probable location of the point would be in the centre of gravity of 
the small triangles which are formed at the point by the intersections. 
But there are some other things which are important in determining the 
most probable position, such as the closare of the different triangles, 
the value of different sights, &e. 

Taking such things into consideration as may be regarded worthy of 
note, we choose a point, as at Ouray, Fig. 1, where the two sights cross 
from Station 23 and Station 24, as the most probable position of the 
station on Mount Ouray, and calculate the necessary swings from 
Hunt’s Peak and north end base to make those lines meet the other at 
the chosen point. 

Applying these corrections to the angles at Hunt’s and north base, 
recalculating the triangles, and we have the point Ouray located. 

It will be seen that, although the triangles on Mount Ouray are fixed, 
we have not yet distributed the errors at the point Ouray. For instance, 
we have yet an error of closure in the triangle Hunt’s, Station 23, 
Mount Ouray, of + 2/’; in the triangles Hunt’s, Station 24, Ouray, of 
+ 3”; and in triangle Hunt’s, north base, Ouray, an error of 6”. 
Now, how much of this error is due to sighting Hunt’s, north base, 
Station 23, or Station 24, is not settled. The following arbitrary method 
was used in distributing these errors: 

First. It will be seen that if any one of these backsights become 
fixed, the others of necessity are fixed also, as the angles between them 
are already fixed by the location of the point. If we assume a series of 
swings, say of the sight from Ouray to Hunt’s, and tabulate the result 
as below, we get a series of columns of swings, each one of which will 
satisfy the conditions of the ane at Ouray, and give a possible ar- 
rangement of the swings: 

Table of swings from Mount Ouray. 

PI tie etass eiaisls a isleineisisisie Saiseioieie —5| —4| -—3] —2;) -1) -—0/;] +i) +2] +3; +4] +5 
INOW Le essuscancoseneasoogses —1/ —2; —3] -—4] -—5]} —6/] —5!] —4] —3] —2]—-l 
SHON PR peo cesoacnepooopnolde 7) +6) +5] +4 3)/ +2) +1) 40) -1|] -—2/ -—3 
Stations 24iercs ss aeetes ccce eae 3 || sey |) See |) Sue A aes | ey Se | Se) ill os 

Adding up these columns, we get the aggregate swings each would 
require. Other things being equal, it is best to select the column which 
gives the least aggregate of swings, which in this case is marked a; but 
there may sometimes be reasons why one point is more liable to error 
than the others, and in that case another column may be selected if its sum 
differs but little from the smaller sum; but, as a rule, it is best always 
to choose the column that gives the least aggregate swing. These cor- 
rections, both fore and back, should be recorded immediately in some 
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convenient form, as they are taken into account in all subsequent tri- 
angles in which these sides enter. In this manner the work is carried 
on from station to station until all are located. : 

The method of plotting the results as calculated from the uncorrected 
foresights I consider a very good check on the previous work, as any 
erroneous location in the previous work must appear at the new point. 

Figure 4, Plate X VII, represents the foresight intersections as plotted 
from the preliminary calculations for the location of Mount Rito Alto. 
All of these sights come within a circle of about 5 feet diameter, the 
centre of which is assumed to be the most probable position, and the 
sights were accordingly swung to that point. 

Figure 5 represents the condition of the foresight intersections on Sum- 
mit Peak. Here we have one of the widest ranges occurring in the calcu- 
lations of the work of 1876, and this is probably due to the fact that this 
point presents a broad top as seen from the northeast, and all of the sights 
from that direction are taken from a long distance; but as four out of 
the eight sights used meet very nearly, those triangles sum up very 
close to 180°, while the triangles containing the sights from Mouat Rito 
Alto, Hunt’s, Stations 24 and 28, sum up too large. I assumed the 
error to be mostly on those sights, and was convinced that the intersec- 
tions of the sights from Blanca and South River Peaks are correct, and 
accordingly swung the other sights to that point. 

Figure 6 represents the sights as plotted on Rio Grande Pyramid, and 
the small triangle, the point chosen as the station. Figure 3 shows the 
condition of sights on West Elk Peak. 

Figure 2 gives the intersections on Mount Wilson. The peculiar posi- 
tion of this point makes it one of the best proofs of the accuracy of the 
previous work that occurs in the whole system, although it was only oc- 
cupied as a secondary station. But it was sighted from every direction, 
and the various points from which it was sighted were located more or less 
by different series of triangles. The arrow-point shows from which 
direction the sight was taken, and the name of the point from which it was 
taken is placed on the other end of the line, or, in other words, nearest 
the station. All of these sights meet within a small area except one, 
and that being so much out as compared with the others, it is probable 
that some error was made in sighting from that station; therefore it was 
given no weight in the final location of the point. Many more exam- 
ples might be given, but these few will be sufficient to give an idea of 
the character of the work, and will also serve to illustrate the general 
method of adjustment. 

I consider the foregoing method of adjustment very simple, and, at 
the same time, sufficiently accurate for the class of work to which it is 
applied. 

The primary object of this triangulation is to locate points at short 
intervais, upon which the topographical work could be based, and that 
these points should be located with such a degree of accuracy that the 
errors would not be appreciable within the limits of the territory on our 
maps, the scale being four miles to one inch, and I believe that this has 
been fully accomplished. 

The accompanying map shows a general plot of the triangulation ; 
all of the occupied stations are given, and a few of the located points. 
I did not consider it necessary to give the numerous points that have 
been located by foresight intersections, as it would only serve to make 
the plot more confusing. 

The latitudes and longitudes are based on the stations located for us 
by the kind co-operation of the United States Coast Survey at Denver, 
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Colorado Springs, and Trinidad, and have been computed from these 
oints. 

: Azimuths have been taken at intervals over the whole system. 
Below will be found a list of the primary points, with their latitudes, 

longitudes, and elevations ; also, a table of azimuths and distances from 
each station to the surrounding points. The azimuths are given from 
the south line as zero around to the right; the distances in miles and 

- decimals thereof. 

A list of the primary triangulation-stations, with their latitudes, longitudes, and elevations 
above sea-level. 

| 

Names of points. Latitudes. | Longitudes. | Elevations. 

Co) hi Oa Cea y, Feet. 

East end of Denver base-line............--.00----ce-000------ 39 45 52.2 | 104 47 39.2 5, 200 
West end of Denver base-line , 39 46-22.7 | 104 54 25.3 5, 200 
‘Werrick Statiomeas2:). 2220 soelen neloeeeet ee 39 43 54.8 | 104 57 08.9 5, 300 
Dry Creek Station. ... 39 56 57.0 | 104 55 51.8 5, 500 
South Boulder Peak .............---.2.-2---- 39 57 15.6 | 105 17 42.1 8, 533 
Mount Morrison .........-.------2-+--- a etatorate noe dame epecicd 39 40 12.4 | 105 12 55.3 7, 900 
gong sePeakwse ieee bee sa oe aubcla Nemec pen eemree staple einen 40 15 20.8 | 105 36 38.2 14, 271 
OW GTN OE Pea Sore SOA Cm EEReDE FER Etrrcc saocoracecececemscrr 39 35 21.3 |- 105 38 21.9 14, 330 
PROETOY. SCOR ys aaieeele & aicic a sinc See He era ee atatate leet eta bapmlebparetereress)- 39 38 37.4 | 105 48 01.1 14, 336 
PParicp Vile WH Ga kayaeielaele sale Sak jk OL RS i lehoretetatetoh ee eenetor etal 40 19 52.2 | 106 07 53.2 12, 433 
Mount -Powelln sects 2. os fad otter, ate ctetatetelstateteietets are eels 39 45 41.1 | 106 20 10.2 13, 398 
Mop te Win Colne ee ycisareleidis + ani o\clels 5b avaie oie tletatenietotatenetaretel aaa 39 21 09.1 | 106 06 26.8 14, 296 
Mountain of the Holy Cross..........-.---------0-0----e----- 39 28 05.2 | 106 23 39.1 14, 176 
Mount: Harvard testes cies. oc leek t eh Soe eae meeeeeoeieeeiee 38 55 32.2 | 106 19 01.3 14, 375 
‘Pilkke’s Peak 20. :c-c-c-se-o-- 4 AO HIE NOD Baaaoo Hosonae oon eneaas 38 50 27.3 | 105 02 25.6 14, 147 
Mount; Ourayescs ces scenes sche? eke chkcrren ireeememrterontots 38 25 26.1 | 106 13 15.7 14,043 
SCahlON) 24s tebe see et sale cists wi SU a2 5 hte tetenponcielelote eae 38 19 34.2 | 106 12 52.9 13, 200 
SEAGTONS IS ae epee OPE IA ola! cle aie wlahb side we altSlaletateratsinie hee eect neperets 38 16 34.6 | 106 06 00.6 12, 000 
fants: Peale Moule Mas a ONE she ek ne ee 38 23 08.3 | 105 50 30.5 12, 446 
Mount Rato Alto eyiselesinys seis eiaieis cies o's! -tslelatstet wieicieeteteetetetos 38 13 14.2 | 105 45 10.1 12, 939 
Sie Varn GI SS Ne ie OO PL ee Ser Ce RID EE TTT 37.55 18.1] 106 32 16.4 12, 300 
Clayton Cone.....-...-.-- 38 12 58.2} 105 55 29.3 9, 500 
Agency Peak.......-...-. 38 16 30.7 | 106 51 47.6 12, 120 
North end San Luis base ..- 38 19 40.3 | 105 59 04.4 7, 800 
South end San Luis base ...--...---- 2-2-2 eee ce eee e eee eon e ee 3@ 15 14.0 | 105 57 07.0 7, 800 
Blanca Re akemcsisc cess cleiesjsjeiae cine sercese sinie.e ese cele ssnceemoeers 37 34 43.5 | 105 28 55.4 14, 419 
Wulebrameakoss.seaec cecs ecg e cama sais acleees gctece cece eee 37 07 25.1 | 105 10 56.3 14, 075 
sMISherise Oakes se jac/c cays sisslocie sioieidislelelel= ccls:40)2:ae ciel Aue 37 05 59.6 | 104 27 31.9 9, 4t¢ 
SUmMitpR also asec soa s cen cecn cise cos esate shige tee eeneee 37 21 07.3 | 106 41 35.4 13, 320 
SouthyRivervPea kee. ye aie Salen nielee seers ow tcl veneers 37 34 31.7 | 106 58 40.2 13, 16¢ 
Sample misuP ealkeres-pracian moe ane wicca w isis wisidiana)s cic arelcversie MEE Eee 37 59 16.8 | 106 55 39.2 14, 10( 
Uncompahgre Peak ...-....--.-.- 2.2. seceensscesencs- eee eee 38 04 23.0 | 107 27 30.1 14, 235 
Rio Grande IWIN oe pos5aau coBo bob OUSaND oondoaconeba Tae ss 37 40 52.2 | 107 23 19.2 13, 74 
Hesperis Peak -.-.....----.--.------ w(olalelaiele)ajaimtesatelets ereerecieiee 37 26 44.2 | 108 05 02.2 13, 135 
AN DAO JEGE S88 Bo OSU AB aera mee een re id teases 37 50 21.7 | 109 27 29.7 11, 000 
Mount Peale eae tees cniecisie sclscnls alse wielsseiceiacenaceae aan eeene 38 2612.5} 109 13 32.4 13, 004 
CONS CONE.) see swces oaks eet eee ora ea ae ee eee ee 37 53 19.2 | 108 15 04.4 12, 751 
Wrestrllik(Pealcwteses a's \Scacace else ccelnaaenensteeeareees cee 38 43 09.2} 107 11 44.2 12; 929 
Snow-mass Mountain 39 07 11.9 | 107 O38 43.5 13, 261 
CONDE GBs eee ae te las ae aie noone meee 39 04 51.0 | 107 50 24.7 10, 954 
North Mam Peak -| 39 23 16.6 | 107 5L 43.8 10, 973 
Mount Princeton 38 45 01.3 | 106 14 19.2 14, 199 
Massive Mountain 38 39 44.7 | 106 28 13.6 14, 568 
atte rP eae, 2s ned co 8 Sat Sack es miecen meee oobi ee eenuuh orem 39 15 40.5 | 105 05 49.0 9, 348 
Crestone) Peale} ss ccccoit conc eee coe ce eee eee Lee ae 37 58 05.3 | 105 34 54.0 14, 233 
Costilia: Peaks fa icac cess se Be Ss Se ee aie bed 36 50 06.0 | 105 13 09.4 12, 634 
HastiSpanishiPeaks. uc Scsacse weno meant ne cee ccienccce james 37 23 40.5 | 104 54 59.9 12, 720 
WiestiSpanish) Peak: .2.).\.\.cecss2nsseeeesuees gsc sees Sete segs 37 22 37.6 | 104 59 24.3 13, 6.0 
Wier eae ee ene re or: Bae ae eta eam ois Teva Sais siniowsaneice 37 17 02.5; 108 46 24.9 9, #84 
SanWJuanr Needles ses Aeaacsecssaeneee ns sar Seecee eee eee ae. 36 41 15.2 | 108 49 50.4 |..........-- 
Mount ywalsons=. 5.5 sit j-ceueecmanenecces ayaa wie atavolereierotee eerste 37 50 26.4} 107 59 16.9 14, 280 
Mounts etiel eyes cies Sate cae ere Nee eee tite yea de 38 00 19.0} 107 47 18.7 14, 158 
1 EE TOYS EE Sel Es Fa bet 4 I a AR a al ate ate Re 37 26 43.1 | 107 03 47.2 12, 674 
Banded Pee a5) atlas dive cose sores omte slot aic wis woe eistare ate eae 37 06 21.6 | 106 37 24.5 12, 860 
SLAtOUISl Mess aces ties WE aae eee eee ER cca EOE eeeEe 37 02 30.6 | 106 37 31.6 12, 043 
Stalionasc seer cats soecee cone saretatorctatetctovaleia clot ate aisle Me's winless 38 01 27.8 | 106 55 11.4 14, 000 
NODES ECan ce re citis  tocc eee enon. Sa ER Eee SRE te 39 15 52.9 | 107 10 21.1 12, 972 
La Plata Mountain 39 0150.3 | 106 28 09.2 14, 311 
Conejos Peak:............-..-- 37 17 24.5 | 106 34 02.4 \ 13, 183 
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A list of some of the more impontant places in Colorado, with their approximate latitudes, 
longitudes, and elevations above sea-level. 

Names. Latitudes. | Longitudes. | Elevations. 

(oh fp 1} fo} aL: 

Black) Hawken dc <a ciniesmeceioe eine cis cane a isislele sie wis sins enelnineinieiae 39 48 00 105 29 12 
Breckenridge... .. 0.20... 2c0ecccce noose JoganosusdsS0UsN0005 39 29 00 106 02 18 
TROUT? 6 6 sadocodecopouCKNSao Seo sooo edocaqoD amEnDOSasSecROGenC 40 CO 42 105 16 36 
Canon City ee ease cece ene Anicicincinc ss’ \ciniciiois eon c wc enc ene. 38 26 48 105 13 51 
COMETOS coatodsos6ss oso050 sodcanonS09000 cuQSBSOSHNeG opcHb00000 37 06 53 106 01 10 
Caribou .........-..----.- 39 59 48 105 34 24 
Centreville .............- 38 42 48 106 03 18 
Castello’s Ranch 38 57 00 105 17 12 
Colorado Springs, United States Coast Survey Station ........ 38 50 00.3 | 104 49 07.6 
Denver, United States Coast Survey Station................-- 39 45 21.8] 104 59 33.5 
Denver School-house .... 2.2.2. sce 22- 2 eee ee enn ee wen nn ene nne 39 45 00.7 | 104 59 23.4 
LDS INSOLES) Gooso6 consc0 ausocosenonpODEabeScERSe soGdedoS00000500 37 41 00 106 21 24 
Dayton........- soosdoauscodscundeosO6 sosccQSsboeseesansendc. 39 04 48 106 22 00 
Evans’ Ranch, in Estes Park....-...---2----ceeecceneeneo--e- 40 22 30 105 29 09 
Fort Garland _ 37 25 31 105 25 47 
TERY TO 12) Fie bc onic oc 06 ooBAbQUDED Bb oDobSDeSSoSEbbaseSEe500RqR000" 39 13 29 105 59 39 
Georgetown .... 39 41 45 105 42 06 
Greeley .......-- : 40 25 24 104 41 06 
Goldeneesse-rsseee rien ccs 39 45 30 105 12 39 
(GSRFNING) ccosoadcoanodoou9duEO0 coc nnn soboDOOnBooADOEDOOOORaRean 39 02 00 106 00 18 
Grolgl [eG 4645 sodeoes dee cocobueT boob bond bonEU SodaodbseBbedes 40 03 54 105 23 18 
Hot Springs, Middle Park .........-.-.-0-0--eccce---eeeee eee: 40 04 48 106 05 32 
LGRING, .oo556 coded sogQbdUdOe IDUOLO 5b DoabEaDOKboDSRcEnoEansedan 39 44 54 105 30 39 
IEE (CMINY 45 a6 conde uo cadanDoooSascoos caKopSStKOb5 eSooesaoo06ds 38 O1 54 107 18 42 
Los Piftos agency ...-.-.-2cccc-eenceeeene souonessoc0asq00c0e0 38 11 37 106 49 36 
IL@NEMTO MN Sao edasoseqbmodcs cHStoo so SaSunoeRN SscooRRa54S5e0000 40 09 30 105 05 34 
WANE sobs ob babescoueaaadood ODD GoOdsoUdUDnUodEObaSGonedoonaeNS 39 13 42 106 19 45 
Middle Boulder ......-..---... 39 57 38 105 30 22 
Nutrites Tierra Amarilla 36 42 d1 106 32 52 
PETE Oe aid a inte holes o eaten he Dereite slate elctelelcizelelatete eieteleleleinisseNare Crete 38 16 36 104 33 48 
ALROLL Ole ynonclesemiccine cise aeieecemoseniecserie cise cercmenicccisee 37 20 39 103 05 00 
DROS ba ee seinen cs eee ciclo siiomeetaeisitelastclsinisiaietsae emcee eae 38 06 00 105 50 12 
OMA CH Osta stememieicieee ee cieemineitetctericintineememenisecineicicinctisce 38 05 43 106 08 30 
Silverton 2.2 oe ok ee Sera tee otystisis Sots einielsi oie reisintwieloretemiate 37 48 42 107 39 48 
Trinidad, United States Coast Survey Station ........--...-.. 37 10 13.8 | 104 30 07.5 
Wincompahgreagcencymee es ee san see ene cece ncaa eter en ener 38 17 15 107 47 18 
Nijhite Riveriagencysnesssse- oss oaceee ames eecsisineeciciweee sce 39 59 08 107 48 24 

Azimuths and distances from east end of Denver base to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Op Poor Miles, 
IK OISMROAK:. Jn iscje wmicswnloetae eee casclee cue suicceble ee aeltes ana melesiaseebec eee senior 1146245) ge oe eee 
Ta tteuP Oak aise cise cccwsitnc Mateietoacetecicls Gaalore nae bra eleretise acloe cpiete elcome slelcume me emenine 25 06 31 38. 2059 
BY OETA Keays 3 bara’ dys%a ciate sictaeieia elec pereic eis wie toe ra vaikin wie Sale aiclabe eleiis oe aisle Belelnm ion eineleereeion 75 05 50 8. 7224 
Mount Morrison .......--. 3 73 57 23 23. 3673 
West base .............-- Eas|| oe Go coed 6. 0341 
South Boulder Peak 116 20 55 29. 6720 
Wry~@reek: Station: <0. o-ccccis see cieiecls Seng ioe Seen citemu i nererioee wiaicie ee eeeee ene 150 18 08 14. 6702 

Azimuths and distances from west-end of Denver base to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

“ (0) f) Miles. 

Platte Pea kere cacicts as cies caclene acae ames cece ene donoodaDdOD DodaosoOosRObeSS 16 06 48 36. 7356 
DBs eo te) eo telco SOSH SOROS eee Peas tube ean ee SE As renter Pata else catalase ee 40 29 (3 3. 1274 
TOUT t MOrni SOM cece esters sis aisle cioretete teeae e te eter eae eee eee Ree DES 66 44 33 17. 8974 
Nouth i BouldersPea Keyes oie see eee ae eee eee en eae oP ers 121 21 43 24, 1242 
Dry Creek Station .........--0---ceceeceeee Vax eS SA oa EMS vw SER ane 173 59 52 12, 2203 
East base ............cecee SO SABSE Se ECA YA eee eel oe OE es ek Ree 275 31 31 6. 0341 
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Azimuths and distances from Derrick to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Ow Miles. 
Platte Peak .......c.-- Smoddavdas HOeno AD AOEEEDo dwictchatet ratstelsatelaratctaletahclatctareterarettiate x6 13 25 51 33. 3759 
WOT OR RG) soasec Hooctooascoosoasecconsadoo msonnans]oc once cocobOCcnonDotDOOObS 65 10 31 37. 9258 
MOTTO M QLriSOM er ee sce amnitcos corse a eclnisl aatelalsielsiciclotetcta arclatelatctalslatcictetetatal siatatelsloy= st 73 09 52 14, 6479 
Bouth? Boulder Peake. Jose eee iecclesctecewlsiste Sauls sane wadascaw dccidasiseneee 120 12 36 23. 8186 
Diny Creeks Stations eases eseitele acetals sates tetatetst sal otal tet iatatatets etatatetditetats 144 19 05 15. 0314 
West base..........-- aN SHG rte se sate bs sees Seesse svdlajan Siawistate 180 26 57 3. 7273 
SAS t DAS a sce a clon ce eee ee eto teicicte ete telcie aialaiete/a/al aia an vista alsaitcateletacldaaietele adarateratans 214 59 07 8. 7224 

Azimuths and distances from Dry Creek Station to— 

Names, Azimuths. | Distances. 

Cat iy i Miles 
MOYTICK cot cece tee eee eee ane sive oats oa cae ee RLSM alee ecidete aerate cle Siesioie 419 54 15, 0314 
iBiko's Peakssctisenececeenees rn. dai0 bein BEE DOR OOOODO Pr ODaTIOGORTODOSDODOOnOROOOLAHO 423.03) casenresacnes 
IDEN Roe sto) OR RR REG HO DHS SO COC COOGEE SEC EE OAC ODDS TC ORCEOCEDCOCSTEOOr CARO rece re 1003045. coe 
Mount :MOrrisomiesen cease mee cetae soe ae See eels arcs ctals Oe siteie alicia ieeicicc'eieclets Saat 38 14 51 24. 4895 
AY ITE OPES Seas Soo baC oon ECCODE RBC C EOS DOSS BdC USD COSC HEE OObOScObRBeSornonoEca 57 11 14 45. 1500 
South: Boulder'Peaks tse semrccce ce cen lc ssoaeecccecesce cccecadense (sds cosieees 91 09 55 19. 3257 
LOOT EGS Sac 5 ocecs sens oantocndeeooRbEaonCSuSHdooHEsbobdoDHoConSCSDAcoosboe 120 38 52 41. 7524 
Hast, DAS. \- <nasemcnee cee cee nce ce esac cminaclosecececcstcsaeeecase Babes 330 12 14 14. 6702 
IW.est; base. oo. ce escumineceteriecise COS COE ACODER OC COOHUE COGHHAN Spo AOHOBaESnapDsda 353 58 14 12. 2203 

Azimuths and distances from South Boulder Peak to— 

. Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Oe Miles. 
Mount -Hvanss cscs Se acemacee seine cee are 2 cis me ainic Sas'aia sells wlesjaiercleleinlarelnisaeicoemieis 36 09 04 31. 1501 
MON GS Peak: 24a s ccs cesses eeeesaeie Scio w sci cic obs sis visa eeetcisisretat eaiserwisenisiscecee 141 17 48 28. 6823 
Dry Creek Station fs -sscamaceeese sans sas celcees vacecdee csc aeaaiatnac Je aisisuieaye 270 55 56 19. 3260 
"HASt PASC. o cisco ala cena oe ead Gas ose Silage diawican Sadie eee esecins eeeemes 296 01 03 29. 6720 
BWiest base\s 22222 take cs Memeeee ne ane c 26 bac eisc ces Saulsaeaeeseee ysaeieeiece vesccie 301 06 08 24. 1242 
1036 018 ESA RES A BIRD ASO cc SSD CarOUG COPECO E Se USB A HAE tS RC HeE Te Ie ag 309 59 25 93. 8186 
School-house ..........---2--e-ce rae ios di Seve, ala wie eee ee nial nieieleiaiucievnee u 310 50 51 Q1. 4847 
Platte Peak........... Noe alee nne ceases wecdeiceeaesesie eee ees ces ars BY) BS ZW) Waspnoscoocce 
Monn tiMlorrisoas 25 << eee eciae dun oe wlawie w sicicianiale baie bceeince een eaenseoueses 347 46 55 20. 0576 
Pike’s Peak..... ath a SUR Bapecaen sececascnccacsesuicac teneneee bee sss beeeeeemee 3499512008 beer eeeeeeee 

Azimuths and distances from Mount Morrison to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

QO 0 Miles. 
Mount Evans .......----.00- Riociaeimecinacion net cle con scat eccccdaneccuckseeae geass 76 15 46 23. 2914 
APOLLO YB) Peak... 20s oacia va ntdee ance mean aeeee ete seeianelsiere Ys a etswah 2 a teteeteitietes 86 55 37 32. 1226 
MONS SYP Oa kee ca): Scicw'e cise eeiceeia waaees Pe ate Seaiehe diataltie ety niains Sonam ees 152 40,34 45. 5223 
South Boulder Peak .............cceseee earerawia's i eletraisiistewteawte mayetarmarrsatatoretitars 167 49 58 20. 0576 
Dry Creek Station ..... a) Sstera ees Sale etae ee elste ole oe ole Sia wie 'aiciai a niaietcuais aya ialolsereio ajaiets 218 03 55 24. 4828 
School-house .......-.-222-ssc00- eeeccee IR cota BPN isi smjajaiarer eee SS ae ease 245 14 33 13. 2302 
(Wiest ase) 2h 20 Sec cens Jawcwncmanedsces Baahaestaia Raa atest ei iment tava taiercrmininl aoioulereine 246 32 04 17. 8976 
Derrick........ wcisnle pedeinetes eats St apat ec eavate tataareta oie ete eta te alekwielaisiet ey nin mista wietei@crstwieroiais 252 59 47 14. 6479 
Masti base: Vase ee oe ca sl nicesouecueee Pee aes Ae pea ESET A ee gS UN 253 40 36 23. 3673 
Pike’s Peak ..... oO oase iitaseaaaueeedes BE ee Ce eee ee ae uae te Mam nd oes VON ue NA 350 37 O1 57. 9658 
Platte Peak ......... wigelestemaneenn Woeecteis wieioecia sce Bas tahaihiatsra(a wictw ara wisteieeictets e--.| 347 18 37 28. 9083 

‘ 
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Azimuths and distances from Long’s Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

O AAR Miles. 
IOV ION s60 Gorsoodaocenad00bNgs0 DoaCodcO NO DOSEOOODIsQo99SuaNasaDSoseccce 1 54 55 46. 0061 
‘Torrey’s Peak : 14 36 45 43. 6219 
‘Mount Lincoln 23 08 54 67. 6855 
Mountain of the Holy Cross 40 34 53 71. 2509 
Wawa JM Wes sss a s45db ooSscococoddoo2d S46 sogdanagDSdaKoaQO ese nbOSScOeseedeos 48 41 28 5L. 4254 
lA Walang eel tae none eoooenCUOdO Ga so bbc adasaaddaagoouneagaEdueoguGncESac0K08 100 52 14 28. 0021 
Chara aes es aR ae ee endo co cooMddondedduaEodesuoouSsaucacoDoDoDSOnuese 145 44 40 29. 3976 
Dry Creek Station .... 0... 20. 22. ccc cece nee eens ene ne ene enn ns tenn ene 200 13 15 41. 7524 
Som NO WUE I REALS Go oonodo5e ConcoSoonoeo ceRoSeEOECnOoDDOSSONoGNGaDOASHOoosooSs 321 06 14 26. 6823 
WICH WIOWERON osdcoag0co5b cocens pocans caedou aSsaden cg0006 conDaDOobaDGODGHSONGD 332 26 11 45. 5223 
IPike’s Peak sel. c--e-seseel Kee ata Ne wrath demeee’s Soom hides cetieetbeeeo sa 342 29 32 102. 2415 

, Azimuths and distances from Park View Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

De Gacwl Miles. 
MMOnMGyE OW Elles eeisee ceiisei=lsele elnis os lsmleleieleisielsteleleieleleleta(ale\a(alels\=[ele(=l=[e = (ateinlnelolets)eietor= 15 30 15 40. 7758 
Mountain of the Holy Cross .......--...--.---.---------------------- eee AZ D6 p44 cee oaee ees 
SOARS IN Goi 5 GsopogondeasoonuUd doooodoocdduEs Sdgadc Goong obo OD adoDb GEE 30 59 44 97. 1381 
Wiomints ATOR -jcopse sonsdoadadbodeddcopsdccaascondsoosHoSo seosodddadonooHsSdas 139 53 14 45. 2226 
Clare's IRA saed5 concboceadod seSddcdeds dasecocaSdSooSsssSS06NsSsd5600505 eee 209 36 OL 21.9453 
Long’s Peak .... 2€0 32 01 28. 0021 
Mount Evans...... 332 48 14 57. 4602 
Wotan 1s) IREAS Se5000 6o0005 coosodogne a0 cosno aS SSH soacEaGaCSSceDRDR000CGCq9000 340 30 43 50. 2743 
WG Tint, IGMENTN Soonqaesosusosa sea ses asecco cb ban cogs ca gasonasoneat seonosasaa0e 308 54 34 67. 5222 

Azimuths and distances from Mount Evans to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

0) aE Miles. 
INFOUTIC RTO PAN GO terete etetcle aielaloleteletel ta tela te tateleteletetaratetete tte terete alot fatelatotatalsialalaliatetatatatatetatars 3: 54-06: | 22a eee 
PET Sy Uke ees cele aie eleteteleterststetateielel stator le elointelelevstetat salavelateteysietalatslatatatefotatatelsiaistateletatats hs Wy i Bs 39) Ve 
Mount Ouray .....----...- CAP ashi Gaisdasoa a6 
Mount Princeton 29615: 598 Ee eae 
VEO Tauraco eaters sta siesta aaa ratstateetets tetatststatesatatetaiatet stelete ater etal atatetetatsctet ata 38 39.16 §8. 4479 
Mount Lin cola ee as A Seals Sate ree acta tatate ie telote alotolctelate el ote tetas 57 O01 13 29. 8788 
Mountaip of the Holy Cross -....- 22.002. 22 02 eee ese n ne cent ee nen c ee eee ees eeeene 79 41 28 45. 5439 
ANavaReny ts) JEM Ss aso sco oHodeoHad Soc qsooOD Sane KSoscoooDS OoRoSOSOOSRSSOCRSSoN NSS 111 41 33 10. 1900 
TERA eAAIGh fd eGR oa Sabu eadoouads SoBbauEeooeE bed cdanda docodddosoacucoRnGe seusouee 153 07 12 57. 4602 
IL ONGIS JEON Soca adaqoaccadeadaqdanhendadact scogaaooboonvacasesscabbsnSsacaas 181 53 49 46. C061 
South Boulder Feak 5 215 56 27 31. 1501 
]OYAY Ceaalis SHINO cooceesadodosado asoucboobaoboo sadcoodESooocusesooDaOS aobsabe 236 24 39 45. 1500 
SID GERI Clee Soe eich ce ee oe Se ee cee ne abe ous Deewana teen arts isis ele cemenemeniee 254 44 34 37. 9258 
Mount Morrison .......... 256 00 25 23. 2914 
Platte Peak... -22..ecssece ; OWT PAZ) Woogaassoocee 
Pikes iPeak .s\iscc cewivers soociwseew users cereoee se eaatheeaeae as ee ree ES 327 54 05 €0. 7268 

Azimuths and distances from Torrey’s Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

ONE SH Miles 
META TAG SHR sal Fe Share Bets al ote mnie jose ioe ele le ie em eM pe ie aye Ss see ese S SERIE 4197/43 y/o a ee 
Mount 'Ourivy sce Bente sks vat = cans wdegancissaninjanalamenias wesainseaaeaaaecca es 14 36:32 )2--2--2-242. 
Mount Princeton...... £00000 SUBROUUOOOSS soD00s saOcEd GacoesodoDDHOOSSoSosoNE0eS OUD eSsccssocess 
Mount Harvard.........-.-.-.-...--- - 28 33 57 56. 3247 
Mount Wincolnessseoeeeeeeoeeseeseeenes 3 37 46 49 25. 3864 
Mountain of the Holy Cross 71 14 36 37. 2951 
IMOuUN tA OW OLS 22 2a aeqee yates oe tlm Orel oe ict aie aner a ate relat a atopeeaste aL nee eae 106 30 37 28. 8329 
AP ATIC AOW POD ssa cstcrete stare ye canhoje, oes is sci as ra cela SiS SISNeT eos aan ere a 160 42 10 50. 2743 
Tonos Peale sooo se cesses eee d secs oa sen ce inmate sae Cae aiae See a ence naers 194 28 08 43. 6219 
Mount Morrison. 2eneee ewe aroecins cee ale SES ee ne Re eee ee eee ee 266 32 45 , 32. 1226 
IMOun teE VANS eee ee aie sic ei cnte tee ieleie ein nis ta sol sete Sata ee eS ee a erste 291 34 04 10. 1900 
Pd BTL ESTEE ig Ge 311: ce ea pa CPR A era Se RTL I ae uae ai 322 47 46 69. 2939 
Mount: RitojAlto ss) csc os cca csace ee an cows scssee tates ae eee see eer ees So) O81 Oh Senereiereee 
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Azimuths and distances from Mount Powell to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Oe Miles. 
Mountain of the Holy Cross ......- anadoocascdcad nonapddosaDacoDoDoSDSOedCScS 20 28 30 21.5940 
Snow-mass Mountain ........--------- iGogeuobenSeeoooboEcheebecscosadnooudans 41 30 56 58. 8606 
INOTun Mam Pao cee a sideeneemence. Rae Eo Sao aE Noe See On nies ne cation eis 72 56 57 85. 4079 
STV ALG WWE ak et eee eee eee re enlioe ele nmin ninlo sinig cla aiulos nin siete ialeiare/sisjeisieiavals 40. 7758 
la eKe SYP Callen eae eters etree mrs sae tere cre felntais oaiclafatetalaie siafereiammleialelevsteinaiate 62, 2896 
BN POTUTUG ZULU ete eee ere a ra aD Lr Aw ec ataye lavnlave falatetareiafeleiaiz eis eine elasis eat 16. 0947 
Long’s Peak ...-.... 51. 4254 
Torrey’s Peak ...... 28. 8329 
Mount Lincoln. 2 eee: 30. 7364 
Wigs Oibe ny sosponcicactesos ccund sea doodeesadonae desde coneedcudcoodsodded||| CEO WL) |issonccboeses 
Mount Harvard...............-- Ree eee ares te ae repre a aera aeterarata aikvarerepetaia sre 57. 6647 

Azimuths and distances from Mountain of the Holy Cross to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

. Oe Miles. 
Snow-mass Mountain 52 45 03 39. 4744 
Sons peak a4 5 ercin to Gan Soe ce eee Cenc ee cecaea 69 40 47 39. 6828 
ANCOVA a5 oes Sic sd im clases eat are Te tals OS eR oe ee aya oletetaotetale aisieiateicialaisisiareielsieisisisls 86 11 37 74. 2561 
MotintHBowellsssse sok’ oe ee ee See et ane ice iiemoice acini sacinsccjels 2U0 23 05 21. 5940 
Mon sis Peak << sjosce bode ccc ee sees sesteo eee a ee eet tetee a ioteintciaisiay ioimintclatcloreisainvere 220 00 52 71. 2500 
U Bev ads) {sie BEG) a ee ee Se Bee me oe clo ceompbo SoOU dO AHO CIDE aC DO DROROOe 250 49 21 37. 2951 
VEO MING EVAN Siete os vce ie Scatcle see cine atele lo clei ete etnias eee ieieee faye mic iemsininielete cisicleleietsici=sicvale 259 08 54 45. 5439 
Morin bwin Golinws sec ajo ccte ceteic we are clalatarerelevchavetsia ayea ate ate ete aeiaialecloteie eiate) a1 toroteeiatsteyaie:- 291 47 55 21. 3469 
MOUND CVELALV ATO, ccyscce strate sa warsine ee eee ae ee eee ene cotrictaleicrete niente miatoravars 346 58 25 38. 4013 
MASSIVE WIOUN CAIN ac fee ccs ais atialnioweie ei siaiciare = ce stere enna olete tats iste ete als iajeycicints miate tacts 359 02 21 19. 2713 

Azimuths and distances from Mount Lincoln to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. . 

MOTTA OUR do noc dedes FScouc a DSSS bo BUS Cer OReeaeurraaopasech coduEnccerinoSenone 
VOUT bE PINCe LOM eye I aclejate ure ale eiceinle < atsec cave wie sisi seme tnnibieme sisisine semmelene 
Monit velanvaTdescsce oueckion cccce ce bm see ce cam ccs oe sree ae sete ie oles eaten clei insr 
Maselatag Mountaineer cnn cee hee socie caic ce eck vce ce cue tee eee een merece 
MASSIVE MG mmbAlIN sme. ae eislsce cece aie saree 
Snow-mass Mountain -.........--..-.-.- 4 
Mountain of the Holy Cross 
AVEO ITCH OW OIE Pe roy eee nie csr cre siztsraisiassiciaia aiwieia (oie. oreva t otelSieiciot a eves este Ge terere se aerineee 
AF AT Ko VILO WY DER CU KON woe miei were a ninja Seth eye's a)steid Sim Sin mia celine eGo Re eee eae ee 
hon cist Reale pees ose ciclaiea nccerate sine wisciae  ainmminjetsicesesen aaee ee emcatesise celocel: 
MNO LEO Vase CUES so esian = wine seine Seisale wie sis emo) odin esc S/aje ieee ee ee eee eee cee 
EMOTIM EREVAN So. cee ce ao wie wae oso saieisieinicia slelsiaa\ Saja S/o tyereeeeeeate inane eee ereeee neat 236 42 42 29. 8788 
BUKG SPROa kh see cee ald come ake ok sels cele nes aiee Sou Ue eee ne eee ot ce sacces 301 15 23 67. 3390 
Mount Rito Alto...........:...-..-2 Faswiai= bids 'a arahavets oe lene eee ier eee es tate eres 346 06) 51 |-222------- 
UN GSR ea ew aees ree le ca seome a ecee dee cnceeo Nal clattaroialate tele ate lelatete tetova tekefeteneinye sicvelsicleiere 302 20 09 67. 3870 

Azimuths and distances from Mount Harvard to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

OR as Miles. 
SheatO nS eee tractors tater vols crersinsw oisaiviescielaieinioremtst etch ieetesinintactar cise isra ne migiora cree gel ato 9 53 19 710. 2624 
AMPA UI Se Cal teen cnet mince ais i< cies le Ieee eee eee cletaels cals cisiaw oes amiacicloe 27 18 24 72. 6478 
AVEBIIOAT TERRI Eo conbpa oar pebdeasouodond CGaaddondpaesoddennen Gabens oMBoreeaneee 33 33 31 53. 7261 
Uncompahgre Peak .........-.- 46 48 33 895. 3489 
Snow-mass Mountain ....-....:.. 108 42 45 42. 2966 
ier Ebina (ors NT ete aS nite arse See IG SORES CEST eS eRe Ne eal tl NCEE 131 31 52 10. 9376 
MASSiVOMMLOUN HAND Voi...) nace cmieseh cee ciscieecmietncin cies cos vise cde wee saaeeuseae 155 26 51 19. 9659 
Mountain of the Holy Cross 167 03 33 38. 4013 
ATO TGE OW.GM UE eater spo tora is ania c sinicnais arcs acemncte ie Soe ein ciclnie Sicacinie einin-s Soremaietostains 178 57 34 57. 6647 
JULY TA TGS YOON ae Es a en Py a Ba SP eA eae A ~--.] 200 49 31 31. 5288 
PROBE VASP Ca ete ot ie ania wajsisae otiais soe eee ete ancl cerreineice cclccisnieuoninn paemowneee 208 13 59 56. 3247 
ANT O TIA T MEG VAIS obser et oscra acta we Aerareideretate pave eterorac ve orare ete oie a SET ee cies meee 218 11 56 58. 4479 
TEN EGS ARGH So, ce Se pa EEE TE oe 1 ae a ee Oe een ES a gD 274 25 14 69. 0670 
Green Horn Mountain 317 03 OL 101. 2664 
Monnt Rito Alto 327 41 11 57. 4248 
immbjspPeak sneceemesce> sn soos 331 21 36 42. 4962 
Mount Princeton 349 43 03 12. €056 
Wnts OWL Gee Sh SUSE REO AEE ESE SEC Rc EC On ACS rsa Gee net Seana iaene 351 26 28 34, 9895 

\ 

19 G 
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' Azimuths and distances from Pikes Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths.| Distances. 

De God Miles. 
MOUMEM RIO PANTO seem nicis ccc oe cine wise cin ine ic eieierein clots eeiseiicnenioteieimie eect eee 42 15 21 57. 6416 
SEDMIM GIS Ween Katerer cect cee alc as ao sie cicsre mises seyeclele aeisiete erniete mele eretersie oe ieie erate ee OF 24 25 58. 0755 
MIO TN QWIRA? ce cotbadosSa6esocodKbUDdoSoD onbaSos odo ooSobO HodoDOKdoOSOOdSasNdE 66 06 30 70. 0541 
MountyerinGetonesensee coe seas seccosc emieeiiemenetes see ceetremeierememeraresee 84 50 12 64. 9754 
WOT Ieee Gos 56 boado0 Qsa00s Boo SonoOdo SOc nadsOson DONS ondboDOSoasDOGdRS 95 14 02 69. 0670 
MOTT PEIN CONN soc cie ison Soc e ce See Memento eee aee oe oem Sen cme nee cee comers 121 55 32 67. 3390 
Tay aHERy IS) EMS Sooo soo booabd oodnobo Sco anSsSadee Sdcomsadon ssHeguoaSoosspoOoONS 143 16 48 69. 2939 
EMOUNEVEVANS else cers clcte mene mielale slorie etotaater a iateta toler se aie ete to tales oe eiaie eteinie eines Ome 148 15 51 60. 7968 
ILM ESS ECE Soo cobsuoubpcogcccooNS 0 162 50 32 102. 2415 
Mount Morrison : 170 43 35 57. 9658 
Northwest corner signal-house on Pike’s Peak 306 15 21 0. 0311 
Misher’s: Peale.) -.- osc caddie cies cee eed Serie eae sees nase ee cea ee Eeeen ose eatees 345 01 19 124, 2498 
VW G5 SPomenI A TEEN) feo Soca codopaoo cone sosn ob sed shoasoonSecacHagoSoomondedceDeS 358 26 36 101. 0347 

Azimuths and distances from Mount Ouray to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

: OR ee Miles. . 
OOMEOS IECAUS cocsocoonscon oonoonsessas doddondeSdod Soos oR oOSHeoHaSoUBanSSooodoaC , 13 43 04 80. 4506 
PSN ap IA Ss Bana GB AAO CaM OoG Oman BEE He AUE A aS aaSeMe wena abe Aan ma SeSOMeaoaa 19 23 16 78, Q971 
RAVI Ws Sond des do on ancdodaasacude USUae Bb Sena be SeSsqdenenHeeorou deopodebaeseoe 26 34 28 38. 6946 
SouthPRiverse enkserenewac saiceecsniseseceea meee cerostcittmesisice semcetcee cercee 35 26 57 ZL. 6218 
San Tunis Peak sestae seuss eee sccecocoemete oeccacetee sees ca ctosinewcsceke 52 12 03 42. 8060 
Si BtlongS Feo Sac ae eis os See aie alae ie SELES CRESS ee eiste Sine Onineme maceiace 54 17 IL 46. 9518 
Uncompahgre Peak 70 36 20 71. 5139 
AMET NY JEG » cocada bandon boodde ddoand opobnooadooncaEeoUcibsondbaASoOaSobESs Sse 73 48 47 36. 3576 

- West Elk Peak .-.-...-- 111 24 14 56. 5627 
Snow-mass Mountain ..- 136 50 11 66. 1018 
Mount) Harvard yc soqrie cic miajecinowainis cleweticlsie emnicicle enioeiels ciseieewineiseevemisiee ices 171 30 91 34. 9895 
NPA OS ER Salle 5. eotcrere ee Save beter re arse eS eS ce aes ce 245 21 30 70. 0541 
unt) siPeale dese aecisishias acraiet Baca Gases asine Cis ec ele ae elcie tem ee ce oeeeR eee 280 08 54 15. 3994 
MNJOT DHCD ASE ase ee isis eS Sele EIS A Sa re ei a Ses eleanor re aa 297 13 31 14. 4470 
INTOUN EHR tO PAT CO 2 yes SOM NU Se IEE Se eee tates Shae eae eee che a aerate aera 298 43 16 29. 0479 
Wiest: Spanish Peak. jose ese eee ec eee seein emcicinies ce miclemicicienemoeree renter 316 39 09 98. 6668 
Blanca me eas toe eon Ve oot ee Cee OP SC oe eh ee se eae mele eeeie tents Cree ee Reem 325 05 44 70. 8794 
NS GEITOMMR OS cal cke Sarena crs c Seer ears oar are Cae tos cea oer ete tee Ieee eres Doisocee 327 09 50 12. 1158 
bation 24 we os oo ce te ccs ve eee see ee mee Sample me cee ee tose tates = Meese Bere 357 04 55 6. 7502 

Azimuths and distances from Station 24 to— 

Names. m Azimuths. | Distances. 

R ; OE ae Miles. 
ConejostP Callers ca[o in| s\saiswiete = ejaisielsieielel toile cisinice seerieeineeie eee nsiesiisiese ee oe eeaee 15 13 16 74, 0074 
SUMMING PCa scion se sn ae eect ee eee ra ae ee re ree eee ean Roe Aare Q1 25 46 72. 0972 
StatlomiQs secs cece ce eee ee eee O : 32 21 37 32. 98E8 
SoutheRiver!P oak: sce oh se Sos seer eae eletele ete eee esos cians eames -| 39 04 01 66. 4614 
Sam WMISUP CAC sooo io ne Spats acchw wie\are mia bine nin eaiss ea ie apa clo m slate create See eee ieee 59 13 41 45, 2855 
PS UALTOMEB Sse Sino ei aiciwlna sw sisal ais eee ayer re Se ee eee a re eS Scatter aR 61 45 24 43. 6658 
Wncompahsre Peak (2 .-1-)ce= cesses cee cence eer ee ees Eee See ee aan 75 55 Q1 69. 8995 
TAD ONGW ECD aie /o ois win cise sips Sin nee elere oles Cirle ee eee See ce soe eEe ee oee meee 2&4 30 19 35. 4229 
Niesty OU KRBe Ake teksti <i Us uh ak sae oe Be ab is 28 See his APRN eS Be 117 19 30 59. 6608 
SHOw-smMags Mountain, < of) IS a Sede a SIO ease a a ee eae 140 20 36 71. 3875 
BN Coyne ty (OYNG ga 9 SR ear a Ro ee 177 05 09 6. 7502 
CEAIUTIG SPs C2 eres jal oyctetalmisietcicinccl cia sata ane Sse ee eae cree sieain oeenrees SESS 254 47 34 15. 3527 
STV DTN CRETE ACO ee a isa ics i arate Sa Na a Ie NS 286 01 41 26. 1464 

Coats Tre 1110) 12-1 a a 2s Oa i See eee aa I Ce ee AO aN ie ea a acer 298 54 53 7. 1124 
Creston Gren nerinceesiemecicciecon a ene s 305 25 39 42. 4108 
Clayton Cone ..-.-....... 307 14 09 12. 5249 
WIESE SP ami S MEP ee eee soa Nea ar ae Ee Sy aa BC ETN a 313 58 44 93, 6302 
Blanca (Peak -. ~~ ne eccce ene wen SS SSS a TNS SOULS NO Re a er 321 57 37 65. 2514 
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Azimuths and distances from Station 23 to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

CP Gi Miles. 
~ SUMO BS). coosccoo danced oss den soeocunoSbosseces casos ascacHaconRacesonTecc 44 28 02 | 34. 1601 

alts Ibi) EGE oe coca accocc cHQony anoSodoNonddDEpeoCononoe canoodaodnsbodcenHde 66 30 00 49, 2594 
SUABLOM TSS ele ota eaten reset eteoic a aiciclniale inte loraraimniaincta cletne ciate aleisinicic ms ialcinicisiolereiers P 47. 8940 
Uncompahgre Peak.............- 75. 2582 
Station 24.:..... ... 7 1124 
Mount Ouray 12. 1158 
unt ste cay. esate ate acs cniameee ccineisise sccisisiene DSAR SHEER BCDC Me SOOaeoHCHBoaAe 229 06 50 11. 3806 
North base.-...----..- Avind SdEkOdS dao aebodO oBbdbaodeudSoesaaobod boubEoesGcbuos 240 28 56 7. 2213 
South) bases ieee eee eee eee ea eee Suaee onal o stood et ecin se Sec cine ealimcci mens 280 49 35 &. 2065 
Mount Rito Altvorec. oc seca ccise cess ae selcisisicisis clea cciwisisiesiaciaccicic/ascisintsniciss 281 25 13 19. 2785 
MlaVGON CONC ssehcee ase eee Oe eee ee soit ore ce hed unaic auc ooneenpweseoworsecess 317 58 18 5. 583h 

_Azimuths and distances from Clayton Cone to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

OU a Miles. 
Station 24. suc ccc ee Meee ee an ee EE RUINS Sec ot ee nauk 92 44 37 12. 5250 
Station 23(-..-5.<-5-- rineienin nia d ani np fe Ee Ree eae Sea Shara tu nice 138 02 22 5. 5831 
INOLGtH: base eta qajacitas ctatdise asst Seas a eS ce eee ee sien a aeial-ec ie cleleletsloincmeits 198 21 13 8.1149 
Hunt’s Peak.......-..-2 Me ctalele alee ole a lololalatefete siete stoletetelaterstainiatetaeicieisiatcie siereialats(cicicieiet= 202 49 52 12. 5760 
OU DASE eee Hescisc Nara cicalseiele deers dalae atatapere minctatareia aytetota otetors inte lala icia wie a fielzieiaiate 238 59 06 5. 0472 
MOmiTb RItO PALL Rs xia: aieia ia cose Gisinia ra evare niasove cree etetare orotate ale ter eterere tate craters ecieleiele 268 49 15 15. 1625 

Azinwuths and distances from north end of San Luis base to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

CO Miles. 
Claiybon Comey eels sols oeicwiatminreic aad cels'stn ntcroidie oom are ose ciel iee eee eminmsmseees 18 19 00 8.1149 
Station 23..---.......... SEUSS ORCC BACCO SE Coa C RO EOodoUscDUcccaonemecdsosouddud 60 30 46 7. 2213 
IMO EN OGRE) AR oA nC COBE CORES BE EOECOCOUONOS AE CRSAEBU Saeco obopdecaobaaacouabasoe 117 22 20 14. 4470 
JENS VBA 6 oo Ro bd abo cone bao COC REOCCONCOIOEe benono crook ocadooanandodgauoUnUe 210 49 57 4. 5304 
Mount Rito Alto 300 20 50 14. 6108 
Blanca Peaks) 222-2. .ccece-- SOL We) UO Hossncdsescce 
SOUP My DASS ee ee oto Sea ose loins siwiaid aya lciSiavesein alasars ne eS Ite etee arate eiclalercicisl (340 49 27 5. 399955 

Azimuths and distances from south end of San Luis base to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

QW w Miles. 
Clayton Conese. sccccaccce suesse ccceees ceases CSIR OSS RM cae i a 58 58 06 5. 0472 
Staton caters ss Saisicts cd stave Sraisiicicey cid aerepeenceeere Verena ete evan iments AIA 100 52 38 8. 2065 
IN OLED ISOs sree eins cae air eorae See ae eee eater eaten omininvalcig elavaticrnoiaeimonie 160 50 40 5d. 399955 
ELEM She OM ke secret Ss 3s /siot Soe ae Oe eae Mee eee eae io Sew cee neeet Ao aerens 183 30 36 9. 0072 
MOUNt RI tOPAT tO MSs: 5245 se aceha en Scere eee ens emine oer lowlema cicrewieniec mse esiswiemion 281 54 41 11. 0727 
PES RING AOE OD recreate ye ew chat are a een eer aera a etal sepia Secs catteelos BEI) BW) (YE Noseoopeccsec 
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Azimuths-and distances from Hunt's Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Sau Miles. 
South) basel-scmomeiserecceccwcesstetessc tees ee sees ee eee eee seco wet scnescciae 3 30 59 9. 0072 
Clayton) Coney sencetea+eacenss2=s-eae = a -r..| 22 49 14 12. 5760 
Conejos Peak ... 24 34 53 82. 8471 
Sroemacrauls JES ie oe A hee ape eee no bob Eba o SodUoTOooSoU coon noonsEcobeHooSsEeesasanes 30 13 04 65. 2836 
ANOIUIN EE 45 5 CAG ceo neooneasm be EboodlocauUnchonooobbooSEshpenaoseasabnSeéees 30 51 33 4.5304 
Shanken Pe Soo eo ggebeoonoauoaocucnobbeds anadondnonaooStaseguocosd nboSaosososeer 45 41 06 45, 5127 
Station 23...-2...-.. SoobacunDooOSoubooS bo DoDSRO DOnDOO HOODOSabUaoSOORDCOSONEe see 49 10 16 11. 3806 
Shi ILM AEAey 6 Sb bes oHoopeole ashocemoucice dagbcia conbboBEdosia SaSocoooUBeEEboaad 63 19 12 60. 2162 
SiiAKND BBesoone cceceaoboopoooDLe odcobend ob RodeboboUoAddoocbocseHoosuuNS tenes 65 18 23 58. 7249 
SHOUTOUOY GR RES BE oe ERE cco a nOnCOD bE SoC bobo cb nbhpoeoce SonesanedaseoeSosGes 74 57 44 15. 3527 
Teas OOWAN? so sc3So5ap coo c boobs conboU GUDbdodooces coos oS soDsehoSsoBDoDSHessecs 100 19 18 15. 3994 
AVVO UM GVA VARs cick ape as cre telotaya le elncoe wine mintelaitaiet ole nila INE ieminte satel rayets eleretoicer tens 151 35 40 42. 4962 
Mountain of the Holy Cross ence 15910238 inoseeee see 
Mounthincolne = eases eect esee| 2722519 67. 3870 
ALGER IRCA ss oooonn es coobaaeonSadasoo CongconeceoUdONSHSsosasonesHUbeccesaar 184° 225139 |2eeeeeeeesee 
Pike SePea kis ioe wieials sera seis clei eisiew te ane Neato ane A oysters reer ie, Siete tapers 236 49 58 58. 0755 
Mount-RitozAl tosses cc se sar cece ces cocci s cise ae ae cic nie omieinine nse cclsicmeineminsiee 317 38 35 15. 2603 
AB Vain CaP callie oi 5 ie eye dere yo aicik seat aoie outs a nice che aie metotele Ee SE CRE Ee Pinon Seeemeee 335 32 54 60. 9589 

Azimuths and distances from Mount Rito Alto to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

: Diegtinat Miles. 
(Comeos TREES cobcsnescoasogoeeoa90Ns00 HHSodo BooocossSsooSaeSDaSSONSSccSeSaest 35 02 54 78. 1410 
SammitPeak no sjesiayeie seb aatele cee seleite wow Beeman ase selec e see ee tent ee ese 40 57 28 78. 9709 
SouthwRiver Beales sl oscncveccriss cae act wiassieensclt scl cece eaemiaeemeteceaccnee 56 46 10 80. 3793 
Stations28 sesso eeene. : 64 31 38 47. 5060 
San Luis Peak 76 17 59 65. 9960 
RS ert OMS SE ee eS pepe Shin Sialeueyscess Syeiminletoteisisic cyateie are teseioieimtare eto Pa orereieelcieie ereeissierats 78 20 56 65. 0026 
Uncompahgre Peak 84 16 33 93. 4435 
GlayGony Cone wee iec isi sinceiaieleeiesselelon te iste icra leisy alert ee Sis sva oe ee wate ene chepate eiepele tiara erates 88 55 35 15. 1625 
ANTON G VME Calis tela tte = elecla tere alniaieiele eistala elelncere elec elata Deteeisietnetenienierere testicle sisesisiericrerste 93 54 44 60, 5112 
Statromios: Wie ew occ Sev ee teresa emus ae OU an ome wae Soeep a nieter 101 35 40 19. 2785 
SOUtMIDASE Haas see se ocidosisws cca eevee slamieree Sec ae ate cles mey sie ovardelnia ecierense 102 02 05 11. 0727 
SELON i ee es Se a a ed rk ey UR es Se er ac 106 18 51 26. 1464 
Mount Ouray 29. 0480 
ENOGERYD ASE f Sie select syarsaferata eis a nic isiatsiata als miereters, Slejeyarala'e Syeicrareny ne ya ei cel ei seelelaereees 14. 6108 
Eumtis Peaks wececiyscn sanescice 15. 2603 
Mount Harvard 57. 4248 
MOU tim GOL Me sce eters Sis wate le Se eae Tee Sica aoe eclats are aore re intaia Slerere epee aie a OG hO 2 Gide esas 
MorveyierP eal ce ite cies eet eS a ec alate Seelne eis te elole meee oinle ns ois oe laretacralaion meee gNddO Ono Oil ecient tet 
UES W RSH Stern a a a ts eee eee a ee OB anaGoncn Gemctooe 21 - i 57. 6416 
Crestone 2.255 csecick Ses eee Sa Sle Bare ST Oe oe seve ate Mae Sine 19, "597 
PB AT CaO ae sec Ne ese ote ere ea aoe ee oie te eae Lec revaiepa anise nineyee neice ele 341 26 04 46. 6741 

Azimuths and distances from Blanca Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

So Miles. 
(C@MEIOS) IBGE - Coen coe sesp csp ecoopcooNcong heogo9 anda00 qHSoSb Se DeNSoSSbaSaooIoden 71 53 15 62. 9059 
uiarnlin Jee oo es apaecedbeaowecascbOboRO ae Dooaso 6 oocKoe badodSKODONeea5 eoacoSOne 77 09 12 63. 3800 
South River Peak 90 17 57 82. 0941 
San Luis Peak.--.. 110 04 42 84. 0009 
Station 28........ 112 34 27 62. 4652 
Agency Peak, 122 54 17 89. 4401 
SCAG ONE Sete ae shes sc ce ics ba aiels ono clewemaniociemew seelatee este sais stemecenieeaee 142 24 29 65. 2514 
Mount Ounayeemene te eae rleisenat ec seincenisine eeeiostele Mave cuisinisig aa ceemaeinn meee 145 33 02 70. 8794 
MTU AP a eee ee eee janes letstn icra dicate iv ove erecta eucie larel atta em Data ae state era tere rela arora erate 155 49 52 60. 9589 
Mount iRito vAl tosses oe sais ies Ao See eo teatatnie elon eee aie siete Us cere openers 161 36 02 46. 6741 
C@restone...5 35s Seecee ence cao Se aisc oc stolenia tele eee Rise Ene oe mmiem en seme ieeteae 168 32 45} \ 27.3952 
Bike) S Peake aka eece meta cieis ais s\ewiels w cicions.a la bicialos eve enlemie Mare eieeie aes alee seo aaereE bY WG: Bs} Wosoooascecss 
Hast Spanishmbeak cesececsc sence cceae sce cee eee smarter eee mene sceneries 292 03 26 33. 5634 
West Spanish Peak ; ; 297 65 09 30. 3923 
rin ehenra Pe eakeeeeeeeeere 318 17 41 26. 5818 
Culebra Peak ... 332 10 17 35. 4561 
Cos till ap eas ee eet Sa Ne a Nai sb tp pean eg ae aaa ge 344 08 29 53. 2960 
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Azimuths and distances from Station 28 to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 
| 

QO Miles. 
(COTE OS IRE ooo so dosacnocs es soansacusc one saDRHD OS SoHCObHSSOSseDeEdo009509 2 07 47 43. 5849 
Summit Peak ..............- 5 12 16 37 40. 1993 
South River Peak 45 23 19 33. 9197 
SaMelais Peake WSssa sees wacchpemteewckiemiccnr cewsneeeacneonceekeenecs ceeees 102 15 21 21. 7661 
MUAtONK SS. 1. RSs wee ms etek ke eeiechriePekibcacicnmah aware been sk uRR kn 108 53 05 22. 0217 
PONY PR CAK penne sesaspiccteminietem cine © eislewelels/ore/efolelelcre 1o7-Varolcterstoleiaelewicleacice ei eierts 144 04 12 32. 9869 
SIKeST RH Peal ee ee ee ie ey erockpauiceiebicm See sc SEE ORME RECR EE EMER AKL 147 11 18 65. 5-97 
Mount PE ar var lee ae eS asera Sayosatomrctetnt ero crc cateforapererahvislernatalorareterciaie la relehercvaeverator 189 45 06 70. 2684 
NOUN ONT y sae eee eee nceetioet eer risielcls(sris since (cecele sine liefecsles er eeeee 206 22 43 38. 6946 
Stations ay A a Oe enone cen ese ee tenet ccne cmenicwnwmes el Bees 212 09 38 32. 9868 
SSPE OE 23 | 2/3 SONA UU ARR FR Siete ce RR Pate de AR Yorn See yore roe Natore cle ya pata alone Bieta fefun tctcwere overs rage 224 CY 22 34, 1601 
BERURG SEO ais Oe ee OI eet = ape tare rerctet vain lee oyarntef renee taper ion retatoropevstcke ec orcrslene 225 19.01 45. 6127 
Mount Rito Alto...........- 244 02 36 47. 5060 
Crestone....... 2022. .ccee ce 266 12 27 52 3175 
planes Peak) .2e baste a cneeeeebeececteeeee RISER Her Me RMSE emch trim Reece eiets 291 55 39 62. 4652 
Culebra: Pealeth Ses ie a eee ek ete her mete see cnr seis sean a eek check cee menae 306 03 24 92. 5860 

Azimuths and distances from Agency Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Oa Miles. 
Siation 33-<s2cevese eee oe Seow e reese see be bate seawet ceo ce ce escies 10 06 56 17. 5663 
Jiika) Eperine(e\) Ph peNTANG ee arem nog DeRee ECONO SHa0GN 565000 ansoEo a6hane seDdEUBoEeEe 35 09 02 50. 0120 
UmrcompahoneyPe ake sce pssepialsine =lcielem ects since eit seine etelcie siete clei essentials 66 53 47 35. 2717 
AVVO Rt HK Ba Key a5. (cet tsraccie/sreteiataiwrata wana aie oreyeretarcte ve areiataee ter vole mete io eVe leis ee iavemre eieeiere 149 37 43 39. 5262 
Snow-mass Mountain 169 34 54 59, 2528 
MiGunGpEarvalg ) 2... so6 seksi sls ciseswdss ci Selesmesivess 213 12 47 53. 7261 
Mount Princeton....-.-.......---.-.---2- 225 43 04 47.1014 
Mount Ouray : 253 24 35 36. 3576 
SHeatOni Ode Se OEE Latte svete ctetctaretat tl oatataten tate em Sratatetatatetetetetere le etutere later arola ttetetarcts 264 05 55 35. 4229 
Mount Rito Alto. -. ‘ 273 13 12 60.5112 
(Blan ear Peak) (soe ae an wt ite ecto atiiaictataretareiuletele Stet oatd bate sla ee andorra pte erate tat 302 03 05 89. 4401 
SHAELOME LS as ea ce ain es ster hat aratarateta’ stata brew totaal teratanctotelahetatetatatek totonatetoiteretetetceettatote 323 51 52 32. 9869 

Azimuths and distances from Culebra Peak to— 

fh 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Oa Miles. 
Cos tillage eae cissiniseeiane ne siceaicrcle ccs cieleint eosin sinteletnreteretniotialetneictelsiviersiaisiaicls.: 5 52 57 20. 0109 
SPatomiS eee per tts slates aim ois cioiaale)a a a/eim emia layapoyare eiewielatelele lola areata vetasteiataters cracls a ic/e:sis 86 23 13 79. 9252 
Banded Peak .... 89 33 23 TY. 5925 
Conejos Peak .... 98 57 55 77. 2461 
SOM MIR Ca esse eiee oes ces eee ete ceciecancsescisns 101 09 45 84. 7724 
Sample uigyP Gay ches = eiciaeiom & ais) ao Sie joarsiete oiereis ieee meer rnle eels etsteisicie/aicietaisein jai 122 25 02 112. 8426 
SbALIOMIOR ey eee ante cialis Simiaiie, cme wie wisieeereete Ree rere eine fais iavalae is (aiclsisve/=iccleiarsisis 126 52 58 92. 5860 
Sbationyea ke ey ee We ote sme lateyelostere are ee ateralterinsyaieinyofntcyae le ea iaieis leis aieieiateje 146 O01 48 }...---.--.-. 
Wome OURK? 3 bob 6dc conan onaudos pdboES oO NbbOse odooDaDo DDO SOUDSHDNoGSDUSSDDNCS 147 56 26 |.....-..---.- 
EAC AME OA Ks eras ays aiais o/s s.c ola sfainie)o niwielernis elaletere ateiepernicicleveie sia sialsicinisiota sie sini ities! steve 152 21 12 30. 4061 
Crestone.........--..- re aha ea lesa chet SSy eae EEE ee ee RUS ee TSS Stee etee rietave ee reompanes 159) OR 4 ti |e. eee eee 
Brin cheraueen kites sa 3o ben yeic ware 3 sce rae eine ie eteatae an cio ise sectcintciae erence nce 185 48 13 11. 5657 
NVEShiSpanishye Ga ketene cence cislee enone eeacisee re eeeetecnsiacie isle naeiaac/simorscisi aie 211 08 19 20. 4266 
IQA Sieh ae ee eae ee cobb oacodeancosdosno capebudauooosuesnadsduocddosads 218 09 08 23. 7373 
Fisher’s Peak......... donaesoSsnosocoseéoad Bette nis a sicraiuasiersictiserccieenieic/ae 272 08 28 39. 9836 

Azimuths and distances from Fisher's Peak to— 

Names. > Azimuths. | Distances. 

: Oy Ba @ Miles. 
Costilla Peak ..... Baie ae ae os alana IN See ree asides sttseie sek 66 46 05 45. 8643 
Cimlebray Peake a Sar aysccs ee a eee ea ee ee ae hares aeicieia ee CU LY SI ate Seah 92 34 40 39. 9836 
PRIN CHOTA PE Ca Koos ales a ae eater Se ae ae ee a eee es win lelatarcnlalatalelatera Saved atalerie/aieisteie 108 58 01 40. 9069 
West Spanish Peak .......--..----. Nee ieee ata oie a clot on oatniate a telsintetcictoinie te siesta eretate 123 17 06 34, 9867 
HAS SPANISH OAK: io uiclsts cise citeleis ieee metetetra wis sletsiate alc clalvicisieetelalelseiciae sine saelalcleicione 128 59 40 32. 4056 
IU KC SIR CAKE cae trey eh ates seein eae Sete eae eae tals arcintr tetelciscissiersticetietenewt 165 22 08 124. 2428 
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Azimuths and distances from Summit Peak to— 

| 
Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

OG Miles. 
(UitewPeakisecesctace cients ss cicecle BOO AABOAgS Sanco Ado cocbadosasacdacasHasoadaags 88 19 59 114, 7335 
Hesperis Peak =... .-2- 202-2... scence ens sacoa.nnesOR anasas0oNassoanoq005 Sn0005¢ 76. 8418 
LER OOS) JEG 66 5 soneca9 posduboonODdaacoagOa909909 ase scans oI Soesce cae 3eoS5en95e05 21. 3445 
Rio Grande Pyramid 44, 4354 
SOUMMPRLVOL APCD Kes sateine tase sie eloie wate iene eee eee ee eietinistereinioieinieimicinioieie a atoieieiminteei=tats 21. 9605 
LOCO PING) TEE eno hoe pog5900 ands dnnasdacnesonoNS soso nssesSsocer0s cog5Ne 65. 0359 
SIN MG TT Sl Oa Keates) selec atalorafevetaiaielaiole erate eels eee ole isielasiaisioneisietie nisi miasteininisteieists a 45. 7052 
SEAGIOMP OS sr eee cate eae alates Set slo emis ee ele te se eee eee lot sale ictelsevecicasieieis ersvee iniaisieeeeee 4). 1993 
Wkopepnh) Qn RY ooS5asocs cS ousnonacmocddessosponnGoubo ooadoSasnDDNNDOSasDosenono% 78. 2971 
Stationy24 sees ecie sea cicetet-secicemieeee cee e oy edened UsAGRo nee adadaBoosassosuas 72. 0972 
nb SPE ake ee ecetete stasis eeteiser ee er ienieteiner een seinen ne eieemin ce 65. 2836 
Mount Rito Alto 78. 9709 
@restone 22 /- eases seer rio HaaDa sano naGaRQEaoesOOO NODS SAH AGGGG0N0NN s9G05050 74. 275 
Bl amGayP elke eae ei ey ete tasyee erates ievavshctel oie reiaieleleiminicleralelsisie belsieieleianeiatenim mane ete elakeieiers 68. 380u 
JPrinGheravlE Oaks Saeco sete eeeawes cles sissie ees vec de olesiectelseimsecestincineseissemes v4, 4815 
GulebratP ea kes k tere ete sta le tayorsiare ies aterm rere rele pnyere) aie evete tape jesleinieiniee set eoe setverncecioee 84. 7721 
CostillanP cai rapr rs aeracreteleteciacielere oreieielsic eis nice nt eietotnintate severe ercistetatea reise ieee eerste 88. 8762 
Cones TEER sos on5 cosonoabescoocoodd Huan soo dodaes HsoncooccomS ooEsasasséesuens 8. 1411 
Banded (Beak csc i25 nsec e ciscbisaciaee ae oe sa Seiden caste e seems asbisetese eeiaere St 17. 3964 
Stationisleree a eeecmeiaceisscesesc Son cboososcaass sosb6adcocosaoodedEdoassanden 300 04 25 21. 7147 

Azimuths and distances from South River Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

ON Sh ay Miles. . 
PAE ORR LEGENES co5a50 sea gs doco bb coco dS0gNS oSobag bo SsunOgSS Fads sauCSbeSBSRSeN OOS: 27 34 32 21. 3446 
JBI CET) REY 54 54 Soc onabobooos een conoos snocd sooddebonsoesoses 81 59 57 G61. 4667 . 
Rio Grande Pyramid 108 02 45 23. 6209 
Wncompahorewh ealkererrcnemetsls(e lee tere Ee eee er Bee eee eee er eerste 142 41 43 43. 2261 
Srey eter ee So Us epoooaadoocd cacenasaande sabcee Soca nsdesd cspoeduson0b sddeKue 185 30 23 28. 5871 
Monnt Ouray .-.--..----.--.---.-- Neale te eel Severe rmls eis eye ter erm mete elomicins eas tee ineieiee ee ae 214 58 59 71. 6218 
Ga tL Ne eee ee er ercyeic ave derenate rete terete late laie estate| ciate te ete lata eaters eeetepaiceyar pce teretareteetiae Tae 218 35 52 66. 4614 
MD GatlonaWers - ee sie see issis wie nies idis ieee a ele sie els Ste eter pars mre eee ieio is music levsioreyelorereteters 224 07 10 33. 9197 
Mount RitovAlto ecco tocistsmeis o l-icls oe eisiaccie ayeimineieevele oie iste ec idien (sions ee 236 OL Ol 80. 3793 
BAN Ca: PEAK: Se :cicin (sje aie SSE SSS a el I Ne hea PP eee 269 23 14 82. 0941 
Summit Peak ...... FE ee BRC SESS SOS cE OB OOS OROUO Be Boo OEP Berioosoooali: ail Oysy a7 21. 9605 

ry 

Azimuths and distances from San Luis Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths.| Distances. 

Onis Miles. 
South*River Peak cate ts. coc ee Ree eee Ce te Re ia ne be ee ee 5 32 06 28. 5871 
IO Crea Aven mie sesso Sdadaadsoncs sudadooddanbeasonsocasuadnoudHuSHcoucsdds 50 07 49 32. 9246 
TOSCO OA aed LI ETE oe oe soo oad ceadde wooded oneadadsodc0 daondugosedasuceoddsas- 101 36 20 29. 5410 
aWiestiilik (Peake: ' ooh 2 2 Dose vee eee se eee ke cee eee 52. 4865 
Snow-mass Mountain .............----.-------------- 78. 4099 
Stationigs7 eee wee ele ee ee EE ee ee Ree Re 2.5444 
Mount Harvard ; 72. 6478 
MOUNTIOULAY vas sce cee nse R RE Ree Eee eee E EOL CCL R EERE RE Leas cach Meee ee aeeee 48. £060 
SERGLOMT doi cee is cuie slats URC RRR E SMSO EE RIS Rim See Semen e oe cite erate 45, 2855 
THON FSVR CA ees ee kd Foo Gane Sah LE Oe ae eRe BOR OREO DERE SOE E ec eRe EOE Eee 60. 2162 
SUTatIOMEZS eae ais. cs cia Sic cme LOLS NE SO eee a Sem a pare eee 49. 2594 
Mount Rito Alto 65. 99€0 © 
CG) TIO OA SAH SOCIO TCR ae ce eS eee SOI EIS SSE SS Be ea] MUR DES Oe O  e  Coseas 
ROTTER UG) Wo sei aS ee ae Re a eS LES eG AS RE oe) heh EE ee 21. 7661 - 
Blanca Peak .... 84. 0009 
Culebra Peak ... 112. 8426 
Woncjos Peak sees e eee ecole GS AWAD yi ee ae ei 52. 0272 
Sum mithPedky ecco s oe etwas sniscins caice cia timc wee Da one ene es hem aces Aone 45. 7052 
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Azimuths and distances from Uncompahgre Peak to— 

Names. : Azimuths. | Distances. 

ore Miles. 
SHesperis, Peake sae tae eee ee see enema en omice eevee leet oeetace cme aeemeene Jeveictee 38 33 10 55. 1859 
Mount Wilson ..........----------u- Fae ence ee iaalncinre = einnidciete cre acisiee scielsiltcisieys 61 09 28 33: 0635 
Mount Snetiels een eee eee cle eee elena co sialaiaie acciele Gini elele sla ieie/eiaieia sicjeicinisietei=ie 15 33 01 18. 6048 
Mount: Peale meee eee ee ce cia cise ac ecie cele cicceminie c.cicicimaceinemes\smenieic - 105 13 59 99. 3589 
NEC OMY PCa lcs ae e eee NC tee eye aldo). Ma Moe aimialefe sine Ccicialslalsiejelajeie ols or Siu lals 163 33 2 72. 5113 
North Mam Peak .........--.---..--- Mase clcieeiieninisicle cmialo alate seid oieere stale iciemieiniesioe 166 36 04 93. 2684 
Snow-mass Mountain 196 24 06 75, 31€0 
NWeSt Elk Peale eee eee ees STM ad airtel oitias tales d iain etc oleto misao aerelsiersioke 197 39 52 46. 7881 
Mount Harvard ...........- 226 05 56 85. 3480 
Agency Peak ..........-..- 246 32 00 35.2717 
ENTOUNt Ouray sone ce sco oe eee alee ele ne mincicic wie cle eteiciere aveiaisicleintave ciaiaiaiewtentalats 249 50 22 71. 5159 
FSH REO CO) 1H ama NSIS SI I AE EI yO ea ae VE AERO At eeared (MY Too )ec 018 a K 69. 8995 
Staton O35) oi) a ae arene een ratty Sar ed eee ee ci ou ce hw aialale 258 50 55 715. 2582 
Mount Rito: Alba ie ee ee ee a eR caravans eel ete Sie neers 263 12 20 93. 4435 
FSA WR RE AEG a ns A ls ON a TL BH WM) GO |locsaccsscece 
SATO a1 ee ee see er eae ea atin yet Ae ree 2 ee 281 16 50 29. 5410 
FSH Van ech rye Bess) pene eee ea A IG eR SS ORC eT eee 319 33 27 65. 0359 
SOnthy River, Peake creas oe ee ete ee eres ee Ae a eA teh alee 322 24 02 43. 2261 
IO Grande Py rani des see cece cece terete alse ema eteteieteeiisyac ise sistayeiaise aie 351 57 17 27. 2963 

Azimuths and distances from Rio Grande Pyramid to— 

Names. Azimuths.| Distances. 

Oy Ge Miles. 
NMOUNINWallsOne So: Saha shee sess eee ONS Re Ses Sei ete momar neem ereteicieistetermere 72 28 47 34. 6032 
PMTOUT GPS MOI OLS Son Fe ch gical aye taiceyalsieieiejacsvaccs sicio/eimientererare aia trerclaele(aeleyesereraie erential onatersloty 135 45 05 31. 2700 
Uncompahgre Peak ...-...-...----.---- Drdtycla cima win se simmers etaaae Seer SeeCeAs 171 59 51 27. 2963 
JOGO? JEGRIS Ban cen apode EEooCenObEBBO EOE bOSecOCOreneeD ROS AO Can ARCOM RcOn ears 214 49 55 50. 0120 
SOMME SM Cay Kes a Ps aes are Sis oa ae Shea iene gs oa AERIS raat ma eavete Gai laeetansla/siee 229 50 59 32. 9246 
South River Peak 6 287 47 43 23. 6809 
Summit Peak ------.-.-. Siatsiyeterae : 300 29 57 | 44, 4354 
PEAS OS APEC keg teye aia aie alata wis njctwisin Six ajaje: ote ee a /sicie'= is 2 wie sia rer a arminte else eine els sieeisiersieke 312 12 00 24. 1652 

Azimuths and distances from Hesperis Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

: Oe Le Miles. 
SanwinanwNeed evs.) Sse scce fos Ss SHS eS Sas He eaeeie cee oe sectccecen ccs 38 30 35 66. 5990 
WOME Oman eee ee oe ous es aa eae SRLS RAN NM le re eeeinie neo talacintersvciaiais's = 73 51 09 39. 52D 
LN DFTD JRE K | SodopdosbaancoauanccounocooFoKH Ho opon CHOU no bcbeadEdéaduogeendodaos 110 13 46 80. 1011 
MONTE PCA e Stem. ok a ciece Sete ee oe ce tea See ee eee eee eine oaks weceecut 138 01 15 92. 6063 
LDN) (COME) - ocon sSbd5s00nD sgn DOO NOD Cod OCD Gone oaDODORCadOb pecOnSsHRDUBECGOUS 163 20 35 31. 8935 
MOUNT Wi Tl Some ee oe or SAS See Sa SS ae aes Soe els Me at aiyere ise 190 59 54 27. 7089 
Mount Sneffels .........-.-.---.-----02-- Serres ee tan cisiaila oe eam bere anise 202 41 51 41.8338 
Uncompahgre Peak 218 10 11 55. 1859 
IMGT D0 be) Se eee SARE ACS EREe See nas hoc Se dod SoG Sooo CCA a ne SEC EASE Tre rer sets 24418 10| .....-.---- 
SouthRiver- Peale sso. seers ears se er ere ee eaters falas inte ehelcinte wis a ahalote/miae es 261 15 07 61. 4667 
Pagosa Peak... 2... 2.02 6-cecceces 269 41 42 ].....-.---.- 
Summit Peak ..-......-/..-....-.- 274 21 07 76. 8418 
Banded Peak ...........--.. aS tar Sat aN Te cy ee 285 43 31 83. 7462 
PS UEVULOTIS Sb ete apenas se co oii a hc fnlnl oayarere te elapete Te eS ee e eietesteere ele ww tats SS ae Wie iain siarciereieinereie 288 35 57 85. 1524 

Azimuths and distances from Abajo Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

edn otoe tl Miles. 
MTG UTED Ball ee oe ai so nrar pearat neater crestor tas Se teak ee c/a N i bo ig Jn fas 196 58 04 43. 2138 
Lone Cove .....---- 266 40 51 66. 0793 
Mount Wilson 269 30 22 80. 4208 
Hesperis Peak 289 23 24 80. 1011 
Ute Peak ........... Be 315 19 16 53. 6508 
San Juan Needle 336 16 40 86. 6281 
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Azimuths and distances from Mount Peale to— 

Names. Azimuths. ; Distances. 

1 

Oe OD Miles. 
Abajo Peak .-...... SOD cone oD Soap DO DSOb Sar CSObS Hoda de Sonos ceases beSasonSdso6 17 06 41 43. 2138 
INoruheMiam tPeakisst. ots c2 ce shee ses Meee ae Mee eee See ba erelea aee 227 50 04 98. 3309 
WeontReak pA eee eka ssa sakes ere Pos sa tans ee sadweroes kesh eT cose Ct 238 55 19 86. 8208 
WiestyblikvPeals bist isda kane tn ead SARA SER Ree PES See oe osccca waar 259 21 38 111. 5550 
Uncompahgre Peak ....- popes cusods osac cso Sag cces50 DSd0NDNSSee soSseSHocENS OSES 284 08 19 99, 3589 
MonuntiSneftels iis Se cs sore hau eee ae eRe N ee re MEAS SE DOLE Seis Seacisie ices 290) 28 O3Mit en japeeeee 
Mout, Wilsons 7: $005 Js ste 2 cee eee eA een eee ee Te eee became 301 04 23 79. 0586 
Mauer Cone. <p 2h. eis A sa cs See See Ree A ee eee ea ere ue eee on aosetaceces 305 14 43 65. 2196 
Hesporis Peak: 4. Mac. Jot sens sae gaa se ase ee se hs BosoddobSSa6 SSeS 317 19 07 92. 6063 
Witerheak)..0icu oe Ae. sat ne eee ewe eka sa S ee SEAS OS SE cneisice mcsteciente 342 36 27 &3. 5474 

Azimuths and distonces from Lone Cone to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

Op Acie LH Miles. 
SaniamanINieedlo ses) asareatssd dale wanes Shin see eae eae siete nine Mee er Cee aeasree Q1 15 18 88. 763: 
(WWitepRoaks. esac eo oS ete Re a OE Re SB So See ee Slee eae 34 40 35 50. 5908 
PANS OBRO DKA iaesecic cee siacecceice sein otesnecee eee es eyetetcfe le mieiee siaaele meiosis 87 25 18 66. 0793 
MONTREAL O Re seca sae seine Loe pees e Oi Seis oe Sim BRIS SIS SIC ISIS Ain fe aioe one Ss eine alee 125 50 51 65. 2196 
A SCOMMELG RG are eal apeeieictointa lai eie ain she ee joie Sania eal ete vee ate ote = aI aera, Ae ernie 194 59 46 ®5. 1437 
West Elk Peak 224 41 22 31. 0506 
Mount Sneffels 252 15 35 26. 5310 
Mount Wilson 282 59 19 14, 8131 
Hesperis Peak 343 14 27 31. 8935 

Azimuths and distances from West Elk Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

QO We Mites. 
Uncompaherepkedkpesecses stesso eee oe nee oe eee eect snseeneeaaccee cesses 17 49 39 46. 7881 
MountiSnemel sy < cco hs sess cess eie aor ae secs cm ewe ie cielo see nice eminem usec 33 21 56 58. 8282 
HOME ICOM estas ce ace oe Sain ole ne aires sian ele wie teise enters tele pepe alarats waa a apeiermrotepees 45 24 51 BL. 0506 
IMOUMt POA OG cera okies ctocte Sora cin dicia diag sie ieis cw area Bie CEOS yaoi 6 SaeRIac ee msieciseise 80 41 34 111. 5550 
COM: Peak: a: sans catsiae sick Aacisisnieced Crane Riciererate Pee ere ieee le aie oie lo ia cise stoners ata 125 52 43 42. 7650 
North: Mam- Peak -ssassc ceca eco ae ae Saree eee cece eine rene. 142 21 19 58. 4113 
SoprisPeakes no Fash oe is Gls ial Se A Re eS Se are overt ve tN areal 181 55 12 37. 6256 
SHOW-INASS MOUNURID) co dee= ses eerec eiateie cate eiejeictaieemleicrere role tence tiaieioleie ee Miele lates ae 194 29), 49) | sas eh cee 
Mount Harvard noc tec cet sccm ions cee aioce tare tatcieis CIR S otate leis ie lenisie Tate Siena omcraTAa eters PES! UN BHM oes scacse see 
Mount Princeton 267 19 11 41. 0908 
Mount Ouray .....-.--... 290 47 47 56. 5627 
SSUBULOM 24 ere SNY che ee NS aa oo) eee ora are ie ee eee ae tele ate ciate eral ee iste reeete ae 296 42 52 59. 6608 
ESRF TVO).0 Cte Verges Cana eae i CoHee pal es a Rebate a a a pat ae ae es UNE Ones 326 46 SL 65. 5897 
POON CVE OKs spe Sevmtoie sie tae Mes eo oe © ose oe nce ome seer tleer clea cole cise meee 329 25 35 35. 5262 
SANDS POak: foes ere sess PEAS SS iS Nery sea ne tear papain mice nici arcs a ect eines 343 48 49 52. 4865 

Azimuths and distances from Snow-mass Mountain to— 

Names. | Azimuths. | Distances. 

4 Oo Te @ Miles. 
Wincompaloreybewkeereeeee cee eee e seen eene eee eee oer eis eceeciaceree 16 38 54 75. 3180 
IN OLtH Mam OM Kiser neck icine cwisise ca acleree Se ente Seon eee ieee em miceciciseceniseere 113 33 29 46. 6935 
Sopris Peak ....---.---- Wess oo ole Sintec) Au cle bhre are epee Ne an a RTE is pec eiemreret ee 149 48 13 11. 6533 
Mount Powell eit sersece eos sees sce oss sleesicemeen eek eae eaiicsees ewes eeeescole seelMOle oT 58. 8606 
Mountain of the Holy Cross .-.....-...--..2-225 2-22-22 2 = eee ene eee Soe sce 232 20 59 39. 4744 
Mountelaincol asses secon coer cla we meieisiacsiave sie Weis lerem cee iniawinieteteieis eciaeleinieiefaieieia niente 252 17 45 53. 6724 
Monntybl anv and cet eo eee erences oc sai wiciole a eiSete ie as aye ncee eetete eet yet toiereeeinierseeasinlesetos 288 14 34 42. 2966 
Nilomens QUAY Ss ese so ssocdssadsousadsuseddddedd gususassdossodensaddoagsoSNe5N8 316 18 36 66. 1018 
EAE LOND 2 Ao ke eye cH PIA lata ote cs aie level Sobies al mwieie ape elem mrala aero Toe aioe io nave epeisiete ee erent 319 48 44 71. 3875 
Agency Peak ....------.--0----- 349 27 41 59. 2528 
San Luis Peak 354 36 27 78. 4099 
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Azimuths and distances from Leon Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

One eee he Miles. 
Monn tuW isons see see Salsa sete cela ae seie cena Se wis wie dia wiaiwre Se Rime clos means Gels 5 23 55 &5. 9096 
MIVGMELC ONE”: | a2 /sci nae eect cteeie eee ore ele eis cla ciate ee ale ooo ee Se eee ee LE Rae 15 19 £0 85. 1437 
EVPOUTICHe R16 e seis ce ae oe eran Bee EINE rie ele ec arelnva orb sicia erate aie eine satin Gamer ons 59 51 22 86. £808 
Nort Mian: Pe aces reeset eae eee cre re era ore ie oe SE ere yee ete 176 49 29 21. 2120 
SoprisiPoealk. .{:. 0S ea pe ee a Sa Sea AS ke xcs 259 20 17 38. 0282 
\UUACSIET Bd DYER BRE SS SS IE lea Lt a a aN Ce I A aI 305 28 26 42. 7650 
Uncompahgre Peak ...........------ Bae ctetsaisietet aisles icine iain sieininisisreeie be rsio ates 243 19 04 72. 5113 
Mount Snetteles4..4 Jaco: seat ae sees acterse able aceite ede owas cecetoboress So stead 307 49 30 74. 2300 

Azimuths and distances from North Mam Peak to— 

Names. Azimuths. | Distances. 

f OLB Miles. 
NVOUME Reales ese. ek yee 2acS Re pene Bene eee rene Bene waar Rese Shree 48 45 43 98, 3309 
Mondnt:Powell2es 22224 nie aie ate Be Sods Sere See ee we See eee ee oes eects doe 251 57 09 85. 4079 
Mountain of the Holy Cross 265 17 15 74, W561 
SOpnist@ ree len ye sash satceads a ep st So Sete ee eee eee otek ene eset cowie eeerantion 282 44 27 37, 9134 
SLOW Wass Moen tai Mien 222m. scm joe's seam oan Seer peta wesc eee wae oo 8s eka an ck 293 03 20 46. 6940 
WWiestrHike Peake telcos ck tees cc cohen 321 56 07 58. 4113 
Uncompahgre Peak -| 346 20 55 93, 2684 
CONE Ca Kaa tase aici aoa Sele cicie viz Gised ae ale om inea tio Ce Bee aimee aioe eisarawiciwes 356 48 40 21,2120 
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METHODS OF TOPOGRAPHICAL FIELD AND OFFICE WORK. 

The secondary triangulation was carried on by the topographers, in 
connection with the topographical work, with small theodolites reading 
to minutes of arc, and carrying powerful telescopes; the secondary 
triangles summed up with a mean error of closure of about two minutes. 
As this work was constantly checked by the primary points, the errors 
could not accumulate sufficiently to be perceptible on the maps. 

The topographical field-work was carried on in the following manner: 
First, the region of country to be surveyed was divided as nearly as 

possible by natural boundaries into areas sufficiently large to employ a 
party the whole season. 

Before taking the field, the topographer supplies himself with all the 
information possible as to character of country, &c., and collects all 
the old maps that might give any idea of the existing trails, roads, or 
places where supplies may be obtained. Each field-party is composed 
of a topographer, geologist, assistant topographer, and sometimes a 
botanist or zodlogist accompanies them; these, with a cook, and two or 
three packers, complete the party. The geologist and topographer work- 
king in concert make a general plan for the summer campaign, and 
equip themselves with all the necessary instruments and supplies. 

On reaching the district, they select the first commanding point 
and ascend it; on reaching the summit, the topographer sets up his 
theodolite, while the assistant hangs up the barometer. 

The topographer proceeds to make a careful drainage sketch, on which 
he indicates all features of note, while the assistant makes a care- 
ful profile sketch of the entire surrounding country on a large scale. 
Upon these sketches are marked, by numbers -or names, all the points 
to be sighted, or in some cases the angular readings are placed upon the 
sketches. 

After this is done, all peaks, points, ends of spurs, junctions of streams, 
in fact every recognizable feature of the surrounding country are sighted, 
and the angles, both horizontal and vertical, recorded in a book, with 
their numbers or names appended. 

From this first station are selected a number of points occupying 
commanding positions, as points to be occupied as future stations, and 
so on from each station there would be constantly selected points in 
advance, on which stations were to be made. 

After finishing the work on the peak, the party proceeds to the next, 
and there repeats the sketches and angles, taking great care to check 
every previous sight possible, and taking all the new points that come 
within range. 

Thus from day to day the country is sketched from every possible point 
of view, and the points are each time sigkted, giving many checks to the 
location of all the more prominent features of the country. 

The mountainous regions of the country west of the Mississippi River 
are generally very favorable to this kind of work. Nearly all the mount- 
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ain-peaks, especially near their summits, are destitute of timber, while 
the valleys are uniformly so, the timber in nearly all cases growing on 
the slopes of the mountains. 

Therefore, from the mountain-peaks the drainage of the country is 
clearly visible and sharply defined. Thus the topographer is often able 
to trace the meanderings of a stream for many miles, as it recedes over 
the distant plains or valleys. 

To do this elass of topographical work successfully, requires a man 
with a natural faculty for the recollection and recognition of objects 
which he has seen from different positions, especially in a high, rough, 
mountain country, where so many points are visible from one peak, 
and where they undergo great changes in appearance as seen from differ- 
ent positions. j 

Yet this faculty may be cultivgted to a wonderful degree when the 
person is very careful and studies the relative positions of things, and 
the individual forms and characteristics of mountain structure. It is 
very much the same faculty that is required in recognizing faces, for each 
mountain has its features and individual forms. It also requires men of 
great physical endurance to carry on such work, owing to the many 
difficulties and dangers that are met with in ascending so many rough 
and high mountains, without any, previous knowledge of the country. 
The traveling is often difficult through these unknown regions, where 
there is neither track nor trail to guide in the selection of a route, and 
where one is compelled by the nature of the work to reach certain 
points. | 

DETERMINATIONS OF ALTITUDES. 

The altitudes have been determined witb mercurial barometers. Hach 
party is generally supplied with two barometers, and with extra tubes © 
and fixtures with which to repair any breakage that may occur. Base 
barometers have been established at various points over the Territory, 
always as near the district in which the work was being carried 
on as practicable, which was often at a greater distance than was de- 
sirable, the parties often working far beyond the borders of civilization. 

The heights of the mountain stations have been constantly checked 
by a system of vertical angles between all occupied points, thus bind- 
ing the whole together, so there are but few points depending upon a 
single reading of the barometer for their heights, except the valleys 
and such places as could not be thus checked. I give below an extract 
from the report of Mr. Franklin Rhoda (who was my assistant during 
the summer of 1874), which will serve to illustrate the method of con- 
necting the points by vertical angles : 

“METHODS USED IN DETERMINING THE ELEVATION OF POINTS. 

‘All the elevations given in this report depend apon readings of a 
mercurial barometer. Where a standard barometer whose elevation is 
well determined is within a short distance, this instrument gives a very 
good determination of elevation. In the past summer, however, it was 
quite impossible to establish a base barometer in the vicinity of the 
region surveyed, without great expense. All the readings had to be re- 
ferred to distant stations. Readings on high peaks were referred to the 
Signal-Service barometer on Pike’s Peak at an elevation of 14,147 feet 
above the sea, while readings on all points under 12,000 feet were referred 
to the barometer of the United States Geological Survey at Fair Play, 
whose elevation is 9,904.5 feet. The first of these is 150 miles distant 
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in a Straight line from the central part of the San Juan country, while 
the second is 125 miles distant. These distances are too great to give 
accurate results with the barometer. At several points in the region we 
succeeded in getting two readings at the same point at intervals of sev- 
eral days, but finding that the resulting heights as calculated by ref- 
erence to those distant bases did not agree well enough, it was resolved 
to collect together all the data possible from the field-notes and see if 
a fair trigonometric connection between the mountain-peaks could not 
be established. The result was, under the circumstances, bighly satis- 
factory. It must be remembered, however, that the instrument used 
read only to minutes of are. Supposing an error of a minute in a read- 
ing, which is not at all uncommon, the resulting error in the difference of 
level of two peaks from a single observation will be 15.3 feet for a dis- 
tance of 10 miles and 23 feet for a distance of 15 miles. If, as is some- 
times the case, the error be more than one minute, the error in the ele- 
vation will be still greater. Another large and uncertain element in 
the problem is refraction, which in the bigh mountains is so changea- 
ble as to add much to the uncertainty of the results. In many cases 
the observations were taken during storms, and often the peaks were 
sighted through breaks in the clouds, making the refraction still more 
uncertain. From each station angles of elevation or depression were 
taken to like surrounding peaks, and especially to previous stations. 
Had the foresight and backsights between the several stations been sim- 
ultaneous, the error of the refraction correction would have been very 
nearly neutralized; but these two sets of observations were never taken 
at the same time, and in only one case on the same day. From each of 
two stations I always succeeded in finding some peaks which had been 
sighted from both. With this material on hand, the distances were ob- 
tained from Mr. Wilson’s plot of his secondary triangulation, which will . 
not probably involve, in any case used, a greater error than five-hun- 
dredtbs of a mile, which includes the error due to shrinkage of paper, 
as these distances were all hastily taken off from the map with a scale. 
Having, then, the horizontal distance between the two stations, and the 
angle of elevation or depression from one to the other, of course the dif- 
ference of level can be determined. But on account of the errors which 
have crept into these angles from the cause above mentioned, one de- 
termination of the difference of level is not sufficient. For a still finer 
approximation, wherever vertical angles had been taken from two Ssta- 
tions to the same point, the height of that above and below each station 
was calculated. From this another determination of the difference in 
the height of the two stations was determined; then the height of an- 
other unvisited point was calculated, and so on for all the near points 
sighted from both stations. Each point gives one determination of the 
difference of the two stations. In some cases it will be found that one 
result is far out from the rest. This may be due to the fact that sights 
to the different points which have received by mistake the same number 
in the notes have been used. Such cases are thrown out and a mean of 
the rest assumed as the true difference of level. It was found that on 
account of errors of refraction and imperfections of the instrument, 
sights over 15 miles in length could not be depended on at all. In 
the following calculation no sights of that length were used, and in fact 
very few over 10 miles have been used. In making the calculation, the 
following formula was used, taken from Lee’s tables : 

dh = 0.00000485 K A + 0.000000667 K?; 

in which dh is the difference of level of the two points, K the hori- 
zontal distance in yards, and A the number of seconds in the vertical 

: 
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angle used. In this formula are contained corrections for both curva- 
ture and refraction, the latter element being assumed equal to 0.078 of 
the curvature. On examining the notes carefully it was found that 
there were sights to many hundreds of different peaks, and it became a 
difficult problem to utilize all this material and at the same time do it 
according toa system. After a number of experiments on different 
methods it was found that to bring order out of this chaos it was neces- 
sary to take up each link in the chain separately, and use all the data 
that could be found pertaining to it, and determine the difference of 
level of these two stations finally. Next the same process had to be 
gone through with the line from the second point to the next station 
beyond, and so on. In doing this, it was found that some of these lines 
were much better determined than the others. In finally reducing these, 
differences of level to a common datum point, this fact might multiply 
the errors in the work. For instance, a number of well-determined dif- 
ferences of level might be transferred through a poorly-determined line, 
thus vitiating all with the error of the one. In order to obviate this the 
following scheme was adopted: A central chain of well-determined lines 
was carried through the heart of the mountain mass, from Mount Wilson, 
the most westerly of the high peaks, to Station 8, five miles east of Un- 
compahgre Peak, in the northeast corner of the mass. From this main 
line several secondary branches were carried wherever the short lines 
could be well determined. This system covered the whole mass of 
mountains. Other stations, which could not be well enough determined 
independently, were connected with different points in the main lines. | 
In the central line we have the following parts: From Mount Wilson 
to Station 30, a peak east of it and distant 9.3 miles, is a fall of 383 feet, 
which is the mean of five determinations having a range of 32 feet; 
thence east to Sultan Mountain, a distance of 6.88 miles, with a fall of 
036 feet, the mean of six determinations, range 23 feet ; thence northeast 
to Station 16, distant 6.60 miles, a rise of 175 feet, the mean of nine de- 
terminations, range 35 feet; thence northeast to Handie’s Peak, 7.51 
miles, a rise of 456 feet, the mean of eight determinations, range 54 feet; 
thence north to Uncompahgre Peak, distant 11.14 miles, a rise of 238 
feet, the mean of nine determinations, range 49 feet; thence east to Sta- 
tion 8, distant 4.92 miles, a fall of 1,380 feet, the mean of ten determina- 
tions, range 67 feet. This completes the central or trunk line, whose 
length is 46.35 miles. From Sultan Mountain a branch was extended 
eastward from this peak to Station 25, distant 10.28 miles, a rise of 209 
feet, the mean of twelve determinations, range 67; thence to Rio Grande 
Pyramid, distant 8.63 miles, a rise of 197 feet, the mean of nineteen de- 
terminations, range 95. From Station 25, a branch extends to Mount 
Oso, distant 7.29 miles, a rise of 64 feet, the mean of seven deter- 
minations, range 37. From Station 30, a secondary branch was ex- 
tended south and west. Station 30 to Engineer Mountain, distant 
6.98 miles, a tall of 926 feet, the mean of eight determinations, 
range 22; thence west to Station 36, distant 6.76 miles, a fall of 
417 feet, the mean of eleven determinations, range 51; thence to 
Station 37, distant 3.65 miles, a rise of 94 feet, the mean of five 
determinations, range 35. Another important subline extends from 
Sultan Mountain to the northwest. The first. link in the chain is the 
line from this point to Station 28. The heights of Stations 30 and 16 
above Sultan Mountain having been already well determined from the 
central chain, I made use of all the connections between Station 28 and 
each of these points, reducing all of them to a common point. The re- 
sult from this was the following: Sultan Mountain to Station 28, distant 
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7.86 miles, a fall of 484 feet, the mean of eighteen determinations, range 
76 feet; thence to Station 9, distant 3.77 miles, a rise of 324 feet, the 
mean of eight determinations, range 43 feet ; thence to Mount Sneffels, 
distant 5.94 miles, a rise of 952 feet, the mean of six determinations, 
range 36 feet; thence to Station 34, distant 6.65 miles, a fall of 1,161 
feet, the mean of five determinations, range 23 feet. This completes all 
the well-determined chains. Other stations on which barometric read- 
ings have been taken were connected with as many points in the main 
lines as possible, and these being reduced to a common point, a mean 
was taken. Such points are the following: Sultan Mountain to station 
10, a fall of 223 feet, the mean of eleven determinations, range 76 feet ; 
Uncompahgre Peak to Station 5, a fallof 1,498 feet, the mean of ten de- 
terminations, range 85 feet; Uncompahgre Peak to Station 11, a fall of 
3,624 feet, the mean of eight determinations, range 111 feet; Sultan 
Mountain to Station 51, a fall of 835 feet, the mean of three determina- 
tions, range 75 feet; Sultan Mountain to Station 48, a fall of 1,061 feet, 
the mean of six determinations, range 59 feet ; Handie’s Peak to station - 
13, a fall of 1,175 feet, mean of fore and back sights, range 6 feet. Be- 
sides these, there are two which depend on single determinations. 
First, from Sultan Mountain to the point in Baker’s Park where the 
road crosses Cement Creek in Silverton, distant 3 miles, a fall of 3,961 
feet; second, from Mount Sneffels to Station 32, which is obtained from 
sights to a common point between them, distant from Mount Sneffels 
2.04 miles, and from Station 32, 3.75 miles, the fall is 5,050 feet. This 
difference of level is checked by sights to distant points to the south of 
‘Station 32. These two cases are admitted because the distances were 
so short as to preclude the possibility of any considerable error. From 
these results a table was made out showing the heights of each station, 
above or below a common datum point. Sultan Mountain was selected 
as the datum point from its central location, and also from the fact that 
it was situated on the great central chain of levels, at its junction with 
two principal sublines. A second column was added, giving the height 
of each station as determined by the single barometric reading taken 
thereon. A third column was made out of the first two, by adding the 
number in the first column to the one in the second when preceded by the 
minus sign, and by subtracting it when plus. This column represents the 
elevations above sea-level of Sultan Mountain as determined from the 
barometric readings at the several stations. It will be seen that the 
twenty-three results have a range of 203 feet. A mean of all these was 
assumed as the true height of Sultan Mountain; and by reversing the 
previous process and adding the plus differences of height in the first 
column and subtracting the minus, a fourth column was obtained, giving 
the elevation of each station as reduced from the mean of the twenty-three 
readings. A fifth column was added, giving the date of each reading on 
the different stations. From this it will be seen that the observations 
extend from August 1 to October 6—more than two months. By exam- 
ining the table carefully it will be seen that nearly all the earlier read- 
ings give heights above the mean and the latter below it. Whether this 
is merely accidental, or due to some physical law, I cannot tell. .It will 
be seen that several of these stations, whose height relative to the rest 
has been well determined, do not appear in the table. Thisis due to the 
fact that at those stations, either from storms or other causes, we failed 
to get barometric readings. 
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CES MIAO pee Soconocooe eacmodounonbdaSoeSDeS oad = 429 12, 770 13, 399 12,737 | Aug. 1, 1874. 
COMPTON hs gae cod cosecocecocHenocDonesooN oso5ds — oll 12, 960 13, 471 12,855 | Aug. 6, 1874. 
“Uncompahgre Peak.-......-----.------------- + 869. 14, 337 13, 463 14,235 | Aug. 8, 1874. 
Station 1022.)). 2 sboasaceeeertetaese ct: --s- smiles): = 223 13, 082 13, 305 13, 143 | Aug. 10, 1874. 
eo Station: Lin oe een anemreeilacte ts lele cise sre! ataisverntors = Bh 6s) 10, 684 13, 439 10, 611 | Aug. 12, 1874. 
“CStation 13.212 Seagaeeeeewoueees ea 544 12, 895 13, 439 12, 822 | Aug. 14, 1874 
‘\Handie’s Peak.......------- + 631 14, 101 13, 470 13, 997 | Aug. 15, 1874. 
SeSLALIONL ONee eee eee eee a 175 15, 593 13, 418 13, 541 | Aug. 17, 1874. 
“Rio Grande Pyramid ..... - | 407 13, 801 13, 394 13, 773 | Aug. 22, 1874 
“Sultan Mountains Stee ee is cic niente eee celeb eiomiem aoe 13, 298 13, 298 13, 366 | Aug. 31, 1874 
“Silverton . 3) Eee --|— 3, 96f 9, 377 13, 338 9,405 | Aug. 31, 1874. 
“Station 27. wes aS Saat dewtaley: Sees 7 12, 491 13, 268 12, 589 | Sept. 3, 1874 
SoMtatlOn 29: etinsmeemieriseee sieriaaisies e siveieciencls - 160 13, 120 13, 2-0 13, 206 | Sept. 4, 1874 
Pestabion 30! ised ccsee see teas are eS se + 531 13, 927 13, 396 13, 897 | Sept. 6, 1874 
IS bALION G2. Shas a eR eRe Ete vic & mjclaiem'sieics — 4,258 9, 027 33, 285 9,108 | Sept. 9, 1874. 
saMount Snetiels ..2-ecaaeeene mawaccces scree + 792. 14, 162 13, 370 14, 158 Sent. 10, 1874 
IS tALLON SS. 2m a ose aitenieee eos oie sisiaisie Sara ais — 369 12, 928 13, 357 12, 997 | Sept. ie 1874 
ssMount) Wilson: cst see cesses dese sissies = Sects see -- 914 14, 185 13, 271 14,280 | Sept. 13, 1874. 
Station SO.- os ieee eee iae acta sie eae — 812 12, 538 13, 350 12, 554 | Sept. 14, 1874 
EES Gatlomi Se es sk ee RR ky = 7128 12, 623 13, 341 12, 648 | Sept. 15, 1874, 
COTS UIEULTONY CGS eee eB ee ee ee Set — 320 13, 014 13, 334 13, 046 | Sept. 20, 1874 
POA DIOUNTAS: te hohe eee eaters aeaee ee — 1,01 12) 321 13, 352 12, 305 | Scpt. 30, 1874 
COStAtlonioL® 2s thss see ee EE ahi oS aie a(ct — 835 12, 518 13, 353 12,531 | Oct. 6, 1874 

SHIM@ aM SE clas coe erate arate ayers arene ia: ajair'|| }archobrereeata’s | eaten tapapere 13, 366 

‘¢ With the elevations of these stations determined, the heights of un- 
visited points were obtained by applying the difference of level as ob- 
tained from the vertical angle to the height of the station from which 
the angle was taken. As most of the unvisited points are sighted from 
many stations, we have for each a number of determinations, of which 
the mean is taken. Many of these points are quite as well determined 
as some of the stations.” 

‘OFFICE-WORK OF THE TOPOGRAPHER. 

On the return of the parties to the office, each of the topographers 
calculates and constructs a projection on a scale of two miles to one 
inch, on heavy mounted drawing-paper. On each sheet are plotted, by 
latitudes and longitudes, all the primary points that had been located 
in the district, with a sufficient number of secondary points from which 
to plot the remainder of the stations, with large eight-inch circular pro- 
tractors reading to minutes of are. 

After locating all the stations, they establish all the points that have 
been sighted from the numerous stations, upon the sheet. When all 
the points are placed upon. the sheet in the foregoing manner, the drain- 
age is located by plotting first all points along the streams that have 
been sighted, such as junctions, noted bends, &c., then all the minor 
details from the drainage-sketches are filled in, carefully studying all 
the different sketches that contain the streams in question. 

The sketches are made on a scale from three to four times larger than 
that at which the final maps are plotted; so there is generally more de- 
tail on the sketches than can be represented onthe maps. Plates XVII 
and XVIII represent these sketches, which are actual tracings from the 
field-book, with the notes, &c., as taken from Stations 115 and 125 by 
myself. 
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Turning to the sketch, it will be seen that every junction and impor- 
tant bend is sighted, and that all the prominent peaks are indicated in 
their relative positions, as nearly as could be judged. Comparing this 
with the map as plotted (see Plate X XI), we find that it is somewhat 
distorted, as might be expected when we consider that the sketch was 
made entirely by eye. But at the same time it will be seen, after all 
the points are actually located, that the remainder of the drainage can 
be sketched in very correctly. 
Now we have the frame-work of the map upon the paper; it is inked 

in and we are ready to commence the drawing of the hill-structure, 
which we indicate by contour-lines, each representing 200 feet of 
vertical distance. By these lines we give the approximate heights as 
well as forms of the mountains as nearly as we know them, from the 
numerous height and profile sketches which we have taken from every 
occupied station. I will state here that I do not attempt in this paper 
to give all the minor details of this work, proposing only to give a gen- 
eral idea of the methods used in constructing the maps. First, all the 
heights are calculated and tabulated in some convenient form for refer- 
ence. 

Having our points and drainage located, we start, for instance, with 
the heights of the points (a) and (b) (see Plate XX); the difference be- 
tween these two points we find to be about 3,000 feet; the contours 
being 200 feet apart, we have fifteen to be distributed between these two 
points; they are accordingly spaced in from the sketch nearer together 
or farther apart as the slope is greater or less. Next we find the point 
marked (9) to be about the same height as (b), and the point on the stream 
marked (5) to be nearly the same as (a); consequently we have fifteen 
contours to space in between these points. But we find from the height 
ot (c) that five of these come between points (¢c and 5), therefore coming 
much nearer to each other, as the slope is greater than between (c and 
9), where they are nearly equidistant from each other, as the slope is 
comparatively even and gentle. 
Now we turn to the sketch from Culebra Peak, which will give us the 

profile of the ridge from (9) to (d), and in the same manner Space in the 
contours. We can now connect these lines, carefully studying the 
sketch, to see how deep the ravines are cut, and the general forms of 
the ridge which lead from (9) to the valleys below. In this manner all 
of the mountains are carefully drawn as we have sketches such as are 
given from Stations 115 and 125 from every point that has been occupied, 
with the heights of all located points, besides many more that do not 
appear as located points, such as valleys, passes, benches, &c. Plates 
XVIII, XIX, and XX will give some idea of the field-sketches, while 
Plate X XI will show the map as finished in the office, only at a much 
reduced scale. This plate is taken from a proof of the engraved sheet 
to illustrate the result of this method of work. 

To give some idea of the amount of work that has been done by the 
topographical corps in the survey of Colorado, I will state that we have 
established 1,280 topographical stations within an area of about 70,000 
Square miles, and from each station all the surrounding country was 
sketched as previously described. My assistant made over one thou- 
sand pages of profile sketches during the field-season of 1875, each page 
being 6 by 10 inches, while I myself made some five hundred pages of 
drainage-sketches, and took the thousands of angles that were necessary 
to locate all the points. 

In referring to the sketches given, the system of numbering the 
points may not be clearly understood. Turn to Plate XIX, for instance, 
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you will see there such numbers as (16-115), (14-115), (29-116), &c., 
which mean simply No. 16 from Station 115, No. 14 from Station 115, 
and No. 29 from Station 116. These numbers are obtained in the fol- 
lowing manner: Beginning at Station 1, we sight, say, one hundred 
points,; it will be seen at once that there must be some short and effi- 
cient method adopted by which these points can be designated when 
sighting them from the stations that are tofollow. To give each a descrip- 
tive name becomes impossible, owing to the number and the time it would 
take, which is a very important consideration to the topographer, for 
his time is So much taken up by the ascent and descent of the mount- 
ain that he is compelled to economize time in every possible manner. 
Hach point is numbered, commencing with one; these numbers are placed 
on the sketches over or by the point to be sighted, and when the angles 
are taken and recorded, the number of the point is placed after its angle. 
From the next station as you sight the points, place the same number 
after the angle, but instead of the simple numbers write (1-1), (2-1), 
(3-1), which signify, as before stated, point 1 from Station 1, point 2 
from Station 1, &c.; and this designation or name, as it may be called, 
is always used thereafter, except where they are afterward occupied as 
stations; it is then more convenient to substitute the number of the 
station in place of the old one. 
Any new points sighted from Station 2 are numbered again, com- 

mencing with one as before, and these become (1-2), (2-2), (3-2), and so 
on from station to station as above, (16-115), (14-115), the first number 
always referring to the number from the given station, while the second 
gives the number of the station. 

This system of numbering was originally developed by myself, and I 
have used it for several years in connection with this class of topo- 
graphical work, and find it as short and at the same time as com- 
plete a system of giving names to the many points that are neces- 
sary to sight as any that I have seen. It also facilitates the plotting 
very much. For instance, in plotting you come to a point in the notes 
of Station 125 marked 14-115; you know at once by turning to Station 
115 that you will find another reading on this point 14, and that you 
will probably find it sighted from the intermediate stations. Thus much 
time is saved in looking for the necessary checks to any point that you 
may wish to locate. 

Sometimes the bearings are simply placed on the sketches, especially 
of points that are not likely to be sighted often, such as minor points, 
stream junctions, &c.; in that case the horizontal angle is first recorded; 
then follows the vertical angle, with a plus or minus sign placed before 
it to show whether it be an angle of elevation or depression, thus: 83° 
15/ + 1° 30! 

Over the more settled portions of the country, the principal roads 
have been meandered with compass and odometer. 

The final results of the work in Colorado will be published in the 
form of an atlas, containing six topographical sheets drawn in contours 
as above described. These sheets were originally drawn on a scale of 
two miles to one inch, then reduced to a seale of four miles to one inch, 
and engraved on stone. The projection is so constructed that the six 
sheets may be mounted as one map. The six corresponding geological 
sheets are printed in colors on the contour sheets as bases. 

The general drainage map was compiled mainly from the final sheets 
and is published at a scale of twelve miles to one inch. This map was 
‘designed for general distribution, and gives, as well as the drainage 
system, all of the roads, trails, railroads, towns, prominent mountain- 
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peaks, with their heights, &c. Upon this map as a base are printed the 
general geologic and economic maps of the whole State of Colorado. 

The economic map has been constructed from notes taken by the 
members of the different parties while in pursuit of their regular duties. 
Upon this sheet are given as nearly as possible the outlines of the agri- 
cultural, grazing, timber, mineral, and desert lands, each represented 
by different colors. 

The atlas also contains two sheets of geological sections, and two of 
characteristic panoramic views. These, with the primary triangulation 
map, completes the atlas. 

DECLINATION OF THE MAGNETIC NEEDLE. 

I give below a table of declinations of the magnetic needle, with the 
approximate latitudes and longitudes of the points of observation. It 
will be seen at a glance that little dependence can be placed on the com- 
pass over the greater part of this region, especially in the mountain 
portions, where the variation has a range from 5° to 24°, and this occurs 
in a small area. : 

In the plains and mesa country of the southwestern part of Colorado 
the declination is much more regular, ranging from 13° to 15°, The 
declination all along the southern part of Colorado and northern portion 
of New Mexico is about 13° 30’, where it is not disturbed by local at- 
tractions. This gradually increases as you go north until it reaches 
15° 30’ at the northern border of the State. 

It will be seen from the table that it is difficult to give any definite 
declination for even a small area of country, as the local attraction varies 
greatly within a small area. 

This wide range of the magnetic variation has no doubt been a very 
fruitful source of error in all of the older explorations through the interior, 
when in their meandering systems so much dependence had to be placed 
on the compass, and, having no fixed points to correct these errors by, 
they must have accumulated to considerable proportions over every con- 
siderable area of country or every extended line, even though they were 
often checked by azimuth observations. 
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seaOne aes nze 14 
vai doves 13 
Pr teers 14 
secdOrnnseee 15 
sasOreeseess 16 
Pe eet 14 
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BeOS encase 13 
ocd Oneoceees 14 
oe sdosnsesaee 10 
ancGOr ss sae. 13 
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SOs tereerss 13 
sd Orse ase 13 
soeGOpeeees 13 
rs ein see 13 
ae UOvee see 13 
in OOPS 13 
wa Osos 14 
aos Osea 14 
55.00 Seetese 13 
sO nveeaes 13 
Las seen 14 
MEAG RA aces 13 
woe Oaneeees 15 
=n OO eneenee 19 
Sec GOs eee 13 
GO ae 24 
wee GOs penne - 14 
ee cGO Srieniss 13 
aa GO esses 13 
BEAU sata 13 
ee COP aan mets 13 
September ..| 10 
eee GOyeeeee 14 
=n Ogepiasicias 19 
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lUitewPealks. sc ansceNecee ceccemes atisicsetaisn ah Se atieses ste cise 36 57] 105 41 | September..| 11 09 
Ute Peak, east side ............... Me Safaatsaicisie Calas a aeeemeteaiee BG |] TS 4) Joe esa Sodosce 13 58 
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Boundary Peak 00} 105 17 ]....do 13 39 
Station 114......... : 04) 105 20 |....do i133 Bul 
Stina TH. oéchsasce .| 37 09 | 105 19 |....do 14 02 
Culebra Peak eee 07 | 105 11 }....do 12 56 
FSUEEET (0) 0 ee by (a ee GCC DEE DOr EES aE eeaaes 13 | 105 21 |....do 14 07 
Sablon: 120)... 2: <.5)5 See a eR ean ray ees ss see 3% 24 TOS) 10) |Peesdorscs sce 15 22 
AWeSb of ‘Spanish Reales sees aeaeeee serene eee een noone a 28) || TY 69 eo5eG) Soocone 14 23 
AWieSti Spanish: Peale. sna ee eee eee eee ee oe ete ae chara naa Se OS | TO BD Need eoeeace 11 03 
prin ch era) P ealkes sone eee ee eee eee eee eee ees St || OS TO Noob nd shdoone 13 ot 
S Ga iOma LOSS oe ce sape Serer re Noe eT as es ope one le aN 37 UG 1) 105 OB |osoeGlO soccaas 14.10 
Station (D5 2.5. ssase caret are eee tote ee a tear eee ee 37 05 HOS OB osoeGl® soaps 14 15 
tation 126. 53 och eseeemecise ements Se nics See oe eee eeisisae emia 36 59] 105 03 |....do....... i4 00 

-. ASUP AAAS tag Cy aM aed Sr Be ao CORT On COGS BECO Eat eCOnasaaous Bi 025 L040) doe eee 14 00 
DBtationyl oes eee aS eee eee 37 09 | 104 45 | October..-.. 14 00 
hisher's| Peaks sasaeneeeneccenee 37 06 | 104 28 }....do....... 23 47 
Out OL WiGher’ Se os ccsme cee ee ee a aera roetnee 37 «(03 NOS OR GeseGW Beacons 13 00 
Stavioni33es 5. cece cose eee ante tavalatovateierersiateTeisiate stores tate ctslatete 37 (15 104 31 |....do....... 12 48 

SLALOM PSG 3. sss cerca a Sete ee ee a ener a eee ee ett 37 «(15 04445 Pee doleesase. 24 13 
FSD AT) at I i: ee oe UAE SBSH GOH GH SUH aonSeboaebas Sata |e OA ais eed obese esas 13 56 
ESAT Co) a8 Ue a a ae OP en odcco Sco bc DESDE ness obescosebesbe 3t 47 0 0 ee5eGl Sosc5an 18 57 
Station 11 13 44 
Station 14 14 10 
Station 15 13 30 
Station 16 13 30 
Station 17 13 54 
Station 18 13 30 
Station 20 14 10 
Station 21 14 02 
Station 23 14 05 
Station 27 14 10 
Station 30 14 20 
Station 35 13 55 
Station 36 14 14 
Ute Peak 16 40 
Station 39 1B 6 
Station 40 14 20 
Station 41 14 14 
Station 42 14 30 
Station 43 14 30 
Station 44 15 50 
Station 45 14 10 
Station 46 14 15 
Station 47 14 30 
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NUAULOM 4s soca cccecelece pinia aren eeerela one nie ieineTae Canto irae aire ears a G4!) 09) 2B Weo6.GW coodoce 14 30 
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Station 56 13 50 
Station 20 10 00 
Station 30 16 00 
Station 31 14 45 
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REPORT OF HENRY GANNETT, M. E. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 4, 1878. 
Sir: I have the honor to transmit to you herewith a short report on 

the arable and pasture lands of Colorado. This report embodies not 
only the result of my own observations, but those of all other members 
of the survey who have assisted in the geological and geographical work 
in this State. From several other gentlemen, citizens of Colorado, I have 
received valuable data. Among them I weuld especially mention Mr. 

_E.S. Nettleton, C. E., of Pueblo; Capt. E. L. Berthoud, C. B., Golden 
City; William N. Byers, of the Denver News, and Mr. N. C. Meeker, 
of the Greeley Tribune. 
Owing to the fact that the area which I surveyed during the field- 

season of 1876 was in detached portions, and was supplementary to the 
work of 1875, I made but one report on the work of those two years. 
This report appeared in the annual report of the survey for 1875. 

I am, very respectfully, yours, 
HENRY GANNETT. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist. 





REPORT ON THE ARABLE AND PASTURE LANDS OF COLORADO. 

By HENRY GANNETT, M. HE 

CHAPTERL 

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

The area of Colorado is 104,500 square miles. Of this, nearly all of the 
eastern half, or about 45,500 square miles, consists of plains; the middle 
portion, comprising about 32,000 square miles, is mountain country, more 
or less rugged, containing several large valleys, most of which are at a 
considerable elevation; while the western portion, or 17,000 square miles, 
consists of plateau country. 

The mean height of the State above the sea is 7,000 feet, being the 
highest of the States or Territories. The lowest part of the State is at 
its eastern boundary, where it is little above 3,000 feet, while the high- 
est mountain-summits reach altitudes above 14,000 feet. 

The areas between the different thousand-foot contour-lines are given 
in the following table: 

Square miles. 

Between. ,-3,000and) 4.000 feetec ssi sesecek oe dee seis cmetscles Se se lohictin ese cete 9, 000 
Between’ 4,000:and) - 5,000 Meet aiacn cebsecine sc celeacioneteeees sescen eee eee kee 21, 800 
Between 5,000 and nGi000 Meet eats merece eee ereae voeceenie snes cosas sees 15, 000 
Between 6,000 ands 7 000sfeet et kets oe ee oe eee eee sae neers 10, 000 
Between 7, 000 and SOOO ee te Nas Hee AR Seer MI ES eae oe ees ee 11, 000 
Between 8, 000 and oh 000 ICES) re fa ng ES Sa gO eat ee ao eg ea Oe Ce 14, 000 
Between 9, 000 and 10, KOO Oe tists eee at SS ct ra Mies ce EIN a Se a 10, 000 
Between 10, ‘000 and 11 000 SEXO Rak Stl hee eset yA Se IR a Ee en eee BC 6, 800 
Between 11 000 and 12, 000 EE Res aor SECU D ICS Ere Sc a ame eal a 5, 000 
Between 12, 000 and 13, SO0Osee teers si ela Sn eee A ae arta ene alae ste lems 1, 400 
Above 13,000 feb: 235 See Seay Ha re acta ck ere eee ats is EON Ee 500 

The general slope of the plains is toward the eastward. At the base 
of the mountains they are from 5,000 to 7,500 feet above the sea, while at 
the eastern boundary of the State the elevation is 3,000 to 4,000 feet. 
Their surface is rolling or undulating, with broad, flat valleys "and low 
divides. 

The plains are drained by the South Platte, Republican, and Arkan- 
_ as Rivers with their branches. The first and last have their sources in 
the mountains in many streams, which unite in the plains. The other 
Stream rises and has its course entirely in the plains. 
From the foot of the mountains, in latitude 39°, an elevated swell in 

the plains in the form of a flat, broad ridge, runs eastward, separating 
the drainage of the Arkansas from that of the South Platte. This, 
known as “The Divide,” or “*Tke Arkansas Divide,” is about 7,500 feet 
in elevation, but decreases i in height eastward. Northward, the plains at 
the foot of the mountains slope gently down to a mean elevation of be- 
tween 5,000 and 6,000 feet. Southward the slope is more rapid, reach- 
ing a height of 5 ,000 feet at the debcuchure of the Arkansas from the 
mountains; thence the general level rises again, and keeps a mean ele- 
vation not far from 5,500 feet to the southern boundary of the State. 

With the exception of a few groups of eruptive mountains, the whole 
mountain area is made up of a succession of parallel ranges and valleys, 

; 313 
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having the normal Rocky Mountain trend, that is, [0° or 30° east of 
south and west of north. The courses of the streams belong to one of 
three systems: Ist. Those flowing nearly east or west. These are, in all 
cases, the larger streams, and their courses, utterly disregarding, as they 
do, the trend of the ranges, indicate that they preceded the uplift of the 
latter, and their directions show the prevailing slopes of the land in those 
earlier times. Tivers live longer than mountains. The courses of this 
class of streams, known as “ antecedent drainage,” being in most cases 
transverse to the ridges and valleys, we find them alternately and for 
short distances only, in open valley and in close cafion. Of this class 
are the two forks of the Platte, the Arkansas, the San Juan, the Gun- 
nison, Grand, White, Yampa, and perhaps the Rio Grande. The 
extreme heads of these streanis belong plainly, however, to the second 
class. This comprises all streams whose courses are parallel to the 
ranges and are direct results of their uplift. The class includes most 
second-rate streams, nearly all of which have courses parallel to the 
ranges. Their courses are in valleys of more or less width, seldom in 
canon. This class is known as ‘ consequent drainage.” 

The third class, the “ superimposed. drainage,” comprises all streams 
flowing down the slopes of the ranges, with courses, generally speaking, 
at right angles to their trend. 

In this State these three classes of water-courses are very strongly 
marked, and do not merge into one another, except in the case of 
antecedent streams heading in consequent streams, which is, of course, 
to be expected. An antecedent stream does not, in any case, become a 
consequent stream farther down its course. The greater part by far 
of the agricultural land in the mountain area of Colors is in the val- 
leys of consequent streams. i 

Rising quite abruptly frum the western border of the plains is a suc- 
cession of mountain ranges placed en echelon, so as to present an almost 
unbroken front to the plains from the northern to the southern bound- 
ary of the State. The northernmost of these ranges extends from néar 
Long’s Peak northward into Wyoming. It is known as the Laramie 
Range, or the Black Hillsof Wyoming. South of this is the Colorado or 
Front Range, which overlooks the plains from Long’s Peak southward to 

_ the debouchure of the Arkansas from the mountains, and farther south- 
ward the front rank of the Rocky Mountains is formed by the Sangre de 
Cristo Kange, with, for a short distance, the Wet or Greenhorn Mount- 
ains as a Skirmish-line. West of this chain of ranges lies a succession 
(from north to south) of high, broad mountain valleys, separated from 
one another by groups of eruptive mountains or mases of hills. These 
valleys are known as the North, Middle, South,and San Luis Parks. 
West of these valleys is another succession of ranges. The most north- 
ern of these, the Park Range, forms the western wall of the three north- 
ernmost of the parks; and, west of North and Middle Parks, it is the last 
range, the country to the westward consisting of a succession of broken 
plateaus, gradually lessening in elevation as we trace them westward. 
West of South Park and the Park Range lies the consequent valley 

of the Upper Arkansas, and around the southern end of this range, 
through the broken hills which succeed it, the river finds its way to the 
plains. Beyond the Valley of the Upper Arkansas rises the Sawatch 
Range, and this is succeeded by the parallel ranges and irregular masses 
of the Elk Mountains. 

The San Luis Valley is limited on the west by the great mass of the 
San Juan Mountains, an immense, rugged nucleus, from which radiate 
in all directions heavy, long spurs, many of which are of sufficient im- 
portance to merit the name of ranges. 
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West of this and the Elk Mountains a broken expanse of desert pla- 
teaus, arid and waterless, stretches toward the setting sun farther than 
the eye can reach. 

The total width of the mountain district in the latitude of Middle 
Park is 75 miles; in the latitude of South Park, to the western extrem- 
ity of the Elk Mountains, is 150 miles; and farther south, across San 
Luis Valley and the San Juan Mountains, it is even broader, being about 
180 miles. 

CLIMATE. 

The climate of Colorado is characterized by great dryness of the atmos- 
phere, slight rain-fall, and that in sudden, short, showers, during which 
it seems as if the heavens were opened; extremes in temperature, very 
low in winter and high in summer, hot in the day and cool at night, and 
subject to very sudden and great charges. The direct heat of the sun’s 
rays is very great. Very high winds and “ dust-storms ” are of frequent 
occurrence. The prevailing winds are from the northwest and west. 

The rain-fall is of so variable and explosive a character, that it can be 
depended on for little, except to do damage. The following table, 
made up from Smithsonian Contributions and the reports of the Signal 
Bureau, although very meagre, will give an idea of the amount of the 
natural watering which this State receives: 

Table of monthly and annual rain-fall. 
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Of these, Forts Lyon and Morgan are well out in the plains, far from 
the immediate influence of the mountains. Cheyenne, Denver, and Colo- 
rado Springs and Golden City are near the edge of the plains, just at 
the foot of the mountains. Forts Massachusetts and Garland were 
located (the former has long been abandoned) on the eastern side of the 
San Luis Valley but a few miles apart. The former was nearer the 
mountains, and at a greater elevation than the latter. The very marked 
inérease in rain-fall, owing to the slightly different topographical situa- 
tion, will be noted. Montgomery and Mountain City are in high mount- 
ain valleys, closely hemmed in by high, rugged.ranges. 
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As was stated above, nearly all of this rain-fall is in the form of sud- 
den showers, of short duration, and of small extent. Owing mainly to 
this last feature, the annual rain-fall will be found to differ very ma- 
terially even between points but a few miles apart. This is especially 
the case among the mountains, where all the climatic conditions are 
modified very much by local topography. 

Proceeding westward over the plains, the rain-fall is seen to decrease 
in amount and become more variable in character. Entering the mount- 
ains, the precipitation is noticed to increase in quantity, still, however, 
preserving its character. The winter precipitation is husbanded io the 
form of snow, which, in the late spring and early summer, melts and, 
swelling the streams, is utilized for irrigation. The mountains thus 
play, in a measure, the part of reservoirs. 

Farther west, on the lower plateaus, the rain-fall is reduced to a mini- 
mum, and the country presents all the aspects of a desert. 

Table of monthly and annual mean temperatures. 
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Of these stations, the first seven are situated in the plains; Cheyenne, 
Denver, and Colorado Springs are, however, within a very few miles of 
the foot-hills. Caifion City is in a well-sheltered bay in the mountains, 
but open to the plains. Its temperature is abnormally high. Of the 
other stations Golden City is immediately under the foot-hills. Fair 
Play, Los Pinos agency, Montgomery, Fort Garland, Central City, Mount 
Lincoln, and Pike’s Peak are in the mountains. Parrott City is at the 
southwest foot of the San Juan Group, while the White River agency 
is in the plateau region. 

Of the mountain stations, Fair Play is situated in the northwestern 
corner of South Park, under high mountaius on the north and west. 
Montgomery is at the extreme head of the South Platte, about 12 miles 
north of the latter station, in a closely encircled mountain valley. The 
Los Pinos agency is in a broken country, between the Sawatch and San 
Juan Ranges. Fort Garland is situated on the eastern side of San Luis 
Valley, with high mountains on the north and east. Central City is in 
a narrow mountain valley. Pike’s Peak and Mount Lincoln are among 
the highest peaks in the State. 

Table of mean relative humidities. 

Month. 

Cheyenne, Wyo Colorado Springs. Dodge City, Ksns. North Platte, Nebr. Santa Fé, N. Mex. 
| White River agency, 

Colo. 

Caiion City, Colo. 
| Mount Lincoln, Colo. 

Fair Play, Colo. 
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PAN Se occ -i-\aincddcmn ce cepa 60.6 | 53.6 | 46.8 | 63.9 
TL 2 6 eNO RICE CEs 42.5 | 45.3 | 38.4 | 62.7 
Juno...- 32.7 | 42.3 | 22.0 | 58.5 
July .... 58.4 | 63.3 | 55.7 | 67.1 
August .-- 52.0 | 63.4 | 46.7 | 66.6 
September 57.3 | 64.4 | 51.3 | 62.7 
OCtODOL sas esc cites coe’ s'< see cemeeeeiae 40.4 | 48.0 | 33.5 | 52.9 
INOVEMDEL 2s 2 heen cases scieee eee 62.9 | 55.9 | 59.8 | 53.0 
WC COMDCE ois -cics cams «nc sien eceees 51.4 | 44.9 | 43.8 | 58.4 

VIGAT SSD. Masao edie Yee ee By OT GBS ees) RT | Gsas | PZ Yel ee sal oescl lsgeaecllooosao 

There is a generally increasing dryness of the atmosphere as well as 
decrease in the rain-fall as we proceed westward. 



CHAPTER II. 

ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF ARABLE AND OTHER LANDS 
IN COLORADO. 

From estimates based on the amount of land suitably situated for 
irrigation, the amount of water available for this purpose, and tke 
character of the soil, it is estimated that in all Colorado there are 7,323 
square miles, or 4,686,720 acres of tillable land. . There is water enough 
to irrigate this area without the employment of reservoirs. This is 
7 per cent. of the whole area. 

Besides this, 55,000 square miles, or 52.6 per cent., is valuable as pasture 
land. This, however, is of very variable quality in different localities, 
grading into sage-brush (artemesia) and other brush barrens in sech a 
manner that only an arbitrary line can be drawn between pasture and 
worthless lands. 

The area covered by spruce and pine timber is 19.1 per cent. or 
20,000 square miles; that covered by quaking aspens (Populus tremu- 
loides), pillon pine, and the low, scrubby cedar so characteristic of the 
arid plateaus, is 13,500 square miles or 13.0 per cent., while 6.3 per cent. 
or 6,565 square miles may be classed as barren ;—worthless, unless im- 
mense works be undertaken to reclaim it. 

These areas are distributed as follows in the three districts of the 
State: The plains, with the exception of the arable areas along the 
streams and the Pinery on the Arkansas divide, are grazing land. 
There is no timber, except that mentioned above and scattering cotton- 
woods, in the bottom-lands. The grasses are mainly the nutritious buf- 
falo and grama grasses. Cacti and sage flourish to some extent, and 
the Spanish bayonet is not unfrequently met. 

Tbe mountain region is pre-eminently the timbered region. Areas of 
arable land are, with few exceptions, of limited extent, being found 
only in small patches. Grazing land, though of greater extent, is aiso 
scattered about in small areas, while everywhere the principal growth 
is timber, and that mainly of the heavy spruce and pine. The inferior 
limit of this growth ranges about 8,000 feet, giving place below this ele- 
vation to pifion pine, or, in moister localities, to the quaking aspen. Its 
superior limit is the * timber-line,” which, in Colorado, ranges between 
11,000 and 12,000 feet above sea-level, depending mainly on the lati- 
tude. 

The plateau region consists principally of flat or sloping mesas, cov- 
ered with, according to their elevation, spruce and pine, quaking aspens, 
pion pine, cedar, sage, sand, or bare rock. As their elevation decreases 
westward, so their aridity increases and the value of their natural pro- 
ductions becomes less. This region contains several large valleys, sus- 
ceptible of irrigation in whole or in part. In this part of the State 
there is very little grazing land, except on those high plateaus where it 
would not be possible to winter stock. 

318 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

For successful agriculture there are necessary: a fertile soil, level 
surface, a sufficiently mild temperature, and the properemount of moist- 
ure. 

In Colorado, the first two of these conditions are fulfilled over a great. 
area, probably two-thirds of the State. The third of these conditions 
diminishes this amount very considerably, as many fine mountain val- 
leys are from their great altitude too cold to be useful as agricultural 
land, while the introduction of the last condition limits the arable land 
toa comparatively small amount. 

The aridity of the atmosphere is so great and the rain-fall so light, so 
variable, and so sudden in its character, that, practically, irrigation is 
universally depended on, and is almost as much a matter of course as the 
sowing of the seed. There are small areas, aSin the Wet Mountain Val- 
ley, where, from purely local causes, the rain-fall is sufficient to obviate 
the necessity for irrigation, but these are of small importance. 

Another premise which holds good in nearly all cases, is that all irri- 
gable land is cultivable, if not too high. The native products of the 
soil afford little indication of its barrenness or fertility. Because a soil 
naturally produces only sage and cacti, it by no means follows that only 
sage and cacti can be produced. To condemn the country because, 
under the natural conditions, it does not produce useful grasses, timber, 
&c., or even because it has all the appearance of a desert waste, is as 
unreasonable as to expect a tract of high land to produce cranberries. 

Numberless proofs of the fact that the soil of what has been called 
desert is rich in the elements of fertility may be adduced. Salt Lake 
Valley was as unpromising as the “‘ Great American Desert,” Green River 
Basin, before the Mormons attacked it, but the application of water has 
made it one of the most fertile regions in the country. At Saint George, 
in Southern Utah, the victory over Dame Nature has been even more 
signal. Exception to this must be made in the case of land which is 
strongly alkaline. Unless this alkali be washed out, the land is valueless, 
and at present, and for many years to come, when good land may be 
had almost for the asking, there is no necessity for reclaiming this land. 
But the area of land in Colorado which is too strongly alkaline for use 
in agriculture is very small. 

In the plains and the San Luis Valley, the only limit to the amount 
of arable land is set by the supply of water. All the water supplied to 
them by the South Platte, the Arkansas, the Rio Grande, and their 
numerous branches, can be used, and still there will be great areas 
waiting the magic touch of water to be covered with verdure. By bus- 
bandin; g in reservoirs the enormous supplies of this liquid which run to 
waste at the time of the June floods, which can be done in most cases at 
no very great expense, the amount of arable land can be immensely in- 
creased. At present, however, there is no need of undertaking such 
works as these. 

In the mountains, the areas of level ina’ so situated as to be irrigable 
are not in general sufficient to require all the water which is directly 
available, and in the plateau region the amount of irrigable land is, if 
anything, still less in proportion to the amount of water available. 
An important factor to be considered in connection with the question 

of arable lands is the elevation. This sets immovable barriers to the 
growth of certain crops. A few facts regarding the upper limits of cer- 
tain grains and vegetables have been collected. Mr. Byers, of Denver, 
editor Rocky Mountain News, says: ‘‘ Wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, 
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turnips, peas, and the hardier garden vegetables, are safe crops at any 
elevation under 7,500 feet. Potatoes and turnips generally do well up 
to 9,000 feet. Wheat grows splendidly at as high an elevation as 9,000 
feet, but above 7,500 feet it is a hazardous crop, liable to be injured by 
early frosts or snow. Oats grow well up to 9,000 feet, but generally do 
not ripen at this elevation.” 

Mr. E. L. Berthoud, C. E., of Golden City, Colo., writes me as fol- 
lows on this subject: ‘“‘ Turnips grow and yield well up to 9,200 feet. 
Potatoes grow, but yield only fairly up to 9,200 feet, and at 9,000 feet the 
tops get frosted. Wheat does not ripen above 7,509 feet. Barley and 
oats scarcely ripen, and ouly in exceptional seasons, above &,200 feet. 
Corn does not ripen above 5,700 feet. Wild grapes grow well up to 
6,000 feet ; cultivated grapes up to 5,800 feet. Pear-trees do well up 
to 5,750 feet. Buckwheat is so uncertain that it is not possible to give 
certain data as to altitude, but some has been raised at 7,400 feet. 
Except on the Arkansas River, Rio Grande, and lower Fontaine qui 
Bouille, corn is no crop in Colorado east of the (continental) divide.” 

These figures are liable to slight modifications from the influence of 
latitude and local causes, but in general they are correct. 

AMOUNT OF WATER USED IN IRRIGATION. 

The quantity of water applied by irrigation to various crops ranges 
within very wide limits in different parts of the earth. The require- 
ments of the crops differ with the character of the season, whether wet- 
or dry, and with the nature of the soil, whether clayey or sandy, &c. 
An ‘inch of water” to the acre is a very common allowance in the 

State. An inch of water is the amount which will flow through an 
aperture 1 square inch in section in the course of a season; an amount 
which, of course, varies with the pressure from head or velocity. 

In reference to this subject, Mr. E.S. Nettleton, of Pueblo, Colorado, 
has written me as follows: ‘It is impossible to give any rule for the 
quantity of water required to irrigate crops of different kinds. Land 
that has been irrigated for several years requires less water than new 
land. Clay lands require less than sandy lands. Very level land takes 
more water than sloping or rolling lands. * * * Crops which are 
sown broadcast require more water than those sown in drills or planted 
in rows. Early sown or planted crops, as a general thing, require less 
water than those sown or planted late. It is considered economical to 
irrigate in the latter part of the day or evening, especially in hot weather. 
Corn requires less water than almost any other crop, especially the Mex- 
ican variety. Oats and grass require the most. An inch of water to 
the acre is the rule of some. This may be half enough in some in- 
stances, in others it may be double or even three times the quantity re- 
quired.” 

In regard to this question, Marsh, in his “Man and Nature,” page 377, 
et seq., Says: *“* As near as can be ascertained, the amount of water ap- 
plied to irrigated lands is scarcely anywhere less than the total precipi- 
tation during the season of vegetable growth, and in general it much 
exceeds that quantity. In grass grounds and in field-culture it ranges 
from 27 or 28 to 60 inches, while in smaller crops, tilled by hand-labor, it ig 
sometimes carried as high as 300 inches,” and adds, in a foot-note, quoting 
from Niel, ‘“‘ Agriculture des Etats Sardes,” ‘that the practice in Lom- 
bardy is to give the equivalent of 32 inches of precipitation in 100 days, 
that being the estimated length of the irrigating season;” and that in 
Germany, quoting from Boussingault, ‘‘Economie Rurale,” ‘Grass 
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grounds ought to receive 200 inches of water, or siz times the total 
amount of precipitation, during the growing season.” In Egypt (‘Man 
and Nature,” page 380) about 174 inches, applied during 150 days, suf- 
fice. The report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for 1871 gives 
(page 280) the amount of water applied in France, from the Marseilles 
Canal, as one cubic foot per second for 70 acres. This is equivalent to 
an annual precipitation of 122.4 inches. 

In the same report the following facts regarding the usage in Italy 
are given. Forrice lands the equivalent of 16.2 inches per month, or of 
an annual precipitation of 194.4 inches is used; for summer meadows, 
7.2 inches per month, or 86.4 per year; for maize, 2.4 per month, or 28.8 
per year. 

In the sub-Himalayan districts the practice is to allow one cubic foot 
per second for 218 acres, and this is very nearly the result to which 
Marsh arrives. (See report U. S. Geol. Survey, 1870, page 260.) This 
is equivalent to an annual precipitation of 39.36 inches. This, however, 
is far below the amount used in the West at present, but I have no defi- 
nite comparable data on the subject. 

This allowance of water takes into account roughly the amount wasted 
by evaporation and absorption by the bottom and sides of the ditches; 
an amount which, of course, differs in every case, and of which no cer- 
tain estimate can be made. 

The rain-fall is of so uncertain, variable, and sudden a nature, that I 
do not consider it best to take it into account in making estimates of 
arable land; particularly as the amount of water allowed is, as stated 
above, much below the practice at present, and as, in some localities, 
the rain-fall may, in any year, be absolutely nothing. 

In a “ Report on the Irrigation of the San Joaquin, Tulare, and Sac- 
ramento Valleys of California,” the following facts concerning the amount 
of water per acre are given: The commissioners estimate that, on an 
average of crops and soils, one cubic foot per second will irrigate 200 
acres, and quote the following statements: ‘In North India one cubic 
foot per second irrigates five acres per day. Taking the interval of 
irrigation at 40 days, we have the duty of 200 acres for one foot a second, 
for cereals. In Grenada, a canal for the Genil irrigates of wheat, barley, 
and vines, 240 acres per cubic foot. In Valencia, * * * about 200 
acres per foot. In Efche, where water is very scarce, a cubic foot goes 
so far as to irrigate 1,000 acres. * * * Rice fields in different parts 
of the earth vary from 30 to 60 or even 80 acres to the cubic foot. In 
the heavy monsoons of India, 90 acres per foot is irrigated. * * * 
The grants for six recent canals in Spain run from 70 to 260 acres per 
cubic foot.” 

PROPER SEASON FOR GAUGING STREAMS. 

Before giving any facts regarding the amount of the discharge of 
streams, with relation to their irrigating capacity, I wish to. call atten- 
tion to the fact that these measurements amount to very little, except 
as very general indications. The volume of water carried to-day is 
little indication of what it may be to-morrow. <A heavy shower or a 
warm day in the mountains may temporarily double the discharge. At 
the time of the spring floods, in June, the amount discharged may be 
five, ten, or even twenty times that sent down in November, when the 
streams are at their lowest. 

The proper time for gauging, with reference to the irrigating capacity 
of the stream, is at the end of July or early in August, about the close 
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of the irrigating season. Moreover, to obtain a result from which it 
would be safe to draw definite conelusions, the season should have been 
a dry one (for it is with the minimum supply of rain that we have to 
deal), and the normal regimen of the streams should not have been 
recently disturbed by rains. In our work, it is not possible to choose 
the time and conditions for making these measurements;. but such 
measurements as we have made and collected will serve to give a rough 
approximation to the irrigating power of all the principal streams. 



CHpA 7 Re oe 

CULTIVABLE AREAS OF COLORADO. 

THE NORTH PLATTE DRAINAGE AREA. 

The Platte, or Shallow River, as the name was rendered in English 
in the earlier days, drains the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains, 
from the forty-third to the thirty-eighth parallel of north latitude. Its 
branches head opposite to those of the Colorado and interlace with the 
head of the Arkansas. 

In latitude 419, longitude 101°, it divides into two branches, known as 
the North and South Platte. The former drains the North Park, Laramie 
Plains, the Laramie and Medicine Bow Ranges, and the northern part 
of the Park Range. Its course is very devious. Heading in the North 
Park, it collects its waters from all sides of this mountain-locked basin. 
Emerging from the park on the north, it pursues a course nearly north 
to its junction with the Sweetwater, in latitude 42° 20’, where it turns 
abruptly to the eastward, and after pursuing a course nearly east for a 
long distance, past the northern extremity of the Laramie Range, it 
bears gradually southward and pursues a course generally somewhat 
south of east to its junction with the South Platte. Its drainage area 
within the limits of Colorado is but 2,000 square miles, and consists of 
a part of North Park and the surrounding mountains. North Park is 
one of those high mountain valleys which form so characteristic a fea- 
ture in Colorado topography. It is in shape nearly elliptical, its longer 
diameter lying nearly north and south and 35 miles in length. Its area 
is 914 square miles. The surface is very level, and in certain parts 
swampy. Its elevation, 7,500 to 7,700 feet above sea-level, together with 
the latitude, preclude the possibility of its being used to any extent as 
an agricultural area, and the same causes make it risky to attempt to 
winter stock there without hay and shelter. As asummer range it is 
unexcelled, as its native product is mainly bunchgrass, which grows 
luxuriantly. The arable area of the park is estimated at 232 square 
miles, while the remainder of the area of the park, 682 square miles, is 
available, as was stated above, as pasturage in summer. 

DRAINAGE AREA OP THE SOUTH PLATTE. 

The South Platte drains the South Park and the Front Range from 
latitude 38° to the northern boundary of the State. Its drainage area 
within the State is 20,300 square miles, and this is nearly all of its entire 
drainage area. The extreme head of this stream is directly under Mount 
Lincoln, in the northwestern corner of South Park. Its general course 
across the park is southeasterly, as are those of its principal branches 
in the Park, High Creek, the Little Platte, Trout Creek, and Tarryall 
Creek. All these enter the main stream within the Park, except the last, 
which joins it in the canon, below its exit from the Park. The South 
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Platte leaves the Park near its southeast corner, cutting a caiion several 
miles long through the Puma Hills, which form the eastern wall at this 
place. Its course in this caiion is nearly northeast, changing to a course 
slightly east of north, which it holds not only until it clears the mount- 
ains, but as far as Greeley, at the mouth of the Cache la Poudre, in the 
plains. From the head of its cailon, where it leaves the South Park, 
to its emergence on the plains is a distance of 50 miles. In this part of 
its course it cuts diagonally across the whole breadth of the Front 
Range, here very broad, but broken up into a confusion of spurs and 
ridges that defy classification. Its course is alternately in caion and > 
narrow valley, the former predominating. In this part of its course it 
receives several good-sized branches—Tarryall Creek, which drains the 
northeastern part of South Park, Lost Park Creek, which collects the 
waters of a high, isolated mountain valley, and the North Fork of the 
South Platte, which flows through a long; narrow cafion-valley. These 
streams come in from the westward. From the other side the principal 
affluent is Trout Creek, which collects the drainage of Bergen and Hay- 
den Parks, interior valleys of the Front Range. Its principal affluents, 
which head in the Front Range and enter it in the plains, are as follows: 
Bear Creek, with its branch, Turkey Creek ; Clear Creek, of which Rals- 
ton Creek is a tributary; Saint Vrain’s Creek, which, in the mountains, 
divides into Coal, North and South Boulder, Left Hand, Jim, and the 
North and South Saint Vrain’s Creeks; the Thompsons, Big and Little, 
and the Cache la Poudre. 

At the mouth of the Cache la Poudre the South Platte turns abruptly 
to the east, and, after holding this course to longitude 103° 30’, it turns 
nearly east-northeast, which course it holds to its junction with the 
North Platte. 

The valley of the South Platte, from the foot of its cation to the north- 
eastern corner of the State, is 214 miles in length, with an estimated 
average width of 2 miles, or an area of bottom-land of about 400 square 
miles. Besides this bottom-land, the bench-land can easily be irrigated 
at no great expense. There is much more land within reach of irriga- 
tion than the river can supply with water. I have several measurements 
of the volume of water carried by this stream, none, however, made at 
the end of the irrigating season, and therefore they are poor indices of 
its irrigating capacity. They are as follows: 

Where gauged. Date. . See eca Authority. 

Six miles below Fair Play, South Park....-..--..-.--.----.----- July 3 ..- 388 | Pearson. 
Hartzell’s Ranch, South Park (above mouth Little Platte) -.-..... June Q9 ... 367 Do. 
Link’s Ranch, where the road from Colorado Springs first crosses 

thevPlatte:: sa. ose oto ee a a eels June 23 .-- 1, 015 Do. 
MG OF Canon. 23st ee sea clas aoe sete eR eee Sept. 8.-- 1, 400 | Ebert. 
DOM Vier a eyectoeissioine sicit's Sinstoe somerset merase (chaise Wea yaaa eee December 492 | Fisher. 
Two miles above Denver (low Sia, Sag Gs feiera ere atamces Sime tepecl | Meanie ee 204 | Holbrook. 

At a short distance below the foot of the caiion the Great Platte Canal 
is taken out. The amount of water abstracted by this ditch should be 
added to the twe last measurements to make them at all comparable 
with the others. 

Judging by these measurements and the levels which its waters reach 
at flood and other times,.I sbould say that near the end of July this 
stream carries about double the volume given by this measurement on 
September 8, or 2,800 cubic feet per second. Using the rule adopted for 
the sub-Himalayan districts, 7. ¢., that one cubic foot per second will 
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irrigate 218 acres, or that three cubie feet per second will irrigate a 
square mile, we shail find that the area irrigable by the South Platte is 
933 square miles. Of this 624 square miles are in the plains and 311 
square miles in the mountains, of which more hereafter. This plains 
area inclades all the bottom-lands on the South Platte within the State, 
and also a part of the bench-land bordering the stream. I have little 
detailed knowledge of the bottom-lands of the river below Greeley, but 
presume that they keep pretty nearly the same average width as above 
this point. Above Greeley they are from half a mile to a mile wide, 
spreading out to three, four, or five miles at the mouths of some of its 
branches, making an average of about two miles in width, as was stated 
above. 

The irrigating capacity of the branches of the South Platte from the 
west below the foot of its cafion, 7. ¢.,in the plains, I estimate to be 
nearly equal to that of the South Platte itself, or, in figures, the amount 
of water carried by them is about 2,400 cubic feet per second, which 
represents an irrigable area of 800 square miles. Of these, the Cache 
ja Poudre and its branch, the Box Elder, can irrigate 174 square miles, 
a large part of which is near its mouth, where, in the neighborhood of 
the town of Greeley, the bottom-lands spread out to a great width. 
Along the Big Thompson there is an irrigable area of 116 square miles; 
along the Little Thompson, 44 square miles. Saint Vrain’s Creek can 
irrigate 174 square miles, half of which can be effected by the main 
stream, and half by its two branches, Boulder and Coal Creeks. Clear 
and Ralston Creeks ean water 234 square miles; Bear Creek, 58 squure 
miles. Of the streams which enter the South Platte from the South, 
Cherry and East Plum Creeks head in the Arkansas divide and carry 
but little water in proportion to the size of their valleys. The irrigating 
capacity of each of these is estimated to be 44 square miles. 

West Plum Creek heads in the mountains and carries more water 
than these latter streams. Its irrigable area is estimated to be 72 square 
niles. 

The courses of the branches of the South Platte, from the westward, 
in the mountains are almost entirely in cafons or narrow valleys. They 
contain no cultivable areas of any extent. Space for a ranch or two is 
found here and there; but, altogether, they are not of sufficient import- 
ance to be mentioned i in this connection. 

The following measurements of the amount of water carried by Clear 
Creek, at Golden City, were kindly furnished me by Capt. KE. L. Berthoud, 
of the School of Mines, of that place: 

Cubic feet. 

September 3.—Amount of water carried....-- Sree avceats oe Lea Shi 374 
August 27.—Amount of water carried ........-.....-.....-- 536 
June 19 (flood height)—Amount of water carried........-.... 1, 765 

South Park is a table-land, very uniform in surface, with the excep- 
tion of a few minor ridges, which traverse it in a direction slightly east 
of south, and in the southern part numerous volcanic buttes. Its shape 
is nearly elliptical, its longer axis being nearly north and south. Its 
length is about 50 miles and its width 25 miles. The area is about 870 
square miles. The prevailing slope is from northwest to southeast. 
The elevation is, in the northern and northwestern part, 9,500 to 10,000 
feet ; in the southern part, 8,000 to 8,500. The mean elevation i is not far 
from 9,000 feet. 

The limits of the park are sharply defined by the mountains, which 
rise on all sides abruptly from the plains to the highest summits. 
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In general, the park is not well watered. Near its borders, especially 
on the northern and western sides, there is at all seasons an abundance 
of water, but throughout the whole interior part of the park water is 
scarce away from the main streams. Its surface is covered with bunch- 
grass of excellent quality, making it a first-class summer range for 
sheep and cattle, but the great elevation makes it hazardous to attempt 
to winter stock out of doors, except in sheltered nooks among the bills 
at the southern end. The same cause makes it of little value as an 
agricultural district, as only the hardiest crops can be matured. The 
cultivable area is estimated at 174 square miles, distributed among the 
South Platte and its branches, the Little Platte, High, Trout, and 
Tarryall Creeks. 

In and about the course of the South Platte, from South Park to the 
plains, there are several valleys of limited extent, but whose aggregate 
area of tillable land is of considerable importance. On the river itself 
there is a valley 6 or 8 miles long, between the foot of the upper caion 
and the mouth of Tarryall Creek, and another of about equal size a short 
distance above the mouth of the North fork. The latter stream and 
Elk Creek each has a long narrow valley, containing a little arable Jand. 
On the other side of the river, Beaver, Trout, and West Creeks each has 
a small.area of arable land. The whole area of cultivable land on South 
Platte drainage between South Park and the plains is 130 square miles. 

Profile of the South Platte River from its head to Julcshurg. 
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Miles. | Feet Feet. 
Oa eee Saal sea’ rdae soso mines eosin sisiay teoeeae 314 | 11,900 |..-...- Hayden. 
Fair Play, South Park ............-.-.-2..--. 300 | 9, 800 B5. 7 Do. 
Mouth of Little Platte River .........---.--- 275 | 8, 683 44.7 Do. 
Foot of South Park (head of Upper Caiion)-.- 264 | 8,165 47.1 Do. 
Foot of Upper Caiion ...-....-..--------.-.- 254 | 7,921 24.4 Do. 
Mouth of Tarryall Creek .....-.....---.----- 244 | 7,326 59. 5 Do. d 
Mouth of North Fork...........--..--..-.--- 226 | 6,110 67.6 | Preliminary railroad surveys. 
Exit from mountains ......-.----..-----.---- 214 | 5, 487 51.9 Do. 
Denver. a eee ewes oad ken oh Se Rei 196 | 5,150 18.7 
TAU ES ee ae eso atianioe oc isis eben erie 175 | 5,050 4.8 
Platteville seers ede a essccekeeseaas 158 | 4,950 5.9 
EPA OV cy aes re aS eI eS ks a 141 4, 725 13, 2 
AWS OWED. pogo scoaao condo ocbsK0sSSe0Rc 0} 3,500 8.6 

Mean fall per mile in tho plains, 9.4 feet. 

DRAINAGE AREA OF THE ARKANSAS RIVER. 

The drainage area of the Arkansas River in Colorado is 23,000 square 
miles, of which by far the larger part is in the plains. The stream rises 
in and near Tennessee Pass, flows at first about 25° east of south, through 
a valley 18 miles long and of a width varying from 1 to 4 miles. ‘ihen 
follow a few miles of canon, below which the valley expands again to 
an average width of 4 miles, and continues thus to the mouth of the 
South Arkansas, or about 33 miles. Here it enters a canton, or narrow 
valley, in which it is inclosed almost continuously to the plains. In one 
place this valley widens out in a beautiful little park, known as. Pleas- 
ant Valley, about 10 miles long by 3 in width. The course of the river 
changes half a dozen miles above the mouth of the South Arkansas to 
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southeast, then to east-northeast at the foot of Pleasant Valley, then 
again to a course slightly south of east at the mouth of Currant Creek, 
and continues thus far out into the plains. At La Junta it turns to the 
eastward, and pursues an east course out of the State. It collects water 
rapidly i in the mountains, while in the plains very little reaches it, even 
such streams as the Purgatoire, Apishpa, Saint Charles, and Fontaine 
qui Bouille running very low in the dry season. 

| The area of arable land on the Arkansas and its branches is estimated 
to be 1,979 square miles, or 7 per cent. of its drainage-area. Like the 
South Platte and Rio Grande areas, this is limited entirely by the amount 
of water available. Of this arable area nearly all, or 1,740 square miles, 
are in the plains, while the remainder is distributed in small mountain 
valleys on the main river and some of its mountain branches. 

The important affluents of this river in the plains are, from the south, 
the Purgatoire (in vernacular, Picket Wire), the Apishpa, the Huerfano, 
with its “branch, the Cucharas; the Saint Charles, with its branch, the 
Greenhorn, and Hardscrabble Creek. 

On the north, the Fontaine qui Bouille is the only important branch. 
Beaver, Ute, and Turkey Creeks are of secondary importance. All 
these streams head in high mountains, and carry considerable amounts 
of water where they reach the plains. Their courses in the plains are 
long, and, through evaporation, sinking, and the present needs of irri- 
gation, most of their volume is lost before reaching the main stream. 

In the mountains the tributary streams are short, and most of their 
courses are down mountain slopes. The most important of them are 
Grape and Texas Creeks, the South Arkansas, Chalk, Cotton wood, Clear 
Lake, and Elbert Creeks, from the south and west; and Uil, Currant, 
Badger, Trout, and East Arkansas Creeks trom the north and east. 
The Arkansas River has been gauged several times at Cafion City and 
Pueblo, at different stages of water. The results are presented in the 
following table: 

i i Cubic feet Se 
Locality. Date. per second. Authority. 

Canon Wity esac neisce a2 siscbincicsainisieiocineiets End of August.....--.. 2, 050 Gannett. 
DOM ee ec ene Seis eae maminetiece eee ee November .-.---.----- 670 E. S. Nettleton. 

Pueblo .......... agbesansanadaanegoqsouacssd|sascce OM ess 608 Do. 
Does: s 2 Be Desa ates a aise Sonal DUNES Moe w cece coestecs 4,614 | Do. 

From these measurements it would appear that the amount of water 
carried by this stream at the end of July is about 2,600 cubic feet per 
second, an amount sufficient to irrigate about 870 square miles. This 
is much more than the area of bottom-land on this stream, but the slope 
of the bed is amply sufficient to take water up on the beneh-land. 

The Purgatoire is estimated to have 145 square miles of irrigable 
area; the Apishpa, 87 square miles; the Huerfano about the same in 
the plains, and the Cucharas 145 square miles. In these cases, the most 
economical placing of the arable land will be near the debouchure of 
these streams into the plains, as thus the great loss by sinking and 
evaporation will be avoided. 

Huerfano Park, in which the Huerfano collects most of its drainage, 
is an elevated valley between the Sangre de Cristo Range on the west 
and the north end of the Wet Mountains on the northeast. Its average 
elevation is 7,000 feet. The surface is somewhat broken with benches 
and long swells. It is mainly valuable as a grazing area, there being 
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little timber in the park. The arable area is in narrow strips along the 
streams. Its total amount is estimated at 58 square miles. 

The Saint Charles and Greenhorn Rivers can water 155 square miles. 
The larger part of this is at the east foot of the Wet Mountains. 

The Fontaine Qui Bouille can irrigate about 145 square miles, distrib- 
uted in a narrow belt along its course. Turkey Creek can water, possi- 
bly, 30 square miles, and Beaver Creek half as much. 

Hardscrabble Creek flows north along the east foot of the Wet Moun- 
tains, receiving a number of little streams, making a continuous belt of 
irrigable land at the foot of this part of the range. The area is esti- 
mated at 37 square miles. 

In the mountains there is a small irrigable area in Pleasant Valley 
of about 15square miles. At the mouth of the South Arkansas there is, 
perhaps, twice as much arable land on the main stream and the South 
Fork. Farther up a narrow strip of arabie land extends from the 
mouth of Chalk Creek up to the foot of the cation, and above the canon 
there is another narrow strip, extending up nearly to the head of the 
river. Each of these two latter areas is about 30 square miles. 

Near the head of Oil Creek there is a valley containing between 40 and 
45 square miles of arabie land. Currant Creek has a narrow strip of ara- 
ble land through a part of its course, amounting to about 15 square 
miles. On the other side of the river Texas Creek has a like area of 
arable land, situated in Wet Mountain Valley. 

The following table gives the slopes of the Arkansas from its head to 
the eastern boundary of Colorado. The elevations are nearly all baro- 
metric: 

mo 
se 
es o 

Locality. Authority. as I A 
Ou Gel 5 

° a i) 
| 
SA les ally e 
ieee [ae 4 

Miles.| Feet. | Feet. 
Source in Tennessee Pass..-.-...--------- Sool] 18 BAO NacgaososasoodnSsesaoadoq6eCe 332 | 10,000 |...--. 
Mouth Colorado Gulch .......----.-----.----|.----. GOS Soteceee ns wesw FS oe * 314 | 9,586 | 23.0 
Mouth Wake Cree kere asain ale oe seine lea lalate || oer GOs. eee eee eeeteeeieeeenees 303 | 9,089} 45.9 
Mouth eine Creeks eeeerries seam cee ee eeeninel seer COwssce Sete e cee eee cece sees 294 | 8,620] 52.1 
Mouth Cottonwood Creek..-...--.------------ Ca neee GOW: tibse wre teceeenoteeneeces 281} 8317) 23.6 
Month halk @ree kee serene serine ener | asa GID) =coancdadeesoesgaosdssacons 273 | 7,877] 355.0 
Mouth South Arkansas..-..--.---..---.5---- Kansas Pacifie Railroad.-...-...--. 250 | 6,500 | 59.9 
Camo Ohiny acacasecenca Sooccoccnono cecaoneser Denver and Rio Grande Railroad..| 197] 5,300) 22.6 
TATED Soo neboodscaneeanseonoHaoRSopSbodaoae||soqdce GW cebsdoosorongdadoadobescoe= 157 | 4,670| 15.8 
Wien AGE iE IRAs = oe oo oceoese 5no5 boOCus | po sass soosHsUSUTecooDsssaacssooc0se> 116 | 4,37t 1633 
Twenty-four miles above Bent’s Fort ......-.|.---......---------------e--00------ 106 | 4,091 | 28.0 
IWGHie Me IN dl Segoe sesosonoodesace ]aQoerod |soatao ca5gHo sacddcEesacorossoDoscGes 82) 3.672) 17.5 

65 | 3,537 8.0 
42| 3,398] 9.1 
21} 3,166] 7.7 

East boundary of Colorado -.--- 2. 2-25 cca} once ene nnn ene w en nae an e===- 0} 3,047 5.7% 

THE SAN LUIS VALLEY. 

This is the most southern of the succession of high mountain valleys, 
and is the largest of the four. Its shape is nearly elliptical, the longer 
axis lying about north and south. Its greatest length is about 140 miles, 
its greatest width about 50, while the mean width is 35 or 40 miles. The 
area is approximately 5,300 square miles. The elevation ranges from 
7,400 to 8,000 feet. The southern third of this valley lies in New Mexico. 
It is with the northern two-thirds that we have to do. - The surface of 
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this valley is as flat as a billiard-table. Variations of level are very 
slight, and are imperceptible to the eye. The beds of the streams are 
but slightly depressed below the level of the valley, generally but two 
or three feet. Most of the soil is sandy, especially toward the eastern 
side, where the sand is heaped up into dunes, against the mountains, and 
toward the south, while northward the sand decreases, and tle soil be- 
comes an adhesive clay. 

San Luis Creek heads in the northern end of the park in a small sub- 
valley known as Homan’s Park. In its southward course it is joined 
by numerous little tributaries from the Sangre de Cristo Range, on the 
east. Most of these little streams sink in the porous soil in the summer, 
but each suffices to irrigate a small patch of ground at the foot of the 
mountains. - 
From the west, Kerber and Sawatch Creeks join San Luis Creek. The 

former has a few square mlles of fine meadow-land along its coarse. 
The latter, a large creek, has fine, broad, meadow-like bottoms in the 
park, and a broad valley accompanies the creek 15 or 20 miles into the 
mountains. On this and the main stream, San Luis Creek, there are 
very large arable areas, compared with the apparent size of the creeks. 
From percolation through the soil, most of the bottom-land is more or 
less marshy, 7%. e. naturally irrigated. 

This drainage system (of San Luis Creek), which includes the north- 
ern half of the portion of San Luis Valley, which we are considering, is 
not tributary to the Rio Grande, but, flowing down the valley near its 
eastern border to a point opposite the debouchure of the Rio Grande, it 
spreads out into an extensive swamp, having no outlet, save evapora- 
tion, overgrown with luxuriant greasewood, and developing here and 

. there into small lakes or ponds, the water of which is a strong solution 
of alkali. 

The Rio Grande heads in the heart of the San Juan Mountains. From 
the great snow-fields and the abundant showers which fall on these high 
mountains the stream grows rapidly, and at its entrance into San Luis 
Valley it is one of the largest streams of the State. From the point of 
entrance into the valley its course, which heretofore has been nearly 
east, gradually turns to south as the river slowly sweeps out into the 
middle of the valley. It has several good-sized tributaries in the val- 
ley, Alamosa and La Jara Creeks, and the Conejos, with its branch, the 
Rio San Antonio, from the west, and the Trinchera, Culebra, and Cos- 
tilla from the east. Many more streams come down from the mountains 
to the edge of the valley, but are absorbed by the hot sandy soil. 

The mountains on all sides are high, and send down a large amount 
of water into the valley, but the character of the soil is such that much 
of it is immediately absorbed. 

The agricultural capabilities of this valley are measured solely by the 
supply of water. Were there a sufficient supply of that liquid, the 
whole valley could be made productive. 

Prof. Cyrus Thomas, in the annual report for 1870, page 198, esti- 
mates the irrigable land at 25 per cent., without the use of reservoirs. 
In this estimate I agree with him. The amount of water which enters 
the valley north of the line of New Mexico, including the Rio Grande 
(which is by far the largest stream), will irrigate 1,291 or nearly 1,300 
square miles. This is very nearly all the water which enters the valley. 
The irrigable area, then, 1,300 square miles, is practically the entire 
irrigable area of the whole valley, and is about 25 per cent. of the en- 
tire area. I, however, suppose all this water is used in that part of the 
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valley which is in Colorado, and thus increase the proportion of irrigable 
area to 32.5 per cent. of that portion of the valley. 

This area is apportioned as follows among the different streams which 
enter the valley. The Rio Grande carries at the end of the irrigating 
season not far from 2,500 cubic feet of water per second. In that part 
of its course above the San Luis Valley there is but little irriga- 
ble land. There is a small area in Antelope Park, but it is tco high 
for any but the hardiest crops to flourish. Below this the valley is nar- 
row, and the amount of water used for irrigation would be so small that 
it need not be taken into account. 

Our previous supposition, that one cubic foot of water per second will 
suffice to irrigate 218 acres, will not hold good in the case of the Itio 
Grande drainage area in this valley, for the soil is of the sandiest, and 
the waste of water would be enormous. Instead of allowing 3 cubic 
feet per second to the square mile, I should judge that 5 cubic feet 
would be none too much. This would give an irrigable area of 500 
square miles by the river, and by its branches as follows: Alamosa and 
La Jara, 100 square miles; Conejos, about the same; the Trinchera, 
72 square miles; the Culebra, 58 square miles; the Costilla, 29 square 
miles; and the Gata, 15 square miles. 

Profile of the Rio Grande from its head to the foot of Taos Caiton.—( Hayden.) 
e 

7 : Fall per From head | Elevation. Berl 

Miles Leet Feet. 
Head in Cunningham Pass ........-....-.--.------ Bae bisa isis iel aes | Sees Serra TOGO pee eee 
Moubhiot ROVrewreol ese gee ceteris eretiele na cates ars siaeis eercisleie iste 4.5 10, 7°0 228, 9 
Mouthiotf dost aeraili@reelkesesascceanicseceooteceeceeeniceen see eee 13.0 9, 590 141.1 
JNM OO JEBIAK GadoodoséernoddeSoouEdodsonsb Son adenuaua adagoor ooonds 28. 0 &, 920 40.0 
TSIEN OT Fe) ee are ee See oe le Sie ae Se aaa eet eA aCe er te pe 6x. 0 7, 890 18.3 
J0n, Sein Iss Wallenycconodoccodononaeneacugaog moboUsoROESUGUsDSoOCEOS 112.0 7, 574 10.3 

Op ae eae Be eee arcre Nie se etal ia etree CCS algae ISTE NS yo ens Se 148. 0 ais jf 5.83 
OGG Ole AUR ess ORION Cobo ccodeauenosGo! OobodseeboaueccdN codoeDabeborllaanccodenocs (ie bss ooceede 

DRAINAGE AREA OF THE SAN JUAN RIVER. 

The San Juan drains the southern slopes of the San Juan Mountains. 
The headwaters of the main stream and most of its branches have long 
southerly courses in the mountains, where their valleys are narrow, and 
flanked on each side by high mountain spurs. The drainage area in 
Colorado is but 5,600 square miles, and this is, in large part, composed 
of the poorest country in the State. In and near the mountains the 
land is good and water abundant, but away from them, on the south 
and west, it is arid and desert. There is no water in the country, 
except in the main river, and a few insignificant holes and springs. 

Most of the course of the San Juan itself through the arid and desert 
plateau is in New Mexico and Utah, as are also the lower courses of the 
more important branches. 

In this drainage system there are, it is estimated, 392 square miles of 
irrigable land, distributed in narrow belts in and pear the mountains. 

On the Rio Navajo, the most eastern branch, there are a few square 
miles of irrigable valley, extending from near the foot of Banded Peak 
to the south line of the State. 

The main stream (San Juan) has a fine valley, one to two miles in 
width, extending from the mouth of Caiion Creek to a point below that 
of the Rio Piedra, a distance of nearly 50 miles. The Piedra, below the 
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mouth of the Nutria, and the latter stream through nearly all its course, 
have fine but narrow valleys, and the Piedra has other small patches of 
land nearits head. The Rio de los Pinos has a narrow valley extending, 
with short breaks to its continuity, far up into the mountains. The 
Animas and Florida have similar valleys. That of the former stream is 
particularly fine, spreading out in Animas Park to one of the finest 
mountain valleys in the State. The La Plata can water a strip of valley 
land 20 miles long by at least 2 in width. The arable land on the 
Mancos is mainly in a patch at the immediate foot of the La Plata 
Mountains; but, in addition, there is a very narrow belt along the river, 
for 25 or 30 miles above its mouth. 

Tbe other branches of the San Juan in the State, the McHimo and 
Hovenweep, are dry the greater part of the year from head to mouth, 
and their courses are in close canon. 

Profile of the San Juan River.—( Hayden.) 

From pre- ‘ Yall per 
ceding. Elovation. | “ inile. 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
IEA OSAY STONES ose ca oadcaqeaensancbonoUU acco ened Fe COCA S ae ate ee ae eer ee 7 USB lassocceaas 
MiGuth, of RIGFeied ray yl aee Pee ae ee eens o scectacle Homers es neioeres este 35 6, C00 29 
Mouth of Rio Los Pinos a) 5, 750 10 
MouthicimiovADemastaceeenecusoe lee eaee dace eeeeb ce cb eaeieeenaee 40 5, 310 i 
Wom Orme IO Jbpy A byinyesacodebaconnsedsanseacedouoas 3 5, 297 4,3 
PICCULEM LOCKS) veteme cca ce secicslen eee cscce ces 11 5, 1°0 10.7 

22 4, 280 13.6 
Monthiot Rio mlaneosiesssecieence saiteacnistecciee ce aiece ceneine on aan 21 4,700 8.6 

13 4, 540 2.3 
Mout hvone Vici Hm OMV Vis bie ee eee eee ee eee Eee eae 12 4, 510 2.5 
Four miles below mouth of Montezuma Wash........---.-.-.------ 11 4, 390 11.0 
AMO UTE eee Cals See ee SA te SEE IAD ciate nich Sosa al dat ots stabi a ae tenella laaasae canes eh eW Nesandocaos 

Notfr.—All elevations are barometric. 

Profile of the Animas River.—( Hayden.) 

From “ Fall per 
mouth. Elevation. mile. 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
DAO ty MO ay mks eeeceie ho a ects ciclo clea a lejs sae ereete lee aS TOE leid clmatee ae 113 128500) |Saeeea eee 
Head of Baker’s Park .......... 105 9, 300 450 
Foot of Baker’s Park...-.... 97 9, 400 28 
Mouth of Cascade Creek . 80 7, 700 100 
Head of Animas Park.--........ 70 6, 900 80 
Toot of Animas Park.......-.....---.-.-- 56 6,60 QL 
IMOMPAVOPAMLOLIC ares sete e cute Ste oie eae aloe a ae ae OER eeee nee coe 38 6, 106 27 
Mouth ya s.ehtss ct sss Pee RICO UI IPRS PRD ANGER RD peat Sas ty a edad Lek ee 5, 310 Qt 

Mean fall per mile from head of Baker's Park to mouth ...-..]....--.-.---|------------ 43.7 

Notr.—All elevations are barometric. 

Profile of the Los Pinos River.—( Hayden.) 
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Miles. Feet. Feet 
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Norr.—All elevations are barometric. 
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Profile of the Rio Mancos.—( Hayden.) 

Tall per 
mile. 

From 
anne Elevation. 

Miles. Feet. Fect. 
62 0 
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Nore.—All elevatious are barometric. 

Profile of the La Plata River.—( Hayden.) 
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NotE.—AIl elevations are barometric. 

DRAINAGE AREA OF GRAND RIVER. 

The Grand River unites with the Green to make the great Rio Colo- 
rado of the West. Its head is among the snow-fields of the western 
slope of the Front Range, in the northeastern part of Middle Park. Its 
drainage area in Colorado comprises 22,100 square miles. It consists of 
the Middle Park and the inner slopes of its mountain barriers, a large 
part of the Park Range, the western slopes of the Sawatch Range, the 
Elk Mountains, the north and west slope of the San Juan Mountains, 
the southern portion of the great White River Plateau, besides an enor- 
mous area of the broken plateau ccuntry farther westward. Its course 
from its head to its junction with the Green is, in general terms, some- 
what south of west, at right angles to all the ranges and ridges. Con- 
sequently a large part of its course is in cailon, in forcing its way across 
the uplifts which it encounters. The arable area on the main stream is 
comparatively inconsiderable, being confined to cross-sections of the 
valleys which it traverses. The total area of arable land on this river 
and its branches is estimated at 1,200 square miles. Of this but 320 
square miles are on the main river. This estimate covers all the level 
land which can be reached from the stream, and has no reference what- 
ever to the volume of water carried by the stream, which is largely in 
excess of that required to irrigate this area. The river was gauged 
just above the mouth of the Gunnison on the 23d September, and found 
to carry 4,850 cubic feet per second. At the close of July it must carry 
at least 6,000 cubic feet. Other measurements, higher up the stream, 
have been made. Just below the mouth of the Eagle, a large branch 
from the Sawatch Mountains, it carried, in November, 871 cubic feet, 
and at the Hot Springs in Middle Park, near its head, it carried, in 
September, 802 feet. These last two measurements were made by Mr. 
S. B. Ladd, at that time attached to this survey. 
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Of the branches of Grand River, but one, the Uncompahgre, has suf- 
ficient land suitably situated to use up all its water. 

The Middle Park, so called, is rather a collection of valleys, sep- 
arated by high mountain ridges. On the east, the great wall of the 
Front Range separates it from the plains and forms the water-shed of 
the continent. On the west,it is shut in by the Park Range, through 
which, in a deep, narrow gorge, the waters, collected in this depression, 
find an exit. On the north and south, the ridges which separate the 
secondary streams of the Park rise to a considerable elevation, and are 
connected by saddles, forming the boundaries on those sides. 

The principal branches of the Grand in the Park are the North Fork, 
Willow Creek, Troublesome Creek, and tbe Muddy from the north, and 
Frazer, Williams, and Blue Rivers from the south. All these are con- 
sequent streams, and all are in valleys of greater or less width, yet the 
amount of arable land on them is comparatively insignificant, being 
altogether but 30 square miles. That on the main river within the Park 
is 44 square miles, giving a total of 74 square miles. 
~The arable area on the Grand, in this part of its course, is in the 

form of a narrow strip, perhaps a mile wide, extending, with a few 
short interruptions, across the Park from east to west. Frazer River 
has a small area of arable land near its mouth and another some 12 or 
15 miles above. The Blue River has a few square miles of cultivable 
land near its mouth. The valleys of the other streams in the Park con- 
tain no arable land. The elevation of the valleys in Middle Park range 
from 8,000 to 9,000 feet. 

-All these valleys contain large extents of pasture-land, extending to 
the bases of the mountains. The mountains are everywhere heavily 
timbered with pine and spruce. 

Following the river down, the next arable areas of any extent are at 
the mouth ‘and head of Egeria Creek. In thege localities there are 
about 30 square miles of excellent land. The canon which the river 
enters at the foot of Middle Park, and which opens out into a valley at 
the mouth of Egeria Creek, closes again below, and extends almost 
continuously down the river, to a point about 10 miles below the mouth 
of Roaring Fork. In this c2fion Eagle River joins the Grand. This 
stream drains the north end of the “Sawateh Range and part of the 
western slopes of the Park Range, heading opposite the Arkansas, and 
occupying the same consequent valley. Along it and two of its 
branches, Brush and Gypsum Creeks, it is estimated that there are 87 
square miles of arable land, extending in narrow belts along these 
streams. 

Roaring Fork drains the nerthern slopes of the Elk Mountains. Its 
course, and those of its numerous branches, are mainly in narrow mount- 
ain valleys. Its arable land consists of a small patch at the mouths of 
Hunter’s, Woody, Castle, and Maroon Creeks, and a strip at the mouth 
of Rock Creek; in all some 15 square miles. Farther down, the Grand 
enters a broad valley, of which a very considerable part, about 72 
square miles, can be irrigated and made productive. Its present prod-. 
uct is mainly sage. Below, the river flows through a valley several 
miles wide, but utterly unfit for agriculture, as the surface is very 
uneven and cut by numerous arroyas. At the foot of this valley Pla- 
teau Creek enters the Grand. On this stream there is a small area of 
arable land. 

Passing through another short caion, the Grand emerges into that 
great valley which is known here as the Grand River Valley, farther up 
as the Gunnison, and still farther as that of the Uncompahgre. The 
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south end of this great valley is at the northern foot of the San Juan 
Mountains. Thence it extends nearly northwest, embracing, with its 
slopes, all the drainage of the Uncompahgre, a large branch of the Gun- 
nison, which in turn is the largest branch of the Grand. Near the mouth 
of the Uncompahgre the Gunnison turns from west to northwest, keep- 
ing the course of the valley, and occupying a cafion on the west edge of 
the middle of the valley. Atthe mouth of the Gunnison the Grand 
takes its direction, following the northwestern course, and hugging the 
cliffs on the southwest side of the valley. At the mouth of Salt Creek 
the river turns sharply at right angles and flows off to the southwest. 
The valley, also, bends around to the west, in deference to the course of 
the Roan Cliffs, which here border it on the north. Altogether this val- 
ley has in Colorado a length, northwest and southeast, of; 114 miles. Its 
width is variable. On the Uncompahgre it is widest, reaching 18 miles, 
while farther down it is from 6 to 12 miles in width. Tts area is between 
1,300 and 1,400 square miles. In the course of this valley we find all 
grades of natural fertility or barrenness. Atits head, in Uncompahgre 
Park, the valley is filled with meadow grass, and, in season, is carpeted 
with "flowers. The timber on the hill-sides is heavy spruce and ee 
Going down the valley, the abundant growth of grass disappears to make 
way for sage; then that becomes stunted and scanty, and below the 
mouth of the Gunnison the valley is nearly destitute of vegetation, and 
presents a hard, smooth surface of white, sun-baked clay. Of this val- 
ley, the waters of the Grand River can reach only about 200 square 
miles, all which is situated on the northeast side of the river. The south 
bank is a vertical wall, of too great a height to surmount with the slight 
fall of the river. The soil of this part of the valley is a stiff, adhesive, 
hottomless clay, containing considerable alkali. Its elevation is about 
4,500 feet above sea. This is the last arable area on the Grand in 
Colorado. 

The Gunnison, from its mouth up to the mouth of Roubideau’s Creek, 
2. é., nearly to the mouth of the Uncompahgre, is in a canon 600 to 1 000 
feet deep, cut in the edge of the valley, with the exception of a mile or 
two at the mouth of Whitewater Creek. At this point there is a small 
area of meadow-land, easily irrigated. 

The surface of this part of the valley is quite uneven, being much cut 
up by ridges running down from the Grand Mesa just east of it. This 
portion of the valley between the Gunnison and Grand is almost utterly 
worthless. The only part of that can be irrigated are the bottom-lands 
above the mouth of Roubideau’s Creek. These average two miles in 
width, and are just high enough to escape floods. 

Tn the upper portion, known as the Uncompahgre Valley, a different 
condition of things exists. The bottom-lands of the Uncompahgre aver- 
age at least a mile in width. The bench is smooth, sloping with the 
river-bed approximately, and but 50 to 100 feet above it, while the 
fall of the river is quite rapid. The whole volume of the river can be 
used to advantage, with plenty of land remaining to await a change 
of climate. 

In September the river was gauged at the agency, near the head of 
the valley, and found to carry 356 cubic feet of water per second. This 
implies about 600 cubic feet at the end of July; an amount sufficient to 
irrigate about 200 square miles. The elevation of this valley is from 
5,000 to 6,000 feet. 

The Gunnison River heads in the saddle connecting the Elk and Sa- 
watch Ranges. Its drainage-basin, of 8,000 square miles, includes most 

. of the western slopes of the Sawatch Range, the southern slopes of the 
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Elk Mountains, and the northern slopes of the San Juan Group. Though 
the drainage-area is not large, its mean elevation is very high, and it 
includes the loftiest and heaviest ranges in the State; and, in propor- 
tion to the size of its drainage-area, this river is one of the targest. It 
starts as a consequent stream, pursuing a course parallel to the wall of 
the Sawatch Range, which forms the eastern boundary of its valley. 
In this valley there is considerable irrigable land, but the great eleva- 
tion (over 9,000 feet) and the stony nature of the soil (it is derived from 
morainal deposits) lessen its agricultural value materially. At the foot 
of this valley the river, re-enforced by several large mountain streams, 
turns at right angles and boldly pushes westward. At the outset it 
meets with difficulties, and is forced to cut a cation through a heavy 
broad ridge which connects the Elk Mountains with a heavy westward 
spur from the Sawatch Range. That passed, it enters a broad valley, 
down which it meanders peacefully, receiving several large branches— 
Slate River and Ohio Creek from the north, and Tomichi Creek from 
the east. The first two head in the Elk Mountains, and have compara- 
tively short courses. Their valleys, which in the mountains are narrow, 
widen as they approach the Gunnison, and help to swell the arable area 
of this valley. 

The Tomichi heads about Mount Ouray, in the Sawatch Range, and 
flows nearly west throughout its course. Through most of its long 
courseits valley is narrow, inclosed by high hills—spurs from the Sawatch 
Range. A narrow ribbon of arable land runs down this valley, almost 
continuously, from its head to its mouth. 
A narrow belt of arable land extends down the Gunnison half a dozen 

miles below the mouth of the Tomichi, then the river enters a low caiion, 
in which it flows for about 15 miles. Then there is a short valley, ex- 
tending up two creeks which flow in from the north, giving 8 or 10 
square miles of good land. The White Harth, which comes in just 
above this valley, has a beautiful little valley about 20 miles above its 
mouth., And on Lake Fork, which comes in at the foot of this valley 
on the Gunnison, there is a narrow strip of arable land, commencing 15 
miles above its mouth and running up about 10 miles. 

Below the mouth of Lake Fork the river enters the Grand Canon, 50 
miles long, and, at its deepest, 3,000 feet in depth. Of the streams 
which join it in the cation; none have arable areas of any considerable 
extent. Blue and Cebolla Creeks have small patches, and the North 
Fork, which enters near the foot of the caiion, furnishes a cultivable 
area of 10 or 12 square miles. 

Below the cafion the river enters the Uncompahgre Valley, already 
described. The total amount of arable land on the Gunnison and its 
branches is 500 square miles. 

The Dolores and San Miguel Rivers rise in the western part of the 
San Juan Mountains. They quickly reach the level of the plateaus and 
immediately bury themselves beneath that level, and flow, through nearly 
their whole courses, in cation. The San Miguel River scarcely comes to 
the surface of the country at all during its course. In one place just 
above the mouth of Naturita Creek its walls diminish in height to little 
more than bluffs, and its valley widens out to about a mile, giving room 
for a few farms. On the Dolores there is a narrow strip about its south- 
ern bend, in the neighborhood of the mouth of Lost Cafion, another and 
larger area at the foot of Gypsum Valley, and a third in Paradox 
Valley. Below the junction with the San Miguel, at the mouth of the 
Unaweep Cafion, there is another irrigable patch. Altogether, the 
Dolores, including the San Miguel, has 145 square miles of arable land. 
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At the forks of the Little Dolores there is an area of about 30 square 
miles of good land. 

Profile of the Grand River.—( Hayden.) 

From mouth.| Elevation. | en = Os 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
GrandsakesMaddlopbamlkoreseeciceincentcreniete ine neeeieetacieeiat 34 8) 153 tll ee eae econ 
TROLS AOE eae alee dea eee Rete ane See See nee es 344 8, 123 5.0 
EEOC SPLINE See oeseteise oe ee ene ease eeisteeeiseeevee ees 320 7,715 7.0 
Mouth of Muddy Creek..-.-...-.-.-.----.--0-2-------se0ee- 302 7, 180 30. 0 
Foot of cation in Park Range... 295 7, 000 25.7 
Mouth of Eagle River .-..---.. : ¢ 228 6, 125 13.1 
Mouth of Roaring Fork ........ 209 5, 743 20.1 
MoutihvorNorthe Mam | Oreekseeeesesereeeacieee acct neiaseee 188 5, 645 13.3 
Mouth of Roan Creek..----..-----...- so duBSsessoeoeasopsoage 152 5, 100 9.6 
MouthoL GoannisongRivereeseeeeeececsoe cee cee 120 4, 523 18.0 
Fleadiof Low: Canon, & sees eas)e bi secce nn seemeee ce eaeas 104 4,500 1.4 
Horseshoe sBoudesseeas cose se eee e eee eS acme eects 70 4, 300 5.9 
WorthiokD olores#vivereereeeeeeeececceecoeeaceer cee 52 4, 250 2.8 
WIG aessosooscadcecass gocrott rrr ere ece ecco cence eeseee 0 3, 900 6.7 

NotTe.—All elevations are barometric. 

Profile of the Eagle River.—( Hayden.) 

From mouth.| Elevation. eae Ges 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
EAA RONNESSCOLPASSs cactc ninco. cisic setsle ame mieilom einen eeeitere 62 10::418) 7 |e see eee eels = 
Mouth ot Homestake Creek __....-.--.---.se-2- ecne-neeeee- 50 8, 693 144 
Mouth of Roche Montonneé Creek.............---.--------- 45 7, 856 167 
ivMouthtoHG oreisiCreeks esse eeepc eee eee eee see te: 41 7, 700 39 
Headtoficanon} 4.282 soe ere aa ee es a ae 29 7, 065 53 
MEG Ub HS see an shepeitte sel ae po bbonce ISaRo Sa 90DaRDSRDSGecooRNES 0 6, 125 32 

Notre.—A1ll elevations are barometric. 

Profile of the Roaring Fork.—( Hayden.) 

From mouth.| Elevation. F ae a Os 

x | 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
LCA ese enisc se ees eens siacininie(s cis Sis ee ore ieisiaajalem cele cietleramescbis 64 11 676%. nncometecericce 
Mouth of¢Hunter's!|reek-e.o.s se acon see cis cieeceeaecneae 55 9, 400 225, 
Mouth of Difficult Creek ........... AR 48 | 8, 241 166 
Mouth of Castle Creek ............ A 43 7, 942 | 60 
Mouth of Frying-pan Creek 25 6,626 | 73 
Monthiof Rock Oreekvsepea.cites scene cele cee Rete eee eee 12 6, 000 48 
SMOUUIGE Gece nae e Mee meets Saleen S dee Sone ROE REE EEE eee 0 5, 743 21 

NotE—:All elevations are barometric. 

Profile of the Gunnison River.—( Hayden.) 

From mouth.| Elevation. Gee Ce 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
Head Sec Eracsicierceisis csc saces Bb ah ditalacista ciels actarsiotrawtehie es 200 BOW) osooboscsasssa 
Mouth ofsPagsi@reok: (00: < « janeeccoaeee Soe eeEL aoe ae eben ose 185 9, 869 75.4 
Hea diof Upper Canon eee oh Uocmae eee eee eae eee eiee 176 9, 576 32.6 
Mouth of SlatevRivernt ea. so 8 oe eee bee ee ee see § 157 8, 176 73.7 
MonthyoteRomichi@reeker ce ee eee e see eee eee eee ene 141 7, 725 28.2 
Hootiot/opentvalleymese esse soe eco ee eee eee ene 130 7, 638 7.9 
Mouth of White Earth River............-2----cc00. e--ee-- 123 7, 450 26.9 
Mouthiot Makes Orkaasee cow oe. cae eee ee ee eee 112 7, 213 21.5 
Mouth of CebollayO reek eee el Pee ire oe eS 97 6, 800 97.5 
Mouth of aNiorthi Works see eit oie eee eee eis ee re 62 { 5, 405 39.9 
Mouth of Uncompahere River .............---.-----------e- 45 5. 109 17.9 
Mouth of Roubideau’s Creek.......----0.----2e eee eee enees 40 4, 925 30. 0 
BINT er SE oh Syma il RL 7 SC 0 4, 523 10.0 

Nore. —All elevations are barometric. 

eee a 
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Profile of the Lake Fork of the Gunnison.—( Hayden.) 

| From mouth.| Elevation. F ay s ce 

| ; ; 

/ Miles. Fect. Feet, 
35 IGE Ci URMILA ap Ce a Ba i 59 TIP260 Pos Sosa 
WYN ae eT ETE SE Oe OS ae eS SI a ae 56.5 11, 060 220 
Month Of SouthiBraneheesctectrioe esicisve aie icleiwiscaisicicicie cee wisicer 51 9, 860 218 
Mouth of Goodwin Creek. --2 522... -2.------2--- 200-2 eens 36 8, 660 80 
Mouths cf Indian Creek ss aye emacs cmsene ste ode esse aascee 15 7, 860 38 
IMOUG Ho. 52 She cs eget eet eee tiamitaveis aan ialeis ans eure ele ats 0 7, 213 43 

NotE.—All elevations are barometric. 

Profile of the Uncompahgre River.—( Hayden.) 

From mouth.| Elevation. | F aun 2 om 

Miles Feet. Feet 
Divide at head ....---... = yee Ae Saas Bis) TL TOO. leer ms tee 
Head of small valley --...-. 7 a 74.5 9, 700 350 
Lower end of small valley ae 72.5 9, 500 100 
Lower end of cafion ....... 68.5 8, 000 375 
Mouth of Dallas Fork .--. é 54.5 7, 000 71.4 
Uncompahere agency -..---.--.---- a ares ; 40 4, 400 41.4 
Hordyomsaltyluakeshoades ens ssc 4 cmccccers ese oeee se eeeeeee 29.5 5, 890 57.1 
BVA Eee See ONE SN aN OLE GIL RUE. AT Dag RL 0 5, 100 23.7 

1 

NotTe.—All elevations are barometric. 

Profile of the Rio Dolores.—( Hayden.) 

From mouth.| Elevation. E all ce 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
Mouth’ ofslost) Canon sas sey aan. susan -(onsio ceomieeistaers cine oe 134 6,950)! |i ce tees s 
Mouth of Disappointment Creek..........-..------2--0----- 83 6, 500 32 
impBaradox Viallevnn- see eceeeeaceece re RS ch. oS ce 49 5, 100 15 
Mouth of San Miguel River ........-..-----.--..-------6-- 43 5, 090 17 
Mouth of Unaweep.Canon:: 22.2). cnjcces-5+-05-----25-00-: 21 4, 600 18 
NO OGLE sere Se ne es eet eee lee cen cele since eeiedle om seid 0 4, 250 17 

Notre.—All elevations are barometric. Mean fall per mile, 20.1. 

WHITE RIVER. 

White River heads in high plateaus, which reach the timber-line. Its 
general course is westward, varied by occasional curves toward the 
north and south. From head to month it traverses plateaus, mainly 
inclined at low angles. Throughout it flows in a valley, through most 
of its course narrow, and limited by cafton-walls. The arable belt is 
narrow, nowhere exceeding @ mile in width, excepting in Simpson’s 
Park, where the White River agency is located. Here the valley spreads 
out, making an irrigable patch four or five miles in width by about the 
same length. 

Of the “branches of White River, the only one having any arable land 
in its cafion is that known as Piceance Creek, which has a narrow belt 
along it for twenty miles above its mouth. 

The whole amount of arable land on the White River drainage, an 
area of 3,600 square miles, is 174 square miles, an area by no means 
sufficient to use up all the water brought by the stream. 

226 
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YAMPA RIVER. 

The Yampa, with its branch, the Little Snake, makes a rather more 
favorable showing. This stream heads in Egeria Park, opposite the 
head of Egeria Creek. It flows nearly north for about thirty miles, 
then turns abruptly to the west, and holds a tolerably straight course 
to its mouth. William’s River, Elkhead River, and the Little Snake are 
its principal branches. : 

The drainage area of the Yampa is 5,900 square miles. It includes 
the Park and Elkhead Mountains, which occupy the eastern part of the 
drainage area. Besides these mountains, the country is generally made 
up of plateaus, somewhat broken and irregular. The beds of most of 
the tributaries are dry the greater part of the year. 

The arable areas of this system are located on the main stream, Sage 
Creek, William’s River, and the Little Snake, and on the first and last 
are of the most importance. The total amount of arable land is 319 
square miles. 
From Egeria Park to the mouth of Sage Creek there extends, with 

two short interruptions, a strip of arable land of width varying from 
one to five miles. About the mouth of Oak Creek there is a broad ex- — 
panse of arable land, extending some distance up Oak Creek and other 
small branches in that neighborhood. Sage Creek waters a small area. 
of valley, up which passes the road from the Middle Park to the Yampa 
River. - On the main Yampa a narrow strip extends down the river 
about twenty miles from the town of Hayden, with a branch running 
five or six miles up the Elkhead River. Below this the river is in 
cation for twenty miles, then opens out into a short valley, and again 
into a larger one, extending nearly down to the mouth of the Little 
Snake. 

The Little Snake has two good-sized valleys. One, at its mouth, 
extends about ten miles up the stream, with an average width of two 
miles. Twelve or fifteen miles above its head the canon opens again 
into a valley, averaging three miles in breadth and twenty-five miles in 
length within the State. 

The Yampa was gauged about the middle of November, at the ford 
of the wagon-road from the White River agency to Rawlins, and was 
found to carry 364 cubic feet per second. This was at nearly the lowest 
stage of water, and indicates an abundance of water in the irrigating 
season for all the land which can be reached. No definite data concern- 
ing the fall of the stream are accessible, but it is known to be amply 
sufficient to take the water over any ground suitable for cultivation. 



CHAPTER LV. 

IRRIGATION IN COLORADO. 

IRRIGATION DITCHES. 

At present, in Colorado, most of the irrigating ditches are built by 
companies, who sell the water by the “inch” to the ranchmen. Much 
irrigation, also, is done, on a small scale, by individual ranchmen, and 
again, by co-operation, several large ditches have been made, and con- 
siderable areas of land placed under irrigation. I have succeeded in 
obtaining the details of construction of several of the largest of these 
ditches. 

The Platte water canal is 24 miles long, extending from the foot of 
the canon of the South Platte to Denver. Its original width at the 
head was 10 feet, and depth of water 2 feet, gradually decreasing in size 
as it neared the city. It has since been enlarged to a head width of 30 
feet and depth of 3 feet. The slope ranges from 6 feet to 18 inches 
per mile. 

Capt. E. L. Berthoud, of Golden, Colo., has sent me the following 
statistics concerning the Greeley, Evans, and Golden ditches : 

Greeley, north side of the Cache la Poudre.—The Big Greeley ditch takes 
water from the Cache la Poudre River. It is 36 miles long. At its 
head it is 25 feet wide on the bottom, diminishing to 15 feet in width at 
Greeley. At its head it has 34 feet depth of water, which is diminished 
to 3 feet at Greeley. For the first 22 miles the slope is 34 feet per mile, 
with 24 feet for the remainder of its course. The cost was $66,000. 

Greeley ditch, on the south side of the Cache la Poudre.—This ditch is 11 
miles long, 12 feet wide at bottom. The side-slopes arel to 1. Depth of 
water 24 feet. The cost was $15,000. 
Hvans.—The town ditch is 5 miles long, 6 feet wide on bottom, side 

slopel tol, Wateris2 feet deep. Slope of bed, 24 feet per mile. Cost 
was $4,800. 

The Big Evans ditch, on the south side of the South Platte River.—The 
length of the main trunk and branches is 45 miles. The main ditch is 
10 feet wide at bottom; the water is from 2 feet to 14 in depth. Side 
slope 1 to 1. Grade, 5 feet 4 inches per mile. Cost, $23,000. 

Golden.—The town ditch is 6 miles long, 6 feet wide on the bottom, 
with 20 inches depth of water, and a grade of 103 feet per mile. The cost 
was $17,000. 

The following sketch of the modus operandi of irrigation at Greeley, 
Colo., written by Mr. N. C. Meeker, of the Greeley Tribune, describes 
the best example of irrigation in Colerado, if not in the West: 

‘The system of irrigation established at Greeley is different from any 
other in the world, particularly in regard to the right to water. The 
valley of the Cache la Poudre, in which Greeley is situated, was located 
and settled by the Union colony, composed of only 600 members, mostly 
heads of families. The location and purchase of the land was made by 
a committee, the president of which had control of a common fund, 

339 
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amounting to over $100,000. With a portion of this money the land 
was bought, and with another portion the irrigating canals were con- 
structed and a fence built around the whole domain, a distance of 45 
miles. A canal 10 miles long waters the town and suburban property, 
being 15 feet wide and 24 deep. It lies on the south side of the Cache 
la Poudre. The other canal is 36 miles long, 22 feet wide, and 5 feet 
deep. As these canals were paid for out of a common fund, the right 
to use water is attached to the fealty or to the soil, always being desig- 
nated by the proper subdivisions of the section and township. The 
price originally attached to a water-right was $150, but, enlargements 
having been made, the cost has been added, and now the price is about 
$300. There is, therefore, no charge made for the use of water, but 
there is an annual charge for superintendence and repairs, usually about 
25 cents an acre per annum. All other canals in the State are owned 
by companies, and the charge for water per acre, for one season, is $1.50 
to $2, so that the cost of water for a year, for 160 acres, is more than a 
whole water-right in the Greeley canal. Now, while a water-right is 
attached to a particular piece of land, as above stated, it is permitted 
that the owner of a right may transfer his water to another piece of land 
for one season, or sell it for the same time to another farmer, the price 
being from $20 to $30, but increasing year by year. The volume of 
water which a water-right carries has been about 40 inches, delivered, 
say, under 6 inches pressure, and this one right will water 40 acres, that 
is, an inch to the acre. But as the average size of farms is 80 acres, a 
farmer either owns two rights, or hires another, or as frequently ex- 
changes. Thus farmers on a common lateral agree that one farmer shall 
lave the use of half a dozen water-rights for one day, or two days, then 
another farmer will take the same body of water, and so around, whereby 
an immense volume of water is obtained and a large area is more ex- 
peditiously irrigated than a smaller one would be in proportion. This 
arrangement works extremely well; indeed, the plan of making water 
nearly as transferable as a horse adds immensely to the capacity of the 
stream itself. 
When irrigation first commenced great difficulty arose in dividing 

water, for those living along the upper part of the canal got most water ; 
much of the time those living at the lower end got none, and disputes 
and complaints were general; nor could any light be had on the subject 
from those who had been irrigating elsewhere long before. This is a 
difficulty that seems general even in southern Europe and in Oriental 
countries. 

To J. Max Clark, of Greeley, are the people indebted for a device which 
settles the whole question in an entirely satisfactory manner. Thus: 
The flumes from which water is admitted into the laterals are set down 
to the level of the canal, and being about 12 feet long and from 1 foot 
to 3 feet wide, they reach clear across the embankment. A gate set at 
a fixed uniform height admits the water from the canal, and thus a 
body of still water of a fixed depth is presented, and from this still wa- 
ter a gate on the field side is opened as high as will supply the number 
of water-rights claiming below. The rate or volume for each man is 
ascertained first by measuring the amount which the canal carries, 
and dividing this by the number of water-rights, whereby the whole of 
the water is used and each man on the canal gets his proper share. In 
a similar way farmers divide water at their fields from a common lateral. 
This prineiple for dividing water has been repeatedly demonstrated to 
be correct ; perhaps the best proof is the unusual satisfaction which it 
gives. At each flume a notice is posted which indicates who have a 
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right to water below, and if a man has not settled his assessment or tax, 
ke can have no water. At first locks were placed on the gates, but their 
use has been abandoned, because if a man should draw more than his 
share, the superintendent would quickly detect it by the gauge or fig- 
ures on the lower gate; besides, when a man knows that he is getting 
what belongs to him, he is restrained by a sense of justice, and, more- 
ever, the State laws are as strict in regard to stealing water as to any 
other property. Only one suit was entered, and that was abandoned 
upon the man agreeing to reform. It is to be noted that whenever a 
division of water is made, a definite amount is allowed for wastage by 
evaporation and soakage. This is about 50 per cent., which is found 
to be so nearly correct, that the amounts allowed to 300 farmers from 
15,000 inches of water are as accurate as divisions of ponderable bodies 
could be. 
During the height of the irrigating season, a period of two months, 

two superintendents traverse the canal from end to end daily, as if they 
were police, and one man is constantly on duty at the head gate to guard 
the dam and other works; for when the snow in the mountains is melt- 
ing rapidly, the river is bank-full. 

The fall of the large Greeley canal is 35 feet per mile, which is too 
much by 18 inches. The current is so extremely strong, that it is forded 
by teams with difficulty. 

Gardens require irrigating once a week through the season; corn is 
watered three or four times by letting the water run through alternate 
rows ; potatoes are watered twice, and that quickly, for much moisture 
is fatal to them; wheat and other small grains have two, sometimes 
three, irrigations, and the whole ground is covered with water. To 
raise a crop of wheat, it is required that with the rain-fall of spring, com- 
bined with the irrigations, sufficient shall be applied to cover the ground 
all over a foot deep. Water is let into the highest part of a field by 
broad, shallow ditches, which overflow. Some farms at Greeley lie so 
favorably and the arrangement of ditches is so proper, that water is Jet 
on at sundown in a huge volume, and it proceeds onward from ditch to 
ditch through the green standing grain, in appointed courses, and by 
sunrise 80 or 100 acres will be covered with water, without any help, 
when the gates are closed and other work is done. 

COST OF IRRIGATION. 

(From a paper in Agricultural Report, 1871.) 

In Boulder County the cost is from 5 to 10 cents per acre each season, 
besides the first cost of a share in the works, which is from $50 to $100 
each. The cost of repairs in the main ditch is paid by a tax on the 
shareholders, usually amounting to about $5 a year. The laterals are 
owned by individuals and built at their own expense. 

The charges of the principal ditch companies for water through the 
season are as follows: 

Per inch. 
Blatte, Water Canal Compahty seen. 232 J.-aoaol Ys. t 64 e226: $3. 00 
Gable Mountain). <i Gs era eee ost Shue od ilies lh 1. 50 
Farmers’ ditch, Jefferson County... ....-. 2.222.222 ee eee ee ce 1.50 
halston Creek Ditch Company Jaais Jess. wasn bs oo Gaels. 3. 00 

RESERVOIRS. 

By storing the water which now runs to waste in spring floods, and 
utilizing it, a much larger area of land can be brought under cultivation. 
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The streams run full during the latter part of May and the most of June. 
The rise takes place more or less suddenly, corresponding with the 
rapidity of the melting of the snow in the mountains. After remaining 
at flood height not more than a month, the streams begin to decrease 
in volume, at first rapidly, then more gradually as the sammer and fall 
a ae The lowest stage of the water is in November and Decem- 

er. 
None of the streams of Colorado—and the same may be said of all 

streams of the West except the Colorado and Columbia—earry sufficient 
water to warrant the construction of large works in the form of reser- 
voirs and irrigating canals. Several stupendous enterprises of this sort 
have been projected in Colorado, but fortunately neither government 
nor private capitalists have been induced to risk money in any such 
schemes. 

The first of thesein point of magnitude is proposed by Prof. Cyrus 
Thomas, and incorrectly attributed tothis Survey. The author describes 
it as follows: ** My plan is to throw up an embankment running north 
and south from the Arkansas to the North Platte, curving east and west, 
so as to follow a contour. Then, by throwing dams across the streams, 
turn the water into this reservoir. * * * An embankment or wall, 
averaging 30 to 40 feet in height, would, as the average slope here is 
about 6 feet per mile, form a lake 6 to 8 miles wide and 200 miles long. 
This would give a surface of some 1,200 square miles. * * * This 
would irrigate from 12,000 to 14,000 square miles.” He proposes to build 
it on the east line of Colorado. This is truly a magnificent scheme, and 
one worthy to be ranked with the Chinese wall and other expensive fol- 
lies of which the world has been guilty. The difficulty would be to get 
water for the reservoir. The total annual amount of water which the 
three rivers, the Arkansas and the North and South Plattes, could pos- 
sibly deliver at the reservoir, even were none of it used above for irri- 
gation, would be 73,873,000,000 cubic feet, an amount sufficient to make 
a depth of only about 2 feet in the reservoir. Now, as evaporation in 
that climate is at the rate of 5 or 6 feet annually, and the greater part 
of this in the summer, it can easily be seen that but a small part of the 
612,000 to 14,000 square miles” will have any chance of getting irri- 
gated; indeed, it would be difficult to keep the bottom of the reservoir 
moist. 

Other plans are, in effect, to take the Arkansas and South ‘Platte 
from their beds at the foot of the cafion of each stream and carry them 
over to the Arkansas divide bodily. The question, cui bono? is suf- 
ficient answer to these schemes. ‘There is far more than sufficient good 
land in the immediate neighborhood of these streams to use up all the 
water which they deliver annually. There is no necessity whatever for 
carrying the water, in any case, more than 10 miles from the river. 
Other things being equal, the water should be used near the mountains, 
to avoid, as far as possible, loss by evaporation and sinleng. 

I should favor the plan of making a number of smaller reservoirs in 
the bottom lands. There are many places on the Arkansas and South 
Platte where, by the approach of the river bluffs to the stream on both 
sides, a dam could be built to connect them, at slight expense, and thus 
a considerable body of water imprisoned until needed. A succession 
of these along the streams, placed where the local topography and the 
needs of the land require, would serve the purpose of utilizing all the 
water which is annually sent down from the mountains. 

As a favorable place to build a large reservoir, in which all the water 
of the Arkansas might be stored, I will mention a small valley in the midst 
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of the cafion of that river, known as Pleasant Valley. It is about 10 
miles long by 3 in average width. The river passes through it, cutting 
its way out through a gap but a few rods in width, having vertical 
walls several hundreds of feet in height. At this point it could easily be 
dammed and the water drawn off as needed by the channel of the river. 

A very favorable point for forming a large reservoir on the Rio 
Grande is near the foot of San Luis Valley, where the river, from flow- 
ing with a gentle current down the valley, nearly on a level with its 
general surface, suddenly runs into a narrow passage between two per- 
pendicular walls of basalt. A dam at this point would collect all the 
water which the stream would annually bring down, but, owing to the 
very flat surface of the valley, the water would spread over a great area 
and the reservoir be proportionally shallow, and hence a large part would 
be wasted by evaporation. 

It is unnecessary to dwell further on this subject of reservoirs, as the 
necessity for them is far in the future. 



CHAPTER. V 

GRAZING LANDS OF COLORADO. 

The native grasses of the West, the bunch or buffalo end the grama 
grasses, though more nutritious tban most of our Eastern grasses, do not 

* seem to have the same amount of vitality, and do not resist close crop- 
ping and trampling as well. The result is, that all ranges which are 
used nearly up to their full capacity are soon destroyed, the grass re- 
fusing to start up again. ‘This is especially true of ranges used by sheep, 
who graze in close herds, and eat every thing eatable and constitutes 
the principal objection to their introduction. The cattle-men say that 
‘sheep kill the range.” 

The grass over large areas of Colorado has thus been destroyed by over- 
crowding the range with cattle or by the pasturage of sheep. 

It is said that the grass will recover its footing if left alone for a 
year or two. I do not know whether this has been demonstrated. 

The same short sighted policy prevails in this case as in that of the 
buffalo and other wild game; to kill the goose that lays the golden 
eggs; to make as much as possible in the shortest possible time, with- 
out regard to the future. 

PRINCIPAL GRAZING AREAS. 

The plains, as mentioned above, are pre-eminently pasture-lands. 
Their principal natural products are the most nutritious of grasses—buf- 
falo and grama. The character of the pasturage varies very much in 
different localities, ranging from the richest meadows to a comparative 
desert. Again, there are great extents of the plains absolutely witbout 
water, even in sufficient quantity for cattle, thus rendering consider- 
able areas valueless for stock purposes. Still, by far the larger portion 
of this great area of 40,000 square miles is a valuable stock range. 
Anywhere on this range cattle, horses, and mules can winter, without 
protection or feed, with almost absolutely safety. 

North Park contains about 700 square miles of fine grazing land. 
The elevation, about 7,600 feet, implies too cold a climate for stock to 
winter without assistance. 

Middle Park contains several fine valleys of pasture-land. Those of 
the Grand, Muddy, and Troublesome, Frazier and Williams Rivers may 
be mentioned as the principal ones. The elevation of these valleys is 
from 8,000 to 9,000 feet, and this, coupled with the latitude, make the 
Middle Park practically valuable only as a summer range. 

The South Park is used mainly in the same manner. In the southern 
and lower part, where the elevation reaches only 8,000 feet, and in 
sheltered nooks and little valleys in the mountains, cattle can and do 
winter, but the returning spring finds them in very poor condition, and 
an unusually hard winter or late spring often proves too much for them. 
The pasture area ju South Park is 700 square miles, and the character 
of its grazing is excellent. 

344 
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The San Luis Valley is at a much lower level. From a height of about 
8,000 feet at its head it slopes very gradually to an elevation of 7,500 
feet at the south boundary of the State. The latitude also is less, and 
the climate much milder than in the other parks, so that wintering stock 
out of doors is attended with no risks. 

On the other hand, the grazing is poor. In the northern part of the 
valley, the part known as Homan’s Park, the chief product of the soil 
is bunch-grass. Proceeding southward, this changes to grama grass 
and sage, the latter product making the greater part of the exchange. 
Near the south boundary of the State grass becomes very scarce, and 
Sage proportionately abundant. The whole area of what may be called 
pasture-land is 2,700 square miles. There are fine grazing areas of 
limited extent in the valleys of several of the streams which flow into 
San Luis Valley, among which may be mentioned that of Sawatch Creek 
and Antelope Park, on the Rio Grande. 
Wet Mountain Valley and the Huerfano Park contain very consider- 

able areas of grass land, and make excellent ranges for stock, summer 
and winter. 

The valleys of the Upper Lowes contain some second-rate pasture- 
land. The upper valley is too cold for stock to winter out of doors. 
The climate of the lower valley, though the two differ but little in alti- 
tude, is much milder, and stock do well there, summer aud winter. 
An excellent summer range, and one, as yet, almost untouched, is found 

on the plateaus and in the valleys on both sides of the Gunnison, from 
Cimarron Creek up to the mouth of the Tomichi, and the valleys of 
the Gunnison River, Tomichi and Ohio Creeks, and East River, with the 
hills bordering their valleys. In this area the grass is luxuriant. and 
abundant and water is plentiful. The surface is broken and uneven, and 
covered with scattered groves of timber affording protection against 
storms. The lower valleys of this area are undoubtedly a safe winter 
range. The height above sea ranges from 7,500 to 10,000 feet. 

The Uncompahgre Valley i¥ of little value for grazing. Except in the 
river bottoms, grass is very scarce. In the southern part of the valley, 
in and about what is known as Uncompahgre Park, there are a few 
square miles of excellent pasture. A narrow strip along the western 
edge of the valley also contains some grass. The lower part of this 
valley, known as the Gunnison and Grand River Valleys, shows a gra- 
dation from bad to worse. There is little grass in either part, and that 
little is so scattered that the cattle would grow poor in searching for it. 

West of the Uncompahgre Valley, and separating it from the San 
Miguel and Dolores Rivers, is a high inclined plateau, sloping eastward 
toward the Uncompahgre. That portion of this plateau lying near its 
crest contains much fine grazing land, interspersed with groves of quak- 

ing aspen timber. From the elevation, cattle could not winter there. 
The plateaus farther west, on the drainage of the San Miguel and Dolo- 

res, contain little land suitable for grazing; sage and pifion pine being the 
principal productions and water being extremely scarce. Exception to 
this must be made in favor of the country for 20 miles north and west 
of the San Juan Mountains. As far from the mountains as the supply 
of water in the small streams extends the grass is good, interspersed 
with groves of timber. Saucer and Gypsum Valleys cuntain some grama 
grass with white sage, and might do for a winter range for stock. 

The Dolores Plateau, in the elbow-like bend of the Rio Dolores, con- 
tains quite a large area of fine pasture-land, interspersed with patches 
of heavy timber. The elevation, 8,000 to 9,000 feet, together with its 
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exposed location, presupposes severe winters, and makes it doubtful 
whether cattle can winter there. 

The San Juan area presents very little good grazing land. Along 
the south foot of the La Plata Mountains there is a narrow strip of fine 
park-hke country, with undulating broken surface, covered with bunch- 
grass and groves of heavy timber. In the hills between the Rios Animas, 
Pinos, and Piedra, this strip spreads out to a considerable width, and 
becomes of considerable importance. Its elevation ranges from 7 000 
to 9,000 feet, and from its sheltered position, would make a safe winter 
range for stock. A similar belt of pasture-land exists at the foot of the 
mountains on the upper waters of the San Juan, Rio Navajo, and Rio 
Blanco. Aside from these areas, the San Juan district presents only 
very indifferent grazing land. Mesa Verde, on which there is much 
good grass, has practically no water on its surface. One small spring 
only is reported to exist there. The Great Sage Plain contains a little 
grass among the sage and pinion pine, but water is so extremely scarce 
that this can never be utilized. A small portion of this must be excepted 
from the general condemnation, that lying immediately southwest of the 
group of mountains known as El Laté, between the Mancos on the 
south and the San Juan on the west. Here the grass is more abund- 
ant than elsewhere on the Sage Plain, and the proximity to the San 
Juan supplies that desideratum, water. 

Turning now to the middle portion of Grand River, between Middle 
Park and the mouth of the Gunnison, we find pasture-land of an in- 
different quality, grading here and there into excellent grass land, on 
the plateaus at the foot of the Park Range, about the courses of the 
Grand, Eagle, and the lower course of Roaring Fork. The great valley 
of the Grand, at the mouths of North Mam and Rifle Creeks, is very 
poor in grass, and does not improve farther down, where it is narrowed 
between the North Mam Plateau and the Roan Cliffs. The broad valley 
of Plateau Creek and the lower northern slopes of the Grand Mesa are 
fair grazing land. 

The drainage area of White River ae less heavy timber and 
more grazing Tand in proportion to its size than any other such area 
west of the mountains. The high plateaus about its head, which reach 
in many places to the timber-line, are mainly covered by heavy timber, 
with some patches of grass of considerable extent. West of this the 
part of the drainage basin on the south side of the river consists of an 
inclined plateau, sloping gently to the river, and reaching a crest above 
the desert valley of the Grand, before mentioned. This is the Roan or 
Book Plateau. Its surface is much cut up by cations. Every stream 
or dry wash flowing to the White carries itself, as soon as possible, far 
below the surface. Allover this surface grass is abundant, interspersed 
with sage, piions, and, near the crest, a little quaking aspen, spruce, 
and pine. Water is scarce and not easy to reach. Douglass and Pi- 
ce-ance Creeks are constant streams, but the others cannot be relied on. 
On and near the crest springs of excellent water are found at intervals. 

Simpson’s Park, in which the White River agency is located, contains 
a small area of fine meadow-land. All the hay for the use of the agency 
is now cut there. 

North of this little valley the hills between the White and the Yampa, 
known as the Danforth Hills, are covered with good pasturage on 
both slopes. West of these hills the country between the White and 
Yampa is a series of broken plateaus, almost waterless, and desert ; in 
some places there is a little grass among the sage but the country is 
mainly covered with sage and pinion pine. 
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The Yampa, from its head in Egeria Park down to the mouth of 
William’s Fork, is bordered on the west and south by a broad strip 
of pasture-land of excellent quality. On the north side of this river, 
and east of the Little Snake, the whole country, from the foot of the 
Park and Elkhead Mountains, consists of plateaus with rolling surface 
and little timber. ‘These plateaus are mainly covered with sage, among 
which is much excellent grass. The quality of the pasturage varies 
greatly, being poorest in the interior of this area and best near the 
margin, at the foot of the mountains, and in the neighborhood of the 
rivers. These plateaus are too high and exposed to serve as a winter 
range, but in the valleys of the Yampa and Snake there is sufficient 
pasturage for the winter for large herds. 

West of the Little Snake the country is very similar to that last de- 
scribed ; indeed, the above remarks will apply equally well to this area. 
The Escalante Hills are well covered with heavy timber. 





REPORT OF GEORGE B. CHITTENDEN, C. E., TOPOGRAPHER OF 
THE WHITE RIVER DIVISION, 1876. 

LETIER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 15, 1878. 

Sir: Herewith I transmit my report of the topographical work done 
by the party under my direction during the season of 1876 in the White 
River district. 

The country surveyed was almost entirely unknown, and our work is 
found to be of a radically different character from what had been gener- 
ally supposed. Aside from its geographical importance, there was in it 
but little of scientific interest. I have therefore confined myself princi- 
pally to a description of the surface characteristics, and the course pur- 
sued by us in working the district. 

Our headquarters for the season were made at the White River Ute 
Indian Agency. I wish to express through you my hearty thanks to 
the agent, Mr. Danforth, and his wife, for the universal kindness and 
hospitality with which we were received, and for the many favors which 
they were able to extend to us. 

Trusting that the results of the season’s work may prove satisfactory, 
I remain your obedient servant, 

GEORGE B. CHITTENDEN. 
Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 

United States Geologist in charge. 
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TOPOGRAPHICAL REPORT ON THE WHITE RIVER DISTRICT. 

The White River Division left Cheyenne by rail for Rawlins station 
on the 14th of August. It consisted, besides myself, of Dr. Endlich, 
geologist, Mr. HK. N. Dickerson, barometric observer, two packers, and 
a cook; I myself doing the topographical work. All the animals, in- 
struments, and pack outfit, together with our two and a half months’ 
Supply of provisions, having been shipped as freight, we were obliged to 
remain over one day at Rawlins before beginning our march to the 
White River Indian agency, the point selected as headquarters for the 
season. 

The area assigned us lay to the south and west of the agency and con- 
sisted of a narrow belt of country, bounded on the south by the “Book 
Cliffs” and on the north by White River. On the east, the line was the 
western limit of Mr. Marvine’s work of 1874, while the ‘western line was 
the meridian of 109° 30’ west longitude. These limits enclosed about 
3,000 square miles. 

The march from Rawlins Springs to the White River agency occupied 
nine days, as the pack animals were necessarily heavily loaded. We 
were therefore unable to begin our work until the 27th of August. 

e 

GRAND HOGBACK. 

On that day we occupied Mr. Ladd’s Station 29 of 1874, in order to 
connect our triangulation with that done by him. 

This station lay about four miles southwest of the agency and was 
made the day after our arrival without moving camp. The following 
day we moved to the south in the direction of Grand River, continuing 
our work along the western border of Marvine and Ladd’s district of 
1874 and connecting our topography with theirs. The route travelled 
was a broad and well-worn Indian trail which led through a continuous 
valley at the eastern base of a line of hogback hills, which extend from. 
White River to and across the Grand in an uninterrupted chain, forming 
a topographical feature so remarkable that we have named it the 
“Grand Hogback Range.” This Hogback Range is broken three times 
by mountain streams flowing down against it from the east, and once it 
is broken by a narrow pass through which at present but little water 
finds its way. 

All of these breaks or gaps are walled by high and rugged caion 
sides, but the steepest and by far the most picturesque is the third from 
the north. A very considerable stream pours through this gateway, 
and although its flow on either side of the gap is comparatively gentle, 
it rushes through the cation pass with all the roar and thunder of a 
mountain torrent, adding in no small degree to the grandeur of the 
scenery. This cafion, although short, is one of the most picturesque in 
all this portion of Colorado. At the head of the cafion the trail forks, 
and one branch, passing through, leads down over low terraces or along 
the side of the stream, through a broad sterile valley, to the Grand 
River. This valley, from its thick carpeting of prickly-pears and other 
low-growing cacti, has been named “Cactus Valley.” Considerable por- 
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tions of it can be readily irrigated, and from the mild climate which it 
must possess in the winter, it can easily be seen that it will prove availa- 
ble for agricultural purposes, and that it will produce many crops that 
it is impossible to raise in the valley of White River. The left-hand 
branch of the trail continues southward on the east side of the hogbacks, 
to fork again some six miles farther on, one branch leading through the 
already-mentioned nearly dry pass to Cactus Valley, while the main trail 
keeps on down the valley without interruption to the Grand. 
On the east side of the hogbacks and nearly opposite the dry pass, 

just referred to, a single family of White River Utes has made its home, 
having occupied for many years the same sheltered nook. Tbe family . 
consists of some ten or fifteen members, and the settlement is known at: 
the agency as the ‘‘Old Squaw’s Camp,” from the energetic old Indian 
woman who seems to be its leading spirit. There is most excellent 
hunting in the immediate vicinity of the camp, and from the location 
the winter weather experienced must be mild. This family cultivates a 
small patch of ground, and possesses a herd of 50 or 75 head of cattle 
and an equally large herd of ponies. Although these people are still 
housed in the traditional tipee or wick-e-up, they seem to have virtually 
withdrawn of their own accord from the nomadic life pursued by most 
of the tribe. 

On both sides of the Grand Hogback, along its entire extent, there is 
good pasturage, but the amount of arable land is very limited. There 
are but two points which seem to have been much used by the Indians as 
camping places. The highest point on the trail leading from White 
River toGrand River is7,733 feet above sea-level. The highest measured 
point in the Hogback Range is about 20 miles south of White River and 
attains an altitude of 9,311 feet above sea-level. Seven topographical 
stations were made along the Hogback Range and to the east of it. 

ROAN OR BOOK PLATEAU. 

Marching through the range near the headwaters of Pi-ce-ance 
Creek, we entered the plateau region that stretches from tho hogbacks 
westward. Where Pi-ce-ance Creek cuts through the hogbacks it is a 
stream of five or six feet width ; but the amount of water rapidly dimin- 
ishes as we follow its course, until, at a point some six miles from the 
range, it entirely disappears. ; 
We had been able to learn absolutely nothing as to the character of 

the district which we now entered. From the north and east it had 
shown only as an undulating, yellow plateau, apparently treeless, and 
cut by numerous deep washes or cations, with sloping, grass-covered 
sides of the same yellow hue. From the south no idea of it could be 
obtained, since the summit of the plateau was entirely invisible from 
the lowlands of Grand River, only its edge showing as a rugged, inac- 
cessible, and apparently unbroken line of bluffs, upward of 2,000 feet 
in altitude, which had long been known as the Roan or Book Cliffs. 

Unable to find any encouraging signs of water on the summit of this 
unexplored plateau, but knowing that it was absolutely necessary to 
our work that the party should visit it, we followed Pi-ce-ance Creek 
until its bed was pertectly dry, and then, turning up one of the dry 
gulches to the left, struck for the head in the hope of finding running 
water or springs. For some miles we followed the bed of the stream, 
but, toward the middle of the afternoon, were forced by the increasing 
ruggedness of the caton-walls to climb out and take our course along 
the summit of the plateau, marching toward the head of this dry water- 
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course between two of its principal branches. The summit of the pla- 
teau was grass-covered and favorable for travelling, rising gradually 
toward the southward. It was almost nightfall when we reached the 
heads of the gullies, but here we found small groups of aspen trees, and 
by descending 400 feet into the caiions found little trickling streams of 
pure water. The canon bottoms were too narrow for camping purposes 
as well as inacessible to our loaded pack-mules. We were therefore 
obliged to make our camp on the summit of the plateau, and carry up 
by hand all the water for camp purposes, a distance of 400 feet. We 
were able to lead down our thirsty animals after they were unloaded, 
enabling them to drink. Hxcellent grass was abundant all over the 
summit of the plateau, and we were well satisfied with the camp, prom- 
ising, as it did, the easy working of the plateau region, which formed a 
considerable portion of the district to be worked during the season. As 
we followed the summit of the plateau in the days following we found 
abundant water in nearly all the heads of the Pi-ce-ance drainage and 
also in the branches of Parachute Creek, a stream heading opposite; the 
former flows southward to Grand River. 

After five days spent in working the country from the water divide of 
the plateau, always travelling on well-beaten Indian trails, we again de- 
scended to Pi-ce-ance Creek, reaching it some 15 miles below the point at 
which we had left it. We then followed it to White River over an indif- 
ferently good trail. Thecreek where we reached it this second time was 
quite a considerable stream, winding with a very sluggish flow through 
a sage-brush-covered bottom-land. It would perhaps average 30 or 40 
square feet in cross-section and was not readily fordable by our pack- 
train. Most of the water in the creek was supplied by two or three 
branches from the northwest. Pi-ce-ance Creek throughout its entire. 
drainage area has very little wood or timber of any description. A few 
patches of aspens and occasional pines near its heads, and a few pifions 
and junipers on the low bluffs near its mouth, comprise all the areas of 
timber. Nearly everywhere outside of the caiions there is an abundance 
of good grass. 

On the 11th of September, having visited the agency and taken up a 
month’s supply of provisions, we took up our line of march down White 
River, to visit and work up all the western portion of our distret. 
The agency is located on White River, near its exit from the moun- 
tains, at the head of a series of open parks or bottoms which con- 
tinue at intervals for more than 20 miles below the agency along the 
course of the river. These bottom-lands are in places nearly a mile in 
width, all easily irrigable, and affording many thousand acres of most 
excellent arable land. Mr. Danforth had cultivated about 40 acres of 
land for the use of the agency and was raising potatoes, beets, carrots, 
and turnips, besides quite a large field of oats. White River has ample 
irrigating capacity for all the available land along its entire length. 

Having followed down White River for about 40 or 45 miles, we left 
it and turning southward marched toward the summit of the plateau, 
up an even, gentle slope. We reached the summit level the same after- 
noon, after travelling about 20 miles from the river, and were surprised 
to find ourselves on the edge of a precipitous cliff which continued 
impassable for a distance of 20 miles north and south. This cliff or 
bluff, with its slopes, was at least 2,000 feet in altitude and overlooked 
a broad area of low country drained by a creek which later was named 
by us Douglas Creek, after the head chief of the White River Utes. The 
bluffs were named Cathedral Bluffs. Following the bluffs around to the 
south and west we again reached the divide between White and Grand 
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Rivers and followed it to the westward, always finding well-worn trails, 
from which we worked the topography on either side as far as we were 
able to reach. 
From the head of the western branch of Douglas Creek the plateau 

character was almost entirely lost, often affording only a narrow back- 
bone for the trail to follow, while, in consequence of this, water became 
scarcer, obliging us on three occasions to descend into the canons, a ver- 
tical distance of upward of 2,000 feet, with the whole train, to find 
camping places. The general "topography of the country all through 
this part of the district, and indeed as far as the western limit, is that of 
the narrow ridge already spoken of as extending east and west between 
the lateral drainage of White and Grand Rivers, respectively ; these 
lateral branches heading against the ridge opposite each other, and 
flowing in deep caiions north and south. 

Our second approach to White River was down the first of these 
lateral streams, westward of Douglas Creek, which was named Evacua- 
tion Creek. The stream has more or less water in ajl its numerous 
heads, but all the upper portion of the main stream is dry for a distance 
of at least 12 or 15 miles, when the bed begins to show signs of moist- 
ure, and at last contains a small running stream of two or three inches 
depth, which continues uninterruptedly to its mouth, a distance of nearly 
25 miles. The water is for the mest part bitterly alkaline, utterly unfit 
for human use, and refused in any quantity by the animals. The water 
is much more unpalatable than that of the celebrated Bitter Creek of 
the Union Pacific Railroad. About the heads of this creek the bluffs 
are covered with a rich growth of grass, and the canons contain both 
pines and aspens, but near the point where it first becomes dry the 
pines give way to junipers and pifons, and both cations and blufis are 
covered with their scraggy growth. The canon walls are only a few 
hundred feet high, and the creek bottom is broad and generally covered 
with a growth of sage-brush. As the mouth of the creek is approached 
the pinons and cedars in turn give way to a growth of low brown grass, 
the canon-walls being smooth. and unbroken and attaining a height of 
only 200 or 300 feet. A tolerably good trail follows the entire length of 
the stream. 

Between the mouths of Douglas and Evacuation Creeks, White River 
is in a close cafion which falls away a little near the mouth of the latter 
creek, and renders the approach to the river easy, while small, open 
grassy parks dotted with huge cottonwoods afford most delightful 
camping-places that are very refreshing after the desert-like country 
that lies to the southward. From the mouth of the Evacuation Creek, 
White River remains in cafion as far as the limits of our work carried 
uS, 7. €., very nearly to its mouth. We followed the river through this 

: 

canon four short day-marches, and found the greatest difficulty in © 
getting through, being sometimes compelled to cross the river four or 
five times within a single mile. The walls of the White River Canon 
are seldom more than 800 feet in height, and are often broken away, 
especially on the south side, into the most grotesque and picturesque 
forms, giving many gigantic representations of animals and human 
heads and figures, all ludicrously full of action, as well as many forms 
resembling towers and other grand architectural forms. 
We worked as far south from White River as was desirable, and 

always found only a broken desert country without any sign of water. 
There is no considerable drainage entering White River from either 
side below Evacuation Creek for a distance of 30 miles, when we reach 
a fourth main lateral branch, which was named Two-Water Creek. It 
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enters the- White through a low-walled cafion of only about 300 feet 
depth, and at its mouth has no water. This creek being very near our 
western line, we left the White River at its junction, and marching 
up the stream, a third time sought the crest of the plateau. There is no 
good trail up this stream, and for 13 or 20 miles not the least sign of 
water. The sage-brush in the valley was often well-nigh impassable 
even by saddle-animals, owing to the heavy growth, as it reached to the 
shoulders of a mounted man. After marching until late in the afternoon 
we came to the principal forks of the stream, about 25 miles from its 
mouth, and there found water, the peculiarity of which led us to name 
the creek “Two-Water.” Down the left-hand branch came a little rill of 
water which at the junction spread out into shallow lakes or pools of only 
one or two inches depth. This water was bitterly alkaline, while the 
right-hand branch, although containing no running water, had along its 
bed numerous pools of as pure water as could be desired by any one. 
The pools of sweet and bitter water approached within five or ten feet 
of each other, retaining all their marked differences of character. 

From this point it seemed impossible to follow the valley of either 
branch on account of the mire and sage-brush; so, having camped at 
the junction, we next morning climbed out of the canon and reached the 
summit of the plateau between the forks of the creek. Finding no trail, 
we nevertheless had very good travelling, but were obliged to camp after 
dark near the summit of the plateau, with only a little pool of water for 
our entire supply, and this utterly inadequate for the thirsty animals. 
It was not until noon of the following day that, after most diligent 
search, we succeeded in finding, on the Grand River side of the divide, 
a small spring, by which we made a comfortable camp for the refresh- 
ment of ourselves and our animals. The western end of the plateau is 
far drier than the eastern portion, and although we saw some deer 
around us, we were unable to find any water except in the little spring 
by which we were camped. The whole country is exceedingly dry, and 
cations a thousand feet in depth, in whose dark recesses one would nat- 

_ urally expect cool running streams, were universally as dry as dust. 
Riding westward from this camp, along the summit of the plateau, I 

discovered and located a group of bitumen springs, visited later by Dr. 
Peale, and carried our topographical work to the western limit of the dis- 
trict. Near the bitumen springs, later in the season, Mr. Gannett found 
& spring of clear water, which seemed to have been much used by the 
Indians as a camping place. From this camp we turned eastward along 
the divide, which is here merely a narrow backbone, which on the south 
breaks off sharply into steep bluffs, and on the north sends out long 
tongue-like extensions between the almost numberless cafions in which 
Two-Water and Evacuation creeks head. 

After making numerous stations on the divide as we marched east- 
ward, we finally turned for the last time toward White River, following 
down the main western branch of Douglas Creek, a stream not followed 
before. In marching northward we found good water for 20 miles, until 
a@ point near the vicinity of the main forks was reached, where running 
water ceased and thence to the mouth was found only in pools. A little 
earlier in the season there is probably running water the entire length 
of the stream. There is a good Indian trail the whole distance, but 
grass is small in quantity, the valley being covered with grease-wood 
and sage-brush of very sturdy growth. 

There are many lateral branches of Douglas Creek, all coming in 
through rugged litte canons of 300 to 500 feet in height, and all utterly 
destitute of water. The valley of the main creek is often half a mile or 
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more in width, usually limited by steep bluffs, being in no place of a 
marked cafion form. The walls become less well defined near the mouth, 
and when the creek at last approaches the White, it is through low 
terraces, upon a broad, open bottom-land, the largest in the entire 
course of the White, with perhaps the exception of Agency Park. An 
attempt was made some years ago to start a colony in this valley, but 
for some reason the attempt was a failure. The ground is now within 
the limits of the reservation for:-the Ute Indians. 

Passing down the river through this valley, we entered the cation of 
the White, already referred to, and connected the work with that done 
before from the mouth of Evacuation Creek. Then turning up the river 
we completed the remaining small unworked portions along its borders, 
and reached the agency October 11, having in forty-eight working days 
completed the topography of 3,800 square miles of country, making in the 
course of the work 41 main topographical stations, besides 16 auxiliary 
ones, and travelling 1,000 miles within the district. 

RETURN FROM ,THE FIELD. 

On the 12th of October our party left the White River agency to 
return to the East, and choosing the route through the Middle Park 
instead of that via Rawlin’s Springs, avoided the expense and trouble 
of railway shipment. This route formed a most pleasant line of march, . 
abounding as it did in wood, water, and grass, three elements of com- 
fortable camping much lacking in the other route. The extra time 
between the agency and Cheyenne consumed only two days. 

Dr. Endlich and Mr. Dickerson left the party at Boulder City, while 
I remained with it one more day and dismissed the men and animals at 
the upper crossing of the Big Thompson River, that they might proceed 
directly to Cheyenne, while I completed a few hundred square miles on 
the plains bordering the mountains. I was engaged ten days in work-. 
ing the topography of this additional area, living at the towns and 
settlements as I came to them. The topography was very simple, and 
I was enabled to cover 800 square miles in the ten days, riding about 
350 miles, and closing the season’s work at Denver about the last of 
October. i 
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List of elevations in the White River district. 
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Station 32, between forks of Two-Water Creek.........-....-.--------------- 39 43] 109 19 | 6,440 
Station 34, summit of Rean or Book Plateau ..-..-...-..-...--.----------e--- 39 26] 109 10 | 7,343 
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Mouth of Evacuation Creek 
Mouth of Two-Water Creek 
Forks of Two-Water Creek 
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REPORT OF GUSTAVUS R. BECHLER, TOPOGRAPHER OF THE 
YAMPA DIVISION, 1876. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, February 18, 1878. 

Str: I have the honor herewith to submit to you the topographical 
report relating to the district assigned the Yampa River Division under 
my charge during the field season of 1876. 

After leaving the rendezvous camp on Owl Creek, 12 miles south 
of Cheyenne, August 16, 1876, we proceeded by the Union Pacific Rail- 
way to Rawlins Springs Station, the starting-point for our journey to 
the field of work. 

Accidents to the car carrying our supplies, and the escape of our 
mules from a corral, caused a delay of two days, after which we pro-. 
ceeded without any further mishap to the district assigned to us in 
Northwestern Colorado. 

Hoping the following report may prove satisfactory, I have the honor 
to remain your obedient servant, 

GUSTAVUS R. BECHLER. 
Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 

United States Geologist, in charge. 
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TOPOGRAPHICAL REPORT ON THE YAMPA RIVER DISTRICT. 

CHAPTER I. 

MARCH. FROM RAWLINS SPRINGS TO THE WHITE RIVER 
AGENCY. 

According to instructions the Yampa Division, consisting of the neces- 
sary assistants,as packers and a cook, and accompanied by Dr. C. A. : 
White, geologist, proceeded on the 19th of August, 1876, from Rawlins 
Springs, Wyo., a station on the Union Pacific Railroad, to that por- 
tion of Northwestern Colorado which was assigned to the division for 
geographical exploration. This district is situated in the extreme 
northwestern corner of Colorado. It embraces an area of 3,000 square 
miles, and extends from parallel 38° 58/ fifty miles north to parallel 
40° 30’, and from the White River agency, situated in longitude 107° 
48’, westward to longitude 109° 30’, or 25 miles across the western 
boundary of Colorado. 

More popularly expressed, the country may be described as lying 
between the White and Yampa Rivers, and between the White River 
Ute agency and Green River, where it is flowing in the Wonsits Valley. 

The nearest and most practicable route for reaching the most eastern 
points of the district in order to enable us to make geodetic connections 
with the work of previous years, was in a southwestern direction and 
over the plateau country which lies between the Union Pacific Railroad 
and the Snake River, a distance of 80 miles by the trail which was 
selected. We succeeded in making the distance to Snake River in four 
days-marches, which, considering the usual breaking-in of the pack-ani- 
mals, which for some time have been unaccustomed to the performance 
of disciplined work, may be considered as successful marching. For 16 
miles southwest of Rawlin’s Springs we had the advantage of a tolera- 
ble good road, although it led through an arid country of forbidding 
aspect. Its dryness and destitution of any kind of vegetation save sage 
and occasional bunches of grease-wood rendered it exceedingly desolate. 
Leaving this region we ascended the high plateau, which towards the 

north and east presents bluffy faces, rising from 800 to 1,000 feet above 
the general level of the surrounding country. This high plateau extends 
to within a few miles of Snake River, but it is continuous to the west- 
ward of that river. It is one of the most fertile grass plateaus of all the 
West that have come under my observation. It is well watered and 
abounds in game, principally antelope. 

The Snake River* presents a fine valley at the point of our crossing. 
It is a splendid clear-water stream of 75 feet in width, and from 15 to 18 
inches in depth. Its velocity is considerable, and for a distance of 10 
miles there are some excellent bottom-lands, together with magnificent 

*This river ought to bo called the Snake River of the East, to distinguish it from the 
great South Fork of the Columbia, which is also named Snake River, a name derived 
trom the Shoshone or Snake Indians who inhabit the country near its source. 
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cottonwood groves. We found along this stream settlements of appar- 
ently well located and successful farmers. 

Southeast from our point of crossing the Snake River, rise the Elk- 
head Mountains, a formidable range with numerous sharp peaks and a 
deeply eroded drainage system. We followed an Indian trail for 10 miles 
through a desolate rolling country, and then reached the government 
wagon-road leading to the White River agency. ‘This road meanders 
around the western flank of the Elkhead Mountains. While the forest- 
clad mountains to our left rose with majestic grandeur, affording a highly 
pleasing aspect, the country to our right, on the contrary, consisted of 
a high-rolling, monotonous sage-prairie, with no distinct characteristics 
as to orographic features. The road keeps close to Fortification Creek 
after crossing a low divide which connects the undulating sage-plateau 
with the Elkhead Mountains. This creek rises in the mountains to the 
eastward, and contains for many miles tolerably good water, but in 
approaching the terraced country bordering the Yampa River on the 
north, the water assumes a very brackish character owing to its coming 
in contact with many alkaline deposits. » 

For many miles north of the Yampa River, the country slopes very grad- 
ually towards the river; its features are those of a monotonous wave- 
like plateau country, with a covering of sage as its chief vegetation. The 
only prominent topographical object in this region is an elevated and flat- 
topped butte, named Fortification Butte, which stands like a rocky island 
in the sage-covered waving prairie. It stands some 12 miles north- 
west of the point where the government road crosses the Yampa River. 
The Yampa River is a fine clear stream of perhaps 100 feet in width, and 
from 18 to 20 inches of depth in the centre of its bed. At the point of 
our crossing it did not possess the charming features that characterized 
the Snake River Valley, although there are some good patches of bot- 
tom in the numerous bends which the river makes in its meanderings 
through the valley. 

Leaving the Yampa River, the road follows through a somewhat more 
mountainous region toward the White River Uteagency. As this coun- 
try belongs to the district allotted to us for observation, and in fact forms 
the eastern portion of it, the notes in describing the area will have to 
be somewhat fuller. While the air-line distance from the Yampa to 
the valley of the White River is but 38 miles, theroad with its fre- 
quent deviations from a straight course makes the distance 52- miles. 
Within that distance the country exhibits different characters in its phy- 
siognomy. The area is diversified or broken, first by three transverse 
ridges, having an east and west trend, and running parallel to the Yampa 
River, and secondly by the cafion-valley of Williams Fork, as wellas by a 
basin-like depression between them. The first two of these ridges are 
close together and separated only by the Williams Fork of the Yampa 
which at the point where the road crosses it, as well as for many miles on 
either side is in a deep cafion-like valley. The axis of the northern ridge, 
or the one lying between the Yampa and Williams Fork, terminates near 
the junction of the latter streams. The second ridge, the one lying 
between Williams Fork and Axial Basin, extends its axis 12 miles 
further to the west than does the former one. ‘This latter portion of the 
ridge, which is from 12 to 13 miles long, is penetrated by two streams 
breaking rectangularly through the ridge, on their way to join Williams 
Fork and Yampa River. The eastern one of these streams is called 
Waddel Creek, and joins Williams Fork 5 miles to the southeast of 
the junction of the latter with the Yampa River. The second creek 
breaking through the ridge 7 miles below, or west of Waddel Creek, 
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is called Milk Creek, and runs directly into the Yampa River. Each of 
these creeks has carved a caiion in the ridge, of which the eastern one, 
Waddel Creek, is the broadest. From Waddel Creek westward the 
ridge has lost all form of a well-defined crest, and an absolute plateau 
form predominates. This plateau is therefore separated by Milk Creek 
and Waddel Creek Cafions into two distinct portions. The eastern one 
has been named Junction Plateau, from the fact of its close proximity to 
the junction of Williams Fork and Yampa River. It contains about 24 
square miles of area, and the drainage arising therefrom heads close 
to the southern rim of the plateau and drains into the Yampa. The 
western plateau is tongue-like in shape, and its western extremity ter- 
minates in a sharp point, while from its being completely covered with 
sage the name of Sage Plateau was given to it to facilitate the deserip- 
tion of the country and to assist in an easier comprehension of the map 
relating to it. The latter contains some 12 square miles of area. The 
first ridge, lying between Yampa River and Williams Fork, is 600 feet 
higher than the second one, including the Junction and Sage Plateaus. 

The northern slope angle of the first ridge which occupies the area 
between Yampa River and Williams Fork is moderate and gentle nearly 
up to the brink of the ridge. This, however, refers only to the general 
ascent, for erosion has caused many steep gulches and ravines in that 
undoubtedly once very uniform slope. From the summit of this ridge 
almost the same level continues for four miles in asouthward direction ; 
when in close proximity to Wiiliams Fork the ridge shows steep sides 
and falls off abruptly into Williams Fork Valley, thereby causing its 
caflon like shape. . 

The evidence is clear that before the powerful action of erosion had 
worked upon its surface, the plateau character of this ridge was uni- 
form. The remaining spurs show clearly the original level close to the 
walls which front Williams Fork. The drainage, however, descending 
from the plateau for ages has gashed the southern side into deep canons, 
all entering Williams River Valley at right angles to the river. In one 
ene ee these deeply eroded caiion-gulches the road descends to Williams 

ork. 
In one respect Junction Plateau as well as Sage Plateau is analogous 

to the ridge or plateau just described. A gentle slope on the north side 
characterizes them all; their highest points resting on the southern 
rim, or nearly so, after which the plateaus show almost vertical faces 
with very little débris slope at their bases. 

The road after leaving this cafion-valley meanders for six miles 
again between gently ascending hill-spurs in dales and gulches all be- 
longing to that portion of the second ridge where the canon form is not 
yet expressed, and the backbone of the ridge resembles more or less 
that of a regular crest of ordinary hills. 

After six miles of moderate ascent we come within a few miles of the 
brink of this second ridge, which fronts the axial basin* on its northern 
side and also partly on its eastern side; while in the higher remain- 
ing portion of these hills the road has steep grades to overcome, and in 
dodging the numerous abrupt places its course is far from straight. 

Having descended from the second ridge, we cross Waddel Creek, or 
at least one of its main branches, which runs close to the flank of the 
ridge. We traverse afterward for several miles 2 district of mixed topo- 
graphical features, for it is not altogether devoid of the characteristics 
of a basin, nor is the resemblance to it of a very definite character. It 
has, however, the tendency to be one in future ages. 

* Called thus by Dr. C. A. White to facilitate geological description. 
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In passing on to the southwest through this gently undulating portion 
of the country without any boldly expressed drainage system, we pass 
on our right a complicated cluster of buttes sloping like all the rest of 
the upheavals in this region toward the north and northwest, showing 
also abrupt faces on the south side. Seven miles beyond we arrive at 
the Yellow Jacket Pass, which constitutes the lowest saddle in the third 
and last ridge of hills north of the White River Valley. From this pass 
we march for six miles through pretty rugged cafons and descend finally 
into the White River Valley, which we enter at Simpson’s Park only 
some five or six miles from the White River agency house. Arriving 
at the latter place on August 28, after marching ten consecutive 
days, preparations were made to commence field-work at once, and after 
a few days of work geodetic connection with the survey of 1875 was 
satisfactorily effected. We followed, then, the usual order of working 
through the district assigned to us. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTRICT. 

THE COUNTRY NORTHWEST OF AND ADJACENT TO THE WHITE RIVER . 

AGENCY. 

An area of nearly 400 square miles directly northwest of White River 
agency represents the more hilly portion of the district under descrip- 
tion. The northeastern and highest portion of these hills are called 
Danforth Hills, and show by their structure no development of the 
plateau character, but, on the contrary, show a crest with many peaks, 
cones, and saddles, the ordinary form of mountains of the third order.* 

The Grand Hogback (see Plate XXII), an upheaval of most peculiar 
type and geological interest, crosses the White River eight miles below 
the agency, and approaches and connects, by means of a saddle, with 
the Danforth Hills in their most southern portion. 

Consistent with the general type of the whole country in this region, 
the northern slopes are also of comparatively moderate descent, while 
their southern and eastern faces are in some places extremely steep and 
in other places only moderately so. Their extreme height is not much 
over 8,800feet. While the Danforth Hills represent only half of this hilly 
district, the Hogback Valley, as well as Unga-too-wiss Valley, serves as 
a division line between the Danforth Hills and the Western Group, 
where, particularly in Citadel Plateau, the mesa-like form is strongly 
expressed. In the Gray Hills, which form the southwestern portion of 
the group under consideration, mixed orographic features exist. The 
western wing of the Gray Hills, running in a southwestern course 
toward White River, shows in a great portion the plateau form, while 
the others indicate a waving crest, showing strongly expressed spurs 
and generally deeply eroded character in their totality as hills. That 
portion of the hills referred to is covered in places with an abundant 
growth of pifions. . 

In the whole group, Danforth Hills as well as the western portion, the 
drainage system is expressed in a small number of dry-washes, tribu- 
tary to White River, and an equal number of drainage-beds tributary 
to the Yampa River are found along the northern slopes. While 
water may flow in all of them abundantly during the snowy part of the 
season, for the greater part of the year their beds are dry. In the 
higher portions of the Danforth Hills springs are more numerous and 
patches of brushwood not so scarce as elsewhere in the district between 
White and Yampa Rivers, but as a general rule the supply of water is 
more abundant near the sources of the springs than in any other part 
of their courses, and very often water will disappear altogether after 
leaving its source. 

From the fact that the country in this region is totally destitute of 
even Indian names, we have attached many names to the creeks and 

* See Report U. 8. Geol. Survey for 1875, p. 372. 
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drainage-basins, which divide the country, more or less, into different 
zones, and also to ridges, plateaus, which, notwithstanding the minut- 
est description, would, without names, be unrecognizable on reference 
to the map. 

Unga-too-wiss Valley, which opens in a basin called Powell’s Park, 
near White River, is only 12 miles west of the Ute agency. It heads 
from 15 to 16 miles north of Powell’s Park near the divide which con- 
nects the Danforth Hills with Gray Hills. North of that divide lies a 
basin called Hogback Valley which forms the head of Deep Channel 
Creek, which, in its general westward course, flows through Coyote 
Basin before it enters the White River, 20 miles northwest of Powell’s 
Park. 

There is a spring to be found at the head of Unga-too-wiss, and 
another one in Hogback Valley. Deep Channel Creek keeps and even 
accumulates a little water in its course to its junction with the White 
Kiver, while Unga-too-wiss Creek for 12 miles from its source shows 
no sign of water. The hills that surround these valleys are a true 
type of the whole country adjacent to the region. Their appearance is 
desolate and forbidding, while the valleys are still less inviting. The 
facilities for marching through this country are few on account of 
obstructions of diversified kinds; the chief ones are the dry-washes, or 
gullies of a small caiion order, the interminable sage, and the prickly- 
pears; the latter cover the ground for miles. 

Unga-too-wiss and Coyote Basin, are literally cut up by gullies from 
6 to 30 feet, and even as much as 60 feet deep; frequently they are 
hidden by sage so as to be completely invisible until we reach them. 
Occasionally we arrive at a spot where a dense growth of large sage, not 
easy to penetrate, covers the ground. 

YAMPA AND WHITE RIVER DIVIDE. 

‘The main divide between White and Yampa Rivers is along the crest 
of the Danforth Hills. It approaches nearest to the White River Valley 
at Yellow Jacket Pass, where it is but nine miles distant from it. Its 
winding course, thence along the summit of the Dantorth Hills, is north- 
west until it reaches a point a few miles north of Citadel Plateau, when 
it is again but nine miles distant from the Yampa Liver. 

At the head of Coyote Basin a series of sharp cones, the highest of 
which is not over 7,800 feet above the ocean, are the last seen on the 
summit. 

In an almost straight western course, and with only a slight deviation 
to the south and instill closer proximity to Yampa River, the crest runs 
for 15 miles, from Wampita Peak to the head ot Vale Disappointment, 
which lies on the Yampa side, while Midland Basin is on the opposite, 
or White River side. At this point there occurs a sharp turn to the 
northward which holds for several miles, and thereby brings this divide 
within six miles of the Yampa River. It afterward continues in a suc- 
cession of high bluffs in very close proximity to the cafion. ‘These bluffs 
constitute the northern rim of the Great Yampa Plateau, in whose broad 
expanse a definite crest is finally lost. 

The only side ridge, showing all the elements and general conditions 
of an independent hill-cluster and which detaches itself from the main 
divide and runs toward the White River, is Pinon Ridge, a rugged and 
singularly eroded upheaval, presenting the usual gentle hill-slope on 
the east side, while on the opposite or west side the most strangely 
eroded flanks characterize them. Piton Ridge forms also a dividing 
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line between two rather large basin-like depressions—Coyote Basin 
on the east and Midland Basin on the west. Through both of them we 
find long, waving parallel lines of hogbacks with a general north and 
south trend, which appear above the surface in a labyrinth of crests, 
resembling a ploughed surface where the furrows have been upturned 
by some gigantic plough. The drainage channels descending from the 
main divide as well as from Pitton Ridge into these basins are numerous, 
but, consistent with the general nature of the country, they are all dry. 

THE WHITE RIVER VALLEY. 

If we apply the name of valley to the whole of the White River dur- 
ing its flow through this district, it is simply used as a conventional 
term, for all rivers flowing in plateau countries possess only in part the 
features of a real valley. 

The scene changes in a plateau country according to the arrangement 
of ridges into bluffs or benches, from valley to cation or caiion-valley, 
apd vice versa. The general course of the river after leaving White 
River Ute agency is westward like that of the Yampa River, notwith- 
standing the fact that great bends often cause it to deviate for. many 
miles to the northwest or to the southwest as the case may be. Sucha 
bend or a large sweep to the northwest occurs 16 miles west of the 
agency, from which point the course of the stream is for 20 miles due 
northwest, after which it shows for 14 miles a gentle tendency south 
from west, when, after a sudden short bend directly south, breaking 
through a plateau ridge, the stream assumes a southwestern direction 
until a point some 20 miles west of the Colorado boundary is reached, 
when the course is again changed to the northwest. 

The physiognomy of the country is different on each side of the White 
River; on the south side, high and massive plateaus, with their summits 
30 miles from the river, characterize the country, while the country 
along the right bank and as far north as the Yampa River is, with 
a few exceptional portions, dismembered and chopped by detailed drain- 
age, as would be expected in a plateau country of soft material sub- 
jected for ages and ages to erosive influences. 

With the exception of the Danforth Hills, a group of some solidity and 
compactness, there is but one really extensive as well as massive struc- 
ture between White and Yampa Rivers; this is the great Yampa Plat- 
eau, to which we will allude in more detail hereafter. 

The drainage itself that enters the White River on either side indicates 
a totally different arrangement and character of the country it comes 
from. On the south side, for instance, we find four large streams with 
an abundant supply of water entering the White River between the 
agency and west line of Colorado, while on the north side, within the 
Same distance, we have no stream whatever supplying the White 
River with additional water, if we except the insi: nificant brook which, 
coming through Coyote Basin, contributes to the White River an amount 
of water equal to that of a small meadow-brook. 

If we proceed from the agency down the White River as far as the 
boundary line separating Colorado from Utah, a distance of 85 miles, 
we pass on our journey through four basin-like spots, where the drain- 
age accumulated in the plateaus north during the winter season comes 
forth to swell the White River. These basins are deceptive in regard to 
water for the greater portion of the year, and delusive as to their real 
character until we approach and are really in them, when we find they 
have no real bottofo area. Their surface is uneven, dry, and barren, 
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broken by cafion-like fissures which the main as well as intersecting 
streams have carved. 

The most valuable bottom or basin area existing on the White River 
is that of Simpson’s Park, near the agency, and this area without irri- 
gation applied would be reduced by obstacles of diversified character, 
perhaps, to but two or three square miles of land fit for agricultural 
purposes. 

The basin next largest in size to Simpson’s Park is about 10 miles 
down the river, and to it the name of Powell’s Park has been given. As ~ 
it is far less extensive than the Agency Park, and, except a small strip 
along the river, lacks many conditions necessary to render it useful, 
little value is attached to it. | 

In travelling beyond Powell’s Park and down the stream, we pass two 
more basin areas of lesser extent. In this region, as well as in many 
places farther down, the stream frequently impinges on the bluffs on 
both sides, making travelling toilsome, as frequent crossings become 
necessary. Very often the banks are abrupt and had to be cut in order 
to effect a crossing or to enable us to reach water for our animals and 
ourselves. 

The general appearance of the country along the White River is of 
the most desolate character; there are but few, if any, redeeming feat- 
ures init. There are few places along White River that are not lined 
with bluffs, terraces, or high banks, most of the time approaching the 
river margin very closely, and only where the plateau shows a basin do 
the embankments or bluffs recede to the rear. 

The nearer the White River approaches the Colorado and Utah line, 
the higher the plateau rises above the river. When 16 miles east of 
the point where the river leaves Colorado it reaches about the meridian 
of the most eastern portion of the Great Yampa Plateau, which about 15 
miles to the north rises above the lower mesa like huge walls of gigan: 
tic fortifications. Along the whole front of the Great Yampa Plateau, 
the lower mesa, coming close to the river, is higher than elsewhere. {n 
Ktaven Park as well as in its surroundings (referring to the lateral 
canons that enter Ravens Park above) we have a clear demonstration 
of the powerful and at the same time curious effect of water operating 
on a flat area, in the. wearing down and gashing, as in this case, of a 
district of, perhaps, 40 square miles. There are left the strangely 
moulded remnants of a former level surface. 
A few miles below Ravens Park White River enters a cation ‘caused 

by an additional covering of stratified rocks. The general height of the 
canon at a point about 7 miles west of the Colorado and Utah boundary 
was found to be from 1,200 to 1,500 feet, but there is no doubt that as 
the river descends in its course toward Green River, the cafion walls 
may attain a height greater than 2,000 feet. 

It will be necessary here to describe only briefly the country across 
and north from the White River extending toward the Yampa River 
as well as to the western extremities of the Yampa Plateau. In refer- 
ring to this portion of the area I have to mention that, like the eastern 
half of the Yampa Plateau, it belongs politically nearly in its totality, 
‘to Utah Territory. It bears all the characteristics of bad lands, a term 
used very often in the descriptions of Western countries, where aridity, 
Sterility, and sparseness of vegetation prevail. The highest portion 
of this plateau country is a strongly expressed line of hogbacks, run- 
ning diagonally from the point near the, White River, west of Ravens 
Park, to the high and conspicuous bluffs that form the extreme south- 
western walls of the Great Yampa Plateau. The distance across is 24 
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miles and the average height of the line of hogbacks is from 7,000 to: 
7,200 feet elevation. 
Beginning at the crest of the hogbacks the descent is westward to-. 

ward the Green River, where the latter is flowing in Wonsits Valley.. 
The general surface is slightly undulating, with here and there pul- 

pit-like exposures rising above the surrounding level. While cactus. 
represents for miles the only vegetation, sage is mingled with it in the 
highest and flatest portion of the plateau. 
We become tired and weary with the monotonous sight of naked hills,. 

terraces, prickly-pears, and sage. 1f the variety of color in the strata. 
along the hillsides or exposed in banks and terraces gives often a pleas- 
ant warm tint and produces an admirable picturesque effect, it can never 
altogether compensate us for the total absence of forest vegetation and 
grass, without which there is but little charm in a landscape. 

THE GREAT YAMPA PLATEAU. 

The most interesting upheaval or orographic structure in the western 
portion of the district between White and Yampa Rivers is the Great 
Yampa Plateau, a high table-land which, comprising between 300 and 
350 square miles of area, exhibits very abrupt faces around nearly its _ 
whole circumference. The surface of the plateau is undulating and 
better adapted for grazing purposes than any other part of the entire 
district. 

On the eastern half of the Plateau along Fox Creek springs and even 
running water may. be found. Along the northern lines of bluffs which 
front Yampa River, the plateau is higher than elsewhere. The height 
is about 3,600 feet above the Yampa and Green River Junction, while 
the total elevation above sea-level is 9,000 feet. In this area there is 
only one point, viz, Tank Peak; it attains a height of 9,200 feet and is 
situated in longitude 108° 45’ and about four miles south of Yampa River. 

The southwestern part of the plateau contains the most level surface 
and is about 200 feet lower than the northern portion. Its average alti- 
tude is 8,800 feet. The surface on this side of the plateau is covered 
with occasional patches of brushwood. Along the débris—slopes and 
spurs and beneath the most abrupt sides which the plateau presents, 
dwarf pines and pifions are found in abundance. 

There is some drainage starting along the bluffs, but the principal 
drainage arising on the plateau seeks an outlet chiefly to the north and 
east. The creeks having a tendency to flow northward break through 
the strata and rapidly descend through narrow defiles to their mouths 
in the Yampa River. 

The eastward-flowing streams which unite in the channel of Fox: 
Creek, have produced a deep concavity in the centre of the eastern half 
of the plateau. (See profiles of the Great Yampa Plateau.) In this 
basin we find not only splendid grass, but also good water sufficient for 
all ordinary purposes. The soil, however, absorbs the running water 
before it reaches the lower end of the basin. The plateau can be as- 
cended only from two sides unless we are light-footed and good climbers. 
The depression which Fox Creek has cut in the plateau affords the 
easiest means for ascendingit. Withsome greater difficulty the plateau 
can be ascended on the west side along the slope which descends toward 
Cub Creek. 

The plateau region abounds in game, though we had not the good for- 
tune to be benefited thereby. The western rim of the plateau faces 
Green River and Split Mountain, where Green River Caiion terminates 

24 G 
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and the stream is freed from its rocky inclosure. The distant view ob- 
tained from here is magnificent. Weare not only interested in the great 
gorge from which the Green River emerges into the broad expanse of a, 
valley, but we can also trace the stream in its winding course far to the 
south, and have a fine view in the northwest, the Uintah Mountains, 
with their lofty snow-covered peaks, presenting a spectacle rarely - 
equalled. 

In describing the features of an almost totally unknown country, it is 
necessary to give greater detail than the country would sometimes seem 
to deserve, inasmuch as its value, practical or otherwise, must be deter- 

mined. We would, therefore, be in error were we to omit allusion to a 
peculiar and interesting feature connected with the great Yampa Pla- 
teau. This feature is a well-defined, regular line of hogback hills which, 
about three miles north of the northern plateau rim, stretch like a wall 
around the great plateau (see Plate XXIII,) cut only here and there 
by the drainage which has its source between the hogback hills and 
the plateau itself, 

From the connection that can be traced between the highest portion 
of Midland ridge and the hogback hills, it seems evident that from the 
hogbacks which present now steep faces towards the equally eroded 
faces of the great plateau there once existed between them a continuous 
surface which has been eaten away by erosion, leaving it with its present 
shape. Submitting all theories on the subject to the geologist for dis- 
cussion, I will simply mention its present topographical appearance. 

The wall-like barrier with which the hogback hills, in a curved line, 
circumscribe the plateau from Weary-mules-wash to within a few miles 
of the western end of the plateau is singularly striking in appearance. 
The hogbacks are really inclosures of a series of more or less well-ex- 
pressed. mountain basins, which lie along the débris slopes and spurs of 
the great Yampa Plateau. The hogbacks are also frequently broken by 
washes through which the drainage during winter and spring time finds 
its way out of the basins. 
The largest of the amphitheatres produced by the eccentricities of 

erosion lies directly north of Midland ridge (see Plate X XIII,) which 
is only the eastern although somewhat lower portion of the Yampa 
Plateau itself. This basin is thoroughly amphitheatrical in shape and 
is perhaps 10 miles long, from east to west, and 3 miles in width. A 
gentle but very even rocky slope, with deeply cut drainage fissures in 
it, descends from the débris of the plateau walls to the foot of the hog- 
pack hills. The exposed faces of the plateau as well as those of the 
bogbacks consist of red sandstone, and in consequence of this the brick- 
colored faces of these exposures contrast strangely with the gray and 
dull color of the surrounding scenery. 

YAMPA RIVER. 

This stream excels its sister stream the White River, not only in its 
scenery, but also as to its pasturage and quality of such agricultural 
area aS under the most favorable circumstances this sterile plateau 
country affords. Latitude 40° 30’ forms the line along which, with re- 
peated crossing and recrossing, the Yampa Hiver flows for ’80 miles .— 
to the westward. The stream indeed shows a direct westward ten- 
dency from the very point where it first assumes the importance of a 
river, which is in longitude 107°; thence flowing westward to its junc- 
tion with the Green River, which i is 14 miles west of meridian 109°. Its ly 
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VIEW ON THE YAMPA RIVER 

A Yampa Teak BBB. small Caron. C.C, Junction Mountain. D.D.D. Yampa River. 
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a straight line. Repeated changes in its features are characteristic of 
this stream. Basins, cations, and cailion-valleys, with occasional spots of 
well developed valley, constitute its main features. The valley form is, 
for instance, decidedly expressed for 24 miles along that portion of the 
river which terminates with the junction of Williams Fork, from which 
point the stream flows for 10 miles, more or less, in a cation, which con- 
tains not only some picturesque scenery, but in the river- bends occasional 
small park areas. By repeated’ crossing we are enabled to make our 
way with pack and saddle animals through this half cation of the 
Yampa. Theriver emerges from this semi-caton at the western terminus 
of Sage Plateau, which is elsewhere described in these notes. The river 
enters here a splendid bottom of five or six miles in extent, leaving 
which, it forces a passage through a small cafion situated near Yampa 
Peak, ‘in longitude 108°. (See Plate XXIV. ) After passing this cafion 
the stream meanders for 16 miles in a basin-shaped area, having the 
name of West-axial Basin on the accompanying map. While in this 
basin, the river flows on the north side near a girdle of not very high 
but abruptly- rising biuffs. 

West-axial Basin constitutes principally a gently descending area of 
terraces, covering from 50 to 60 square miles, which lie on the north side 
of Citadel Plateau and Wampita Peak. 
A splendid patch of river bottom with rich grass distinguishes from 

the remainder of the basin the lower or western end of the valley imme- 
diately below Junction Mountain. There, where the most western mar- 
gin of this grassy bottom meets Junction Mountain, there opens a 
tremendous gorge with almost vertical walls of about 1,000 feet in height, 
in which the river disappears (see Plate X XV,) but only to emerge again 
2miles beyondinapretty little valley named Lily’s Park. Here theSnake 
River joins the Yampa, and rich grass and cottonwood groves character- 
ize this, which is, perhaps, the finest valley in the course of Yampa 
River (see Plate XX VI). This park is surrounded on all sides by eroded 
terraces and plateau spurs which rise step by step to the divide on either 
side. Promontory Plateau rises on the south side just opposite the 
junction of Snake and Yampa River, toa height of over 1,000 feet above 
river-level, while Junction Mountain attains an altitude of 1,800 feet 
above Lily’s Park, or 7,800 feet above sea-level. 

The best portion of this small area of Lily’s Park lies on ‘the south side 
of the river, and at a point where Vale Disappointment—a small, dry 
valley—approaches Lily’s Park the Yampa River again enters a huge fis- 
sure in the mountains. In this it remains with great persistency during 
nearly its entire course down toi s junction with the Green River. 
From Lily’s Park to Green River Junction, a distance of 26 miles in 

air-line, the Yampa flows within narrow, precipitous walls, and only when 
within a distance from 6 or 8 miles from Green River does it come 
out of the cation, touching the margin of a basin (Red Rock Basin) which 
lies along the northern slope of the Great Yampa Plateau. It, however, 
suddenly disappears again, as if showing a decided preference for a dark, 
rocky inclosure rather than for freedom. There is no doubt that this 
piece of drainage of the Yampa River between Lily’s Park and Green 
River Junction is one of the most remarkable on record. All along this 
portion of the river, and only from 1 to 2 miles south of it, lies a basin- 
like depression, to all appearances just molded for a valley, and, as far as 
can be discovered by ordinary observation, seeming to be nothing else 
else but the actual synclinal axis between the strata dipping from the 
Yampa Plateau and those dipping from the opposite Escalante Hills. In 
cousequence of this it would seem to be the proper course for the river, 
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but instead of choosing the latter and apparently easier course, it pene- 
trates the rocky strata of Escalante Hills with persistency, leaving un- 
touched the basin which lies but a very short distance from theriver. It 
can hardly be otherwise but that the present river channel is antecedent 
to the surrounding uplifts or structure, and that the basin alluded to has 
been caused by erosion of comparatively more recent date. The latter 
question, however, pertains more to the duty of the geologist, who in this 
case has no doubt arrived at a similar conclusion. 

Near the junction of the Yampa and the Green River lies a small park- 
area, named Hecho Park in previous explorations of this river by Major 
Powell and leaving this park the stream, now called Green River, soon 
enters a precipitous cafion and remains in it for 8 miles, passing afterward 
through Island Park in large curves, after which it is again buried 
between the huge cafion cliffs of Split Mountain, within which the 
stream remains for 5 miles before it emerges, at last, into the Wonsits 
Valley. The height of the cafion walls along Yampa River vary from 
1,000 to 1,500 feet, and those of the Green River from 2,000 to 2,500 feet. 
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CLIMATIC AND ECONOMIC NOTES. 

The climate is extremely dry, and this fact is in itself sufficient to 
explain the absence of a luxuriant vegetation. There is no doubt that. 
with irrigation some localities, as, for instance, small strips along the 
river bottoms, could be improved and made useful for agricultural pur- 
poses, but the vegetation-bearing area would be small, indeed, in propor- 
tion to the vast mass of country that lies between the White and Yampa 
rivers. As by any statement in regard to percentage of agricultural 
land grave errors would be unavoidable, unless this subject was made 
the point of a special and thorough investigation, we will abstain from 
giving positive figures relating to the proportion of good and bad land. 
We will venture to say, however, that the encouragement held out to a 
limited number of settlers is greater on the Yampa than on the White 
River, as there are a number of small parks in which there are consid- 
erable areas of more than usually good bottom-land. Excepting Simp- 
son’s or Agency Park, which contains a comparatively large area of good 
land, only in few cases and but for short distances does the alluvial 
bottom of the White River attain a width of even a mile. The places 
in which the bottom along the White River opens to the width of about 
a mile are not numerous, as they occur only in three places in a dis- 
tance of 80 miles westward from the White River agency. For the 
greater part the river flows either in cafion or in narrow defiles, crowded 
by broken terraces and benches, with an occasional narrow patch that 
might be cultivated by means of irrigation. 
From the junction of Elkhead Creek with the Yampa River down to 

the junction of Williams Fork the conditions for pasturing are tolera- 
bly good, and besides the actual bottom area, several thousands of 
acres—now terrace land—might be made useful through irrigation. The 
Yampa flows from Williams Fork junction, as before stated, in a semi- 
cation, exhibiting only here and there a few acres of ground that might 
be made useful. This is followed by a comparatively small but rich 
bottom between Sage Plateau and Yampa Peak. In extent this bottom 
or valley is 6 miles long, and in its upper portion nearly a mile in width. 
In the lower portion of the valley, nearer Yampa Peak, its width lessens 
to 2 and even to $ of a mile. Abruptly rising bluffs with deep cut 
gulches form its northern margin, while the generally gradual rising but 
very undulating benches of axial basin present also occasional but in- 
ferior bluffs on the south side of this little valley. 

Between Yampa Peak and Junction Mountain the terraces of West- 
axial Basin approach the river very closely, and, as a consequence, the 
bottom area is small. If water could be conveyed by means of ditches 
around Yampa Peak in the rear of West-axial Basin, a comparatively 
large area could be subjected to cultivation, but hundreds of terraces 
and benches, broken by large and small ravines, as well as by deep 
mountain gulches, that descend from Yampa Peak, would make the 
task a difficult one. 

373 
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The fourth patch is found near the junction of Yampa and Snake 
Rivers, and is called Lily’s Park. This park-valley is not very exten- - 
sive; it is not quite 5 miles in length, and is from 4 to 1 mile in width. 
It is surrounded by the abruptly-rising spurs and benches of Pro- 
montary Plateau and Junction Mountain, as well as by those that run 
out from the high hills to the north of the park. This park represents 
the last spot of agricultural land on the Yampa River, and together 
with a portion of the Snake River Valley might give accommodations 
to a few settlers. 

For theremainder of its course, down to where the Green River finally 
absorbs its name, the Yampa flows, as already described, in an almost 
vertical cation, wherein naturally even the smallest area of useful land 
does not exist. 
The defile in which Williams Fork of the Yampa meanders can 

scarcely be called a valley—it would be a misnomer, and, indeed, few 
are the acres that could be found in it to be regarded as farming land. 

All over the Western Plateau region the same unfavorable conditions 
prevail even to a greater degree than here, for we have in the district 
already noted at least two prominent streams on which we would find 
the necessary water to accomplish the irrigation which would be possi- 
ble along their banks. 

Although this plateau region may be classed among the driest, it is 
not absolutely destitute of rain; only the regular periodical rains com- 
mon in all moderate climates are wanting. The occasional rains that 
fall are short in duration, but violent in action. Moderation in climati- 
cal phenomena, we might say, does not exist throughout the far West, 
and that it has been the case for ages is proved by the absence of a sod, 
or a mantle of deep-rooted grass-vegetation. The rain-fall that occurred 
Several times during our sojourn in this region was violent in the ex- 
treme but short in duration. The total absence of a well-connected sod 
permitted the water to run off suddenly, as if poured on a crust of terra 
cotta. Every trace of moisture disappeared almost in as short a time 
as the rain lasted. The nature of the ground is unfavorable for the 
gradual absorption of the moisture, nor did we observe moderation in 
the accompanying elements during or after the rain-fall. The rain was 
generally accompanied by a very low temperature, so much so, that 
hail and snow were generally associated with the rain. After the ces- 
sation of rain followed either a piercing cold wind or an extreme heat, 
which caused the recently-moist clay-ground to crack or break into 
wrinkles. The water flows off rapidly, gathers in its natural drainage- 
channels, through which it ploughs and digs deeper and deeper into 
the soft material, each creek, large or small, producing thereby a perpen- 
dicular deep fissure or small caiion, which have been seen in places as 
much as 60 feet deep, with only a width of perhaps 20 feet from rim 
to rim. 

Under the existing conditions we may arrive at the conclusion that 
this plateau region cannot be made available for agricultural purposes, 
and there is hardly a doubt that even the most desperate attempts of an 
over-populated but industrious community would fail in the attempt to 
change this country for the better. 
Through ages this plateau region seems to have possessed this dry 

character during the greater number of months in the year; the topo- | 
graphy as well as the vegetation bears testimony to this fact. 

There exists no gentle undulating ground anywhere except on the 
very tops of the plateaus. The whole surface of the crust indicates the 
violence of erosion during Winter and a desert-like dryness during the 
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summer. The water which flows in deeply cut river channels, such as 
Yampa and White River, is not accumulated in this locality, at least 
not the hundredth part of it, as it comes from the distant snowy amphi- 
theatres of the Rocky Mountains, and in its long course to this arid 
region has not gained in volume, but, on the contrary, has lost largely 
both by evaporation and sinking. 
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NOTES ON TRIANGULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF 
HEIGHTS. 

Parallel 40° 30/ forms the most northern line of the area surveyed in 
Colorado, by Dr. F. V. Hayden’s United States Geological and Geograph- 
ical Survey of the Territories, during the years 1873-1876, while paral- 
lel 40° 15’ is the southern line of the work performed by Clarence King’s 
Survey of the Fortieth, Parallel, during the years of 1867-1872. 
A net-work of triangles was expanded over the respective districts of 

the two separate surveys in the usual manner, in each case from care- 
fully measured base-lines. The base-lines of Clarence King were situ- 
ated near Fort Steele and Sherman Station, on the Union Pacific Rail- 
road, while those of Dr. Hayden’s United States Geological and Geograph- 
ical Survey were measured near Denver, Col., and in the San Luis Park. 

It might reasonably be presumed that in the expansion of primary as 
well as secondary triangles, from bases several hundred miles apart, with 
only natural objects used as sighting-points, the accumulation of error 
would be exceedingly large at those portions of the area the most distant 
from the base lines, and in the plateau country where good sighting 
points become scarce would necessitate a large correction. 

It is evident that the most practical test of the accumulation or non- 
accumulation of error would be the comparison of points determined by 
Professor Hayden’s United States Geological and Geographical Survey, 
with the same points determined by the geodetic corps of Clarence 
King’s Survey of the Fortieth Parallel during the years 1867-1872. 

With no little satisfaction we are able to state that between the two 
surveys starting from different base-lines the coincidence of points is 
remarkably close; so close, indeed, that on the scale adopted by us for 
the publication of maps the difference is scarcely apparent. 

Being supplied with all the maps bearing the stamps of official publi- 
cation—with a view of comparing data—we found, as far as comparisons 
of trigonometric work were concerned, that the location of points from the 
Survey of the Fortieth Parallel alone were trustworthy, while the errors 
of other published maps of that country were great and completely at 
variance with the true relations and conditions of the surface. 

In the latter part of the year 1874 a barometric station was estab- 
lished at the White River Indian agency by Mr. A. R. Marvine’s division 
of Dr. Hayden’s United States Geological and Geographical Surveys of 
the Territories, at which tri-daily observations were continued up to the 
time our party left the district in the fall of 1876. On this base depend 
our observations for altitudes throughout the district lying between the 
Yampa and the White River. 

It is but fair to state that these heights cannot be considered irrefu- 
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table or absolute, although they come undoubtedly a great deal nearer 
truth than any determinations of heights made by previous surveys in 
this region or others adjacent to it, as their respective base barometers 
were too distant, and recently discovered discrepancies in railroad levels 
made corrections necessary which changed the results over 100 feet 
from previously assumed elevations throughout the Rocky Mountain re- 
gion. 

Notwithstanding the more generally correct determinations of altitudes 
of many points and places all over the region within the Rocky Mount- 
ain system, the difficulty of obtaining absolutely correct elevations is not 
removed when the time for field observation is but short, the tempera- 
ture and climate being variable during that short period. 

Our results of elevation are partially derived from observations with 
the cistern barometer and partially from corrected aneroid readings, 
while vertical angles have also assisted in the determination of the gen- 
eral heights of this country. These, at least, for all practicable pur- 
poses, are satisfactory, while to obtain real scientific accuracy im the 
results would require a much longer time of observation. 

In conclusion, I wish simply toadd, that in the survey of our district we 
followed that method of work which has been uniformly adopted by the 
various field parties of the survey for several previous years. ; 

Within this district stations were made on thirty-five of the highest 
points, and observations for both geodetic and topographic purposes 
were made thereon, while six auxiliary stations were made to supple- 
ment the work in necessary places. 

Approximate geographical positions and elevations of prominent points between Yampa and 
White River, and from meridian 107° 23/ 0” to 109° 15! 0”. 

Names.of located pdints. Longitude. | Latitude. Elevation 
in feet. 

STATIONS ON MOUNTAINS OR POINTS ON PLATEAUS. 
fo} ‘ / (o} ‘ “ 

Staton, Wanfortiy Eiliign see eee ome fae lainierere ates eee ola eio tore 107 47 28/40 5 27 8, 450 
Staponertl. Dantorth Holl sieeeeaseeeseter en eseene ee ene erent crne 107 48 8/40 9 55 8, 644 
iaionwove Oantort hall Stee eeeersae eee eee ee cee ee ee eee eee 107 52 0140 9 47 8, 960 
Staponaves Danforth Hill stare eer eee eae eee eeersee er eee 107 53 4} 40 10 48 8, 975 
SlahonmVveleDantorth Eulisteeeseeeeeeeeeee eee ee eee Eee eee etree 107 57 45/] 40 12 36 8, 950 
Station Wall: Danforth: Balls ee ease ee eee see aie ee eerie eiseet 108 O Oj 40 14 25 8, 820 
Station VIII, highest point on Gray Hills.......................-- 108 5 30/40 13 55 8, 830 
Highest Point on Grand Hoghack..........-...- Pe stay ear ge 107 9 28/40 7 30 8, 600 
Hsearpment Peak, Citadel Plateau... --...----- 2-2-2. vece ee ecnnee 108 6 30) 40 17 15 8, 820 
Station LX, Danforth Hills, east of Escarpment Peak........ ..--.| 108 4 45)40 19 O 8, 815 
Station X, western wing of Gray Hills eyetesscemee cece natere eens 108 12 47/40 9 38 7, 250 

. * DASTELOIONE NS ee eee een eeee oars een ee eS 108 8 45)40 11 O 8, 400 
Twin Points. ; Western one se ean ee ani, Shan oa ene 108 9 50/40 10 45 8, 400 
SURIOMEXOV L. or: Yampa iPedke a. so-ceeeeee eee eee ee eee 108 0 46/40 26 30 8, 220 
Average height of highest points on Piiion Ridge..-.--.........-. (*) (>) 7, 400 
Station XXV, Wampita Peak, Yampa divide ...................-. 108 15 43] 40 22 4 7, 951 
Sraplonexexcl LL, Yampa) dividereen eerie eee eeere eee erator 108 21 3/40 21 30 7, 600 
Junction Mountain, near Snake and Yampa River Junction....... 108 22 0/;40 30 O 7, 800 
Promontory Plateau, highest point, south of Lily’s Park.....-..-. 108 22 0] 40 23 35 7, 200 
Station XX. east point of Midland Ridge .-...-. BRA eee pie 108 42 32/40 19 18 8, 750 
Station XIV, highest point Yampa Plateau..................-.--- 108 50 40] 40 18 28 8, 900 
Station XV, six miles east of Raven’s Park................--..-.- 108 43 15|}40 7 8 6, 650 
Station XVII, Lower Plateau above White River Cafion ..-.-...... 109 11 Oj} 39 59 25 6, 400 
Station X VIII, southwest rim of Yampa Plateau................- 109 9 13) 40 20 15). &, 820 
Station KIX, Buena-vista Peak, Yampa Plateau ...........-..---. 108 54 0/| 40 2 0O 9, 150 
Station sock, Tank Peak, sampa) Plate aneece ss seeese nese sss see 108 44 50/40 25 O 9, 200 
Station XX VII, near small cation below Yampa Peak............. 107 58 50] 40 28 O 6, 647 
Station X XIX, center of Sage Plateau......-....-.-..--.....----- 107 47 45/40 23 35 7, 375 
Station XXX, western end of Sage Plateau....:.........-...---.- 10% 51) 300140 28) 10 7, 010 
Station XX XI, highest point Junction Plateau ................-.. Tr BO By) |) 4X) 7, 637 
Station X XII. northern rim Junction Plateau..........-....-..-.. 107 41 25/40 20 50 7, 462 
Station XX XIII, southwestof Yampa and Williams Fork Junction.| 107 40 01] 40 25 40 7, 358 
Station XXXIV, southeastof Waddeland Williams ForkJunction.| 107 34 15] 40 30 40 7, 840 
Station XXXV, near pass over ridge between Yampa and Wil- 
Hats raN SHE OT I! ras icheyote ate toasted atnte mt stats tetera peyote talnrs ett bee nice at cle ote 107 28 15'!40 2 0O 8, 000 

* Longitude and latitude are omitted only in such cases where reference is made to a larze area. 
Their locations will be found, however, by consulting the accompanying map. 
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Approximate geographical positions and elevations, §:c.—Continued. 

Names of located points. 

PASSES AND DIVIDES. 

Pass over ridge from Yampa River to Williams Fork..... Be Eae a4 
Mellow Wacket Pass yoy s ss See ye 8 Fee Me A LT so gel Bi 
Pass between Citadel Platesu and Danforth Hills..............-.. 
Pass at head of Vale Disappointment ,...-..----..--..----------. 
Divide nearPass) Butte bia. coscsse ces ce ence aiteciciecmnieiseesasiee sents 

PARKS, BASINS, RIVER JUNCTIONS, AND CROSSINGS. 

Crossing of government road on Yampa River......-- ipoodade mete 
Crossing of government road on Williams Fork ...-..---..--..--. 
WihiterhiversWile aoencyjes-sceremee cet memcccciee= accesses acne 
WiEStAAST a Basin eee eee ieee sate e wie wae mich ete atch erm rae 
Junction of Waddel Creek and Williams Fork ..... -......----.-- 
Junction of Milk Creek and Yampa River.......-......------.--- 
Junction of Snake and Yampa Rivers, Lily’s Park...........-.... 
Westiend! ofbilysiParkese cece ssee eels -e- <i FOOROIGORC 
Junction of Green and Yampa rivers 
Junction of Unga-too-wis Wash and White river.......... 
Junction of Deep Channel Creek and White River........----.-.. 
Junction of Fox Creek Wash and White river ..........----..--- 
Junction of Weary Mule’s Wash and White river.............-.. 
Junction of Unga-too-roosh Wash and White river (Raven Park) .. 
iCenter of Coyote Basin. -----2-- 2. 6c cc ccc cc an een cerensoce= 

Longitude. Latitude. 

rw) 

te 

ooonooQ WS 

Elevation 
in feet. 

» Longitude and latitude are omitted only in such cases where reference is made to a large area. 
Their locations will be found, however, by consulting the accompanying map. 
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REPORT OF WILLIAM. H. HOLMES, 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

WASHINGTON, March 1, 1878. 
ern: I submit herewith my report on the ruins of Soni iy cetors Colo- 

rado for the years 1875 and 1876. A preliminary report on the investi- 
gations made in 1875 has already been published in the second volume 
of the Survey bulletins. As the edition of this publication was very 
limited, it has been thought best to republish that report with correc- 
tions and additions, in connection with the report for 1876. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WM. H. HOLMES. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist in charge. 
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REPORT ON THE ANCIENT RUINS OF SOUTHWESTERN COLORA- 
DO, EXAMINED DURING THE SUMMERS OF 1875 AND 1876. 

By W. H. HoLMEs. 

In addition to my duties as geologist to the southwest or San Juan 
division of the survey for 1875, I was assigned the very agreeable task 
of making examinations of such ancient remains as might be included 
in the district surveyed; also in 1876, in company with Mr. Wilson, 
director of the primary triangulation, I revisited the northern border of 
the same district and made additional observations. 

Previous to 1875 much information had already been given to the 
public in relation to the ruins of Southwestern Colorado by Mr. Jack- 
son, who paid them a short visit in 1874, and many similar remains had 
been described by early explorers in New Mexico and Arizona, but 
nothing like a complete survey of this particular region had been made. 

The district examined by our party covers an area of nearly 6,000 
square miles, chiefly in Colorado, but which includes narrow belts in 
the adjacent Territories of New Mexico, Utah, and Arizona. It lies 
wholly on the Pacific slope, and belongs almost entirely to the drain- 
age-system of the Rio San Juan, a tributary of the Colorado of the 
West. 
Lying along the west base of the mountains is a comparatively flat 

country, the eastern border of the great plateau-region that reaches 
westward toward the Sierras. The surface-geology is chiefly Creta- 
ceous, and the various large streams formed on the. west slope of the 
Rocky Mountains have cut long caioned valleys down through the 
nearly horizontal beds. In the greater part of this region there is lit- 
tle moisture apart from these streams, and, as a consequence, vegeta- 
tion is very sparse, and the general aspect of the country is that of a 
semi-desert. Yet there is bountiful evidence that at one time it sup- 
ported a numerous population; there is scarcely a square mile in the 
6,000 examined that does not furnish evidence of previous occupation 
by a race totally distinct from the nomadic savages who hold it now, 
and in many ways superior to them. 

At first, it seems strange that acountry so dry and apparently barren 
as this now is could support even a moderate population, and it is con- 
sequently argued that the climate has grown less moist since the an- 
cient occupation. Be this as it may, I observe the fact that the great 
bulk of remains are on or in the immediate neighborhood of running 
streams, or by springs that furnish a plentiful supply of water during. 
the greater part of the year. The ever-present pottery may in many 
cases have been broken and left by hunting and wandering parties, and 
the remnants of dwellings far out from water may have been but tem- 
porary abodes used only in the winter or during rainy seasons. 

I also notice that the country is by no means an entire desert. All 
along the stream-courses, there are grass-covered meadows and broad 
belts of alluvial bottom, affording, if properly utilized, a considerable 
area of rich tillable land. 

\ 
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The ruins of this region, like most others of the extreme West and 
South, are the remnants ina great measure of stone structures. To 
what extent wood and adobe were used can hardly be determined. It 
is evident, however, that.a great portion of the villages and dwellings 
of the lowlands have been of material other than stone, frequently 
doubtless of rubble and adobe combined. 
As to situation, they may be classed very properly under three heads: 

(1) lowland or agricultural settlements ; (2) cave dwellings ; and (3) cliff- 
houses or fortresses. 

Those of the first class are chiefly on the river-bottoms, in close prox- 
imity to water, in the very midst of the most fertile lands, and located 
without reference to security or means of defence. 

Those of the second aren the vicinity of agricultural lands, but built 
in excavations in low-blwff faces of the Middle Cretaceous shales. The 
sites are chosen also, I imagine, with reference to security; while the 
situation of the cliff-houses is chosen with reference to security only. 
They are built high up in the steep and inaccessible cliffs, and have the 
least possible degree of convenience to fieid or water. 
As to use, the position for the most part determines that. The low- 

Jand ruins are the remains of agricultural settlements, built and occu- 
pied much as similar villages and dwellings are occupied by peaceable 
and unmolested peoples of to-day. The cave-dwellers, although they 
may have been of the same tribe and contemporaneous, probably built 
with reference to their peaceable occupations as well as to defense, but 
it is impossible to say whether or not they made these houses their 
constant dwellirg-places. The cliff-houses could only, have been used 
as places of refuge and defense. During seasons of invasion and war, 
families were probably sent to them for security, while the warriors 
defended their property or went forth to battle; and one can readily 

imagine that when the hour of total defeat came, they served as a last 
resort for a disheartened and desperate people. 

In form, the parallelogram and circle predominate, and a consider- 
able degree of architectural skill is displayed. Where the conformation 
of the ground permits, the squares are perfect squares and the circles 
perfect circles. The greater part of the ordinary structures are square 
or rectangular ; while attached to each group, and sometimes without 
indications of contiguous buildings, are circular ruins frequently re- 
sembling towers. These are the most pretentious structures, being often 
as much as forty feet in diameter, and in many cases having double or 
triple walls. They are solidly built of hewn stone, dressed on the out- 
side to the curve, neatly jointed, and laid in mortar. 

In the larger towers the space between the outer walls is invariably 
divided by heavy partition-walls into a number of apartments, while a 
circular depression, or estufa,* occupies the centre of the enclosure. 

It seems evident, from the extraordinary form of these structures and — 
the unusual care shown in their construction, that they were not de-_ 
signed for the ordinary uses of dwelling or defence. It has been ob-” 
served that, among nearly all the ancient tribes of North America, the 
grandest and most elaborate works of art were the offspring of their 
superstitions, and it does not seem at all improbable that these grea, 
towers had a religious origin. 

In the inhabited pueblos of to-day there are underground rooms, freq ~ 
quently circular, used as council-chambers as well as for the perform=— 
ance of the mysterious rites of their religion. Similar chambers occur, 

* A Spanish word signifying ‘‘ sweat-house” or council-house. 
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according to Lieutenant Simpson,* in all the ruined cities of New Mex- 
ico, but having single walls of no great height or thickness. Itis stated 
by Squier and Davist that in Mexico the sacred enclosures were also 
used for defensive purposes, and it certainly seems probable that these 
curious structures served both as temples and fortifications, and that 
the apartments between the walls were the receptacles of sacred or 
valuable property. 

The smaller single-walled towers, which are scattered at intervals 
along the river-courses and cafons, frequently in commanding situations, 
were probably watch or signal towers. 

The cave-dwellings are made by digging irregular cavities in the faces 
of bluffs and cliffs formed of friable rock, and then walling up the fronts, 
leaving only small doorways, and an occasional small window at the 
side or top. 

The cliff-houses conform in shape to the floor of the niche or shelf on 
*which they are built. They are of firm, neat masonry, and the manner 
in which they are attached or cemented to the cliffs is simply marvelous. 
Their construction has cost a great deal of labor, the rock and mortar 
of which they are built having been brought for hundreds of feet up 
the most precipitous places. They have a much more modern look than 
the valley and cave remains, and are‘probably in general more recent, 
belonging rather to the close than to the earlier parts of a long period 
of occupation. Their position, however, has secured them in a great 
measure from the hand of the invader as well as from the ordinary 
effects of age. 

Of works of art other than architectural that might assist in throw- 
ing light unca~the grade of civilization reached by these people, but 
meagre discoveries were made; although I imagine that careful search 
and well-conducted exhumation might develop many things of great 
interest. A considerable number of arrow-heads, stone implements, 
ornaments, and articles of fictile manufacture, that may fairly be attrib- 
uted to the age of the cliff-builders, were collected. The greater part 
of these are figured in plates XLIV, XLV, and XLVI. 

There are no evidences whatever that metals were used. 
Numerous rock-inscriptions were observed, both engraved and painted 

upon the cliffs. Drawings of a large number were made, and some of 
the more notable examples are given in plates XLII and XLIII. A 
large number of burial places, or what we are led to believe are such, 
were visited. ‘The only localities which have yielded human remains 
are in the valleys and in the vicinity of ancient ruins. Three entire 
skeletons were obtained; one from the banks of Hovenweep Creek, near 
the ruin known as Hovenweep Castle;+ the others from a freshly exca- 
vated arroyo in an ancient village near Abiquiu, New Mexico.§ - A skull 
was obtained by Captain Moss from a grave on the Rio San Juan near 
the mouth of the Mancos, but no particulars of the position of the skel- 
eton or manner of burial were obtained. Two entire specimens of 
earthen vessels|| were found with the skeleton. 

The greater portion of what are supposed to be burial places occur on 
the summits of hills or on high, barren promontories that overlook the 
valleys and cations. In these places considerable areas, amounting in 
some cases to half an acre or more, are thickly set with rows of stone 

* Expedition to the Navajo Country, p. 78, &c. See also, Mr. Jackson’s report. 
tAncient monuments of the Mississippi Valley, p . 102. 
{ Described by Mr. Jackson, Report U. S. Geol. Bary 1874, 1876, p. 381. 
§ The crania obtained are described by Dr. Bessells in Bulletin U. S. Geol. Survey, 

Vol. ii, No. 1, pp. 47-63. 
Mr. Jackson’s report. 
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slabs, which are set in the ground and arranged in circles or parallelo- 
grams of greatly varying dimensions. At first sight the idea of a cem- 
etery is suggested, aithough on examination it is found that the soil 
apon the solid rock surfaces is but a few inches deep, or if deeper, so 
compact that with the best implements it is very difficult to pene- 
trate it. 

On the west bank of the Dolores, near the second bend, i came upon 
a cluster of these standing stones on the summit of a low, rounded hill, 
and in the midst of a dense growth of full-grown pifion pines. Scattered 
over the ground were many fragments of the ordinary varieties of pot- 
tery, together with arrow-points and chips of obsidian, agate, and 
quartz. 

The rows of stones were arranged to inclose a number of parallelo- 
grams that would probably average 3 feet by 8 in dimensions. The 
stones were generally quite flat, and never more than 2 feet in length or 
width. They were not perceptibly cut or dressed. Many of them had 
fallen over and lay strewn irregularly about, while few of them were 
buried deeper than a few inches. The soil, however, was unusually 
firm, and it was with the greatest difficulty that we succeeded in pene- 
trating to the depth of 2 feet. Near the surface were a few thin layers 
of bits of pottery and charcoal, but at 6 inches in depth the soil had 
apparently never been disturbed. 

That the placing of these stones occurred at a very early date is at- 
tested by the growth of forest, which is at least three or four hundred 
years old. In anumber of cases the stones are deeply embedded in the 
sides and roots of the trees. 

At two other localities near the south bend of the Kio Dolores I ob- 
served similar groups of standing stones, about which was the usual 
accompaniment of pottery and flint chips. 

On a high promontory between the McElmo and Hovenweep canons, 
at their junction, I discovered a fine group of similar remains. Here a 
number of the enclosures were circular, and in a few cases were as much 
as 20 feet in diameter. A full description of this locality will be found 
in Mr. Jackson’s report. 

The impression that these places, if not actually burying-grounds, 
wvere at least places used for the performance of funeral rites is con- 
firmed by the well-known fact that many of the American tribes perform 
these rites in similar situations, the remains of the dead being burned 
or left to decay in the open air. 

The occurrence of such quantities of pottery and arrow-points sug- 
gests the idea that these, and perhaps other more destructible articles, 
may have been left with the dead to be used by the departed spirit on its 
way to the ‘‘ happy hunting grounds.” 

The accompanying plates are, with a few exceptions, reproductions of 
pen-drawings. The plans are not drawn to a uniform scale, because of 
tthe inconvenience of such an arrangement; but measurements are so 
frequently given on the plates themselves that no confusion need occur. 
Measurements were taken by tape-line in all the more important struct- 
ares; but in many of the ordinary ruins, where exact dimensions were 
not considered essential, the distances were estimated. It is to be 
greatly regretted that extreme haste frequently prevented close and 
accurate work. 

The map which follows this report will give the location of all the — 
more important groups of ruins. : 
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RUINED VILLAGE ON THE RIO LA PLATA. 

Plate XXX. 

The first group of ruins observed is situated on the Rio La Plata, 
about twenty-five miles above its junction with the San Juan, and 
five miles south of the New Mexican line. It is doubtless the re- 
mains of a large irregular village, and stands on a low terrace, some 20 
feet above the river-bed, and near the centre of a large, fertile valley. 

It will be seen, by reference to the plate, which includes only the 
more important part of the town, that the buildings have been isolated, 
and, in a measure, independent of each other, differing in this respect 
from most of the groups of ruins farther south and west. 

The forms are chiefly rectangles and circles; one or two seem to have 
been elliptical, while a number have consisted of irregular groups or 
clusters of apartments. All that now remains to mark the site of these 
ancient structures are the low, rounded heaps and lines of débris, com- 
posed of earth, water-worn pebbles, and small fragments of sandstone. 
The walls of four of the main structures are quite distinctly marked. 
That of the circle c is still 4 feet high on the outside, and incloses a de- 
pression, probably an estwfa, which, in the center, is 2 or 3 feet below the 
terrace-level. 

North of this, about 300 feet, is a truncated rectangular mound, 9 or 
10 feet in height and 50 feet in width by 80 in length. On the east end, 
near one of the angles, is a low, projecting pile of débris that may have 
been a tower. There is nothing whatever to indicate the use of this 
structure. Its flat top and height give it more the appearance of one 
of the sacrificial mounds of the Ohio Valley than any other observed 
in this part of the West. It may have been, however, only a raised 
foundation, designed to support a superstructure of wood or adobe. 

North of this, again, and 100 feet distant, is a rectangular inclosure 
about 60 by 100 feet. It is slightly excavated in the centre, and the 
rounded and irregular wall is from 4 to 6 feet in height. The space be- 
tween this and the last-mentioned structure is filled in to the depth of 2 
or 3 feet, and the amount of débris about their bases indicates original 
walls of considerable height. North of this are scattered a number of 
inferior ruins, the walls of which arenot alwaysdistinctly marked. These 
extend back toward a row of low hills, the remnants of a superior ter- 
race, on the summits of which a number of artificial depressions were 
found. Such ‘dug holes” are generally quite numerous in the vicinity 
of these ruins, and have doubtless in many cases been made by throw- 
ing up earthworks for defensive purposes. South of the large circle is 
a mass of ruins covering some 15,000 square feet, but so much reduced 
that nothing further could be determined than the fact that it had con- 
tained a large number of irregular apartments. Next to this is a rect- 
angular ruin, containing three well-marked apartments. Its walls are 
6 or 7 feet high, and, unlike those of the preceding examples, do not 
coincide with the cardinal points. South of this, and occupying the 
extreme southern end of the terrace, are a number of small circles and 
mounds, while an undetermined number of diminutive mounds are dis- 
tributed among the other ruins. 
| To the east of the Indian trail, as shown in the plate, are a number of 
inclosures of lesser importance, which, from want of time, were not 
closely examined. 

Nowhere about these ruins are there any considerable indications of ° 
defensive works, and the village, which is scattered over an area fully 
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two miles in circuit, has no natural defensive advantages whatever. 
Neither are there traces of ditches, nor of anything that might throw 
important light upon the habits or occupations of the people. A few 
arrow-heads and minute cutting-implements were picked up. Countless 
chips of jasper, obsidian, and flint were scattered around, and the soil 
was literally full of fragments of painted and indented pottery. : 

On the opposite side of the river, and at intervals above and below, 
are isolated groups of ruins and heaps of débris—certainly the remains 
of dwellings. These seem to be distributed very much as dwelling-houses 
are in the rural districts of civilized and peaceable communities. 

It is possible that there are undiscovered ruins on this stream equally 
important with those described ; for, in pursuing my geologic investiga- 
tions, I was compelled to take a long detour to the westward from this 
point, returning to the La Plata again a few miles above its junction 
with the San Juan. On this occasion, while riding through a desert- 
like locality, quite naked and barren, much resembling the well-known 
Mauvaises terres, | was surprised to observe fragments of pottery strewn 
around, and presently a number of ruins, in a very reduced state and 
almost covered by the drifting sand, and this six or eight miles from water. 
On the high, dry table-lands, on all sides, fragments of pottery were 
picked up. What could have induced people to build and dwell in such 
a locality it is useless to surmise. 

GROUP OF CAVE-DWELLINGS AND TOWERS ON THE RIO SAN JUAN. 

Plate XXXI. 

On theSan Juan River, about thirty-five miles below the mouth of the 
La Plata and ten miles above the Mancos, occurs the group of ruins 
figured in Plate II. 

The river is bordered here by low lines of bluffs formed from the more 
compact portions of the Middle Cretaceous shales. At this particular 
place, the vertical-bluff face is from 35 to 40 feet in height. 

I observed, in approaching from above, that a ruined tower stood 
near the brink of the cliff, at a point where it curves outward toward 
the river, and in studying it with my glass detected a number of cave- 
like openings in the cliff-face about half-way up. On examination, I 
found them to have been shaped by the hand of man, but so weathered 
out and changed by the slow process of atmospheric erosion that the 
evidences of art were almost obliterated. 

The openings are arched irregularly above, and generally quite shal- 
low, being governed very much in contour and depth by the quality of 
the rock. The work of excavation has not been an extremely great 
one, even with the imperfect implements that must have been used, as 
the shale is for the most part soft and friable. 
A hard stratum served as a floor, and projecting in many places made 

a narrow platform by which the inhabitants were enabled to pass along 
_from one house to another. 

Small fragments of mortar still adhered to the firmer parts of the 
walls, from which it is inferred that they were at one time plastered. It 
is also extremely probable that they were walled up in front and fur- 
nished with doors and windows, yet no fragment of wall has been pre- 
served. Indeed, so great has been the erosion that many of the caves 
have, been almost obliterated, and are now not deep enough to give 
shelter to a bird or bat. 

This circumstance should be considered in reference to its bearing 
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upon the question of antiquity. If we suppose the recess to be destroyed 
is six feet deep, the entire cliff must recede that number of feet in order 
to accomplish it. If the rock were all of the friable quality of the mid- 
dle part, this would indeed be the matter of a very few decades; but it 
should be remembered that the upper third of the cliff-face is composed 
of beds of comparatively hard rocks, sandstones, and indurated shales. 
It should also be noted still further that at the base of the cliff there is 
an almost total absence of débris, or fallen rock, or even of an ordinary 
talus of earth, so that the period that has elapsed since these houses 
were deserted must equal the time taken to undermine and break down 
the six feet of solid rock, plus the time required to reduce this mass of 
rock to dust; considering also that the erosive agents are here unusually 
weak, the resulting period would certainly not be inconsiderable. 

Figure 2 gives a fair representation of the present appearance of these 
dwellings, while their relations to the group of ruins above will be 
understood by reference to Figure 1. These ruins are three in number— 
one rectangular and two circular. The rectangular one, as indicated in 
the plan C, is placed on the edge of the mesa, over the more northern 
group of cave-dwellings; it is not of great importance, being only 34 
by 40 feet, and scarcely 2 feet high; the walls are 14 feet thick, and 
built of stone. 

The small tower B is situated on the brink of the cliff, directly above 
one of the principal groups of cave-houses. It is neatly built of stone, 
which, although not hewn, is so carefully chosen and adjusted to the - 
curve that the wall is quite regular. That the stone was procured from 
the neighboring cliffs is indicated by the presence of great numbers of 
characteristic fossils. The wall is 18 inches thick and from 2 to 6 feet 
in height. 

Long’ lines of débris, radiating from all sides, indicate tbat it has 
been much higher, and has but recently fallen. This tower is enclosed 
by a wall, also circular in form, but open toward the cliff, as seen in the 
drawing; the ends projecting forward and irregular and broken as if 
portions had fallen. Its construction is like that of the inner wall, but . 
the height is not more than 3 feet at any point. The diameter of the 
inner circle is 12 feet, that of the outer 22 feet; the distance, therefore, 
between the walls is a little less than 4 feet. In this space there are 
indications of partition-walls that have originally divided it into a num- 
ber of apartments. 
About one hundred and fifty yards to the southwest of this ruin are 

the remains of another similar structure. It has been, however, on a 
much grander scale. The walls are 26 inches thick, and indicate a 
diameter in the outer wall of about 140 feet. They are not above 4 feet 
high at any point, and in the parts toward the cliff can only be traced 
by a low ridge of earth. The remaining fragments of wall are at the 
remoter parts of the circles, and are in every respect like the wails 
already described. The inner wall, which can be traced but a short dis- 
tance, is 84 feet from the outer, and has been connected by partition- 
walls, as in the other case. 

The first impression given by this curious enclosure is that if was 
designed for a ‘‘corral”, and used for the protection of herds of domes- 
tic animals; but since these people are not known to have possessed 
domestic animals, and when we further consider that enclosures of pickets 
would have served this purpose as well as such a massive and extraor- 
dinary structure, we can hardly avoid assigning it to some other use, 
which use, doubtless similar to that of the smaller tower, is very natu- 
rally suggested by its location and construction. 
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That they both belonged to the community of cave-dwellers, and served. 
as their fortresses, council-chambers, and places of worship, would seem 
to be natural and reasonable inferences. Being on the border of a low 
mesa country that rises towards the north, the strong outside walls were 
doubtless found necessary to prevent incursions from that direction, 
while the little community by means of ladders would be free to pass 
from dwelling to temple and fortress without danger of molestation. 

The original height of these structures must necessarily be a matter 
of conjecture, and it is true that although thereis every evidence of age, 
both in the cave-dwellings and in the walled enclosures above, the lack 
of great quantities of crumbling walls and débris, and the general bare- 
ness of the ruins, give rise to the notion that they were but meagre 
affairs. If we conclude, however, that the outer walls were constructed 
for defence, and their thickness and form favor such a hypothesis, their 
height would probably have been as great as fifteen or twenty feet, 
while the inner walls, being equally heavy and well built, would be suf- 
ficiently high to accommodate two or three stories. 

The manner of walling up the fronts of the cave dwellings, as here 
given, was observed frequently on the Rio Mancos, where, in correspond- 
ing cliffs of shaly sandstones, there are many well-preserved specimens. 
A large group situated on this stream, about ten miles above its mouth, 
was subsequently examined. The walls were in many places quite well 
preserved and new-looking, while all about, high and low, were others 

-in all stages of decay. In one place in particular, a picturesque out- 
standing promontory has been full of dwellings, literally honey-combed 
by this earth-burrowiug race, and as one from below views the ragged, 
window-pierced crags (see Plate XXXII), he is unconsciously led to 
wonder if they are not the ruins of some encient castle, behind whose 
mouldering walls are hidden the dread secrets of a long-forgotten people; 
but a nearer approach quickly dispels such fancies, for the windows 
prove to be only the door-ways to shallow and irregular apartments,. 
hardly sufficiently commodious for a race of pigmies. Neither the outer 
Openings nor the apertures that communicate between the caves are 
large enough to allow a person of large stature to pass, and one is led 
to suspect that these nests were not the dwellings proper of these people, 
but occasional resorts for women and children, and that the somewhat 
extensive ruins in the valley below were their ordinary dwelling-places. 
On the brink of the promontory above stands the ruin of a tower, still 
twelve feet high, and similar in most respects to those already described. 
These round towers are very numerous in the valley of the Mancos. 
From this point alone at least three others are in view, some on the 
higher promontories, others quite low, within twenty or thirty feet of 
the river-bed. I visited and measured seven along the lower fifteen 
miles of the course of this stream. In dimensions they range from ten 
to sixteen feet in diameter and from five to fifteen feet in height, while 
the walls are from one to two feet in thickness. They are in nearly every 
case connected with other structures, mostly rectangular in form. At 
the mouth of the Mancos, however, a double circle occurs, the smaller 
one having been the tower proper. It is fifteen feet in diameter, and 
from eight to ten in height. The larger circular wall is forty feet in 
diameter and from two to four feet high, and is built tangent to the 
smaller.. This ruin is at the point where the Mancos reaches the allu- 
vial bottom bordering the Rio San Juan, and about one mile above its 
junction with that river. On the opposite or south side of the river are 
traces of somewhat extensive ruins, but so indistinct that the character 
of the original structures cannot be made out, and indeed no single 
mile of the lower fifty of the Mancos is without such remains. 
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CANON OF THE RIO MANCOS. 

Fifteen miles from its junction with the San Juan, this stream emerges 
from the southwest border of the Mesa Verde, through which it has cut. 
its way, producing a most remarkable cafion. This cafion has already 
been once or twice described; but, in order to make my subsequent 
descriptions better understood, I shall give here an outline. The Mesa 
Verde is a somewhat irregular table-lard, comprising an area of about 
seven hundred square miles, and is formed of a great series of nearly 
horizontal sedimentary rocks, of which the surrounding country has 
been denuded. ‘This series of strata consists, in the upper part, of 
massive sandstones; in the middle part, of alternating sandstones and 
shales; and in the lower one thousand feet, chiefly of shales and clay. 
These softer beds are, when once exposed to the erosive agents, carried 
away with great rapidity, and, as a consequence, the firmer rocks above 
are undermined and break down in vertical cliffs, and, where soft and 
hard beds alternate, a series of steps, with intervening slopes, is formed. 
It will readily be seen that a cafion thus formed would consist in gen- 
eral of a narrow, irregular river-bottom, long steep slopes of débris ris- 
ing like the arms of a letter V from this, then a succession of steeps and. 
slopes, culminating above in a series of lofty, embattled cliffs. The 
cation is nearly thirty miles in length, and ranges from one to twothou- 
sand feet in depth. It seems to have been a favorite resort of the cliff- 
building people, and traces of their industry may be found everywhere, 
along the bottoms, in the cliffs, and on the high, dry table-lands above. 

The six following plates will be taken up in the delineation of the 
more interesting portions of these remains. 

PLATES XXXII AND XXXIV. 

Figure 1, Plate X XXIII, illustrates the method of walling up the 
cave-fronts as described on a preceding page. This sketch was made at 
the last-mentioned locality on the Rio Mancos. The group occurred in 
the cliff about thirty feet from the base. The three door-ways opened 
into aS many small apartments, and these were connected with each 
other by very small passage-ways. The farther door could not be 
reached from the outside, as the platform of rock had broken away. 
See foreground in Plate XX XII. 

Figure 2 gives a plan of the double tower near the mouth of the Man- 
cos; it has already been described. 

The ruin, of which a plan is given in Figure 3, occurs on the left bank 
of the Mancos about eight miles above the foot of the cafion. It is one 
of the best preserved specimens of the ruined towers, and seems to have 
been built with much skill. (See Plate XXXIV.) Itis 9 feet in diam- 
eter on the inside and about 16 feet high. There are three rectangular 
apartments attached, the walls of which are almost levelled with the 
ground. In the side ‘of the tower facing the river is a window, about & 
feet from the ground and 2 feet high by 14 wide. I had been previously 
led to the conclusion that these towers were in all cases built without 
windows or openings of any kind within reach of the ground from with- 
out, and it is not improbable that this opening did not communicate 
with the outside, but served as a door-way between the tower and one 
of the adjoining apartments. The advantage of such an arrangement 
in a defensive work, such as we may suppose “this to have been, is clearly 
apparent, and evinces not a little intelligence and forethought on the 
part of the builders. Being built in connection with dwellings and places. 
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of resort, they could, in case of alarm, be reached with ease from within, 
but be altogether secure from without. 

Figure 4, The large circular ruin, of which a ground-plan is given in 
this plate, was also visited by Mr. Jackson, photographs were made, 
and a brief description given; but I deem it best to give a more de- 
tailed description, the result of such observations and measurements as 
could be made in a period of time entirely too short for a work of such 
importance. 

This ruin is situated on a narrow strip of alluvial bottom about mid- 
way in the caiion of the Mancos. On first approaching it, one does not 
observe that it differs greatly from the ordinary fragmentary structures 
below, as it is much decayed and almost hidden by artemisia and vines. 
Closer inspection, however, develops the greater part of the outline, and 
I imagine that a little excavation would bring all the foundations to 
light. The inner wall can be traced throughout the entire circle, and is 
in places 6 or 8 feet high. A portion of the outer wall, at the point far- 
thest from the river, is still 12 feet in height and in a fair state of pres- 
ervation. The space between the walls has been divided into cells, as 
in the two examples given in Plate XX XI. Four ofthe cross-walls are 
still a number of feet high, while others can be traced by lines of débris. 
The diameter of the outer wall is 43 feet; that of the inner, 25 feet. 
They are faced up with larger stones than usual (the heaviest of which, 
however, could be lifted with ease by a single workman), and have been 
filled in with rubble, adobe, and wood. The outside courses have been 
dressed to the curve, and the implements used, judging from the appear- 
ance of the picked surfaces, have been of stone. The main walls are 21 
inches in thickness, while the partition-walls are somewhat lighter, and 
seem to have been but slightly built into the circular walls. 

In order to determine the probable number of these cells, I measured 
the two having complete walls, and found the inner side of each to be 
8 feet. As these were both on one side of the circle, 1 had but to 
measure the remaining space to complete the semicircle, and on so doing 
found that there was just room for three additional cells and the neces- 
sary partition-walls; two of these were still traceable. To complete the 
circle, therefore, ten apartments would be necessary. Being desirous 
of confirming this conclusion, I took the diameter of the inner circle, 
as given in my notes, and, by adding twice the thickness of the wall, 
obtained a circumference of 894 feet; just sufficient space to accommo- 
date ten apartments, with an equal number of partition-walls a fraction 
less than 12 inches in thickness. 
By adding to the diameter of the inner circle the total thickness of 

the walls, plus twice the distance between them, I obtained a diameter 
of 43 feet for the outer circle. The circuit of the structure is, therefore, 
135 feet. Although these figures are greater than those previously given 
(estimated), I am confident that they cannot vary greatly from the truth. 

There were no indications of windows or doors in the fragment of 
outer wall, but two nearly rectangular openings in the inner wall seem 
to have served as door-ways between the central enclosure and the cells. 
We may suppose that each cell had similar means of communication with 
the interior. The one door-way that remains entire is 6 feet from the 
ground, and measures 2 feet in width by 3 in height. The stone-work 
of the facing is very neat and exact, and the lintel is of a single slab 
of sandstone. It may be fairly presumed that the outer wall had no 
door-ways or witdows within reach of the ground, and that entrance 
was obtained, by means of ladders, through high windows or by way of 
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the roof. ‘The central enclosure has doubtless served as an estufa, and 
there are still evidences of a considerable depression. 

That this ruin is quite ancient is attested by the advanced stage of 
decay, and that it has been of considerable height may be inferred from 
the large quantities of débris. A similar and somewhat more perfect 

- example of double-walled tower is illustrated in Plate XX XIX. 
There seem to have been no buildings of importance in connection 

with this ruin, but many in the vicinity. On the point of a low rocky 
promontory that extends down from the mesa on the west to within a 
few yards of the circular ruin are some masses of decaying wall, and a 
large circular depression, not differing in appearance from the usual 
estufa. 
hi probable that there are other remains higher up on the rocky 

slope; indeed, others could be seen from the trail, but I found no time 
to visit them. 
A few hundred yards below the great tower, and very near the trail, 

a sinaller tower occurs, having other ruins connected with it, and in a 
weather-worn cavity in a massive crag near by is the cosy little dwell- 
ing shown in Figure 5. 

The rude little fire-place illustrated in Figure 6 was observed by Mr. 
Brandegee in connection with a cliff-house on the opposite side of the 
canon, a little farther up. Itis remarkable as being the only example 
discovered by our party. There seem to be no traces whatever of fire- 
places, ovens, furnaces, or chimneys in or about any of the ruins 
described, which is rather remarkable, since fires must have been used 
in baking pottery and for domestic purposes, and we cannot suppose 
that a people so well advanced in architectural skill were unable to 
build fire-places and furnaces. 

PLATE XXXV.—CLIFF-HOUSES OF THE MANCOS. 

This plate illustrates one of the more interesting groups of cliff-houses, 
or fortresses of the Rio Mancos. It occurs about ten miles from the 
foot of the caion in a subordinate cliff on the west side. This low cliff 
is of massive sandstone, and is washed by the river, the trail being 
crowded back against the steep wall. At the height of about 40 feet 
above the river, a bed of shale occurs in the sandstone, which, being 
easily disintegrated, has been weathered out and carried away, leaving 
a sort of horizontal groove some 4 feet high and from 4 to 6 feet deep. 
In this a row of diminutive houses has been built. Three of these are 
almost perfect, baving a fresh new look that certainly belies their age. 
Four others are much more decayed, and fragments of wall only cling 
to the cliffs. They have been made to occupy the full height and depth 
of the crevice, so that when one reaches it at the only accessible point, 
he is between two houses and must pass through these to get at the 
others. The door-ways are quite small and bear no evidence of the fit- 
ting or hanging of doors; and the windows, of which a number open to 
the front, are but a few inches square. 

The walls are strongly built and are from eight to ten inches thick. 
The stones are small, dressed roughly on the outside, and laid in mortar. 

In many places the heavier seams of mortar have been chinked with 
bits of pottery and small flakes of sandstone. The marks of the masons’ 
pick are as fresh as if made within a few years, and the fine, hard mud- 
mortar which has been applied with the bare hands, still retains impres- 
sions of the minute markings of the cuticle of the fingers. 

The house at the left hand in the drawing has two apartments, the 
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farthest of which has a curved wall conforming with the rounded end 
of the crevice floor, which, beyond this for some distance, is broken 
down. 

Specimens of the mortar and of the dressed stone were procured from 
this house and brought East. Below the middle part of this line of 
houses, on an irregular projection, are the remains of a number of walls, 
in such a state of ruin, however, that the character of the original 
structure could not be made out. In digging among the débris of this 
ruin, I came upon a bin of charred corn, in which the forms of the ears 
were quite perfect. This corn seems to be of a variety similar to that cul- 
tivated by the tribes of the neighborhood at the present time. 

That this corn had been placed there by the ancient occupants seems 
probable from the fact that it occupied a sort of basement apartment or 
cellar, and had been buried beneath the fallen walls of the superstruc- 
tures. Embedded in this mass of charcoal, I found the very perfect 
specimen of stone implement figured in Plate XLVI (Figure 3). Many 
large fragments of the ordinary painted pottery were also picked up 
here. A certain new look about portions of this group leads one to sus- 
pect that it cannot boast of great antiquity; but it is very difficult to 
caleulate the effects of age upon walls so perfectly protected and in such 
a climate. 

PLATE XXXVI. 

The group given in this plate is of a very interesting and remarkable 
character. It was first observed from the trail far below and fully 
one-fourth of a mile away. From this point, by the aid of a field- 
glass, the sketch given in the plate was made. So cleverly are the 
houses hidden away in the dark recesses, and so very like the surround- 
ing cliffs in color, that I had almost completed the sketch of the upper 
house before the lower or ‘ sixteen-windowed” one was detected. They 
are at least eight hundred feet above the river. Thelower five hundred 
feet is of rough cliff-broken slope, the remainder of massive bedded 
sandstone full of wind-worn niches, crevices, and caves. Within one 
hundred feet of the cliff-top, set deep in a great niche, with arched, over- 
hanging roof, is the upper house, its front wall built along the very 
brink of a sheer precipice. Thirty feet below, in a similar but less 
remarkable niche, is the larger house, with its long line of apertures, 
which I afterward found to be openings intended rather for the inser- 
tion of beams than for windows. 

PLATE XXXVII. ; 

I subsequently climbed the cafion-walls to make a closer examination 
of these ruins, and the plans given in Plate X XX VII were obtained. 

The lower house was easily accessible, and proved to be of a very 
interesting character. It occupies the entire floor of a niche which is 
about 60 feet long and 15in depth at the deepest part. The front walls 
are built flush with the precipice, and the partition-walls extend back 
to the irregular wall of rock behind. Portions of the wall at the left, 
viewing the house from the front, are greatly reduced; but the main 
wall, that part which contains the window-like openings, is still 13 or 
14 feet high. 

The arrangement of the apartments is quite complicated and curious, 
and will be more readily understood by a reference to the ground-plan 
(Figure 1). The precipice-line, or front edge of the niche-floor, extends 
from a to b. From this the broken cliffs and slopes reach down to the 
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trail and river, as shown in the accompanying profile (Figure 3). The 
line b ¢ d represents the deepest part of the recess, against which the 
walls are built. To the right of b, the shelf ceases, and the vertical face 
of rock is unbroken. At the left, beyond a, the edge is not so abrupt, 
and the cliffs below are so broken that one can ascend with ease. 
Above, the roof comes forward and curves upward, as seen in thé profile. 

The most striking feature of this structure is the round room, which 
occurs about the middle of the ruin and inside of a large rectangular 
apartment. 

The occurrence of this circular chamber in this place is highly signifi- 
cant, and tends greatly to confirm my previously-stated opinion that the 
circle had a high significance with these people. ‘Their superstitions 
seem to have been so exacting in this matter that, even when driven 
to the extremity of building and dwelling in the midst of these desolate 
cliffs, an inclosure of this form could not be dispensed with; a circular 
estufa had to be constructed at whatever cost of labor and convenience. 

Its walls are not high and not entirely regular, and the inside is 
curiously fashioned with offsets and box-like projections. It is plas- 
tered smoothly, and bears considerable evidence of having been used, 
although I observed no traces of fire. The entrance to this chamber is 
rather extraordinary, and further attests the peculiar importance at- 
tached to it by the builders, and their evident desire to secure it from all 
possibility of intrusion. A walled and covered passage-way, f,/, of solid 
masonry, 10 feet of which is still intact, leads from an outer chamber 
through the small intervening apartments into the circular one. It is 
possible that this originally extended to the outer wall, and was entered 
trom the outside. If so, the person desiring to visit the estufa would 
have to enter an aperture about twenty-two inches high by thirty wide, 
and crawl, in the most abject manner possible, through a tube-like pas- 
sage-way nearly twenty feet in length. My first impression was that 
this peculiarly-constructed door-way was a precaution against enemies,. 
and that it was probably the only means of entrance to the interior of 
the house; but I am now inclined to think this hardly probable, and 
conclude that it was rather designed to render a sacred chamber as free 
as possible from profane intrusion. The apartments l, k, m, n do not 
require any especial description, as they are quite plain and almost empty. 
The partition-walls have never been built up to the ceiling of the niche, 
and the inmates, in passing from one apartment to another, have 
climbed over. The row of apertures indicated in the main front wall 
are about five feet from the floor, and were doubtless intended for the 
insertion of beams, although there is no evidence that a second floor 
has at any time existed. In that part of the ruin about the covered 
passage-way, the walls are complicated, and the plan can hardly be 
made out, while the curved wall enclosing the apartment e¢ is totally 
overthrown. 

In digging among the débris with our hammers, we came upon a large 
earthen vessel at h, and shortly afterward discovered another near 1%. 
They were so situated in a small recess under the sheltering walls that 
the falling rubbish had not reached them. Roughly-hewn stone lids 
were fitted carefully over the tops, but both were empty. One bad been 
slightly broken about the rim, while the other had been pierced on the 
under side by some sharp instrument, and had been mended by laying 
a small fragment of pottery over the aperture on the inside and cement- 
ing it down with clay. They are of the ordinary corrugated pottery. 
and have a capacity of about three gallons. 

Beneath the vessels, spread out on the floor, was a large piece of rush- 
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matting, and beneath this a quantity of fine vegetable tissue from the | 
interior bark of some kind of tree. The vessels are illustrated in Piate 
XLIV, and the matting in Plate XLVI. 

The rock-face between this ruin and the one above is smooth and ver- 
tical, but by passing along the ledge a few yards to the left a sloping 
face was found, up which a stairway of small niches had been cut; by 
means of these, an active person, unencumbered, can ascend with 
safety. On reaching the top, one finds himself in the very doorway of 
the upper house (a, Figure 2) without standing room outside of the wall, 
and one can imagine that an enemy would stand but little chanceof 
reaching and entering such a fortress if defended, even by women and 
children alone. The position of this ruin is one of unparalleled security, 
both from enemies and from the elements. The almost vertical cliff 
descends abruptly from the front wall, and the immense arched roof of 
solid stone projects forward 15 or 20 feet beyond the house (see section, 
Figure 3). At the right the ledge ceases, and at the left stops short 
against a massive vertical wall. The niche-stairway afiords the only 
possible means of approach. 

The house occupies the entire floor of the niche, which is about 120 
feet long by 10 in depth at the deepest part. The front wall to the 
right and left of the door-way is quite low, portions having doubtless 
fallen off. The higher wall, fg, is about 30 feet long, and from 10 to 12 
feet high, while a very low rude wall extends along the more inaccessi- 
ble part of the ledge, and terminates at the extreme right in a small 
enclosure, as seen in the plan at ce. 

In the first apartment entered, there were evidences of fire, the walls 
and ceiling being blackened with smoke. In the second, a member of 
the party, by digging in the rubbish, obtained a quantity of beans, and 
in the third a number of grains of corn, hence the names given. There 
are two small windows in the front wall, and door-ways communicate 
between rooms separated by high partitions. 

The walls of these houses are built in the usual manner, and average 
about a foot in thickness. 

The upper house seems to be in a rather unfinished state, looking as 
if stone and mortar had run short. When one considers that these 
materials must have been brought from far below by means of ropes, or 
carried in small quantities up the dangerous stairway, the only wonder 
is that it was ever brought to its present degree of finish. i 

Fignre 3 is given for the purpose of making clear the geologic condi- 
tions that give shape to the cliffs as well as to show the relations of these 
houses to the cliffs. The hard and massive beds of rock resist the 
erosive agents; the soft and friable beds yield, hence the irregularity— 
the overhanging cliffs, the niches, and benches. q@is a section of the 
lower house, b of the upper. 

It has heretofore been supposed that the occupants of these houses — 
obtained water either from the river below or from springs on the 
mesa above; but the immense labor of carrying water up these cliffs, as 
well as the impossibility of securing a supply in case of a siege, made me 
suspect the existence of springs in the cliffs themselves. In three or 
four cases these springs have been found, and it is evident that with a 
climate a very little more moist than the present, a plentiful supply 
could be expected. Running water was found within a few yards of the 
group of houses just described, and Mr. Brandegee observed water 
dripping down the cliffs near a group of small houses on the opposite 
side of the cafion. 

About one mile farther up the caiion, I came upon the ruin photo- 
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graphed by Mr. Jackson in 1874, and minutely described by him as the 
two-story cliff-house of the Rio Mancos. It is also in the cliffs of the 
north side, about 700 feet above the river, and although not so large or 
complicated in design as the house just described, it shows higher skill 
in construction and is in a better state of preservation. It is also ex- 
ceedingly difficult of access. It seems hardly necessary for me to enter 
into a detailed description, as little can be added to what has already 
been published ;* but for the purpose of having as much of the matter to- 
gether as possible I present Plate XX XVIII, illustrating some of the 
interesting features of this house. 

Figure 1 gives the ground-plan, and shows the position of the house 
in relation to the floor of the niche. ‘There are four small apartments 
only; the front one, a, being 10 feet long by 6 wide. Of the back 
rooms, one is 9 by 10 and the other 6 by 6 feet, while the apartment with 
the curved wall is much smaller. The walls are about twelve feet high 
and reach within from 2 to 3 feet of the overhanging roof. They are 
built in the ordinary manner of stone and adobe mortar, and what is 
rather remarkable are plastered both inside and out. This plaster does 
not differ greatly from the common mortar, is lightly spread over the 
walls, probably with the hands, and in color imitates very closely the 
hues of the surrounding cliffs, a pleasing variety of red and yellow grays. 
Whether this was intended to add to the beauty of the dwelling or to 
add to its security by increasing its resemblance to the surrounding 
cliffs, I shall not attempt to determine. 

Another remarkable feature of this house is the consummate skill with 
which the foundations are laid upon and cemented to the sloping and 
overhanging faces of the ledge. ‘The buttresses b, b, which have prob- 
ably at one time supported a superstructure of wood or stone, now 
totally obliterated, are most striking illustrations of this; and just here 
is a fact that has an interesting bearing upon the question of the an- 
tiquity of this structure. These wall-supports or buttresses have 
originally been four in number, one evidently having fallen off, and are 
built in continuation of the front wall, on a smooth sloping surface of 
rock. Now, the sandstone of which this rounded slope is composed is 
rather coarse and soft, and hence easily disintegrated. It is here also 
not greatly protected from the weather, since the cliffs above do not 
overhang to any extent, and must, year by year, yield a little to the 
elements; but [observe that since the construction of these foundations 
no perceptible change has taken place; the thickness of a sheet of 
paper has hardly been washed from the surface of the rock, and the 
mortar, which is of almost equal firmness with the rock, lies upon it as 
if placed there within a dozen years, and the appearance of the plaster 
on the outer wall, although somewhat cracked and broken off, does not 
add greatly to our impressions of their antiquity. 

There is also a fact worthy of notice in regard to the question of occu- 
panecy. I havealready stated my impression that these houses were not 
used as constant dwelling-places, but rather as places of occasional 
resort. I notice that, although the building seems complete and has 
_had its floors laidand its door-ways and windows conveniently and care- 
fully arranged, the plastering of the interior is almost untouched, that 
with the exception of three names scratched in the soft, thick coat of 
adobe by Mr. Jackson’s party, there is almost no trace of the presence 
of man; yet this plaster may have been applied cnly shortly before the 
final desertion, and hence no definite conclusion can be drawn. 

* Bulletin No. 1, second series, p. 20. 
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A sketch of one of the door-ways is givenin Figure 2. The outline is 
accurately drawn, but there is a little too much regularity in the stone- 
work. It will be seen that the aperture is of very nearly the same 
width above and below, which is rather unusual, since, in these ruins, 
as well as in those farther south, the door-ways and windows are, as a 
rule, narrower at the top. This drawing also shows the manner of em- 
ploying a number of small straight beams of wood as lintels, for the 
purpose, evidently, of strengthening the masonry above. 

There are two of these exterior door-ways only, one opening into each 
story of the front room from the unoccupied part of the niche; these 
are shown in Figure 3,a sketch of the interior of the front room 
taken from the side f. There is only a low wall between this room and 
the room ¢, while small door-ways communicate with the other apart- 
ments. There is asmall rectangular window, 22 inches high by 30 wide, 
in the front wall, from which a fine view can be had of the deep narrow 
valley below. 

Figure 4 is designed to show the extraordinary situation of these 
houses. Whether viewed from below or from the heights above, the 
effect is almost startling, and one cannot but feel that no ordinary cir- 
cumstances could have driven a people to such places of resort. 

There are no ruins of importance in the caion of the Mancos above 
the two-story house. Indistinct remains occur on the bottoms in a 
number of places, and a few smal] houses were observed in the cliffs. 
The most interesting of these is built upon a ledge about 40 feet above 
the trail, and is nearly midway between the two-story house and the 
head of the cafion. It does not differ in any essential point from the 
ruins already described. I shall therefore pass it by, in order to take 
up two very interesting groups of ruins that occur about 20 miles to 
the northwest. 

Between the Mesa Verde and the Late Mountains, of which Ute Peak 
is the culminating summit, there is a long, deep valley or strip of low- 
land that connects the great lowland of the Lower Mancos with the 
cafion-cut plain that rises toward the Dolores. The southern end of this 
depressed strip drains into the Mancos, the northern into the McH|mo. 
The latter stream heads along the north base of the Mesa Verde within 
five miles of the Mancos at the point were it enters the cafon, and 
flows westward, passing along the north base of Ute Mountain, cury- 
ing around to the southwest and reaching the San Juan nearly 10 miles 
beyond the Utah line. The large depressed area drained by this stream 
contains a great number of ruins, many of which have not yet been 
examined. 

PLATE XXXIX.—THE TRIPLE-WALLED TOWHR. 

The group partially illustrated in this plate is situated on a low bench 
within a mile of the main McElmo, and near a dry wash that enters 
that stream from the south. It seems to have been a compact village 
or community-dwelling, consisting of two circular buildings and a great 
number of rectangular apartments. The circular structures or towers 
have been built, in the usual manner, of roughly-hewn stone, and rank 
among the very best specimens of this ancient architecture. The great 
tower is especially noticeable on account of the occurrence of a third 
wall, as seen in the drawing and in the plan at a. In dimensions it is 
almost identical with the great tower of the Rio Mancos. The walls 
are traceable nearly all the way round, and the space between the two 
outer ones, which is about 5 feet in width, contains fourteen apart- 
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ments or cells. The walls about one of these cells are still standing to 
the height of 12 feet; but the interior cannot be examined on account 
of the rubbish which fills it to the top. No openings are noticeable in 
the circular walls, but door-ways seem to have been made to communi- 
cate between the apartments; one is preserved at d. 

The inner wall has not been as high or strong as the others, and has 
served simply to enclose the estufa. This tower stands back about one 
hundred feet from the edge of the mesa and near the border of the 
village. The smaller tower, 0, stands forward on a point that overlooks 
the shallow gulch; it is 15 feet in diameter ; the walls are 33 feet thick 
and 5 feet high on the outside. Beneath this ruin, in a little side gulch, 
are the remains of a wall 12 feet high and 20 inches thick. The re- 
mainder of the village is in such a state of decay as to be hardly 
traceable among the artemisia and rubbish. The apartments number 
nearly a hundred, and seem, generally, to have been rectangular. They 
are not, however, of uniform size, and certainly not arranged in regular 
order. The walls are marked by low lines of loose rubble which show 
no stone in place, and I am inclined to believe that they have never 
been raised to any great height. It is not impossible that they have 
been, originally, of a species of rubble-masonry such as is seen in some 
of the great casas farther south, and that these meagre remains are all 
that is left of an imposing structure, but the total want of regularity 
both in the form and size of the apartments seems inconsistent with 
such a conclusion. In reality they are more like a cluster of pens such 
as are used by the Moqui tribes for the keeping of sheep and goats. 
The site of this village can hardly have been chosen on account of its 
defensive advantages, nor on account of the fertility of the surrounding 
country. The neighboring plains and mesas are as naked and barren 
as possible. The nearest water is a mile away, and during the drier 
part of the season the nearest running water is in the Rio Dolores, 
nearly fifteen miles away. To suppose an agricultural people existing 
in such a locality, with the present climate, is manifestly absurd. Yet 
every isolated rock and bit of mesa within a circle of miles is strewn 
with remnants of human dwellings. 

PLATE XL.—RUINS AT “AZTEC SPRINGS.” 

Another very important group of ruins is located in the depression 
between the Mesa Verde and the Late Mountains, and near the divide 
between the McElmo and Lower Mancos drainage. It is stated by 
Captain Moss and others who have been in this locality that up to 
within two or three years there has been a living-spring at this place, 
and the spot has been christened by them Aztec Springs. 

The site of the spring I found, but without the least appearance of 
water. The depression formerly occupied by it is near the centre of a 
large mass of ruins, similar to the group last described, but having a 
rectangular instead of a circular building as the chief and central struct- 
ure. This I have called the upper house in the plate, and a large walled 
enclosure a little lower on the slope I have, for the sake of distinction, 
called the lower house. 

These ruins form the most imposing pile of masonry yet found in Col- 
orado. The whole group covers an area of about 480,000 square feet, 
and has an average depth of from 3 to 4 feet. This would give in the 
vicinity of 1,500,000 solid feet of stone-work. The stone used is chiefly 
of the fossiliferous limestone that outcrops along the base of the Mesa 
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Verde a mile or more away, and its transportation to this place has 
doubtless been a great work for a people so totally without facilities. 

The upper house is rectangular, measures 80 by 100 feet, and is built 
with the cardinal points to within five degrees. ‘The pile is from 12 to 
15 feet in height, and its massiveness suggests an original height at 
least twice as great. The plan is somewhat difficult to make out on ac- 
count of the very great quantity of débris. 

The walls seem to have been double, with a space of 7 feet between; 
a number of cross-walls at regular intervals indicate that this space has 
been divided into apartments, as seen in the plan. 

The walls are 26 inches thick, and are built of roughly-dressed stones, 
which were probably laid in mortar, as in other cases. 

The enclosed space, which is somewhat depressed, has two lines of 
débris, probably the remains of partition-walls, separating it into the 
three apartments, a, b,c. Enclosing this great house is a net-work of 
fallen walls, so completely reduced that none of the stones seem to 
remain in place; and I am at a loss to determine whether they mark 
the site of a cluster of irregular apartments, having low, loosely-built 
walls, or whether they are the remains of some imposing adobe struct- 
ure built after the manner of the ruined pueblos of the Rio Chaco. 
Two well-defined circular enclosures or estufas are situated in the 

midst of the southern wing of the ruin. The upper one, A, is on the 
opposite side of the spring from the great house, is 60 feet in diameter, 
and is surrounded by a low stone wall. West of the house is a small 
open court, which seems to have had a gate-way opening out to the 
west, through the surrounding walls. 

The-lower house is 200 feet in length by 180 in width, and its walls 
vary fifteen degrees from the cardinal points. The northern wall, a, is 
double, and contains a row of eight apartments about 7 feet in width 
by 24 in length. The walls of the other sides are low, and seem to have 
served simply to enclose the great court, near the centre of which is a 
large walled depression (estufa B). No other ruins were observed in 
the neighborhood of these, although small groups are said to exist 
along the base of the Late Mountains, a few miles to the southwest. 

The dry, sloping plain between the Mesa Verde and the Rio Dolores 
seems also to have been a favorite resort of the town-building tribes. 
Numerous ruins occur along the borders of the catons that drain into 
the McHimo, and especially near the heads of these canons where 
springs usually occur. 

At the south bend of the Dolores there are a great number of ruins, 
many of which compare favorably with the lowland ruins farther south. 
Dr. Newberry passed through this region in 1859, and his report* gives 
a brief description of a few of these remains. 

I made a hasty examination of such of the groups as I had an oppor- 
tunity to visit, but had no time to make plans. Other ruins, including 
the remains of a large circular enclosure, occur on the river-bottom 
about two miles below the bend. I also noticed the small cliff-houses 
mentioned by Dr. Newberry, but did not visit them. West of the Do- 

* Macomb’s expedition to the junction of the Grand and Green rivers, Washington, 
1876. Dr. Newberry says: “ The hill from which I obtained this view is crowned with 
an extensive series of very ancient ruins. The principal one isa pueblo, nearly 100 
feet square, once substantially built of dressed stone, now a shapeless heap, in which 
the plan of the original structure can, however, be traced. Like most of the ruined 
pueblos of New Mexico, it consisted of a series of small rooms clustered together 
like cells in a bee-hive. Near the principal edifice are mounds of stone, representing 
subordinate buildings. Among these are numerous large depressions marking the 
places of cisterns or estufas.” 
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lores our party was compelled to make very rapid marches, and I found 
it impossible to turn out of the trail long enough to make a satisfactory 
study of the ruins that occur by the way. 

At one locality which I took to be Surouara* there appeared on our 
left a very extensive series of ruins, and it was a sore disappointment 
to be compelled to pass by without even a halt. 

About the sources of the Hovenweep and Montezuma creeks there 
are occasional ruins of no greatimportance. In the vicinity of the Sierra 
Abajo I found no traces of ancient occupation further than a few arrow- 
points and fragments of chipped quartzite. Little or no trace of ancient 
occupation was observed north of a line between the Sierra Abajo and 
main peaks of the La Plata Mountains. 
A very large and interesting ruinj occurs on the Animas River, near 

the southeast corner of our district for 1875, which seems to bear a very 
close relationship in its architecture to the ruins of the Rio Chaco. 
Unfortunately, no plans of this ruin have been made. 

PLATE XLI.—RUIN AT OJO CALIENTE, NEW MEXICO. 

For the sake of comparison, I present in Plate X LI the ground-plan of 
a ruined pueblo found at Ojo Caiiente, New Mexico. It occurs on a high, 
almost isolated fragment of terrace near Caliente Creek. It has been 
constructed chiefly of adobe, and has consisted of rows of apartments 
surrounding a number of large open courts. Individual walls cannot 
be traced, and the rows of houses are reduced to smooth rounded ridges 
of earth. These are indicated on the plan, and are often as much as 
8 feet high, and 30 feet wide at the base. The courts contain a num- 
ber of small circles or mounds, a, a, and the single estufa is identical in 
appearance with those among the ruins of Colorado. A number of 
openings, b, b, through the walls indicate the location of gate-ways. Me- 
tates, arrow-heads, and many fragments of pottery were found. Many 
other groups of ruins similar to this occur in this as well as in the neigh- 
boring valleys. Near Abiquiu a large pueblo occurs, at which I found 
a stone axe and a number of arrow-heads and metates. A couple of 
skeletons were also obtained here. This ruin is described at length by 
Dr. Yarrow in his report for 1874.4 

PLATES XLIT AND XLIII. 

Although it is quite impossible to read the curious rock-inscriptions of 
unknown tribes, it is conceded that in most cases they have a meaning 
and represent an idea or record an event. Aside from this, however, 
they are valuable to the historian as records of the grade of civilization 
reached by the tribes who executed them. 

That the examples given in the two following plates belong to the 
age of the cliff-builders cannot be satisfactorily proved, but, at the same 

* Of these ruins Dr. Newberry says: “The houses are, many of them, large, and all 
of them built of stone, hammer-dressed on the exposed faces. Fragments of pottery 
are exceedingly common, though, like the buildings, showing great age. Thereis every 
evidence that a large population resided here for many years, perhaps centuries, and 
that they deserted it several hundred years ago; that they were Pueblo Indians, and 
hence peaceful, industrious, and agricultural. * * * The ruins of several large 
reservoirs, built of masonry, may be seen at Surouara, and there are traces of aciquias, 
which led to these, through which water was brought, perhaps, from a great distance.” 

tSee Dr. Endlich’s report, Annual Report of United States Geological Survey, for ' 
1875, p. 177; also, Mr. Rhoda’s report, p. 240. See also Dr. Newberry’s Report, Expe 
dition to the Junction of Grand and Green Rivers, p. 80. 

{ Report of the Chief of Engineers for 1875, p. 1064. 

26 G 
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time, evidence that they do is not wanting. Some are found on the 
cliffs and in the niches with the cliff-dwellings, while all are in localities 
that must have been frequently visited by these people. Some are- 
found in the cation of the Mancos, others on the bluffs of the San Juan, 
and many in the canons farther west. 

Figures 1, 2, and 3, Plate XLII, occur ou the Mancos near the group 
of cliff-houses figured in Plate XXXVI. They are chipped into the rock, 
evidently by some very hard implement, and rudely represent the 
human figure. They are certainly not attempts to represent nature, 
but have the appearance rather of arbitrary forms designed to symbolize 
some imaginary being. . 

Figures 4, 5, and 6 were found in the same locality, not engraved, but 
painted in red and white clay upon the smooth rocks. These were cer- 
tainly done by the cliff-builders, and probably while the houses were in 
process of construction, since the material used is identical with the 
plaster of the houses. The sketches and notes were made by Mr. Bran- 
degee. The reproduction is approximately one-twelfth the size of the — 
original. 

The examples given in Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, as well as those in 
Plate XLIIT, occur on the Rio San Juan about 10 miles below the mouth 
of the Rio La Plata. A Jow line of bluffs, composed of light-colored 
massive sandstones, that break down in great smooth-faced blocks, rises 
from the river-level and sweeps around toward the north. Hach of these 
great blocks has offered a very tempting tablet to the graver of the 
primitive artist, and many of them contain curious and interesting in- 
scriptions. Drawings were made of such of these as the limited time at 
my disposal would permit. They are all engraved or cut into the face 
of the rock, and the whole body of each figure has generally been chipped 
out, frequently to the depth of one-fourth or one-balf an inch. 

The work on some of the larger groups has been one of immense 
labor, and must owe its completion to strong and enduring motives. 
With a very few exceptions the engraving bears undoubted evidence of 
age. Such new figures as occur are quite easily distinguished, both by 
the freshness of the chipped surfaces and by the designs themselves. 
Figure 11 gives a specimen of the modern work ; it is evidently intended 
to represent a horse, and is done in the manner of the Navajoes. It 
will readily be seen that among all the figures given of the ancient 
work there is no animal that resembles a horse, and we can hardly sup-. 
pose that artists who could so cleverly delineate birds and deer and men, 
would fail in an attempt to represent an animal of so marked a charac- 
ter, The curious designs given in Figure 10 have a very perceptible 
resemblance to many of the figures used in the embellishment of pot- 
tery. ; 

The most striking group observed is given in Figurel, Plate XLIII. It 
consists of a great procession of men, birds, beasts, and fanciful figures. 
The whole picture as placed upon the rock is highly spirited, and the 
idea of a general movement toward the right, skilfully portrayed. A 
pair of wiuged figures hover above the train as if to wateh or direct its 
movements; behind these are a number of odd figures, followed by an 
antlered animal resembling a deer, which seems to be drawing a notched 
sledge containing two figures of men. The figures forming the main 
body of the procession appear to be tied together in a con/inuous line, 
aud in form resemble one living creature about as little as another. 
Many of the smaller figures above and below are certainly intended to 
represent dogs, while a number of men are stationed about, here and 
there, as if to keep the procession in order. 
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As to the importance of the event recorded in this picture no conclu- 
sions can be drawn; it may represent the migration of a tribe or family 
or the trophies of a victory. A number of figures are wanting in the 
drawing at the left, while some of those at the right may not belong 
properly to the main group. The reduction is, approximately, to one- 
twelfth. 

Figures 2 and 3 of the same plate represent only the more distinct 
portions of two other groups. The complication of figures is so great 
that a number of hours would have been necessary for their delineation, 
and an attempt to analyze them here would be fruitless. 

POTTERY. 

The pottery of the ancient tribes of the San Juan Valley is undoubt- 
edly superior in many respects to that of the town-building tribes of 
to-day. It is especially superior in composition and surface-finish. In 
form and ornamentation it does not compare well with the highly 
artistic wares of the Moquois and Zunis. There is great similarity, 
however, in every respect, and the differences do not seem greater than 
could be expected in the manufactures of the same people at periods 
separated by a few generations, or even of related tribes of the same 
time surrounded by different physical features or by different neighbors. 

The study of the fragmentary ware found about the ruins is very 
interesting, and its immense quantity is a constant matter of wonder. 
On one occasion, while encamped near the foot of the Mancos Caton, 
I undertook to collect all fragments of vessels of manifestly different 
designs within a certain space, and by selecting pieces having pecul- 
iarly marked rims I was able to say with certainty that within 10 feet 
square there were fragments of fifty-five different vessels. In shape 
these vessels have been quite varied, but by far the greater portion have 
been of the form of bowls and handled cups or ladles. Jugs and vases 
also occur. In general the forms have been so simple that with the aid 
of the great quantities of fragments it is not difficult, providing the rim 
is preserved, to say with accuracy to what form of vessel a given speci- 
men belongs. The bottoms of the various vessels, excepting a kind of 
handled mug, are rounded or very slightly flattened.* The art of orna- 
mentation seems to have been especially cultivated, as very few speci- 
mens are found that are not painted, indented, or covered with raised 
figures. Indeed, these ornamental designs are often so admirable, and 
apparently so far in advance of the art-ideas of these people in other 
respects, that one is led to suspect that they may be of foreign origin. 
But there is certainly no conclusive evidence that these people ever came 
in contact with Europeans or were even influenced by European art. 

The material used in the manufacture of pottery was generally a fine 
clay (in which the country abounds), tempered with sand or pulverized 
shells. The modelling was done almost exclusively with the hand; no 
wheel has been used, and ne implement whatever, except for surface 
creasings or indentings. 

The thickness of the ware varies from $ to $ an inch. Lightness has 
evidently been greatly desired, and vessels having a capacity of many 
gallons are not more than 4 of an inch thick in any part. 

* Dr. Charles Rau says, in an article on Indian pottery, in the Smithsonian Report 
for 1866, p. 346, that ‘‘the oldest vessels of all nations who practised the potter’s art 
probably exhibited that shape (the rounded bottom), the model of whick was fur- 
nished by nature in the gourd and other fruits presenting rounded outlines. A flat bot- 
tom, therefore, would denote a progress in the ceramic art.” 
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Nearly all of the vessels and fragments collected have been baked or 
burned, but not to such a degree as to greatly change the color of the 
clay. . 

Most, if not all, of the painted pottery has received a thin coating of 
some mineral solution that gives a beautiful enamel-like surface, not 
greatly inferior in hardness to the vitreous glazing of our potters. Upon 
this surface, before burning, the color is laid, apparently with a brush. 
In one or two cases the indented ware has a light gray surface coating 
that on the broken edges has quite a perceptible thickness. 
A specimen collected at Ojo Caliente, New Mexico, has been coated 

with a thin film of finely-powdered mica. This specimen has been orna- 
mented by a series of slight grooves in @ manner similar to much of 
the pottery found in the Mississippi Valley. In the entire collection 
there is but.one specimen that shows evidence of having been formed 
in a basket. It was found in the lower part of the San Juan Basin. 
A few specimens are covered with painted figures on the inside, and 

have also thumb indentations on the outside. 
lragmentary pottery, of the same character as that collected in the 

San Juan Valley, has been collected by government expeditions over an 
immense area to the south and west. By far the richest find was that 
made by Dr. E. Palmer at Saint George, Utah. The greater part of the 
collection made is now in the Government Museum. I have therefore 
been able to compare them with our own specimens, and find them al- 
most identical in every respect. 

Cuts of a large number of specimens are given by Mr. Ewbank in Vol. 
III, Pacific Railroad Report. They are chiefly from Zuni and the Colo- 
rado Chiquito, and seem to present no features differing from the more 
northern examples. Lieutenant Simpson also gives a number of speci- 
mens in color in his report on ‘An Expedition to the Navajo Country.” 

In order to give to those who have no opportunity to examine and 
compare for themselves the various specimens of the ancient ware as 
complete an idea of its appearance as possible, I have made a number 
of restorations. The forms given are not in any sense imaginary, as 
there are fragments in great numbers that illustrate every part of the 
different vessels presented ; besides, there are entire specimens at hand 
of every form given. I have restored from sach small fragments sim- 
ply because they happen to contain more elaborately-painted designs 
than any of the entire vessels. The peculiarities of the various varie- 
ties in form and color can be described more readily in connection with 
the examples given in the plates. 

PLATE XLIV. 

This plate is intended to illustrate the corrugated and indented ware. 
Heretotore specimens of this class have been quite rare, asit is not made 
by any of the modern tribes. 

Figure 1 represents one of a pair of large vessels exhumed from the 
ruins of the “sixteen-windowed” cliff-house of the Rio Mancos. It hasa 
capacity of about three gallons, and was probably used for carrying or 
keeping on hand a supply of water. It is quite light, not weighing 
more than a common wooden pail, and is made of a light-gray clay tem- 
pered with coarse sand, and but slightly burned. The corrugated ap- 
pearance is given by laying on strips of clay, in somewhat regular suc- 
cession, and pressing them into place and indenting them with the 
thumb or a stick. Whether a thin shell of clay is first constructed and 
the strips laid on and pressed down so as to unite with it, or whether 
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the vessel is built up by the strips alone, cannot be determined, since 
the inside is perfectly smooth, excepting finger-marks, and. the strips 
are so welded into the general texture of the vessel that individual 
strips cannot be detected beneath the surface when examined on broken 
edges. 
In the specimen figured the workman has begun near the centre of 

the rounded bottom and laid a strip in a continuous but irregular spiral 
(see Fig. 3) until the rim was reached, indenting the whole surface ir- 
regularly with the finger. A smooth recurved rim has then been added 
in a very skilful manner. Two small conical bits of clay have been set 
in near the rim, as if for ornament. The companion piece has a small 
seroll-shaped ornament similarly placed.. 

Figure 2 shows the manner in which the spiral is started on the bot- 
tom of the vessel. In some cases the crimping or indenting begins 
with the spiral, but in others the strip of clay is left quité smooth tor a 
considerable space, as in the example. 

Figure 3 represents a fragmeut of a large vase or jar obtained by Mr. 
Jackson in the valley of Epsom Creek, Southeast Utah. The original 
vessel has had a capacity of at least ten gallons, and has certainly pre- 
sented a very attractive appearance, as the outline has been quite 
elegant and the surface-modelling symmetrical and highly artistic. It 
has been built up in the usual manner of a continuous band or strip of 
clay, the ornamentation has been varied by leaving occasional belts of 
the overlapping strips quite plain, while the indentations in the alternat- 
ing belts have been made with great care, probably with the thumb. 
The rim is smooth and upright and has a diameter of 9 inches. The 
neck is narrow and straight, and the body swells to 18 inches at the 
greatest circumference. The specimen as given does not show this, how- 
ever, aS the lower part has been lost. The inside is smooth; the mate- 
rial is coarse clay, in which can be seen much coarse sand, apparently 
ground granite, as fragments of both quartz and hornblende appear. 
For so large a vessel the walls are remarkably thin, not being more than 
one-fourth of an inch thick in any part. 

Figure 4. The vase of which this is a large fragment has been much 
smaller than the preceding, and of greatly inferior workmanship. It 
has resembled more closely the specimen given in Figure 1, but is es- 
pecially noticeable from the attempt at ornament. A festoon-like strip 
of clay has been laid on beneath the rim. 

Figure 5. This is one of the best specimens of raised ornamentation 
in the collection. 1t has been modelled entirely with the fingers, and 
retains perfectly the most delicate markings of the skin. The strips of 
clay, which run obliquely across the specimen, have ‘been indented, as 
usual, with the thumb, and the projecting ‘‘ beads” have been slightly 
drawn down and pointed by pressure between the fingers. The draw- 
ing is nearly natural size. 

Figure 6. The modelling of this specimen is hardly inferior to that of 
the preceding. The strips of clay have been laid on with great care, 
every other layer, only, being pressed down and indented. It can be 
seen that each impression of the thumb is clearly defined, and the nail- 
marks are as distinct as if made yesterday. 

Figure 7. This specimen differs from the others given in having been 
indented with some sharp implement. The clay spiral has been laid on 
and gently pressed down by the fingers. Afterward an ornamental 
design has been produced by a series of sharp indentations. 

If we should judge by the curvature of these fragments, the complete 
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vessels have exceeded in size the one given in Figure 1, and must haye 
been for those primitive days master-pieces of the potter’s art. 

In form, vessels of this class have not been so varied as the painted 
ware; bowls, cups, and spoons or ladles are not known, but nearly 
every variety of narrow-necked vessels may be found in collections. 

PLATE XLV. 

As previously mentioned it is not difficult, when we have such a great 
number of specimens at hand, to arrive at an accurate idea of the shape 
of any vessel of which we have ordinarily large fragments. None of the 
more elaborately ornamented vessels have been preserved entire, and in 
order to do justice to the artistic abilities of the ancient potters, I give 
in this plate a few restorations. In preparing the lithograph the ten- 
dency is to make the surfaces too smooth and the forms too symmetri- 
cal, but we may make allowance for this and still have specimens very 
little inferior to those figured. As the fragments used are plainly indi- 
cated in the drawing, there need be no misunderstanding as to the 
method employed in making the restorations. 

Figure 1 represents a bowl which, as the fragments indicate, has been 
decorated with beautiful designs in black both inside and out. The 
original has been about 6 inches in diameter and 4 inches deep. 

Figure 2. This bowl has been about twice the size of the above, and 
has contained ornamental designs of a somewhat more intricate pattern. 

Figure 3. Is restored from a large fragment which has on the inside 
a design in which the scroll is used. This scroll has been produced by 
filling in the spaces about it with dark color. 

Figure 4. This bowl is entire, and was collected by Mr. Jackson, on 
the San Juan River,in Utah. It has a capacity of about three pints. 
The ornamental design is applied to the inside and is quite simple. 

Figure 5. Fragments of vessels of this shape were found in many 
localities. All are covered with ornamental designs similar to those on 
other vessels. Two entire specimens were obtained by Captain Moss, 
in a grave on the Rio San Juan. 

Figure 6. The fragment from which this form is drawn was found on. 
the Rio San Juan near the Great Creston or Hogback. The enamel is 
dark, and the painted design has a dark metallic lustre. The upper 
part of the vessel has been quite handsome in design; the lower part 
has in all probability been as indicated in the restoration, as all whole 
specimens which have similarly shaped necks have the bottom round 
or nearly so. 

Figure 7. The most striking characteristic of this specimen is the 
Shape of the rim, which has been fashioned for the reception of a lid. 
The quality of the ware has been good, and the shape seems to have 
been quite symmetrical. It was found in the same locality as the pre- 
ceding. 

Figure 8. A great many disk-shaped specimens were picked up. They 
are of the same material as the ordinary pottery, and have in most cases 
been painted with rude designs. The finest example is given in this fig- 
ure. They are usually from two to five inches in diameter and about one- 
half an inch in thickness. 

Sections of two varieties are given in Figure 9. These disks were 
doubtless used as lids for the various narrow-necked vessels. This speci- 
men fits the vessel given in Figure 7, although not found in the same 
locality. 4 
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In Figures 10, 11,and 12 I give threespecimens from the collection made 
by Dr. Palmer in Saint George, Utah; they have no corresponding forms 
in our collections. 

PLATE XLVI. 

This plate contains drawings of a number of stone implements, arrow- 
_ heads, ornaments, and other articles manufactured or used by the ancient 
inhabitants of this region. Nearly all were found so associated with the 
architectural remains that I do not hesitate to assign them to the same 
period. 

Figure 1 represents a small fragment of rush matting, a large piece 
of which was found on the floor of the “‘ sixteen-windowed ” cliff-houses 
of the Rio Mancos. It was probably manufactured from a species of 
rush, Scirpus validus, that grows somewhat plentifully along the Mancos 
bottoms. 
igure 2 represents a bundle of small sticks, probably used in playing 

some game. They are nearly a foot in length, and have been sharpened 
at one end by scraping or grinding. They were found in one of the cliff- 
houses of the Mancos, buried beneath a pile of rubbish. The bit of cord 
with which they are tied is made of a flax-like fibre, carefully twisted 
and wrapped with split feathers; beside this a number of short pieces 
of rope of different sizes were found, that in beauty and strength 
would do credit to any people. The fibre is a little coarser and lighter 
than flax, and was probably obtained from a species of yucca, which 
grows everywhere in the Southwest. 

Figure 3 is a very perfect specimen of stone implement found buried 
in a bin of charred corn in one of the Mancos cliff-houses. 

It is 8 inches in length and 23 inches broad at the broadest part; its 
- greatest thickness is only $ an inch. One face is slightly convex, while 
the other is nearly flat. The sides are neatly and uniformly rounded, and 
the edge is quite sharp. It is made of a very hard, fine-grained, sili- 
cious slate, is gray in color, and has been ground into shape and polished 
in a most masterly manner. Although its use is not positively determined, 
it belongs, in all probability, to a large class of implements ealled celts. 
This specimen has probably been used for scraping skins or for other 
similar purposes, but certainly not for striking or cutting, as the mate- 
rial is very brittle. The most conclusive proof of its use is the appear- 
ance of the edge, which shows just such markings as would be produced 
by rubbing or seraping a tough, sinewy surface. 

Figure 4 represents a part of a metate or millstone. The complete 
implement consists of two parts—a large block of stone with a concave 
surface, upon which the maize is placed, and a carefully-dressed but 
coarse-grained slab of stone for grinding. This slab is generally from 
8 to 12 inches long by 5 to 6 wide, and from 1 to 2 inches thick. The 
specimen illustrated is made of black cellular basalt, and was found 
with many others at the ruined pueblo near Ojo Caliente, New Mexico. 
Fragments of these primitive mills are to be seen at nearly every ruined 
pueblo that I have examined. 

Figure 5, a very much worn specimen of stone axe, which was found 
at an ancient ruin near Abiquiu, New Mexico. It is made of light-col- 
ored chloritic schist, and measures 2 inches in width by 3 in length. 

Figures 6 and 6a are specimens of ear-ornaments, such as are found in 
connection with very many of the ruins of Southern Colorado. These 
are made of fine-grained gray slate, only moderately well polished, and 
measure an inch and a quarter in length. 

Figure 7 represents a marine shell of the genus Olivella, obtained 
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probably from the Pacific coast. Large numbers of this and allied 
shells are found about these ruins. They are generally pierced, and 
were doubtless used as beads. 

Figure 8 represents a small carved figure found on the Rio Mancos. 
It is made of hard gray slate. Its use or meaning cannot be determined. 

My conclusions in reference to the history of the ancient inhabitants 
of this region, as drawn from my observations among the ruins, briefly 
outlined, are as follows: 

The ancient peoples of the San Juan country were doubtless the an- 
cestors of the present pueblo tribes of New Mexico and Arizona, A 
comparison of the ancient with the modern architecture and a consider- 
ation of the geographical relations of the ancient and modern pueblos 
lead very decidedly to this conclusion. They have at onetime or other 
occupied a very extensive area which includes the greater part of the 
drainage of the Rio Colorado. Their occupation of this region dates 
back very many centuries, as attested by the extent of the remains and 
their advanced state of decay. 

The final abandonment of the cliff and cave dwellings has occurred at 
a comparatively recent date, certainly subsequent to the Spanish con- 
quest. 

The lowland remains, the extensive pueblos and great towers, are 
generally in avery much more advanced state of ruin than the cliff 
defences. It is possible that the latter owe their construction to events 
that immediately preceded the expulsion of the pueblo tribes from this 
region. 

The cliff-builders were probably not greatly superior to the modern 
pueblos in any of the arts, and I doubt if they could boast of a state of 
civilization equally advanced. 

It should be remembered that up to this time no excavations what- 
ever have been made among these ruins, and I feel as if more informa- 
tion should be obtained before attempting to draw other than very 
general conclusions. It seems to me probable that a rich reward awaits 
the fortunate archeologist who shall be able to thoroughly investigate 
the historical records that lie buried in the masses of ruins, the unex- 
plored caves, and the still mysterious burial-places of the Southwest. 
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REPORT ON THE ANCIENT RUINS EXAMINED IN 1875 AND 1877 

Geloiede OM reals 

RUINS OF SOUTHWESTERN COLORADO AND ADJACENT 
TERRITORY. — 

In continuing the investigation (commenced in 1874) of the very in- 
teresting ruins scattered throughout the San Juan Basin, I proceeded 
to Parrott City, a frontier mining-camp on La Plata River, where I pro- 
cured the services of Harry Lee as guide and interpreter. Mr. H. A. 
Barber, naturalist, and special correspondent of the New York Herald, 
was also of the party. Providing ourselves with the supplies which 
had been forwarded to this point via Tierra Amarilla, we started out 
late in July, journeying westwardly to the point on the Hovenweep 
from which we had turned back last year, and where we resumed our 
explorations. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COUNTRY. 

The Hovenweep (deserted valley) is a tributary of the McElmo, which, 
together with the wide-spreading arms of the Montezuma, drains into 
the San Juan all that portion of the country lying between the Mesa 
Verde and the Sierra Abajo, covering in the aggregate some 2,500 
square miles. Their labyrinthine caiions head close to the Dolores on 
the north, and ramify the plateaus in every direction with an intermi- 
nable series of deep, desolate gorges, and wide, barren valleys. There 
is not a living stream throughout this whole region. During the sum- 
mer months water occurs in but very few places, generally in pockets, 
sometimes in springs, where the excess, if any, is soon swallowed up by 
the hot and thirsty sands. The rainy season \is in winter and the 
early spring months, when the water is more generously distributed, 
being then found in the many basins scattered over the bare tops 
of the mesas, as well as in the beds of the canons, the lower temper- 
ature of the colder season preventing the rapid evaporation of summer 
and autumn weather. Asa great proportion of the surface of this re- 
gion is a bare bed of rock, with a soil in the lowlands nearly imper- 
vious to moisture, the winter showers soon gather their waters together 
in great floods in the main channels, and, rushing down in a solid 
body, form the deep ‘“‘ washes” so characteristic of the country. But 
these torrents are short-lived, and it is only by noting the height of 
the drift-material lodged upon the trunks of the venerable cottonwoods 
bordering the banks that we can fully realize such great bodies of water 
ever having existed in so dusty a bed. Every cation and valley has its 
corresponding wash, worn perpendicularly down through the dry, easily- 
eroded soil, forming circuitous but excellent pathways. In some valleys, 
where the drainage is considerable, these washes frequently attain a 
depth of from 30 to 40 feet, and are impassable for miles. 

All 
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The intervening table-lands obtain a very nearly uniform height of 
500 feet, running up to over 1,000 feet as we approach the Dolores 
divide. In the wider valleys the maximum is reached by successive 
steps or benches, rising one back of the other, while in the narrow 
canons the ascent is more abrupt; the upver third of the escarpment 
being generally perpendicular, with the lower two-thirds composed of 
talus. Their summits and sides are usually clothed with a growth of 
scrubby pifion and janiper trees, increasing in density and size as we 
approach the divide on the north, while the valleys below sustain dense 
masses of sage-brush and greasewood, that, in some places, attain a 
height of from 10 to 12 feet. Vigorous, fresh-looking cottonwoods line 
the main channels, and are as deceptive to the thirsty traveller as a 
mirage. One may travel for miles in the parched bed of the wash at 
their feet, while overhead their wide-spreading branches cast a grate- 
ful shade, and yet not be able to find a drop of water anywhere in their 
vicinity. 

West of the Montezuma two or three small tributaries of the San 
Juan head in the southern face of the Sierra Abajo, and then comes Ep- 
som Creek, rising among the plateaus farther to the west—so called from 
the water in one portion of its beds tasting like Epsom salts and having 
its characteristic effect on the animal system. Fora distance of some 
25 miles above its mouth the valley of this creek presents upon its east- 
ern side a remarkable wall, some 400 feet in height, insurmountable 
throughout its whole length, with the exception of one place, where the 
Indians have made a way for themselves. It is caused by an immense 
fold in the sandstones, running north and south in a semicircular line, 
for some 40 miles, and the valley has been eroded from the portion 
where the strata stood nearly perpendicular. On the west the beds 
sweep up in graceful curves to a nearly horizontal position, upon which 
isolated mesas rise above tbe general level in bold relief against the 
sky. 

The Rio San Juan drains a great interior basin, covering over 20,000 
square miles, as well as several great mountain masses bordering it. 
The river at the mouth of the McElmo has an average width of 50 
yards, and a depth of from 4 to 6 feet; its current moving somewhat 
sluggishly in great sweeping curves that almost touch upon themselves 
again. The water is warm, and well freighted with the soil, which it is 
continually undermining; contrasting strongly with the clear, ice-cold 
tributaries which give it existence. The bottoms are from 3 to 5 miles 
in width, and, bordering the stream, covered with dense growths of 
cottonwoods and willows. The broad and fertile alluvial lands, well 
covered with grass, and the low sage-brush benches bordering them, will 
undoubtedly prove a rich agricultural possession at no distant day. 
Back of all upon either hand rise the precipitous sandstone bluffs, pic- 
turesque in.outline and color, that gradually close down upon the river 
until it is engulfed in the great canon which commences just below the 
mouth of the Rio De Chelly. It is then lost to all knowledge until it re- 
appears mingling its waters with those of the still more turbid Colorado. 

South of the San Juan, the Rio De Chelly, coming in opposite the 
mouth of Epsom Creek, does not differ in its cation character from those 
of the north. The bordering plateau, however, is more massive and less 
cut up by side cafions. The same aridity prevails throughout nearly its 
whole length. 
Having thus superficially surveyed the region, on which are to be 

found a vast number of prehistoric ruins, we will now return to the 
Hovenweep, and examine, in such detail as our rapid reconnoissance will 
allow, the more prominent of the abundant remains. 
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RUINS OF THE HOVENWEEP AND WELMO. 

Starting from the Pueblo of the Hovenweep described on page 30 of 
Bulletin No. 1, second series, we do not find in the immediate neighbor- 
hood any other ruins of importance, but a short distance down the cation 
they begin to occur quite frequently. We observe first, on the left, the 
remains of a tower perched upon a rock, jutting out into the valley, be- 
neath and about which are other ruins, evidently belonging to the tower. 
In the vicinity ‘“‘rock-shelters” occur upon either side of the canon, some 
merely as walled-up caves, while others are semicircular walls built out 
from the rock and protected overhead by an overhanging ledge. Some 
seven miles from the Pueblo, and about three miles above the McEImo, on 
the western side cf the valley, is a jagged, butte-like promontory of | 
brownish-yellow sand-rock, standing out from the mesa, upon the face of 
which are a number of benches and cave-like recesses. These have been 
built up and enclosed with neatly-laid walls, making six different houses 
or sets of rooms upon three benches, one above the other. Access was 
had from below by ascending a steep slope of débris for about 100 feet 
to the foot of the rock, where we find the first and largest of the houses. 
This is some 12 feet in length by 5 feet deep, divided midway into 
two rooms, but rendered somewhat indistinct by the falling down of a 
portion of the rock back of it. The second bench contained the ruins 
of a row of three small rock-shelters. Above these were two similar 
ruins, very difficult to reach, the ledge upon which they stand project- 
ing over the one beneath. The perfectly flat floor of the valley at the 
foot of the rock contained faint indications of having been occupied 
by buildings. One of the curves of the wash, here some 10 feet in depth, 
in cutting away the soil had exposed a thin stratum of charcoal about 
6 feet below the surface. One piece that we picked out was 3 inches thick, 
and the earth about the mass in which it occurred was much burnt, as 
though the fire had been long continued. About a mile farther down 
we came to an expansion of the valley with a caiion opening in from 
the west. 

In an examination of this for six miles, we failed to discever any 
remains of stone buildings, but found very numerous indications of what 
were probably adobe structures, or earthen foundations for wooden ones; 
in every instance circular, with a diameter of from 15 to 25 feet. A dozen 
such were found within three miles of each other. Fragments of pottery 
of excellent quality and neatly ornamented were very abundant. Oppo-- 
site the mouth of this cafion the mesa juts prominently into the valley. 
Half-way up its face is a bench-like spur, upon which rests an almost per- 
fectly rectangular block of sandstone that has fallen from the cliff above.. 
It measurers 38 by 32 feet and is 20 feet high. The upper surface is 
entirely covered with the remains of a wall from 3 to 5 feet high run- 
ning around its outer edge; a diagonal line divides its interior into two. 
nearly equal spaces, one of which is again subdivided into three smaller 
rooms. The passages between the latter are formed by the overlapping 
of the ends of the dividing walls, their opposite ends being set off from 
each other about 20 inches, thus necessitating a zigzag course in passing 
from one to the other. At the foot of the south side of the rock, and 
directly beneath the subdivided half of it, there is a line of stone wall 
enclosing a space 40 feet square, the rock forming one side, with the 
centre depressed a couple of feet below the surrounding level. In the 
right-hand corner of this enclosure, against the rock, are the ruins of 
another building 20 feet square. Ten feet above the base, and over this 
ruin, four holes, 6 inches deep and 4 inches in diameter, have been. 
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drilled into the rock, serving evidently to support the roof of the build- 
ing below, and to afford a means of access to the rock above, a door- 
way in the surrounding wall being plainly indicated at that point. 
Two miles farther down, the McElmo comes in at right angles from 

the east, and upon the point of the mesa included in the angle thus 
formed by the two cafons or valleys—we cannot call them streams— 
is a group of ruins similar to those already described, but much less reg- 
ularly built. An interesting inscription covering some 60 square feet of 
surface occurs upon the under face of a large rock, supporting a ruin; 
animals resembling goats, lizards, human figures, and many hieroglyph- 
ical signs abound. While sketching these, our attention was calied by 
Mr. Holmes (who accompanied us thus far with his division on his way 
to the San Juan, and who had ascended to the summit for the purpose 
of sketching) to some very interesting remains that he had discovered on 
the summit of the mesa. The perpendicular scarp of the mesa ran around 
very regularly, 50 to 100 feet in height, the talus sloping down at a steep 
angle. On cave-like benches at the foot of the scarp is a row of rock- 
shelters, much ruined, in one of which was found a very perfect polished- 
stone implement. Gaining the top of the mesa with some difficulty, we 
found a4 perfectly flat surface, 100 yards in width, by about 200 in length 
separated from the main plateau by a narrow neck, across which a wall 
had been thrown, but which is now nearly levelled. Almost the entire 
space fenced in by this wall was covered by an extended series of small 
squares, formed by thin slabs of sand-rock set on end. All were uni- 
form in size, measuring about 3 by 5 feet, and arranged in rows, two 
and three deep, adjusted to various points of the compass. There were 
also a few circles disposed irregularly about the enclosed area, each 
about 20 feet in diameter, their circumferences being formed of similar 
rectangular spaces, leaving a circular space of 10 feet diameter in the 
centre. These rectangles occur mainly in groups, and are found in- 
discriminately scattered through the whole region that has come under 
our observation upon the mesa tops and in the valleys. They all have 
the same general shape and size, and are seldom accompanied by even 
the faintest indication of a mound-like character. We have always 
supposed them to be graves, but have not as yet found any evi- 
dence that would prove them such. Some, that we excavated to the 
depth of 5 and 6 feet in a solid earth that had never been disturbed, 
did not reward our search with the faintest vestige of human remains. 
In nearly every case, however, a thin scattered layer of bits of charcoal 
was found from 6 to 18 inches beneath the surface. In one instance, 
near the Mesa Verde, the upright slabs of rock which enclosed one of these 
rectangles were sunk 2 feet into the earth and projected 6 inches above it. 

In another was found amass of charred matter that promised to throw 
some light upon the subject, but a chemical analysis by Dr. Endlich 
proved it to be simply charred juniper wood, without perceptible admix- 
ture of animal matter. As the soil on the summit of the mesa at the 
junction of the Hovenweep and McEImo was thin and sandy, in some 
places blown entirely off, leaving the bare bed-rock exposed, there being 
only from 12 to 18 inches of earth to remove, we excavated several of 
these with pick and shovel. In no case did we find anything more than 
the scattered charcoal spoken of above. In some the earth was cal- 
cined, as though a fire had been made within them, while in others there 
was no vestige of a fire beyond the presence of the charcoal. ‘The ques- 
tion very naturally arises as to whether they might not have been cre- 
mationists, a supposition that would have some appearance of likelihood, 
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could we but find any trace of human remains among the bits of charred 
wood. 

Scattered over the whole surface of this mesa were a great many flint- 
chippings, from among which we picked up a number of very beautiful 
arrow-points. As the summit commands a wide sweep of country, it is 
not unlikely that sentries of old beguiled their tedious watch with arrow- 
making. 
ee the camp at the Pueblo, Mr. Chittenden, of Mr. Holmes’s divis- 

ion, rode up the Hovenweep some eight miles, to where it divided into 
two equal branches, and upon the point between these forks he found the 
remains of a round tower, commanding an extended view down the main 
canon. No other ruins were noticed. 

The parties, under the guidance of Mr. Gardner, camped one night 
near the head of the Hovenweep, and found there an important group 
of ruins, described as follows by Mr. Adams: 

‘The first of these we met are situated at the upper edge of the side 
of the canon, about one-third of the distance from the top, on a ledge 
about 300 feet long and 50 wide. On this small space were crowded 
some 40 houses, as well as we could judge from the ruins. The general 
plan of structure was circular, varying in size, but generally from 10 to 
15 feet in diameter. The stone was dressed to three times the size of 
an ordinary brick and in the same shape. * * * ‘The whole arrange- 
ment of the little town was for defense; perched up high above, on the 
summits of bowlders, were little watch-towers, which commanded the 
plateau above.” 

Between the Montezuma and the Hovenweep is a high plateau, run- 
ning north and south from the San Juan to the Dolores; the southern 
portion is a level sage-covered plain, while the northern is undulating 
and covered with junipers and pifion pine. Upon this we found the 
remains of many circular towers, generally occupying slight eminences, 
and, with but one or two exceptions, as far as we observed, they were so 
demolished that not one stone remained upon another. In one of these 
exceptions, about half the circumference of a tower remained, 15 feet in 
height and of average masonry. Broken pottery was but sparingly 
scattered about, showing them not to have been occupied as much as 
the very similar remains in the valleys below. This mesa, averaging 
500 feet in height above the surrounding country, does not contain a 
spring or drop of water, except such as may remain in the holes in 
the rocks after a shower. The soil is thin and sandy, blown off clean to 
the bed-rock in places, yet what tiere is is well grassed, and sage-brush 
flourishes luxuriantly. As cultivation was out of the question, and per- 
manent residence improbable, it is very likely these towers were lookouts 
or places of refuge for the shepherds, who brought their sheep or goats 
up here to graze, just as the Navajos used to, and as the Utes do at the 
present time. Rude huts of a later day are now found scattered over 
its surface by the side of the washes, where water would be likely to 
collect after showers. 

RUINS OF THE RIO SAN JUAN. 

In travelling down the San Juan, from the mouth of the McE Imo, there 
are not within the first 10 or 12 miles any ruins that would claim atten- 
tion during a rapid reconnoissance. Indistinguishable mounds of earth 
frequently occur along the bottom-lands, surrounded by the ever-present 
fragments of pottery, showing them to be the sites or the remains of 
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habitations; the quantity of pottery, domestic utensils, and arrow-points 
helping somewhat to determine the length of time they were occupied. 

Crossing the mouth of the broad sandy wash of the Montezuma, which 
is here bordered with groves of brilliantly-green cottonwoods along its 
arid course, we pass about three miles below, and tind camp under a 
grove of patriarchal trees within a well-grassed bend of the river. A 
wide gravelly bench, some 50 feet in height, and running back to the 
bluff line, rises abruptly from the bottom-lands. A few rods below camp, 
the river in its meandering sweeps close to the foot of this bench, pro- 
ducing an almost perpendicular face. Upon the top of the bench at 
this point, overlooking the river, are the ruins of a quadrangular struc- 
ture of peculiar design. 

Referring to the eround- plan, as Shown in Fig. 2, Plate XLVIII, we see 
that it is arranged very nearly at right angles to the river: its ereatest 
depth is on the left, where it runs back 120 feet, the front sweeping back 
in a diagonal line, SO that the right-hand side is only 32 feet in depth. 
The back wall is 158 feet long, and at right angles to the two sides. In 
the centre of the building, looking out upon the river, is an open space 
75 feet in width and averaging 40 feet in depth, its depressed centre be- — 
ing divided nearly equally by a ridge running through it at right angles 
to the river. We judged this to have been an open court, because there 
was not the least vestige of a wall in front or on the ridge through the 
centre, while upon the other three sides the walls were perfectly distinct ; 
although it is difficult to explain why it should have been hollowed out 
in the manner shown in the plan, unless the depressions mark the former 
sites of underground apartments. Back of this court is a series of seven 
apartments of equal size, springing in a perfect arch from the heavy wall 
facing the court, leaving a semicircular space in the centre 45 feet across 
in its greatest diameter. Each apartment is 15 feet in length and the same 
number of feet in average width across the centre; the walls are some- 
what irregular in thickness, but average 20 inches, being compact and well 
laid. On the left are three rooms extending across the whole width of the 
building, each averaging 45 by 40 feet; on the right only one was dis- 
cernible. Our impression was that back of the circle the walls diverged 
in the manner shown in the plan, although there is so much confusion 
resulting from the heaping up of the debris that much must be left to 
conjecture. There is also some doubt in regard to the wall facing the 
river on the right; it is barely possible that it extended somewhat far- 
ther out, and that it has become entirely obliterated by its foundations 
giving way. The remains of the wall above, however, and the fact 
that there is here a steep inclination to the brink of the bluff, led us to 
believe that it had been originally built in the way it is shown in the 
plan. Extreme massiveness is indicated throughout the whole struc- 
ture, both by the amount of debris about the line of the walls, forming 
long, rounded mounds, 4 to 5 feet high, and by the stone-work cropping 
out, 20 to 24 inches in thickness. Portions of the outer wall have fallen 
outward almost in solid pieces, the stones remaining spread out in much 
the same order they occupied in the standing wall. The stones are of 
fair size, but yet not so large but that one man can handle the largest 
of them. ‘They were obtained from the neighboring bluff, and probably 

_ undressed, but broken into very nearly rectangular blocks, so that when 
carefully laid and dressed up with adobe cement they would all have 
the effect of dressed stone. Their extreme age, which has crumbled a 
great many into dust and rounded the asperities of ail into shapeless 
bowlders, renders any conjecture upon this point somewhat uncertain. 
Where portions of the undisturbed wall appear above the rubbish, it 
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shows a solid, well-constructed masonry. No indications whatever 
could be found of any passage-ways, nor could we expect to find any so 
near their base, for all the apartments were probably entered by lad- 
ders, the same as in other buildings of this order that we have found in 
other localities. 
Upon either side and back of this building were low, indefinite lines 

of earth, not more than 12 to 18 inches above the surrounding surface, 
enclosing areas from 40 to 60 feet in diameter, which were probably cor- 
rals for domesticated animals; the walls being composed of adobe or 
turf brought from the valley below, would, of course, wash down to a 
barely perceptible ridge. 

In the face of the bluff immediately under this ruin, and upon a re- 
cessed bench situated about half-way between top and bottom, is a row 
of little “rock shelters.” A strata of a rotten shaly sandstone has 
been weathered or dug out, probably both, for a distance of 300 feet 
along the bluff, to a depth of about six feet, leaving a firm floor, and a 
projecting ledge overhead, with just room enough to walk along without 
stooping. A continuous row of buildings occupied this bench, although 
most of them have tumbled into the river, and none have their front 
walls remaining. Door-ways through each of the dividing walls 
afforded access along the whole line. A few rods up stream, and in the 
same line of the bluff as the preceding, was another little niched cave- 
house, 14 feet in length, 5 feet high at the centre and 6 deep, divided 
into two equal apartments; a small square window, just large enough 
for one to crawl through, was placed midway in the wall of ‘each half. 
We well might ask whether these little ‘“‘cubby-holes” had ever been 
used as residences, or whether, as seems at first most likely, they might 
not have been ‘ caches,” or merely temporary places of refuge. While, 
no doubt, many of them were such, yet in the majority the evidences 
of use and the presence of long-continued fires, indicated by their 
smoke-blackened interiors, prove them to have been quite constantly 
occupied. Among all dwellers in mud-plastered houses it is the prac- 
tice to freshen up their habitations by repeated applications of clay, 
moistened to the proper consistency, and spread with the hands, the 
thickness of the coating depending upon its consistency. Every such 
application makes a building appear perfectly new, and many of the best 
sheltered cave-houses have just this appearance, as though they were 
but just vacated. 
A quarter of a mile back from the river, rising from the level bench, | 

is a long narrow hill about 100 feet in height, commanding an ex- 
tended view up and down the valley, upon the summit of which is 
one of the cireular, mound-like enclosures which occur so frequently 
on both the highlands and the lowlands. It evidently has some con- 
nection with the group below on the river’s edge, for there are no other 
ruins within several miles. 

Continuing down the river, under the great bluffs which border it 
closely, we find many ruins of the “ rock-shelter” kind occurring fre- 
quently in all sorts of positions, from the level of the valley to a height 
of over 100 feet, and from the smallest kind of a “cache,” not larger 
than a bushel-basket, to buildings that probably sheltered several fam- 
ilies. One group consists of a row of three small houses built upon a 
ledge running horizontally along the perpendicular face of the bluff, 
about 60 feet above the trail immediately below it. The ledge was so 
narrow that the buildings occupied every available inch of its surface. 
AS near as we could judge from below, each was about 5 feet wide and 
10 long, with apertures through their end walls, and windows in the outer 

21 
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wall of the first two. No possible means of access were discernible, and 
if ladders were ever used they were taller than any of the trees avail- 
able for that purpose now growing in this vicinity. 
About twelve miles below the Montezuma we discovered, far away 

upon the opposite side of the river, a great circular cave, occupying 
very nearly the entire height of the bluff in which it occurred, and in 
which, by close inspection with the glass, we were enabled to make out 
a long line of masonry. Fording the river and approaching it, we found 
that the bluff-line at this place was a little over 200 feet in height, the 
upper half a light-colored, firm, massive sandstone, and the lower a dark- 
red and shaly variety. The opening of the cave is almost perfectly cir- 
cular, 200 feet in diameter, divided equally between the two kinds of 
rocks, reaching, within a few feet, the top of the bluff above and the 
level of the valley below. It runs back in a semicircular sweep to a 
depth of 100 feet; the top is a perfect half dome, and the lower half only 
less so from the accumulation of débris and the thick brushy foliage, 
the cool dampness of its shadowed interior, where the sun never touches, 
favoring a luxuriant growth. A stratum of harder rock across the cen- 
tral line of the cave has left a bench running around its entire half- 
circle, upon which is built the row of buildings which caught our 
attention half a mile away. Figure 3, Plate XLVIII, is a plan of a 
horizontal section of the cave, showing the ledge and the manner of the 
disposition of the buildings upon it, and in Plate XLIX, the ruins as 
they now appear. 

The houses occupy the left hand or eastern half of the cave, for the 
reason, probably, that the ledge was wider on that side, and the wall 
back of it receded in such a manner as to give considerable additional 
room for the second floor, or for the upper part of the one-story rooms. 
It is about 50 feet from the outer edge of the cave to the first building, 
a small structure 16 feet long, 3 feet wide at the outer end, and 4 at the 
opposite end; the walls, standing only 4 feet on the highest remaining 
corner, were nearly all tumbled in. Then came an open space 11 feet 
wide and 9 deep, that served probably as @ sort of workshop. Four 
holes were drilled into the smooth rock floor, about 6 feet equidistantly 
apart, each from 6 to 10 inches deep and 5 in diameter, as perfectly 
round as though drilled by machinery. Wecan reasonably assume that 
these people were familiar with the art of weaving, and that it was here 
they worked at the loom, the drilled holes supporting its posts. At 0, 
in this open space, are a number of grooves worn into the rock in various 
places, caused by the artificers of the little town in shaping and polish- 
ing their stone implements. The main building comes next, occupying 
the widest portion of the ledge, which gives an average width of 10 feet 
inside; it is 48 feet long outside, and 12 high, divided inside into three 
rooms, ‘the first two 134 feet each i in length, and the third 16 feet, divided 
into two stories, the lower and upper 5 feet in height. The joist- holes 
did not penetrate through the walls, being inserted about six inches, 
half the thickness. The beams rested upon the sloping back wall, 
which receded far enough to make the upper rooms about square. 
Window-like apertures afforded communication between each room all 
through the second story, excepting that which opened out to the back 
of the cave. There was also one window in each lower room, about 12 
inches square, looking out toward the open country, and in the upper 
rooms several small apertures, not more than 3 inches wide, were pierced 
through the wall, hardly more than peep-holes. The walls of the large 
building continued back in an unbroken line 130 feet farther, with an 
average height of 8 feet. The space was divided into 11 apartments, 
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with communicating apertures between them. The first room was 9§ 
feet wide, the others dwindling gradually to only 4 feet in width at the 
other extremity. The rooms were of unequal length, the following being 
their inside measurements, commencing from the outer end, viz: 125, 
94, 8, 74, 9, 10, 8, 7, 7, 8, 31 feet; the ledge then runs along 50 feet far- 
ther, gradually narrowing, where another wall occurs crossing it, after 
which it soon merges into the smooth wall of the cave. The first of 
these rooms had an aperture large enough to craw! through, leading out- 
ward; the wallaround it had been broken away sothat its exact size could 
not be determined; all the others, of which there were about two to each 
room, were mere peep-holes, about 3 inches in diameter, and generelly 
pierced through the wall at adownward angle. No signof either roofing 
or flooring material could be found in any of the rooms. Everything of 
that kind has been thoroughly burned out or removed, so that not a vest- 
ige of wood-workremains. Wecannotbe positively certain that they had 
ever been roofed, the mild temperature of this region hardly necessitating 
any other covering than such as the ample dome of the cave itself offered. 
In the central room of the main building we found a cireular basin-like 
depression (a), 30 inches across and 10 deep, that had served as a fire- 
place, being still filled with the ashes and cinders of aboriginal fires, the 
surrounding walls being blackened with smoke and soot. This room 
was undoubtedly the*kitchen of the house. Some of the smaller rooms 
appear to have been used for the same purpose, the fires having been 
made in the corner against the back wall, the smoke escaping overhead. 
The masonry displayed in the construction of the walls is very credit- 
able; asymmetrical curve is preseved throughout the whole line, and 
every portion perfectly plumb; the subdivisions are at right angles to 
the front. The stones employed are of the size used in all similar struct- 
ures, and are roughly broken toa uniform size. More attention seems 
to have been paid to securing a smooth appearance upon the exterior than 
the interior surfaces, the clay cement being spread to a perfectly plane 
surface, something likea modern stuccofinish. In many places, of course, 
this had peeled away, leaving the rough, ragged edges of the stones 
exposed. On the inner walls of some of the subdivisions that appear to 
have been less used than others, the impressions of the hands, and even 
the delicate lines on the thumbs and fingers of the builders, were plainly 
retained; in one or two cases a perfect mould of the whole inner surface 
of the hand was imprinted in the plastic cement. They were considera- 
bly smaller than our own hands, and were probably those of women 
or children. In the mortar between the stones several corn-cobs were 
found embedded, and in other places the whole ear of corn had been 
pressed into the clay, leaving its impression ; the ears were quite small, 
none more than 5 inches long. In the rubbish of the large house some 
small stone implements, rough indented pottery in fragments, and a 
few arrow-points were found. It is a wonder that anything is found, 
for it is more than likely that every house has been ransacked time after 
time by wandering bands of Utes and Navajos, who would search with 
keen eyes for any articles of use or ornament left after the first spolia- 
tion. The whole appearance of the place and its surroundings indicates 
that the family or little community who inhabited it were in good cir- 
cumstances and the lords of the surrounding country. Looking out from 
one of their houses, with a great dome of solid rock overhead, that 
echoed and re-echoed every word uttered with marvellous distinctness, 
and below them a steep descent of 100 feet to the broad fertile valley 
of the Rio San Juan, covered with waving fields of maize and scattered 
groves of majestic cottonwoods, these old people, whom even the imagin- 
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ation can hardly clothe with reality, must have felt a sense of security 
that even the incursions of their barbarian fees could hardly have dis- 
turbed. ; 

Soon after leaving the Casa del Eco, as we named the last ruins, our 
trail bore away to the right upon the plateaus, which now began to 
encroach too closely upon the river to permit us to follow its course, and 
we came to a second line of bluffs which were gradually also surmounted. 
The evidences of former occupation continue as numerous as ever, find- 
ing shape principally in cave-houses, all too near alike to be described 
without repetition. A novel feature at one point.is a smooth bluff of 
cream-colored sandstone about 150 feet high, with hardly a Seam on its 
surface, over which has been cut a series of steps. Upon the pile of 
débris at the left are the ruins of some structure that had been built just 
beneath the line of foot-steps, and was evidently placed there as an ap- 
proach to them, as they only came down to within about 12 feet of the 
bottom. <A large slab of rock lying against the bluff on the right was 
separated from it about 3 feet at the base, making a long, narrow pas- 
sage-way, that could also be reached through a small opening between 
the rocks on the right; from within this place it was not difficult to 
reach a round bowlder lodged above, from which starts another line of 
steps. The surface of the rock has been worn away to such an ex- 
tent as to nearly obliterate some of the holes, rendering ascent, at the 
present time, impossible; and as the bluff was inaccessible for two or 
three miles upon either side, we did not reach the top nor see from below 
any evidences of building. 

Our trail over the bare plateau finally brought us down to the San Jnan 
again just at its junction with Epsom Creek and but a short distance 
above the mouth of the Rio De Chelly, where we found a pleasant park- 
like valley, about a mile in length, bordered by groves of cottonwood 
and willows. The beds of Epsom Creek and the Rio De Chelly were 
both perfectly dry, like all the tributaries of the San Juan west of the 
Maneos, although in the latter were indications of occasional flooding, 
some of the deeper pockets retaining shallow pools of a very red muddy 
water. Upon every side—except where the broad valley of Epsom 
Creek opened northwardly, with the deep blue summits of the Sierra 
Abajo appearing in the vista—steep rugged bluffs of bare red rock are 
seen, weathering occasionally into sharp needle-like pinnacles, discerni- 
ble for long distances in every direction. The San Juan emerges from 
a considerable cation at the head of this little valley only to sink into a 
still greater one below. The low stage of water encourages us to ex- 
plore this lower cafion for a short distance, which we could readily do 
upon our riding-animals, the indefatigable little Mexico, our pack-mule, 
carrying the photographic instruments. We penetrated its exceedingly 
tortuous course about 10 miles, meeting no serious obstruction, and it is 
likely could have gone much farther. The walls rise abruptly, generally 
perpendicularly, upon either side, from 1,000 to 2,000 feet in height, but 
always with a bench covered with a rough talus at the bottom border- 
ing the stream. Former floods and the drifting sands from the plateau 
above have filled up the interstices in the rocky mass, smoothing the 
way over them very considerably. 

RUINS OF THE RIO DE CHELLY. 

In the walls of the cafion of the Chelly, where it opens into the park, 

are several great circular caves, averaging 100 feet in diameter, in 

which are the remains of walls and houses, but all very much dilapi- 
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dated. Upon a ledge on the opposite side of the canton is a row of four 
houses, not easily reached, one of which still retained a roof; and in 
another case, a shelter was formed by inclining a row of sticks across 
the opening of the cave, with the outside thickly plastered with clay. 
It had every appearance of being a more recent structure, yet it was in 
the midst of much older-looking ones, and in an almost, if not quite, 
inaccessible position. 

Over the level surface of the valley the older form of ruins, indicated 
principally by broken pottery, occurred in several places, and also, on 
a bench bordering the San Juan, just above Epsom Creek, are a num- 
ber of small squares arranged in circles, that we have heretofore as- 
sumed to be places of sepulture. 

In going southward, up the Chelly, we find it necessary to avoid the 
canons and make a detour to the right, crossing a rugged depression in 
the line of bluffs, to the valley of a.small tributary, then over another 
divide across the upturned edges of the great fold spoken of in the first 
part of this article, to quite an expansion of the valley of the Chelly, 
about one mile square, covered with sage-brush and drifted sand, ~ 
on the upper or right-hand side of which we were fortunate enough to 
find two springs of cool, fresh water, a most delicious luxury where the 
temperature of the water of the San Juan, the coldest to be had, was 
80 degrees, and the temperature of the atmosphere away up in the hun- 
dreds during the day-time. 

The surface of this valley, or small plain, contains indications of old 
ruins, about which we picked up many arrows, knives, and other stone 
implements, with the ever-present pottery. The wash of the Chelly 
skirts one side of the valley, with perpendicular bluffs 200 to 400 feet 
high, closely bordering its other bank. Above and below, the opposite 
bluffs rise again, throwing the wash into deep cafions. An examination 
of the exceedingly tortuous course of the wash and its accompanying 
bluff-line fot a distance of 5 miles up and down revealed but one ruin 
(Plate L), a very important and interesting one, however. 

This cave-town occurs in a great bend of the encircling line of bluffs, 
where the wash makes a wide detour, and is perched upon a recessed 
bench about 70 feet above the valley. It is overhung by a solid wall of 
massive sandstone extending up over 200 feet higher. The left-hand 
side of the bench supporting the buildings, sweeps back in a sharp curve 
about 80 feet under the bluff, and then gradually comes to the front 
again until, on the extreme right hand, the buildings are built upon a 
mass of débris, but partially protected overhead. The total length over 
the solidly-built portion of the town is 545 feet, with in no place a greater 
width than 40 feet. There are somewhere in the neighborhood of 75 
rooms upon the ground-plan, with some uncertainty existing as to 
many of the subdivisions on the right hand in the vicinity of d and e; 
but in the cave-built portion every apartment was distinctly marked. 
Midway in the town is a circular room of heavily and solidly built 
masonry, that was probably intended for an estufa or council hall; 
that is, if we can reasonably assume any similarity in the methods of 
building or worship to those of the Pueblos of New Mexico. Start- 
jing from this estufa is a narrow passage running back cf the line of 
houses on the lett to the two-story group, a, where it ends abruptly, 
further access being had through the back row of rooms, or over the 
roofs of the lower front row, probably the latter, for it is likely that 
these roofs served as a platform from which to enter the rooms bacic 
of it. At the extreme left-hand end a still higher ledge cecurs, with the 
overhanging wall coming down close to it, its outer edge enclosed by a 
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wall, with a little store-room in its farther corner. This space was re- 
Serv ed , probably, as an out-door working-room. All the buildings of this 
half are of one story, with the exception of the group a, the residence 
probably of the chief or of some other important family i in the commu- 
nity. The rooms just back of it are the store-rooms of the family, where 
the corn and squashes were put away for the winter’s consumption. 
At the place marked b, near these store-rooms, there are two half-round 
inclosures of stone- work, that are very likely the remains of small reser- 
voirs or springs. The rock back of them is dug out beneath, and had, 
even in the dry season, when we were there, a damp appearance, as 
though water was not far removed, and might easily be coaxed to the 
surface. The front line of wall of this left side of the town is built upon 
a Steep angle of smooth rock, with the interior of the apartments filled 
up with earth so as to make their floors level, bringing them a little 
below. the passage- -way. In twoor three instances, as shown in the plan, 
the front wall has given way, precipitating all but the back wall to the 
bottom of the cliffs. Holes have been drilled into the rock in a few 
places beneath the walls, evidently to assist in retaining them in their 
places. 

The whole front of this portion of the town is without an aperture, 
Save very small windows, and is perfectly inaccessible, both from the 
solidity of the wall and the precipitous nature of the foundation-rock 
beneath it. Admittance was probably gained from near the circular 
building in the centre, by ladders or any cther well-guarded approach 
over the rocks. 

Going to the right from the estufa we have to climb up about 8 feet, 
reaching a narrow ledge that starts out from the bluff. From here to 
the farther end the buildings are built irregularly over the uneven sur- 
face of rocky débris, each house conforming to the irregularities by which 
it is surrounded, but all, as at d and e, presenting the general arrange- 
ment of clusters about central courts, that served, in all probability, as 
corrals for their domestic animals. In some places near these corrals 
the under surface has broken away, disclosing a solidly-packed bed of 
old manure, very nearly resolved into dust, and through which were 
scattered twigs of willow, fragments of pottery, and sticks of cedar. 
Some of the rooms are quite large, from: 15 to 25 feet in length. The 
very small rooms surrounding them were probably for storage, and in 
some cases seem to have answered the purpose of fire-places, as at f, for 
baking pottery, very likely. None of these buildings, as far as we could 
discover, were of more than one story in height. All the door-ways or 
windows opened from within the courts or corrals, and were unusually 
large, reaching in some cases the whole height of the wall. The front 
line was so broken down that it was impossible to tell to what extent it. 
was accessible, although we may reasonably, infer that, with the excep- 
tion, perhaps, of a way for themselves and their animals, it was not. 
readily so. The bluff itself was easy to ascend, being composed of large 
‘rocks, the spaces between being filled with smaller débris. 

In their construction these buildings differ from any we have yet met, 
in the thickness, or rather thinness, of their walls, being very seldom 
more than a foot, or more frequently between that and six inches thick. 
The stones of which they are built are in long, thin slabs, roughly 
trimmed down.to the required size, and laid in an abundance of adobe 
mortar. In most of the rooms, both the inside and outside have been 
smoothly plastered with clay, and, where protected overhead, still retain 
that coating in fair preservation. 
A few rods to the right is another smaller recessed bench, upon which. 
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are built two small houses, each about ten feet square, and one with its 
roof still entire. The approach from below is a smooth, rocky surface, 
so steep as to be almost impossible of ascent, and with no remains of any 
other easier method of getting up. 

At the foot of the bluff beneath that portion of the ruin marked d, 
in the ground-plan, a low bench rises about ten feet above the surround- 
ing valley, upon which are indications of old buildings and of other 
remains—our so-called burial-places. Chipped flint-work was plentiful, 
as we found a number of very beautiful specimens of arrow-points, per- 
forators, knives, and other domestic utensils. In a mass of débris at the 
foot of the two-story tower, seven large earthen pots of rough indented 
ware were found imbedded in the soil and filled with earth. They were 
too fragile to admit of transportation upon pack-animals, so we put them 
carefully by for future investigators. In the rubbish at the extreme 
right, a handsome little jug or vase (see Fig. 5, Plate LXV) was found, 
lacking only its handle. A careful search through the very thick de- 
posits of débris would undoubtedly reveal many treasures, and we felt 
many regrets that we could not consistently devote a number of days 
to the pleasant undertaking. We can only expect to skim the surface, 
leaving to others hereafter the more satisfactory duty of exhausting each 
subject in detail. 

In progressing southward we again find it necessary to climb the steep 
bluffs bordering the Chelly, here so tortuous and walled up as to be im- 
practicable, if not impassable. Once on top, however, we made our 
way with comparative ease over great dunes of a very fine, yellowish- 
white sand, packed so solidly as to inconvenience the animals but very 
little. Much the greater part of the way is over a solid floor of bare, 
nearly white, sandstone, rising into occasional dome-shaped hillocks, 
and furrowed by shallow ravines. Sage-brush, juniper, and pion trees 
are scattered plentifully over the whole region, affording the only re- 
lief to an otherwise perfectly barren desert. Travelling thus over this 
trackless waste, we reach in about fifteen or twenty miles the bare red 
plains of the famous so-called diamond-fields of Arizona. Beautiful 
garnets were found scattered plentifully over the whole region, but 
they could not tempt us to linger, for the sun beat down upon its arid 
surface with such an intensity that but for the extreme dryness and 
salubrity of the atmosphere it would’ have prostrated anything but a 
salamander. 

After crossing this plain we came suddenly upon a side cafion running 
across our course, Seemingly a mere gash in the rocky plateau, into 
which we were fortunate enough to find a practicable way for ourselves 
and animals. But what a contrast! A smooth sward of grass, and 
thick patches of the tall reedy kind peculiar to damp localities, made a 
change grateful to both man and beast. Continuing down this cafion— 
which has, in consequence of its inviting appearance, been called the 
Cation Bonito Chiquito—a couple of miles brings us the wash of the 
Chelly again, bordered with groves of fine old cottonwoods, but its 
bed, in which were pools of clear water, was so deep as to be almost 
inaccessible. A band of wandering Navajos just before us, with large 
flocks of sheep, had, however, made a way down that we found prac- 
ticable. 
An after-investigation revealed the presence of water in large artifi- 

cial reservoirs, or tanks, in the cation Bonito, just above where we en- 
tered it first, about which are grouped a number of old ruins. This has 
been a favorite Indian wiuntering-ground, so that the ruins here have 
been much modified by their occupation. 
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Two miles down the canon of the Chelly we found the house shown in 
Plate XLVII. Its situation is very similar to that of the town shown 
in Plate 19, but it is overhung by a less height of the impending bluff. 
It was reached from the vailey by a series of steps cut into the rock, 
bat now so eroded away as to beimpracticable. It is accessible now by 
way of the ledge, some 10 or 12 rods in length, which extends to the 
left from the house, but affords a very narrow and precarious footing. 
At the time of occupancy this was walled across, with possibly a way 
for getting over or around, for this ledge communicated directly with 
the plateau above, where there are the remains of what was possibly a 
corral. 

The house, 20 feet in height, consists of two stories, built against the 
sloping back wall of the bluff; the lower story is 18 by 10 feet square, 
divided into two rooms, one slightly smaller than the other, with a com- 
municating door between, and a large door opening outward from the 
larger one. The upper floor appears to have been all in one room, with 
one large window facing outward, and several smaller ones in the side 
walls. Extensions existed upon either side, and also some kind of struct- 
ure in front, probably a sort of platform-house, covering the lower door- 
way. Tothe right the ledge grows narrower, and gradually merges into 
the perpendicular bluff; 40 feet from the house, on this ledge, are the 
remains of a wall across it. About 20 rods above, at the foot of the. 
bluff, there is a deep natural reservoir of water, formed by the accumu- 
lated rains upon the plateau above pouring over the rocks and scooping 
out a basin 30 feet in diameter and fully as deep, that seems to retain a 
perpetual supply of water. . 

Near our camp, just at the junction of the two cafions, and on the flat 
surface of the sage-covered valley, is a row of small squares marked out 
by large stones, such as have already been described, standing on end. » 
In this case the squares were of such careful construction and size as 
to encourage us to dig into them to a considerable depth. Beyond the 
scattered bits of charcoal, very sparingly deposited in this instance, 
however, nothing was found. ; 

Five miles above the cation Bonito, the Chelly expands into a wide 
valley that extends, with only slight interruptions, to the foot of the 
canon De Chelly, at the northern end of the Tunecha Mountains. It is 
bordered by low but abrupt sandstone bluffs, which have been broken into 
isolated monuments in some places, that stand like huge sentinels upon 
either band, as if to warn the traveller from the desolation surrounding 
him. Although the bluffs contain numerous great circular caves, favor- 
ite building-places of the ancient builders, we find only two or three ruins 
of that kind, and these only in the lower end of the valley, the last we 
noticed being about eight miles above the caion Bonito. This was the 
largest aud most important one in this vicinity, occupying a large circu- 
lar cave very similar to the one of the San Juan, divided into twelve or 
fifteen rooms, with a large corral or court, and an elevated bench on one 
side, with a low wall running around its front edge. This had been 
occupied by the Navajos for corraling their sheep. 

Over the broad, flat, valley, sage-covered, sandy, and monotonous, 
and through which the wide shallow wash meandered from side to side, 
we found frequent indications of its former occupancy by the old people 
whom we have been following up. These indications extend southward 
until they are lost in the cultivated region about the head of the valley. 

There were no more remains of stone-built houses, nor the slightest 
sign of one; all were probably of adobe, the only clew in many cases being 
Simply a slight mound with considerable quantities of broken pottery 
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surrounding it. Eight miles up the canon De Chelly are the ruins of a 
eave-town very much like the one described (Plate L), but much smaller, 
and with a ruined mass of houses at the foot of the blufis below the cave- 
like bench.* About the head of the valley the Navajo Indians, taking 
advantage of the water which comes down thus far from the mountains 
to the east, have under cultivation several hundred acres, planted with 
corn, pumpkins, and melons. From bere our trail to the Moqui settle- 
ments branched off in a southwesterly direction to a low divide under 
the southern end of the Mesa Vaca, where it turned nearly south and 
hardly deviated from a bee-line for a distance of nearly 40 miles to Tegua, 
the nearest of the Moqui towns. 
We will not now stop to discuss the question as to what connection 

may have existed between the ancient builders of the San Juan and the 
present semi-civilized people known as the Moquis, but return to the 
mouth of Epsom Oreek and describe the many curious remains found 
north of the San Juan, all of which bear some relationship to those of 
the Hovenweep already noticed. 

RUINS GF EPSOM CREEK. 

Fifteen miles up Epsom Creek a side cafion comes in from the left, 
down which trickles a scanty stream of brackish water with the pecu- 
liarity of taste and action which has given the name to the whole val- 
ley. Camping here, we extended our observations up this lateral cation 
some 8 or 10 miles in quest of ruins, and found them numerous enough 
to satisfy our most earnest desire, although not of the importance of the 
greater ones of the San Juan and De Chelly. All were of the small cave 
kind, mostly mere ‘“‘cubby-holes,” but so smoke-blackened inside and 
showing other marks of use as to convince us they had long been occupied 
but not during any very recent period. In the generality of cases they 
were on small benches or in shallow caves situated near the bed of the 
stream, but the farther up stream we went the higher they were built 
in the bluffs. In one instance a bluff several hundred feet in height con- 
tains half a dozen small houses sandwiched in its various strata, the 
highest being 150 feet above the valley. Hach consists of but one room, 
and one of them is a perfect specimen of adobe-plastered masonry, hardly 
a crack appearing upon its smoothly-stuccoed surface. A short distance 
above the entrance to the cailon a square tower has been built upon a 
commanding point of the mesa (Plate LI), and in a position perfectly in- 
accessible so far as any means at our command were concerned. The 
stones of which it is composed are of a very nearly uniform size, more 
so than in any of the buildings we have seen west of the Hovenweep. 
Upon the opposite side of the main Epsom Creek Valley, and on top 

of the high bluffs of sandstone which border it for nearly its whole 
length, we found some cave-houses in a most singularly out-of-the-way 
place—in the very last place in the world where one would expect to 
find them. Scaling the bluff at the very imminent risk of our necks, we 
came suddenly upon a broad open cave, near the top, containing the 
usual style of stone-built and mud-plastered houses, divided into four 
or five apartments, of just the size and number that would be required 
by an ordinary family of eight or ten persons. On top of the bluff we 
found the remains of a very old circular tower 40 feet in diameter, the 
stones all crumbled, rounded, and moss-covered. Near by were remains 
of two other cave. habitations. 

Ate Report of Lieut. J. H. Simpson of an Expedition in the Navajo Country. Ex. Doe. 
No. 64, 31st Congress, 1st session. 
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A few miles farther up the Epsom Valley, passing a number of old 
ruins hardly worthy of mention, we came upon an important group, that 
was evidently the centre of the surrounding population—a place of wor- 
ship or of general congregation—an aboriginal shire-town. 

It lay upon both sides of a small, dry ravine, some 20 or 30 rods back 
from the bed of the creek, and consisted of a main rectangular mass, 60 
by 100 feet square, occupying quite an elevation, dominating all the 
others. Just below it, and close upon the edge of the ravine, was a 
round tower 25 feet in diameter; and 75 feet below that, and also close 
to the ravine, was a square building 20 feet across, nearly obscured by 
a thicket of pifion-trees growing about it. On the opposite bank were 
two small round towers, each 15 feet in diameter, with two oblong struct- 
ures between, 12 by 15 feet. At right angles to these four, which were 
arranged in a straight line, another square building occurred, the same 
size as the one just opposite on the other bank. Portions of the walls 
of the towers and atew courses of stone in the walls of the smaller 
square buildings remained, but in the large ruin the walls were merely 
indicated by great mounds of crumbling rock, with, however, the sub- 
divisions distinctly marked into four rectangular apartments. <A short 
distance above plenty of water was found in the bed of the creek ; fine, 
large cottonwoods bordered the stream, and the broad, fertile valley 
seemed a far more desirable place of residence than the forbidding des- 
olation of the Chelly. 

About thirty miles from the San Juan we left Epsom Creek, and 
stopped for a night at the head of the canons which run between it and 
the Montezuma. We were in the midst of quite a thickly-settled, an- 
cient population, the ruins of their habitations consisting almost entirely 
of the kind just described—low, rectangular mounds, the original struct- 
ures so completely destroyed as not to leave one stone upon another, 
yet accompanied always by an abundance of the same kind of pottery 
we have found so universally distributed over other localities. Not the 
slightest difference can be detected in its general quality, nor can any 
one style of manufacture or ornamentation be said to be peculiar to 
any one district or group of ancient habitations. It is the same with 
arrow-points and like work. The similarity of the workmanship exhib- 
ited in the cliff-houses, and also in the more extensive structures of the 
lowlands, although covering in all probability two different periods of 
their existence, convinces us that the builders were all one and the same 
people, scattered in families and communities thronghout the valleys 
and canons. 

After leaving this last group of ruins, all traces of them suddenly 
ceased, and in the four or five days spent in the examination of the 
country upon the southern, eastern, and northern flanks of the Sierra 
Abajo, not a single vestige was found; and this in, without exception, 
the most pleasant spot we have touched since leaving La Plata. Clear 
and cold mountain-streams ripple down through ravines overhung by 
groves of willow, maple, and quaking-aspen, with splendid oaks and 
stately pines scattered over the uplands, and an abundance of rich, nu- 
tritious grass everywhere, that our poor, half-starved animals knew well 
how to appreciate. The black-tail deer and grouse were in goodly num- 
bers, starting up from under our very noses, and leading our hunters 
many a long chase. 

Leaving half of our little party of six, and all the animals but those 
we rode and the trusty Mex. with the apparatus, we made our way 
down through the deep and narrow caiions that lead-from the plateau 
country into the great basin that lies between the Sierra Abajo and the 
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Sierra La Sal, and spent two days in the examination of its arid surface, 
which is covered with monumental rocks and ridges, but without com- 
ing across so much as a piece of potiery or an arrow-point. 

RUINS OF MONTEZUMA CANON. 

Turning our backs upon the Abajo Peaks, we struck out northeasterly 
over the plateau, but soon finding a trail bearing southeast, followed it 
until we saw that it was likely to continue some time upon the plateau, 
when we branched off to the left, and in a short distance came upon the 
very brink of the deep cation of the Montezuma, one of the far-reaching 
arms of the main wash and valley farther east. Winding our way 
among rocks and scrubby pions, we almost literally tumbled down the 
precipitous descent of 1,500 feet, to a narrow bottom, walled in first by 
a broad belt of massive white sandstone, rising almost perpendicularly 
from 20 to 50 feet above the valley; above that the dark red and shaly 
sand-rocks rose up in receding benches 1,000 feet to a broad tablet of 
white sandstone on top, so high up that it seemed to shut out all the world 
and to leave us as engulfed in the bosom of the earth. A narrow but 
deep ‘‘wash” meandered from side to side, containing just a few scat- 
tered pools of stagnant water, while dense thickets of oak brush, thickly 
interwoven with vines, rendered progress anything but pleasant. 
We had gone but a few rods before we commenced picking up pieces 

of pottery and meeting other evidences of former occupation. Within 
three miles a cave-shelter appeared, and then as the valley widened it 
was dotted in many places with mounds thickly strewn over with the 
ever-accompanying ceramic handiwork of the ancient people in whose 
footsteps we are following, which occurred so frequently and to such ex- 
tent as to excite astonishment at the numbers this narrow valley must 
have supported. ‘The line is so sharply drawn that in an hour’s ride all 
traces of any ruins are lost; and there is not so much as a piece of pot- 
tery to show that these people had ever extended their residence be- 
yond the limits of their canon. 

Soon other cave-dwellings appear, most of them little walled-up circu- 
lar orifices in the rock, generally inaccessible, but many were approached 
by steps, or rather small holes cut in in such a manner as to enable the 
climber to ascend the rock as by a ladder. Two examples of these 
kinds of ruins were noted, each about 40 feet above the valley, the first 
perfectly inaccessible and without the least sign of the original method 
of reaching it; in the other one the walls once closing it have been 
pushed down so that only traces of them remain; the steps leading up, 
however, show it to have been considerably used ; they are now so worn 
down by the disintegrating influences of time as to no longer answer 
their purpose. 
Throughout this caiion we find frequent examples of footholds cut in 

the rock, in the generality of cases being simply a way of scaling the 
smooth, nearly perpendicular wall of sandstone, which hems in the caiion 
on both sides for 12 or 15 miles; probably a ready mode of escape up 
the bluff should enemies appear. 
The cliff and cave dwellings, very small habitations, appear to occur 

in groups, not always in connection with the old valley ruins, but rather 
alternate in succession aS we progress down the caiion. 

In one of the cave-dwellings, perfectly black with long-continued 
smokes inside, and bearing other marks of long use, we found the com- 
plete skeleton of a human being; the remains, as afterward determined, 
of a young man somewhat under a medium size. The excrement of 
small animals, dust, and other rubbish filled the floor of the little house 
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a foot deep, nearly burying the scattered bones; with them were the 
shreds of a woolen blanket, woven in long stripes of black and white, 
just such as the Navajos and Moquis make at the present time. It is 
likely that the remains are those of a Navajo, a people who occupied all 
this country up to within a short time, within the remembrance of the 
older persons, and who were driven beyond the San Juan by the on- 
slaughts of the aggressive Utes. . 

After travelling about 20 miles from our starting-point at the foot of 
the mountains, half of the way in the caion, we camped at the inter- 
section of a large canon coming in from the west, traversed by a large, 
well-travelled Indian trail, that continued on down, probably the same 
one we had crossed earlier in the day. At this point the bottoms 
widened out to 200 to 300 yards in width, and are literally covered with 
ruins, evidently those of an extensive settlement or community, although 
at the present time water was so scarce—there not being a drop within a 
radius of six miles—that we were compelled to make a dry camp. The 
ruins consist entirely of great solid mounds of rocky débris, piled up in rec- 
tangular masses, covered with earth and a brush-growth, bearing every 
indication of extreme age; just how old is about as impossible to tell as 
to say how old the rocks of this cation are. This group is a mile in 
length, in the middle of the valley-space, and upon both sides of the wash. 
Hach separate building would cover a space, generally, of 100 feet square; 
they are seldom subdivided into more than two or four apartments. 
Relics were abundant, broken pottery and arrow-points being especially 
plenty, and of excellent quality. At one place, where the wash bad par- 
tially undermined the foundations of one of the large buildings, it ex- 
posed a wall of regularly-laid masonry extending down 6 feet beneath 
the superincumbent débris to the old floer-level, covered with ashes and 
the remains of half-charred sticks of juniper. From this rubbish a fine 
example of a stone axe, about the size of one’s hand, was found, with a 
smooth and sharp cutting edge, formed by grinding it down to an acute 
angle; its head was roughly chipped to the required shape for binding 
ona handle. At another point a small earthen bowl, of the superior 
ware characteristic of the people, was found entire. No special burial- 
places were observed, but a number of bones of the lower extremities were 
unearthed at the edge of the wash, without any stone-work above them. 
There were no cave-dwellings in the neighborhood of this group, but 
two or three miles below several occured, one of which is built in a huge 
niche in the solid wall of the cafion, with its floor level with the valley. 

From the last camp the canon expanded into occasional valleys from 
500 to 800 yards across, and then contracted to a mere narrow passage, 
but. still all shut in by the high escarpment of the mesa. From either 
side long narrow tongues or promontories extend out 100 yards, and 
from 20 to 100 feet high, sometimes connected with the main wall by a 
mere comb or wall of rock, its extremity, however, spreading out to an 
irregularly oval shape. In the valieys are occasional isolated mesas, 
the remnants, probably, of former promontories, left here by the great 
erosive powers which channelled out these cations. Within a distance 
of 15 miles there are some sixteen or eighteen of these promontories and 
isolated mesas, of different height, every one of them covered with ruins 
of old and massive stone-built structures. They will average in size 
from 100 by 200 feet square down to 30 by 50 feet, always in a solid block, 
and, with one exception, so nearly similar that a description of one will 
fairly represent all. This exceptional instance is explained in the sketch 
(Plate LI), and the ground-plan (Fig. 1, Plate XLVIII).- The peculi- 
arity here consists principally in the size and shape of the stones em- 
ployed, as well as in the design of its ground-plan. The ruin occupies 
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one of the small, isolated mesas, whose floor is composed of a distinetly 
laminated sandstone, breaking into regular slabs from 18 to 24 inches 
in thickness; these have been broken again into long blocks, and then 
placed in the wall upright, the largest standing five feet above the soil 
in which they are planted. The sketch in Plate LIT is a view along the 
line a a a, looking toward the round tower. Very nearly the entire 
length of this wall is,made up of the large upright blocks of even thick- 
ness, fitting close together, with only occasionai spaces filled up with 
smaller rocks. In one place the long blocks have been pushed outward 
‘by the weight of the débris back of it. One side of the large square 
apartment in the rear is made of the same kind of rocks, standing in a 
solid row. The walls throughout the rest of the building are composed 
of ordinary-sized rocks, with an occasional large upright one. Judging 
from the débris, the walls could not have been more than 8 or 10 feet in 
height. The foundation-line was well preserved, enabling us to meas- 
ure accurately its dimensions. The large square room was depressed in 
the centre, and its three outside walls contained less material than in 
the rest of the building. No sign of any aperture, either of window or 
door, could be detected. 

The far more numerous class of ruins occupying like mesas and the 
promontory points consist of a solid mass of small rectangular rooms, 
arranged without any appearance of order, conforming to the irregular- 
ities of the surface upon which they are built, and covering, usually, all 
of the available space chosen for their site. All are extremely old, 
tumbled into indefinite ridges 5 or 6 feet high, and as broad, with the 
stones partially crumbled into sand, and all covered with sage-brush, 
greasewood and junipers. They occupy every commanding and avail- 
able spur of the mesas, usually so placed in the bends as to afford a clear 
lookout for considerable distances up and down the catlon. They resem- 
ble in this respect the sites chosen by the Moquis in building their 
villages; but we are not able to trace the resemblance further, from the 
extremely aged and ruinous state in which these remains are found. 
Between these fortresses and on the level bottom-lands, generally close 
up to the bluff upon either side, are occasional smaller ruins, resembling 
those at the dry camp. In connection with these a peculiar feature is 
shown in Plate LIII. At the foot of one of the promontory towns 
a low bench, tongue-shaped, and only about 10 feet above the valley, 
runs out from the mesa 200 feet in length and half as broad, through 
the centre of which runs a wall its entire length; a portion of it is com- 
posed of the large upright rocks shown in the sketch, the largest stand- 
ing 7 feet above the surface and evidently extending some distance be- 
low, in order to be retained so firmly in their places. There are only 
seven of these standing, placed about 5 feet apart, the rest of the wall- 
line being composed of a low ridge of loose rock extending up to a mass 
of old ruins at the foot of the bluff. One side of the space divided by 
this wall is filled with a great pile of rocks arranged in irregular lines 
inclosing areas from 20 to 50 feet in diameter, the whole indicating a 
very considerable structure. 
Grouped among the lower end of these towns were a number of the 

small cliff-houses; a regular colony of them occurring at the first bend 
of the West Montezuma, about a dozeu miles above its junction with 
the east fork. An exceedingly well-preserved and peculiar one was 
noted. A block of sandstone setting on the edge of a mesa bench 50 
feet above the valley has a deep oval hole worn in it, probably by natural 
agencies, which is nearly entirely occupied by a very neatly-built little 
house 10 feet long, 6 high, and 5 deep. A space at one end is reserved 
just large enough to serve as a platform from which to enter. 
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Below the bend in which these cliff-houses occur, the Montezuma 
loses its caon character and spreads out into a wide, barren valley, 
thickly covered with tall sage-brush, and the wash is lined with large 
cottonwoods. The mesas upon either hand dwindle down considerably 
in height and abruptness, and seldom contain ruins. The large square 
buildings on the bottom-lands, however, are important features, and were 
it not for their great number, and the exceeding indefiniteness of their 
outlines, we might linger longer and describe each in detail. Aboutall 
are found immense quantities of broken pottery, many examples of 
which are shown in the accompanying plates. Arrow-points and like 
chipped work were especially numerous, and a great many of small size 
and great delicacy of finish were found. 

It should have been mentioned that running water occurs in the 
Montezuma at the bend spoken of, and a band of Weminuche Utes, who 
now occupy these cations, have considerable corn planted there. It is 
not impossible that formerly water was constant throughout the whole 
length of the region occupied by these ruins. Below the junction of 
the east and west forks of the Montezuma, the valley must have been 
always hopelessly barren and dry, for not a vestige of any ruin occurs. 
Atits mouth and along the San Juan, as we have noticed, they appear 
at once again in considerable numbers. 

Our investigations closed with a side trip up into some of the sterile 
gorges between the two forks of the Montezuma, but without any results 
worth especial mention. A few small cliff-houses occurred, and a few 
scattered remains about the open lowlands. Upon the tops of the mesas 
in this vicinity, as well as upon those between the Montezuma and the 
Hovenweep, were old remains of towns. <A glance at the accompanying 
map will give some idea of their distribution, although those about the 
head of the West Montezuma are only located approximately, in the 
absence of any precise notes of its topography. 
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RUINS OF THE CHACO CANON, EXAMINED IN 1877. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The great ruins in the Chaco Cation, in Northern New Mexico, are pre- 
eminently the finest examples of the numerous and extensive remains 
of the works of unknown builders to be found north of the seat of the 

ancient Aztec Empire in Mexico, and of which there is comparatively 
but little known even to this day. The first published account which 
ever appeared in regard to them is a short reference to the Pueblo Bonito 
by Gregg in 1844.* His observations covered a period of eight years 
previous to 1840. In 1849 a military expedition under the command of 
Colonel Washington, then military governor of New Mexico, was sent 
against the Navajos, who were troublesome at that time, and their line 
of march traversed a portion of the cafon. The report of Lieutenant 
Simpson,t of the United States Topographical Engineers, who accompa- 
nied the expedition, contained the first detailed and authentic account 
ever published of these wonderful ruins, and it has been up to this time 
the only source of information. 

Prof. O. Loew visited the Pueblo Pintado in 1874, and a short descrip- 
tion of it by him appears in the annual report of the Chief of Engineers 
for 1875 :% 
My visit to the cafion of the Chaco in the spring of 1877 (May 7-15) 

was made with no idea of discovering anything new, but to see for my- 
self and thus be able to compare more satisfactorily the highest develop- 
ment of ancient architectural skill as exhibited in these ruins with the 
extensive remains in the San Juan basin, and also with the pueblos of 
New Mexico and Arizona which are still occupied. The results of the 
labor of four or five days spent in the examination of the eleven ruined 
pueblos that I saw are mainly condensed in the accompanying plates, 
and they will need but little explanatory text. 

It was my intention to have reached the ruins from old Fort Defiance 
via the Cafion de Chelly and Washington Pass over the Tunecha Mount- 
ains, but I experienced so much trouble in securing the animals and 

* Commerce of the Prairies. J.Gregg. New York, 1844: 
‘Of such character are the ruins of the Pueblo Bonito, in the direction of Navajo, 

on the borders of the Cordilleras, the houses being generally built of slabs of fine-grit 
sandstone, a material utterly unknown in the present architecture of the north. ' 

Although some of these structures are very massive and spacious, they are generally 
cut up into small, irregular rooms, many of which yet remain entire, being still covered 
with the vigas, or joists, remaining nearly sound under the azoteas of earth ; and yet 
their age is such that there is no tradition which gives any account of their origin.” 
(Vol. 1, p. 284.) 

+ Report Secretary of War, 31st Congress, 1st session, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 64. 
t Report on the Ruins of New Mexico. By Dr. Oscar Loew, p. 184. 
Professor Loew calls this the Pueblo Bonito. The account by Gregg, just quoted, 

evidently refers to the same ruin, as it is the first one approached from the east, and is 
some distance from the others, of which he probably knew nothing. 

431 
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assistance necessary to the undertaking, that I deferred my visit until 
after my trip to the Moqui Pueblos in Arizona. It is somwhat singu- 
lar that so interesting a region should be so little known, for but few of 
the persons residing about Defiance and Wingate have ever been to the 
spot or appear to know anything more than the fact of the existence 
of the ruins. Many of the Indians who reside near Defiance are familiar 
with the loeality, but dread to visit it at this time of the year on account 
of the well-known dearth of water and of grass necessary to sustain 
their animals. Upon my return the same difficulty was met with again, 
but hearing of parties at San Ysidro that might assist me, I journeyed 
thither, and soon made an engagement with a Mr. Beaumont. He was 
not acquainted with the country beyond the Puerco,. but, what served 
my purpose better, was a good interpreter. In the Pueblo of Jemez, 
three miles above San Ysidro, we found Hosta, the old ex-governor of 
Jemez, and the same brave-looking warrior whose portrait appears in 
Simpson’s Journal. He accompanied that expedition as a guide, and 
was then spoken of asa fine looking and most intelligent Indian, whose 
vivacity and off-hand graciousness made him a great favorite. If his 
estimate of his present age is correct, he must have been upward of 
fifty years of age at that time, as he now shows every indication of bear- 
ing the four score or more years that he claims. His small frame is bent 
by disease and age, and his dim watery eyes look out through thin locks 
of straggling gray hair that but scantily cover his head. He declared 
himself, however, to be as good a man as any. of us, and was at once 
ready to undertake the office of guide, stipulating only that his grand- 
son, a lad of twelve or fifteen years, should accompany him, merely for 
the use of his eyes, as his own were failing and he feared he should not 
be able to recognize distant landmarks. 

The trader’s store at Jemez furnished us the only means of outfitting 
short of Santa Fé or Fort Wingate, but we did not need much, and all 
our supplies were packed upon one mule, the*three besides myself who 
constituted the party riding the same useful animals. 

Starting out early on the morning of May 7, our first day’s journey 
brought us to the bridge over the Puerco, near the Cerro Cabezon. Late 
rains had filled its usually dry bed with such a flow of water that we 
judged it unwise to attempt any ford, and we knew of no bridge above 
this one, otherwise it would have been a much more direct course to 
have followed approximately the trail as laid down on Simpson’s map. 
From the bridge we first journeyed northward four or five miles, then, 
entering a narrow canon, bore off northwesterly, and, after crossing a 
low divide, came in about four miles more to the Cafiada del Lumbre, in 
the bed of which we found a few pools of water. Crossing another low 
divide an hour’s ride brought us to the valley of the Torrejon. There is 
some good land here, which has been utilized, as long as Hosta can re- 
member, by the Navajos, for planting corn. Occasional cottonwoods 
line the banks of. the dry arroyo, and impart a little freshness to an 
otherwise desolate monotony. Two miles above where we came into 
the valley, are a number of large water-pockets, the work of the agricul- 
turists, who are now just beginning to break the soil. Four or five miles 
beyond this point the valley narrows to a cafion and the dry arroyo in- 
creases in depth so that it is difficult to cross. In this we were finally 
compelled to make our camp, as it afforded the only grass for our ani- 
mals, an accidental pool furnishing the necessary water. 

Aiter an hour’s ride on the following day we left the Torrejon to our 
right, where a broad open valley opened out to the north, and kept on 
in our almost due northwest course, rising almost imperceptibly over a 
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comparatively level country to the Continental divide. On our right 
hand were several prominent mesas and some small conical buttes, oth- 
erwise the near landscape presented no marked features. In the ex- 
treme distance, however, the Cerro Cabezon, the San Mateo, and the 
Jemez Mountains were almost constantly in full view. The transition 
from the drainage of the Rio Grande to that of the Rio Colorado is so 
nearly imperceptible, that we could not tell within several miles where 
the true divide lay. Everything about us indicated that we were trav- 
elling upon the summit of a high plateau, in which the canons of the 
Chaco, Torrejon, and Largo have their origin in scarcely perceptible fur- 
rows. From the point where we left the Torrejon to where the Chaco 
fairly commenced‘is about 12 miles. There is here a broad valley, with 
every appearance of having been covered with standing water wltich had 
evaporated and left the surface covered with a thin layer of whitish 
clay, which has cracked and curled up into a thousand fantastic forms 
under the intense heat of the sun. Looking across its desolate waste a 
mirage danced constantly on the horizon, magnifying the insignificant 
sage bushes and the low, rolling hills into great oaks and distant mount- 
ains. After passing this plain the low hills upon either side converge 
in such a manner as to leave but a narrow passage between them, and 
here the bed of this arm of the Chaco first takes definite shape. From 
the summit of the hill on the right the first of the great ruins may be easily 
discerned with the naked eye some six or seven miles away. A short dis- 
tance farther and we found some water-pockets formed by an obstruction 
in the bed of the arroyo. A few families of Navajos, with large numbers 
of sheep and some horses, were camped near by. The previous season 
they had planted considerable ground in corn, drawing off by acequias 
the water which occasionally finds its way into the arroyo, and flooding 
the loose, porous soil adjacent to it. By a little prudent forethought in 
storing water at the right time, they are enabled to reclaim what would 
otherwise be an unprofitable waste. While yet four or five miles away 
the ruins loom up prominently, resembling at this distance a ledge of 
dark-brown sandstone, and it is only when within less than a mile that 
we recognize its true character. We were fortunate enough to find a 
pool of shallow water and some good grass near the ruin. The arroyo 
itself, which is here some 10 or 12 feet deep, was perfectly dry, the little 
depressions in the grassy soil of the level valley retaining water much 
longer than the bed of the streams. 

THE PUEBLO PINTADO. 

The ruins of the Pueblo Pintado* occupy a bench of some 25 or 30 feet 
elevation above the valley where we are camped, and this bench runs 
back into rolling hills and mesas covered with juniper and pifon trees. 
On the side of the bluff facing the valley is an outcrop of a yellowish- 
gray sandstone, showing in some places a seam of from 12 to 18 inches 
in thickness, where the rock breaks into thin slate-like layers. It was 
from this stratum that most of the material in the walls was obtained. 

* This is the one undoubtedly referred to by Gregg as the Pueblo Bonito. Professor 
Loew refers to it under the same name. I have, however, adopted throughout the 
names given by Simpson. He thusrefers tothisone. It is ‘‘ called, according to some 
of the Pueblo Indians with us, Pueblo de Montezuma, and according to the Mexicans, 
Pueblo Colorado. Hosta calls it Pueblo de Ratones ; Sandoval, the friendly Navajo chief 
with us, Pueblo Grande; and Carravahal, our Mexican guide, who probably knows 
more about it than any one else, Pueblo Pintado.”’ It will readily be inferred from the 
above that none of these names give any indication whatever of those in use during 
the occupancy of the pueblos. 

28 G 
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Referring to the ground plan (Plate LV), which is the result of careful 
measurements carried mainly over the floor of the second story, it will 
be seen that the principal portion consists of an L shaped building, the 
two wings of which, facing south and east within 20 degrees, measure 
upon their exterior surfaces 238 and 174 feet. The extremities of these 
wings are connected by a wall or row of small houses springing in an 
arch from one to the other. Many of the small apartments in this row 
have their walls so well preserved that they can be readily measured. 

Almost the entire area of the court thus enclosed, approximately 200 
feet by 160 feet, presents a very irregular and broken surface, as though 
it had been nearly all occupied by underground apartments, the roofs 
of which falling in produeed the great depressions and mounds which 
now exist. The two outer walls, which are now standing in places about 
30 feet in height, indicate an original elevation of at least 40 feet, un- 
broken by any apertures excepting the smallest kind of windows. The 
northern walls presents the largest unbroken surface. The northwest 
corner and the western wall are much more broken down. The two 
interior longitudinal lines of wall in both wings are intact throughout — 
most of their length to the top of the second and third stories, while 
the wall facing the court barely extends up into the second story. In 
the northwest angle of the court are two circular rooms or estufas,* the 
best-preserved one of which is built into the main building and forms a 
portion of it, while the other stands outside, but in juxtaposition, ana 
is evidently a later and less perfect addition. They are each 25 feet in 
diameter. The inside walls are perfectly cylindrical, and in the case 
of the inner one are in good preservation for a height of about 5 feet. 
The bottom is filled with débris which must be of nearly the same depth. 
Two counter-forts or pillars of masonry of the same character as the 
rest of the room are built into the circular wall, bisecting it on a line 
the continuation of which forms the inside front wall of the north wall. 
They are 22 inches square, and extend about 2 feet above the present 
floor; there are no indications in the wall that they had ever been much 
higher. The outer estufa is much more ruinous, small portions only of its 
inner walls remaining intact. This has four equidistant counter-forts, 
but they are placed diagonally with the square which encloses the circle 
instead of at right angles to it, as in the case of the first one. Both 
rooms are enclosed within squares, the space between the circular rooms 
and the enclosing squares being filled in with solid masonry. The one 
around the outer estufa is entirely ruined, while that about the inner 
one is in very good preservation. There are no side apertures, so that 
light and access was probably obtained through the roof. These estufas, 
which figure so prominently in these ruins, and in fact in all the ancient 
ruins extending southward from the basin of the Rio San Juan, are so 
identical in their structure, position, and evident uses with the similar 
ones in the pueblos now inhabited, that they indisputably connect one 
with the other, and show this region to have been covered at one time 
with a numerous population, of which the present inhabitants of the 
pueblos of Moqui and ef New Mexico are either the remnants or the 
descendants. Among the modern pueblos, some of these estufas are 
either round or square subterranean rooms apart from their dwellings ; 
while among others they are simply large rooms, not otherwise distin- 
guishable from the living-rooms in the main body of the building. 

*“Hstufa is a Spanish word, the literal translation of which, as here applied, is a 
sweat-house. This is true in but a limited sense. They are more properly council- 
rooms, to which the men retire for deliberation, and for the observances of their pagan 
religion. No name has been coined which better_.expresses their character; hence the 
above has obtained general application. 
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Besides the two estufas within the court, there is another just outside 
at the southwest corner, fully 50 feet in diameter, enclosed within a rec- 
tangle measuring 56 by 80 feet. Twenty-four feet of one end of this is 
divided into six or seven apartments. These are exactly opposite the 
end of the west wall, with a passage-way of about 50 feet between. In 
the centre of this space is a depression and other indications of what 
was probably an underground room. Besides the three circular rooms 
just described, which were not in reality subterranean, there were 
undoubtedly many others within the court, as already conjectured, 
which were. These may have been simply underground work-rooms. 
Among the Moquis it is a common practice for both men and women 
to resort to the underground rooms or estufas to work at their looms 
or other similar occupation, as they are delightfully cool during the 
hot, burning days of summer, and warm and comfortable in the 
winter. Beneath the ground plan in Plate LV is a section through a 
restoration of the pueblo from north to south, showing the manuer in 
which the stories were probably terraced from the interior of the court 
outward. There is no positive evidence in any of these ruins that they 
were thus built, but this arrangement naturally suggests itself as being 
the only way in which light and ease of access to the inner rooms could 
be readily obtained. It is also quite certain from the character of the 
standing walls that they were not terraced symmetrically, but irregularly, 
after the manner of the present pueblos. There is every reason to be- 
lieve that the first story was in every case reached from the outside by 
ladders, the succeeding stories being also approached from the outside, 
either by ladders or by stone stairways, after the manner of the Moqui 
pueblos. There is no positive evidence to sustain any conjecture upon 
this point, as in every ruin the upper stories are so entirely dismantled 
that no indications of any sort of stairway have ever been found. The 
ground floor was divided into smaller apartments than the second 
floor, many of the rooms, as shown in the plan, being in the lower story 
div ided into two or three. It would be impossible to say how high this 
story had been, as the floor is covered toa cousiderable extent with 
stoues from the ‘fallen walls. The second floor was 10 feet between joists, 
and the third somewhat Jess, about 7 feet, as near as we could judge 
from below. It is probable that there was a fourth story, but there is 
now very little evidence of it. Not a vestige of the vigas or other floor- 
timbers now remain. Some of the lintels over the doors or windows, 
composed of sticks of wood from 1 to 2 inches thickness, laid close 
together, are now in fair preservation. 

Hosta states that the soldiers of Colonel Washington’s command and 
of other scouting parties caused a great deal of the present ruin by 
pulling out the floor-timbers for their camp-fires. He also says he can 
distinctly remember when there were a number of perfect rooms. Every 
room had one or more apertures, in the form of small window-like door- 

_ ways, the largest of which are 24 by 40 inches, leading into neighboring 
rooms. The sills of these doors are generally about 2 feet above the 
floor. In the west wall are several large windows looking outward from 
the second story, and in the north wall very small ones only in the 
second and third stories. There were a few very small apertures in the 
first story, mere peep-holes. The walls of the first floor are 28 to 30 
inches thick, those of each ascending story being a little less. The 
masonry, as it is displayed in the construction of the walls, is the most 
wonderful feature in these ancient habitations, and is in striking con- 
trast to the careless and rude methods shown in the dwellings of the 
present Pueblos. Those of Moqui, Taos, and probably Acoma, were in 
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no better condition when first discovered by the Spaniards, nearly three 
hundred and forty years ago, than they are now, and how much older 
these perfect buildings were then than the rude piles of adobe and 
uncut stone found by the first conquerors, the past can only tell, and 
that is dead and buried. The material, a grayish-yellow sandstone, 
breaking readily into thin laming, was quarried from the adjacent ex- 
posures of that rock. In the ruin it has weathered to a warm brown, 
so that at a distance it looks almost black. The stones employed aver- 
age about the size of an ordinary brick, but as the larger pieces were 
irregular in size, the interstices were filled in with very thin plates of 
sandstone, or rather built in during its construction, for by no other 
means could they be placed with such regularity and compactness. So 
closely are the individual pieces fitted to each other. that at a little dis- 
tance no jointage appears, and the wall bears every indication of being a 
plain solid surface. A clay mortar was used plentifully within the body 
of the wall but does not appear anywhere upon the surface. Great pains 
were taken in the construction of the door-ways, the stones being more 
regular in size and the corners dressed down to perfect right angles; 
the same care was given to the openings in the lowest floor as to those 
inthe upper. In the northwest corner of the main building, back of the 
estufas and on the second floor, a door-way has been constructed leading 
diagonally from oné room to another, which displays particularly nice 
workmanship. The lintels were in nearly every case composed of small 
round sticks of cedar or pine placed in contact, but in the smaller open- 
ings were formed by a single slab of stone. Although there is a great 
diversity in the size of the stones employed, still they are ranged in per- 
fectly uorizontal layers, rows of the larger stones alternating with rows 
of smaller ones, presenting at a little distance a beautifully laminated 
appearance. 

In regard to the number of inhabitants, I do not think there were more 
than about 200. There are 51 rooms on the second floor, exclusive of 
the estufas and outside buildings. The lqwer floor was composed of a 
larger number of rooms, and the third floor of a less pumber, so that in 
the whole building there are probably about 150 apartments. Divide 
occupants into families and each would occupy on an average four rooms, 

_ and then if we allow five persons to each family we have 200 souls in 
all, as estimated. ; 
Upon the southeastern front, just outside of the court, are two rubbish- 

heaps, the refuse carried out and there deposited by the ancient: occu- 
pants. Throughout the mass are large numbers of fragments of painted 
pottery and flint-chippings, but nothing of any greater interest was found 
in the limited time at our disposal. The trail here leaves the arroyo of 
the Chaco to avoid a considerable bend which it makes to the right. The 
surface is slightly undulating, and in the neighborhood of the trail, both 
above and below the Pueblo, is covered with a number of small old ruins. 
I counted ten such within a mile of each other. They are built of stone, 
of but one story, and varied from 30 to 50 feet in exterior dimensions. 

Two miles from the ruin we descendéd into the cafion of the Chaco. 
It is here only about 50 feet in depth, with vertical walls of yellowish- 
gray sandstone. The dry bed of the arroyo meandering along the bot- 
tom, almost entirely cuts off communication from one side of the canon 
with the other. Numerous small cottonwoods attest that there is moist- 
ure somewhere in the neighborhood. <A two hours’ ride brought us to a 
few water-pockets or reservoirs in the bottom of the arroyo, in which 
was a plentiful supply of thick, pasty water. Some families of Navajos, 
with their sheep and goats, were camped near by. 
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THE PUEBLO WEHJE-GI. 

Twelve miles from the Pueblo Pintado, and on the north side of the 
canon, are the next important ruins, although we had passed several 
small ones on the way. The Pueblo Weje-gi, as Simpson calls it, is sit- 
uated close under the bluff, and is a rectangular structure built around 
three sides ofan open court which faces almost due south. Its exterior 
dimensions are 224 by 120 feet. The walls are still standing to con- 
siderable height and indicate at least three stories. They are built in 
much the same style as those of the Pueblo Pintado, of small tabular 
pieces of sandstone arranged with a beautiful effect of regularity and 
finish. This ruin is remarkable for the perfect symmetry of the ar- 
rangement of the rooms and of the estufas, a close scrutiny and carefu] 
measurement failing to detect any deviation. The rooms are small, the 
largest being 8 by 14 feet and the smallest 8 feet square. The estufas 
are each 30 feet in diameter and are placed just within the two elbows 
of the building. 

There is not the least indication of the court ever having been en- 
closed by a wall. None of the wood-work now remains in place. The 
outer walls, like those in the first ruin described, were built up to the full 
height of the building, and were without any aperture save the smallest 
kind of windows. 

PUEBLO UNA VIDA. 

Two miles and a half farther down the cafion, and also on the north side, 
are the ruins of the Pueblo Una Vida. At this point the cation bends to 
the northwest around a promontory at the foot of which are the ruins. 
On the opposite side there is a break for about half a mile in the bluffs, 
which have completely shut us in thus far, in the centre of which space 
stands a remarkable butte or mesa some 300 feet in height. In the gaps 
between the butte and mesa we have fine distant views of the snow- 
crowned Sierra San Mateo, or Mount Taylor. The cafion is here about 
500 yards wide, and is perfectly level from one side to the other. The bed 
of the stream is a perfectly dry wash, without even an occasional pool, 
except where it has been secured by artificial means, as at the place six 
milesabove where the Indians werecamped. Lieutenant Simpson passed 
through the cation in August, and mentions that at this place there was 
a width of 8 feet, and a depth of 14 feet of running water in the 
BET Oyo: It was then in the midst of the rainy season, however; but 
heavy rains had fallen over this part of the country a few days previous 
to our visit, yet it appeared as if it had been subjected to a prolonged 
drought. 

The Pueblo Una Vida resembles in its ground plan quite closely 
that of the Pueblo Pintado. It has the same L-shaped main build- 
ing, the two extremes of which are connected by a semicircular wall. 
The two wings facing within a few degrees south and east respec- 
tively, are 274 and 253 feet in length; the longer one running north and 
south over a slightly rising surface, while the other, which is at right 
angles to it, runs over a rocky knoll some 15 or 20 feet above the general 
level. Within the enclosure are the remains of the largest estufa to be 
found in any of the eleven great ruins. The inside measurement from 
wall to wall is 60.2 feet; the masonry of the cylindrical surface is perfect 
throughout most of the circle, and is in places four feet high, its upper 
edge on a plane with the floor of the court; it wasevidently entir ely subter- 
ranean. In the southern end of the longest wing are three other estu/fas, 
their interior walls in good preservation, the ‘diameters of which are 
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respectively 28, 18, and 30 feet. Midway its length, and back of the 
other wing, is a semicircular apartment, the outside walls being rect- 
angular, the inside diameter of which 124 by 25 fect. Extending from 
this room toward the bluff, and at right angles to the north wing, are 
some lines of ruined walls, the details of which are nearly indistinguish- 
able. I have drawn them as bending round towards a large cireular 
depression which exists on the right hand, but it is possible that this 
appearance was caused by the way in which the walls fell, and that they 
were originally a portion of a rectangular extension. 

The ruins of the wall enclosing the court are low and broad, with but 
little masonry visible. The gate-way or entrance seems to have been at 
the right hand or upper end, just outside of which is a large rubbish- 
heap. The walis are in a much better state of preservation in the neigh- 
borhood of the three estufas. Everywhere else they are much ruined, 
particularly at the angle of the junction of the two wings, and the gen- 
eral appearance conveys the impression of a much greater age than any 
of the others, with one exception which will be noted. 

PUEBLO HUNGO PAVIE. 

One mile farther, on the same side and also built close under the walls 
of the cation, are the ruins of the Pueblo Llungo Pavie, or Crooked Nose, 
portions of which are yet in quite perfect condition. It is built like 
Weje-gi around three sides of a court, but this is enclosed by a semicircu- 
lar wall reaching from one wing to the other. The north or main build- 
ing is 309 feet long on the outside, and the two wings 136 feet each. 
The ground plan represents a depth of but three rows of rooms, and as 
the walls still indicate that there were at least four stories, it gives a 
much greater degree of height in comparison with breadth than any 
of the other ruins. The single estufa is situated midway in the north 
building and appears to have extended up to the top of the second story. 
In front of it is a projection or platform of masonry, nearly as high and 
of the same width as the estufa, which extends some 10 or 12 feet into 
the court. The interior, which is 23 feet in diameter, has six counter-forts. 
or square pillars of masonry—like those of the Pueblo Pintado—built 
into the encircling wall at equal distances from each other, and which 
appear to have extended up to the top. In the northeast corner of the 
ruins the walls are now standing 30 feet high, showing a portion of the 
fourth floor. Many of the heavy pine logs that supported the flooring 
are Still in position. The height of the second-story rooms was about 9 
feet and of the third-story about 7 feet. The masonry is of the same 
character as that already noticed, but the walls of the first story are of 
unusual thickness—nearly 3 feet—otherwise it has no marked difference 
of features. The rooms of the central portion of the building are gener- 
ally long and narrow, while those of the wings are of the same length 
but wider. There are no signs of masonry in the low mound which is. 
all there is left of the wall which enclosed the court. Just outside of it, 
near the centre, is the usual mound of rubbish, and just inside, one of 
the great circular depressions generally found in the same relative 
position in nearly all the ruins. 

PUEBLO OF CHETTRO KETTLE. 

Two miles farther along under the northern wall of the cation we cam- 
to the ruins of the great Pueblo of Chettro Kettle, or the Rain Pueblo. 
This is of the same pattern as the Pueblo of Hungo Pavie, and is the 
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largest of the perfect rectangles. Its outside dimensions are 440 by 250 
feet. A semicircular wall connects the two side wings. There are 
seven distinectly-marked estufus, four near the centre of the main build- 
ing and three near the end of the west wing. Besides these there are 
indications of others within the court but outside the building. The 
four in the centre are built together in a solid body and project partially 
from the main building into the court; the one on the left project- 
ing farther than the other three, which have a row of small rooms 
between them and the court. This left-hand estufa is also noticeable 
from its height, rising as it does above the general level! of the ruin 
about it. It was originally divided into three stories, all above ground, 
and the remnants by the vigas between the first and second floors still 
remain in the wall. The three others were not so high and were prob- 
ably not more than one full story.in height. These four averaged 22 
feet in diameter. The other three estufas in the west wing, which are 
much ruined, do not differ from others we have seen. The walls of the 
pueblo at the: northeast corner are fully 35 feet in height, showing four 
floors plainly, and with indications that there may possibly have been 
another. Many of the floor timbers are yet in place, those that: are in 
any way protected from atmospheric changes remaining quite sound. 
The entire series covering the rooms of the first floor project through 
the wall and extend beyond it 4 or 5 feet. It may have supported a 
balcony on this, the cool and shady side of the house. —__ 

The following is a description by Simpson of a room seen by him in 
this pueblo: ‘This room is 14 by 174 in plan and 10 feet in elevation. 
It has an outside doorway 34 feet high by 24 wide, and one at its west 
end leading into the adjoining room 2 feet wide, and, at present, on ac- 
count of rubbish, only 24 feet high. The stone walls still have their 
plaster upon them, in a tolerable state of preservation. On the south 
wall is a recess or niche, 3 feet 2 inches high, by 4 feet 5 inches wide by 
4 feet deep. Its position and size naturally suggested the idea that it 
might have been a fireplace, but, if so, the smoke must have returned 
to the room, as there was no chimney built for it. In addition to this 
large recess, there were three smaller ones in the same wall. The ceil- 
ing showed two main beams laid transversely. On these, longitudinally, 
are @ number of smaller ones in juxtaposition, the ends being tied to- 
gether by a species of woody fibre, and the interstices chinked in with 
small stones. On these again, transversely, in close contact, was a kind 
of lathing of the odor and appearance of cedar, all in a good state of 
preservation.” We did not find the room thus deseribed, which was 
stated to be in the northwest corner of the ruins, but we found others 
near the centre of the north wing that were in as good a state of preser- 
vation and to which the above description applies, with the exception 
of some of the details. These were entered by holes that have been 
broken in the outer wall. At one time there has been a row of windows, 
about 24 by 40 inches in size, all along the first story. These, however, 
had been sealed up, but as all other approaches had been cut off by the 
great mass of fallen walls, which covered the regular approaches, some 
of them were reopened, probably not long ago. 

The general level of the sandy surface back of this ruin was nearly up 
to the sill of the windows and considerably above the floor of the lower 
rooms. The soil has undoubtedly increased considerably in depth from 
the accumulation of sifting sand and the disintegration of the high bluffs 
of sandstone, which are within a few yards of the rear wall. Near this 
wall a coyote hole exposed a small section of masonry below the surface, 
a portion of a wall or something of that kind, that had become entirely 

“ 
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covered up with sand. I was alone at the time, with no implement 
whatever suited to an excavation, or I would have investigated further. 
The masonry of this ruin is remarkable for the effect of fine finish 
imparted to its general appearance. It consists almost entirely of small 
tabular pieces of stone, although in some portions of the building the 
material is selected as to size, and laid in parallel courses. The exterior 
walls, however, are composed entirely of very small pieces, arranged 
without order, but so compactly and solidly as to give the impression 
of a homogeneous surface, and this is secured without the aid of any 
cement or adobe mortar appearing between the joints. I measured off 
at random a square yard on the back wall just behind the estufas, and 
found that 450 pieces of stone appeared on the surface within that space. 
The opposite surface was formed in like manner, but as tkese stones 
would form less than one-half the thickness of the walls, the rest was 
made up of larger and more irregular pieces laid in an abundance of 
clay cement. Imagine the industry and patience required to build such 
a wall. 

In this ruin there was at one time a line of wall running around three 
sides of the building, 935 feet in length and about 40 feet in height, giving 
37,400 square feet of surface, and as an average of 50 pieces of stone 
appeared within the space of every square foot, this would give nearly 
2,000,000 pieces for the outer surface of the outer wall alone; multiply 
this by the opposite surface, and also by the interior and transverse 
lines of masonry, and, supposing a symmetrical terracing, we will find 
that it will swell the total up into more than 30,000,000, embraced 
within about 315,000 cubic feet of masonry. These millions of pieces 
had to be quarried, dressed roughly to fit their places, and carefully 
adapted to it; the massive timbers had to be brought from a consider- 
able distance, cut and fitted to their places in the wall and then covered 
with other courses ; and then the other details of window and roof making, 
plastering, and construction of ladders, must have employed a large 
body of intelligent, well-organized, patient, and industrious people, 
under thorough discipline, for a very long time. The remains of the 
wall that enclosed the court show it to have been of stone and to have 
been divided into apartments, for at regular intervals of about 10 feet 
there are lines of stone-work at right angles to its trend, the same as 
in two other ruins at least in which a number of these apartments are 
in good preservation, showing clearly their character. The centre was 
broken, as if for an opening or gateway, and upon either hand outside 
were long mounds of rubbish, the refuse of the town. Within about 
20 yards of the northwest angle of the ruin, and built upon a slight 
mound at the base of the bluff, are the ruins of a structure that bears 
about the same relation to this pueblo as the similar one which appears 
in connection with the Pueblo Pintado. These adjacent structures 
also appear in connection with most of the ruins about to be described. 
Although very ruinous, enough remains to show the large circular room 
in the interior, with probably two or three other rectangular rooms. 

PUEBLO BONITO. 

Five hundred yards below and also close under the perpendicular 
walls of the cafon are the ruins of the Pueblo Bonito, the largest and 
in some respects the most remarkable of all. Its length is 544 feet and 
its width 314 feet. By referring to the plan it will be seen that it only 
roughly approximates the usual rectangular shape. The two side wings 
are parallel with each other, and at right angles to the front wall, fora 
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distance of 70 feet; the west wing then bends around until a little past a 
line drawn through the centre of the ruin transversely, when it bears off 
diagonally to join the east wing, thus resembling in its outline a semi- 
oval. Instead of a semicircular wall, the court is enclosed by a perfectly 
straight row of small buildings running almost due east and west, and is 
intersected by a line of estufas, which divide it (the court) into two nearly 
equal portions. A marked feature is the difference in the manner of con- 
struction, as shown in the character of the masonry and of the ground 
plan. It was not built with the unity of purpose so evident in the Pueblo 
of Chettro Kettle and some others, but large additions have been spliced 
in from time to time, producing a complexity in the arrangement of the 
rooms difficult to follow out. I spent several hours in endeavoring to 
unravel the intricacies of the foundations, and with better success than 
{ imagined possible. ‘The left-hand wing consists of three rows of 
rooms, eight in each row, 12 to 15 feet wide and from 12 to 20 feet in 
length. The outer walls are entirely demolished, but some of the inte- 
rior walls reach to the top of the second story. In front of this wing 
and facing the court are the remains of what were probably three circu- 
lar, partially subterranean rooms, probably estufas. The section adjoin- 
ing this wing is in the shape of an almost perfect quarter-circle, and 
consists of five tiers of rooms, with nine rooms in each. The walls are 
standing quite generally as high as the second story. The outer tier 
of rooms of this section, which are only about 4 feet in width, seem to 
have been built on merely to assimilate this portion of the building with 
the rest, for they are evidently of different periods. The middle section 
is the most ruinous of all, but the great depth of the débris which covers 
several perfect rooms indicates that it originally possessed an equal 
height with the adjoining walls. The outer wallthus far is entirely ruined, 
hardly a stone remaining in place, but in the section that lies between the 
central line of estufas and the right-hand wing it rises up to the fourth 
story, and is in a remarkably well-preserved condition. Portions of it 
are evidently a quite late addition in the history of the ancient pueblo, 
some of the outer rows having been spliced or joined to the last wing 
in a manner which will be better.understood by a reference to the plate 
than by any description. Several of the interior parallel and transverse 
walls are also standing fully 30 feet high. Manyof the vigas, which are 
in excellent preservation, still retain their places and protect a number 
of rooms on the first floor. The outer wall of the east wing is in fair 
preservation, while the interior walls are in excellent order for at least 
two stories; the apartments in this and in the adjoining section are of 
unusual size, and the walls of the ground floor are of a firm massiveness 
that has preserved them remarkably well. Within this wing are two 
estufas, one of which came up with and formed a portion of the second 
story. Across the front of the court there are two tiers of rooms about 
25 feet in width, their fallen walls making a mound of débris 5 to 8 feet 
in depth, indicating that they were of considerable height. Every 
transverse wall could be easily distinguished. Interrupting this about 
midway is a solid parallelogram 65 by 115 feet in dimensions, in which 
are two estufas each 50 feet in diameter. A low mass of ruins connects 
these with two more somewhat similar estufas that adjoin the centre of 
the main building. 
Having thus roughly sketched in the external forma of the ruin, L 

will devote some space to a description of some of its details. 
The masonry, as exhibited in the construction of the walls, is quite 

dissimilar in the different portions, showing clearly that it was either 
built at different periods, or that it had been once partially demolished 
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and then rebuilt. The three kinds of masonary shown in plate LXIII, 
appear at various places throughout the building, and, in addition, there 
is considerable rough-laid. plastered wall, like that which appears in 
many of the old ruins, and which is also characteristic of all the Moqui 
pueblos. In that part of the external wall which is now standing a 
different method of laying the stones is observed in each story. The 
first or lowest story is built in the manner of No. 2; the second as No. 
1; while in the third story it is a repetition of the first. The straight 
row across the front of the court was built almost entirely like No. 2, 
and the buildings immediately adjoining partook of the same character. 
Most of the interior walls, especially in the east wing and the section 
adjoining it, were built in the manner of No. 1; but of larger stones. 
A large number of beams of wood were used to strengthen the walls; 
round sticks of 3 and 4 inches diameter were built into the wall trans- 
versely, the ends trimmed off smooth and flush with the two outer sur- 
faces, and larger timbers of from 10 to 15 feet in length and 6 to 8 in 
diameter were embedded longitudinally. We observed these in the 
outer wallonly. The estufas in this ruin form an important feature, both 
from their number, size, and the excellent manner in which most of them 
were built. Referring to the plan (Plate LVIID, the first that attract our 
attention are those in the centre, Nos. 1 and 2, which have been already 
referred to. Neither these, nor in fact any of the others, with the excep- 
tion probably of some of the more indistinet ones, which are indicated by 
dotted lines, appear to have been subterranean. No.3 is 40 feet in 
diameter and, No. 4, 26 feet; both are considerably elevated above the 
general surface. The masonry in the circles of these four central estufas 
is yet perfect around their entire circumferences, and the only others in 
like condition are the two in the east wing, Nos. 5 and 6. Besides these 
Six, there are at least fifteen others in various degrees of demolition. Nos. 
7, 8, and 9 are unmistakably of the same character as the preceding, 
and also those numbered from 10 to 17; the last six especially, having 
considerable portions of their cylindrical walls remaining. The remain- 
ing ones have only great mounds of stones and earth to mark their sites. 
The interior of the court is very uneven, there being no level ground 
whatever. This, as in the case of the Pueblo Pintado, I think, indicates 
that it was oecupied with many subterraneam rooms. There area number 
of rooms, the coverings of which have resisted the great weight of 
fallen walls, and are now in excellent preservation. These do not differ 
materially from those already mentioned; and, as Lieutenant Simpson 
and Dr. Hammond describe two that are in this ruin with considerable 
minuteness, I'will say but little in regard to them. In one of these, a 
small room in the outer tier of the north side, which we entered by a 
small hole which had been broken through the exterior wall, we found 
the names of Lieutenant Simpson, Mr. R. H. Keen, and one or two 
others, with the date, August 27, 1849, scratched into the soft plastering 
which covered the walls, the impression appearing as plainly as if done 
but a few days previously. The pueblo was built within about 20 
yards of the foot the bluff, but a talus of broken rock occupies all of 
this space, excepting a narrow passage next the northern wall, through 
which the trail passes. To the east of this are the ruins of several 
small buildings built upon a bench close under the rocks. The bench 
has been extended some distance by a wall of 6 or 8 feet hight, built of 
alternating bands of large and small stones. A short distance beyond 
is a mass of ruins measuring 135 by 75 feet, in the centre of which are 
two circular rooms. From the east side of this a line of wall ran due 
south about 300 feet, meeting at a right angle another wall 180 feet in 
length, which was an extension of the south front of the pueblo. 
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PUEBLO DEL ARROYO. 

Three hundred yards below are the ruins of the Pueblo del Arroyo, so 
named probably because it is on the verge of the deep arroyo which 
traverses the middle of the cation. This was given only a passing 
glance by Simpson, but it well repays more careful inspection. It is of 
the rectangular form, but with the open space or court facing a few © 
degrees north of east. The west wall is 268 feet long and the two wings 
125 and 135 feet respectively; their ends connected by a narrow and 
low semicircular wall. The wings are the most massively built and 
better preserved portion of the whole building; that portion which lies 
between them and back of the court being much more ruinous and dis- 
Similar in many respects. The walls of the south wing, which are in the 
first story very heavy and massive, are still standing to the height of 
the third story. Many of the vigas are still in place, and are large and 
perfectly smooth and straight undressed logs of pine, averaging 10 
inches in thickness; none of the smaller beams or other wood-work now 
remains. There is one estufa 37 feet in diameter in this wing. In the 
north wing the walls are standing somewhat higher, but do not indicate 
more than three stories, although there was probably another. The 
vigas of the second floor project through the wall for a distance of 
about 5 feet along its whole northern face the same as in the Pueblo 
Hungo Pavie. There are twoestufas ; one, near the east end of the wing 
which is 27 feet in diameter, was three stories in height. The floor 
beams are removed, but the remains show this plainly. The interior is 
nearly filled up, but it was originally over 25 feet in depth. The ruins 
of the other estufa are insignificant compared with this, and was prob- 
ably of but one low room. Facing the centre of the court are remains 
of what were three circular rooms. At the end of the wings, outside of 
the building, are faint outlines of other circular apartments or enclosures, 
shown by dotted lines on the plan. In the central portion of the ruin, 
between the two wings, some rooms have been preserved entire. I 
crawled down into one of these through a small hole in the covering, ané 
found its walls to consist of delicate masonry, thinly plastered and white- 
washed. ‘The ceiling was formed in the usual manuer, fine willow brush 
supporting the earthen floor above instead of the lath like-sticks or thin 
boards that were used in the exceptional cases noted. The arroyo 
is undermining the soil close to the southwest corner of the pueblo, and 
has already exposed some old lines of masonry, which on the surface do 
not give any indications whatever of their existence. About 200 yards 
up the arroyo are the ruins of a small stone building similar to the ones 
which appear in connection with some of the preceding ruins. Its upper 
surface is mound-like, showing only faint traces of masonry, but the arroyo. 
has undermined one corner, exposing well-laid walls extending down 5 or 
6 feet below the general level of the valley. The arroyo is here 16 feet 
deep, but there is an older channel cutting in nearer the large ruin, of only 
about one-half this depth. Itis in this that most of the exposed walls. 
are Shown. Below the remains of these walls, and extending out into 
the main arroyo to a depth of 14 feet below the surface, is an undulat- 
ing stratum of broken pottery, flint-chippings, and small bones firmly 
embedded in a coarse gravelly deposit. I traced this stratum for sev- 
eral rods along the smooth perpendicular face of the wash, where it was 
very clearly defined, and picked out many pieces of excellently painted 
shreds of pottery. At the lowest point of this stratum, and where it had 
been undermined by the waters which sometimes flow in this arroyo, @ 
human skull was exposed, so firmly embedded in the dense, rock-like: 
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earth that considerable force was necessary to detach it; some smaller 
bones and numerous fragments of pottery were scattered about in the 
soil near by; it was in an inverted position, the crown half buried in 
the hard earth, a soft stratum above having washed out to a few inches 
greater depth, thus leaving it standing, as above described, on a little 
bench. The thin stratum of pottery could be traced also on the oppo- 
site bank of the arroyo and thence along its walls to the small ruin 
already described. This deposit represents the ancient surface of the 
grounds about the pueblo, and was probaby the sloping bank of thestream, 
which during the occupancy of this pueblo may have been a considera- 
ble river. Since the desertion of this region the old bed has become 
filled to the depth of at least 14 feet, and through this the arroyo has 
made its present channel. A system of thorough excavation would 
undoubtedly reveal many interesting things, and is probably the only 
method by which anything satisfactory will ever be learned of the indus- 
trious people who once filled this narrow valley. 

PUEBLOS NOS. 8 AND 9. 

At distances of a half mile and one mile respectively, are the ruins of. 
two comparatively small buildings, built close up under the northern 
walls of the canon. The first of these, which I havecalled Pueblo No. 8 
in the plan, was originally a perfect parallelogram, 135 by 100 feet di- 
mensions, without any adjoining buildings, walls, or court. From the 
fact that the outer walls are low and much ruined and that the highest 
walls are all nearest the centre, it would seem that it was originally ter- 
raced pyramidally like the great houses of Taos. The estufas, three in 
number, are nearly in a line through the centre. The two end ones are 
quite high and must originally have been at least two stories in height. | 
It is possible, however, that their elevation is due to the tact that they 
are built upon large rocks which are entirely concealed by the fallen 
walls. The central estwfa is low compared with the others and with the 
walls standing around it. These estufas are from 18 to 22 feet in diam- 
eter, with their circular walls 5 to 6 feet high and with unknown depth 
of debris in the bottom. The walls near the northeast corner and along 
the north side generally are standing three stories in height, or from 20 
to 25 feet, with rough debris to indicate another story. The front is 
much more ruinous. The masonry throughout the building is of square 
blocks of sandstone about 8 by 5 by 3 inches, dressed and ground down 
both before and after they are laid in the walls, a clay mortar being 
used plentifully between them. The door-ways or windows, whichever 
they may be called, are quite uniformly 27 by 42 inches in size, and the 
walls in which they occur from 18 to 24 inches in thickness. The ma- 
sonry about some of these door-ways is ground down so smoothly, appar- 
ently by grinding, that if a carpenter’s two-foot square was applied to 
their angles it would prove them to be as exact as in the ordinary brick- 
work of the present time. There is no appearance of the minute mosaic- 
like stucco-work so noticeable in the other ruins. But little wood-work 
now remains, what there is consisting almost entirely of lintels of small 
sticks of wood above the windows. 

The next ruin, which we have called No. 9, is still smaller and hardly 
deserves to be called a pueblo. Like the last it is a solid parallelogram, 
but is only 63 by 78 feet in dimensions. The interior is mostly occu- 
pied by two comparatively large circular apartments, only one of which 
has its interior wall in good order. The exterior of the ruin, along the 
front and left-hand side, consists of three or four stories of small rooms, 
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none of which are larger than 5 by 8 feetinside. The walls now standing 
are about 28 feet high; those about the right-hand portion are entirely 
ruinous and it is difficult to make out the original design. Some little 
wood-work remains—a few vigas and some lintels over the windows. 

PUEBLO PENASCA BLANCA. 

Two miles farther down the cation from the last-described ruin, and 
occupying the summit of a promontory-like point around which the 
Chaco swings in a sharp elbow, are the ruins of the Pueblo Pefiasca 
Blanca. Next to the Pueblo Bonito this is the largest in exterior di- 
mensions of all the ruins. With the exception of the Pueblo Pintado. 
it is the only one on the south side of the canon, and the only one, with 
another exception, built above the bottom of the canton. It is also un- 
like all the others in its ground plan, being an almost perfect ellipse. 
Its greater diameter is north-northeast and south-southeast. The west- 
ern half of the ellipse is occupied by a massive structure, five tiers of 
rooms deep, and the other balf by a single continuous row of small 
houses serving aS a wall to enclose the court. The interior dimensions. 
of this court are 346 by 269 feet; add to this the depth of the buildings 
surrounding it and we have a total exterior diameter of 499 by 363 teet 
with a circuit of 1,200 feet. The greater portion of the walls is so ruinous. 
that but few of them are in place above the first or lower story, where 
they are in places to full height of the second story. The greatest 
height, however, is maintained in the second tier of rooms from the out- 
side. The entire-outside wail is thrown down, but the end and dividing 
walls are yet ina fair state of preservation, enabling us to measure from 
them with some accuracy. The great height of the débris would indi- 
cate at least four stories in the outside tier. Like the Pueblo Bonito, some: 
portions were built in a very much better manner than others; greater care 
seems to have been taken with the more exposed walls, while many of the: 
interior ones were built of rough stones covered with adobe plaster. The 
two end wallsare better preserved than any other portion, and in them is. 
a beautiful example of the horizontal alternations of thick and thin 
plates of stone. There are seven estufas, all situated near each other in 
the northern half of the inner circumference of the west side of the ellipse.. 
Five of these are in a solid row, and of the two other larger ones, one is. 
set back within the body of the building, and the other outside but adjoin- 
ing it. The masonry of the interior surfaces is in good order, but does. 
not show that they were more than the ordinary one-story apartments. 
built above the surface of the court. In the northern angle of the ruin 
a break in the outside walls enabled me to crawl into one of the end 
rooms of the second tier. The only noticeable feature in the rooms thus. 
exposed was the employment of thin boards in the construction of the 
ceiling, resembling in every detail those described by Surgeon Ham- 
mond in convection with the Pueblo Bonito; all the larger beams had 
their ends cut off perfectly smooth and at right angles to their length. 
In the centre of the ruin, back of the two largest estufas, are more entire: 
rooms. ‘Two of these, to which I gained access by a small hole broken 
through the wall near the ceiling, were each about 10 by 15 feet in di- 
mensions and 7 feet in elevation. One was half filled with rubbish and 
the walls and ceiling black with soot and smoke. Crawling through a 
small door-way into the next room, I found a marked contrast to the first’ 
in the smooth whitewashed walls, but little stained. The ceiling of both 
rooms was constructed in the usual manner, a thick matting of willow 
brush coming in contact with the earthen floor above instead of the 
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small boards. Upon the floor and a little to the right of the centre as 
we enter the room is a raised enclosure of whitewashed adobe, about 2 
by 3 feet in dimensions and 8 or 10 inches above the floor. Inside it is 
at least 2 feet deep, but. was filled nearly full with dust and dirt and 
the excrement of small animals. I scratched around in the mass to 
the bottom without finding anything of interest. In point of size, the 
rooms of this ruin will average larger than in most of the others; the 
twenty-eight rooms as they appear on the outer circumference average 
20 feet in length from wall to wallinside. The smallest, which are only 
10 feet wide, are at the two ends. The width of the rooms of each tier 
appears to have been constant throughout the length of the whole ruin. 
The dimensions given in these drawings are, in nearly every case, of 
those apartments which constitute the second story, as it is in those that 
there is the least obscuration of the walls. 

In most of the ruins the first floor is almost entirely filled up with 
débris ; but when the walls can be followed they show that this floor is 
generally divided into much smaller apartments, two or three occurring 
sometimes in place of each one above them. ‘The eastern half of the 
ellipse, as above said, consists of a single continuous line of small apart- 
ments, with a uniform width of 13 feet inside and an average length of 
20 feet. By a curious coincidence the same number of rooms are in this 
row as in the outer tier of the main building. The walls of the central 
portion, for a distance of about 200 feet, are in fair preservation, stand- 
ing in places 6 to 8 feet in height, the dividing walls showing apertures 
leading from one room to another. They are built of stones uniform in 
size, averaging 6 by 9 by 34 inches; mortar was used between the stones 
instead of the small plates of stone. At both ends, for a distance of some 
200 feet from the point of juncture with the main building, the walls are 
entirely levelled, but enough remains to show the dimensions of each 
apartment. Twenty yards from the south end of the main building are 
the ruins of a great circular room 50 feet in diameter, with some portions 
of its interior wall in such preservation that its character is readily dis- 
cernible. No masonry appears in connection with the exterior of the 
great mound, of which the cylindrical wall is the centre. At the north 
end there is another circular room of about 25 feet diameter, but this is 
surrounded by other rectangular apartments, and also by walls that prob- 
ably terraced up the sloping surface. 

PUEBLO ALTO AND STONE STAIRWAYS. 

During the three days while engaged in the examination of the ruins 
from the Pueblo Una Vida to Peflasca Blanca, we made our camp in the 
bottom of the arroyo, about 250 yards below the Pueblo Del Arroyo, where 
we had found a few shallow pools of a thick, pasty water, the only remains 
of some recent shower. There was also considera ble new grass just 
springing up among the willows and young cottonwoods, which extended 
half a mile above and below us, that was much relished by our half- 
starved mules, besides which the perpendicular sides of the arroyo served 
excellently as a corrall to restrain their wanderings. From this point we 
extended our trips up and down the caiion, returning to it each night, as 
affording the only water in the whole neighborhood. 

While engaged about the ruin last described, I accidentally discovered 
with my field-glasses some ruined walls upon the summit of the bluff and 
apparently about half a mile back of either the Pueblo Bonito or Chettro 
Kettle. There was so little visible that I could not locate it much nearer. 
Having a couple of hours to spare before sunset one evening, I set about 
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discovering a way upthe bluff. Scanning the walls closely I saw where 
there had formerly been means provided for reaching the summit 
through some of the great crevices which run up to the top, but they 
now were inaccessible. Back of the Pueblo Chettro Kettle is an alcove 
with perpendicular walls about one-third mile in depth and 300 yards 
wide across its mouth. At the far end of this are the ruins of some 
old structure which had been built upon a low slope of talus, and evi- 
dently served as an approach up the bluff. Continuing around the alcove 
to its mouth opposite where I entered, I saw some steps and hand-holds 
cut into the rock that seemed to offer the opportunity I was seeking ; 
climbing up a short distance over.a slope of fallen rocks I found in the 
sides of the crevice an irregular series of stair-like steps hewn into the 
hard sandstone, each step about 30 inches long and 6 inches deep, the 
two cut surfaces at right angles to each other. Upon each side of these 
steps, in the steepest part.of the ascent, are hand-holds so hewn out as 
to allow the hand to grasp them like the rounds of a ladder; in the other 
places they are sunken cup-like cavities, just large enough to admit the 
fingers. Easily gaining the summit, | walked back over the bluffs, 
ascending by terraces some 200 or 300 feet above the bottom of the 
cation, and then turning around the head of the alcove, my attention 
was drawn to the stairway, shown in the accompanying drawing [plate 
LXIJ], hewn in'the smooth and almost vertical face of a bluff, parallel 
with, and but a short distance back of that which forms the alcove. 
There are 28 or 30 steps of about the same size as those already men- 
tioned, accompanied with the hand-holds on both sides. At its foot was 
probably a water-pocket to which it led, but immediately above there 
are no indications of any ruins whatever. 

Interesting ruins, however, crop out in such unexpected places that 
something of the kind may be hidden away in the alcoves and ravines 
which penetrate the bluffs on all sides. From this point it was about 
half a mile over the sandy sage-covered plateau to the ruins I had seen 
from Pueblo Pefiasca Blanca. They are situated so as to command the 
entire horizon. Away to the north stretches the great basin of the Rio 
San Juan; the summits of the La Plata Mountains glimmering faintly 
in the distance. The Sierra Tunecha stretches across the entire western 
horizon, while to the south above the elevated table lands appear the snow- 
covered summits of the Sierra San Mateo. In the east the summits only 
of the Jemez Mountains are in view, the frosted crown of Pelado shining 
above them all. This ruin is thus nearly midway and above all the 
others—dominating them so far as its position is concerned. I endeav- 
ored to obtain some information from Hosta as to its name among the 
Navajos or Pueblos. At first he professed entire ignorance of its exist- 
ence, and said that none of his people or any of the Navajos knew any- 
thing of it. A day or two afterwards, however, while on the way home, 
he modified this statement by saying that there was a tradition among 
his people, of one pueblo among the others that was above them all, 
not only in position but in strength and influence, and was called El Cap- 
itan or E] Jugador. He explains the latter name by saying that among 
his people the gambler was regarded as a type of a superior people. 
Whether or not this explanation was gotten up for the occasion, to ex- 
plain something he knew nothing of, and yet did not wish to confess 
his ignorance, a manner in which most of these traditions are gotten up, 
it is impossible for me to determine ; but as a compromise I have called 
the ruin Pueblo Alto. Referring to the plan in plate LX, we see that itis 
in the usual rectangular form, the open court facing south and enclosed 
by a low semicircular wall. The northern wall is 360 feet long and the 
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two wings 200 and 170 feet respectively. Theeast wing is but two tiers 
of rooms deep, while the other wing and the central portions are three 
tiers in depth. The rooms are large, many of them upwards of 20 feet 
in length, and from 8 to 12 feet in breadth. The masonry is of a fair 
order, but little inferior to the best of the others; but the whole ruin bears 
every indication of extreme age, and I have no hesitancy in pronouncing 
it the oldest of all. The walls are almost entirely destroyed, there being 
but little remaining above the first story. The estufas, three in number, 
one of which is 36 feet in diameter, are placed in the angles of the build- 
ings. The inner walls of these rooms are in much better preservation 
than the rest of the ruin. In the court are other indications of other 
circular apartments in so ruinous a state as to be barely discernible, one 
of which is 45 feet in diameter. The ruins of the wall enclosing the court 
show it to have been of stone, and to have consisted of two parallel wails, 
and probably to have been subdivided into apartments, as in some of the 
others. Midway in this wall, and opposite the centre of the court, are 
the remains of what were evidently two circular apartments enclosed 
by rectangular walls measuring 40 by 70 feet, all in about the same 
state of ruin as the wall. At the east side of the court this wall does 
not join into the wing; a passage-way of some 12 feet width being left, 
just outside of which is an immense rubbish-heap, the cubic contents of 
which are approximately 25,000 yards. 
From the northeast corner of the ruin, a wall extends 150 yards east 

and then turns south and runs about 200 yards to the edge of a bluff; 
a similar line runs parallel with it from the centre of the court to the edge 
of the same bluff, thus enclosing a space of about five acres, near the 
centre of which is the rubbish-heap. One hundred and eighty yards to 
the southeast are the ruins of a small, square building in a better state 
of preservation than the larger ruin. It is 75 feet square, divided into 
six equal apartments on each side, thus making 36 rooms in all, four of 
which, however, make room for an estufa. This was probably at least 
three stories in height, for the walls are now standing: to the top of the 
second story. The masonry resembles that of the little pueblo num- 
bered 9. About 300 yards to the northwest are the ruins of a similar 
building which is in a much more ruinous condition. 

On the morning of our departure from this interesting region I rode 
from our camp to the foot of the bluff, about 200 yards below Pueblo 
Bonito, to examine some indications of human handiwork which ap- 
peared in a crevice, and which I had not theretofore noticed. Behind 
an immense bowlder which concealed the lower part I found a stairway 
built into a narrow opening running up to the top of the bluff; some of 
the steps were hewn in the manner already described, but there were 
others formed by sticks of cedar placed side by side wedged firmly 
in the crevice. Portions had decayed and fallen out, but enough re- 
mained to enable us to ascend. When once upon the summit we had a 
splendid bird’s-eye view of the Pueblo Bonito, it being almost vertically 
beneath us, and were thus able to make out clearly at a single glance 
its irregular and complex outlines. The most important result, however, 
of this last discovery was the finding of a series of water-pockets in a 
deep crevice in the bare, rocky surface of the summit. They were so 
hidden from casual observation that one might pass within avery few yards 
of them without suspecting their presence. In these were thousands of 
gallons of clear, cool, sweet water, a thing we had not seen for many 
days, and what vexed us the most, ic was discovered too late to be of 
any more use than for asingle draught of the delicious fluid. They are 
deep pot-holes so situated as to protect the contents almost entirely 
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from the sun’s rays, and the bare rocky surface all about them is so de- 
nuded of all soil, that the water is hardly tainted with the least impurity. 
A short distance below these pockets, and near the verge of the bluff, 
there had evidently been other and larger reservoirs of the same nature. 
The Pueblo Alto is directly back of this point less than half a mile, and 
it was from here that the people probably obtained much of their water. 

POTTERY. 

In the accompanying plates I have grouped a few of the most inter- 
esting examples of ancient and modern pottery, from the regions cov- 
ered by our investigations. The ancient ware, as shown in the two first 
plates, represents some of the most striking examples of the taste and 
skill in ceramic decoration of the unknown potters. All who have ever 
visited the region of the ancient ruins, which covers all of New Mexico 
and Arizona, and portions of adjacent territory, have been impressed 
with the vast quantities of shattered pottery scattered over the whole 
land, sometimes where not even a ruin now remains, its more enduring 
nature enabling it to long outlive all other examples of the handiwork 
of the makers. 

PLATE LXIV. 

Fragments of painted ware, mostly of bowls and mugs, and, with but 
one exception, from the south side of the San Juan River. The material © 
is generally dark gray, sometimes nearly white where the heat has been 
greatest, and is hard and firm, giving a clear ringing sound when struck. 
The paste shows a large percentage of a gritty substance resembling 
crushed fragments of burnt clay. The surface, however, is generally 
quite smooth, with a glossy appearance in some instances, much resem- 
bling a regular glaze. Upon this the black design lies without any per- 
ceptible wearing away. although these specimens have been exposed to 
all the disintegrating influences of soil and climate for centuries. 

The pieces marked a and D are fragments of mugs, about 4 inches 
diameter and from 4 to 5 inches high, sometimes with handles, very 
much like an ordinary beer-mug of the present time. All the other 
pieces, with the exception of c¢ (see also Plate XLV, Fig. 8), are from 
bowls, varying from 13 inches’ diameter to mere cups of only 4 or 5 
inches diameter. d is a fragment from the Chaco Cafion. See Plate 
XLV, Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4; for further details of this kind of pottery. 

PLATE LXV. 

Ancient Pottery. Nos. 1 and 3 are dippers with handles broken off; 
of a coarse. gray ware; from about the ruins of Montezuma Cafion; the 
first being found upon the plateau at its extreme head. No.2is a bowl 
that was found buried quite deeply near the ruins in Montezuma Caiion, 
described in page 428. Nos. 4 and 6 are pitchers from a grave on the 
banks of the San Juan River, near the mouth of the Mancos. The 
literal reproduction of the photographic process by which these plates 
are produced renders any further description unnecessary. No. 5 is a 
small jug, minus its handle, that was found buried among the ruins of 
the great Cave Town on the De Chelly (see page 421). It is assymmet- 
rical in its outline as if turned upon a wheel, and the design is traced 
upon it with the most exact precision. 

29 G 
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PLATE LXVI. 

Pottery from the Moqui Pueblos. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are spoons or 
ladles from Gualpi, decorated in black and red upon a yellowish-white 
surface. No. 4 is a double jug with an interior connection, found in 
Tégua, but supposed, however, to have come from Zuni. No.6 is a gourd- 
like jug, from Gualpi. No. 5 is a dipper, in imitation of a gourd, from 
Sechumevay. The handle is hollow, and is used in lieu of a funnel; 
after filling the bow] with water it is emptied through this handle into 
the narrow necks of the water-jars (see Fig. 2, Plate LXIX). 

PLATH LXVIL 

Basket work, and wooden images, or idols from the Moqui villages of 
Gualpi and Sechumevay. The conventionalized haman face and figure 
which appears on the basket, occurs frequently in other forms in the 
decorative art of the Moquis. 

PLATE LXVIII. 

Zufian Pottery. The art of molding earthen vessels in the shape 
of owls, ducks, and other animal forms familiar to them, seems to be 
confined almost exclusively to the Indians in the Pueblo of Zuiii. 

PLATE LXIXx. 

Zunian Pottery. Nos. 1, 3,4, and 6 are in imitation of various do- 
mestic fowls. No. 2 is a miniature model, decorated, of the kind of 
water-jar in use among the Moquis. They are in the form of a sphere, 
with a capacity of about six gallons, flattened slightly on one side, with 
a narrow bottle-like mouth. On either side are two small rings or 
handles, through which is passed a small shaw] or like piece of cloth, 
long enough to pass over the forehead and to suspend the jar against 
the back just below the shoulders. This modeof carrying water is ren- 
dered necessary by the precipitous nature of the pathways that lead to 
their springs. All the other Pueblo Indians carry their water in large, 
wide-mouthed jars, upon their heads. No. 5 is a common form of pot- 
tery among the Zunians, both with and without handles. 

PLATE LXX. 

Zuiian Pottery, representing an owl, an eagle, and a duck. The 
pieces shown in this and the preceding plate were loaned for the pur- 
pose of illustration, by Dr. J. V. Lauderdale, post surgeon at Fort Win- 
gate, who found them at Zuii. 

PLATE LXXI. 

The central figure is a small olla, or water-vessel, such as are in use 
among the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico for carrying water upon their 
heads. The under side of the jar has a concavity which fits the con- 
vexity of the head. Small pads or cushions are also made for the same 
end. The two bowls are of Moqui manufacture, from Tégua. Moqui 
pottery is generally inferior to that of the other pueblos, being more 
porous, and lacking that compactness and ringing quality that is notice- 
able in the ancient ware, and in that which is made in Laguna and 
some of the other pueblos. In decorative ability, however, they are not: 
at all inferior to the others. 
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REPORT OF W. J. HOFFMAN, M. D. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES, 

Washington, D. C., December 31, 1877. 
Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith my poner of observations 
upon a cliff-dweller’s cranium, found in Chaco Cafion, New Mexico, by 
Mr. W. H. Jackson, at a depth of 14 feet beneath the surface, lying upon a 
stratum of broken pottery. The deposit in this caiion consists of allu- 
vial drift, in which are several arroyos from 6 to 16 feet deep, by the 
erosion of which the lower stratum was brought to view. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
eG J. HOFFMAN, M. D. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist v2 charge. 
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REPORT ON THE CHACO CRANIUM. 

“By W. J. Horrman, M. D. 

The discovery of a skull in Chaco Cation (Northwestern New Mexico), 
belonging to the race which we recognize as the cliff-dwellers or ancient 
Pueblos, is one of considerable value and interest. Large ruins in ex- 
cellent state of preservation occur in this valley, on as gigantic a scale 
as in any known locality. Human remains, in this region, had escaped 
attention until last season, when Mr. W. H. J ackson of this Survey, insti- 
tuted greater search. Chaco Cafion, at the point under consideration, is 
about 500 yards broad, at the bottom of which is an alluvial deposit 
of sand and gravel, deposited here by the spring floods, at which time, 
and for a short period following, there is water. The valley contains 
numerous ruined pueblos, extending over a distance of about six miles 
from the two extreme buildings. Near the Pueblo del Arroyo, at which 
locality the skull was discovered, the wash or arroyo had cut a ditch 
16 feet in depth. This wash followed the valley in a serpentine course, 
as all ditches or streams are apt to. At one angle of the bottom of 
the arroyo, where the water was guided to the left, it had partly under- 
mined the embankment; here, at a depth of 14 feet below the sur- 
face, and two feet above the bed of the ravine, is exposed to view @ 
seam or stratum of broken pottery, about 13 inches in depth. At this 
point the skull was found, which will be described farther on. Follow- 
ing this stratum drown stream (or nearly westward) it gradually 
ascends until it comes to within a distance of 6 feet of the surface. A 
short distance above this appear the remains of an ancient founda- 
tion or stone wall, of former ruins. This terminates within a short dis- 
tance of the surface. Other similar walls appear in various places 
along the arroyo, indicating that there had been a former occupation at 
a more remote period, than the time of construction and occupation 
of the more recent ruins, which are literally unknown. Over the 
present surface, which completely hides these ancient monuments, 
are scattered the ruins, which are known as the pueblos. These and 
the cliff-dwellings are supposed to have been constructed and inhabited 
by the same people; the latter having been built on account of the 
annoyances and hostile incursions of neighboring tribes. These cliff- 
dwellings are on a grander scale and occupy more desirable locations 
than those which we find in the eastern interior of Arizona, which came 
under my personal observation. In the latter locality, buildings occu- 
pying a level surface are rare at this day. Ruins are abundant, .con- 
sisting of thick stone walls, upon which subsequent adobe dwellings 
had been erected. As the cliff-dwellings predominate, there is reason 
to suppose that the region just mentioned formed the most south- 
ern border of the country occupied by the various families and com- 
munities composing this extinct race, and for that reason there was 
need of greater security against surprise from enemies. These ruins 
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are not numerous considering the amount of relics which we find, 
such as the fragments of pottery, flakes, and implements and weapons, 
and the population could not have been as great as is generally sup- 
posed, but on the contrary it is the result of a prolonged occupation of 
the soil. Mr. Jackson states that he does not believe the population of 
Chaco Cafion to have exceeded twenty-five hundred persons. 

The fragments of pottery found in the stratum in this cafiion appear, 
according to Mr. Jackson’s observations, to have been covered with 
alluvial drift by repeated floods, as the layers from above dip westward 
and downward, resting unconformably upon the stratum of pottery. 
The sections and remains of stone walls are in good preservation, and 
do not appear to differ from those of the surface. The fragments of pot- 
tery examined show no traces of having been subjected to the action of 
water and gravel, but appear to have been covered with a layer of sand 
and gravel within a comparatively short period. A few pieces upon 
which the broken edges appear somewhat rounded and worn, are in no 
wise affected upon the glazed surfaces, but present such an appearance 
as is perceptible upon fragments which have been exposed upon the 
upper surface. The only material difference between the two varieties, 
d. €., those from the covered layer and those from the surface and ruins, 
is that the former are harder and better baked, and have a clear ring- 
ing sound when lightly struck with a hard body, which is absent to 
some extent in the latter. The designs of ornamentation are similar in 
fundamental structure. 

About the ruins in Arizona, the surface specimens are similar to those 
from Chaco Cafion, but among them we find numerous remains exhib- 
iting more complex designs in ornamentation, and more frequently speci- 
mens which exhibit none at all, but merely indentations and cleanly cut 
lines done by means of a sharp pointed instrument, showing not only 
as high a state of cultivation as the enamelled ones, but also that they 
were made in less time, as if from fear of interruption. — 

CRANIUM. 

Asymmetrical; apparently that of a female. The eruption of the last 
molars has not taken place. The whole of the cranial cavity is com- 
pletely impacted with sand and gravel, which is now of the consistence 
of agglutinated sandstone, and any attempt at its removal would prove 
disastrous to the specimen. Since its discovery, the skull has received 
some injury in transportation, breaking off the superior maxillary bones, 
and as the faces of fracture are worn and rubbed, no facial angle can be 
obtained. It is rather brittle, of a grayish yellowish-brown color, and 
in some places of a chalky consistence. The outer tables are rather 
hard. The ethmoid line, zygomatic processes, and inferior maxillary 
are wanting. The termini of the zygomatic processes indicate them 
to have been thin and slender. A facial view presents a narrow fore- 
head, widening upward and posteriorily, giving the greatest breadth 
across the bi-parietal region; orbits apparently oval; nose broad, con- 
sidering the curvatures of the inferior portion of the nasal eminence and 
the superior anterior portion of the maxillary bone. Frontal eminences 
coalesce, and retain a central elevated ridge downward to the nasal 
eminence, which is rather broad and prominent. Superciliary ridges are 
very slight, containing a foramen and notch over the left orbit, and two 
foramina over the right. 

The most striking peculiarity is the great flattening of the posterior 
portion of the skull, including the anterior portion of the occipital and 
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the posterior superior portions of the parietal bones; the larger portion 
of the flattening being over the left portion of this region. The pressure 
appears to have been to some extent from the left side, and has directed 
considerable influence upon the anterior portions of the parietal bones, and 
the superior lateral portions of the os frontis. Taking into consideration 
the curvatures and convexities, such as would be produced by any at- 
tempts at flattening, as practiced by aboriginal races, I do not believe 
it to have been post mortem deformation, but, on the contrary, an exam- 
ple of a former custom. In the absence of a complete facial structure, 
some idea can be obtained by taking an angle of measurement of two 
lines, one crossing the flattened surface of the skull, the other drawn 
from the nasal eminence upward, over the forehead, which is pretty 
straight to that point between the frontal eminences. These lines in- 
tersect at an angle of 27°. The frontal bone, behind the external angu- 
lar processes, forms a moderately deep groove, which intensifies materi- 

ally as it continues downward over the sphenoid. This is more promi- 
nent upon the left side than upon the right. The tubercles of the 
zygomatic processes are prominent. The glenoid fosse are unusually 
deep and well defined. The antero-posterior diameter of the foramen 
magnum is the greatest, this being due to the existence of a posterior 
notch, from the middle of which the crest takes a rather irregular course 
upward to the inferior curved lines, which are rather obscure. The crest 
is prominent, rather sharp, and well defined, upon either side of which 
the depressions for the insertion of the rectus posticus major and rectus 
posticus minor muscles, are deep and remarkably developed. The supe- 
rior curved lines are deficient, and the surfaces for the insertion of the 
complexus muscles are irregular, and decidedly rough and corrugated. 

The serration of the sagittal suture is rather coarse. The coronal 
suture as it recedes toward the occiput becomes more acutely developed, 
and contains several small Wormian bones. The lambdoidal suture is 
remarkable in serration and for the width which it occupies. Several 
Wormian bones of large size exist in the left portion ; in the right they 
are not so large but more intricate in serration. The extreme length 
of the largest one, extending from the anterior angle of the occipital 
bone toward the left, measures 1.12 inches. 

As there is some tendency to expansion of the mass of sand contained 
within the cranial cavity, the sutures have separated slightly. In mak- 
ing the following measurements, due allowance has been given for this, 
and the measurements, although only relative in several instances, are 
sufficiently accurate for all pfirposes. 

LGU BERS SESE deAG Shon Gb KO Dd65 Gobobe bobdca ConCoo baocod none bode anaBoS cHoese 6.20 
Biparietal diameter. .2 2-27 tsss cs ccccee -c oes eicccic ce coe teisees cae oees sacnas saee 5.58 
Hrontal diameter, createsti. 022 30 Le SSS scien Ses eo 4.75 
Hrontaljdiameter, least jessy pease te see secede ee tR US Re eee 2a 3.00 
EV emit cages pe es oe SR Sa ee Re oe cis ates ain eA deg aan 2 a Buy ahaa Rin 5.13 
eEVorizontaluperiphenycc. «csca0 sete sesso as cases see ecuoe Seleniseieecslcnea come LE90 

The measurements can only be given in part, as many of the protuber- 
ances have been removed in transportation. In fact, some of the cellu- 
lar portions of the base of the skull are impacted with sand, a proof that 
decay occurred even while in the drift. The sand is dry, as it is in all 
cations, in the regions where cliff-remains and pueblos are found, during 
the greater part of the year. Spring floods are of comparatively short- 
‘duration, and what little water remains in the arroyos and pools soon 
evaporates or disappears in the porous alluvial sand. That the country 

*'Taken from the anterior margin of foramen magnum to the posterior termination 
of the first third of the coronal suture. 
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was agriculturally good, well watered and wooded, we have proof from a 
mere glimpse. Since the climatic change it is not fit to support life in the 
great majority of cases. This change has been attributed to geological 
causes. In this I donot fully agree. In Arizona are remains of arroyos 
about 40 feet above the present level of any streams, by which the.agri- 
cultural regions were irrigated. 

In tracing up these remains, we find them to have originated in val- 
leys from 10 to 18 miles away, where there was an abundance of water 
at one time, as the pebbles and rounded bowlders show. These have 
long since dried up. In nearly every locality we find evidence of a time 
when water was abundant. 

It is natural to suppose that a community, however. large or small, 
must in time cut away the timber, both for building and as fuel. This 
thoughtless or negligent deboscation must eventually affect the soil and — 
annual rain-fall. Aqueous precipitation decreases year by year, springs 
and streams begin to dry up and disappear, until there is not enough for 
ordinary consumption. These statements are made from direct observa- 
tion of the physical features of the cliff-dwellers’ country, and the results 
of cutting away forests and woods in other localities, and I suppose I will 
be borne out in my belief that the gradual depopulation of the country 
under discussion was due, indirectly, to their own ignorance or thought- 
lessness, aS much as it was to the influence of hostile neighbors. The 
latter they had in any number, if we can take into consideration the 
positions of their architectural remains, but when a country is getting 
poorer and poorer, and the outside annoyances are greater than a posses- 
sion of the soil is worth defending, we can very readily understand what 
would be the final result. 

In connection with the skull there was one bone found, apparently 
belonging to the Tetraonide. The bone has not been further identified. 

Dr. Bessels seems to think the present Pueblos are a remnant of the 
ancient race of Pueblos or Cliff-Dwellers.* He bases his hypotheses 
upon the similarity in architectural and ceramic remains. The crania 
which he describes in his report present occipital flattening, but not 
in so marked a degree as exists in the Chaco cranium. This head- 
flattening is practised by various tribes of aborigines in the Columbia 
River region, but south of that we lose all trace of it until we reach the 
northern portion of the country formerly included in the Mexican region. 
It has been supposed by various prominent ethnologists and old writers 
that there had been in remote times, a migration towards the regions 
in various directions northward from Mexico. In time a return is traced, 
some assuming Aztlan to have been the point of departure, while a 
large and long-continued influx of people came from a country or king- 
dom in the northeast. Language has left its imprint among various 
existing races, and we find great affinity between that of the Natchez, 
who formerly occupied the lower portion of the Mississippi Valley, and 
the Mayas. Greater radical affinity is observable among many of the 
tribes scattered southward through Mexico into Central America, and 
Similar customs to a remarkable degree can be traced. The head-flatten- 
ing is also found to have existed, to more or less extent, among some 
of the Peruvians, Caribs, Mexicans, and Natchez. In comparisons made 
with specimens at the Army Medical Museum, we.can observe more or 
less similarity. 

Dr. Mortent figures several crania, the measurements of which I give 

*Bul. U. S. , : itori f . 47- 63, PUL te ee Geolog. and Geograph. Survey of the Territories, Vol. II, 1876, pp. 47 

tCrania Americana, §. G. Morton, M. D., Philadelphia 1839. 

—————— lO 
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to illustrate the general comparison. Occipital flattening is remarkably 
prominent, and I give the numbers in their order of nearest approach 
to the Chaco skull, as regards shape, bearing in mind that the latter is, 
to all appearance, that of a young female, and consequently somewhat 
smaller than the cranium of a male would measure. 

The first is the skull of a Natchez, pll. 20, 21; the second and third 
of Pames (Mexican), pl. 17a, and Mexican, pl. 7; "and the fourth a Mexi- 
can, pl..18, 

Race. 

Parietal diameter. Horizontal periphery. Total of length, breadth, 

and height 

Frontal diameter. Vertical (height). 

Sb AIG wWnH or ND OO otek orc ee we 

— = ~ i" 

Suor ovo oO * 

5. 
6. 

ee VEC NS CAN W pserate e te eree Toc a wiajaieis oaie:s/a's ahramene cee 6.8 
6 
6. co e @ ive) (=) = fer) Ne) = 

* Greatest diameter, as in the others. 

The general measurements and results are closely related, and might 
be more so had we a skull of a mature adult, and of known sex. There 
appears to have been some relationship between the ancient Cliff-Dwell- 
ers and the modern Pueblos, and finally the Aztecs or Mexicans, at or 
before the time of the Spanish conquest. The general designs in orna- 
mentation appear traceable in the Aztec pottery, and the ruins at 
Mitla, only in a higher state of cultivation. At the latter the designs 
have appeared upon.the walls of the ruined temple and upon a grander 
scale. The Aztec traditions of a northwest origin are strongly in favor 
of such a hypothesis, beside numerous arguments which might be 
brought to bear upon the subject. 

The accompanying sketches illustrate the appearance and outlines of 
the various positions of the cranium. 
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REPORT OF W. J. HOFFMAN, M. D. 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

OFFICE OF UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL AND 
GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES, 

Washington, D. C., December 31, 1877. 
Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report upon Ethno- 

graphic Observations upon several of the aboriginal tribes and sub-tribes 
inhabiting the western and southwestern portions of the United States. 

Very respectfully, you obedient servant, 
WALTER J. HOFFMAN, M. D. 

Dr. F. V. HAYDEN, 
United States Geologist in charge. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ETHNOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS ON INDIANS 
INHABITING NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, AND ARIZONA. 

By W. J. HOFFMAN, M. D. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The materials and data for the accompanying remarks I collected 
chiefly in Nevada, California, and Arizona, while attached to the United 
States Geographical and Geological Survey west of the one hundredth 
meridian in 187172, as surgeon and naturalist. Since then, valuable 
notes have been received, for which due credit has been given. Fre- 
quent allusions to the Dakotas are made merely for the purpose of illus- 
trating corresponding or differing customs. Observations were made 
in the country of the latter during the years 1872~73. The tribes vis- 
ited in 1871, are located and named as follows: 

1. Shoshonees, Pah-Utes, Nevada. 
‘2, Pah-Utes, California. 
3. Seviches, Hualpais, Mojaves, Apaché Mojaves, Apaché Coyotero, 

Apache Arivapah, Pimas, Maricopas, Yumas, Arizona. 
The Shoshonees occupy the upper interior of Nevada, thence south- 

ward, between the regions inhabited by small bands of various sub- 
tribes of Pah-Utes, as far as Grapevine Springs in Armagosa Desert, 
northwest of Spring Mountain, about latitude 115° 40’ west, and latitude 
37° north. Very little of the southern portion is fit for the Indians, for 
raising corn, melons, &c., and it is seldom any are found, excepting in 
small ravines or valleys along the mountain sides, where a few fam- 
ilies may be found in temporary camps. The Pah-Utes are cut up into 
various bands, each under the direction of their chiefs, but entirely inde- 
pendent of one another unless when they unitein defence against a com- 
mon foe. The Seviches and Hualpais are but semi-civilized and are not 
inclined to go to any regions occupied by the whites. They occupy 
the western and northwestern edges of the Colorado Plateau. Im- 
mediately south and southwest of the latter are the Apaché Mojaves, a 
semi-hostile wandering band. They are now drawing more toward Camp 
Verde as a centre. 

Little need to be said of the wandering hordes of Apachés who roam 
over the interior and southeastern portions of Arizona. Their cruelty 
‘to prisoners is unequalled anywhere. They practise at times the most 
barbarous and inconceivable modes of torture upon their victims ; and in 
this respect they are not unlike their former neighbors, the Mexicans. * 
The Mojaves and the Yumas are both located upon the Colorado River, 
the latter below the mouth of the Gila, and the former about 300 miles 
above. The Pimas, Maricopas, and several others are located at various 
points along the Gila River in the vicinity of ancient remains, a promi- 
‘nent ruin of which is known as “la Casa Grande.” These have been 
described by various writers, and require no notice here. 

* Bernal Diaz. &c., J. J. Lockhart, vol. ii, p. 89. London, 1844. 
461 
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The different articles have been placed under different heads for the 
sake of convenience, a complete history being superfluous and unneces- 
sary; such notes only being treated in detail as were considered of more 
importance and more frequently passed over by others who have visited 
the regions under consideration. 

The following remarks have been classified and arranged under the 
following titles: 

. Dress, pastimes, &c. 
Food. 
Fire. 

. Utensils and weapons. 

. Medicine and incantations. 
Disposition of the dead. 

. Stone circles and signals. 

. Pottery and pictographs. 

. Ruins. WNADUP wu 

1. DRESS, PASTIMES, XC. 

The clothing of the tribes need not be described in detail, as this has 
been frequently and ably done. The Apachés in Central Arizona, the 
Hualpais and the Seviches, prepare deer-skins by smoking with rotten 
cedar or juniper wood, after having been subjected to the usual mode of 
cleansing and preparation. The skins are generally of a yellowish-red 
to a reddish-brown color. The women are usually better clothed than 
the men, owing to a latent sense of modesty which has not and will 
perhaps never be thoroughly eradicated. The Mojave women use a very 
neat style of petticoat, made of strips of the inner bark of the cotton- 
wood, tied about the waist and falling down to the knees or a short 
distance below, with a protrusion behind in the form of the modern 
bustle, upon which the children frequently sit astride when too young 
to run unassisted. The Apaché women carry their infants tied upon 
frames covered with thongs, similar to the Dakotas. The male popula- 
tion of nearly all tribes are known to devote a considerable time to 
games of chance and other pastimes. 

The Mojaves are very fond of a simple game played by three or four, 
in which five small heaps of sand are formed, when the player hides a 
stick in one of the piles, singing during the time as an accompaniment. 
The rest of the players then guess at the pile containing the stick, stak- 
ing various trinkets, money, or other articles upon the result. The 
Coyotéro Apachés manufacture very nice cards, about the size of an 
ordinary playing-card, from tanned horse-hide, upon which they draw 
various figures, lines, or characters in various colors, resembling to 
some extent the ruder styles of Mexican monté ecards. 

Lieutenant Whipple* in speaking of the Mojaves says, ‘“‘Some of the 
young men selected a level spot, forty paces in length, for a play-ground, 
and amused themselves in their favorite sport with hoop and poles. 
The hoop is six inches in diameter, made of an elastic cord. The poles 
are straight and about fifteen feet in length. Rolling the hoop from one 
end of the course, two persons chase it half way, and at the same in- 
stant throw their poles. He who succeeds in piercing the hoop wins 
the game.” ; 

The Coyotéro Apachés play this game in nearly the same manner. 
A perfectly level piece of ground is selected, which is afterward retained 

*Pac. R. R. Rep., vol. iti, 1856, p. 114. 
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for this game only. A distance of about 25 paces is marked off, having 
a width of about 4 feet. Two play the game, and the necessary ma- 
terials required are a pole for each of the players, and a hoop made of 
a branch of tough wood nearly an inch thick, which is formed into a 
ring having a diameter of about 6 or 7 inches. This is sometimes 
wrapped with raw-hide or sinew. Then there are two cords running 
horizontally across the inner space, crossing two similar ones attached 
vertically, giving the middle the appearance of the cross-wires in an 
engineer’s transit. The poles are each about 15 feet long, consisting of 
spliced pieces of cottonwood, about the general appearance, finally, of 
a good-sized fishing-rod, with the thin end slightly turned upward. 
When the players are ready, they take their positions at one end of the 
course, one of them placing his forefinger on the periphery of the hoop, 
and grasping the sides with his thumb and fingers. The hoop is rolled 
so as to reach the outer end of the course, and as it reaches half way 
the distance the players start abreast, pushing the poles on the ground 
before them. When they reach the middle of the course the poles are 
pushed ahead so as to try to penetrate the hoop, or any segment of it 
(caused by the cords), the game resulting upon previous agreements as 
to what was required in counting. This is repeated from the end where 
the first attempt terminated, and continued for hours. I have seen men 
lose blankets, horses, bows, and arrows, and in fact almost anything of 
which they were possessors. I do not recollect the name of this game; 
nor is this of as much importance as the existence of the game itself. 

The Abbé Em Domenech* describes a game of this character as ob- 
served in the extreme western portion of the continent. 

Catlint gives a description of the Tchung-kee game as one of the 
amusements of the Mandans.t This was played with a stone ring 2 or 
3 inches in diameter. 

Adair§ describes the national game of the Cherokees under the name 
of chungke, and gives a detailed description. 

Jones || says, “The great game upon which the Southern Indians 
staked both personal reputation and property was the chungke game.” 
DuPratz,{ Brackenridge,** Lewis and Clarke,{t Turner,tt and Morgan §§ 
notice this game among different tribes. It has pretty generally dis- 
appeared, and, as far as I am able to learn, it is played to-day, with 
some slight modification, only by the Apachés. Since the manufacture 
of stone ornaments and implements generally has been discontinued 
owing to the encroachments of civilization, wood and other mate- 
rials are substituted, saving thereby a vast amount of time and labor, of 
which aborigines are always ready to avail themselves if possible. 

fs Seven Years’ Residence in the Great Deserts of North America, vol. ii, p. 197. Lond..,. 
1860. ; 

t Illus. of the Manners, Customs, and Conditions of the N. American Indians, etc., 
10th Ed., vol. I, p. 132, pl. 59. Lond., 1866. 

¢ Prince Maximilian also noticed this among the Mandans and Manetaries. < Travels. 
in the Interior of North America. London. 1843. p.358. 

§ Hist. of the Am. Indians, etc., p. 401 et seg. Lond., 1775. 
|| Antiq. of the Southern Indians, 1873, p. 96. 
{| History of Louisiana, 1720, p. 366. 
**Views of Louisiana, pp. 255, 256. 
tt Lewis and Clarke, (by Paul Allen), Philadelphia, 1814, vol. i, p. 143. 
tt Traits of Indian Character, vol. ii, 1836, p. 168. 
[Extracted (in substance) from Halliday Jackson’s ‘ Civilization of the Indians.” } 
$§ Third An. Rep. of the Regents of the Univ. of N. Y., 1850, p. 8]. 
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Bartram* observed this game among the Creeks, and calls it “ chunky- 
yard.” 

The only dances which I had an opportunity of witnessing were 
among the Shoshonees and Coyotero Apachés. There is no peculiar 
feature in that of the former, their style of accompaniment being the 
same monotonous drumming and singing as witnessed among various 
other tribes east of the Rocky Mountains. The Apaché dance was the 
occasion of a gathering for the purpose of disposing of a quantity of 
“mezeal whisky.” At this dance it was the custom for the Apache 
maidens to go around and select their partners. When the festivities 
had been continued until toward midnight, the dance terminated at 
the appearance of four masked Indians entering the circle from the 
four cardinal points and taking a ‘“‘hop-around.” ‘The liquor was then 
disposed of, when the crowd dispersed very boisterously. Subsequent 
transactions must be omitted, although they are of ethnographic value. 
I may here state that prostitution was formerly punished by cutting 
off the tip of the criminal’s nose.t This applies only to the female, as 
the male was rather honored for the conquest. 

Dr. Smart, United States Army, says that he saw women who had 
the cartilaginous portion of the nose cut off, and this was apparent only 
amongst those who had any pretensions to beauty.4 Maidens are 
known by having some of the hair over the ears wrapped in brass 
wire in the form of coils. This peculiar custom was also practiced 
2mong various tribes southward as far as the Isthmus of Panama. 

Marriage or the selection of a bride is rather an amusing custom when 
compared with similar usages in civilized life. Irequently one sees two 
parallel rows of stones along prominent foot-paths or trails, which indi- 

*Bartram’s Travels in N. and S. Carolina, etc., Philadelphia, 1791; London, 2 vols., 
1794; Paris, an. vii (2 vols). 

The Cuchanos (Yumas) also played this game, known then as mo-upp; in Spanish, 
redondo. <Emory’s Report U.S. Mexican Boundary Survey, vol. i, p. 111. 

The Choctaws played the chunke game. It was called “running hard labor” by 
some of the traders. <History of Alabama, etc., A. J. Pickett, Charleston, vol. i, 
1851, pp. 141, 143. 

The Cherokees were also very fond of the chunke game. <A. J. Prickett, ibidem. 
tIn his allusion to this custom as practiced by the Comanches, Gregg says: ‘‘The 

husband seems to have complete power over the destinies of his wife and children. For 
adultery, his punishment is most usually to cut off the nose or ears, or both; and he 
may even take the life of his unfaithful wife with impunity. The squaw who has 
been mutilated for such a course is ipso facto divorced, and, it is said, for ever precluded 
gue marsying again.” <Commerce of the Prairies, etc., New York, 1844, vol. ii, pp. 

“Las faltas conjugales no se castigan por la primara vez; pero 4 la segundo el 
marido corta la punta de la nariz asu infiel esposa, y la despida de su lado.” <Revista 
Cientifica, vol. i, p. 57. 

[ Quoted from Bancroft’s Native Races (author’s copy), vol. i, 1874, p. 515. ] 
Mr. Gregg also states that ‘this custom prevails among the Creeks to the present 

day, and was anciently practiced by other southern nations. ‘Among the Miamis’, says 
Hather Charlevoix, ‘the husband has a right to cut off his wife’s nose if she runs away 
from him.’” Jbid., p. 308. 

Bancroft says that in Itztepec (Mexico) “the guilty woman’s husband cut off her 
ears and nose, thus branding her as infamous for life.” <Nat. Races of the Pac. States, 
1875, vol. ii, p. 466. 

[Las Casas. Hist. Apologética, MS., cap. ccexiii; Mendieta ubi sup. ] 
‘Among the Miztecs, when extenuating circumstances could be proved, the punish- 

ment of death was commuted to mutilation of ears, nose, and lips.” <Bancroft’s Nat. 
Races, etc., 1875, vol. ii, p. 466. 
_{Herrera, Hist. Gen., dee. iii, Jib. iii, cap. xii.] 
This practice appears also among the Indians inhabiting Florida. <Concise History 

of East and West Florida, Captain Romans, 1775, p. 93. 
7 Notes on the “Tonto” Apachés. <Smith. Rep. 1867, pp. 417-419, 

° 
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cite that at a previous time some anxious lover frequented tke locality 
to learn his fate. 
When an Apaché Indian has made his selection from among the maid- 

ens of his tribe, he watches her most frequented trail, upon which she 
leaves camp for the purpose of gathering berries, grass-seed, or other food. 
She becomes aware of the intentions of the young warrior through the 
same means known to the sex ‘all the world over,” and is prepared to 
accept or reject his proposal, which remains an unspoken one. Tor the 
furtherance of his object, the Indian visits a secluded spot through which 
the trail in question passes, places a row of stones on both sides of it for 

_a distance of ten or fifteen paces. He then allows himself to be seen by 
the maiden before she leaves camp, and running ahead, hides himself in 
the immediate vicinity of the rows of stones. If she avoids them by 
passing to the outside it is a refusal; but should she continue on her 
trail, and pass between the two rows, he immediately rushes out, catches 
her,and * * * takes her triumphantly to camp. 

If a white man or a Mexican wishes to obtain a wife through the regu- 
lar channel, he is required to deposit an amount of money or horses and 
blankets with the girl’s father for the period of one year. If at the end 
of that time the lover should be of the same opinion, he takes his bride 
and receives the articles deposited in return with her. The shortest 
and simplest method usually pursued by strangers is, to take the woman 
of his choice and leave the district until the ire of an infuriated parent 
has subsided. 

2. Foon. 

Some of the tribes will adhere to the most disgusting varieties of food, 
in spite of the partial advantages of civilization with which they come 
in contact. Under no consideration can any of them be induced to taste 
vinegar a second time. Some of the Shoshonees obtain some food from 
settlements, but subsist chiefly upon what game and fish they can secure 
in addition to lizards, grasshoppers, etc. During the summer they all 
engage in hunting for plants which furnish a tuberous root, known to 
them as the yam-bi-tsi.* Their mode of preparing grasshoppers is in 
this wise: a fire is built covering an area of from 20 to 30 feet square, 
and as the material is consumed to coals and ashes, all the Indians start 
out and form an extensive circle, driving the grasshoppers with blankets 
or bunches of brush toward the centre, where they are scorched or dis- 
abled, when they are collected, dried, and ground into meal. With the 
addition of a small quantity of water this is worked and kneaded into 
dough, formed into small cakes, and baked in the sand under a fire. 

Generally ground grass-seed is mixed with water, t baked, and eaten 
alone, but frequently it is mixed with this insect flour, giving it a better 
consistence. The Pah-Utes on the banks of the Colorado River use this 
sort of food more generally than the Shoshonees. The latter raise some 
corn, melons, and musk-melons, and store great quantities of pinon nuts, | 
when in season. The Pah-Utes in the southwestern portion of Nevada, 
and even across the line into California, consume the larve of flies found 

* Yam-pa or Yani-pah. Fremont gives this in his report as Anethum graveolens. 
+'The natives in the interior of Australia have a similar custom of eating a. paste 

made of ground grass-seed, Panicum levinode. lt is described as sweet and palatable. 
< “Tropical Australia,” Mitchell, London, p. 98. [Jour. Anthrop. Instit., vol. vii, No. 1, 
1877, p. 4. (London). ] 
The Congarre [Queensland] also grind grasses between two stones, and then make 

it into a sort of damper. They have no word for flour. See “ Aboriginal Dialects of 
Queensland. H. Barlow.” < Jour. Anthrop. Institute, vol. il, 1873, p. 174. 

30 G 
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upon the borders of some “alkali” lakes.* The organic matter washed 
ashore is soon covered with flies, where they deposit their eggs; there 
being not sufficient nourishment for all the worms, some die, when more 
eggs are deposited, and so on ad infinitum, until there is a belt of swarm- 
ing, writhing worms from 2 to 4 feet broad, and from an inch to 3 inches 
in depth. This was the exact condition on the shore of Owens’s Lake, 
California, in August, which appears to be the favorable season. At 
such localities the Indians congregate, scoop up and pack all that can 
be transported for present and future use. When thoroughly dried, it 
is ground into meal, and prepared and eaten as by the Shoshonees. + 

The Seviches and Hualpais are as filthy in their tastes as the Pah- 
Utes. Although game is not scare on the Colorado Plateau, they are 
often unable to secure sufficient for their wants, on account of the small 
number of horses in their possession, and the general absence of fire- 
arms. They always prefer the entrails to the meat of an antelope or 
deer, and they cannot be persuaded to part with the former under any 
conditions. The fruit of several species of Opuntia, grass-seed, gophers, 
dried lizards, grasshoppers, and other large insects are eaten with appar- 
ent relish. 
A Hualpai woman appeared perfectly contented in eating a half-decom- 

posed gopher, and, when offered, politely refused a small dish of canned 
peaches. 
Many of the Hualpais warriors besmear their faces and bodies with the 

blood of a freshly killed antelope, then spread their fingers and draw 
them over the face so as to leave it striped. Where the skin is thus 
exposed it retains its natural dusky hue; but when the blood dries and 
falls off, the bleached surfaces are exposed, giving the object a hideous 
aspect. 

The Apaches, generally, are an unsettled race, and live upon such 
game and fruit as they may be able to procure. The subtribe of Coy- 
otéros, living about Camp Apaché, were dependent upon the issues 
served them by the government. They were furnished a certain number 
of head of cattle every week, which were driven away to their slaughter- 
ing-ground, where the warriors would cut the ham-strings of the avimal, 
slit open the abdomen, and tear out the entrails and devour them when 
still warm, often merely pressing out the contents with their fingers. 
None of these delicacies (?) are ever offered the women, who must be con- 
tented with their allowance of plain meat. This custom extends also to. 
other tribes. ¢ 

Their use of the “mezcal” or maguay plant is well known.§ They 
prepare an intoxicating beverage from the “ heart” or centre of the un- 
opened cluster of leaves, by first making a circular depression in the 
ground and lining it with stones, when a fire is built into it until per- 
tectly heated; the mezcal is then piled into this receptacle, covered over 
with stones and earth, when another fire is built over the surface and 
kept up until the cores are thoroughly cooked. This may last from 
three to fifteen days, the time depending upon the quantity to be pre- 
pared. When the roots have been thoroughly cooked they are of a 
semi-gelatinous consistence; they are then crushed in vessels made for 

* Often a scum of organic matter is found around the margin of alkali lakes, which 
results, in part, from dead fish, who have come down from the streams and were over- 
come by the alkalinity and perished. I presume this to be one reason, as skeletons are 
not of uncommon occurence. 

t See also ‘Rep. Explor. Exped. (Rocky Mts. 1842, Oregon and North Cal. 1843-44.) 
By Bvt. Capt. J. C. Frémont, 1845, p. 154. 

¢+Commerce of the Prairies, Gregg, New York, 1844, vol. ii, p. 296. 
§ See also Pac. BR. R. Rep., voi. iv, p. 9 
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this purpose, the liquor is poured off into other vessels, where it is kept 
until fermentation sets in, when they call together the tribe or band and 
have a dance, which results in a drunken and obscene carousal. 

The Pimos, Maricopas, and others living on the Gila River prepare 
a Similar drink from the fruit of the Cereus giganteus and several other 
Cacti. Horse or mule flesh is always a desirable “ tit-bit” if obtainable. 

3. FIRE. 

At Belmont, Nevada, I found a small rancheria of Shoshonees, who 
informed me that previous to the development of the mines or the ad- 
vent of the whites they were obliged to keep on hand a supply of dry 
wood and pine knots for the purpose of igniting and transporting fire, 
as the art of making it was unknown to them. This appeared remark- 
able, and I made inquiry among those of the settlers who had been 
there longest. The Canfield Brothers, who were superintendents of the 
New York Mining Company, verified the statement so far that they al- 
ways saw the Indians keeping up perpetual camp-fires, and when on a 
‘short march would transport burning brands, which they guarded with 
the most jealous care. Women were usually detailed for this duty. 

Captain Sitgreaves* says: ‘The custom still prevails among them 
{Mojaves] of carrying a firebrand in the hand in cold weather, which is 
mentioned in the account of Coronado’s expedition in 1540, and induced 
those discoverers to give to the river the name of Rio del Tizon.””, Whether 
this custom is still practiced I am unable to say. The Apachés near 
Tucson never move about at night unless armed with a brand or torch. 
This is induced both through fear and superstition. 

4, UTENSILS AND WEAPONS. 

But few articles are manufactured of stone at the present day by any 
of the tribes under consideration, as they have, to a greater or lesser 
extent, availed themselves of the advantages offered by enterprising 
suttlers and traders. Pipes made at Yankton and Sioux City, Dak., of 
the red pipe-stone (catlinite) have found their way to Nevada through 
these channels and through the Crows, with whom the Shoshonees are 
upon friendly terms. Most of the Indians obtain the common “plug” 
tobacco, which they cut up and mix with the inner bark of the Red 
Osier. In the southern region of Nevada I have seen the dried leaves 
of Nicotiana attenuata (Torr.) used in the pipe. The Seviches, when they 
can obtain paper, are fond of making cigarettes, a custom learned from 
the Indians who come in contact with the Mexicans. 

Most of the Pah-Utes grind their corn and grass-seed on flattened 
stones with pestles, and, in some instances, with metlatls.t Baking 
is done under a layer of sand, upon which a fire is built, as with 
the Mojaves, Pah-Utes, and some of the Shoshonees, and others. The 
manufacture of stone arrow-heads is still carried on by the Coyotero 
Apachés. Various species of siliceous materials are employed. The 
triangular shape is characteristic of this tribe. The dart is fastened to 
the shaft by means of a dark reddish-brown vegetable gum and sinew 

*Rep. Exped. Zuni and Colorado River, Capt. L. Sitgreaves, Wash., 1833, p. 18. 
+The word metate has been generally used, but as it is of Aztec origin and slightly. 

corrupted, I propose to use the proper term, metlatl,as above. The metalpile is gener- 
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threads, which are brought forward over the two basal apices, above 
which there are usually two slight notches for their reception. Frag- 
ments of so-called porter-bottles are frequently utilized in the manufac- 
ture.of arrow-heads, making an effectual but brittle weapon. There is 
no question but that these Indians sometimes poison some of their arrows. 
I have been shown arrows, and have had them offered me, which the 
owners informed me were poisoned, so that I should be careful in hand- 
ling them. Dr. Soulé, elsewhere referred to, informs me of the same 
fact; and Dr. Elliott Coues, of the Army, who has had ample experience 
in treating arrow-wounds, informs me of a case which he had every rea- 
son to believe to have been caused by a poisoned one.* Stevens says:t 
‘The arrow-heads of the Shoshonees of North America, said to be poisoned, 
are tied on purposely with gut in such a manner as to remain when the 
shaft is withdrawn.” This may have been the custom, but I have not 
heard of it as being in practice now. 

The Pah-Utes of Owen’s Valley, Cal., and of Southwestern Nevada 
Sometimes employ chert and “bottle-glass” arrow-heads. That they do 
not utilize the obsidian found in large quantities east of Siver Peak and 
Red Mountain, Nevada, is rather singular, although this locality is well- 
known to them. A variety of red obsidian occurs in the upper extrem- 
ity of Owen’s Valley, which Mr. Partz subjected to partial analysis 
several years ago, and was inclined to attribute the color due to sub- 
oxide of copper. The same gentleman says he has found bowlders of 
black obsidian several miles south of Mono Lake, which would weigh 
from 100 to 150 pounds. 

The Mojaves are to some extent possessors of fire-arms, though bows 
and arrows are frequently seen. <A principal weapon in hand-to-hand 
encounters is a club, with which nearly every warrior is armed. These 
are known to the settlers under the unpoetical appellation of potato- 
mashers. The sharp ends of broken bayonets, or some which they ob- 
tain at the military stations, are fitted to long poles, and used as lances 
or spears. The Apaches use similar weapons when the necessary 
points can be obtained. 

The Seviches in the northwestern portion of theColorado Plateau still 
manufacture stone arrow-heads. Among this tribe 1 saw one made of 
gold-bearing quartz, in which were several fine viens of the native 
metal. All efforts to discover the origin of the specimen or the locality 
where it had been obtained proved fruitless. é 

The Shoshonees use stone arrow-heads very rarely. The typical form 
was triangular, and not knife-shaped, as is stated in Jones’s report.t 
The question is with what tribe did this peculiar form originate as a typ- 

ally in the form of a rolling-pin, an elongated cylindrical stone, tapering toward both 
ends, but as the pestle was a rare form for the southwestern tribes to use, I have figured 
it instead of the common metalpile. This form of pestles was very common among the 
Delawares in Pennsylvania. The Aztecs used the metlatl of nearly the same form as is 
found to-day among the Pah-Utes and other tribes in Nevadaand Arizona. Tylor says, 
“The metate is a sort of little table, hewn out of basalt, with four little feet, and its 
surface is curved from the ends to the middle.” Tylor’s Anahuac, London, 1861, p. 
83. In Appendix, p. 336, he gives the word as from the Aztec. The manner of using 
is illustrated on plate facing p. 201 (q. v). 

* Med. and Surg. Reporter, vol. xiv, No. 17, pp. 321-324. A paper, by the author of 
the present article, entitled ‘Notes on Poisoned Arrows,” was read by Dr. Coues, 
U.S. A., before the Phil. Soc., Wash., D. C., Jan. 5, 1877, which was afterward pub- 
lished in the “ Daily Rocky Mt. News,” Denver, Col., Jan. 17, 1878. 

+Flint Chips. Ed. T. Stevens, London, 1870, p. 260. 
+ Rep. upon the Reconn. of Western Wyoming, including Yellowstone Nat. Park, 

Wm. A. Jones, U. 8. Eners., Wash., 1875, p. 264 (fig.). 
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ical one? During the season of 1872~73 I made thorough examinations 
of the bone and sand heaps, known at the locality where they were 
found (Grand River, Dakota Territory) as the “ Old Ree Villages,” dur- — 

' ing which I found first one of black hornstone mixed up with numerous 
fragments and splinters of mammalian bones and pieces of pottery; and 
afterward learned of the existence of numerous specimens of this form. 
Evidently the one figured in the report above named was transported 
through aboriginal barter, or the shape may have been copied after 
having seen those among the Arickarees. Specimens of nearly this 
form are frequently found in the old ‘‘ work-shops,” or arrow-makers’ 
camps, in various sections of the country, which appear to be mere 
coincidences. The Shoshonees sometimes manufacture their own fish- 
hooks, by taking a splinter of bone and attaching another and a smaller 
piece at one end, at an angle of about 40°, by means of silver threads. 
For catching the larger salmon trout with which Maggie Creek, Inde- 
pendence Creek, and the Owyhee abound they answer the purpose very 
well. 

5. MEDICINE AND INCANTATIONS. 

As a rule, the aborigines have immense faith in the imaginary super- 
natural power of a favored few. Those who are so entrusted with the 
temporal welfare of the tribe usually abuse that confidence and become 
rogues, if they are not already the most scheming villains, through which 
tact and craftiness they generally attain the position of an acknowledged 
“medicine-man.” Many of the chiefs secure and retain their authorita- 
tive and undisputed control of their respective bands merely because 
they are more domineering in disposition, which is backed up by a lim- 
ited amount of courage, so that they are, to a great extent, obeyed and 
looked upon with reverence and awe. Under such circumstances I found 
the Seviches. One man appeared the centre, from which, a short time 
previous, emanated all plans and schemes for the adoption and prosecu- 
tion of the tribe. His power was admitted, but what should cause such 
implicit obedience? His mismanagement finally broke the charm, and 
he fell to the level of the common herd. The reason of his influence was 
attributed to various sources, one of which I submit for what it is worth. 
The story may or may not have originated with the Indians, but when 
they were questioned regarding their having been duped, they neither 
admitted the fact nor denied it, which would seem that there must have 
been a cause for something. 

Charles Spencer, an interpreter, who had for many years been connected 
with the mail-service, gave me the following narration: This chief was of 
humble birth, and as he had great desire to become a “‘ medicine-man,” 
he waited until an opportunity presented itself. A custom which had 
always been in practice in the tribe required a “‘ doctor” to specify in 
advance the number of days required tor the recovery of his patient. 
Failing in this three times, 7. ¢., should the patient, on the contrary, die, 
the life of the medical man paid the penalty.* The would-be chief, fear- 

*Sir John Lubbock says the Macas Indians (Equador) have doctors, whose remedies, 
however, are mainly, if not entirely, magical. If they fail to effect a cure, they are 
sometimes put to death themselves. <Jour. Anthrop. Institut., vol. iti, 1874, p. 31. 

[Note on the Macas Indians (Equador). ] 
Lieutenant Musters, R. N., says ‘The position of wizard or doctor [Ahonicanka, or 

Tchonek—Patagonians proper] is not a very desirable one, as in the event of his prog- 
nosticating a success in a war expedition, or cessation in sickness, or any other event, 
which is not realized, the chief will not unfrequently have him killed.” On the Races 
of Patagonia. <Jour. Anthrop. Instit., vol. i, 1871, pp. 193-207. 
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ing the worst upon such a trial, decided to attempt a new form of intimi- 
dation. He announced that he was bullet-proof, and offered to allow 
any Indian to shoot at him at a respectable distance, provided, always, 
that he be permitted to load the gun. The trick was a success, which 
depended upon this reason, that in casting the bullets a piece of paper 
was laid in the mould so as to cut the metal into hemispheres. When 
the metal and paper were removed from the mould, the two pieces of 
lead were placed together and the edges pressed down with the back of 
a knife so as to cause sufficient lapping to make them adhere. In load- 
ing, these were separated, and the fragments, on account of their semi- 
spherical proportions, diverged sufficiently to cause no special danger to 
the one fired at. After awhile the deception became known, when the 
tribe demanded the enforcement of the old usage. So when a patient 
was submitted to his charge, he would almost invariably prophesy a 
fatal termination upon a given day. During this time infusions were 
administered, which were no doubt harmless; but should the patient 
show signs of recovery when death had been prophesied, another infusion 
was substituted, which terminated to the credit of the “doctor.” This 
trickery was discovered, but the very audacity of the perpetrator saved 
his life. 

It is next to impossible for a tribe so low in the scale of civilization 
to have so much judgment in matters of this sort, and 1 therefore do not 
claim that much credence can be placed upon the tale as given. 

I was informed but a short time since by Mr. Partz, of California, that 
during a recent outbreak of small-pox among the Pah-Utes, of Owen’s 
Valley, California, and Southwestern Nevada, many members of affected 
families were secretly put out of the way, as the disease is considered 
a curse, and the sooner the afflicted family is disposed of the sooner will 
the evil be removed. In what manner the victims disappeared cannot 
be discovered; sufficient is it to know that they have forever left their 
terrestrial haunts. 

I witnessed a cure for colic in a Mojave which had been induced by 
eating an over quantity of horse-flesh. A Pah-Ute, from Rio Virgen, 
presented himself as a ‘‘ medicine-man” who, for the fee of one blanket, 
offered to remove the evil spirit. The patient was laid upon the sand 
face downwards, when the Pah-Ute placed one of his feet upon the for- 
mer’s back, over the afflicted spot; then pressing it gently as if he were 
kneading it, he would accompany the movement with a mournful chant, 
grasping the while at an imaginary object near his patient and pretend- 
ing to throw it violently into the air. After this had been continued for 
nearly an hour, he rolled the patient over on his back, taking the head 
and shoulders into his arms and sang, rocking himself from side to side, 
repeating short phrases, and exorcising the spirit to leave; then after a 
time, he would return to his former manner of treatment with renewed 
vigor until about three hours had been consumed. When the Mojave 
considered himself relieved, the Pah-Ute received his pay and departed. 
During this performance great silence was observed, and we ‘“‘ who were 
not of them” were frequently admonished for laughing. 

The Mojaves, since the arrival of the United States troops and the 
floating element which usually precedes civilization, have been fearfully 
afflicted with venereal diseases. These Indians are not noted for strict 
adherence to marital vows or laws, neither are the girls for chastity, thus 
affording an opportunity for remarkable and rapid progress of disease, 
which has been doing more toward the gradual extinction of the race 
than all other causes combined. They claim to gain relief in taking 
certain quantities of the saline efflorescences which occur on the dry, 
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muddy banks of the Colorado River. This efflorescence consists chiefly 
of the following ingredients: sodium chloride, magnesium chloride, and 
sodium sulphate, with which the water is largely impregnated, and which 
are left by the evaporation of the water during summer and autumn. 
No salutary effects can be derived from this in the hands of the Indians, 
and Dr. Stirling, post surgeon at Camp Mojave, says he has never seen 
any perceptible benefit during his residence there. 

The Apaché Mojaves and Coyoteros employ several varieties of herbs 
and barks which I was unable to identify owing to the dried, crushed, 
and semi-pulverulent condition in which I saw “them. Dr. Loéw* says 
that the bark of Populus tremuloides is used by the Indians as a remedy 
against fever and ague, though to what tribes in particular this state- 
ment refers, is not stated 

Dr. Milan Soulé, who was for several years post surgeon at Camp 
Apache, informed me that the Coyoteéros were in the habit of tying their 
women who were in labor against a tree with the hands above the head, 
and left in this position until the child was born. He says this cruelty 
does not appear to affect them in any perceptible manner, as they are 
a much shorter time in resuming their usual avocations than the most 
robust white woman that he has known. 

The Coyotéros employ a splint in fractures and gunshot injuries of 
the extremities, which is well worth noting. The appliance which I was 
shown had been used by a warrior in a case of comminuted fracture of 
the middle third of the left humerus. It consisted of twelve or fifteen 
small strips of cedar wood, each of which was about a quarter of an 
inch thick, three-fourths of an inch wide, and from 6 to 8 inches long. 
About one inch and a half from the ends the slats were secured by 
means of their sinew bands, so as to leave intervening spaces of about a 
quarter of an inch. The splint was then fitted around the arm and 
drawn taut by means of the loose sinew ends and tied. Through the 
spaces water could be applied to the wound without injury to the ap- 
pliance, aud a free discharge was likewise secured. 

6. DISPOSITION OF THE DEAD. 

The Shoshonees of the upper portion of Nevada are not known to have- 
at any time practised cremation. In Independence Valley, under a de- 
serted and demolished wickeup or “brush tent,” I found the dried-up- 
corpse of a boy about twelve years of age. The body had been here 
for at least six weeks, according to information received, and presented: 
a shrivelled and hideous appearance. The dryness of the atmosphere: 
prevented decomposition. The Indians in this region usually leave the 
body when life terminates, merely throwing over it such rubbish as may. 
be at hand, or the remains of their primitive shelter tents, which are 
mostly composed of small branches, leaves, grass, &e. 

The Pah-Utes in California just west of Columbus, Nev., are not known 
to practise cremation. Mr. Julius Partz, of Partzwick, Cal., says that 
during his residence of twelve years he has not been able to obtain any 
information that they do or ever did. Mr. Wetherill, who has spent 
twenty years in that region affirms the statement. They bury their 
dead in a grave about 4 or 5 feet deep, depositing with the body small 
quantities of seeds, fruit, and, when possible, several coins. My halt of a 
tew hours was not sufficient to obtain much information, and none from 
personal observation. 

* Loéw’s List of Plants of Med. and Tech. Use. < U.S. Geograph. Surv. West of 100th 
Mer., vol. iii, p. 608. 
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The Pah-Utes, known as the Cottonwood, Corn Creek, Spring Moun. 
tain, and Pah-rimp Spring Indians, cremate their dead.* The following 
extract has allusion to the Spring Mountain Pah-Utes, which description 
answers for the others: 
‘The traet of country alluded to, as occupied by this sub-tribe of Pah- 

Utes, lies between 115° and 115° 35’ west Jongitude, and latitude north 
35° and 36°; Spring Mountain being their stronghold, and is located 
just north of the ‘old Spanish Trail’ By means of an interpreter, I 
obtained the following information: Uponthe death of one of these 
Indians, a pile of wood is prepared in the immediate vicinity ; this is so 
arranged as to form a rectangle, to the height of from 2 to 3 feet. The 
corpse is laid upon this, when the fire is started, after which wood is 
continually thrown across the pile until the body is reduced as much as 
possible. Mesquite, pine, and cedar is usually employed, and forms ex- 
cellent coals and an intense heat. All the remaining property—as 
wearing apparel, arms, blankets, dogs, and horse (if the deceased pos- 
sessed any)—is also burnt. These last-named valuables, I have no doubt, 
may be represented to have been burnt, as the number of horses among 
the tribe is very small. Although, according to their belief, when an 
Indian dies his spirit goes to the Hast, which they consider the ‘ White 
man’s hunting ground,’ and where he would be unable to hunt were 
his spirit deprived of these valuable aids. The remains are then covered 
with earth, whether really buried I could not ascertain.” 

Since the above was written I have been informed that the ashes are 
gathered, placed into a piece of cloth or blanket, and buried. 

It appears singular that two subtribes of one nation, speaking the 
same language or dialect, should vary so much in such an important 
rite. By way of illustration and to show some additional points of inter- 
est connected with this subject, I will briefly allude to the mode prac- 
tised by the Pah-Utes at Marysville, Cal. As soon as an Indian is taken 
sick all the rest of the band remove their effects a short distance to a 
temporary encampment. The sufferer is left in his tent or wickeup, where 
he is constantly supplied with food and other necessaries by one or more 
of his relatives or friends. If death ensues, the corpse is wrapped in a 
blanket and tied with ropes made of grass, so as to straighten the body 
as much as possible. Pine wood is then collected, a pile erected about 
8 feet long, 4 feet broad, and from 2 to 4 feet in height, the quantity 
taken being sufficient to consume the body. All the members of the 
band (personal enemies excepted) then form a circle around the pile, 
upon which the pall-bearers have deposited the corpse; the pile is ignited, 
and as the whole is being consumed, the widow or widower, as the case 
may be, advances and besmears the face with the black exudation which 
results from the blood, grease, and resin, intimating that no offers of 
marriage will be received or given as long as any traces remain thereof ; 
the ashes of the body are then carefully collected, put into a small bag 
made of rushes or a piece of cloth or blanket, and buried in a suitable 
locality in the neighborhood. 

The Mojaves, at Camp Mojave, on the Colorado River, Arizona, bury 
their dead in the sandy hills six or seven miles northeast of the settle- 
ment. They never bury their dead on the western side of the river, as 
they consider that region—especially the mountain-peaks—the abode of 
the souls of bad Indians and evil spirits. The reason of this supersti- 
tion can no doubt be attributed to the following. Most of the elevated 
points of land are daily subjected to severe showers, accompanied by 

*Pah-Ute Cremation. Read before the Am. Phil. Soc., Dec. Ath, 1874. [W. J. H.] 
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the most terrific electrical displays. The hot air of the surrounding 
valleys and deserts ascends the mountain-sides, where it condenses by 
coming in contact with a cooler medium, forming vapor which finally 
descends in copious precipitation. These showers are nearly of daily 
occurrence, but, owing to the sandy and porous nature of the soil, the 
water is instantly absorbed, and but little reaches the base of the moun- 
tains over the surface. The Indians being naturally superstitious, such 
terrific but short storms, attended with extraordinary flashes of light- 
ning and the continued rumbling sounds of thunder in one locality, are to 
them inexplicable, and they therefore attribute it to incensed gods and 
evil beings. 

The Coyoteros, upon the death of a member of the tribe, partially wrap 
up the corpse and deposit it into the cavity left by the removal ofa small 
rock or the stump of a tree; after the body has been crammed into the 
smallest possible space the rock or stump is again rolled into its former 
position, when a number of stones are placed around the base to keep 
out the coyotes. The nearest of kin usually mourn for the period of 
one month, during that time giving utterance at intervals to the most 
dismal lamentations which are apparently sincere. During the day 
this obligation is frequently neglected or forgotten, but when the 
mourner is reminded of his duty he renews his howling with evident in- 
terest. This custom of mourning for the period of thirty days corres- 
ponds to that formerly observed by the Natchez. * 

7. STONE CIRCLES AND SIGNALS. 

On the trail leading from Eureka southward towards Hot Spring 
Cafion and Belmont, Nev., I saw at various localities the remains of 
stone circles which had been placed there by the Shoshonees. The 
ranges of mountains and foot-hills generally are covered with pifion 
pines (Pinus edulis, Engelm.), and the Indians who occupy small patches 
of soil for permanent encampments are in the habit of selecting suita- 
ble places along the foot-trails for gathering the fruit of this tree and 
storing it for future use, as well as for such of the tribe as may be unable 
to reach camp, or in want of food. All the Shoshonees in the south- 
ern interior of Nevada provide for one another in this manner. Their 
mode of doing so is in this wise: a number of stones are collected, each 
of them from one-half to one cubic foot in bulk, which are arranged in 
the shape of a circle having a diameter of from 2 to 4 feet. When fruit 
is abundant (which happens but once in three years in respective local- 
ities), it is collected and piled into this circle, covered over with sticks 
and leaves, and finally a layer of earth, so as to secure them from 
rodents and birds. Still, the former more frequently discover these 
deposits than the benighted warrior for whom they are intended. The 
Shoshonees do not know of any circles connected with religious or 
burial ceremonies. Circles of similar construction are sometimes found 
upon elevated points of land, where they are located as a post from 
which a good view of the surrounding country can be obtained. Here 
sentinels are posted, or a voluntary watcher may take his station to 
notify his camp of the approach ot game or of strangers, where his. 
time is employed in making or mending bows, arrows, or other trap- 
pings. Frequently the ground around such watch-stations is literally 
covered with chirt or flint chippings. These, however, are not of very 
recent date, as stone darts are not aS numerous as they were previous 

* Jones’s citation of Father le Petit’s account of the Natchez Indians. <Explor. 
Aborig. Rem. of Tenn., p. 21. [S. C. No. 259.] 
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to their communication with the whites. Nevertheless, these siliceous 
chips and flakes are found more or less about all such stations, and from 
the surface accumulation we are enabled to form some idea of their age. 
None have been found throughout the region under consideration that 
would indicate a greater existence than from forty to fifty years. 
A cirele of this sort is described and figured in the “Report upon the 

Reconnaissance of Northwestern Wyoming, 1873, &c., Capt. W. A. Jones, 
United States Engineers,” p. 264, which is considered to be a relic of a 
race of sun-worshippers. Dr. I’. M. Endlich, of this Survey, has observed 
similar circles throughout the northern Shoshonee country, in and about 
which he has invariably found flint chippings upon the removal of sur- 
face accumulations of earth, sand, or other materials. This has been the 
result of my examinations in the Pah-Ute country of Southwestern Ne- 
vada, where these Indians had similar “lookout” stations in former 
times. The Hualpai, of Arizona, are also in the habit of stationing sen- 
tinels upon elevated ridges or buttes, where stones have been arranged 
in some manner so as to indicate at a glance for what purpose the loca- 
tion is intended. Similar circles are constructed by the Dakotas on the 
Upper Missouri. Any elevated locality in the immediate vicinity of an 
encampment will furnish, upon examination, circles or other forms of 
stones. From such posts of observation signals can be transmitted to 
camp, imparting information as satisfactorily as if delivered verbally. 

It is a well known fact that the Indians throughout the country have 
a most remarkable manner of transmitting information quickly and 
accurately. The tribes of the Southwest signal by means of smoke by 
day and fire by night. The Dakotas even mix their combustibles so as 
to cause different shades of smoke; using dried grass for the lightest 
and pine-leaves for the darkest, a mixture of the two in proper propor- 
tions causing an intermediate shade. These, with their manner of caus- 
ing a column or several puffs of smoke, furnish materials for a variety 
of combinations and effects. At night a continued fire and puffs or 
flashes are used. Frequently a bunch of grass is tied to an arrow, lit 
at the top, and fired into the air. The Aztecs signalled to one another 
by means of fire during the siege of the city of Mexico,* and by this 
means likewise summoned their forces. 

8. POTTERY AND PICTOGRATI HS. 

Tn the White Mountains, between the towns of Columbus, Nev., and 
Benton, Cal., are varied remains of pictographs or rock drawings. 
These represent odd figures of men, animals, and other unintelligible 
characters. The Pah-Utes, who are located on the California side, and 
the Shoshonees near Columbus, are unacquainted with them. These re- 
inains of a former race are more humerous as we proceed southward, and 
they evidently belong to the same group who have left such numerous 
and interesting evidences of a former extensive population in Arizona. 
About 20 miles south of Benton the stage-road passes through a narrow 
defile, upon either side of which the perpendicular walls rise to a height 

*Verdad. Hist. de los Suc. de la Conquesta de la Nueva-Espafia. Per el Capitan 
Bernal Diaz del Castillo. <Historiadores prim. de Indias. Don Enrique de Vedia. 
Tom. Seg., p. 117, Madrid, 1853. 

[Bib. Ant. Esp., vol. i, 52.] 
A description is given on telegraphing by means of smoke by Capt. Randolph B. 

Marcy, U.S. Army. <‘The Prairie Traveller,” etc., New York, 1859, pp. 226-229. 
Note on accuracy in signals is also given by Josiah Gregg. <Commerce of the 

Prairies, etc., New York, vol. ii, 1844, p. 295. 
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of abont 40 or 50 teet. These walls are literally covered with carvings, 
resembling those found in the mountains just named. 

The next locality which I found to bear any relies of this sort was on 
the trail from Peach Springs to Bill Williams Mountain, Arizona; the 
most prominent one being portion of a small basaltic columu protruding 
from the surface, upon which was the representation of a sun, besides 
other odd characters. The former was composed of a circle about 3 
inches in diameter, about an inch beyond the periphery of which were 
seven or eight lines radiating from it. Some of these lines were nearly 
obliterated, and could only be distinguished upon the closest scrutiny. 
That side of column bearing any characters whatever faced the east. 

I do not believe that all of these pictographic remains have anything 
to do with historical records. Many of the children of the Pah-Utes in 
Southern Nevada are in the habit of chipping upon large stones such 
figures as may strike their fancy. Upon the hard flat sand-beds near 
Spring Mountain our whole outfit was recorded in this way. Mr. W. H. 
Jackson, of your Survey, states that the Zui children pass their time in 
cutting and chipping various characters and figures upon the rocks. 
His experience and investigations among the various tribes of New 
Mexico and adjacent regions is entitled to some considerations, at least 
in this respect. 

The accompanying drawings illustrate some rock-cuttings made by 
the Coyotéros, and found near Camp Apache. They are modern, and 
show their mode of conveying ideas. The principal figure represents a 
pack-mule. The four lines beneath show the additional number of ani- 
mals used for this purpose, connected with the same train. The star is 
intended to represent the sun, the accompanying number of spots rep- 
resent the number of suns or days the party spent in the territory of the 
Coyotéros. The pictograph was not intended as a record, but was made 
for pastime and the want of better occupation. The remains of an ex- 
tensive occupation of the territory became apparent in the region from 
Postal’s Ranch southward for a distance of about 15 miles toward 
Prescott. This valley is about 10 miles broad in the middle, and through- 
out the entire western portion of it are found small flattened elevations 
of earth containing numerous fragments of pottery. These heaps of 
débris appear to be the remains of ancient adobe dwellings, which were 
located from 20 to 40 feet apart in all directions. Along the western 
ridge can be traced an arroyo or water-ditch, which is at this day at 
least 40 feet above the level of any springs or streams. This canal can 
be traced northward, but not beyond the limits of the valley itself. 
North of the valley are large beds of dried-up streams, which were no 
doubt the source from which water was obtained for irrigation. It has 
been supposed that the climatic changes were brought about by some 
geological convulsions, which resulted in the gradual sterility and de- 
population of this ancient region. Facts, which become more apparent 
every day in other countries, indicate rather that this former people 
caused their own destruction, unconsciously, by the deboscation of the 
regions thus affected. In other places throughout Arizona and New 
Mexico, where we find the remains of large settlements and towns, we 
have evidences of large water-courses filled with sand and rounded 
pebbles and bowlders, showing that the country must have been excel- 
lent for agriculture in remote times. Here, where the country is undu- 
lating or hilly, and geologically perfect for the growth of forests, we 
find nothing but a few stunted cedars, pines, or cottonwoods. Cedar 
rafters examined in some of the cliffremains indicate trees of large size; 
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these, employed in building and for fuel, in time disappeared, when the 
soil became so dried as not to be able to afford the requisite conditions 
for rain-fall. We have not only to look to Germany, to France, and 
to Oriental countries, but our own country affords numerous exam- 
ples where the gradual cutting away of timber has so affected the annual 
rain-fall as to injure crops very materially, and to the extent of thou- 
sands of dollars. Dr. G. A. Boardman, of Maine, has had a large 
spring disappear entirely within a period of about twenty years merely 
through the clearing of one or two small hills. Within twelve years, 
streams of considerable size have nearly disappeared from the same 
eause in Hastern Pennsylvania. In this locality the crops are more 
affected by blight, mildew, and other diseases of a similar nature than 
formerly, and the farmers are beginning to realize the danger incurred 
through this wilful or negligent destruction of forests. 

Upon the fragments of pottery found throughout Arizona tbere ap- 
pears to be a similarity of designs. The styles of ornamentation upon 
those found at Postal’s Ranch correspond in every particular with those 
occurring in and about the cliff dwellings near Camp Verde, 70 miles 
east. That the Cliff-Dwellers occupied this valley for raising their crops 
and for agricultural purposes generally seems evident from the fact that 
it is the only really favorable district, but one, found within convenient 
distance from the cliff remains, and also the nearest patch of irrigable 
Jand upon which we find any traces of former occupation. 

The cliff dwellings appear to have been occupied during the winter sea- 
son or in times of danger from hostile incursions of neighboring tribes. 
A description of the most important is given elsewhere. 

Fragments of pottery collected in the valley from Postal’s Ranch 
southward to near Prescott, on the banks of the Colorado Chiquito, 
near the mouth of the Rio Puerco, and along Beaver Creek from near 
Camp Verdé up to Montezuma Wells, show a general similarity of con-. 
sistence and ornamentation. Most of the pieces have a smooth exterior, 
frequently, or I might say usually, enamelled, sometimes having the de- 
signs cut into the material as if it had been done with a pointed stick.* 
Imprints of finger-nails sometimes occur, as well as the impressions of 
the wicker-work in which the vessels were found. The specimens are 
now in the National Museum, and bear an exact resemblance to those 
figured by Mr. Thomas Ewbank.+ The glazing or enamelling is gener- 
ally of a dark bluish-black or brown color, although other tints are not 
of unfrequent occurrence, such as gray, red, and, rarely, white. The 
most remarkable feature in the designs is, that there are numerous fac- 
similes of those found upon the walls of the ruins at Mitla, in ancient 
Anahuaec. This gives one reason to presume that the Moqui, Zuni, and 
Pueblos were more closely allied in remote times, and that to this alli- 
ance belonged the Cliff Dwellers, whose identity appears to have merged 
with the Aztecs.t The general styles of architecture and the ceramic 
art seem very closely allied between that of the Moquis, Pueblos, and 
Cliff-Builders, and with better reason than that the Seviches and Hual- 
pais should be two of the ancient Moqui-Pueblos, which is well proven 

“Fragments bearing similar indentations and impressions occur in the remains of 
the ‘Old Ree Villages” at Grand River, D. T. See ‘Ancient Hearths and Mod. Ind. 
Remains,” etc., Pro. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xviii. Dec. 15, 1875, pp. 209-212. 
i eueeneny Whipple’s Report upon the Indian Tribes, pp. 48, 49. <Pac. R. R. Report, 

vol. iii, 
¢ The Aztecs point to the northwest as the source of their migrations, and Von Hum- 

Mer ureueraae of the existence of any ruins, supposed them to have come from that 
direction. 
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that such is the case.* These two tribes are as low in the scale of civili- 
- zation as any tribes found in the Southwest; are ignorant of agriculture 
and the manufacture of pottery; whereas the Moqui cultivate large areas 
of soil and continue to produce some really excellent examples of ce- 
ramic art. 
What traditions exist at this day among the tribes of Arizona regard- 

ing Montezuma appear to have originated with the early Spanish ex- 
plorers. No reliance can be placed upon them, at least from which we 
can deduce any theory regarding their former history. 

9. RUINS. 

Remains of foundation-walls exist in considerable numbers on the east- 
ern banks of the Colorado Chiquito.t Upon these, more recent struc- 
tures had been erected of adobe and wood, which have long since gone 
to decay. Immense quantities cf broken pottery lie scattered over the 
ground, among which are numerous fragments of obsidian, carnelian, 
and other varieties of silicious stones, foreign to the soil. 

Several miles north of Camp Verde, on the west bank of Beaver Creek, 
the limestone wall forms a perpendicular escarpment about 100 feet high. 

About half-way between the summit and the base of this, into an ex- 
cavation either natural or artificial, is built a large and imposing cliff 
fortress. I say fortress, from the fact that all the cliff dwellings from 
this locality upward along the stream to Montezuma Wells, a distance 
of about 6 or 8 miles, are very small, containing but a single room 
(very rarely two), the dimensions of which vary from 4 to 8 feet square 
and from 3 to 5 feet high. Ata short distance they appear like swallow- 
nests, rather than habitations at one time occupied by human beings. 

The fortress is about 30 or 35 feet in height, each story receding several 
feet; the horizontal distance of the front wall is about 50 feet, the walls 
being built nearly out to the face of the escarpment. There is a square 
tower in the middle front of the lower wall, through which I found the 
only means of access. The tower or bastion is nearly 6 feet square, the 
first floor being at present so covered with guano and bat-lime that it is 
difficult to ascertain the exact dimensions as regards height. There is 
an opening in the second floor of the bastion through which I had to 
crawl before being able to gain an entrance to the main rooms above. 
The floors are constructed of logs, about one foot thick, which had been 
partly flattened above and below by rude cutting-tools. Over these are 
laid, at right angles, thin saplings of cedar, which are in succession cov- 
ered by layers of dirt, fragments of pottery, and bird and bat manure. 
Inthe second story, after digging down toa depth of over 2 feet, we reached 
the floor. The second story is divided into several different apartments, 
averaging from 8 to 10 feet in length and about 6 feet in depth. The 

* Leroux gives the following in Lieutenant Whipple’s Report upon the Indian Tribes. 
<Pac. R. R. Rep. vol. iii., p. 13. : 

Tribal names. i In Zuni. 

(CORE Mls aia on SUSE Wathl-pi-e. 
Shi-win-Wals sss. eeee Shi-win-é-wa. 

[The syllables Gual and Hual are pronounced as in Spanish. ] 

t Lieutenant Whipple notices these in his itinerary report. <Pac. RR. Rep., vol. iii, 
jos Ay, ele 
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openings leading from one to the other are low and scarcely large enough 
to admit a man of ordinary stature. The roof of the second story forms 
the floor for a sort of parapet; the wall which extends up from the story 
below being about 4 feet high. Through this are several port-holes, 3 
or 4 inches square on the inner side and over a foot on the outer; 
through these arrows could very easily have been fired, as the shape ot 
the openings permits of considerable shifting in firing either toward the 
right or left. Back of this parapet is a large opening leading into the 
rocks, which appears as if it might have been used as a store-room for 
food. At the mouth of this the fires had evidently been built, as there is 
a space about 6 feet long and 4 broad, which consists of the natural for- 
mation. The wall above was darkened, but this may have been caused 
by more recent visitors. As will be seen in the accompanying illustra- 
tion, it is probable that the tower extended all the way to the top of the 
entire structure, or nearly so. Two rafters, protruding from the middle 
wall, are still in position, which evidently served as a partial hold or 
support. The door or opening in the unplastered stone wali beyond the 
tower leads into that space between the first and second walls, and has 
no communication with any other apartments. The door partially vis- 
ible in the upper posterior wail is the one leading to the supposed hearth 
and store-room. There are visible entrances to other rooms upon the 
same level, but they are literally filled with the materials before named, 
in addition to fragments of the rock, which is gradually crumbling and 
breaking off in fragments through disintegration. The lintels over the 
door-ways are generally of cedar, and in as substantial a condition as 
when first placed there. The outer walls generally had been plastered, 
and in but few places has this fallen off. The stones composing the 
walls are neatly and closely laid and fitted, and actually cemented to- 
gether with mortar. By the natural breaking away of the rocks below 
the building, the place has become more accessible than it appears to 
have been when regularly occupied, when rope ladders or similar con- 
trivances were probably necessary. 

‘‘ Montezuma Wells” is so-called from the fact that it is an oblong 
depression about 60 or 70 feet deep, having perpendicular walls, at the 
bottom of which is a deep spring of clear water. Around the base is a 
line of débris, consisting chiefly of rocks, between which and the water’s 
edge are a few scattering sycamores. The excavation is about 100 yards 
in its greater diameter and about 60 yards in its lesser. There is but 
one point at which a descent can be made, which passage is guarded by 
small cliff-dwellings. In various depressions these small habitations 
are located, giving the place a very singular appearance. From the 
base of the excavation on the eastern side there is a narrow and low 
tunnel leading out to the banks of Beaver Creek; the entire distance 
is about 60 or 80 feet. The origin of this singular geological formation 
was evidently due to the gradual solution of the limestone by the water 
having at some time or other been charged with some acid gases or 
mineral ingredients. The settlement within this natural enclosure was 
no doubt a retreat in times of danger, as the sloping surface receding 
from it is covered with ruins of former structures, over the remains of 
which, and throughout considerable surface beyond, the soil is covered 
with numerous fragments of beautifully glazed and incised pottery. 
Flint and carnelian flakes, weapons, and other remains occur in consid- 
erable quantities. The land surrounding this locality is excellect for 
agricultural purposes, and it appears to have been at one time nnder 
cultivation. Wherever one turns scattered pieces of pottery are visible, 
giving either proof of a very large settlement, or one that lasted for many 
years. 
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REPORT OF LEO LESQUEREUX, 

REMARKS ON SPECIMENS OF CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY 
PLANTS SECURED BY THE SURVEY IN 1877; WITH A LIST 
OF THE SPECIES HITHERTO DESCRIBED. 

By LEO LESQUEREUX. 

PART I—REMARKS ON SPECIMENS SECURED IN 1877. 

Until the end of the season of exploration of the Geological Survey of 
the Territories in 1877, few specimens of fossil plants had been received 
for examination. Some were-sent by Passed Assistant Engineer H. C. 
Beckwith, United States Navy, from the Cretaceous strata at the foot 
of the Rocky Mountains, near Morrison, Colo., and a few by Rev. Arthur 
Lakes, from the Eocene of Golden. These have been examined and 
figured, but they are too few in number for a separate report. 

Near the end of the past year I received from the Upper Tertiary of 
Florissant an immense amount of specimens, mostly obtained by Prof. 
Samuel H. Scudder. The examination of these materials is begun, but 
the materials are so abundant that a careful determination and descrip- 
tion of them will demand much time, and I can now give merely a gen- 
eral and superficial account of what these specimens represent. With 
those of the Cretaceous, they may be all together published in a future 
report. 

CRETACEOUS. 

The Cretaceous species from Mr. Beckwith’s specimens are interesting 
on two points. They are the first Cretaceous plants found near the base 
of the Rocky Mountains,* and by their relation and identity to some 
species of the Dakota Group, they prove the continuity of this formation 
from the point where it passes under the Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary 
strata in Nebraska and Kansas to the base of the Rocky Mountains, 
where it becomes exposed again by the upthrow of the hog-backs. And 
then they are highly interesting by the species or types which they repre- 
sent, some of them remarkably beautiful and new. 
The geological age of the formation, and its identity with that of the 

Dakota Group, is positively indicated by the presence of Sassafras 
Cretaceum, Newhb., Magnolia Capellint, Heer, Salix protecefolia, Lesqx., 
and of species of Aralia,—one, Aralia Towneri, Lesqx.; another, similar 
to Aralia concreta, Lesqx., differing merely by the division of theleaves 
into three instead of five lobes. By this division, the leaves are interme- 
diate in characters between Aralia tripartita, ‘Lesqx., of the Annual 
Report of 1874, p.348, pl. i, fig. 1, and Aralia concreta, of "the same report, 
p. 349, pl. iv, figs. 2-4, In the same genus we have also, from the same 
locality, near Morrison, where the plant-bearing strata are somewhat 
higher than those where the bones of great Saurians have been discov- 
ered, leaves of an Aralia so closely allied to the one described by Pro- 
fessor Heer as Aralia formosa, from the Cretaceous of Moletin, Ger- 

[* Compare, however, Ann. Rep. of this Survey for 1873, 1874, p. 196.—Ep. ] 
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many, that I do not see as yet any characters to authorize a specific dis- 
tinction. The American leaves are somewhat larger, with broader lobes, 
the middle one longer than the lateral ones. In Heer’s species, the mid- 
dle lobe is shorter, but there is no other apparent difference, the nerva- 
tion being the same, and the borders of the leaves crenulate in exactly 
the same manner. By the leaves, therefore, we have proof of the geo- 
logieal relation of the Dakota Group with the Cretaceous strata exposed 
at the base of the Rocky Mountains, and also of the Cretaceous of Colo- 
rado with that of Europe. The Moletin formations, according to Heer, 
represent the Lower Quadersandstein, a stage generally named now 
Cenomanian, which is overlaid by the Thuronian, the Upper Quader, and 
this by the Planer of Reuss, now the Senonian.* 

This relation of our Dakota Group flora with that of Moletin had been 
remarked already by the presence, in both formations, of Sequoia fasti- 
giata, Sequoia Reichenbachi, Gleichenia Kurviana, and Pinus Quenstedti, 
species described in the Annual Report of 1874. But the identifica- 
tion of dicotyledonous is, in regard to the age of the formation, of 
a more definite character than that of Ferns and Conifers. And still in 
the same specimens of Colorado we haveother leaves apparently, though 
less positively, referable to species of Moletin. One of them has the 
same form and the same character of nervation as the fragment figured 
by Heer as Myrtrophyllum Shiiblerz, pl. xi, fig. 2, loc. cit.. which is, how- 
ever, half of a leaf, whose lower and upper parts are destroyed. Others 
represent Magnolia of the same type as If. speciosa, Heer, and there is, 
besides, a cylindrical obtuse receptacle, four centimeters long, a little 
more than one centimeter broad or thick, covered with numerous imbri- 
cated carpeJs, much like the receptacles of the living Magnolia grandi- 
folia, and comparable, in its unripe state, to a fruit of Magnolia figured 
by Heer, pl. vili, fig. 2,as M. amplifolia. Other and numerous leaves, 
related by their shape and nervation to Magnolia alternans, Heer, of the 
Dakota Group, are somewhat unequal at the base, attached on both 
sides of a pedicel, and therefore mere leaflets of compound leaves. 
These, and still others of a different character of nervation, with leat- 
lets more unequal at the base, resembling large species of Sapindus, seem 
referable to Leguminose, as a large silique, like that of a Lonchocarpus, 
is seen upon the same specimens. 

The most interesting new type of these Cretaceous plants is described 
under a new generic name, that of Liriophyllum, by reason of its affinity 
to leaves of Liriodendron. These leaves belong probably to two spe- 
cies. The largest, that of Liriophyllum Beckwzthii, sp. nov., are square 
in outline, divided into two lobes on each side, measuring about 30 centi- 
meters between the points of the lateral lobes, 20 centimeters from the 
top of the petiole to that of the oblique obtuse terminal lobes, which 
descend to near the base where the midrib is split in two, each of the 
branches, under an angle of division of 45°, ascending to the points of 
the two upper lobes. There is still a nearly basilar pair of strong sec- 
ondary herves curving backward, and passing through the middle to 
the point of the lateral lobes, with two other secondary nerves, one 
merely marginal, the other between the two pairs forming the division 
of the leaves; the secondary nerves are scarcely branching; the lower 
part of the midrib, below the slightly obtuse sinus of the middle lobes, 
is thick, 3 millimeters, and passes downward to a petiole of the same 
size, broken 2 centimeters lower than the somewhat decurving base of 
the leaves. 

The other species as yet considered under the name of Liriophyllum 

* Heer, Moletin Flora, p. 5. 
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populoides, sp. nov., has the leaves much smaller, 10 centimeters broad 
toward the lower part, with the same length from the top of the petiole 
to the point. They are largest toward the base, which is nearly truncate 
or merely inclined to the petiole, gradually narrowed toward the obtuse 
point, where they are cut into two terminal lobes by a narrowly oval 
division, descending to the half of the laminz or lower, where they are 
united in an obtuse sinus. The two upper secondary nerves pass on 
both sides under it, and become effaced by branching near the upper 
borders. In this species, all the secondary nerves—three or four pairs, 
according to the size of the leaves—are camptodrome, curving along the 
border, and effaced, as in leaves of Populus. The petiole is long, 3 to 34 
centimeters, flattened, and enlarged at its base. Though related by 
their medial division to those of Liriophyllum Beckwithii, these leaves 
have not so close an affinity to them that they may be considered as 
the same species. 

The characters of these two species are not comparable to those of 
any of the present flora, to my knowledge at least. They represent an 
original Cretaceous type, which is found also represented in a different 
manner by a species of Moletin Chondrophylium grandidentatum, Heer, 
Lttingshausema grandidentata, Stiehler, whose leaves are narrowly cunei- 
form to the petiole, enlarging upward, and split from the top to below 
ine middle by a split in acute angle of the midrib, which forms the bor- 

ers. 
Another Cretaceous type represented by the leaves from Mr. Beckwith, 

and worth remarking upon, is a branch of Sequoia, with leaves as large 
as those of S. longifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 79, pl. vii, fig. 14; also 
somewhat similar in shape, but largest in the middle, 5 millimeters 
broad, and gradually narrowed to the decurrent base 1 to 14 millimeters. 
The branch is narrow, only 14 millimeters thick, and does not show any 
scar of leaves. This species has also an affinity, though more distant, 
to Sequoia Smittii, Heer, of the Greenland Lower Cretaceous flora. 

THRTIARY. 

Of the Eocene specimens communicated by Rev. Lakes, I have re- 
marked already in the Tert. Flora, p. 53, on a beautiful, well-preserved 
leaflet of Pteris erosa, on one part of a splendid pinna of Osmunda 
affinis, p. 60, and on numerous specimens of a Myrica, intermediate be- 
tween M. insignis and M. Lessigit, p. 136. In the collections of the same 
contributor there is a number of specimens of pinne or leaflets of a pecu- 
liar Palm, whose relation to any living species is as yet unascertained. 
These leaflets are oval, pointed, largest in the middle, narrowed in the 
same degree to the acute point and to the base, averaging 17 centime- 
ters in length and 6 centimeters wide in the middie, sharply plaited 
and ecarinate, like Sadal leaves. The rays converging to the base and 
to the point have each of their faces distinctly nerved with three pri- 
mary nerves and four secondary, thinner, intermediate ones. The relative 
position of the leaflets to the rachis is not ascertained ; they are all de- 
tached, mostly fragments. By their forms, they may be compared to 
those of a Desmoncus, like D. macrocanthus, Mart. ; but, plaited and cari- 
nate as they are, this relation of form merely cannot be considered. 

I have also mentioned in the Tertiary Flora some specimens communi- 
cated by Prof. W. A. Brownell, and described one of theleavesas Fraxinus 
Brownellii, p. 230. This year, from numerous specimens received from 
the same locality, I am able to compiete a diagnosis rendered somewhat 
uncertain by the peculiar form of the leaflet, the only one which I had 
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for my description, and which I rightly supposed to have been deformed 
by compression or maceration. These leaflets are narrowed into an 
acumen, either long and slightly scythe-shaped, or short and straight. 

This brings me to the essential contribution of this year, which is 
mostly from the same locality—Florissant, Colo.—indicated by some 
contributors as South Park, by others as Castello’s Ranch, and thus 
marked upon the habitat of the plants of the Tertiary Flora, as if all 
these places were distant or separate localities. The specimens from 
Florissant number about five thousand. I can only give now a short 
and superficial account of the species which they represent. 

Their examination suggests at the outset some general remarks in 
regard to the distribution of the vegetable remains preserved in this 
formation, first by the total absence of certain types, then by the pre- 
dominance of others. This local flora has not any leaves or even frag- 
ments of leaves of Palms. Standing fossil trees are seen in the same 
locality. In the specimens of silicified wood broken from the stumps, I 
do not find any Palm wood. I have been informed, however, that trees 
of this kind had been remarked there formerly, but had been totally 
broken and taken away as curiosities by the numerous visitors of the 
locality. I have been unable to ascertain the truth of that assertion. 
The characters of the leaves refer them mostly to plants of a moderate 
climate, and, as I have remarked in the Tertiary flora, to species of 
mountains or of high valleys. Of the other division of the monocotyle- 
donous also, there are scarcely any remains. The Glumacee only have 
two fragments of leaves of Phragmites. From the lower orders of plants 
we find there merely a few leaflets of Ferns, two specimens, of a Chara 
and Salvinia Allent, Lesqx.; this represented by a comparatively large 
number of well-preserved specimens, whose characters slightly modified 
do not present even sufficient differences for authorizing a separation in 
varieties. Still more remarkable is the absence of fruits in the shales 
of Florissant, which in its compounds has preserved the most delicate 
organisms, feathers, insects, small flies, petals, even anthers and sta- 
mens of flowers, but no hard fruits of any kind. 

The preponderance of remains of other species is not the less remark- 
able, and perplexes the paleontologist who is trying to understand the 
cause of that heaping of materials at Florissant, and the way and action 
which has brought them there. For example, the leaves of Planera lon- 
gifolia, and ofits varieties, which appear to represent also Planera Ungeri, 
and perhaps another species of the same genus, constitute there about 
one-half of the preserved vegetable remains. We have at least two thou- 
sand specimens of these leaves. Have they been brought by mountain 
rivulets or torrents into a lake? We should then find the fruits as well 
as the leaves, and the action of transfer seems scarcely probable in con- 
sidering the very delicate texture of other organisms preserved. Have 
the plants grown around the basin of water? The objection is the 
Same on account of the absence of fruits and of the very fragmentary 
State of the remains of Conifers, which, for Glyptostrobus at least, are 
branches, leaves, and small cones, abundant enough, but all ground as 
if they had been for a long time exposed to the movement of water or 
to atmospheric influences. The presence of remains of flowers, of unripe 
carpels of Ulmus, Acer, ete., would imply a deposition of vegetable mate- 
rials in spring time, before the maturity of the seeds; and then to account 
for the absence of fruits, we should have to suppose a gradual drying 
up of the lake or swamp during the summer. In that case, as the 
broken fragments of Conifers indicate a prolonged atmospheric action by 
their decomposition, it would be possible to suppose the decomposition ° 
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of the fruits also. This hypothesis seems confirmed by the presence 
of well-preserved branches of Taxodium distichum miocenicum, Heer, as 
from the living Taxodium, it is seen that the fragments are mostly de- 
tached and thrown upon the ground in winter time or early in the 
spring. 

After the Planera leaves, those which are the most abundant in the 
collection of Florissant are those of Myrica, two species, especially 
Myrica acuminata, Ung., as represented in Tert. Flora, pl. xvii, figs. 
1—4, a form somewhat different from that of Europe, and which seem 
referable to two species of the Gypses of Aix, Myrica arguta, Heer, and 
M. Zachariensis, Sap.; the other, M. Ludwigiit, Schp., a fragment of 
which is figured in Tert. Flora, pl. lxv, fig. 9. Other species of the same 
genus are there also in a few specimens, especially Myrica latiloba, Heer, 
var. acutiloba, same type as that of the Tert. Flora, pl. xvii, fig.13. The 
leaflets of the species which is described in the same volume, p. 246, pl. 
xlili, figs. 2-4, as Callicoma microphylla, Ett., are as plentiful in 
the collection as those of Myrica—perhaps more. Some are attached 
to branches, and in their positions are alternate, distant, the upper 
basilar side broader and rounded, the lower narrow, a disposition at 
variance with that of the leaves of Myrica and of Rhus, the only genera 
of our flora to which they might have been referred in their separate 
state. And as Callicoma has in its species the leaves opposite, this 
reference is still less admissible, though from our specimen it is not 
possible to doubt the identity of the leaves with those described by the 
German author under this name. I am unable as yet to decide upon 
the true reference of these leaves, which, except the craspedodrome ner- 
vation, have a great affinity to those of Myrica Saportana, Schp. They 
are variable in size; some of them, the upper ones, are very narrow, 4 
millimeters at the base, while others measure more than one centimeter. 
The length does not differ comparatively to the width. .Their form and 
disposition are like those of Sapindus or of Zanthoxylon. 

Briefly reviewing the plants of Florissant, in regard to the botanical 
series to which they belong, I find a large number of the Amentacew in 
the following genera :—Carpinus, two species, one referable to C. pyra- 
midalis, Heer, the other to C. grandis, Ung. Ulmus has a species of the 
most common type of the Miocene, U. Braunti, Heer, and another, refer- 
able to U. Fischert, Heer. Betula and Alnus are as yet indistinctly rec- 
ognized ; two leaves seem referable to B. Dryadum, Brgt. Of Celtis, 
there are leaves with entire and others with slightly dentate borders, 
which have a great affinity to the present C. occidentalis, and its variety 
C. integrifolia, Nutt. They may, however, represent two species. Cory- 
lus and Fagus are absent. I can also scarcely separate as yet leaves 
positively referable to Quercus. Populus has four species: one, P. latior, 
asmall leaf like the one represented by Heer as var. denticulata ; two 
other distinct new species, one of the section of P. glandulifera, with 
smaller, more acuminate leaves, without basilar glands ; the other, rep- 
resented by two leaves still smaller, thin, or not coriaceous, 14 centi- 
meters broad, and as long, entire, with the base truncato-cordate, rap- 
idly narrowing to a point, borne upon petioles about as long as the 
leaves, slightly inflated at the point of connection to the lamina, lat- 
eral primary nerves diverging at a broad angle, and secondary veins only 
two pairs, parallel, and very thin. 
A fourth species is represented by a large number of leaves, remark- 

ably different, in their size especially. They vary from 44 to 23 centi- 
meters long, and from 1 to 8 centimeters broad near the base, where 
they are generally the largest, and there always rounded to a long, 
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broad, flat petiole. Their form is either oblong, acuminate or lanceo- 
late, narrowing to a long acumen. The-primary basilar nerves, one or 
two pairs, are on a more acute angle of divergence than the secondary, 
passing high up along the borders in successive curves or festoons joined 
to the lower secondary veins by strong nervilles. The middle vein is 
thick and flat. This species is allied to Ficus populina, Heer, from which 
it differs essentially by. narrower leaves, rounded to the petiole, and by 
the ultimate areolation not punctulate; and still more closely related to 
Quercus Heerti, Sap., Et., 1,1, p. 87, pl. vii, fig. 3 A, which seems to rep- 
resent the same Species in one of its smaller leaves. The only difference 
remarked in the American specimens is the broader flat petiole, which 
rather resembles that of a Ficus, but the form of the leaves, the nerva- 
tion and areolation, the divisions of the obtusely crenate borders are 
exactly similar. The French author has found involucres of seeds of 
Populus with his species, and figures, as point of comparison, Populus 
lawrifolia, Ledb., a living species of Siberia, which has about the same 
character; hence the reference of these Jeaves to this genus seems au- 
thorized. This species, he says, is extremely rare in the Gypses of Aix. 
Of Salix, the collection of Florissant has a number of leaves identified 
with S. lavateri, Heer, S. integra, Al. Br., S. media, Al. Br., and S. varians, 
Goepp. Platanus, Liquidambar, Ficus, and all the Lauwrinee, are mostly 
absent. Indeed, there are scarcely any coriaceous leaves among the 
specimens, and none of large size except the Populus mentioned above. 
Fraxinus is represented by three species, one of them, 7. Brownellii, 
described in Flor. Tert., loc. cit. There is no Diospyros, but two or three 
species of the Hricacew ; one Andromeda, perhaps two; one Vaccinium ; 
and in the Araliacece one leaf only. Of Vitis, Cornus, Magnolia, Nelun- 
bium, of the Tiliacew, also there is none. Acer has one species; one leat 
only of the type of A. pseudo-campestre, Heer, and fruits stiil smaller 
than those of Acer decipiens, Heer, as figured in Fl. Tert. Helv., pl. exvil, 
fig. 22. Per contra, the Sapindacee are very abundant; there are nume- 
rous specimens of SN. stellariwfolius and S. angustifolius of the Tert. Flora, 
pl. xlix, with still two or three other species, and in the Frangulacce, 
leaves of Staphylea, not as well preserved as that already figured, loc. 
cit., pl. xiviti, a few leaves of Celastrus, and two species of Ilex. The 
RKhamnece and the Juglandee have not any specimen in the collection, 
while the Anacardiacee are most abundant in not less than six or seven 
species of Rhus and one of Pistacia. The Rosacew have a-Prunus and 
species of Spirea and very finely preserved leaves of an Amelanchier,, 
which are scarcely distinguishable from some of the varieties of the living 
species. This, with a large number of Leguminosw of the genera 
Colutea, Robinia, and Cassia, constitutes the more essential part of the 
specimens as far as [ have been able to fix a determination in sorting 
them for future examination. The flowers, petals, sepals, stamens, and 
pistils, though not very numerous, are interesting. Flowers of Acer are 
the only ones which I could recognize at first sight. Of other plants of 
undetermined relation, there is Trilobiwm of Unger. As many speci- 
meus are obscure, this collection will demand a great deal of work and 
research for the final determination of the species. 

Professor Scudder has sent with the above, from near Randolph, Wyo.,. 
a small number of very fine, admirably preserved specimens, regrettably 
too few in number. They represent one labellaria, with the petiole trun- 
cate at the point of union tothe rays, narrowly and equally nerved, the rays. 
numerous and narrow, disposed like those of F. Hocenica, Lesqx., Tert.. 
Flora, pl. xiii, fig. 1, but more coarsely nerved, at least for the primary 
nerves, the intermediate veins being less numerous and scarceiy observ- 
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able; Ficus Iynx, Ung., a Liquidambar slightly distinct from L. Euro- 
peum by its lobes oblong and nearly obtuse, rather than acuminate. As 
there is one leaf only, this difference cannot be positively ascertained as 
specific ; a leaf of large size, apparently a Tilia ; Cinnamomum Scheuch- 
geri ; the half of another very large leaf, a Quercus, related by its dentate 
borders and its size to @. Moorii, Lesqx., but differing by the lateral 
nerves more open, nearly in right angle to the midrib, and more arched ; 
a Diospyros, a Phragmites, and a leaf of Acer, remarkably similar to those 
figured and described by Massalongo as Liquidambar Scarabellianum, 
apparently a variety of Acer Trilobatum ; one species of Rhus; a My- 
rica, of the type of IM. speciosa, Ung.; a fine Zizyphus, allied to Z. tilicfo- 
lius, but differing by a long petiole and other less marked characters ; 
seeds of Ailanthus; leaves of a Laurus; and petaloidal involucres not 
yet determined. 

This review is, of course, a superficial one. It gives only an insight 
into the general characters of the two vegetable groups represented 
by the specimens, the first referable to the Upper Miocene, the other 
apparently to the Eocene. It will serve as an introduction to the list of 
the Cretaveous and Tertiary plants described until now from the Ameri- 
can formations, and which may be used as a point of departure for future 
researches and publications on the subject. 

PART IJ—CATALOGUE OF THE CRETACEOUS AND TER. 
TIARY PLANTS OF NORTH AMERICA, WITH REFERENCES 
TO THE DESCRIPTIONS. 

EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE CATALOGUE. 

Am. Journ. Sci. § Arts.—American Journal Sciences and Arts, vol. xxvii, No. 81, May, 
1859. 

Annual Reports.—Annual Reports of the U. 8. Geological and Geographical Survey of. the 
Territories, 1869 to 1874. 

Boston Journ. of Nat. Hist.—Boston Journal of Natural History, 1863. 
Cret. Flora.—Report of the U. 8. Geological Survey of the Territories by F. V. Hayden. 

Vol. vi. Cretaceous Flora. By L. Lesquereux. (1874.) 
B, N. Amer. B. Comm.—Report on the Geology and Resources of the Region in the Vicinity 

of the Forty-ninth Parallel. By George Mercer Dawson. (1875.) 
Ext. Floras.—Notes on the Later Extinct Floras of North America, with descriptions of 

some new species of fossil plants from the Cretaceous and Tertiary strata. By J.S. 
Newberry. 1868. a 

Foss. Plants of Vancouver.—Ueber einige fossile Pflanzen yon Vancouver und British- 
Columbien. By Oswald Heer. 

Flora Alask.—Flora Fossilis Alaskana. By Oswald Heer. 1869. 
Geol. of Vermont.—Report on the Geology of Vermont. By Prof. Ed. Hitchcock. (1861.) 
Geol. of Tenn.—Geology of Tennessee. By Prof. James M. Safford. (1869.) es: 
Phyll. du Néb.—Les Phyllites Crétacées du Nébraska. Par MM. les Prof. J. Capellini 

et O. Heer. (1866.) A pi 
Tert. Flora.—Report of the U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories, vol. vii. F. V. 
Hayden. Tertiary Flora. By L.Lesquereux. (1878.) 5 

Trans. Am. Phil. Soc.—Transactions of the American Philosophical Society of Philadel- 
phia, vol. xiii, (1863). (?) y : 

Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep.—Report on the Fossil Plants of the Auriferous Gravel 
Deposits of the Sierra Nevada. By lL. Lesquereux. In Prof. F. D. Whitney’s Memoirs 

_of the Museum of Comparative Zoélogy at Harvard College, vol. vi, no. 2, (1878). 
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bo 

CRETACEOUS. 

CRYPTOGAM. 

THALLOPHYTES. 

Zonarites, Bret. 

. Zonarites digitatus, Brgt., Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 44, pl. i, fig. 1. 

FILICES. 

Lygodiun, Sw. 

. Lygodium trichomanoides, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 45, pl. i, fig. 2. 

Hymenophyllum, Sw. 

: Hymenophytlum cretaceum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 45, pl. i, figs. 3, 4; 
pl. xxix, fig. 6. 

Sphenopteris, Brgt. 

. Sphenopteris corrugata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 10, pl. ii, fig. 6. 

Pecopteris, Brgt. 

. Pecopteris Nebraskana, Heer, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 46, pl. xxix, f. 5. 

Gleichenia, Nutt. 

. Gleichenia Kurriana, Heer, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 47, pl. i, figs. 5-5 ¢. 

. Gleichenia Nordenskioldi ?, Heer, Lesqx., Ann. Rep., p.334, pl. ii, fig. 5. 

PHENOGAMA. 

CYCADEA. 

Pterophyllum, Bret. 

. Pterophyllum ? Haydenti, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 49, pl, i, figs, 6, 6 D. 

CONIFER 4. 

Abietites, Endl. 

. Abietites Hrnestince, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 49. pl. 1, fig. 7. 

Araucaria, Juss. 

. Araucaria spatulata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 10, pl. ii, figs. 5, 5 a. 

Sequoia, Endl. 

. Sequoia formosa, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 50, pl. i, figs. 9, 9 5. 

. Sequoia Reichenbachi ?, Heer, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 51, pl. i, f. 10-10. 

. Sequoia fastigiata ?, Sternb., Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 335, pl. 
il, figs. 2, 8, 8 a. 

. Sequoia condita, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 335, pl. iv, figs. 5-7. 
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15. 

16. 

1g 

18. 

19. 

20. 

al. 

26. 

2h « 

Pinus, Linn. 

Pinus Quenstedti, Heer, Lesqx., Ann. Rep., 1874, p.336, pl. iii, figs. 6,7. 

| Glyptostrobus, Endl. 

Glyptostrobus gracillimus, Lesqx., Oret. Flora, p. 52, pl.i, figs. 8, 11-11 f. 

Inolepis, Heer. ; 

Inolepis ? species, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 337, pl. iv, fig. 8. 

Phyllocladus, Rich. 

Phyllocladus subintegrifolius, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 54, pl. i, fig. 125 
Ann. Report, 1874, p. 337, pl. ii, fig. 4. 

MONOCOTYLEDONES. 

GLUMACE. 

Phragmites, Adans. 

Phragmites cretaceus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 55, pl. i, figs. 13, 14; pl. 
XXix, fig. 7. 

DIOSCORE.Z. 

Dioscorea, Plum. 

Dioscorea ? cretacea, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 56, pl. xxviii, fig. 10. 

PALM. 

Fiabellaria, St. 

Flabellaria? minima, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 56, pl. xxx, fig. 12; pl. 
XXVIi, fig. 2. 

DICOTYLEDONES. 

AMENTACE. 

Myrica, Linn. 

. Myrica obtusa, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 63, pl. xxix, fig. 10. 
me 20. 
m 24. 

Myrica cretacea, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 339, pl. iii, fig. 4. 
Myrica semina, Oret. Flora, p. 63, pl. xxvii, figs. 4, 4 a. 

Betula, Tourn. 

. Betula Beatriciana, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 61, pl. v, fig. 5; pl. xxx, fig. 4. 

Betulites, Goepp. 

Betulites denticulata, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 15, pl. iv, figs. 5, 6. 

Alnites, Goepp. 

Alnites grandifolia, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 9, pl. iv, fig. 2. 
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Fagus, Tourn. 

. Fagus polyclada, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 67, pl. v, fig. 6. 

. Fagus cretacea, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 23, pl. ii, fig. 3. 

Dryophyllum, Deb. 

30. Dryophyllum (Quercus) latifolium, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 340, 
pl. vi, fig. 1. 

5 Dryovn yllum (Quercus) primordiale, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 64, pl. v, 
fig. 7. 

. Dryopha UMD (UEENOUS) 8 salicifolium, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 340, 
pl. viii, fig. 2. 

Quercus, Linn. 

» Quercus hexagona, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 64, pl. v, fig. 8. 
. Quercus? Hllsworthiana, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 65, pl. vi, fig. 7. 
. Quercus? porancides, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 66, pl. xxx, fig. 9. 
. Quercus salicifolia, Newby.., Bxt. Floras, p. 24, ‘ol. li, fig. 4. 
- Quercus cuneata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 
. Quercus antiqua, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 26. 
. Quercus sinuata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 27. 

ror ou 

Salix, Tourn. 

. Salix nervillosa, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 15, pl. i, fig. 3. 
. Salix protecfolia, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 60, pl. v, figs. 1-4. 

2. Salix membranacea, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 19, pl. 1, figs. 5, 8. 
. Salix Meekit, Newby., Ext. Floras, [Oo JE yolle ai, fig. 10 
. Salix flecuosa, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 21, pl. i, fig. 4. 
. Salix cuneata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 21, Dl. i ‘figs. 2 oe 

Populus, Tourn. 

. Populus litigosa, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p.13, pl. i, fig. 2.—Newby., Ext. 
Floras, pl. iii, fig. 6; pl. iv, fig. 1. 

. Populus cyclophylla, Heer, Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1858, p. 266.— 
Newby., Ext. Floras, pl. ii, figs. 3, 4. 

. Populus elliptica, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 16, pl. iii, figs. 1, 2. 
49. 

. Populus ? cordifolia, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 18, pl. ii, fig. 7; pl. v, 
Populus microphylla, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 17, pl. iii, fig. 5. 

fig. 5. 
Populites, Lesqx. 

. Populites Lancastriensis, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 58, pl. iii, fig. 1. 
52. Populites elegans, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 59, pl. iii, fig. 3. 

Platanus, Linn. 

. Platanus ? Newberriana, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 16, pl. 1, fig. 4. 

. Platanus obtusiloba, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 69, pl. vii, figs. 3, 4. 

. Platanus primeva, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 69, pl. vii, fig. 2; pl. 
xXvi, fig. 2. 

. Platanus nd Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 70, pl. viii, fig. 4; pl. ix, 
figs. 1, 2 

j Platanus diminutiva, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, Be 73, pl. viii, fig. 5. 
. Platanus latiloba, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 23, pl. i, fig. 4. 
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Liquidambar, Linn. 

09. Liquidambar integrifolium, Lesqx., Oret. Flora, p. 56, pl. ii, figs. 1, 3; 
Plo SX piel Ree OS. 

URTICINEZ. 

Ficus, Tourn. 

60. Ficus primordialis, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 16, pl. iii, fig. 1. 
61. Ficus Halliana, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 68, pl. xxviii, figs. 3, 9. 
62. Ficus laurophyllum, Lesqx., Aun. Report, 1874, p. 342, pl. v, fig. 7. 

PROTEACEZ. 

Lomatia, BR. Br. 

63. Lomatia ? Saportanea, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 346, pl. vi, fig. 2.— 
Todea ? Saportanea, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 48, pl. xxix, figs. 1-4. 

Proteoides, Heer. 

64. Proteoides daphnogenoides, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 17, pl. iv, figs. 9, 
10.—Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 85, pl. xv, figs. 1, 2. 

65. Proteoides acuta, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 17, pl. iv, figs. 7, 8.— 
Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 86, pl. xv, fig. 3; pl. xxviii, fig. 13. 

66. Proteoides Grevilleeformis, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 17, pl. iv, fig. 11. 
—Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 86, pl. xxviii, fig. 12. 

66a. Hmbothrites daphneoides, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 87, pl. xxx, fig. 10. 

LAURINE 4. 

Laurus, Linn. 

67. Laurus Nebrascensis, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 74, pl. x, fig. 1; pl. 
Xxviii, fig. 14. 

68. Laurus macrocarpa, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 74, pl. x, fig. 2. 
69. Laurus protecfolia, Lesqx., Ann. Rep., 1874, p. 342, pl. v, figs. 1, 2. 

Persea, Gaertn. 

70. Persea Leconteana, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 75, pl. xxviii, fig. 1. 
Ti. Persea Sternbergii, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 76, pl. vii, fig. 1. 

Daphnogene, Ung. 

72. Daphnogene cretacea, Lesqx., Ann. RKep., 1874, p. 345. 

Cinnamomum, Burm. 

73. Cinnamomum Scheuchzeri?, Heer, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 83, pl. xxx, 
figs. 2, 3. 

74, Vinnamomum Heerti, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 84, pl. xxviii, fig. 5. 

Oreodaphne, Nees. 

75. Oreodaphne cretacea, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 84, pl. xxx, fig. 5. 
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Sassa/ras, Nees. 

. Sassafras Mudgei, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 78, pl. xiv, figs. 3, 4; pl. 
OO IO fl 

. Sassafras acutilobum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 79, pl. xiv, figs. 1, 2. 
. Sassafras cretaceum, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 14, pl. vi, figs. 1-4.—Sas- 

safras (Araliopsis) cretaceum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 80, pl. xii, fig. 
2.—Var. dentatum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, pl. xi, figs. 1, 2. 

. Sassafras (Araliopsis) cretaceum obtusum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 80, 
pl. xii, fig. 3; pl. xiii, fig. 1. 

. Sassafras (Araliopsis) mirabile, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 80, pl. xii, fig. 1. 

. Sassafras (Araliopsis) recurvata, Lesqx., Ann. Rep., 1874, p. 345.— 
Platanus recurvata, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 71, pl. x, figs. 3-5. 

ASARINE Z. 

Aristolochites, Heer. 

. Aristolochites dentata, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 18, pl. ii, figs. 1, 2; 
Cret. Flora, p. 87, pl. xxx, fig. 6. 

GAMOPETALE. 

DIOSPYRINE 2. 

Sapotacites, Ett. 

. Sapotacites Haydenti, Heer, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 8. pl. v, fig. 1. 

Diospyros, Linn. 

. Diospyros primeva, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 19, pl. i, figs. 6, 7. 
. Diospyros rotundifolia, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 89, pl. xxx, fig. 1. 
. Diospyros ambigua, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 89, pl. vi, fig. 6. 
. Diospyros ? species, Newby., Ex. Floras, pl. iii, fig. 8. 

ERICACEA. 

Andromeda, Linn. 

Andromeda Parlatorii, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 18, pl. i, fig.5; Lesqx., 
Cret. Flora, p. 88, pl. xxiii, figs. 6, 7; pl. xxviii, fig. 15. 

Andromeda affinis, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 348, pl. iii, fig. 5. 

POLYPETALE. 

DISCANTHE A. 

Aralia, Linn. 

Aralia imperfecta, Lesqx.; Aralia tripartita, Lesqx., Ann. Report, p. 
348, pl. 1, fig. 1.* 

Aralia concreta, Lesqx., Ann. Report, p. 349, pl. iv, figs. 2, 3, 4.— 
Lnquidambar integrifolium, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 57, pl. xxix, 
fig. 8. 

* Aralia tripartita is preoccupied by Saporta. 
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105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 
110. 

111, 

ine 

118. 

. Aralia Towneri, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 349, pl. iv, fig. 1. 

. Aralia quinquepartita, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 90, pl. xv, fig. 6. 

. Aralia Saportanea, Lesqx., Ann. Report, p. 350, pl. i, figs. 2, 2 a. 

Hedera, Linn. 

. Hedera ovalis, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 91, pl. xxv, fig. 3, and pl. xxvi, 
fig. 4. 

. Hedera Schimperi, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 351, pl. vii, fig. 5. 

. Hedera platanoidea, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 351, pl. ili, fig. 3. 

Cissites, Heer. 

. Cissites insignis, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 19, pl. ii, figs. 3, 4. 

. Cissites Harkerianus, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 352, pl. vii, figs. 
2: 

. Cissites affinis, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 352.—Platanus affinis, 
Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 71, pl. iv, fig. 4; pl. xi, fig. 3. 

. Cissites acuminatus, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 353, pl. viii, fig. 1. 

. Cissites Heerti, Lesqx., Ann Report, 1874, p. 353, pl. vi, fig. 3. 

. Cissites cyclophylla, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 353.—Populites 
cyclophylla ?, Heer, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 59, pl. iv, fig. 5, and 
pl. xxiv, fig. "4 

. Cissites obtusus, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 354. —Sassafras ob- 
tusus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 81, pl. xiii, figs, 2, 4. 

Ampelophyllum, Lesqx. 

Ampelophyllum attenuatum, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 354, pl. ii, 
fig. 3 g.3. 

Ampelophyllum ovatum, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 355.—Celtis ? 
ovata, Lesqx., Cret, Flora, p. 66, pl. iv, figs. 2, 3 

Hamamelites, Sap. 

Hamamelites Kansaseana, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 355, pl. vii, 
fig. 4.—Alnus Kansaseana, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 62, pl. xxx, fig. 8. 

Hamamelites quadrangularis, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 355.— 
Alnites quadrangularis, Lesqx., Oret. Flora, p. 62, pl. iv, fig. 1. 

POLYCARPICA. 

Magnolia, Linn. 

Magnolia tenwifolia, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 92, pl. xxi, fig. 1. 
Magnolia alternans, Heer, Phyl. du Néb., p. 20, pl. iii, figs. 2, 3, 4; 
pl. iv, figs. 1, 2.—Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. "92, pl. Xviii, fig. 4,—New- 
by., Ext. Floras, pl. v, fig. 6. 

Magnolia Capellini, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 21, pl. iii, figs. 5, 6.— 
Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 356. 

Magnolia obovata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 15, pl. ii, fig. 2; pl. iv, fig. 4. 

Liriodendron, Linn. 

Liriodendron Meekii, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 21, pl. iv, figs. 3. 4.— 
Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 8, pl. vi, figs. 5, 6. 
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114. Liriodendron primevum, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 12, pl. vi, fig. 7. 
115. Liriodendron intermedium, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 93, pl. xx, fig. 5. 
116. Liriodendron giganteuwm, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 93, pl. xxii, fig. 2. 

Menispermites, Lesqx. 

117. Menispermites obtusilobus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 94, pl. xxv, figs. 
1, 2; pl. xxvi, fig. 3; Ann. Report, 1874, p. 356, pl. vii, fig. 3. 

118. Menispermites saliniensis, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 95, pl. xx, figs. 1, 4. 
119. Menispermites acerifolius, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 96, pl. xx, figs. 2, 3. 
120. Menispermites populifolius, Lesqx., Ann. Rep., 1874, p.357, pl. v, fig.3. 
121. Menispermites ovalis, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 357, pl. v, fig. 4. 
122. Menispermites cyclophyllus, Lesqx., Ann. Rep., 1874, p. 358, pl. vi, fig. 4. 

MALVOIDE. 

Sterculia, Linn. 

125. Sterculia lineariloba, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 358. 

Grewiopsis, Sap. 

124, Grewiopsis Haydenti, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 97, pl. iii, figs. 2,4; pl. 
Xxiv, fig. 3 

ACERINEZ. 

Acerites, Mass. 

125. Acerites pristinus, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 15, pl. v, fig. 4. 

Negundoides, Lesqx. 

126. Negundoides acutifolius, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 97, pl. xxi, fig. 5. 

FRANGULINEA. 

Celastrophytlum, Ett. 

127. Celastrophyllum ensifolium, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 108, pl. xxi, figs. 
2 2, ds 

Tlex, Linn. 

128. Ilex strangulata, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 359, pl. viii, fig. 3. 

} Paliurus, Teac 

129. Paliurus membranaceus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 108, pl. xx, fig. 6. 

Rhamnus, Linn. 

129 bis. Rhamnus tenax, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 109, pl. xxi, fig. 4. 

TEREBINTHINE AL. 

Juglans, Linn. 

130. Juglans? Debeyana, Heer, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 110, pl. xxiii, figs. 
1-5.—Populus? Debeyana, Heer, Phyll.du Néb., p.14, pl.i, fig. 1.— 
Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 17, pl. iv, fig. 3. 
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131. 

133. 

154. 

135. 

146. 

147. 

148. 
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Phyllites, St. 

Phyllites rhovfolius, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 111, pl. xxii, figs. 5, 6. 

_ ROsIFLOREZ. 

Prunus, Linn. 

. Prunus? cretacea, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 111, pl. xxiii, figs. 8, 9; 
Ann. Report, 1874, p. 361, pl. iv, fig. 9. 

Pyrus, Lind. 

Pyrus cretacea, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 12, pl. ii, fig. 7. 

LEGUMINOS 4. 

Leguminosites, Br. 

Leguminosites Marcouanus, Heer, Newby., Ext. Floras, p.8, pl. v, fig. 2. 

INCERT SEDIS. 

Aspidiophyllum, Lesqx. 

Aspidiophyllum trilobatum, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 361, pl. ii, 
figs. 1, 2 

Protophyllum, Lesqx. 

. Protophyllum Sternbergii, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 101, pl. xvi; pl. 
Xviii, fig. 2 

. Protophyllum Leconieanum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 103, pl. xvii, fig. 
4; pl. xxvi, fig. 1. 

: Protoph yllum ? Nebrascense, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 103, pl. XXVii, fig. 3. 
. Protophyllum quadratum, Lesqx., Gret. Flora, p. 104, pl. xix, fig. 1. 
. Protophyllum minus, Lesqx., Oret. Flora, p. 104, pl. Sales fig, 2: pi. 

xxvii, fig. 1; Ann. Report, 1874, p. 362, pl. v, fig. 6. 
. Protophyllum multinerve, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 105, pl. xviii, fig. 1. 

2. Protophyllum rugosum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 105, pl. xvii, figs. 1, 
2) pl. xix, fig. 3. 

. Protophyllum Haydenti, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 106, pl. xvii, fig. 3. 

. Protophyllum crednerioides, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 363, pl. iii, 
fig. 1; pl. viii, fig. 4. 

. Protophyllum ? Mudgei, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 106, Wee Xviii, fig. 3. 

Anisophyllum, Lesqx. 

Anisophyllum semi-alatum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 98, pl. vi, figs. 1-5. 

Bremophyllum, Lesqx. 

Eremophylium fimbriatum, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 107, pl. viii, fig. 1. 

INCERTA AFFINITATIS. 

Phyllites, St. 

Phyllites Vanone, Heer, Phyll. du Néb., p. 22, pl. i, fig. 8.—Lesqx., 
Cret. Flora, p. 113, pl. xx, fig. 7; pl. xxviii, fig. 8. 
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156. 
157. 

Co bo 

oe Ror) 

10. 

. Phyllites obcordatus, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 8, pl. v, fig. 3. 
. Phyllites betulaefolius, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 112, pl. xxviii, figs. 4, 7. 
. Phyllites rhomboideus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 112, pl. vi, fig. 8. 
. Phyllites cotinus, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 364.—Bumelia Mar- 

couana, Heer, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 90, pl. xxviii, fig. 2. 
. Phyllites umbonatus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 113, pl. xix, fig. 4. 
. Phyllites amorphus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 113, pl. xxii, figs. 3, 4. 

Ptenostrobus, Lesqx. 

. Ptenostrobus Nebrascensis, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 114, pl. xxiv, fig. 1. 

Caulinites, Br. 

Caulinites spinosus, Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 115. 
Carpolithes ?, Auct., Lesqx., Cret. Flora, p. 114, pl. xxvii, fig. 5; pl. 
FOG Jf IO [ 

TERTIARY. 

CRYPTOGAM Ai. 

FUNGI. 

Spheria, Haller. 

. Spheria lapidea, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 34, pl. i, fig. 3. 
. Spheria myrice, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 34, pl. i, fig. 4. 
. Spheria rhytismoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 35, pl. i, figs. 5, 5a. 

Sclerotium, Tode. 

. Selerotium rubellum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 35, pl. i, figs. 2-2 f- 

LICHENES. 

Opegrapha, Pers. 

. Opegrapha antiqua, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 36, pl. i, figs. I-le. 

ALG Ai. 

Halymenites, Sternb. 

. Halymenites striatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 37, pl. i, fig. 6. 

. Halymenites major, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 38, pl. i, figs. 7, 8. 
. Halymenites minor, F. O., Tert. Flora, p. 39, pl. i, fig. 9. 

Delesseria, Lamx. 

. Delesseria fulva, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 39, pl. i, fig. 10. 

Caulerpites, Schp. 

Caulerpites incrassatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 40, pl. i, figs. 11, 12.— 
Delesseria incrassata, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1872, p. 374; Tert. 
Flora, p. 40, pl. i, figs. 11, 12. 
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14, 

20. 

21. 

B29, 
B23. 
BD 24. 

95, 
> 26. 

p27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Chondrites, Schp. 

. Chondrites subsimplex, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 41, pl. i, fig. 13. 

. Chondrites bulbosus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 42, pl. i, fig. 14. 
. Chondrites (species), Heer, Fl. Alask., p. 21, tab. x, fig. 5. 

Fucus, Linn. A 

Fucus lignitum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 42, pl. Ixi, figs. 24, 24 a. 

MUSCI. 

Hypnum, Linn. 

. Hypnum Haydenti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 44, pl. v, figs. 14, 14 b. 

FILICES. 

Sphenopteris, Bret. 

. Sphenopteris Lakesii, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 49, pl. ii, figs. 1, 1 a— 
Sphenopteris eocenica, Ett., Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1872, p. 376. 

. Sphenopteris elongata, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 6. 

. Sphenopteris membranacea, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 50, pl. ii, figs. 2, 
2 a, 3,3 a. 

. Sphenopteris nigricans, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 51, pl. i, figs. 4-5 a. 

Hymenophyilun, Kif. 

Hymenophyllum confisum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 51, pl. ii, figs. 6-6 a. 

Pteris, Linn. 

Pteris pseudopennejormis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 52, pl. iv, figs. 3, 4.— 
Pieris penneformis, Heer.—Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 392. 

Pteris subsimplex, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 52, pl. iv, figs. 5-7. 
Pteris erosa, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 53, pl. iv, fig. 8. 
Pieris Sitkensis, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 21, tab. i, fig. 7 a. 

Woodwardia, Sm. 

Toodwardia latiloba Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 54, pl. iii, figs. 1, 1 a. 
Woodwardia latiloba var. minor, Lesqx., Vert. Flora, p. 54, pl. iv, 

figs. 9, 9 a. 
Diplazium, Sw. 

Diplazium Muelleri ?, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 55, pl. iv, figs. 
10, 10 a. 

Lastrea, Presi. 

Lastrea (Goniopteris) Goldiana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 56, pl. iv, fig. 
13.—Aspidium goldianum, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 393. 

Lastrea (Goniopteris) intermedia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 56, pl. iv, 
fig, 14—Aspidium pulchellum? or A. Fischeri, Heer.—Lesqx., 
Annual Report, 1870, p. 384. 

Lustrea (Goniopteris) polypodioides ?, Ktt., Tert. Flora, p. 57, pl. iv, 
figs. 11, 12. 

32 G 
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‘Ol. 

43, 

49, 

Aspidium, Sw. 

Aspidiwm Kennerlyi, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 8. 

Gymnogramma, Desv. 

. Gymnogramme Gardneri, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 58, pl. iv, fig. 2.— 
Pteris Gardneri, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 393. 

. Gymnogramma Haydenti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 59, pl. v, figs. 1-3. 

Osmunda, Linn. 

Osmunda afinis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 60, pl. iv, fig. 1.—Pteris 
affinis, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 392. 

Lygodium, Sw. 

. Lygodium neuropteroides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 61, pl. v, figs. 4-7; 
pl. vi, fig. 1 

. Lygodium Marvinei, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 62, pl. v, fig. 8. 

. Lygodium Dentoni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 63, pl. lxv, figs. 12, 13. 

. Lygodium compactum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 64, pl. v, fig. 9. 

Onoclea, L. 

» Onoclea sensibilis, Linn.—Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 39, pl. 8, fig. 1; pl. 
iv, figs. 1-5. 

. Teeniopteris Gibbsti, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 7. 

RHIZOCARP A. 

Salvinia, Michx. 

. Salvinia cyclophylla, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 64, pl. v, figs. 10, 10a. 
42. Salvinia Alleni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 65, pl. v, fig. 11.—Ophioglos- 

sum Alleni, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1872, p. 371. 
Salvinia attenuata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 65, pl. Ixiv, fig. 14, 144. 

CALAMARIA. 

EQUISETACE A. 

Hquisetum, Linn. 

. Hquisetum Haydenii, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 67, pl. vi, figs. 2-4. 

. Lquisetum levigatum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 68, pl. vi. figs. 6, 7. 

. Equisetum Wyomingense, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 69, pl. vi, figs. 8-11. 

. Hquisetum robustum, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 8. 

. Equisetum limosum?, Linn., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 69, pl. vi, fig. 5. 

LYCOPODIACE. 

Lycopodium, Linn. 

Lycopodium prominens, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 45, pl. v, figs. 13, 13 6. 
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53. 

54. 

63. 

64, 

Selaginella, Beauv. 

. Selaginella Berthoudi, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 46, pl. v, figs. 12,12 a. 
- Selaginella falcata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 46, pl. xi, figs. 12, 15; pl. 

Ixiv, figs. 13, 13 a. 
. Selaginella laciniata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 47, pl. lxiv, figs. 12, 12 a. 

Psilotum, Swartz. 

Psilotum inerme, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 38, pl. viii, fig. 3. 

PHANOGAM A. 

GYMNOSPERM &. 

Zamice. 

Zamiostrobus, Endl. 

Zamiostrobus? mirabilis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 70, pl. lxiii, figs.1,1d. 

CONIFER. | 

CUPRESSINEZ. 

Widdringtonia, Endl. 

. Widdringtonia? complanata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 72, pl. 1xii, figs. 
13, 14 

Taxodium, Rich. 

. Taxodium distichum miocenicum, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 73, pl. 
vi, figs. 12-14 a. 

. Taxodium occidentale, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 
11; Ext. Floras, p. 45, pl. xi, figs. 1-3.—Z. dubium, St., Lesqx., 
Annual Report, 1872, p. 889; 1873, p. 409. 

. Taxodium Tinajorum, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 22, tab. i, figs. 1-5. 

. Taxodium cuneatum, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 12. 

Taxites, Br. 

. Taxites microphyllus, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 24, tab. i, fig. 9. 

. Laxites Olriki, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 23, tab. i, fig. 8; tab. ii, fig. 5d. 

Thuya, Bret. 

. Thuya interrupta, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 42, pl. xi, figs. 5, 5a. 

Glyptostrobus, Endl. 

Glyptostrobus Europeus, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 74, pl. vii, figs. 
1, 2.—Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 43, pl. xi, figs. 6-8; Boston Journ. 
Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 12. 

ABIETINEZ. 

Sequoia, Torr. 

Sequoia affinis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 75, pl. vii, figs. 3-5; pl. Ixv, 
figs. 1-4. 
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65. 

66. 
67. 

. Sequoia brevifolia, Heer, Tert. Flora, p. 78, pl. lxi, figs. 25-27. 

. Sequoia longifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 79, pl. vii, figs. 14,14 a@; pl. 

77. 

78. 

85. 

86. 
87. 

Sequoia Langsdorfii, Brgt., Heer, Foss. Plants of Vancouver, p. 6, 
pl. i, figs. 1-5.—Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 46, pl. xi, figs. 4, 8, 9.— 
Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 76. 

Sequoia angustifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 77, pl. vii, figs. 6-10. 
Sequoia Heertvi, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 77, pl. vii, figs. 11-13. 

lxi, figs. 28, 29. 
. Sequoia acuminata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 80, pl. vii, figs. 15-16a. 
. Sequota biformis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 80, pl. lxii, figs. 15-18 a. 

Abietites, Goepp. 

. Abietites dubius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 81, pl. vii, figs. 19-24, 

. Abietites setiger, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 82, pl. vii, figs. 17, 18. 

Pinus, Linn. 

. Pinus palcostrobus ?, Ett., Tert. Flora, p. 83, pl. vii, figs. 25-31. 
P. polaris, Heer, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 410. 

. Pinus (sp.), Heer, Flora Alask., p. 23, tab. i, fig. 11. 

. Pinites pannonica, Ung., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 23. 

TAXINE A. 

Salisburia, Sm. 

Salisburia binervata, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 412, 
pl. xv, figs. 3-6. 

Salisburia polymorpha, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 84, pl. 1x, figs. 40, 41. 

MONOCOTYLEDONES. 

GLUMACEZ. 

Arundo, Linn. 

. Arundo Goepperti ?, Miinst., Tert. Flora, p. 86, pl. viii, figs. 3-5. 

. Arundo reperta, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 87, pl. viii, figs. 6-8. 

. Arundo? obtusa, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 87, pl. viii, figs. 9, 9¢. 

Phragmites, Trin. 

. Phragmites Giningensis, Al. Br., Tert. Flora, p. 88, pl. viii, figs. 1-2. 

. Phragmites Alaskana, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 90, pl. viii, f. 10-12. 

. Phragmites (sp.), Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 38, pl. vii, figs. 5, 5a. 

CYPERACEA. - 

_ Cyperus, Linn. 

Cyperus Chavanensis, Heer, Tert. Flora, p. 92, pl. ix, figs. 1-2. 

Carex, Michx. 

Carex Berthoudi, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 92, pl. ix, figs. 3-4. 
Carex servata, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 24, tab. i, fig. 13. 
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Poacites, Br. 

88. Poacites tenue-striatus, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 24, tab. i, fig. 14. 

ALISMACE Zi. 

89. Sagittaria pulchella, Heer, Flor. Alask., p. 25, tab. i, fig. 15. 

CORONARL. 

SMILACE.Z3. 

Smilax, Tourn. 

5 90. Smilax cyclophylla, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 
91. Smilax grandifolia, Ung., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 94, pl. ix, fig. 

1 
5 

SCITAMINEZ. 

Zingiberacec. 

Zingiberites, Heer. 

92. Zingiberites dubius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 95, pl. xvi, fig. 1. 

MUSACEZ. 

Musophyllum, Goepp. 

93. Musophyllum complicatum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 96, pl. xv, f. 1-6. 

ENSATEA. 

Hydrocharidee. 

Ottelia, Pers. 

94. Ottelia Americana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 98, pl. 1xi, fig. 8. 

POTAMEZ. 

Najadee. 

Caulinites, Brgt. 

95. Caulinites sparganivoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 99, pl. xiv, figs. 4-11. 
96. Caulinites fecundus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 101, pl. xiv, figs. 1-3. 

EFLUVIALES. 

Lemnacece. 

Lemna, Linn. 

97. Lemna scutata, Daws., Tert. Flora, p. 102, pl. 1xi, figs. 2, 5. 
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SPADICIFLORA. 

ARACE Zi. 

Pistia, Linn. 

98. Pistia corrugata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 103, pl. 1xi, f. 1, 3, 4,6, 7, 9-11. 

Aroidec. 

Acorus, Linn. 

99. Acorus brachystachys, Heer, Tert. Flora, p. 105, pl. xiv, figs. 12-15. 
100. Acorus calamus ?, Linn., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii. 

p. 365. 

MONOCOTYLEDONES INCERTZ SEDIS. 

Hriocaulon, Gronovy. 

101. Hriocaulon? porosum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 106, pl. xvi, figs. 2, 2 a. 
102. Phyllites improbatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 107, pl. xiv, fig. 18.— 

Rhizocaulon gracile, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1873, p. 396. 

PRINCIPES. 

PALM Z. 

Flabellaria, Schp. 

103. Flabellaria Zinkent ?, Heer, Tert. Flora, p. 110, pl. ix, figs. 6, 8. — 
104, Flabellaria Eocenica, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 111, pl. xiii, figs. 1-3. 

Sabalites. 

105. Sabalites Grayanus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 112, pl. xii, figs. 1, 2.— 
Sabal Grayana, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 412, 
pl. xiv, figs. 4, 5, 6. 

106. Sabalites Californicus, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., 
To dle Tolls ley aiken; IU, 

107. Sabalites fructifer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 114, pl. xi, figs. 3, 3 a— 
Flabellaria ? fructifera, Lesqx., Ann. Keport, 1873, p. 396. 

Sabal, Adans. 

108. Sabal Campbelli, Newhy., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 9; Ext. 
Floras, p. 41, pl. x.—Sabalites Campbelli, Newby., Lesqx., Tert. 
Flora, p. 1153. 

109. Sabal (sp.), Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 10. 

Geonomites, Lesqx. 

110. Geonomites Goldianus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 115, pl. ix, fig. 9.— 
Palmacites Goldianus, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1874, p. 311. 

111. Geonomites Schimperi, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 116, pl. x, fig. 1. 
112. Geonomites tenuirachis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 117, pl. xi, fig. 1.— 

Flabellaria longirachis ?, Ung., Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1873, p. 396. 
113. Geonomites Ungeri, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 118, pl. xi, tig. 2. 
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114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 
1G 
120, 

121. 
122. 
123, 
124, 
125. 
126. 
127. 

128. 
129. 
130. 

131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 

.. 135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 

Calamopsis, Heer. 

Calamopsis Danat, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soce., vol. xiii, p. 411, 
pl. xiv, figs. 1, 2, 3. 

Palmocarpon, Lesqx. 

Palmocarpon compositum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 119, pl. xi, fig. 4.— 
Carpolithes compositus, Lesqx., Supplement to Annual Report, 
1871, p. 16. 

Palmocarpon Mexicanum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 119, pl. xi, fig. 5.— 
Carpolithes Mexicanus, Lesqx., Supplement to Annual Report, 
Msyls sos IL 

Palmocarpon commune, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p.119, pl. xiii, figs. 4-7.— 
Carpolithes palmarum, Lesq., Supplement to Annual Report, 
1871, p. 138; Annual Report, 1872, pp. 382, 398. 

Palnocarpon truncatum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 120, pl. xi, figs. 6-9. 
Palnocarpon corrugatum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 121, pl. xi, f. 10, 11. 
Palmocarpon subcylindricum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 121, pl. xi, f. 12. 

DICOTYLEDONES. 

APETALZ. 

AMENTACE As. 

Myricacec. 

Myrica, Linn. 

Myrica Torrey, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 129, pl. xvi, figs. 3-10. 
Myrica acuminata, Ung. ., Lert. Flora, p. 130, pl. xvii, ae 1-4. 
Myrica Copeana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 131, pl. xvii, fig. 5 
Myrica undulata ?, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 1. pl. xvii, f. 6-8. 
Myrica nigricans, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 182, pl. xvii, figs. 9-12. 
Myrica Bolanderi, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 133, pl. xvii, fig. 17. 
Myrica Ludwigit, Schp., Tert. Flora, p. 133, pl. Ixv, fig. 9. 

Comptonia. 

Myrica vindobonensis, Ett., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 27, pl. ili, f. 4, 5. 
Myrica banksiefolia, Ung., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 28, pl. il, fig. 11. 
Myrica latiloba, Heer, var. acutiloba, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 134, pl. 

xvii, fig. 13. 
Myrica partita, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 134, pl. xvii, fig. 14. 
Myrica Brongniarti, Ktt., Tert. Flora, p. 135, pl. xvii, tig. 15. 
Myrica insignis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 135, pl. Ixv, figs. 7, 8. 
Myrica? Lessigu, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 136, pl. Ixiv, fig. 1. 

DETULACE 43. 

Betula, Linn. 

Betula prisca, Ett., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 28, pl. v, figs. 3-6. 
Betula grandifolia, Htt., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 29, pl. v, fig. 8. 
Betula Vogdesti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 137, pl. XVii, figs. 18, 19. 
Betula gracilis, Ludw., Lesqx., Tert. lora, p. 138, pl. xvii, ‘fig. 20. 
Betula Goepperti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 138, pl. xvii, figs. 21-93, 
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140. 
141. 
142. 

146. 

158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 

163. 

164. 
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Betula caudata, Goepp., Lesqx., Annual Report, 1871, p. 293. 
Betula Stevensoni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 139, pl. xviii, figs. 1-6. 
Betula equalis, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif, Dep.. p. 2, 

pl. 1, figs. 2-4. 
Alnus, Tournet. 

. Alnus Kefersteinti, Goepp., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 140, pl. xviii, 
figs. 6-8; pl. lxiv, fig. wk 

_ Alnus serrata, Newby., “Ext. Floras, p. 55, pl. xvi, figs. 10, 11. 

Alnites, Sap. 

. Alnites inequilateralis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 141, pl. lxii, figs. 1-4. 

CUPULIFERZ. 

Carpinus, Linn. 

Carpinus grandis, Ung., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 143, pl. xix, fig. 9; 
pl. lxiv, figs. 8-10; Geol., of Vermont, p. 716. Newby, Boston 
Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 14. 

Corylus, Tourn. 

. Corylus MacQuarrii, (Forbes) Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 144, 
pl. xviil, figs. 9-11. 

. Corylus g grandifolia, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 59, pl. xv, fig. 5. 

. Corylus orbiculata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 58, vl. XV, fig. 4, 

. Corylus Americana, Walt., Ext. Floras, p. 59, pl. xiv, figs. 8-10. 
. Corylus rostrata, Ait., Newby, Ext. Floras, p. 60, pl. xv, figs. 1-3. 

Fagus, Tcurn. 

. Fagus Feronie, Ung., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 31, pl. vi, fig. 9.—Lesqx., 
Tert. Flora, p. 146, pl. xix, figs. 1-3. 

. Fagus macrophylla, Ung., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 31, pl. vili, fig. 2. 

. Fagus Antiposi, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 30, pl. v, fig. 4a; pl. vii, figs. 
4-8; pl. viii, fig. 1.—Lesqx. in Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., 
p. 3, pl. ii, fig. 13. 

5. Fagus ferruginea, Michx., Lesqx.,Geol. of Tenn., p. 427, pl. K, fig. 11. 
. Fagus pseudo-ferruginea, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the ‘Aurif. Dep., 

p. 3, pl. ii, fig. 14. 
. Fagus Hitchcockii, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 714, figs. 126, 127. 

Quercus, Linn. 

§ 1.—Leaves entire. 

Quercus neriifolia,-Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 150, pl. xix, f. 4-6. 
Quercus straminea, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 151, pl. xix, figs. 6-7. 
Quercus chlorophylla, Ung., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 151, pl. xxi, fig. 3. 
Quercus cinereoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 152, pl. xxi, fig. 6 
Quercus eleenoides, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
4, pl. i, figs. 9-12. 

Quercus convexca, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 4, 
pl. i, fig. 15-17. 

Quercus virens, Michx., Lesqx.. Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, 
p. 363. 
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165. 
166. 
167. 
168. 

169. 
70: 
171. 

172. 

173. 

Quercus myrtifolia, Willd., Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 427, pl. K, fig. 3. 
Quercus coriacea, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 18.3, p. 15. 
Quercus elliptica, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 17. 
Quercus multinervis, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, 
p. 360. 

Quercus Benzoin, Lesqx., Am. Journ., loc. cit., p. 360. 
Quercus Hvansii, Lesqx., Am. Journ., loc. cit., p. 360. 
Quercus Lyellii, Heer, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 
415, pl. xvii, figs. 1, 2, 3 

Quercus retracta, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. on pl. 
xvi, figs. 4, 5. 

Quercus chlorophylla, SP ee Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. Xiii, 
p, 416, pl. xvii, figs. 5, 6 

§ 2.— Leaves serrate, dentate, or crenate. 

. Quercus Gaudini, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, p. 
360. 

. Quercus, platinervis, Lesqx., Am. Journ., loc. cit., p. 361. 
: Quer cus Valdensis, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, De 153, pl. xix, fig. 8. 
Quercus Godeti ?, Heer, Lesqx., Pert. Flora, p. 153, pl. xx, fig. 1. 
Quercus Boweniana, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
6, pl. ii, figs. 5, 6. 

: Quercus Goepperti, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
(ey Gonna itea ble 

5 Querus Voyana, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 8, 
pl. ii, fig. 12. 

. Quercus distincta, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 6, 
Ole ily, seers, P= 

Quercus Nevadensis, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
5, pl. il, figs. 3, 4. 

. Quercus crassinervis, Ung., Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 427, pl. K, fig. 1. 

. Quercus flexuosa, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 16. 
. Quercus Saffordi, Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 427, pl. K, figs. 2 a, b, ¢. 

3. Quercus banksicefolia, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 17. 
i. Quercus Cleburni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 154, pl. xx, fig. 2. 

. Quercus ? fraxinifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 154, pl. xx, fig. 3. 

. Quercus Laharpi, Gaud., Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1871, p. 297. 

. Quercus Ellisiana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 155, pl. xx, figs. 4, 5, 7, 8. 

. Quercus Pealei, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 156, pl. xx, fig. 6. 
2, Quercus Haidingeri, Ktt., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 156, pl. xx, f. 9, 10. 

. Quercus drymeja, Ung., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 157, pl. xix, fig. 14. 

. Quercus Haydenii, Lesqx., Tert, Flora, p. 157, pl. xix, fig. 10. 

. Quercus acrodon, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 158, pl. xix, figs. 11-13. 
- Quercus Viburnifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 159, pl. xx, figs. 11- 

12.— Quercus attenuata ?, Goepp., Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1873, p. 
398.— Quercus triangularis, Goepp., Lesqx. (in part), Ann. Re- 
port, 1872, p. 377. 

7. Quercus pseudocastanea, Goepp., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 32, pl. vi, 
figs. 3-5. 

EUs LUA aint, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 32, pl. v, fig. 10; pl. vi, 
figs. 1, 2. 

. Quercus pandurata, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 33, pl. vi, fig. 6. 

. Quercus Chamissoni, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 35 Dl) Vane t acs 
: Quercus platania, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 160, pl. ORM fig. i 

2. Quercus Moori ie Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 415, pl. 
Xvi, figs. 1, 2, 3. 
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§ 3.—Leaves lobate, border entire. 

203. Quercus negundoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 161, pl. xxi, fig. 2. 
204. Quercus pseudo-lyrata, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., 

(OS key OS oils Tale Th, 
205. Quercus angustiloba, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 161, pl. xxi, figs. 

; 

Dryophyllum, Debey. 

206. Dryophyllum (Quercus) crenatum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 162, pl. lxii, 
figs. 10 and 11.—Dryophyllum crenatum, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 

* 1874, p. 301. 
207. Dryophyllum (Quercus) subfalcatum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 163, pl. 

Ixiil, fig. 10. 
Castanea, Tourn. 

208. Castanea intermedia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 164, pl. xxi, fig. 7.. 
209. Castanea Ungeri, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 32, pl. vii, figs. 1-3. 
210. Castanea nana, Muhl., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, 

p. 365, 
Castaneopsis, Sap. 

211. Castaneopsis chrysophylloides, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. 
Dep., p. 9, pl. i, fig. 10. 

SALICINE As. 

Salix, Linn. 

212. Salix integra, Goepp., Tert. Flora, p. 167, pl. xxii, figs. 1, 2. 
213. Salix media, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 168, pl. xxii, fig. 3. 
214. Salix angusta, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 168, pl. xxii, figs. 4-5. 
215. Salix elongata, O. Web., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 169, pl. xxii, figs. 6, 7. 
216. Salix? densinervis, Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 427, pl. K, fig. 9. 
217. Salix Worthenii, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 414, 

pl. xv, fig. 7. 
218. Salix californica, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 10, 

pl. i, figs. 18-21. 
219. Salix tabellaris, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 414, pl. 

Xvi, fig. 4. 
. Salix macrophylla, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 27, pl. ii, fig. 9. 
. Salix Lavateri, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 27, pl. ii, fig. 10. 
; eae elliptica, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 10, pl. 

i, fig. 22. 
223. Salix Islandica, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, p. 360. 
224. ae varians, Goepp., Heer, Flora Alask.,,p. 27, pl. ii, fig. 8; pl. ili, 

gs. 1, 2, 3. 

bo bo bo Lo bo bo Nr © 

Populus, Linn. 

225. Populus latior, Al. Br., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 25, pl. ii, fig. 4; var. 
cordifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 172, pl. xxii, fig. 8. 

226. Populus subrotundata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 173, pl. xxiv, figs. 6-8. 
227. Populus glandulifera, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 26, pl. ii, figs. 1, 2. 
228. Populus balsamoides, Goepp., Flora Alask., p. 26, pl. ii, fig. 3. 
229. Populus leucophylla, Ung., Flora Alask, p. 26, pl. ii, fig. 6. 
230. Populus melanaria, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 173, pl. Ixiv, fig. 5. 
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231. 
232, 
233. 
234. 
230. 

260. 

261. 

Populus melanarioides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 174, pl. Ixii, fig. 5. 
Populus Ungeri, Lesqx., Tert. Blora, p. 175, pl. xxiv, fig. 5. 
Populus heliadum, Ung., Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1873, p. 397. 
Populus levigata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 175, pl. xxii, fig. 9. 
Populus Zaddachi, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 26, pl. ii, fig. 5 a.—Lesqx. 
Tert. Flora, p. 176, pl. xxii, fig. 13; Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. 
Dep., p. 11, pl. 8, figs. 1-8. 

: Populus Richardsoni, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 177, pl. xxii, figs. 
10-12. 

. Populus rhomboidea, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, 
p. 360.—Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 18. 

- Populus monodon, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 413, 
pl. xv, figs. 1, 2; Tert. Flora, p. 180, pl. xxiv, figs. es 

e Populus mutabilis, var. repando-crenata, Heer, "Lesqx., Trans. Am. 
Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 413, pl. xviii, figs. 4, 5, 6. 

. Populus mutabilis, var. fo ovalis, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 177, 
pl. xxiv, figs. 3, 4. 

. Populus arctica, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 178, pl. xxiii, figs. 1-6. 
2. Populus decipiens, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 179, pl. xxiii, figs. 7-11. 

. Populus Nebrascencis, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 62, pl. xu, figs. 4, 5. 
- Populus cuneata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 64, pl. xiv, figs. 1-4. 
. Populus genetrix, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 64, pl. xii, fig. 1. 
. Populus acerifolia, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 65, pl. xiii, figs. 5-8. 
» Populus smilacifolia, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 66, pl. xiv, figs. 5-7. 
- Populus cordata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 60, pl. xiv, fig. 6. 
. Populus nervosa, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 61, pl. xii, figs. 2, 3. 
. Populus nervosa, Newby., var. elongata, Ext. Floras, p. 62, pl. xii, 

figs. 1-4. 
. Populus flabellum, Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 18.. 

PLATANE ZA. 

Platanus, Tour. 

. Platanus Guillelme, Goepp., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 183, pl. xxv, 
figs. 1, 2, 3 

. Platanus aceroides, Goepp., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 184, pl. xxv, figs. 
4, 5, 6. 

- Platanus appendiculata, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., 
p. 12, pl. iii, figs. 1-6; pl. vi, fig. 7 Ob. 

Platanus dissecta, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 13, 
pl. vii, fig. 12; pl. x, figs. 4, 5. 

. Platanus Haydenii, Newby. , Ext. Floras, p. 70, pl. xx, fig. 1; pl. xxi. 

. Platanus Raynoldsii, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 69, pl. xviliim—Lesqx., 
Tert. Flora, p. 185, pl. xxvi, figs. 4-5; pl. XXVii, figs. 1-3. 

. Platanus rhomboidea, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 186, pl. xxvi, figs. 6, 7. 

. Platanus nobilis, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 67, pl. xvii. 

Styraciflue. 

Liquidambar Europeum, Al. Br., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 20, pl. il, 
fig. 7. 

Liquidambar Oalifornicum, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. 
Dep., p. 14, pl. 7, figs. 3, 6; pl. 6, fig. 7c. 
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URTICIN A. 

ULMACEA:. 

Ulmus, Linn. 

. Ulmus tenwinervis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 188, pl. xxvi, figs. 1-3. 

. Ulmus plurinervia, Ung., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 34, pl. Ve eee 

. Ulmus affinis, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif, Dep., p. 16, 
pl. iv, figs. 4, 5 

. Ulnus pseudo fulva, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
17, pl. iv, fig. 3 

. Uimus Calitornica, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
15, pl. iv, figs. 1-2; pl. vi, fig. 7a. 

Planera, Gmel. 

. Planera longifolia, Lesax., Tert. Flora, p. 189, pl. xxvii, figs. 4-6. 

. Planera Ungeri, Ett., Lesqx., Tert. Fiora, p. 190, pl. xxvii, fig. 7. 

. Planera microphylla, ‘Newby. Ext. Floras, p. 55, pl. xvi, figs. 3, 4. 

. Planera dubia, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. XXVil, p. 361. 
. Planera Gmelini, Michx., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. 

XXVIi, p. 365. 

CELTIDEZ. 

Celtis, Tournf. 

. Celtis brevifolia, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 416, 
pl. xx, figs. 4, 5. 

MOREA. 

Ficus, Tournt. 

§ 1.—Penninerved leaves. 

. Ficus lanceolata, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 192, pl. xxviii, figs. 
1-5. 

. Ficus Iynx, Ung., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 193, pl. xxviii, fig. 6. 
; eee multinervis, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 194, pl. xxviii, figs. 

: ics oblanceolata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 194, pl. xxviii, figs. 9-12. 
. Ficus arenacea, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 195, pl. Xxix, figs. 1-5. 
. Ficus Ungeri, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 195, pl. xxx, fig. 3. 
. Ficus ivregularis, Lesqx., Tert. Fiora, p. 196, pl. xxxiv, figs. 4-7; 

pl. Ixiii, fig. 9. 
. Ficus uncata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 197, pl. xxxv, figs. 1, 1 a, 2.— 

Ficus ulmifolia, Lesgx., Ann. Report of 1871, Supplement, p. 14. 
. Ficus Haydenti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 197, pl. xxx, fig. 1 

282. Ficus ovalis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 198, pl. xxx, fig. 2. 
. Ficus dalmatica, Ett., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 199, pl. lxiii, figs. 3-5. 
. Ficus spectabilis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 199, pl. xxxiil, figs. 4, 5, 6. 
. Ficus ? Smithsoniana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 200, pl. xxxii, fig. 5. 
. Ficus cuneata, Newby., Boston Journ. of Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 19. 
. Ficus ? (species), Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and ‘Arts, vol. xxvii »p. 361. 
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§ 2.— Palmately-nerved leaves. 

. Ficus occidentalis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 200, pl. xxxii, fig. 4.—Dom- 
beyopsis occidentalis, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1872, p. 380. 

. Ficus planicostata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 201, pl. xxxi, figs. 1-8, 10, 
Vat a, 

. Ficus planicostata var. latifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 202, pl. xxxi, 

. Ficus planicostata var. Goldiana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 202, pl. 
Xxxiii, figs. 1,1 a, 2,3.—Ficus Clintoni, Lesqx., Aun. Report, 1872, 
p. 393, 

. Ficus Schimperi, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 417, 
pl. xviii, figs. 1, 2,3 

. Ficus sordida, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 17, 
pl. iv, figs. 6, 7 

294 Ficus tilicfolia, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 203, pl. xxxii, figs. 

303. 

304, 
305. 

306. 
307. 

308. 

1, 2, 2a, 3; pl. Ixiii, fig.8; Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
18, pl. 4, figs. 8, 9. 

. Ficus microphylla, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
18, pl. iv, figs. 10, 11. 

. Ficus cinnamomoides, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. b) 9 ») 

417, pl. xvii, fig. 8. 
. Ficus pseudo-populus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 204, pl. xxxiv, figs. 1 a, 2. 
. Ficus Wyomingiana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 205, pl. xxxiv, fig. 3. 
. Ficus subtruncata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 205, pl. xxx, figs. 7-9. 
. Ficus auriculata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 206, pl. xxx, figs. 4-6. 
. Ficus asarifolia, Ett., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 207, pl. 1xi, figs. 18-21. 

OLERACEA. 

POLYGONEZ. 

Coccoloba, Jacq. 

. Coccoloba levigata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 208, pl. xxxv, fig. 7. 

NYCTIAGINE Ai. 

Pisonia, Plum. 

Pisonia racemosa, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 209, pl. xxxv, fig. 4. 

SERPENTARIZ. 

Aristolochia, Tourn. 

Aristolochia cordifolia, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 74, pl. xxv, fig. 7. 
Aristolochia Giningensis, Heer, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 715, fig. 

134. 
Aristolochia curvata, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 715, figs. 135, 136. 

Aristolochia obscura, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 715, figs. 157, 

- 138, 141. 
PROTEINE. 

PROTEE A. 

Lomatia, R. Br. 

Lomatia ? microphylla, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 211, pl. Ixv, f. 14, 15. 
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315, 

O16. 

325. 
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LAURINEA. 

Laurus, Linn. 

. Laurus socialis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 218, pl. xxxvi, f. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7. 

. Laurus primigenia, Ung., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 214, pl. xxxvi, figs. 
p) Fyteh 

. Laurus ocoteoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 215, pl. xxxvi, fig. 10. 

. Laurus prestans, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 215, pl. lxiii, fig. 7. 

. Laurus Utahensis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 216, pl. xxxvi, fig. 11. 

. Laurus Brossiana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 216, pl. xxxvi, fig. 9. 

Persea, Gaert. 

Persea pseudo-Carolinensis, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. 
Dep., p. 19, pl. vii, figs. 1, 2. 

Tetranthera, Jack. 

Tetranthera sessiliflora, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 217, pl. xxxiv, figs. 
le,1d; pl. xxxv, figs. 8, 9. 

Cinnamomum, Burm. 

. Cinnamomum lanceolatum, Ung., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 219, pl. 
XXXVi, fig. 12. 

8. Cinnamomum Scheuchzeri, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 220, pl. 
XXXxvVil, fig. 8. 

. Cinnamomum polymorphum, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 221, pl. 
XXXxVil, figs. 6, 10. 

. Cinnamomum affine, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 219, pl. xxxvii, figs. 
Lalit, 7, 

. Cinnamomum Mississippiense, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soce., vol. 
xili, p. 418, pl. xix, fig. 2. 

2. Cinnamomum Heerii, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, 
p. 361.—Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, p. 13. 

, Cinnamomum crassipes, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, 
p. 361. 

. Cinnamomum Nove-Anglic, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 716, fig. 148. 

Daphnogene, Ung. 

eee megane anglica ?, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 222, pl. xxxvii, 

ee GAMOPETALA. 

LONICEREZ. 

Viburnum, Linn. 

. Viburnum marginatum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 223, pl. xxxvii, fig. 
11; pl. xxxviii, figs. 1-5. 

. Viburnum platanoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 224, pl. xxxviii, f. 8, 9. 

. Viburnum rotundifolium, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 225, pl. xxxvii, fig. 
12; pl. xxxviii, fig. 10; pl. 1xi, fig. 22. 

. Viburnum dichotomum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 225, pl. xxxviii, fig. 6. 
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330. 

338. 

339. 
340, 
341 
341 

48, 

349, 

350. 
351. 
Oo2, 

Viburnum Whymperi ?, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 225, pl. xxxviii, 
fig. 7; pl. Ixi, fig. 23. 

. Viburnum Lakesit, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 226, pl. xxxvil, fig. 13. 

. Viburnum anceps, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 227, pl. xxxviii, fig. 11. 

. Viburnum asperum, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 54, pl. xvi, fig. 8. 

. Viburnum lanceolatum, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 54, pl. xvi, fig. 9. 
. Viburnum Nordenskioldi, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 36, pl. iii, fig. 13. 
. Viburnum Goldianum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 227, pl. 1x, figs. 2-2 ¢. 
. Viburnum solitarium, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 227, pl. 1x, fig. 3. 

THYMELACEA. 

Hlcagnus, Linn. 

Hleagnus inequalis, Lesqx.; Geol. of Tenn., p. 428, pl. K, fig. 7. 

ASCLEPIADINES. 

OLEACE. 

Fraxinus, Tourn. 

Fraxinus denticulata, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 228, pl. xl, f.1, 2. 
Fraxinus predicta, Heer, Tert. Flora, p. 229, pl. xl, fig. 3. 
Fraxinus Eocenica, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 229. 

a. F. Brownellii, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 230. 

DIOSPYRINE AL. 

EBENACEZ. 

Diospyros, Linn. 

. Diospyros lancifolia, Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, p. 
361.—Heer, Foss. Plants of Vancouver, p. 8, pl. 1, figs. 10-12; pl. 
2, figs. 1, 2, 3. 

. Diospyros stenosepala, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 35, pl. viii, figs. 7, 8. 

. Diospyros ficoidea, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 231, pl. xl, figs. 5, 6. 

. Diospyros brachysepala, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 232, pl. xl, 
figs. 7-10; pl. lxiii, fig. 6. 

. Diospyros Copeana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 232, pl. xl, fig. 11. 

. Diospyros Wodant, Ung., Tert. Flora, p. 233, pl. lix, fig. 13.—Caly 
cites hexaphylla, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1872, p. 402. 

Sapotacites, Ett. _ 

Sapotacites Americanus, Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 428, pl. K, fig. 8. 

ERICINEA. 

ERICACE A. 

Andromeda, Linn. 

Andromeda Grayana, Heer, Foss. Plants of Vancouver, p. 7, pl. 1, 
figs. 7-9.—Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 234, pl. xl, fig. 4. 

Andromeda reticulata ?, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1871, p. 298. 
Andromeda dubia, Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 428, pl. K, fig. 5. 
Andromeda vaccinifolie affinis, Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 428, pl. K, 

fig. 4, a, D 
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Vaccinium, Rupp. 

Vaccinium Friesti, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 35, pl. viii, fig. 4. 
Vaccinium reticulatum?, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 235, pl. lix, 

ale POLYPETALA. 

UMBELLIFLORZ. 

Araliacec. 

Aralia, Tourn. 

. Aralia gracilis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 236, pl. xxxix, fig. 1.—Liqut- 
dambar gracile, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1871, p. 287. 

. Aralia angustiloba, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
22, pl. 5, figs. 4, 5 

. Araha Whitneyt, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 20, 
pl. v, fig. 1. 

. Aralia Zaddachi?, Heer, sq in Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. 
Dep., p-. 21, pl. v, figs. 2, 3 

. Aralia triloba, Newby., Ext. Floras, p- 58, pl. xxv, figs. 4, 5. 

. Aralia notata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 237, pl. xxxix, figs. 2-4.—Pla- 
tanus dubia, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 406. 

Hedera, Linn. 

Hedera auriculata, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 36, pl. ix, fig. 6. 

AMPELIDEZ. 

Cissus, D. C. 

Cissus levigata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 238, pl. xk, figs. 12, 13. 
Cissus Parroticefolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 239, pl. xl, figs. 15-17 ; 

pl. xli, fig. 1 
Cissus lobato-crenata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 240, pl. xli, figs. 1-3. 
Cissus tricuspidata, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 240, pl. xli, f. 4-7. 

Vitis, Linn. 

Vitis crenata, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 36, pl. viii, fig. 6. 
Vitis Olriki, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 241, pl. xli, fig. 8. 
Vitis sparsa, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 241, pl. 1x, fig. 24. 

Ampelopsis, Michx. 

Ampelopsis tertiaria, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 242, pl. xliii, fig. 1. 

CORNEA. 

Cornus, Tourn. 

Cornus suborbifera, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 243, pl. xlii, fig. 2.—Oor- 
nus obifera, (Heer) Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 402. 

Cornus ovalis, fens Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Bien p. 23, 
pl. 6, figs. 1, 2. 
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ool. 

. Cornus Kelloggti, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 23, 
pl. 6, fig. 3. 

. Cornus impressa, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 243, pl. xlil, fig. 
. Cornus Studeri?, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 244, pl. ae figs. 4, 5. 
. Cornus rhamnifolia, O. Web., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 244, pl. xlii, 

fig. 6 
. Cornus acuminata, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 71, pl. xx, figs. 2, 3, 4. 

NYSSE4a. 

Nyssa, Linn. 

. Nyssa lanceolata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 245, pl. xxxv, figs. 5, 6. 

. Nyssa complanata, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 717, fig. 153. 
. Nyssa microcarpa, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 717, fig. 154. 
. Nyssa leevigata, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 717, fig. 151. 

CORNICULACEA. 

SAXIFRAGE A. 

Callicoma, Andrews. 

Callicoma microphylla, Ett., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 246, pl. xliii, figs. 
2-4,—Rhus? Drymeja, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1873, p. 416. 

POLYCARPICA. 

MAGNOLIACE A. 

Magnolia, Linn. 

2. Magnolia Lesleyana, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 
421; pl. xxi, figs. 1, 2; Pert. Flora, p. 248, pl. xliv, figs. 1-3. 

; Magnolia Hilgardiana, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 
21, pl. xx, tee Wert. Flora, p. 249, pl. xliv, fig. 4. 

. Magnolia Califormea, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p.. 
7 25, pl. 6, figs. 5, 7 

. Magnolia lanceolata, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
24, pl. 6, fig. 4. 

Magnolia laurifolia, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p- 
A271, pl. xx, figs. 2,13 

. Magnolia cordifolia, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 
422, pl. xvii, figs. 1, 2. 

3. Magnolin ovalis, Lesqx., Trans: Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 422, 
pl. xxi, figs. 3, 4. 

; Magnolia tenuinervis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 249, pl. xliv, figs. 5, 6; 
pl. xlv, figs. 1 -5,—Magnolia Tnglesieldi, (Heer) Lesqx. Ann, 
Report of 1872 , p. 096. 

. Magnolia attenuata, Web., Tert. Flora, p. 250, pl. xlv, fig. 6.— Termi- 
nalia Radobojensis, (Uneg.) Lesqx., Supplement to Ann. Report, 
1871, p. 15. 

. Magnolia fruit, Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 25, pl. 6, f. 6. 
33 G 
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ANONACEZ. 

Asimina, Adans. . 

392. Asimina Hocenica, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 251, pl. xliii, figs. 5, 8. 
393. Asimina Leiocarpa, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 422, 

pl. xv, fig. 8 

NYMPHEINE. 

NELUMBONZ. 

Nelumbium, Linn. 

1. xlvi, figs. 1, 2, 394. Nelumbium Lakesii, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 252, p 
p. 25 3, pl. xlvi, fig. 5. 395. Nelumbium tenuifolium, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p 

Illicium, Linn. 

396. Illicium lignitum, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 716, fig. 149. 

MALVOIDEA. 

BUTTNERIACEZ. 

Dombeycpsis, Ung. (emend.). 

397. Dombeyopsis platanoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 254, pl. xlvii, f. 1, 2. 
398. Dombeyopsis trivialis, Lesgqx., Tert. Flora, p. 255, pl. xlvii, fig. 3. 
399. Dombeyopsis obtusa, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 255, pl. xlvii, figs. 4, 5. 
400. Dombeyopsis grandifolia, Ung ., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 255, pl. xlvii, 

fig. 6. 

TILIACE Zi. 

Tilia, Linn. 

401. Tilia alaskana, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 36, pl. x, figs. 2, 3. 
402. Tilia antiqua, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 52, pl. xvi, figs. 1, 2. 

Grewiopsis, Sap. 

403. Grewiopsis Saportana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 257, pl. 1, figs. 10-12.— 
Aleurites Hocenica, Lesqx., Aun. Report, 1872, p. 397. 

404. Grewiopsis tenuifolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 258, pl. xl, fig. 14. 
405. Grewiopsis Cleburni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 259, pl. 1xii, fig. 12. 

Apeibopsis, Heer. 

406. Apeibopsis ? discolor, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 259, pl. xlvi, figs. 4-7. 
407. Apeibopsis Heerti, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 715, figs. 131, 132, 

133. 
408. Apeibopsis Gaudini, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 715, figs. 139, 140. 
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414, 

415. 

416. 

417. 

418. 
419. 
420. 
421. 
422. 

423. 
424, 
425. 

426. 

427. 

ACERINEA. 

ACERACEZ. 

Acer, Linn. 

Acer trilobatum var. productum, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 261, 
pl. xlviii, figs. 2, da. 

. Acer trilobatum ?, Al. Br., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. 
XXVil, p. 361. 

. Acer cequidentatum, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 
26, pl. 7, figs. 4,5; Tert. Flora, p. 262, pl. xlviii, figs. 1-3. 

. Acer Bolanderi, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 27, 
pl. 7, figs. 7, 11. 

. Acer macropterum, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 37, pl. ix, figs. 7-9. 

Negundo, Moench. 

Negundo triloba, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 57, pl. xxiii, fig. 5. 

HYPPOCASTANE. 

Afsculus, Linn. 

isculus antiquus, Daws., B. N. Am. Boundary Commission Report, 
p. 330. 

SAPINDACE A5. 

Sapindus, Linn. 

Sapindus stellaricfolius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 264, pl. xlix, fig. 1.—. 
Sapindus angustifolius, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1873, p. 415. 

Sapindus angustifolius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 265, pl. xlix, figs. 
2-7. 

Sapindus coriaceus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 265, pl. xlix, figs. 12-14. 
Sapindus Dentoni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 265, pl. Ixiv, figs. 2-4. 
Sapindus caudatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 264, pl. xlviii, fig. 6. 
Sapindus affinis, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 51, pl. xxiv, fig. 1. 
Sapindus undulatus, Al. Br., Lesgx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. 

xili, p. 420, pl. xxii, fig. 6. 
Sapindus obtusifolius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 266, p!. xlix, figs. 8-11. 
Sapindus membranaceus, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 52, pl. xxiv, f. 2, 3. 
Sapindus Americanus, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 715, figs. 142, 
143, 144, 145. 

BIGNONIACE A. 

Catalpa, Scop. 

Catalpa crassifolia, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 56, pl. xxii, fig. 1. 

FRANGULACEA. 

STAPHYLEACE A. 

Staphylea, Linn. 

Staphylea acuminata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 267, pl. xlviii, figs. 4, 5. 
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CELASTREZ. 

Celastrus, Linn. 

428. Celastrus borealis, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 37, pl. x, fig. 4. 

Celastrinites, Sap. 

429. Celastrinites artocarpidioides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 268, pl. xxxv, 
fig. 3.—Artocarpidium olmediefolium, Ung., Lesqx., Ann. Rep. 
of 1873, p. 400. 

430. Celastrinites levigatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 269, pl. xvii, figs. 16, 
16 a.—Myricu ambigua, Lesqx., Ann. Rep., 1871, p. 297. 

ILICE A. 

Prinos, Linn. 

431. Prinos integrifolia, Ell., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. xxvii, 
_  p. 365. 

Ilex, Linn. 

432. Ilex insignis, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 37, pl. x, fig. 1. 
433. Ilex prunifolia, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 27, 

yale G),, silvers? 
434, Ilec Wyomingiana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 270, pl. 1, fig. 1. 
435. Ilex affinis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 270, pl. 1, figs. 2-3. 
436. Ilex subdenticulata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 271, pl. 1, figs. 5, 6, 6 a, 

6 Db. 
437. Llex dissimilis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 271, pl. 1, figs. 7-9.—Quercus 

Ilicoides, (Heer) Lesqx., Ann. Rep., 1871, p. 291. 

RHAMNE A. 

Paliurus, Tourn. 

438. Paliurus colombi, Heer, Les x., Tert. Flora, p. 273, pl. 1, figs. 13-17. 
439. Paliurus Florissanti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 274, pl. 1, fig. 18. 
440. Paliurus zizyphoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 274, pl. li, figs. 1-6. 

Zizyphus, Mill. 

441. Zizyphus distortus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 275, pl. li, figs. 7-9. 
442, Zizyphus Meekiti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 275, pl. li, tigs. 10-14. 
443. Zizyphus hyperboreus, Heer, Lesqx.,Tert. Flora, p. 276, pl. li, fig. 15. 
444, Zizyphus cinnamomoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 277, pl. lii, figs. 7, 8. 
445, Zizyphus fibrillosus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 276, pl. lii, figs. 1-6.— 

Ceanothus fibrillosus, Lesqx., Annual Report, 1872, p. 381. 
446. Zizyphus piperoides, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 

28, pl. 8, figs. 10, 11. 
447. Zizyphus microphyllus, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., 

p. 28, pl. 8, fig. 9. 
Ceanothus, Linn. 

448. Ceanothus Americanus ?, Linu., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, 
vol. xxvii, p. 365. 

449. Ceanothus Meigsti, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 419, 
pl. xx, figs. 5,.6, 7 
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450. 

Berchemia, Neck. 

Berchemia multinervis, Al. Br., Tert. Flora, p. 277, pi. i, figs. 9, 10. 

Rhamnus, Linn. 

. Rhamnus alaternoides, Heer, Tert. Flora, p. 278, pl. lil, figs. 11, 11 a. 
2. Rhamnus rectinervis, Heer, Tert. Flora, p. 279, pl. lii, figs. 12-15. 

. Rhamnus incequalis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 279, pl. lii, fig. 16. 

. Khamnus discolor, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 280, pl}. lii, fig. 17. 

. Rhamnus Cleburni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 280, pl. lili, figs. 1-3. 

. Rhamnus Goldianus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 281, pl. liii, figs. 4-8. 

. Rhamnus obovatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 281, pl. liv, figs. 1, 2 

. Rhamnus intermedius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 282, pl. liv, fig. 3. 

. Rhamnus salicifolius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 282, pl. lili, figs. 9, 10. 

. Lhamnus Rossmidssleri, Ung., Lesqx., Tert: Flora, p. 283, pl. liv, 
fig. 4. 

. Rhamnus marginatus, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 
420, pl. xxii, figs. 3, 4, 5. 

; Rhamnus Gaudini ! ? Heer, } Newby., Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 1863, 
p. 15. 

. Rhamnus elegans, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 49. 

. Rhamnites concinnus, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 50, pl. xvi, fig. 7. 

TEREBINTHINE AS. 

JUGLANDE A. 

Juglans, Linn. 

). Juglans rhamnoides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 284, pl. liv, figs. 6-9. 
. Juglans Leconteana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 285, pl. liv, figs. 10-13. 

7. Juglans rugosa, Lesqx., Vert. Flora, p. 286, pl. iy figs. 5, 14; pl. lv, 
figs. 1-9; pl. lvi, figs. 1, 2,—Juglans acuminata ?, (Al. Br.) Lesqx., 
Annual Report, 1871, p. 288. 

i a. Juglans acuminata, Al. Br., Heer, Flora Alask., p. 38, pl. ix, fig. 1. 
. Juglans thermalis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 287, pl. lvi, figs. 3, 4. 
. Juglans Schimperi, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 287, pl. lvi, figs. 5-10. 
. Juglans alkalina, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 288, pl. Ixii, figs. 6-9. 
. Juglans Californica, TLesqx., Way, ’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 

34, pl. 9, fig. 14, pl. 10, figs. 2 
. Juglans Ores goniand, Lesqx., OW hitney’ s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 

35, pl. 9, fig. 10. 
. Juglans laurined, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 35, 

pl. 9, fig. 11. 
. Ju glans appressa, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soce., vol. xiii, p. 420, 

pl. xx, fig 
. Juglans Woodiana, Heer, Foss. Plants of Vancouver, p. 9, pl. 2, 

figs. 4-7. 
. Juglans egregia, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 36, 

pl. 9, fig. 12, plo 10 nies. 
[. Juglans (Carya) picroides, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 39, pl. ix, fig. 5 
. Juglans nigella, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 38, pl. ix, figs. 2-4. 
. Juglans Saffordiana, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soc., vol. xiii, p. 

AOA, pl. XX tion 
. Juglans denticulata, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 289, pl. lviii, fig. 1. 
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Carya, Nutt. 

. Carya antiquorum, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 72, pl. xxiii, -figs. 1-4.— 
Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 289, pl. lvii, figs. 1-5; pl. Iviii, fig. 2 

2. Carya verrucosa, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 714, fig. 129, 
3. Carya Vermontana, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, Dp. 714, fig. 130. 

. Carya oliveformis, Nutt., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. 
XXVH, p. 365. 

Pterocarya, D. ©. 

. Pteroearya Americana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 290. pl. lviii, fig. 3 

ANACARDIACEZ. 

Rhus, Linn. 

» Rhus Evansii, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 291, pl.1, fig. 4; pl. nei , figs. 5-9, 
. Rhus membranacea, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 292 2, pl. ixiv, figs. 6, 7. 
. Khus pseudo: meriani, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 298, pl. viii, fig. rh 
. Rhus rosefolia, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 293. pl. xii, figs. 7-9. Wein- 

mannia roscefolia, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1873, p- 415, 
. Rhus Haydenti, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 294, pl. lviii, fig. 12. 
. Rhus metopioides, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 31, 

pl. 8, figs. 12, 13. 
2. Khus nervosa, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 53, pl. xvi, figs. 5, 6. 

. Rhus myricefolia, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 31, 
pl. 1, figs. 5-8. 

. hus ESTORIL Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 32, 
pl. i, fig. 23. 

. Rhus mixta, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 30, pl. 9, 
fig. 13. 

é Rhus Boweniana, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 29, 
pl. 9, figs. 8, 9. 

4 ra typhinoides, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., p. 29, 
. 9, figs. 1-6. 

ZANTHOXYLE A. 

Zanthoxylon, Linn. 

. Zanthoxylon juglandinum?, Al. Br., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. aa pl. 

499, 
Ivili, fig. 10. 

Zantho ylon diversifolium, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif, 
Dep., p. 33, pl. 8, figs. 14, 15. 

CALYCIFLOR 2. 

HALORAGE Zi. 

Trapa, Linn. 

Trapa? microphylla, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 295, pl. 1xi, figs. 16-17 a. 
Trapo borealis, Heer, Flora Alask. , p. 38, pl. viii, figs. 9-14.—Daw- 

son, Am. Boundary Commission Report, p. 330. 

MYRTIFLOR AG. 

MYRTACEZ. 

Hucalyptus, L’Herit 

» Hucaly upins Heringiana ?, Ett., Lesqx., Tert. Fiora, p. 296, pl. lix, 
fi 

: Wee eeie Americana, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 296, pl. lix, figs. 11,12. 
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504, 

506. 

510. 

511. 
512. 

513. 

514, 

515. 

ROSIFLOR AS. 

POMACEZ. 

Prunus, Linn. 

Prunus Caroliniana, Michx., Lesqx., Geol. of Tenn., p. 427,pl. K, 
fig. 6. 

Amelanchier, Med. 

. Amelanchier similis, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 48, pl. xxv, fig. 6. 

Cratcegus, Linn. 

Crataegus? equidentata, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 297, pl. lviii, figs. 4, 4 a. 

ROSACEA. 

Spirea, Linn. 

. Spirea Andersoni, Heer, Flora Alask., p. 39, pl. viii, fig. 3. 

Cercocarpus, H. B. K. 

. Cercocarpus antiquus, Lesqx., Whitney’s Geol. of the Aurif. Dep., 
p. 37, pl. 10, figs. 6-11. 

LEGUMINOS &. 

Podogonium, Heer. 

. Podogonium Americanum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 298, pl. lix, fig. 5; 
pl. Ixiii, fig. 2; pl. Ixv, fig. 6—Podogonium (species), Lesqx., Ann. 
Report, 1873, p. 417. 

Cassia, Linn. 

Cassia concinna ?, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 299, pl. lix, figs. 
8, 8 a (enlarged). 

Leguminosites, Bret. 

Leguminosites cassioides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 300, pl. lix, f. 1-4. 
Leguminosites ? arechioides, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 301, pl. lix, figs. 

13, 14.—Carpolithes arachioides, Lesqx., Ann. Report, 1872, p. 403. 
Leguminosites pisiformis, Heer, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 716, fig. 

152. 
Leguminosites sp. (2), Heer, Foss. Plants of Vancouver, p. 10, pl. 2, 

fig. 8. 
Gleditsia, Linn. 

Gleditsia triacanthos, Linn., Lesqx., Am. Journ. Sci. and Arts, vol. 
XXXVI, p. 360. 

Mimos 2. 

Acacia, Neck. 

. Acacia septentrionalis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 299, pl. lix. figs. 9, 9@ 
(enlarged). 

Mimosites, Ett. 

. Mimosites linearifolius, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 300, pl. lix, fig. 7. 

\ 
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‘INCERT2 SEDIS. 

Phylites, St. 

. Phyllites sapindiformis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 301, pl. xxix, figs. 6, 7. 
- Phyllites mahoniceformis, Heer, Foss. Plants of Vancouver, p. 10, 

pl. 2, fig. 9. 
. Phyllites carneosus, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 75, pl. xxvi, figs. 1-4. 
. Phyllites Cupanioides, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 74, pl. xx, fig. 5. 

22. Phyllites venosus, Newby., Ext. Floras, p. 75, pl. xxvi, fig. 4. 
. Phyllites truncatus, Lesqx., Trans. Am. Philos. Soe., vol. xiii, p. 423, 

pl. xvii, fig. 9. 

Carpites, Schp. 

. Carpites lineatus ?, Newby., Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 302, pl. lx, figs. 
Teal 

. Carpites oviformis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 302, pl. xxx, fig. 6 a. 

. Carpites triangulosus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 302, pl. 1x, fig. 4, pl. hxii, 
figs. 19, 20. 

. Carpites costatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 503, pl. Ix, fig. 5. 

. Carpites coffeceformis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 303, pl. 1x, figs. 6, 7. 
29. Carpites myricarum, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 303, pl. Ix, figs. 8-11. 

. Carpites rostellatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 303, pl. 1x, figs. 12, 13. 

. Carpites glumeformis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 304, pl. xxxv, fig. 4d; 
pl. Ix, figs. 14-17. 

2. Carpites mitratus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 304, pl. Ix, figs. 18-19. 
. Carpites laurineus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 304, pl. lx, figs. 20, 21. 
. Carpites Utahensis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 305, pl. Ix, fig. 22. 
. Carpites verrucosus, Lesgx., Tert. Flora, p. 305, pl. 1x, fig. 23. 
. Carpites minutulus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 305, pl. 1x, fig. 25. 
. Carpites Viburni, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 305, pl. 1x, figs. 26, 26 a. 
. Carpites spiralis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora. p. 306, pl. lx, fig. 27. 
. Carpites rhomboidalis, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 306, pl. 1x, figs. 28, 29. 
. Carpites bursceformis, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 715, figs. 146, 

147; Tert. Fiora, p. 306, pl. lx, fig. 30. 
- Carpites Pealei, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 306, pl. 1x, fig. 31. 
. Carpites cocculoides ?, Heer, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 307, pl. 1x, figs. 

32-35). 
. Carpites ligatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 307. pl. 1x, figs. 36, 36 a. 
. Carpites vatvatus, Lesqx., Tert. Flora, p. 307, pl. 1x, fig. 37. 
. Carpites Brandonianus, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 713; var. a, 

elongatus, figs. 111-113; var. 2, obtusus, figs. 114-117. 
. Carpites irregularis, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 714, figs. 120, 121, 

123, 125, 128. 
. Carpites Grayanus, Lesqx., Geo]. of Vermont. p. 714, fig. 122. 
. Carpites venosus?, Sternb., Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 717, figs. 

157-160. 
Drupa. 

Drupa rhadosperma, Lesqx., Geol. of Vermont, p. 716, fig. 150. 
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INSECTS AFFECTING THE CRANBERRY, WITH REMARKS 

ON OTHER INJURIOUS INSECTS. 

By A. S. PACKARD, JR. 

The culture of cranberries is rapidly becoming one of some impor- 
tance in the West, particularly in Wisconsin. There the principal in- 
sects, as I have been informed by Mr. F. W. Case, secretary of the Wis- 
cousin State Horticultural Society, are the fire-worm and fruit-worm, 
but we do not know whether these insects are the same as those found 
to be injurious to the cranberry in the Hast or not. I have attempted 
to bring together all that is known regarding the insects injurious to the 
cranberry, taken from my ‘“‘Injurious Insects New and Little Known” 

_ (Mass. Agricultural Report for 1870), my ‘‘Guide to the Study of In- 
sects,” and from unpublished notes. I have been indebted for much 
valuable information to W. C. Wish, formerly of Sandwich, Mass., and 
to Mr. F. G. Sanborn. No accounts of cranberry-insects are to be found, 
so far as I am aware, in the works of any of our entomologists. 

INSECTS AFFECTING THE LEAVES. 

THE CRANBERRY SPAN- Worm (Cidaria, sp.).—The largest worm which 
_ is destructive to the leaves is a span-worm or inch-worm (Cidaria, species 

_ unknown). It was first made known by W. C. Fish, who states that it 
_ stripped the plants in Harwich, Mass., in August. On one bog “they 

_ destroyed nearly two acres of cranberry-vines, eating off all the green 
leaves, the bog being as black in spots as though a fire had been over 
it.” I have found that this caterpillar is also destructive in Hssex 

_ County, Massachusetts. These worms are about the size of and have 
_ the same general appearance as a canker-worm. They are dull reddish- 
_ brown, simulating the color of the main stem of the plant. The owner 
_ of the bog flowed it with water so that it was completely covered, and 

the worms were killed. This is a rapid and effectual way of exterminat- 
- ing all insects affecting cranberry-plants. 
_ A specimen examined August 26 was of the size of the canker-worm. 
_ The head is rather deeply indented above, no wider than the thorax; anal 
_ plate long, acute, projecting over the end of the abdomen. The body is 

- dull reddisb-brown, simulating the color of the cranberry-twigs ; lineated 
finely and dotted with dark brown. Head speckled with brown, witha 
- conspicuous transverse band aeross the vertex, with two rows of pale 
irregular spots across the front; just above the spiracles a broad dusky 
band, above which are lighter and darker fine thread-lines; beneath 
_ paler, with a ventral clear line, edged with dark. The tip of the abdo- 
men ends in two minute acute tubercles tinged with reddish, and end- 
ing in a Spinule, both situated under the anal plate, and concealed by it 
_ when the body is looked at from above. Length, 0.80 inch (20™™), 
‘ 521 

j 
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THE GLISTENING CRANBERRY MOTH (Tortrix oxycoccana Packard).— 
Of the extensive genus Tortrix, three species have been found to prey 
on the cranberry. The present species is said by Mr. F. G. Sanborn 
to feed upon cranberry-vines. We have briefly described it in our 
‘‘Guide to the Study of Insects,” under the name of Tortrix oxycoccana. 
It was found flying October 4. The body is of a dark slate color, and 
the palpi, which are large and project well beyond the head, are of the 
same color, with a few bright reddish scales at the end of the second 
joint. The tuft of hairs on the tip of the abdomen is much paler than 
the rest of the body, and of the same color as the legs and the hind 
wings, being of a glistening gray color. The fore wings are of a uni- 
form reddish-brown color, with a peculiar glistening or greasy hue. The 
red tint is due to scattered bright-red scales. ‘There are no other spots 
or markings on the wing, and the fringe is mottled with red and gray 
scales as on the wings. On the hind wings the fringe is long, silky, 
glossy, grayish white. Beneath, the fore wings are pale gray, the hind 
wings being paler than the fore wings. Length of the body, .25; ex- 
panse of the wings .64 of an inch. It may be readily known by the 
peculiar shining, greasy look, and by the rich, red scales scattered over 
the plain, unadorned fore wings. The habits of the caterpillar are not 
known. 
THE YELLOW CRANBERRY WORM (Tortrix vaccintivorana Packard). 

—August 4, I received from New Jersey, ‘through Mr. 8. H. Seudder, 
specimens of this insect in all its stages, 

ld under the name of the ‘eranberry-worm.” 
It seems to be a common insect in the cran- 
berry-fields of New Jersey, but has not yet 
been found in the New England States. It 
was new to science, and was called the Tortrix 
vaccintivorana. The larva draws the leaves 

together with silken 
threads, transforming 
into a pupa within the 
mass. <A single larva 
seems to select one 

| twig or branch, and 
eats the parenchyma 
from the upper surface 
of the leaves until 
every leaf or twig is: 
injured, and the plant 
nearly as much de- 
stroyed as if the leaves 

¥ic. 1.—Yellow Cranberry Worm and Pupa. were eaten up entirely. 

In this way, each larva seems to eat the best part of about twelve leaves, 
which usually remain on the stalk, affording a shelter to the pupa, which 
is naked, partly sticking out of the leaves. 

The larva is pale honey-yellow, with a slight greenish tinge. The 
head and prothoracie shield are pale honey-yellow, and the head is nearly ~ 
as wide as the prothorax. The body tapers gradually to the tail, and is 
furnished with fine, sparse, pale hairs arising from prominent tubercles, 
the hairs being one-half as long as the body is wide. The four dorsal 
tubercles are arranged in a trapezoid, with a deep crease between the 
anterior and posterior pair. The thoracic feet are tipped with black. 
On each side of the base of the head is a lateral S-shaped blackish- 
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brown linear band, the upper part of the S terminating on the top of 
the occiput, the line being most distinct on the side of the head. The 
ocelli are black. It is .27 of an inch in length. 

Mr. Trouvelot, who made the admirable drawings here engraved, 
wrote me as follows regarding its habits: ‘ Like the larve of the Ies- 
peride, as in Hndamus and Tityrus, this cranberry-worm sends off the 
excrement to some distance when it defecates. When it had built an 
imperfect cocoon, it was very careful to remove the pellets of excrement 
in it, by taking them with the mandibles and carrying them out.” 

The pupa is brown, rather slenderer than usual, with the vertex of 
the head prolonged into a large tubercle, sarmounted by a round knob, 
which is rough, while the tubercle below is smooth; there is an angular 
projection on each side of the base of the tubercle, forming a shoulder 
to it. The wing-covers reach to the end of the third abdominal ring, 
while the antennz reach to the end of the second pair of feet, which 
are parallel to the end of the second abdominal ring. There are two 
rows of teeth on the upper side of the abdominal rings; they are obsolete 
beneath, the posterior row being indicated by two remote minute tuber- 
cles. Length .25 of an inch. 

The moth is rather undersized, with yellow wings, without any decided 
markings, but mottled with deep ochreous. It expands one-hait of an 
inch. ; 

THE RED-BANDED ORANBERRY TORTRIX (Tortrix incertana).—This 
Tortrix, described by Dr. Clemens under the name of Tortrix incertana, 
was originally sent to Mr. Sanborn by Miss Guild, of Walpole, Mass., 
where its larva is called the “‘ cranberry-worm.” According to the late 
Mr. C. T. Robinson, it is found in Texas, and northward to Ohio and 
Pennsylvania, as well as Massachusetts. 

The body and fore wings are deep reddish-brown. The palpi are 
prominent, projecting farther than usual in front of the head. The head 
and thorax are ochreous-brown, with a large tuft of red hairs on the 
hinder margin of the thorax. The fore wings are reddish-brown, and 
at the base clear light reddish-brown, bounded behind by a curved broad 
‘dark-brown band, which terminates just below the median vein; be- 
tween this and the broad brown-red band, and situated en the inner 
edge of the ring, is a dull-silvery equilaterally-triangular spot. From 
the middle of the costa runs to the outer angle of the wing a broad dull- 
red band, one-half as wide as the ring, and suddenly narrowing on the 
costa. Beyond isa narrow hemispherical dark-red costal spot. Beyond 

the broad band the outer edge of the ring is clear silvery, except an 
oval brown spot. The fringe is reddish, silvery on the inner margin. 
The hind wings are pale, smoky, concolorous with the under side of the 
fore wings, while the under side of the hind wings is whitish. It ex- 
pands .70 to .80 of an inch. 

In the pupa the segments of the abdomen are divided by deep: 
sutures, the edge being angulated, and with two dorsal rows of unusually 
small spines. The tip is prolonged into a long point, nearly twice as 
long as wide, and giving rise to three pairs of curved minute filaments. 
Length, .34 of an inch. 
THE RED-STRIPED CRANBERRY WoRrM.—This worm I observed, 

September 20, to be common on the heads of cranberry-plants in Ham- 
ilton, Mass., drawing the leaves together, eating off ore side of a leaf, 
either wholly or in part, and eating the parenchyma, leaving the re- 
verse side untouched. Twelve or fourteen terminal leaves are usually 
thus eaten ; sometimes the terminal leaves are not touched, the cater- 
pillar working up from below. The leaves are either drawn together by 
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a few silk threads, or there is a regular tube of silk situated between 
two leaves, the latter severed from their connection with 
the branch, but heid in place by silk threads, the leaves con- 
sequently turning brown; the heads of the branches are 
thus withered for about an inch, so that patches of the cran- 
berry-bed are brown and withered. 
Body long and slender, tapering a little toward the head, 

but more toward the tail. Head about three-fourths as wide 
as the middle of the body. Pale testaceous, with a few long 
hairs. Mandibles reddish, dusky at tips. ’Ocelli blackish. 
Prothorax unusually long, nearly as long as the head, elon- 
gate lunate, with no markings on it, slightly wider than the 
head, but decidedly narrower than the succeeding segment. 
Body pale livid green, with six longitudinal pale-reddish 
lines, broken and irregular toward the head, but more dis- 
{inet and wider toward the tail, so that the body looks darker 
and rather reddish posteriorly. On the front edge of the 
second and third rings a transverse row of six black minute 
warts giving rise to a hair, and a seventh one low down in 
the middle of the side. On the abdominal segments four 
dorsal black warts, the two anterior nearer together than 
the posterior, though not forming a decided trapezoid; on 
side of ring another black wart in line with the two anterior 
dorsal ones, and giving rise to a rather stout hair. Around 

7 ee at be the edge of the supra-anal plate a row of four black warts, 
TSE TT y and two median dorsal smaller warts. Beneath. livid-green- 
Won ish, the three segments between the last pairs of feet with 
each a transverse straight row of minute black warts. 

CRANBERRY-VINE WorRM (Anchylopera vacciniana Packard).— 
Our account of this insect is taken as follows 
from our ‘‘Guide to the Study of Insects,” 
while the figures are engraved from original 
drawing made by Mr. Emerton. 

Mr. Fish has discovered an undescribed spe- 
cies which feeds on the cranberry, and which 
we may ecall the Cranberry Anchylopera (A. 
vacciniana). The moth is dark ash, the fore 

Fic. 3.—Cranberry-Vine Worm, Wings being whitish, dusted with brown and 
enlarged. reddish scales, with white narrow bands on the 
costa, alternating with broader yellowish-brown bands, five of which are 
several times larger than the others; from four of them irregular indistinet 
lines cross the wing. The first line is situated just beyond the inner third 
of the wing, and is often obsolete. The second line is the largest, and 
is slightly bent once in the middle of the wing. There is a large brown 
spot parallel to the costa, being situated on the angle. The third line 
is oblique and stops before reaching the inner angle, and is forked on 
the costa, while the fourth line is a short apical diffuse irregular line. 
The apex of the wing is dark brown, and is a little more acute than 
usual in the genus. The length of afore wing is .28 of aninch. It 
lays its eggs on the leaves during the month of August, and a new brood 
of larvee appears in September, though they hatch mostly in the follow- 
ing spring or early in June, and become fully grown in July. 
The larva seen from above is much like that of Lozotenia rosaceana, 

but the head is a little larger in proportion to the rest of the body, be- 
ing as wide as the body in its thickest part. The body is more hairy, 
while the prothorax is not dark. The chrysalis is rather slender, the 
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body being contracted at the base of the abdomen, on the rings of 
_ which there are dorsal rows of fine spines. 

Mr. Fish writes me that “these larve, called the cranberry-vine worms, 
hatch about the Ist of June from eges that have remained upon the 

leaves of the plant all winter. They commence to feed upon the tender 
growing shoots of the plant, drawing the leaves together with their net 
for shelter, concealing themselves and feeding within. Before reaching 
their full size they, if very numerous, almost wholly destroy the leaves 
and tender shoots, giving the whole bog a dark dry appearance, as though 
a fire had been over it. This is why they are in some places known as 
“‘fire-worms.” Having reached their full size they spin among the 
leaves or among thedead leaves uponthe ground. After remaining in the 
pupa state about ten or thirteen days the moths come out and deposit their 
eges upon the leaves. This year the moths were out the last of June and 
first of July. In five or six days the eggs hatched, and this second brood, 
which is usually the most destructive mostly changed to pups on the 20th 
of July. On the 26th of July the first moth came out, and most were 
out before the 4th of August. I saw the moth at Sandwich as late as 
the 20th of August. Most of the eggs laid in August do not hatch unti! 
the following spring. I did succeed in finding two or three larvze in 
September, but they were rare at that time. The only sure means known 
of destroying them is to let water upon the bog for twenty-four hours.” 

Besides the moths and their caterpillars men- 
tioned aboy e, there are two other insects which 
derive their nourishment from the leaves. Mr. 
Fish has noticed plant-lice (Aphis) on the cran- 
berry-vines. 
A species of Cecidomyia, or closely allied genus 

belonging to the family of dipterous gall-flies, has 77” SS ak 
been discovered by Mr. Fish attacking the leaves. yy 
The following figures, reduced from sketches made aN 
by Mr. F. G. Sanborn, will serve to give some idea WA 
of the transformations of this insect. The larva i) 
(b) is pinkish, and of the form indicated in the cut. ; » 
It spius 2 cocoon (a) on the leaves apparently, and “ 
changes wichin the cocoon to a chrysalis (c); d rep- Fic. 4.—Cranberry Gall-Fly- 
resents the female, much enlarged, her body ending in a long retractile 

point; ¢ represents the female antenne, much enlarged. It is not 
likely that this insect does much harm. 

| suturalis Lee., aud I extract the following description 

ATTACKING THE FLOWER-BUD. 

THE CRANBERRY WEEVIL (Anthonomus suturalis LeConte). —Mr. W. 
C. Fish has tound this insect preying on cranberry-buds, »1 
and communicated to me an account of its habits. It~ 
was identified by Dr. J. L. LeConte as Anthonomus 

of it from my ‘Guide to the Study of Insects,” p. 487: 5, 5 iciinvennes 
“Tt is a minute reddish-brown beetle, with the beak one- Bud Weevil. 
half as long as the body, just beyond the middle of which the antenne 
are inserted. The head is darker than the rest of the body, being brown- 
black. The thorax is a little darker than the elytra, and covered very 
sparsely with short whitish hairs; the scutellum is whitish, and the 
elytra are shining reddish-brown, with the striae deeply punctured, the 

interstices being smooth. It is .13 of an inch long, including the beak. 
Mr. W. C. Fish detected this little weevil laying its eggs in the buds of 
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the cranberry. It selects a bud not quite ready to open, and, clinging 
to it, works its snout deep into the center of the bud. An egg is then 
deposited in the hole made, when the beetle climbs to the stem and cuts 
it off near where it joins the bud, which drops to the ground and there ~ 
decays, the egg hatching, and the grub going through its transforma- 
tions within. The larva is long and rather slender, cylindrical, the body 
being of uniform thickness and curved ; the head is pale honey-yellow ; 
the jaws tipped with black; the segments of the body are very convex, 
especially the prothoracic one; it is white, with a few fine pale hairs, 
and is .08 of an inch in length.” 

Mr. Fish, in an article on «this insect, published in the Yarmouth Reg- 
ister, states, in addition to what we have said above, that the “egg, 
which may be found within the bud, is pale honey-yellow, and is very 
minute, measuring but .02 of an inch. Theegg hatching, a dull whitish 
grub will be found feeding within the bud. Having attained its growth 
it changes to a pupa, and the perfect weevil eats its way out of the bud, 
leaving a round hole in the side. These beetles may be found upon the 
vines some time after the blossoms have disappeared. I have known 
them to eat into a cranberry, making a round hole large enough to admit 
the insect, but it is seldom that it does this. It also eats a little upon 
the under leaves, but I have never known it to deposit its eggs within 
the fruit, and I have never found the grub elsewhere than in the bud. I 
have taken this beetle upon the fruit of the blackberry, in company with 
other species of Anthonomus. This insect is not numerous anywhere, 
but is more common at Eastham than at any other locality that I have 
visited. As I have never seen one upon a bog that had been flowed 
during winter, I think that it will never become troublesome on such 
bogs at least. The larve are killed by a minute chalcis-fly, as I discov- 
ered the past season.” 

ATTACKING THE FRUIT. 

The mature fruit is attacked late in the summer and in the autumn by 
the “fruit-worm.” This is a small caterpillar belonging to the same 

family as the leaf-rollers. The first segment behind the head 
is rather large and square, and the body is less hairy than in 
the leaf-eating species. This worm is common in Massachu- 
setts. It appears the first of August, and works through the 
month. The first signs of its presence are seen in the pre- 
mature reddening of the berries. Most of the worms attain 
their full size before the first of September; some may be 
found in the winter. Mr. Fish states that when the cater- 
pillar is fully grown it enters the earth and spins a cocoon 

Fic.6._cran. Within a few inches of the surface. The cocoon is covered 
berry Fruit With grains of sand, and resembles a lump of earth. It re- 
WOH mains in the ground aJjl winter. An ichneumon preys upon 
the caterpillar. Unfortunately we do not know the parent of the cater- 
pillar. 

These are the only insects thus far known to prey upon the cranberry, 
and occasionally one or several of them prove very destructive, locally. 

In applying remedies, the most general and applicable is to flood the 
cranberry pastures or bogs. The vines should be kept under water for 
at least two or three days, as many insects will survive several days’ im- 
mersion. Fires at night will attract the moths, and numbers may be 
destroyed in this way. Pans of coal-oil, and the use of coal-oil on the 

puddles and standing water in which the vines grow, may be tried, 
should it be found by previous experiments that the mineral oil does not 
injure the vines. 
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INJURING THE PINE. 1) 

_ THE Prrcu-PinE GALL-FLY (Diplosis pini-rigide, n. sp.).=Severl 
* years ago I observed in an isolated young pitch-pine 

(Pinus rigida) at Brunswick, Me., that the leaves were less 
than half as long as usual, and much swollen at their 

base, as seen in the adjoining cut. 
These deformed needles were quite numerous on the tree, 

and have not been previously noticed, so far as I am 
aware. 

The larva is deep orange, with the breast-bone retractile. 
The lateral region of the body is well marked, convex, and 
the segments are short, quite convex. The larva is situated at the base 
between the inner two of the three needles, which grow from one-third 
to one-half of their normal length, and by the irritation set up by the 
worm the united base of the leaves swells into a buibous expansion 
about the size of a pea, or four times the original thickness of the 
needle, while the third or outer leaf is sometimes not altered in size, 
only shortened, and aborted. The bud-scales of the primary leaves are 
burst and hang down in shreds about the bulbous swellings of the 

_ secondary leaves or needles. 
The larva (found September 22) does not apparently bore into the 

leaves, as it has no means of making its exit unless it works its way out 
of its prison through an oval hole between two of the leaves. It has to 
in some way, for when fully fed it makes its exit, ascends to the terminal 
buds, and pupates on one of them, exposed to the air. Sometimes there 
are two larvee, one on each side of a leaf. 

The cocoons are pale, oval, and covered with the pitch which exudes 
from the buds of the tree, and were found May 20. 
When the fly issues from the cocoon it creeps half way out of its 

_ €ocoon, leaving its pupa-skin partially remaining, with the old pupal 
integument of the antennz, wings, and legs separate. 

June 10, I opened the cocoon and found the pupe of a chalcid-fly, and 
_ afterward found specimens of the adult, which bore small holes through 

the sides of the cocoon. 
f Adult female described from life: Antenne 14-jointed, about haif 
as long as the body, brown, with sparse, irregular verticils of gray 

hairs, the ten terminal joints twice as long as broad, and pedicellate. 
_ Clypeus and epicranium testaceous brown, the clypeus (hypostoma) 
_ having a few long gray hairs curving over and downwards. Palpi 

concolorous with the ends of the antenne. 
Thorax shining black, with four lines of white hairs, as in C. pint De 

Geer; the sides, including the prothorax, reddish; scutellum reddish- 
brown, while the trocbanters are much darker, the first pair being nearly 
black, the two posterior pairs reddish-brown. Legs brown, paler be- 

neath, with gray hairs, the tarsal joints darker at the articulations, 
covered with fine silvery hairs. 
Wings rather short and broad, with scarcely any pubescence; fringe 

_ long, veins dark brown; the subcostal (first longitudinal) terminates at 
the middle of the wing (in C. salicis it terminates much beyond this 
point); the median vein terminates at or perhaps a little below the 
apex; it curves around rapidly, following the curve of the margin; 

_cross-vein very minute, very oblique, almost obsolete, situated a little 
_ before the middle of the first longitudinal vein; third longitudinal vein 
straight, but turning down to the inner margin at nearly a right angle. 
The venule, in continuation of the main vein, is bent upwards at its 

Fic. 7. 
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origin, and thence goes straight to the outer edge, inclosing a triangular 
space. The halteres pale flesh-colored. 
Abdomen blood-red, with slight sparse hairs. The segments on the 

terminal half of the abdomen are edged with black, and the tip of 
the abdomen is blackish, while the genital armature is flesh-colored. 
Length, .10 inch. 

This species differs decidedly from Diplosis pint Loew 2, in that the 
basal joints of the antenne are not yellow, but pale brown. The clypeus 
(hypostoma) is reddish-brown, not reddish-yellow. The abdomen is 
blood-red, and the hairs are too few to give a silvery reflection; the 
legs do not seem whiter beneath than above; the wings are not densely 
pubescent, but are sparingly so. The cross-vein is difficult to find, and 
then is only seen in certain positions. It is smaller, being only a tenth 
of an inch long. . 

In its habits it seems to differ from Osten Sacken’s D. pini inopis in 
that the apparently similar pale, oval, resinous, pitchy cocoons are 
placed on the buds of the pine-needles, which were somewhat deformed, 
and could thus be easily distinguished from others not affected, as well 
as by the resinous pitchy exudation covering them. (Observed May 20.) 
The food-plant is also different, the D. pint inopis living on Pinus inops, 
Jersey or scrub pine, which does not extend so far north as New Hng- 
land. 
THE Pins MonouammMus (MM. confusor Kirby., WM. titillator Harris).— 

Nothing was known of the habits of this 
borer by Harris, in the third edition of 

, whose treatise the beetle is well figured. 
In 1860, Dr. Fitch gave an excellent account 
of the habits and brief deseription of the 
larva and pupa and adult in his Fourth 
Report on the Noxious Insects of New 
York. The following description of the 

yl Sli il larva and pupa is 
== based on speci- 

mens obtained at 
a _.__. Brunswick, Me., 

~ and compared with 
— some received from 

Mr. FE. C. Bow- 
ditch, who pub- 

Mice ====— lished in the Amer- 
== | ican Naturalist, 

August, 1873 (vii, 
;—=— p. 498), an account 

aia Yeo Of the habits and 
transformations. 

irrGy 2... _ He sent mea block 
of pine wood split 

i off, containing the 
SS) terminal portion of 

~e the cell, stuffed 
Fic. 8.—Monohammus confusor in its hole preparing to bore its way out of with large chips, 

thetree: a, dorsal; b, lateral view of larva, natural size; ¢, head of larva, seen : al 5 
from beneath; d, head seen from above, both enlarged; e, f, lateral and ven- ATTANE quite 
tral view of pupa, natural size. regularly. In the 

museum of the Peabody Academy of Science, at Salem, is a piece of 
planed plank, which had been sawn so as to uncover part of the hole, 
with the beetle within, as seen in Fig. 8. Fitch states that this and 
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Monohammus scutellatus and marmoratus are the most common and per- 
nicious borers which occur in the pine timber of New York. “On a 
still summer’s night the peculiar grating or crunching noise which the 

' larve make in gnawing the wood may be distinctly heard at a distance 
of eight or ten rods. That the insect does not open a passage out of the 
wood, whereby to make its exit, until it attains its perfect state, I infer 
from the fact that several of these beetles gnawed their way out of one 
of the pillars of the portico of a newly-built house in my neighborhood 
some years since, the noise being heard several days before they emerged, 
and while they were still at some distance in the interior of the wood.” 

Mr. Bowditch found, June 9, at Brookline, Mass., this species in Pinus 
mitis, the yellow pine, in which were several holes about the size of a 
pencil. ‘On removing the bark I found an adult insect already free 
and the heads of several others appearing through the wood. On further 
investigation during the next few weeks I obtained from the tree no 
less than eighty of these beetles in all stages of development, which, 
considering the size of the tree, was a large number. I observed that 
the largest beetles were near the foot of the tree. * * * After re- 
maining in the pupa state during a space of time which varies according 
to circumstances, it is transformed to a beetle, and after a short time 
gnaws its way out, appearing from the first of June to the middle of 
July.” 

{ have found numbers, at least twenty, of these larvee under the bark 
of the white pine (Pinus strobus) at Brunswick, Me., in the early part of 
June, but no pupz or beetles, though most of the larve were fully grown. 
Some were one-half an inch long, and had, without much doubt, hatched 
from eggs laid in the preceding June or July, so that the larvae must 
live nearly two years before transforming. My attention was called to 
their presence in the tree by the creaking made by the larve, the noise 
being heard a rod from the tree. Some of the larve were molting. In 
this process the entire head of the tegument about to be cast is pushed 
off anteriorly, while the thin skin of the rest of the body peels oft from 
the prothorax backwards. 

Mr. A. C. Goodell, of Salem, Mass., presented the museum of the Pea- 
body Academy with an adult of this species which came from @ pine 
bureau about the year 1875. The bureau had been in the house for 

_abont fifteen years previous, being newly made when purchased. The 

. 
As 
x 

5 3 

family had heard the creaking noise for some time before the insect ap- 
peared; and, after inquiring into the circumstances, I have no doubt 
but that the insect had lived in the bureau for fully fifteen years. 

This longevity is probably due to the fuct that the insect had not 
coupled, it being well known thet continence in insects leads to the pro- 
longation of life far beyond their natural term of existence. Further 
observations and experiments on this point are greatly needed. 

Apropos of this interesting subject I quote the following observations 
of Dr. Fitch :* 

“The wood of the apple-tree was formerly highly valued for cabinet- 
work in this country. In 1786, a son of General Israel Putnam, residing 

in Williamstown, Mass., had a table made from one of his apple-trees. 
Many years afterward the gnawing of an insect was heard in one of the 
leaves of this table, which noise continued for a year or two when a large 
long-horned beetle made its exit therefrom. Subsequently the same 
noise was heard again, and another insect, and afterward a third, all of 

_ the same kind, issued from this table-leaf; the first one coming out 

ky Bui Beep ot on the Insectsof New York. By Asa Fitch. Trans. N. Y. Agric. Soc., 
1856, p. 3 
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twenty and the last twenty-eight years after the trunk was cut down. 
These facts are stated more fully in the History of the County of Berk- 
shire, published at Pittsfield in 1829, p. 39. This, I believe, is the longest 
period of an insect remaining alive in timber of which we have any 
record, and it is desirable to ascertain, if possible, what insect this was. 
John J. Putnam, esq., of White Creek, N. Y., was a young man residing 
at his father’s when these remarkable incidents occurred. On showing 
to him specimens of all the larger long-horned beetles of this vicinity, 
he points to Cerasphorus balteatus as being the same insect, according to 
the best of his recoilection, but is not certain but it might have been the 
Callidium agreste.” 

‘This testimony, in connection with what President Fitch, of Williams 
College, says of the insect in the notice above referred to— Its color 
dark glistening brown, with tints of yellow’—releases us from all doubts 
upon this subject, as the agresie is of a uniform brown, whilst the bal- 
teatus commonly presents traces, more or less distinct, of an oblique 
yellowish spot or band near the middle of the wing-covers.” 

Larva: Body soft, white, long, nearly cylindrical, being but slightly 
flattened, entirely footless, all the abdominal segments of the same 
width, except the minute small one. From the first abdominal (or fourth 
from the head), the body increases in width, being widest on the pro- 
thoracic segment (or the one next to the head). This segment is trans- 
versely oblong, being as wide in front as behind; it is alittle more than 
twice as wide as long. The head is large and square, not narrowing in 
front, but as wide anteriorly as posteriorly. When the head is forcibly 
pulled out it is found to be as long as broad; anterior one-fourth of 
head deep mahogany red, becoming blackish on the edge. Clypeus 
very short and broad, about four times as broad aslong. Labrum rather 
wide, not much contracted at base, rounded in front, with very stont 
bristles on the margin. Mandibles gouge-like, the end oblique, hollowed 
out, with the outer edge produced into a point. Antenne very minute, 
three-jointed, the second and third joints about as long as the basal. 
The maxillz form a basal joint throwing off a three-jointed palpus, and 
an inner lobe armed with stiff bristles reaching to the end of the second 
joint of the palpus. The two-jointed labial palpi reach to as far as the 
middle of the brush-like lobe of the maxille; the second joint is about 
as long, but half as wide as the basal. The middle of each segment, 
especially the third to the seventh above and below, with a transverse 
callous spot. The upper side of the first abdominal segment has a very 
narrow oblong square area impressed upon it. The callous spot is best 
marked on the fitth segment, consisting of an area about one-third as 
long as broad, with a square shallow sinus posteriorly, and with thesides 
projected inwards; ; it consists of two series of callous spots, the outer 
forming the limits of the area as above described, and the inner series 
forming a simple transverse narrow lanceolate oval spot. The callous 
Spot on the under side has a sinus in front, but slightly rounded be- 
hind. The one on the seventh segment (below) is but little more than 
one-half as wide, with a broad sinus on the hind edge, and with the 
sides directed obliquely inwards. Terminal segment very smal], balf 
as wide, and one-fourth as long as penultimate segment. Nine spiracles, 
first on front edge of second thoracic (mesothoracic) segment. 

Length when tully grown, 13 inches. This larva may be known from 
that of Khagivm lineatum, by its much longer, more cylindrical body, 
and differs at once, by the long square head, that of Rhagium rounding — 

| in front, by the wider elypeus, and proportionately wider and shorter 
labrum. The palpi and antenne do not differ much. The callous spots | 
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on the abdominal segments are smaller and otherwise different from 
those in Rhagium. 
Pupa: The pupa is far advanced, being nearly ready to change to a 

beetle, the body becoming dusky and horn-colored, while the character- 
istic dark spots have already appeared on the wing-covers. The an- 
tenn are coiled up three and a half times at the end between the fore 
and middle pair of legs, and the genus may be recognized by their great 
length, and the deep excavation in the head between them, as well as 

_ by the lateral short spine on the prothorax. 
The wing-covers in my single specimen reach to the third abdominal 

segment and are pressed obliquely to the side of the body. The salient 
portions of the upper side of the abdominal rings with fine spines. End 
of the body sinuate. 

In the absence of another pupa of this genus for comparison, addi- 
tional ae cannot now be given. Length, three-quarters of 
an inch. 
THE HORN-TAIL BORER (Tremex Columba Linn.).—This insect in the 

larva state was found by some studentS — 4 )gee=erar ease Pee 
in the Massachusetts Agricultural Col- —_ AA 
lege, at Amherst, Mass., early in Octo- ss 
ber, in a tree on the college-grounds. Fic. 9—Larva of Tremex Columba, natural 
With the larve were associated several size. 
imagoes which had not left their holes, and seemed likely to be destined 
to pass the winter in the tree. As the transformations of this insect 
have not been known heretofore, we add the following description of 
the larva. 

Larva: A long white cylindrical worm, with the segment behind the 
head of the same width as the twelfth segment from the head; the 
thirteenth much narrower, regularly rounded behind, with a deep crease 
above, leading backwards and a little downward to a small sharp ter- 
minal dark-reddish horn. The horn is acute, with three teeth above near 
the base, and two smaller ones on the under side. Each of the three 
last rings bulges out on the under side. The head is white, and about 
half as wide as the segment behind, into which it partially sinks. It is 
‘rounded, smooth, with the antenne represented by small rounded tuber- 
cles, ending in a minute horny spine; should the spine be regarded as 
indicating a joint, then the appendage is three-jointed. The clypeus is 
broader than the labrum by a distance equal to its own length. The 

labrum is a little more than twice as broad as long, with the front edge 
slightly sinuous. The large powerful mandibles are four-toothed on one 
side and three-toothed on the other. The maxille are three-lobed, the 
lobes unequal, ending in spines, the middle lobe with two spines, the 
outer lobe much smaller than the others. The labrum or under lip is 
rather large, rounded, with a spine projecting on each side. The pro- 
thorax or segment next behind the head is twice as long as the one be- 
hind it, divided into two portions by a suture behindit. There are three 
pairs of small soft unjointed feet, of which the first pair are considerably 
the largest; they do not project straight out but are pressed to the body 
and directed backward.. There are ten pairs of spiracles, one pair on 
the hinder edge of prothorax, twice as large as the others; the second 
pair between the second and third rings, and the eight others on the 
eight basal abdominal segments. 

Length, 2.25 inches; greatest thickness, .28 inch. 
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Torrejon 432 

River, Colorado 471 
Group 218 

Roan Creek 164, 174, 181 
or Book Cliffs 164, 170, 173, 176, 183 
or Book Plateau 173, 176, 352 

Roaring Fork, arable area of 333 
profile of 336 

Robinson, C. T. 523 
Rock-cuttings made hy Indians 475 
Rock inscriptions 401 
Rock shelters 413-417, 427, 429 
Roscolite, analysis of 150 
Rosacez 519 
Rosefloree 519 
Rosefloreze 495 
Ruins, Arizona 454 
Ruins at Abiquiu, New Mex. 401 

Aztec Springs 399 
Ojo Caliente 401 
Surouara 401 

classification of 384 
in Southwestern Colorado 383 
New Mexico 453 
of a great cave town on the Rio 

De Chelly 421 
dwellings 475 
Epsom Creek 425 
Montezuma Cafion 427 
Southwestern Colorado and ad- 
jacent territory 411 

the Chaco Caiion 431 
Hovenweep and McElmo 413 
Pueblo Alto 446 

Bonito 459 
Cheltro Kettle 438 
Del Arroyo 443 
Hungo Pavie 438 
Pentiasca Blanca 445 
Pintado 433 
Una Vida 437 
Weje-gi 437 

Pueblos Nos. 8 and 9 444 
Rio de Chelly 420, 421 
Rio San Juan 38~, 415 

tower on Epsom Creek 425 
tower 391, 415, 425 
on the Rio Animas 401 

Dolores 400 
La Plata 387 
Mancos 391 
McEl]mo 398, 413 

Sabal Campbelli 502 
Grayana 502 

Sabalites Californicus 502 
Campbelli 502 
fructifer 502 
Grayanus 502 

Sage Plain 163, 166 
Plateau 363 

Sagittaria pulchella 501 
Saint Charles River, arable area of 328 
Saint Vrain’s Creek, arable area of 325 
Salicineze 506 
Salisburia binervata 500 

INDEX. 

Salisburia polymorpha 500 
Salix angusta 506 

californica 506 
cuneata 490 
@densinervis 506 
elliptica 506 
elongata 506 
flexuosa 490 
integra 506 
Islandica 506 
Lavateri 506 
macrophylla 506 
media 506 
Meekii 490 
membranacea 490 
nervillosa 490 
protezfolia 490 
tabellaris 506 
varians 506 
Worthenii, 506 

Salt Creek 170 
Salvinia Alleni 498 

attenuata 498 
cyclophylla 498 

Sanborn, F. G. 521 
San Juan mines, review of 120 

Mountains 190 
River, arable area of 330-332 

grazing lands of 346 
profile of 331 

San Luis Creek, arable area of 329 
Valley, arable areas of 328-330 

as @ grazing area 345 
basalt of 246 

San Miguel Group 257 
Mountains 193 
Plateau 163,165, 169 
River 163, 165, 179 

_ River, arable land on 335 
Sapindaceze 515 
Sapindus affinis 515 

Americanus 515 
angustifolius 515 
caudatus 515 
coriacets 515 
Dentoni 515 
membranaceus 515 
obtusifolius 515 — 
stellarizfolius 515 
undulatus 515 

Sapotacites Americanus 511 
Haydenii 492, 511 

Sassafras acutilobum 492 
(Arailiopsis) cretaceum 492 

cretaceum obtu- 
sum 492 

mirabile 492 
obtusus 493 
recurvata 492 

cretaceum 481, 492 
Mudgei 492 

Saucer Valley 163, 165, 167 
Saxifragese 513 
Scattered drift 55 
Schirmerite, analyses of 151 
Scitaminez 501 
Sclerotium rubellum 496 
Scudder, Samuel H. 481, 486 
Sections 171, 172, 174, 179, 180, 181, 184, 185 
Sedimentary rocks and orography 93 
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Selaginella Berthoudi 499 
faleata 499 
laciniata 499 

Selection of wife among the Apaches 465 
Sequoia acuminata 500 

affinis 499 
angustifolia 500 
biformis 500 
brevifolia 500 
condita 488 
fastigiata? 488 
formosa 488 
Heerii 500 
Langsdorfii 500 
longifolia 500 
Reichenbachi? 488 

Serpentarize 509 
Seviches 466, 467, 468, 476 

location of 461 
Shoshones 461, 464, 465, 467, 468, 469, 471, 

473, 474 
location of 461 

Sierra Abajo 239 
Carriso 190, 240 
E] Late 237 
la Sal 163, 190, 239 

Signals by fire and smoke 474 
Indian 473 

Silurian formation, tables of 130 
review of 105 
system 23 

Silver mining, review of 117 
Simpson’s Park 364 
Sitgreaves, Captain 467 
Sixteen-windowed cliff-house 394 
Smart, Dr. 464 
Smilacez 501 
Smilax cyclophylla 501 

grandifolia 501 
Smoke, Indians signal by means of 474 
Soil, review of 116 
Soulé, Dr. Milan 468, 471 
South Park, arable area of 325, 326 

grazing area of 344 
South Platte River, arabie area of 323, 326. 

measurements of 324 
profile of 326 

Spadiciflore 502 
Spain, amount of water used in irrigation 

in 321 
Spanish Peaks 233 
Spencer, Charles 469 

_ Sphenopteris corrugata 483 
elongata 497 
eocenica 497 
Lakesii 497 
membranacea 497 
nigricans 497 

_ Spheria lapidea 496 
myrice 496 
rhytismoides 496 

Spirwa Andersoni 519 
Splint, Indian fracture 471 
Split Mountain 372 
Springs, Peach 475 
Squier and Davis 385 
Stairways hewn in the rock 420, 427, 447 
Stations, Indian “lookout ” 474 
Staphylea acuminata 515 

' Staphyleaceze 515 
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Sterculia lineariloba 494 
Stirling, Dr. 471 b 
Stone circles 473 

implements 407 
Stratigraphy and orography 90 
Strata, thickness of, in Colorado 13) 
Structure of porphyritic trachytes 241 
Styracifluse 507 
Subcarboniferous, tables of 129 
Sulphur Springs 175 
Sunshine district mines 118 
Sun-worshipers 474 
Surface geology 52 
Surgery among Apachés 471 
Surgical appliances made by Apaché In- 

dians 471 
Surouara 401 
Sylvanite, analysis of 152 
Symmorphic rocks of porphyritic trach- 

yte 293 
Systematic arrangement of minerals 155 
Tabeguache Creek 169 
Table of correlated general sections 22 

volcanic eruptions 262 
Teeniopteris Gibbsii 498 
Tank Peak 369 
Taxinez 500 
Taxites microphyllus 499 

Olriki 499 
Taxodium cuneatum 499 

distichum miocenicum 499 
dubium 499 
occidentale 499 
Tinajorum 499 

Tchung-Kee game 463 
Tellurium, analysis of 152 
Temperatures, table of monthly and an- 

nual 316 
Terebinthines 494, 517 
Terminalia Radobojensis 513 
Tertiary 164, 174, 177, 182 

formation, tables of 123 
fossil plants 483 
period 34 
plants, catalogue of 487, 496 
review of 110 
strata, comparison of 183 
White River 78 

Tetranthera sessiliflora 510 
Thallophytes 488 
Thomas, Cyrus 342 
Thuya interrupta 499 
Thymelacez 511 
Tilia alaskana 514 

antiqua 514 
Tiliaceze 514 
Timber, destruction of 475 
Timber-land, estimated area of 318 
‘Timber-line, height of 318 
Todea saportanea 491 
Tomichi Creek, arable land on 335 
Topographer, office work of 303-308 
Topography 273 

method of field and office 
work 298 

of Colorado 313 
White River 66 

Tortrix incertana 523 
oxycoccana 522 
vacciniivorana 522 
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Towers, ruined, double-walled 389, 392 | 
single-walled 385, 415, 425 
triple-walled 398 

Trachorheites 213 
review of 111 

Trachyte 214 
No. 1 215 
No. 2 218 
No. 3 222 
No. 4 224 

Trapa borealis 518 
? microphylla 518 

Tremax, Columba 531 
Trenton period, tables of 150 
Triangulation, list of primary stations 285 

method of adjusting 282, 
284 

primary. Report on 277 
probable errors of 282 

Triassic formation, tables of 128 
period 26 

Trias (Red Beds) 164, 166, 171, 172, 179 
review of 107 ; 

Two-water Creek 355 
Ulmacez 508 
Ulmus affinis, 508 

Californica 508 
plurinerva 508 
pseudo-fulva 508 | 
tenuinervis 508 

Umbelliflorz 512 
Uncompahgre Plateau 164, 170 

River 170 
profile of 337 

Valley, arable land in 334 
as a grazing area 345 

Unga-too-wiss Valley 365, 366 
Uplifts and upthrusts 41 
Upper carboniferous, tables of 129 
Uraninite, analysis of 153 

INDEX. 

Wilson, A. D. 189, 191, 193, 383 

| Woodwardia latiloba 497 

Urticine 508 
Urticinez 491 
Utensils and weapons, manufacture of 467 
Vaccinium Friesii 512 

reticulatum ? 512 
Valle Colorado 173 
Vale Disappointment 366 
Valencia, amount of water used in irri- 
gation in 321 

Valley, Owen’s 470 
Valleys 12 
Venereal diseases, Mojave treatment of 470 
Viburnum anceps 511 

asperum 511 
dichotomum 5l1c 
Goldianum 511 
Lakesii 511 
lanceolatum 511 
marginatum 510 
Nordenskioldi 511 
platanoides 510 
rotundifolium 510 
solitarium 511 
Whymperi ? 511 

Vitis crenata 512 
Olriki 512 
sparsa 512 

Volcanic eruptives, acidic 213 
basic 245 
table of 262 | Zunis 476 

© 

Voleanic formations, review of 111 
rocks of North America 204 

Vegetation, White River 68 ; 
Waddel Creek 362 if 
Wahsatch*group 79, 81, 123, 174, 176, 177, 

181, 184 
Wahsatch group, fossil plants from 184 
Wampita Peak 366 
Water pockets 448 
Weapons, manufacture of 467 
Weinmannia rosefolia 518 
Wells, Montezuma 476 
West Axial Basin 371 

Salt Creek 174 
Wet Mountain Valley as a grazing area 346 
Wheelerite, analyses of 153 ‘ 
Whipple, Lieutenant 462 
White, C. A. 181 

Dr. C. A., report of 5 
White-Earth group 216 

River, arable land on 335 
White River 164 

agency 353, 364 
arable areas of 337 
district, stratigraphy 71 

topography 66 
vegetation 68 

drainage 65 : 
grazing lands of 346 
gauging of 59 

Widdringtonia ? complanata 499 
Wife, selection of (Apachés) 465 

report of, on primary trian- 
gulation 277 oa 

Williams Fork Valley 363 
Wonsits Valley 369, 372 

Woven textures, matting 407 
Yam-bi-tsi 465 
Yampa 465 

and White River Divide 366 
District, climatic and economi 

notes on 373, 374, 375 
River 370 

arable areas of 338 
grazing lands of 347 
gauging of 59 

Yarrow, Dr. H. C. 401 
Yellow-Jacket Pass 364 
Yumas, location of 461 
Zamie 499 
Zamiostrobus ? mirabilis 499 
Zanthoxylez 518 
Zanthoxylon diversifolium 518 

juglandinum ? 518 
Zine-mining, review of 121 
Zingiberaceze 501 
Zingiberites dubius 501 
Zircon, analysis of 153 
Zizyphus cinnuamomoides 516 

distortus 516 
fibrillosus 516 
hyperboreus 516 
Meekii 516 
microphyllus 516 
piperoides, 516 

Zonarites digitatus 488 ahi 
Zodlogy, paleontology and 479 efi 
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